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The l/O 1/0fflar 
...but whose big moment is it? 
YOU FLICK THE SWITCH. This is the moment 

... the final check. 

And this is the big moment your customer 
has been waiting for. 

But, it's a big moment for you, too ... 
because your reputation rests on the job 
the new tubes do from this moment on. 

Still, you have no worries ... for 
your own experience has proven - 
time and again -that the superior 
quality of RCA Receiving Tubes is 
your best measure of protection 
against premature tube failures. 

So, when your call is completed, 
you can he confident that you've 
won another steady customer. 

Helping you to safeguard your 
reputation is a vital, everyday serv- 
ice of RCA Tubes. And that protec- 
tion is yours at no extra cost. 

Sign up 
// for Success 

Identify yourself with RCA! Ask your 
RCA Tube Distributor today how you can 

qualify for a Dealer 
Identification Plaque 
displaying your name. 
He'll give you all the 
exciting details on t he 
dynamic new RCA 
promotion plan to 
help you build your 
business. 

ELECTRON TUBES 
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You Build THIS 
TRANSMITTER 

with Parts I Send{ \. 
Your FCC Operator's License con be your 

ticket to good jobs, security. I train you for it. 

[earn RA Broadcasting 
bq Practicing at Home in Spare Time 
Use parts I send for Actual Experience 

The Communication Course I offer mitten Operators, Re- 

you is backed by NRI's 40 year mote Control Oper- 

record of training men at home. ators. Service and 

fly well- illustrated lessons give 
Maintenance Tech - 

, uu the basic principles you must 
Coupon. 

Find 
Mail 

P P Y Coupon. Find out, 
have to assure success. My skillfully de- without obligation, 
veloped kits "bring to life" what you what I offer. NRI 
learn from my lessons, give you practical training can assure 
experience on circuits common to BOTH you more of the better 
Radio and Television. You build the things of life; can help 
low -power Broadcasting Transmitter you qualify for high j, E. SMITH 

My Training Leads to lobs Like These 

BROADCASTING: Chief Tech- 
nician. Chief Operator. Power 
Monitor. Remote Control Oper- 
ator. SHIP AND HARBOR 
RADIO: Chief Operator. Radio- 
telephone Operator. GOVERN- 
MENT RADIO: Operator in 
Army, Navy, Coast Guard, F "r 
estry Service Dispatcher. POLIO I 

RADIO: Transmitter Operator. 
Service Technician. AVIATI( C. 

RADIO: Plane Radio Operator. 
Airport Transmitter Operator. 
TELEVISION: Pickup Operator. 
Voice Transmitter Operator, T\ 
Technician. 

I TRAINED THESE MEN AT HOME 

rotor at KI'AT. 
important day of 

'de was when I en- 
.d with NRI." - 

- an Frewaldt, \ladi- 
8. Dak. 

"A for employer 
recomanna. d National 
Radio Institute training 
to me. Now employed 
as transmitter operator 
in Harrisburg."- Albert 
Herr, New Cumber- 
land, Pa. 

lis C" 

"Am with WCOC. 
Happy with my job. 
NRI course can't be 

at heat. Passed exam for 
1st class Radio -phone 

è .license with no trouble." 
Jesse W. Parker, 

Vleridi:m. >lia,. 

"1 did not know a thing 
about Radio before 
enrolled for your train- 
ing. Now I have a job 
as Studio Engineer at 
ItadioStation K\IMJ." 
-Bill Delrell, Central 
('ity, Nebr. 

"Mv position with 
R'NIYF is video control 
engineer on the RCA 
color project. I owe a 
lot of my success to 
your textbooks." - 
Warren Deem, Mal - 
verne, N. Y. 

AVAILABLE TO 

VETERANS 
UNDER G.I. BILLS 

I Also Have a Course in 

°` Radio TV SERVICING 
1 If you prefer a career in 

Radio -Television Servicing, 
I'll train you at home for it. 
Course includes many Kits 
of parts. My book shows 
that many make $10, $15 a 
week EXTRA fixing sets 
while training. 

RADIO (SION NEWS is published monthly by the ZIR -Ravis Publishing Company at 04 E. take St.. Chicago I. III. Entered as second-class matter. 
as aecond.class matter. 

suSCRIPTION 
at 

Radio m& Television News 
tinder the cU S March 

Possessions. PanAmericaln 
Post 
countries. and Canada 54.00: a11C other foreign countries a5.o0; the Post 

ita,li- t:l,,,r.11 Ie Engineering Edition -one year. U. S. and ossessions. Pan -American nies, and Canada 58.00: 11 other foreign countries $7.00. 
Pen maater-Please return undelivered topics under form 3559 to 64 E. Lake St.. Chicago 1. III. 

shown above (at left). You put this pay and promotion ear9orr, 

station "on the air," and conduct pro- when times are good, 
RNL.d I.. Inlnaa 

, , dures required of Broadcasting Station enjoy greater security ei' ̂ ' ^ ̂ ^ " 
, Aerators. My book shows other valuable when jobs are scarce. Progressive, am- 
equipment you bui! ! 1.. i' bitious men consider Radio -TV an out - 

Television's Raid Growth 
standing field for their life's work. My 

Rapid 64-page book, "How to Be a Success in 

Making Jobs, Prosperity about America's fast growing industry, Good Jobs 
Radio -Television," gives important facts 

Radio is bigg. r 1 han ever with over 3000 details of job opportunities, tells about 

Broadcasting Stations on the air making kits I furnish for practical experience, 

good jobs for Chief Operators, Recording shows what my graduates are doing and 

and Remote Control Operators, Power earning. You don't have to leave home or 

Monitors. Technicians, etc. Now there's give up your job to take NRI courses. You 

Television, too. About 200 TV Stations are learn at home in your spare time, at low cost, 

on the air with many more being built, on terms as low as $5 a month. Many of 

construction of hundreds of additional sta- my graduates make more than the total 

tiens authorized, and new TV Station ap- cost of my training in just two weeks. 

plications being filed every month. Think Mail coupon now. J. E. SMITH, President, 

of the demand this is creating from coast National Radio Institute. Dept. 33E, 

to coast for Pickup and Voice Trans- Washington 9, D. f'. OUR 40th YEAR. 

Mr. J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 3JE 

National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D. C. 

Mail me 64 -page Book FREE. (No salesman will call. Please 

write plainly.) 

Name Age._. 

Address 

City 

VETS ofrdischargs 

Zone State 

September, 1953 
3 
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Ria Above: 
Work over 

300 
fascinating 

300 fos experiments 
¡, Build over3 enfs with this 
cinatin9 ex perlm ENTS equipment 
from 16 B!G SMIPM arts 

of Electronic -Radio P 

which you KEEP. 

Oscilloscope 

-with the aid of BOTH 
HOME EQUIPMENT 
and HOME MOVIES 

What will mailing the coupon below do for YOU? Just 
this! You'll find out about one of today's most remark- 
able ... practical ways to prepare to get into America's 
amazing billion dollar opportunity field of TELEVISION - 
RADIO- ELECTRONICS. You'll see how to get into fas- 
cinating work that pays well ... that offers one of 
America's most promising futures ... that enables you 
to start your own business almost "on a shoe string," 
if you prefer this to a job opportunity. 

And above all, you'll get some GOOD NEWS especially 

Z, Build valuable commer- welcomed by men anxious to earn REAL MONEY in this 

e test equipment 
-es thrilling field. For you'll see that NOW you can get the 

cial-tYPto the left- whic!+ you kind of practical, laboratory -type training so desirable 
shown yOl'tY for making real progress in Television- Radio -Electronics 
KEEP. This includes and 

towel 

INCH oscilloscope both highly AND WITHOUT LEAVING HOME. 

bearing Mull ¡ -Meter- ark. You'll see that DeForest's Training, Inc. sends every - 

useful for Television 
big 21 INCH TV thing needed to set up your own HOME LABORATORY. 

3. Bu;Idandkeep train- You get and keep the same type of basic electronic 

Set. í0T.1 oRers another home 

Laboratories. You get home training that includes 
my In Television- 

Radio Electron ¡cs. but equipment used in our modern Chicago Training 

without the TV sell 
projector 

and the knowledge and experience gained from train- ing 

Use a 16 mm nstruchve movies- ing thousands of students first rand in Chicago. 

new series of highly' ouyraspimP °rtant And to top it all, you use DTI's amazingly 

e wonderful aid to help YOU better. effective and exclusive home training aid- 
fundamentals 

faster 
easy-to-read 

lessons INSTRUCTIVE MOVIES. But why not get the 

S 
II-illustrated, complete story? Mail coupon today for 

handy F01.12- 
. Ent °Y `H 

OUT diagrams. 

1INCH 
Build and keep this BIG DTI 

engineered TV set- easily 
converted to U.H.F. 

EMPLOYMENT information -pocked literature. 
with oodness raduatin9 
6. Get an honest- o_goad 

d! s. SALES 
AND 

SERVICE 
to help Y °u 

get 
the com- 

to staáil 
coupon today for 

istance 
SERVICE BUSINESS. M 

Get this 
piece details. 

MODERN LABORATORIES 
If you prefer, get all your preparation 

in our new Chicago Tra ni 1g Lab- 
oratories -one of the finest of its 

kind. Ample instructors, modern 
equipment. Write far details! 

MILITARY SERVICE! 
If you're subject o military 

service, the information 
we have for you should 

prove very helpful. 
Mail coupon today. 

information- packed publication 

FREE! 
"ONE OF AMERICA'S FOREMOST 
TELEVISION TRAINING CENTERS" - Edablirhed 1931 - 

DEFOREST'S TRAINING, INC. 
2533 N. Ashland Avenue, Chicago 14, III. 

RN-9J 

I 1 would like your valuable information- packed publication showing 
how I can get started toward a good job or my own business in 

Television -Radio -Electronics. 

Name _ 
_ -_ -__ - Age 

LStreet Apt. 

City Zone State _.__ _______ 

DEFOREST'S TRAINING, INC. 
AFFILIATED WITH 

DEVRY ?educ4a INSTITUTE 
CHICAGO 14. ILLINOIS 

September, 1953' 
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A boring is taken from a pole section to 
see how far preservative has penetrated. 
For poles to last, it must penetrate deeply 
and be retained for a long tune. 

6 

THIS BOTTLE 
TURNS 
SEVEN YEARS 
INTO 
SEVEN MONTHS 

' Test blocks of pole wood are fed to destructive fungi in 
bottles like this at Bell Laboratories. Wood rests on soil 
which controls moisture conditions and promotes fungus 
growth. Test speeds search for better preservatives. 

This year the Bell System is putting 800,000 new 
telephone poles into service. How effectively are 
they preserved against fungus attack and decay? 

Once the only way to check a preservative was 
to plant treated wood specimens outdoors, then 
wait and see -for seven years at least. Now, with 
a new test devised in Bell Telephone Laboratories 
most of the answer can be obtained in seven months. 

Cubes of wood are treated with preservatives, 
then enclosed in bottles with fungus of the most 
destructive kind, under temperature and humidity 
conditions that accelerate fungus activity. Success - or failure - of fungus attack on cubes soon reveals 
the best ways to preserve poles. 

The new test has helped show how poles can 
be economically preserved for many years. It is 
another example of how Bell Telephone Labora- 
tories works to keep down the cost of your telephone 
service. 

BELL TELEPHONE 
LABORATORIES 

Improving telephone service for America provides 
careers for creative men in scientific and technical fields 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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IF 

Check the specs. . 

Check performance ... 

'II Choose TheHallíerafters 

Model S -76 
Double conversion receiver. Broadcast Band 
538-1580 kc plus three short -wave bands cov- 
ering 1720 kc -34 Mc. 

Calibrated electrical bandspread for easy 

tuning. Double superhet with 50 kc second 
i -f and giant 4 -inch "S" meter. Five position 
selectivity, one r -f, two conversion, two i -f 
stages, temperature compensated. 3.2 or 500 
ohm outputs. 

Satin black steel cabinet. 181/2" x 8/" x 
91/2" deep. Nine tubes, voltage regulator, and 
rectifier. For 105/125 V. 50/60 

$lAA95 cycle AC. Use R -16 speaker. . . 7 7 

SELECTIVITY CURVES, S -76 

2 

te 

ó 
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o 
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Sher. 1. 2, J. 4: ! aad s 
RC FROM RESOr+twC 

Roo 

Do you know any better way, any other way, to judge 

SW equipment than to check the specifications and 

the performance? Frankly that's the only valid way 

we can think of to make sure you get your money's 

worth. Check these specs. Take a look at the selectiv- 

ity curve for the S -76. It is typical of the outstanding 
value Hallicrafters offers in every price class. 

Model 5X -71. Covers Broadcast Band 
535 -1650 kc plus four short -wave bands 
covering 1650 kc -34 Mc. and 46 -56 Mc. 

Narrow Band FM one r -f, two conver- 
sion, and three i -f stages. Temperature 
compensated, voltage regulated.Three watt 
output (terminals for 500 and 3.2 ohms). 

Satin black steel cabinet. 181/2" x 8%8" 

x 12" deep. 11 tubes plus regulator, recti- 
fier. For 105/125 V. 50/60 $24995 
cycle AC. Use R -46 speaker. 

Model HT -20. T.V.I. suppressed 
100 watt AM -CW transmitter with 
all spurious outputs above 40 Mc 
at least 90 db. below full rated 
output. 
All stages metered; single meter 

with eight position meter switch; 
output tuning indication. Fre- 
quency range of 1.7 Mc to 31 Mc 
continuous on front panel control. 
Seven tubes plus five rectifiers. 
For 105/125 V. 50/60 $44950 
cycle 

Model R -46. Matching 10" PM speaker 
for use with Hallicrafters communications 
receivers SX -71, SX -76, SX -73 or SX -62. 
80 to 5000 cycle :ange. Matching trans- 
former with 500 -ohm input. Speaker voice 
coil impedance, 3.2 ohms. 

Satin black steel cabinet matches all 
Hallicrafters receivers. Cloth covered 
metal grille. 15" x 1078" x $2495 
1078" deep. Ship. wt. 17 lbs. 

allicrafters 
World's Leading Exclsuii ILcuufacturer of Communications and High Fidelity Equipment, Radio and Television 

September. 1953 

4401 West Fifth A , Chicago 24, Illinois 
Hallicrafters ltd., 51 Camden Street, Toronto, Canada 
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E -V ADDS THE MAGIC TOUCH 
TO TV RECEPTION 

Truly the ultimate in a 
UHF TV Converter. 

Engineered and built by 
Electra- Voice, the E -V 

3300 combines the finest 
in design, construction 
and performance. It is 

thoroughly field proved. 

Adds all UHF Channels to VHF Sets 
Non -slip micrometer type tuning 
system* provides smooth, accurate, 
continuous tuning of all UHF 
channels 14-83. No band switches, 
strips or coils. New high-efficiency 
low -loss circuit. Operates with 
either separate UHF and VHF 
antennas or on all -channel (2.83) 
antenna. Adequate shielding. One 
control turns Converter and TV 
set "on" or "off" and switches 
to correct antenna. Utilizes channels 
5 or 6 of VHF TV set as Inter- 
mediate Frequency. Does not affect 
VHF reception. 
Installation is simple -connect to 
antenna input of VHF TV set and 
just plug in. For 105 -125 volts, 
50.60 cycles AC. Housed in small, 
attractive dark brown cabinet, 
7)4'x51/4'x61/a'. 
Completely self- contained, ready 
for installation. 
MODEL 3300. List Price, $39.50 

*Potent Applied For 

Send for Bulletin 
No. 188 

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC. 
410 CARROLL STREET BUCHANAN, MICH. 
Export: 13 E. 40th SI., New York 16, U.S.A. Coble,: Arlob 

8 

RECORD. 
B Y T H E E D I T O R 

HI -FI MAGICIANS 
IT HAS seemed, in recent weeks, that 

hardly a day goes by that we don't 
recall the phrase, "Nothing is certain 
but death and taxes" and each time 
this phrase comes to mind we are 
more and more tempted to add "and 
the audiophile's dilemma." Sometimes 
we wonder just how far the audio in- 
dustry can go in making all sorts of 
fancy performance claims for their 
products. The majority of manufac- 
turers of audio equipment have ap- 
parently made a very honest attempt 
to follow an intelligent pattern and 
adhere to accepted engineering prac- 
tice when publishing specifications for 
their equipment. Recently, however, 
there has been a steady influx of new 
companies entering the so- called high - 
fidelity market. All too often these 
manufacturers are guilty of mislead- 
ing the public in their attempts to sell 
run -of- the -mill audio gear as high - 
fidelity equipment. 

For example, we have just attended 
a press conference to see and hear a 
new tape recorder (one of three an- 
nounced in four days) priced for mass - 
production and publicized as high - 
fidelity equipment. This machine, and 
we shall name no names, is manu- 
factured by a well -known producer of 
photographic equipment; a company 
long respected in that field for its 
quality products. We spent the first 
moments of our visit in listening to 
some recorded classics from this new 
"Hi -Fi" portable. Being technically 
minded, we were most anxious to see 
the specifications for the new models. 
There were two; one employing a tape 
speed of 3%" /sec., the other, tagged 
as a "Hi -Fi" with a tape speed of 
71/2" /sec. We drew a mental compari- 
son between many other tape record- 
ers we had heard in the past and 
came to an immediate conclusion that 
the over -all frequency range was sad- 
ly lacking at the high and low ends. 

In studying the published specifica- 
tions for this "Hi -Fi" model, we were 
startled to find the following: "fre- 
quency response: 30 to 13,000 cycles." 
The specifications, however, did not 
qualify this claim by stating "plus or 
minus so many db" but simply stated 
"30 to 13,000 cycles." Our curiosity 
was greatly aroused when we came 
across the specifications showing the 
amplifier tube complement. The power 
tube is the well -known 6AQ5 having a 
power output of 3.2 watts. 

Any audio engineer or experimenter 
worth his salt knows full well that a 
6AQ5 beam power amplifier producing 
that output has a known total har- 
monic distortion of 8,/.. This is not 
"high- fidelity" in our book. 

And, we have never in our experi- 
ence been able to find a 6" x 9" ellip- 
tical loudspeaker, selling at catalogue 
prices for $3.44, capable of producing 
the high -fidelity audio range stated by 
this manufacturer for this model to 
be from 30 to 13,000 cycles. We'd ex- 
pect to pay many times that amount 
for a good 15" woofer to give us 30- 
cps. response, plus a good tweeter to 
reproduce 13,000 -cps. response clearly. 

Upon returning to our desk the next 
morning, we checked the specifica- 
tions on seven leading tape recorders 
to determine what claims were made 
for their performance. Here are the 
results: Recorder A, 50 -7000 cycles 
at 71/2" /sec.; Recorder B, 40- 10,000 
± 2 db at 71/2" /sec.; Recorder C, 40- 
12,000 cycles at 71/2" /sec.; Recorder 
D, 50 -9000 cycles ± 2 db, 71/2" /sec.; 
Recorder E, 50 -7000 cycles i- 2 db, 
71/2" /sec.; Recorder F, 60- 15,000 cycles ± 3 db, 71/2" /sec.; and Recorder G, 70- 
7500 cycles, 71/2 " /sec. We averaged 
these specifications to find that our 
"composite recorder" would have a 
frequency response of 60 to slightly 
less than 10,000 cycles at 712 " /sec. 
Our "composite recorder" having this 
response would sell for $397.93, this 
being the average cost of the seven 
models. 

The recorder discussed in preceding 
paragraphs was intended to be mar- 
keted for approximately $250.00. The 
point we should like to make is that 
the purchaser of an audio tape re- 
corder could be very easily misled 
when comparing specifications of re- 
spective machines. He would come to 
the conclusion that he could purchase 
a home hi -fi tape machine having a 
frequency response of 30 to 13,000 cy- 
cles, using the same tapes and speed 
employed by the other machines and 
at a price far less than the others. 

Even the "Cadillacs and Lincolns" 
of the tape recorder industry only 
claim a frequency response of 40 to 
10,000 cycles at 712" /sec. 

This is but one of many examples 
we see and hear about each week in 
this business of technical publishing. 
There is a great need for a clear un- 
derstanding within the industry and 
a code of ethics in advertising claims 
for what we call "high- fidelity." 

The American public has always 
been a bit gullible when it comes to 
things technical or electronic. Let's 
quit calling every audio component 
and system "a new super ultra high - 
fidelity" product. If we don't pull in 
the reins pretty soon -the term will 
die out as an acceptable description 
of a quality sound reproducing sys- 
tem O.R. 

RADIO S TELEVISION NEWS 
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WIZ 

NEW HOME OF ALLIED RADIO 
'rid 1 ultra- modern facilities TO SERVE YOU BEST ter, 

d FREE! 

t your 
e- packed 

1954 
ALLIED 

the only 
COMPLETE 

catalog for 
everything in 
TV, Radio and 
Industrial 
Electronics 

EveMhine 
in Radio, Toievr.00n 

and Indu, 

A 
"al Electronics 

11 ¡ed Radio 
a o '° °N 

IVFSI[eN 
V 

nl[,aa Ill. I,I.e he 

Natals 

INDIX 
OM PALE 4F1 

268 -PAGE CATALOG 

The World's Largest Stocks 

TV and Radio Parts 

Test Instruments 
High -Fidelity Equipment 
Custom TV Chassis 
AM, FM Tuners and Radios 

Recorders and Supplies 
P. A. Systems, Accessories 
Amateur Station Gear 
Builders' Kits, Supplies 
Equipment for Industry 

Fastest Service in 

Electronic Supply 

r.( 

1Ta 

You'll want the one complete Buying Guide to 
Everything in Electronics -268 pages packed 
with the world's largest selection of quality 

equipment at lowest, money -saving prices. See all 
the latest releases in custom TV chassis, 

TV antennas and accessories; AM and FM tuners 
and radios; everything in High - Fidelity custom 

components; latest P.A. Systems and accessories; 
recorders and supplies; Amateur receivers, 

transmitters and station gear; specialized industrial 
electronic equipment; test instruments; builders' 

kits; huge listings of parts, tubes, tools, books 
-your choice of the world's most complete stocks of 

quality equipment. ALLIED gives you every 
buying advantage: speedy shipment, 

expert personal help, lowest prices, 1:beral terms, 
assured satisfaction. Get the 1954 ALLIED 

Catalog. Keep it handy -and save time and 
money. Send for your FREE copy today. '?ihr.hnl_ sìx`a. _: .-..:..i-... r.? 

SEND FOR THE LEADING 
ELECTRONIC BUYING GUIDE 

EASY -PAY TERMS 

Use ALLIED'S liberal Easy 
Payment Plan -only 10% 
down, 12 months to pay -no 
carrying charge if you pay in 

60 days. Available on Hi -Fi 

and P. A. units, recorders, TV 

chassis, test instruments, 
Amateur gear, etc. 

September, 1953 

oued 

TV and HI -FI SPECIALISTS 

To keep up with developments 
in High -Fidelity and TV, look 
to ALLIED. Count on us for oll 
the latest releases and largest 
stocks of equipment in these 
important fields. If its any- 
thing in High- Fidelity or Tele- 
vision-we have it in stock! 

L_ 

SAVE ON EVERYTHING 
IN ELECTRONICS 

ALLIED RADIO 
World's Largest Electronic Supply House 

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 1 -J -3 

1C0 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Illinois 

Send FREE 268 -Page 1954 ALLIED Catalog. 

Nome 

Address 

City _ Zone State 
J 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC ANNOUNCES 

G -E DUAL COAXIAL 

Model Al -400 

New approach to coaxial sp. 
sign -high sensitivity at low o. 
ceptional balance between spe. 
with G -E baffle plate developm 
Revolutionary Tweeter Heart... 
wavefront shaping plug ... provides 
smooth tweeter response. 

A new line of High -Fidelity 
Reproduction Equipment for 
Volume Sales...Record Profits! 

HI[RE'S THE LINE of high -fidelity reproduction equipment that will 
bring customers to you! It offers the ideal answer to the grow- 

ing demand for matched units in home sound systems. For the first 
time quality voice and music reception is available to every family... 
at prices they can afford! 

The General Electric Variable Reluctance Cartridge started this 
business of high -fidelity. Today's G -E announcement of a new line 
of reproduction equipment completes the home sound picture. Your 
customers get the dual advantage of purchasing individual compo- 
nents or the complete ensemble for a home decorator installation. 

Whether you sell or install high -fidelity sound equipment you'll 
want to have these units on hand. Be ready for the tremendous market 
they'll create...order today! Call the local General Electric distrib- 
utor or write today to: General Electric Company, Section 993, 
Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York. 

ote ea/Alb-id/eta coy/tie/nee in_ 

10 

71te 
.070 

éIJ 
11111 c TERRS OF EIECTRICAI LL 'J, PROGRESS LLLL 

.1 Ed.* 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

G E PREAMPLIFIER CONTROL UNIT 

Model Al -200 

Combines functions of equalized pre- 
amplifier plus adjustable record com- 
pensation, program input selection, 
tone controls and volume control. 
Matching unit for the "Custom Music" 
amplifier. Self -powered for use with 
any installation. 

G -E POWER AMPLIFIER Model Al -300 

The G -E A l-300 is a medium power, 
compact amplifier designed to provide 
needed speaker power. An essential 
element in the new General Electric 
"Custom Music" Ensemble. It will 
deliver high- fidelity performance at 
very low cost. 

rr 

77 

G E DELUXE TONE ARMS 

Model Al -500 1121 Model Al 501 (161 
For hume or broadcast station use. 
Compatible with the exceptional qual- 
ity of G -E cartridges. Calibrated stylus 
pressure adjustment ... 1 grani to 10 
grams. They were developed to im- 
prove record reproduction in any home 
or broadcast studio installation. 

G -E SPEAKER ENCLOSURE 

Model Al -406 (6 cu. ft.) 

Attractive corner or wall cabinet in 
hand- rubbed blond or mahogany ve- 
neers. "Distributed port" design offers 
tone realism from 40 to 15,000 cycles. 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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Here comes opportunity 
...ready or not 

CHECK THESE SEVEN 

FAMOUS I. C. S. COURSES 

-ONE FOR YOU! 

j PRACTICAL RADIO-TELEVISION 
ENGINEERING - Foundation course 
foe radio- television career. Basic prin- 
ciples plus advanced training. Radio. 
Sound. TV. 

TELEVISION TECHNICIAN -To 
qualify you for high level technical posi- 
tions in television. Camera, studio, trans. 
miller techniques Manufacture. sale 
and installation of TV equipment. 

TELEVISION RECEIVER SERVIC- 
ING- Installation, servicing. con 
version. Dealership For the man who 
knows about radio and wants TV 

training. 

L] RADIO A TELEVISION SERVICING 
-Designed to star you repairing, 
stalling and servicing radio and tele- 
vision eiverssoon alter starting the 

Couserec 

L] RADIO S TELEVISION SERVICING 
WITH TRAINING EQUIPMENT- 
Saine as above but with addition of 

highgrade radio servicing equipment 
and tools. 

L] RADIO OPERATING COURSE - 
Special course to help you pass the 
Government examination for operator's 
licenses Code TV. FM. Radioregulations. 

L] INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS - Broad. solid background course devoted 
to the electron lobe and to its many 
applications. 

Prepare for the new Radio- TVElectronies boom. 
Get in on 1 -lIF and UHF ... aviation and 
mobile radio ... color TV ... binaural sound! The 
International Correspondence Schools can help you! 

If you've ever thought about Radio or Television as a career . . . 

if you have the interest, but not the training ... if you're waiting 
for a good tinte to start ... NOW'S THE TIME! 

No matter what your previous background, I.C.S. can help 
you. If Radio -TV servicing is your hobby, I.C.S. can make it your 
own profitable business. If you're interested in the new develop- 
ments in Electronics, I.C.S. can give you the basic courses of 
training you need. If you have the job but want faster progress, 
I. C. S. can qualify you for promotions and pay raises. 

I.C.S. training is success- proved training. Hundreds of I.C.S. 
graduates hold top jobs with top firms like R.C.A.,G.E., DUMO \T, 
I.T. &T. Hundreds of others have high ratings in military and 

civil service. Still others have successful businesses of their own. 

With I.C.S., you get the rock - bottom basics and theory as well 
as the all- important bench practice and experimentation. You 
learn in your spare time -no interference with business or social 
life. You set your own pace - progress as rapidly as you wish. 

Free career guidance: Send today for the two free success hooks, the 

36 page "flow to Succeed" and the informative catalog on the course you 

check below. No obligation. Just mark and mail the coupon. With so much 
at stake, you owe it to yourself to act -and act last! 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

September. 1953 

ICS 

Without cost o 

ART 
Commercial Art O 

u Magazine and Book 
Illustrating Fl 

O Cartooning 
Show Card and Sign Lettering O 

O Fashion Illustrating 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Automobile, Mechanic 

O Auto -Elec Technician 
O Auto Body Rebuilding G 

and Refinishing 
O Diesel -Gas Engines 

AVIATION r 
Aeronautical Engineering Jr. I i 

Aircraft Engine Mechanic L1 
L] Airplane Drafting 

BUILDING 
Architecture Ci 
Arch Dralting 
Building Contractor 
Estimating 

O Carpenter and Mill Work 
O Carpenter Foreman 
O Reading Blueprints 
O House Planning 
O Plumbing 

BOX 2249-C. SCRANTON 9. PENNA. 
r obligation, send me .'HOW lo SUCCEED and the booklet about the course BEFORE which I have marked X: 

Heating CIVIL, STRUCTURAL O College Preparatory Stationary Steam Engineering 
Steam Fitting ENGINEERING O Mathematics O Stationary Fireman 
Air Conditioning Civil Engineering O Commercial 
Electrician G Structural Engineering Good English 
BUSINESS Surveying and Mapping MECHANICAL 
Business Administration Ll Structural Dialling AND SHOP 
Certified Public Accountant G. Highway Engineering Mechanical Engineering 
Accounting Reading Blueprints Industrial Engineering 
Bookkeeping :: Concrete Construction O Industrial Supervision 
Stenography and Typing G Sanitary Engineering O Foremanship 
Secretarial DRAFTING Mechanical Drafting 
Federal Tau [- Aircraft Drafting O Machine Design- Drafting 
Business Correspondence f 1 Architectural Drafting Machine Shop Practice 
Personnel and Labor Relations iJ Electrical Drafting Tool Design 
Advertising U Mechanical Dralting Industrial Instrumentation 
Retail Business Management , Structural Drafting Machine Shop Inspection 
Managing Small Business o ' Sheet Metal Drafting Reading Blueprints O Textile Engineering 
Sales Management U Mine Surveying and Dialling G Toolmaking O Cotton Manufacture 
Salesmanship ELECTRICAL Gas -Electric Welding Rayon Manufacture 

Electrical Engineering Il Heat Treatment- Metallurgy Woolen Manufacture 
C Sheet Metal Work Cl Loom Firing 

RADIO TELEVISION, 
COMMUNICATIONS 
General Radio 

O Radio Operation 
O Radio Servicing -FM 

Television 
O Electronics 
O Telephone Work 

RAI LROAD 
O Locomotive Engineer 

Diesel Locomotive 
O Air 
O Railroad Administration 

Inspector 

Traffic Management 
CHEMISTRY 
Chemical Engineering 

F; Chemistry 
EI Analytical Chemistry 
[' 1 Petroleum - Nat i Gas 
G Pulp and Papel Making 
G Plastics 

Name 

City Zone 

Occupation 

State 

1 Electrician 
U Electrical Maintenance i' Sheet Metal Pattern Dralting L: Finishing and Dyeing 
O Electrical Dralting [ 1 Retriaeration Textile Designing 
G Electric Power and Light - POWER 

G 
Combustion 

sti -Electric 
YEAR OF THE SIX 

HIGH SCHOOL C 

O High School Subiects Electric Light and Power MILUONTH STUDENT 

Age Home Address 

Working Hours - - 
A M to -- P. M. 

Special tuition rates to members of the U.S. Armed Forces Canadian residents send 

coupon to International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canada. 
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NICE GU't1the- 
¡J ,en understood what your 

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICE DEALER 

:sup against, you'd buy hint a strak for his rye 

ach a TV.Rnio Service Dealer with 
WAGER Gehtale m he's wheel 

to t of an unair portion of 
yourchensien ne .000r hr's eL01nh.g m ' you t 

100 pro. 
money. ol.is Lack rye Mien the 

Melees 
Set, ierre 

f.oion by she pul.11c is oo,Iomcd. \1'1.011 l'\' -Radix Sor, ice Ur+Icr. irre swept 

into the spectacular growth of the nation's +test deseló.i"0ne ,,.I.1.tn 
i 

mighty few. The majority of Toi 
code mistakes, butte nisg.. 

efficient, tLx mglil trustworthy la, 

and Radio l iaern 
g,dBwmt job of keeping pace with a rapidly oambng new 

isidustry. 
And no lame weal n 

v 

inning ¡Anat. Sierre 1945 
g- 

that's s w a y W k before 

,side TV -te Iles Mown Suann'F Company, tLmugh ' rral f 

America's argot surety companies has been &oultog the repair work of Kadin and 

Teleisi.m Sersice Dealers. More than 70.000 Ilrgi.terc.l lkmd lb011 tOtes1.0,c INCn 

iccocd to sers let dolers all over the United States. and of the mill' s ofjobs theca 

qualified Bonded dealers lase bandied tre le worked 1., 
still, Sintegrity laOO. W and 

consider this ing record a vdout onlicatiott 

of them selected unite dealers. 
T$0YT,,, 

RAYTHEON 

The sen ice dealers that are bonded through Ravth<uu are nationally Intent as 

R II IIIEO.. ROSlatn ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS. we +lthanl <SI 

be skilled 
d..<l te test, ry 

hoe I .lac. 
(mIi test T 

They adhere 
ami 

a strict R -point Code of Ethics 

desig1.d m tee sou. 

meri Tam is ion repair work for 90 days. 
it is: 

L Committee 

2. Um only pan of recogÌIiaal quality. 

< than hst prie for pats tatted. 
3. lest not u 

possible. 
4. "l'en customers' tubes as ae<auml)' tart "' 

S. Keep labor charges at a reasonable loci. 

6. Perform only such wank as i. necessary. 

7. Maintain proper equlpn ut for g.oml mini work. 

II. Maintain the highest quality r, e r .. 
t erra time von weed 

Vs I10 rlthe eke anti lei of sour radin. telcsns.xl sets, 
time .leek 

d like m wigged sun calla Roo heou M,nded Elnho, taco 

for his seal. Ir. the s! 01of a on ice whine work, way of doing business, and 

integrity am abo< reproach. We're sure hell satisfy T 

ever/Awe. At BI.eAaN%ns 

LAYMAN MAteOIACTOAINOCOMGANT.RICTIVINOTYaaOa' MC1 
NIWION CHICAGO ATLANT 

C- evvv pa 
ST 

O 

Nxl1 tcmS, rlltvnIOH A10 1x010 Stls, e[ 
r [Wlrnn1. [ lttCTmm.0 

4050 SIOmM 
nwnnnuH n00uCT5 olATm[1 

110M OMOI1elaln ell 
Ml rnCnD51SOUSTlai!QUIt0tal OLTIASOmC Mntaal tt,ISAMOIICLtollc loin.SOnaa YOm lleeosuullctaeaelpulnnlro 0tuaT[O StetseaynfithT 

pVIIYnI,lnnnmC 

Raytheon Is Telling Your Side of the Story to over 

25,000,000 Readers of 
The September 21st issue of LIFE will carry the 
full page, two color advertisement pictured 
above, telling your side of the Radio -TV Service 
story to LIFE'S vast audience. We gladly run this 

advertisement to help you 
combat the unjust attacks 
that have been made on 

12 

your profession and to give the public a true 
picture of the really good job you are doing. 
It's our way of saying '°thank you" for your 
loyalty to Raytheon Radio and Television Tubes. 
We assure you their quality and performance 
will continue to meet your most exacting 
requirements. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
ecetving Ti, e Division 

e 1., Atlanta, Ga 

TUBES 10.IA1LE SBBMIN 

YTHEON MAKES All THESE: 
gele 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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WEe7. 
3441 

Vertical Sensitivity, 
10 MV with 2 MC band width. 
4 MC band width at 20 MV. 

Vertical Amplifier. 
Response usable beyond 4 MC. 

Shows a 300 KC square 
wave with no distortion. 

Direct reading peak to peak 
voltmeter included, with 
eight ranges. 

Vertical reversing switch for 
changing polarity -wave form 
shows in conventional manner. 

Linear Time Base, 10 cps to 60 
KC seconds linear available 
at panel. 

Dual control for perfect 
focus over entire screen. 

Phone jack on front panel 

connected to output or vertical 
amplifier, so you can hear 

as you see. 

For this great combination 
of service values, see this 
oscilloscope with all the extra 
features at your distributor's. 

a .draw &#5&e Ousz4Pa!(nti 
USA DEALER NET $19950 

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., BLUFFTON, OHIO 

September. 1953 13 
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BOW -FLECTOR 
model no. 408 

The highest gain Bow and Screen 
antenna ever developed - single or 
stacked! 

Terrific gain! 
pi. above hoard r.l.rw4 Npl. 

Is 
4 

oo os( 

Horizontal Polar Patterns 
(Relative voltope` 

»0 

3.0 60 700 60 

LG 770 v0 

2aa 170 1.0 uo 

ISO ao 1+0 50 160 110 

Ch.14 

o 

Ch.35 

bo 30 330 

Wis 00 100 

S00 00 770 

240 120 240 

Ch.60 

One of 5 

Great New 
Channel Master 

Products 

For Fall! 

un 110 

Ch.83 

New 
Mechanical 
Features 

Deep- embossed 

"rigidized" aluminum 
dipoles. 

Snap -in assembly. 

No U- Bolts. 

High- impact 

molded insulator. 

"Free- Space" terminals that 
prevent picture dim -out caused by the 

accumulation of dirt, ice or rainwater 
between antenna terminals. 

CHANNEL MASTER CORP. 
fIIINYIIIf, N r 

Enlarged Reflecting Screen. 
more reflecting area - higher, flat- 
ter gain level. 

full Wave Spacing of stacked an- 

tennas. Provides highest stacking 

gain ever obtained in an antenna 

of this type. 

2 -Stage Stacking Transformers 
for broad -band impedance match. 

Delivers high stacking gain over 

entire UHF band. 

Only 
20 seconds 
to install! 

Just snap Bow into 
Screen, then lasten entire 

assembly to most with 
Channel Master's exclusive 

"SPEED- NUTS." The 
antenna cannot move, 

twist, flutter, or vibrate! 
The light- weight Bow 

Elector is the most rugged, 
fastest- installing 

antenna of its 'ype. 

Ask your Channel Master distributor for com- 
plete technical literature. 
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CHANNEL MASTER'S One of S 

Great New 

Channel Master 
Products 

For fall! 

STRATO-MAlI C 
TELESCOPING MAST 

for antenna installations 

that are 

easier faster 

safer 

Featuring the Amazing "Third Hand !" 
- an automatic, removable locking device that actu- 

ally acts as your "third hand," holds mast sections up 

when you let go! The Third Hand converts each guy 

ring, in turn, into a "safety lock." This permits you to 

raise sections freely, using only one hand. And . . 

sections cannot slide down when you let go. 

Automatic Mast Extension 

The Step -Up Key, inserted through the bottom of the 

most tubing, automatically extends each mast section 

6 inches. Most sections are kept partially extended even 

after most is placed in vertical position - without using 

hardware or locking bolts! 

World's Finest Mast Protection! 
16 -Gauge Masting 

HOT -DIP 

GALVANIZED 

Most permanent 
type of most corro- 
sion protection avail- 
able today. Sections 
are immersed in 
cauldron of molten 
zinc, until a thick 
layer of pure zinc is 
fused to inner and 
outer surfaces - so 
thick it actually adds 
to the weight of the 
mast; gives long -term 
protection! 

ZINC IS 

SELF -HEALING! 

When the protec- 
live zinc coating is 
scratched or broken, 
the surrounding zinc 
actually goes to work 
to "heal" the wound. 
Thus, the base metal 
is automatically pro- 
tected against dam 
age due to installa- 
tion or handling. The 
only coating with 
this ability. 

18 -Gauge Masting 

HEAVY ZINC 

ELECTRO- PLATING 

Heavy layer of 
bright zinc, exceed- 
ing Army -Navy speci- 
fications, provides 
effective long -lasting 
protection against 
elements. A chromate 
dip adds brightness; 
i ncreases corrosion 
resistance. The 
strongest, most dur- 
able protection 
jacket of its type. 

Inter -Locked Sections No Hidden Holes 

Safety Rings prevent sec- 
tions from pulling out of 
each other. Notches in sec- 
tions engage bolt - no 
twisting. 

Step -Up Key automatically 
extends most sections high 
enough to provide easy 
access fo bolt holes. You 
don't have to pull up next 
section to insert bolt! 

Model No. Sections Lengths Weights 
I6.Ouua, le-0ou4e 16-Oaina I8-4oi,v.. 

1670 1520 A. B 20' 16 lb. 13 lb. 
1630 1800 A, B, C 30' 26 Ib. 77 Ib. 
1640 1840 A, B, C, D 40' 78 Ib. 37 Ib. 
1650 1850 A, B, C, D, E 50' 52 lb. 48 lY. 

CHANNEL MASTER CORP. t t t t. y t l l f, 

Ask your Channel Master distributor for complete technical literature. 
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41 
15 or 12 in. 

Bass Reflex Cabinet 

at moderate cost* 
Every essential for superb tone -i¢" 

wood sides," acoustic lining, 4.3 cu. ft. 
capacity, heavy construction (wt. 31 lbs). 

But moderate cost with leatherette 
covered sides. Hand rubbed solid mahogany 

or blonde hardwood around front adds 
genuine richness. Compare it with any 

other and see for yourself. Only $45.00 
net (slightly higher west of Rockies). 

Send for FREE Folder 

*By makers of famous TV Tube Caddy,' 

PRODUCTS COMPANY 
310 MAIN SII! IT a1NQA, ILLINOIS 

* Presenting latest information on the Radio Industry. 

By RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS' 

WASHINGTON EDITOR 

THE COLOR AGE, heralded about 
two years ago after winking at destiny 
for years, and then spun back to ob- 
livion, is now being boomed for a new 
glittering, golden debut before the year 
is out. The approval of two encyclo- 
pedic documents, petitioning the gov- 
ernment for approval of compatible 
standards will signal the epic moment. 
At this writing one such monumental 
text is being studied by the Commis- 
sion and another will be on the desks in 
Washington, just as this column goes 
to press. The former, prepared by RCA, 
represents an application from a manu- 
facturer; the latter, a brief from in- 
dustry in general, as members of the 
National Television Systems Commit- 
tee. 

The standards proposed in the first 
petition were described as technical 
signal specifications approved by out- 
standing engineers and scientists of the 
radio and television industry, including 
members of the petitioner's staffs, 
through the NTSC. In supporting the 

plea for an OK, Mr. Sarnoff declared 
that his company and its broadcast unit 
are prepared to invest as much as $15- 
million during color TV's introductory 
year to establish this new service on a 
solid foundation. Defending the early 
transmittal of the brief, before NTSC 
filed, attorneys for the company said 
that such a move was necessary in 
view of the barrage of statements ac- 
cusing some of holding back color, com- 
mitments made in the Spring to the 
chairman of the Senate Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce Committee that a 
petition would be filed within six 
months or sooner if a system were 
ready, and a question of public law, it 
being doubted if the NTSC, as a body, 
had the legal authority to appear be- 
fore the Commission with its standards. 
The latter point was argued by many 
who cited the standards evolved by the 
first NTSC group for black and white 
and approved by Washington; in that 
instance, it was admitted that the Com- 
mission had sought such standards and 

NEW TV GRANTS SINCE FREEZE LIFT 
Continuing the listing of construction permits granted by FCC since 
lifting of freeze. Additional stations will be carried next month. 

STATE 
Arizona 

CITY 
Phoenix 

CALL" 
KOOL -TV 

FREQUENCY 
CHANNEL (me.) 

10 192 -198 
(sharing air 
time with) 

POWER 
(Video) 

316 

Phoenix KOY-TV 10 192 -198 316 
Arkansas Little Rock KARK-TV 4 82 -88 100 

Pine Bluff 7 174 -180 24.5 
California Bakersfield KERO-TV 10 192 -198 11.7 

San Jose 48 674 -680 107 Connecticut New Haven W ELI 59 740 -746 19.5 
Stamford 27 548 -554 19.48 

Florida Jacksonville WJHP-TV 38 602 -808 120 
Pensacola WEAR-TV 3 60 -66 47.9 

Illinois Quincy WGEM-TV 10 192 -198 316 
Indiana Elkhart WTRC-TV 52 698 -704 215 
Kansas Topeka WIBW-TV 13 210 -216 95.5 
Mississippi Meridian WTOK t 11 198 -204 31 
Missouri Kansas City KMBC-TV t 9 186 -192 316 

(sharing air 
time with) 

Kansas City WHB-TV 9 186 -192 316 
Kansas City KCMO-TV 5 76 -82 100 

New Mexico Albuquerque KOAT-TV 7 174 -180 22.9 
Ohio Cleveland WERE-TV 65 776 -782 204 
South Carolina Camden WACA-TV 14 470 -476 78 
Texas Houston KXYZ-TV 29 560 -566 1000 

Marshall 16 482 -488 18.6 
West Virginia Beckley 21 512.518 19.5 
Wisconsin Milwaukee WOKY-TV 19 500 -506 17.4 

'ERP= (effective radiated power, kw.). .. =Call letters to be announced 
t = Temporary call letters. 
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GOLD- COLORED ANTENNA... 

FULL -YEAR GUARANTEE AGAINST 

RUST AND CORROSION... 

ADVANCED HIGH -GAIN ANTI -VIBRATION 

DESIGN... 

These revolutionary fea- 
tures are your identification 
of the new JFD "Gold 
Shield" UHF antennas -in- 
troducing to the TV antenna 
field an unprecedented con- 
sumer attraction. 

This JFD 

Gold Shield 

Antenna is 

Guaranteed 

Against Rusting 

for I Year 

(normal use) 

MODEL 

UHf 911 PARA -R3W I14.16 LIST 

MODEL 

UHF 633 GOLDEN MINI COR 

WITH FREE JUMPERS 

MODEL UHF 611 

GOLDEN IOW-ELECTOR 

WITH FREE JUMPERS 

SJ.I LIST 

MODEL UHF 116 GOLDEN YAW 56.56 LIST 

WITH FREE JUMPERS 

JFD MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 
BROOKLYN 4, H.Y. 

World's largest manufacturer of TV antennas and accessories 

Here's what the JFD "Gold Shield" UHF anten- 
nas offer you: An individual antenna for each in- 
stallation requirement, ranging from the "Golden 
Para -stak" with 15 DB. gain and 20.5 DB. front -to- 
back ratio for fringe areas to the "Golden bow - 
flector" with 6.5 DB. gain and 10 DB. front -to- 
back ratio for local signal areas. Add "Bronzid ite" 
protective plating, and you have the antennas 
for greater UHF profits -without call- backs. 
See them at your jobber. 
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"Of the very best!" 
-HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE 

FISHER 
SERIES "50" 

It is only natural that more than one manufacturer will claim his 
product is the best. For that reason it remains for you to be the judge. 
We say- demand the specs. Then check workmanship, performance 
and beauty of appearance. If you do all these things, the answer will 
inevitably be ... THE FISHER SERIES "50." There is no finer made. 

FISHER Master Audio Control MODEL DEL 

"One of the finest units yet offered to the enthusiast or audio engineer." Radio and TV News. Can be used with any amplifier. IM distortion vir- 
tually unmeasurable. Complete, professional equalization settings and tone 
controls; genuine F -M loudness control; five inputs, five independent input 
level controls, two cathode follower outputs. Self- powered. 

Chassis, $89.50 With blonde or dark cabinet, $97.50 

THE 
FISHER FM-AM Tuner M ODR 

EL 

Features extreme sensitivity (1.5 my for 20 db of quieting); low distor- 
tion (less than 0.04% for 1 volt output); low hum (more than 100 db below 
2 volts output.) Armstrong system, adjustable AFC with switch, adjustable 
AM selectivity, separate FM and AM front ends (shock- mounted), cathode 
follower output, fully shielded, aluminum chassis, self -powered. $164.50 

F SHER 50 -Watt Amplifier L 50 -A 

Truly the world's finest all- triode amplifier, yet moderately priced. A 
man's size unit! Less than 1% distortion at 50 watts (.08% at 10 watts.) 
IM distortion below 2% at 50 watts. Uniform response within .1 db from 
20 to 20,000 cycles; 1 db, 5 to 100,000 cycles. Hum and noise more than 
96 db below full output. Quality components throughout. $159.50 

Prices slightly higher urn of the Rockies 

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS 
FISHER RADIO CORPORATION 39 EAST 47th STREET N. Y. 

asked industry to prepare them, and 
actually no general petition was in- 
volved. 

Those at the helm of NTSC were 
deeply concerned with the prior filing, 
indicating that simultaneous or general 
petitioning would have been more pru- 
dent. Accompanying letters, particu- 
larly those explaining technicalities in 
the makeup and operation of the sys- 
tem, and employing a company iden- 
tity, instead of NTSC, in referring to 
the system angered the industry color 
system headman. In one sizzling com- 
ment, the NTSC chairman declared 
. . . "such claims "... could result in 

. "controversy "... and it would be 
best if ... "such claims were not made 
in the future, at least until the NTSC 
finishes its job." 

The color system detailed in the com- 
pany brief was said to meet all of the 
criteria established by the Commission 
for a satisfactory operation. Public 
reaction tests, for example, were cited 
as confirming the fact that the system 
offered a picture with a high degree 
of color fidelity, adequate apparent def- 
inition, good picture texture and was 
not marred by such defects as mis- 
registration, line crawl, jitter, or un- 
duly prominent dot or other structure. 
In a qualifying statement on picture 
texture, the brief pointed out that 
there are a number of factors that 
enter into the broad classification of 
this characteristic. In the system un- 
der consideration, it was noted, there 
are the same number of lines in the 
picture as in standard black and white 
TV, and the line structure is the same. 
Since this line structure has been satis- 
factory in the present service, there is 
no reason to believe that it will not be 
satisfactory for color, the petition con- 
tinued. The diameter of an individual 
dot in the 16 -inch tri -color picture tube 
was said to be about the same as about 
70 per -cent of the thickness of a scan- 
ning line. Since lines are not usually 
visible at normal viewing distances, the 
individual red, green, and blue phos- 
phors were described as even less 
visible. 

Some minor misregistration as may, 
from time to time, be perceptible in 
present color receivers, will not, it was 
indicated, interfere with enjoyment of 
color pictures, and in addition is not a 
system limitation. In a comprehensive 
report on the subject, the petition re- 
viewed why such misregistration might 
occur. In the camera used, although it 
is necessary to register accurately 
three scanning rasters, an unusual 
amount of success has been attained. 
Test pictures have been made by scan- 
ning a line and RTMA pattern; mis- 
registration would be indicated by a 
thickening or multiplicity of some lines 
near the outer extremities of the pic- 
tures. Essentially no deleterious ef- 
fects due to misregistration were ob- 
served, it was noted, although there 
may have been a slight tendency for a 
thickening of some lines near the outer 
edges, but there were no signs of mul- 
tiple lines. In a questionnaire, it was 

(Continued on page 170) 
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A conventional electron microscope is used for view. 
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90 

UTC Permalloy Dust Torolds have been 
e M 

provide the highest Q factor in their class (see curves below), with miniaturized dimensions. All units are hermetically 
sealed to MILT -27 Specifications. 

The stability is excellent. For the MQE -7 the inductance change is less than 1% for voltages from .1 to 3 volts. The 
MQA -13 change is less than 1% for applied voltages from .1 to 20 volts. The MOB -5 change is less than 1% for applied 
voltages from .1 to 50 volts. DC is permissible through the coil (values listed below). Inductance is virtually independent of 
frequency temperature and vibration. 

Hum pickup is extremely low due to the toroidal winding structure, with windings uniformly spread over the core. 
The case is of high permeability, affording additional shielding such that close spacing of units can be effected, the coupling 
attenuation being approximately 80 DB. 

Other values of inductance than those I are available on special order at the price of the next higher listed value. 
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MQA TYPES 

Type No. Inductance 'DC Max. 

MQA-1 7 mhy. 250 
MQA-2 12 mhy. 200 
MQA3 20 mhy. 150 
MQA4 30 mhy. 125 
MQA-5 50 mhy. 100 
MQA-6 70 mhy. 80 
MQA-7 120 mhy. 60 
MQA-8 .2 hy. 50 
MQA9 .3 by. 40 
MQA-10 .5 hy. 30 
MQA-11 .7 hy. 25 
MQA12 1 hy. 20 
MQA13 1.5 hy. 17 
MQA14 2.5 hy. 13 
MQA-15 4 hy. 10 
MQA16 6 hy. 9 
MQA17 10 hy. 7 
MQA18 15 hy. 5 
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MQB TYPES 

Type No. Inductance 

MQB1 10 mhy. 
MQB-2 30 mhy. 
MQB-3 70 mhy. 
MQB4 120 mhy. 
MQB-5 .5 hy. 
MQB.6 1 by. 
MQB-7 2 hy. 
M08.8 3.5 hy. 
MQB9 7.5 hy. 
1411B-10 12 hy. 
MQB11 18 hy. 
M11B12 25 hy. 
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Type No. 

MQE1 
MQE2 
MOE-3 
MQE-4 
MQE5 
MQE-6 
MQE-7 
MQE-8 
MQE9 
MQE-10 

9 MQE-11 
8 MQE-12 

MQE-13 
MQE-14 
MQE-15 

3 5 7 9 11 0 

MQE TYPES 

Inductance 'DC Max. 

7 mhy. 
12 mhy. 
20 mhy. 
30 mhy. 
50 mhy. 
70 mhy. 

100 mhy. 
150 mhy. 

.25 hy. 

.4 hy. 

.6 hy. 

.9 hy. 
1.5 hy. 
2 hy. 
2.8 hy. 

135 
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80 
65 
50 
40 
35 
30 
22 
17 
14 
12 
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MOE CASE 

Length 11 /16" 
Width y2" 
Height 17/32" 
Unit Weight 1.5 oz. 

MQA CASE 

Length 
Width 
Height 
Unit Weight 

19/32" 
"/16" 

123/32 
4 oz. 

MOB CASE 

Length 
Width 
Height 
Unit Weight 

29/16" 
113/16" 
213/16" 

14 oz. 

MQA19 22 hy. 4 

'This value of D.C. (MA) will drop the 
coil inductance 5 %. Values of D.C. 
below this will show proportionately 
(linear) less inductance drop. For ex- 
ample, MQE -1 will drop 1/2 % in L 
with 13.5 MA. 

r- 
ISO VARICK STREET n 

NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.. 
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Setup for calorimetric calibration of water load and for making r.f. power measurements. 

EASUREMENT of radio frequen- 
cy power in the range of 2 to 5000 
watts is often accomplished by 

means of the temperature -rise or cal- 
orimetric method. Both input (through) 
and output (absorbed) power may be 
conveniently and accurately measured 
by this method, provided that proper 
impedance matching of the calorimeter 
to the component under test has been ob- 
served and that an accurate calibration 
of the water load exists. Need for the 
development to be discussed here arose 
in the course of measuring the r.f. pow- 
er- handling capacities of coaxial cables 
having polyethylene, Teflon, and liquid 
dielectrics, and in the measurement of 
other components developed for air- 
borne applications in the current mini- 
aturization program. This article 
presents the results of an investigation 
by means of which a commercially 
available r.f. wattmeter load has been 
converted into a sensitive, closed -sys- 
tem calorimeter used for accurate r.f. 
power measurements up to 5000 watts. 

Existing methods for measuring r.f. 
power have in common the conversion 
of r.f. energy into heat in some type 
of resistive material in which the 
effects of the dissipated heat are com- 
pared to equal effects produced by an 
easily measured a.c. or d.c. power 

SEPTEMBER. 1953 

By R. M. SORIA, Director of Research, and 

1 G. KRISILAS, Senior Research Mech. Engr. 

American Phenolic Corporation 

Calorimetric method is used to measure r.f. power 

output and to calibrate an input power indicator. 

source. These existing methods may be 
classified as follows: 
1. Resistance change -bolometers and 

thermistors having a range from 
one microwatt to several milliwatts 

2. Light -lamp loads having a range 
from approximately 200 mw. to 200 
watts 

3. Temperature rise- calorimet- 
ric loads having a range from ap- 
proximately 2 to 5000 watts 

As the calorimetric or water -load 
method primarily measures output 
power, the load is usually inserted at 
the terminating end of the component 
being measured. Power is absorbed in 
a matching resistor which, in turn, is 
immersed in a circulating liquid cool- 
ing bath. The heat absorbed by the 
liquid is equal to the heat dissipated 
in the terminating resistor, and thus 
the rise in temperature of the liquid is 
a measure of power being dissipated. 

If water is utilized as the circulating 
liquid, the power absorbed may be 
represented ideally by the equation: 

P = 0.307 We (At) (1) 

where: 
P = power absorbed = power dissi- 

pated, watts 
W = weight rate of water flow, lb. -hr.-1 
c= specific heat of water, B -lb. -1 °P-1 
At = temperature rise of water, °F 

Although Eqt. (1) is exact for the 
ideal case, where all the heat is ab- 
sorbed by the circulating water, cor- 
rection factors must be added to com- 
pensate for the heat losses due to radi- 
ation and convection from the calorim- 
eter to the surrounding atmosphere. 
Deviations from the linear relationship 
of the dissipated power and the tem- 
perature rise of the cooling water are 
therefore caused by differences between 
the cooling water temperature and the 
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CALORIMETRIC WATER LOAD 

POTENTIOMETER/ 

THERMOPILE 

SELECTOR 
SWITCH U, 

CONNECTOR FOR 
ATTACHING COMPONENT 
TO BE TESTED 

A.C. MEASURING METERS 

TO POINT °A" 

®R.F. WATTMETER 

J t CIRCULATING WATER 

A.C. SOURCE 

FLOW RATE 
METER 

PUMP 

FILTER WATER STORAGE 
TANKS SCREEN 

400 
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250 

200 
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50 

O 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the calorimetric equipment layout. 
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Fig. 2. Calorimeter calibration curves. 

environment air temperature. If the 
cooling temperature is greater than 
the ambient temperature, the indicated 
temperature rise of the circulating 
water will be less than in the ideal 
case because of the heat losses to the 
environment caused by convection and 
radiation throughout the flow length 

between the hot and cold junctions of 
the thermopile temperature indicator; 
and subsequent calculations of the dissi- 
pated power will thus be in error. Cool- 
ing water at a temperature lower than 
the ambient will cause similar errors. 
Optimum results are obtained when the 
cooling water is initially at room tern - 
perature and the temperature increases 
by only a few degrees as the water flows 
through the calorimeter. 

The above calculations and the in- 
herent errors may be circumvented by 
substituting a.c. power in calibrating 
the calorimeter. The temperature rise 
of the circulating water is first noted 
when r.f. power is being dissipated by 
the water load. The r.f. power source 
is then removed and the same tempera- 
ture rise is produced in the circulating 
water by the dissipation of a.c. power. 
Accurate measurements of the flow 
rates are not necessary so long as the 
flow remains constant during both the 
r.f. and a.c. test runs. 

Since the flow rate, the inlet tem- 
perature of the circulating water, and 
the temperature of the environment air 
are held constant for both cases, the 
a.c. power dissipated by the calori- 
metric load is equal to the r.f. power 
dissipated from the resistor for the 

Fig. 3. Sketches showing two different thermopile constructions. 
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same cooling water temperature rise. 
A calibration curve may then be ob- 
tained of the power dissipated vs. the 
temperature rise of the circulating 
water. 

As it is a requirement in the ideal 
case to have both the r.f. and a.c. re- 
sistors identical in physical dimensions 
and similarly located in the calorim- 
eter, use of the commercially available 
r.f. water load in the power substitu- 
tion method of measuring r.f. power 
eliminates a common source of error 
present in most laboratory calorim- 
eters. For reasons of impedance match- 
ing, the a.c. calibrating resistor is 
mounted -in the usual laboratory 
calorimeter -externally to the r.f. por- 
tion of the calorimeter, so that identical 
heat transfer conditions are not avail- 
able for both the r.f. and a.c. tests. 
Therefore, the cooling water tempera- 
ture will increase in two unequal 
stages as it flows through the a.c. and 
r.f. portions of the system, causing a 
corresponding unequal cooling water 
temperature difference to be indicated 
for both the a.c. and r.f. test runs. 

Experimental Installation 
Two systems were designed and 

tested in the development of the calori- 
metric water load, one system permit- 
ting the use of the calorimetric equa- 
tion for calculating the power values, 
the second and more useful system 
utilizing the power substitution method 
for obtaining r.f. power values. The 
latter system is described below. 

A Model 67 Termaline wattmeter - 
load, manufactured by Bird Electronic 
Corporation, was adapted and calibrated 
for use as a calibrating calorimeter. 
The wattmeter has an operating range 
of 0 -2500 watts arranged in three steps 
of 0 -100, -500, and -2500 watts at a fre- 
quency range of from 30 -500 mc.; this 
range can be extended to 1000 mc. with 
rapidly decreasing accuracy. The load 
can be air -cooled up to 200 watts and 
water -cooled for the higher power 
levels. Power being measured is ab- 
sorbed in a terminating carbon- film -on- 
ceramic resistor enclosed in a bath of 
oil dielectric which transfers the heat 
from the terminating resistor to the 
water flowing in the coils immersed in 
the ail dielectric. Absorption of the 
power results in a temperature rise in 
the water flowing through the watt- 
meter -load. 

The test installation, shown schemat- 
ically in Fig. 1, consisted of the watt- 
meter -load, differential thermopile in- 
stallation, a special a.c. connector to 
the wattmeter -load, an a.c. wattmeter 
and power source, and circulating cool- 
ing water contained in a closed system 
consisting of two 55- gallon containers 
with a positive displacement pump to 
maintain a constant flow rate. 
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Fig. 4. Two types of temperature -measuring devices. 
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Two types of thermopile assemblies 
were developed for use with the calori- 
metric load to measure the cooling 
water temperature rise. In both of these 
assemblies, it was necessary to intro- 
duce the thermopiles into the inlet and 
outlet water streams and to make these 
points of entry leakproof against pres- 
sures of approximately 100 psi. 

Thermopile Type A, shown in Fig. 3, 
was developed to prevent loss of heat 
from the flowing water while measuring 
the water temperature. Each tube con- 
tains a thermocouple for accurately 
measuring the water temperature as 
well as the thermopile for measuring 
the temperature differential between the 
two water streams. The thermopile is 
also used as a check on the thermocouple 
measurements. Since the thermocouple 
wire provides a path for heat losses, one 
to two inches of thermocouple wire 
should be enclosed in the water stream 
to insure accurate measurement of the 
true water temperature. Use of ther- 
mopile Type A makes possible utiliza- 
tion of Eqt. (1) for calculating the 
power absorbed, provided that the en- 
vironment temperature is close to the 
mean water temperature. 

Thermopile Type B of Fig. 3 was 
developed for use when the calorimeter 
is being calibrated by the substitution 
of a.c. power. This method of construe- 
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tion is more rugged, the apparatus is 
easier to assemble, and it can withstand 
higher water pressures than thermopile 
Type A. The bulk of the thermopile body 
causes heat losses from the flowing 
water and thus indicates slightly lower 
temperature differences than those cal- 
culated from Eqt. (1). However, it is 
not essential to measure the true water 
temperature since the temperature dif- 
ferences are correlated by means of the 
substituted a.c. power. 

To insure a constant flow rate of 
water through the calorimeter, a con- 
stant- pressure or constant -head water 
supply is necessary. This may be at- 
tained by means of an open or a. closed 
system. 

A closed system was designed in which 
a positive displacement pump, having a 
capacity of 2 gpm and driven by a %- 

electric motor, was utilized to cir- 
culate the cooling water through the 
calorimeter. Various constant flow rates 
were obtained by adjustment of a valve 
while the flow rate was indicated rapidly 
and conveniently by a Fischer and 
Porter "Flowrater" meter. As a check 
on accuracy, however, the flow rates 
were also measured with a stop watch 
and container of known volume. Suf- 
ficient capacity was available with two 
55-gallon drums coupled together to 
permit the water to cool to room tern- 

Fig. 5. Calibration of calorimetric water load 
at various flow rates, using thermopile Type B 

(Fig. 3). Theoretical and actual curves are 
given for three different water flow rates. 
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perature before being recirculated 
through the calorimeter. 

The a.c. calibrating installation con- 
sisted of a constant a.c. power source 
and an ammeter, wattmeter and vari- 
able resistance, which were assembled 
into a self- contained unit for ease in 
making the test measurements. 

Experimental Results 

The commercially available water load 
was calibrated by the a.c. power substi- 
tution method and a series of meas- 
urements was made to determine its 
performance as a calorimeter. Calibra- 
tion test runs of the calorimeter with 
thermopile Type B are presented in Fig. 
b; the a.c. power input to the calori- 
metric load is plotted as a function of 
the temperature rise in the circulating 
water with the various flow rates as 
parameters. Theoretical curves, cal- 
culated from Eqt. (1) , are also pre- 
sented for comparison. The experimen- 
tal results show that a greater tempera- 
ture drop can be obtained due to the 
heat losses from thermopile Type B. 
The experimental curves of Fig. 5 were 
checked after the calorimetric load was 
in operation for a period of time, and 
these points are indicated by the symbol 
"B ". It may be seen that excellent re- 
liability and repeatability have been at- 
tained. 

Fig. 6. Calibration of quarter -wave transformer 
by the braid temperature comparison method. 
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A series of tests was also made utiliz- 
ing thermopile Type A in measuring the 
cooling water temperature difference, 
the results of which are presented in 
Fig. 2. Curve I is a plot of the power 
vs. the temperature difference as cal- 
culated from Eqt. (1) for a flow rate of 
0.40 gpm. The results of these test runs, 
in which the mean water temperature 
was equal to the environment air tem- 
perature, coincided with theoretical 
curve I, thus confirming the use of 
thermopile Type A when the power sub- 
stitution method is not utilized in the 
calibration of the calorimeter. Curve II 
is a plot of the results obtained when 
the environment air temperature was 
greater than the mean water tempera- 
ture. Since the amount of heat absorbed 
by the water from the environment air 
is approximately constant over the 
small temperature range, the effect of 
the environment air is manifested in an 
initial displacement of the curve. 

It is desirable to obtain the power 

1200 

1000 
fe 

g 800 

ce 

measurements using a flow rate which 
will give temperature differences of only 
a few degrees above the ambient tem- 
perature, so that heat loss errors to the 
environment will be kept at a minimum. 
In addition, the flow rate should be such 
that slight variations in it will not 
greatly influence the accuracy of the 
cooling water temperature difference. 
Optimum results have been achieved 
with flow rates maintained between 
0.40 and 0.80 gpm. 

Quarter -Wave Transformer 
In conjunction with measurements of 

output or absorbed power, various in- 
dicating devices may be calibrated by 
the calorimeter for use as input or 
through power meters. A quarter -wave 
transformer with enclosed thermocouple 
was developed to measure accurately 
internal temperatures of r.f. compon- 
ents which contain solid, liquid or air 
dielectrics while transmitting r.f. power, 
and in addition, to indicate input power 
when so calibrated with the calorimeter. 

This quarter -wave transformer was 
utilized to isolate electrically the effect 
of the thermocouple insertion into the 
component being tested. The condition 
of electrical similarity was achieved 
by constructing the transformer exactly 
like the component being tested. Ther- 
mal stability was achieved when nec- 
essary by the addition of thermal 
insulation (in the form of asbestos 
powder) to prevent heat losses from the 
quarter -wave stub from becoming 
greater than the heat losses from the 
component before the insertion of the 
transformer. 

By assuming that the quarter -wave 
transformer would act like a cooling 
fin at the point of insertion into the 
component, a measure of the additional 
heat losses was obtained from theoreti- 
cal calculations. The values of calcu- 
lated surface temperatures along the 
quarter -wave stub were confirmed by 
actual measurements which showed that 
the transformer insertion would alter 

the condition of 
heat transfer and 
would indicate a 
lower center con- 
ductor temperature 
when solid and sta- 
tionary liquid or 
gaseous dielectrics 
were utilized. 
Therefore, for pre- 
cise center conduc- 
tor measurements, 
thermal insulation 
should be added to 
the quarter -wave 
stub to decrease 
the heat losses to 
a negligible value. 
Insulation may be 
omitted when the 

Fig. 8. Calibration curve of magnetron input 
meter indication vs. the true output power. 
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component utilizes a flowing liquid or 
gas which has a dual role as dielectric 
and coolant. 

Two models of the quarter -wave 
transformer, developed particularly 
for the measurement of power -handling 
capacities of solid and liquid dielectric 
coaxial cables, are shown in Fig. 4. 
Similar quarter -wave transformers can 
be designed for other electronic compon- 
ents. 

Two methods exist for the insertion 
of the particular quarter -wave trans- 
former into the component circuit. The 
first method consists of custom -fitting 
the quarter -wave transformer into the 
component and then reconstructing the 
assembly to conform to the original, an 
example of which is shown in Fig. 4A. 
The other, and more general method, 
consists of constructing a transformer 
assembly with connectors on each end, 
as shown in Fig. 4B, to facilitate its 
insertion into any component circuit 
being tested. 

The transformer (Fig. 4B) is con- 
nected to the center conductor of the 
component being tested by means of a 
double female contact having the same 
dimensions as the component center con- 
ductor. The quarter -wave stub, consist- 
ing of a brass sleeve 2.25" long, is 
screwed into the double female contact. 
The thermocouple (No. 30 AWG wire) 
is inserted through a 0.028" axial hole 
in the sleeve and soldered at the junc- 
tion along the axis of the center con- 
ductor. The stub is then assembled ex- 
actly like the component in which it 
is inserted, provision being made for a 
shorting disc which is screwed to the 
sleeve and adjusted to the proper quar- 
ter- wavelength. 

Construction of the quarter -wave 
transformer may be improved for large - 
size components by utilizing the center 
conductor of the component rather than 
replacing it with the double female 
contact. In the case of large- diameter 
coaxial cable, a tapered hole was first 
drilled through the jacket, braid and 
dielectric, exposing a small area of the 
center conductor surface. Using a bot- 
toming tap, the center conductor was 
then tapped with a 0 -80 thread. The 
vertical sleeve of the transformer was 
screwed directly into the center conduc- 
tor of the cable, and the vertical portion 
of the transformer was then constructed 
as before. This procedure is especially 
recommended for power testing at high 
power levels where unequal thermal ex- 
pansions of the various component 
materials may sometimes force the cen- 
ter conductor from the double female 
contact. 

Limitations of space preclude the 
presentation of the electrical calibra- 
tions. It will suffice to state that the 
quarter -wave transformer is calibrated 

(Continued on page 29) 
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TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS' 
By F. M. DUKAT 

Raytheon Manufacturing Company 

THIS ARTICLE concerns the small 
signal and d.c. parameters of the 
Raytheon CK721 and CK722 tran- 

sistors, the distributions of these pa- 
rameters, and the effect of such distri- 
butions in the three amplifier connec- 
tions. The parameters will be illustrated 
in the form of graphs which will indi- 
cate the spread in parameter values on 
a group of typical production units. 

First of all, it might be well to ac- 
knowledge that at the present state 
of transistor development no manu- 
facturing techniques are known which 
can control transistor parameters 
within close limits. Selection after 
manufacture is necessary. Therefore, 
if transistors are to be used com- 
mercially today, a knowledge of the ex- 
tent of their variability is very 
important in order to minimize this 
variability by suitable circuit design. 

Two Raytheon junction types are 
now available to the military and gen- 
eral trade: the CK721, which can be 
considered a relatively high grade unit; 
and the CK722, a medium grade unit 
which is useful in many applications. 
The basic difference between the CK721 

. and the CK722 is one of current ampli- 
fication, the CK721 having an a of 
about .95 or greater while the a of the 
CK722 runs from about .85 to .95. 

. Distributions of the small signal 

This article is based on a paper presented at the 
1953 Airborne Electronics Conference. Dayton. 
Ohio. May 11 -13. 

F g. 1 

Production variations in the small signal and 

d.c. parameters of type PNP junction transistors. 

parameters and tentative limits, where 
applicable, are given in Figs. 1 through 
'7 for 100 units taken from the produc- 
tion line during the last quarter of 
1952. It can be expected that both limits 
and distributions will change as manu- 
facturing processes improve. All meas- 
urements except cutoff have been made 
with a fixed emitter current of 2 ma. 
d.c. and a collector voltage of -6 volts - 
an operating point that is not neces- 
sarily optimum but which has been 
selected as a reasonable compromise be- 
tween small signal and large signal 
applications. 

A distribution for emitter resistance, 
R., in both transistor types is shown in 
Fig. 1. It appears that in general the 
CK721 approaches more nearly the 
theoretical value of 25.9 ohm -ma. for 
an ideal unit. 

The variation in base resistance 
(Fig. 2) indicates that the base re- 
sistance of the CK721 is higher than 
that of the CK722. This is in accord 
with observations that high alpha 
units generally have higher base re- 
sistance, although such is not always 
the case. Figure 3 gives alpha cutoff 
as a function of frequency. Approxi- 
mately 50% of the CK721 transistors 
show an alpha cutoff greater than 800 
kc. However, this does not imply that 

Fig. 2 

good performance can be obtained up 
into these frequencies; alpha cutoff is 
only one of several factors governing 
high frequency performance. 

Cutoff current, L., for both types is 
shown in Fig. 4. Cutoff current is an ex- 
cellent indication of the surface cleanli- 
ness of the junction, and production has 
improved enormously in this regard 
since the present data was taken. 

Figure 5 gives alpha distributions. 
Here is the major item that one buys 
in the CK721. While the CK721 curve 
cuts off quite sharply around .99, some 
units have been observed with an alpha 
as high as .999. 

Distributions of collector capaci- 
tance, C., are presented in Fig. 6. The 
capacitance, as measured, is the output 
capacitance in the grounded base cir- 
cuit. In the grounded emitter circuit, 
the effective output capacitance is much 
higher than that in the grounded base 
circuit because it is an inverse function 
of (1 -a). This does not necessarily mean 
that the frequency response of the 
grounded emitter circuit is worse in 
audio service; the output resistance of 
the grounded emitter circuit is reduced 
by the same factor that the output 
capacitance has increased. Thus, for 
matched conditions, frequency response 
of the two connections is identical. 
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The capacitance of the emitter junc- 
tion when operated with reverse volt- 
age should be noted. In these diffused 

8 

Fig. 12 

O 2 

0 0 

COLLECTOR VOLTAGE-VOLTS 

Fig. 10 

units, the area of the emitter junction 
is appreciably smaller than that of the 
collector, with the result that the 
emitter capacitance is about 25% of the 
collector capacitance. 

Figure 7 shows the collector resist- 
ance, R,. Improvements in I,D have also 
resulted in the elimination of most of 
the very low units that appear here. 
It should be realized that the values 
of certain of the parameters shown in 
Figs. 1 through 7 are functions of 
operating point. In Fig. 8, alpha is a 
function of collector current. Alpha 
holds up well down to about 200 pa., but 
below this point it falls off rapidly and 
may be subject to a large unit -to -unit 
variation. Figure 9 presents the varia- 
tions in R, and R. as functions of col- 
lector current on typical units; if high 

Fig. 13 Fig. 14 

.0 200 300 

COLLECTOR CURRENT DAMPS 

Fig. 8 

R, is desired, it can be obtained at 
lowered collector currents without loss 
in current amplificatjon. Theoretically, 
R. should be equal to 25.9 X 
The variation shown here with I, ap- 
proximates this relation quite closely. 
In Fig. 10, R, and C, are shown as func- 
tions of collector voltage V,. R, tends to 
maximize at various collector voltages, 
depending on the unit. C, is theoretical- 
ly proportional to 1 /VT. 

Transistor parameters also depend 
on temperature. The variations in R., 
R n, and R. are given in Fig. 11. Al- 
pha remains relatively constant with 
rising temperature, R, decreases and 
R. increases. R0 has a rather peculiar 
action as the temperature changes. 
Here it is shown as decreasing; how- 
ever, examination of the low tempera- 
ture range indicates that it also 
decreases in that region. Thus, RD 

tends to be maximum at normal tem- 
peratures. 

Before examining the circuit per- 
formance, it is essential to consider d.c. 
operating points. It is extremely im- 
portant, from the standpoint of pro- 
duction use, that the external circuit 
and not the transistor itself govern 
the operating point. In the two -battery 
or tapped- battery circuit, the external 
circuit is in control -inasmuch as the 
resistance setting the emitter current 
is normally large compared to the d.c. 
emitter drop and, thus, primarily de- 
termines the emitter current. (It also 
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determines the collector current, for 
I. and L. are practically equal when I 
is large compared to cutoff current.) 

On the other hand, single- battery 
operation is attractive, and one is first 
led to the simple circuit of Fig. 20A. 
In this circuit, the collector current is 
given approximately by: 

In +I 1,= 1_a 
The expression is approximate because 
II is a function of II It will be evident 
that in this circuit I, is subject to wide 
variations because /,° has rather wide 
limits and is comparable to L (the base 
current). In addition, (1 - o) may vary 
over 10:1 in the CK721. As Fig. 20A 
shows, the variation in the operating 
point is intolerable unless base resist- 
ances and transistors are matched, 
which constitutes an obviously unde- 
sirable process. Furthermore, if one 
wishes to hold collector current at, say, 
500 µa., it is impossible to do so in the 
circuit of Fig. 20A with units of even 
moderately high alpha and very reason- 
able cutoff currents. Figure 20B is a 
d.c.- stabilized circuit using three re- 
sistors in the manner described by 
Shea'. The operating point is very 
nicely controlled at the expense of only 
a small amount of power being con- 
sumed by the stabilizing network. Net- 
works of this sort also stabilize the 
operating point with temperature, 
which is of great advantage because 
of the sensitivity of cutoff current to 
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temperature variations. For example, 
at low cutoff currents, I,° has a tem- 
perature coefficient of about 75 per 
°C at 25'C. Incidentally, because the 
transistor doesn't know how it is con- 
nected, the d.c. stabilization circuit is 
the same and produces the same results 
no matter how it may be connected 
from an a.c. standpoint. Of course, one 
doesn't ever get something for nothing, 
and a disadvantage of this stabiliza- 
tion is that -depending on the degree 
of stabilization -the voltage available 
at the collector is always smaller than 
that available when a single base re- 
sistor is used. 

(Continued on page 24) 
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BALANCED 

CRYSTAL -DIODE 

MODULATOR" 
By 

WILLIAM F. BYERS 

General Radio Company 

,w1, 

Silicon diodes ,are used in a balanced modulator circuit to 

give up to 100% modulation of r.f. signals at 60 to 2500 mc. 

IT IS well known that amplitude mod- 
ulation can be accomplished by si- 
multaneously applying radio and 

modulating frequencies to a nonlinear 
circuit element. Copper oxide rectifiers 
are commonly used as low -level modu- 
lators at audio and low radio frequen- 
cies, and silicon diodes are used at 
frequencies up to several thousand 
megacycles as modulators or mixers in 
receivers. This article will describe a 
balanced modulator utilizing silicon di- 
odes which can be used to modulate the 
output of signal generators in the fre- 
quency range of 60 to 2500 mc. 

The usual v.h.f. and u.h.f. signal 
generator consists of a carrier oscillator 
whose plate supply can be modulated. 
Such modulation inevitably results in 
considerable frequency modulation ac- 
companying the desired amplitude mod- 
ulation. For square -wave or pulse 
modulation, incidental FM is not usual- 
ly a problem, but difficulty is encoun- 
tered in obtaining fast rise time be- 
cause of the time required for the oscil- 
lator to build up in amplitude to its 
maximum output. 

Modulation of the output of an oscil- 
lator can be accomplished by a crystal 
diode if the signal level required is of 

the order of 10 mv. or less. This output 
level is sufficient for many applications. 
The use of a modulator at the output of 
an oscillator greatly reduces or elimi- 
nates incidental FM and simplifies the 
problem of pulse modulation. 

Figure 5 gives the volt- ampere char- 
acteristic of a typical 1N21 -B crystal 
diode. As can be seen from this curve, 
the incremental resistance varies from 
about 5000 ohms with zero current to 
about 60 ohms at 1.2 ma. The small 
circles indicate the maximum spread 
of characteristics between ten 1N21 -B 
units. With the range of resistance 
shown, it is evident that a reasonable 
degree of modulation can be obtained 
by inserting this crystal diode between 
a low impedance source and load as a 
series -modulated resistance. However, 
the high frequency impedance varia- 
tion is less than that indicated by the 
d.c. volt- ampere characteristic, due 
principally to residual inductance and 
capacitance. 

A crystal -diode modulator was de- 
veloped a few years ago using a single 
diode as a series modulator. In the 
wiring diagram of this unit (Fig. 6), 
C. is a blocking capacitor which permits 
modulation and bias to be applied to 

Fig. 2. (A, left) Modulation characteristic of the Type 1000 -P7 modulator. 
(B, etr.) An 0.2 -µsec. r.f. pulse at a 60 -mc. carrier frequency produced by Type 1000 -P7 modulator. (C. rt.) Same as (B), but with a reduced amplitude. 

10 

Fig. 1. The Type 1000-P6 
series diode modulator 
with the cover removed. 

the diode but has a low impedance at 
the signal frequency. L, is the modula- 
tion feed choke. L, and C, constitute a 
simple high -pass filter, passing the sig- 
nal frequency and attenuating the mod- 
ulating frequency. A mixing pad pro- 
vides a means of applying d.c. bias and 
modulation simultaneously. The bias is 
usually made adjustable and is set to 
give the desired operating point on the 
modulation characteristic. D.C. inser- 
tion can be supplied at the modulation 
terminals with the modulating signal if 
desired. 

Figure 1 is a photograph of this mod- 
ulator with the cover removed, display- 
ing the arrangement of components. 
The crystal diode is contained within 
the r.f. input connector at the lower 
left. The tip of this diode can be seen 
projecting into the lower compartment 
of the casting, contacting a spring sup- 
ported by an insulating strip. The r.f. 
path is then through the small capacitor 
at the right side of the compartment to 
the r.f. output connector at the lower 
right. In the center compartment is 
the modulation feed choke. The modu- 
lation input is at the upper right con- 
nector. The mixing pad is in the top 
compartment, and the bias terminals 
are at the top. 

Modulation characteristics of this 
unit at various carrier frequencies are 
such that the depth of modulation 
decreases with increasing carrier fre- 
quency. For many applications, such 
characteristics are satisfactory. How- 
ever, inability to get high percentages 
of modulation and the nonlinearity of 
the modulation characteristics limit the 

This article is based on a paper presented at the 
1958 Airborne Electronics Conference, Dayton, 
Ohio, May 11 -18. 
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Fig. 3. The Type 1000 -P7 
balanced modulator. with 
close -up of bias controls. 

application of a device of this kind. For 
most pulse work, the carrier level be- 
tween pulses must be suppressed to a 
very small fraction of the pulsed level. 
Also, a higher degree of linearity and 
100% modulation are often required. 
To overcome these limitations of the 
simple crystal -diode modulator, and to 
extend the operation to higher carrier 
frequencies, a balanced crystal -diode 
modulator has been devised. 

Figure 7 is an elementary schematic 
diagram of the General Radio Type 
1000 -P7 balanced modulator. This is 
merely a combination of two crystal - 
diode modulators with an adjustable 
phasing line to supply two carrier sig- 
nals which are 180° out of phase to the 
diodes. The outputs are connected in 
parallel. By adjusting the phasing line 
to an odd multiple of one -half wave- 
length and adjusting the relative bias 
of the two diodes, the combined output 
can be brought to essentially zero. The 
bias supply is arranged with a differen- 
tial bias or balance control, and the 
phasing line is a "trombone" section of 
coaxial line. The two diodes are poled 
in such a manner that the application 
of a modulating signal increases the 
impedance of one and decreases the 
impedance of the other, permitting a 

Fig. 6. Circuit of the Type 1000 -P8. 

SEPTEMBER, 1953 

single -ended or grounded modulation 
source to be used. 

The balanced modulator, complete 
with the adjustable phasing line, is 
shown in Fig. 3. A bias battery, con- 
sisting of four standard flashlight cells, 
is contained within the base of the in- 
strument. Also shown is a view of the 
bias supply controls which permit set- 
ting the magnitude and balance of bias 
applied to the two crystal diodes. 

In the cutaway view of the balanced 
modulator (Fig. 4), a detailed hr- 
rangement of components is displayed. 
The r.f. input connector is on the 
right. At the top are the adjustable 
phasing line connectors. The output con- 
nector is at the top, left. One signal 
path is through the diode unit (top 
center), and through a built -in cou- 
pling capacitor to the output connector. 
The other signal path branches near 
this diode and the external phasing 
line brings it to the other diode unit 
at the left adjustable line connector. A 
built -in capacitor brings the signal to 
the common output connector. The 
modulation and bias feed chokes are in 
the center compartment, and the resis- 
tive networks in the lower compart- 
ment mix the modulation input from 
the lower left connector with bias volt- 
age supplied through feedthrough ca- 
pacitors in the back of the case. 

The modulation characteristic at a 
carrier frequency of 900 mc. is illus- 
trated in Fig. 2A. This characteristic is 
essentially the same at all carrier fre- 
quencies from 60 to 2500 mc. Above 
2500 mc. the residual impedances be- 
gin to swamp the modulated portion of 
the diode impedance, the balance be- 
comes difficult to make, and the inser- 
tion loss increases rapidly. The 
photograph shows the r.f. envelope 
vs. instantaneous modulation voltage 
(positive to the right, zero in the cen- 
ter, and negative to the left). This 
characteristic represents balanced- 
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> 

Fig. 4. Cut -away 
view of the Type 
1000 -P7 modulator. 
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Fig. S. Typical volt- ampere character- 
istic of a type 1N21 -B crystal diode. 
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modulator operation, and when sine - 
wave modulation is applied, two 
sidebands are generated with the car- 
rier suppressed. 

A balanced modulator has desirable 
characteristics for pulse modulation. 
Application of a pulse of either polarity 
will result in an r.f. pulse in the out- 
put. The balance can be adjusted with- 
out much difficulty to give a carrier 
suppression between pulses of 60 db 
below the pulsed level, at all carrier 

(Continued on page 27) 

Fig. 7. Circuit of the Type 1000 -P7. 
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Pressing the adhesive tape into contact 
with the copper plating and stop-off 
lacquer prior to the stripping operation. 

By E. R. BOWERMAN 

Physics Laboratories 
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 

and R. F. WALTON 

A FLEXIBLE PLATED 

This cloth -backed plated circuit, produced by a 

new technique, is a versatile tool for engineers. 

THE FLEXIBLE plated circuit ap- 
pears to fit nicely into the general 
methodology of fabrication of elec- 

tronic equipment. Some of the current 
forms of printed circuitry are rigid, 
and this rigidity is made use of in sup- 
porting small components. On the other 
hand, larger equipment is going to be 
chassis -bound for some time to come. 
Here, experience has shown that a state 
of fluctuation exists in individual termi- 
nal-to- terminal dimensions and eleva- 
tions. Individual wires easily take this 
variation into account, as can pigtailed 
components. If the circuit is complex, it 
is not unusual for a number of small 
components to be subassembled on a ter- 
minal board where dip soldering can be 
used to advantage. 

Production of a flexible plated circuit, 
simply stated, consists of silk screening 
a stop -off (i.e., an insulating lacquer) 
onto a stainless steel surface, copper 
plating the nonstopped -off area, and 
stripping the plating and stop -off from 
the stainless steel surface with an adhe- 
sive tape. This is illustrated in the flow 
diagram (Fig. 1), which will serve as 
an outline of the description to follow. 

Type 316 or 347 stainless steel sheet, 
free from blemishes, flaws and fissures, 
is chosen because of its resistance to 
chemical attack in the copper plating 
solution and because it can be easily 

Top view of an a.c..d.c. receiver which utilizes 
the flexible plated circuit shown at top of p. 13. 

maintained in the passive condition 
necessary for stripping the copper plat- 
ing. The surface is given a mirror finish 
by polishing and buffing, and care is 
exercised in handling to avoid scratches. 
Surface roughness has a tendency to 
cause adhesion of copper plating to the 
steel, possibly by mechanical bonding, 
since this difficulty is noticed even with 
properly passivated steel. Individual 
scratches will be faithfully reproduced 
in the plating and, if sharp, will have 
a tendency to cause local mechanical 
weakness in the copper -probably as 
the result of a notch effect. After pol- 
ishing and buffing, the surface is cleaned 
and passivated by anodic treatment in a 
conventional hot alkaline steel electro- 
cleaning solution. (A solution suitable 
for this purpose is Oakite #90, manu- 
factured by Oakite Products, Inc.) 

Silk Screening 
A reversed silk screen is prepared by 

conventional graphic arts procedure, 
using a fine mesh wire cloth (140 or 
160 U.S. Standard) and a film which 
is resistant to the stop -off lacquer and 
thinner. The reversed screen is neces- 
sary because of the subsequent reversal 
when the circuit is stripped from the 
stainless steel. 

The stop -off lacquer is a vinyl copoly- 
mer (Unichrome Quick Dry Stop Off 
Lacquer #324, manufactured by United 
Chromium Inc.). The original solvent is 
replaced with n -butyl acetate to give a 
lacquer with 16-20% solids and a vis- 
cosity of 200 poises. Care is taken in the 
screening to avoid holes or discontinu- 
ities in the lacquer film other than those 
of design. The evaporation rate of the 
solvent is adjusted in a compromise be- 
tween rapid drying of the screened film 
and slow drying on the screen. 

Electroforming 
After the stop -off is dry, the wiring 

is formed by electroplating between 1 

and 3 mils of copper onto the non- 
stopped -off stainless steel in an acid 
copper sulfate plating solution. A prac- 
tical lower thickness limit exists in that 
deposits thinner than 0.7 mils have a 
tendency to tear when being stripped 
from the stainless steel. This is postu- 
lated to be due to a lower strength 
within the copper than in the weak 
bond between the copper and the stain- 
less steel. An upper thickness limit is 
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CIRCUIT* 

STAINLESS STEEL 

1 
BUFFING T 

CLEANING 4 less easily defined, but as the thickne" 
is increased, the flexibility of the copper 
decreases and the deposit tends to 
spread along the surface over the stop - 
off. If the wiring is closely spaced, 
bridging may occur between wires due 
to the spreading deposit. 

For the circuitry investigated during 
the development of this process, loss in 
flexibility gave an upper limit at about 
20 mils. The plating solution used for 
the investigative work contained 250 
gms. /liter CuSO; 5H,0 and 75 gms. /liter 
H,SO, (sp. gr. 1.83). Before being 
used, the solution was filtered through 
activated carbon, and commercial elec- 
trolytic cathode copper was used as 
anode. 

In this process, the stopped -off stain- 
less steel is connected as cathode before 
immersion in the plating solution so 
that plating starts immediately on the 
passive surface. The cathode is agitated 
during plating and a cathode current 
density of 100 amperes per square foot 
is used. In 18 minutes, a 1.5 -mil deposit 
is obtained which is suitable for 1,46" - 

wide wires in receivers having series 
string heater connections with 150 -ma. 
currents. After plating, the cathode is 
water- rinsed to remove the plating so- 
lution and dried. 

Stripping 
An industrial cloth- backed adhesive 

tape is pressed against the copper plat- 
ing and stop -off with sufficient pressure 
and time to obtain good contact to the 
adhesive. The tape and adhered circuit 
is then stripped from the steel sheet 
with a rapid, continuous, even pull. The 
stop -off also transfers and serves to 
cover the sticky areas of the tape not 
covered by the copper. (The particular 
tape used was Permacel EE3012, man- 
ufactured by Industrial Tape Corpora- 
tion, compounded with a thermosetting 
adhesive which could be cured at 250°F 
before use or allowed to cure in equip- 
ment.) After stripping, the tape is 
trimmed and the required holes punched 
out. The stainless steel may be reused 
as long as the surface is maintained 
smooth, clean and passive. 

Installation 
The flexible circuit is forced over the 

fixed component and tie point lugs be- 
fore the small components are installed. 
Flexibility of circuit harness speeds up 

This article is based on a paper which was 
presented at the 1953 Airborne Electronics Con- 
ference, Dayton, Ohio, May 11 -13. 
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The complete plated circuit as it 
adheres to adhesive tape backing. 

the installation due to the give and take 
possible in cloth fabrics. Some attention 
to the design of the lugs will pay off in 
easing the assembly and reducing the 
necessity for hole punching to accommo- 
date lugs. On the other hand, if highly 
detailed work is not being produced, it 
is also possible to use a loose woven 
fabric for the adhesive tape backing 
which will permit the lugs to pierce it 
easily. 

Coding 
Since the electroforming of the cop- 

per will faithfully reproduce the sur- 
face finish of the stainless steel, it is 
possible to transfer certain types of de- 
signs to the copper surface beyond the 
obvious capabilities of outline identifi- 
cation techniques. Localized texturing 
of the stainless steel by, for example, 
shot blasting, etching or engraving, will 
give a visual coding to the plating. 
Only rounded and relieved designs may 
be employed to permit parting after 
plating. In addition, the deposit may 
have to be made a little thicker to ob- 
tain good strength for the parting 
operation. 

A flexible circuit such as that de- 
scribed above has many advantages 
over rigid plated circuits. It may be 
flexed, warped, twisted, or otherwise 
deformed to accommodate itself to var- 
ious mechanical designs. With proper 
precautions, the circuit can even be 
rolled up in tubular form. .. 

Electroplating copper onto 
the steel plate. Power 
supply at left supplies 
plating current. Storage 
battery supplies power 
for agitating the solution. 

SILK SCREENING 

1 
COPPER PLATING 

APPLYING 

FLEXIBLE INSULATOR 

STRIPPING 

COPPER CIRCUIT 

RINSE 

CIRCUIT 

DRY 

T 
PLATED CIRCUIT 

RINSE 

STEEL T 
Fig. I. Flow diagram of process. 

Application of the sto .off lacquer 
through the silk screen stencil. 
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VISUAL PROOF 
OF 

PERFORMANCE 

MEASUREMENTS 
Fig. 1. Display from the Ruston wobbulator'. 

By 

R. D. CHIPP, Director of Engineering 
Du Mont Television Network 

Equipment and techniques used in making visual 

transmitter measurements to check TV operation'. 

SECTIONS 3.46 and 3.254 of the 
Rules of the Federal Communica- 
tions Commission require that cer- 

tain Proof of Performance measure- 
ments be made annually by standard 
AM and FM broadcasting stations. Al- 
though there are at present no such 
specific rules for television broadcast- 
ing stations, an initial Proof measure- 
ment is required in Form 302, the Ap- 
plication for New Broadcast Station 
License. Further, annual tests are im- 
plicit in Section II of Form 303, 
Application for Renewal of Broadcast 

Station License, which calls for the date 
on which equipment performance meas- 
urements have been made, and speci- 
fically asks, "Do these measurements 
show the transmitting system perform- 
ance to be in accordance with the Stand- 
ards of Good Engineering Practice ?" 
The Standards of Good Engineering 
Practice Concerning Television Broad- 
casting Stations, formerly a separate 
document, is now a part of the Rules. 

Subpart E of Part 3 of the Rules 
covers the television broadcast service. 
Section 3.686 of this Subpart describes 

Fig. 2. Waveform monitor for measuring significant amplitude levels. 

the requirements for field strength 
measurements. Section 3.687 covers the 
measurements of transmitters and as- 
sociated equipment, and Section 3.689 
covers the determination of operating 
power. The measurements required by 
these three sections fall naturally into 
three major categories: 
1. Field strength measurements 
2. Performance of the aural transmis- 

sion system 
3. Performance of the visual transmis- 

sion system 

Field Strength Measurements 
Field strength measurements may be 

made in two different ways. Mobile 
measurements, which involve continu- 
ous recording in a vehicle in motion, are 
preferred by the Commission. As an 
alternative, cluster or spot measure- 
ments may be submitted. Mobile meas- 
urements lend themselves readily to 
statistical analysis inasmuch as there 
are much more data available for study. 
However, it is often difficult to find 
highways that follow the radials used 
to show the topography in a station's 
service area. Cluster or spot measure- 
ments permit the use of higher receiv- 
ing antennas, and provide better infor- 
mation for studies of diffraction. 

Detailed information on the mobile 
method is available in the Proof of 
Performance measurements made by 
Du Mont for Station WTTG in Wash- 
ington, D. C. Also, the mobile method 
as used at WEWS in Cleveland has 
been described by J. B. Epperson'. De- 
tailed information on the spot or cluster 
method is available in the Proof of Per- 
formance measurements made by Du 
Mont for Stations WDTV in Pittsburgh 
and WABD in New York'. 

.This article is based on a paper presented at 
the 7th Annual EARTH Broadcast Engineering 
Conference. April 29, 1953, in Los Anodes. 
Calif. 
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Fig. 3. Attenuation display with 4.5 mc. notch. 

.A. 

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 without diplecer notch. 

Aural Proof of Performance meas- 
urements for television stations are 
equivalent to the aural Proof of Per- 
formance measurements required for 
FM stations. A thorough and complete 
description of aural Proof of Perform- 
ance measurements' was presented be- 
fore the NARTB Engineering Confer- 
ence on April 15, 1950, by George Adair. 
This has been reprinted and is avail- 
able through NARTB. 

Visual Measurements 
This article will discuss techniques 

and equipment used in making the vis- 
ual transmitter measurements required 
by Section 3.687 and the power output 
measurements required by Section 
3.689. 

The upper sideband attenuation char- 
acteristic may be measured in at least 
two ways, either of which conforms to 
the Commission's Rules. The first meth- 

-. od utilizes a composite video signal con- 
sisting of standard sync and blanking, 
with sine -wave modulation at selected 
discrete frequencies occupying the in- 

- terval between blanking pulses. A typi- 
cal test setup for such a measure- 
ment is shown in Fig. 5A. 

A standard black picture is fed to the 
dummy load, and the transmitter is ad- 
justed for rated output. Sync and 

blanking levels are set to normal values 
with sync equal to 25% of the total 
modulation envelope. Proper setting 
may be determined by the r.f. wave- 
form monitor that is usually a part of 
the station's monitoring equipment. 
Sine -wave modulation is generated in 
a video signal generator and is intro- 
duced into a line amplifier or stabilizing 
amplifier, usually included in the sta- 
tion's normal equipment. The axis of 
the sine -wave modulation is placed at 
a point equal to 50% of the sync peak 
amplitude, and video signal generator 
output at 100 kc. is then adjusted so 
that the maximum excursion of the 
sine wave reaches a point equal to 75% 
of the sync peak amplitude. Thus, in 
standard level measuring terminology, 
sine -wave modulation occupies the re- 
gion between blanking level and 75% of 
reference white. 

Blanking and sync level controls are 
not altered during the remainder of the 
test, and the amplitude of the sine wave 
is maintained within the limits speci- 
fied. Video signal generator output volt- 
age at 100 kc. is measured by a vacuum - 
tube voltmeter and recorded on a suit- 
able form. The oscillograph is connected 
to the transmitter input and vertical 
gain adjusted to obtain suitable verti- 
cal trace deflection, of the order of 2" 

to 21/2" on a 5" scope. Amount of deflec- 
tion is recorded. The oscillograph is 
then switched from the transmitter in- 
put to the rectified transmitter output, 
and vertical trace deflection is recorded. 

The measurement made at 100 kc. is 
the reference for the remainder of the 
test and is noted as 0 db. The oscillo- 
graph is now switched back to the 
transmitter input and the frequency of 
the signal generator is shifted to 500 
kc. Output of the video signal generator 
is maintained at the value previously 
recorded, and vertical gain of the oscil- 
lograph is adjusted, if necessary, to 
maintain the deflection previously re- 
corded. The oscillograph is then 
switched to the transmitter output, and 
vertical deflection is measured and en- 
tered in the appropriate column in the 
form. The ratio between the deflection 
at 100 kc. and at 500 kc. is entered in a 
differential column and converted to 
db. This test is then repeated at other 
frequencies; suggested values are 1.25, 
1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4 mc. 

The db differences are plotted on a 
rectangular coordinate display, similar 
to that shown in Fig. 7. This plot is the 
required attenuation characteristic. 
Figure 7 also shows the FCC ideal 
curve, as well as the upper and lower 
limits specified by the RTMA. 

Fig. 5. (A) Setup for Proof of Performance measurement. (B) Alternate method. (C) Narrow -band receiver. 
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Fig. 6. Transmitter wobbulation curves. 
(A. top) Output into dummy load. (B. ctr.) 
Output into normal antenna system. (C. 
bottom) Output into defective antenna. 

The alternate method for measuring 
the over -all attenuation characteristic 
involves use of a sine wave without 
sync and blanking. A typical equipment 
setup is shown in Fig. 5B. During this 

measurement, any transmitter clamp- 
ing circuits must be disabled and the 
d.c. level set manually for mid- charac- 
teristic operation. With the video input 
at zero, the r.f. drive is adjusted to 
dissipate rated average power in the 
dummy load -3 kw. for a 5 -kw. peak 
power. The r.f. waveform monitor is 
then set so that the peaks are at '77.5% 
-the average value of voltage equiva- 
lent to the rated peak power output. 
Bias on the modulated stage is adjusted, 
still with no video modulation, until the 
r.f. peaks are at 45 %; this 45% value 
represents the operating point and is 
midway between black level of 75% and 
white level of 15'; . Now the video sig- 
nal generator is set for 100 kc., and its 
output is adjusted for modulation peaks 
of 75', and troughs of 15% on the r.f. 
waveform monitor. Either a vacuum - 
tube voltmeter or an oscillograph may 
be used to measure a rectified sample 
of the output voltage; this value is re- 
corded and represents 0 db. Output at 
other modulating frequencies is meas- 
ured, recorded, converted to db, and 
may be plotted to give the over -all at- 
tenuation characteristic. 

Another similar alternate method, 
which may be used to show the com- 
plete spectral response, involves the use 
of a narrow -band receiver and requires 
an r.f. signal generator as a calibrating 
instrument. By means of the r.f. wave- 
form monitor, the transmitter is ad- 
justed in the manner just described 
and modulated with 100 -kc. sine waves. 
The receiver is tuned to locate either 
the upper or lower 100 -kc. sideband, and 
meter deflection is noted. The receiver 
is then switched to the r.f. signal gen- 

Fig. 7. Over -all attenuation characteristics of the visual transmitter. 
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erator, which is tuned to the frequency 
of the receiver. Output of the signal 
generator is adjusted so that the re- 
ceiver meter has the deflection pre- 
viously noted, and the signal generator 
ouput at that point is recorded. This 
process is repeated for other modulat- 
ing frequencies, and readings are taken 
of both the upper and lower sidebands. 
Recorded values of r.f. signal generator 
output may be converted to db and 
plotted, using the 100 -kc. value as a re- 
ference. The curve shown in Fig. 8 is a 
recent spectral measurement made at 
WABD, New York; it also indicates 
transmitter performance with respect 
to the FCC rule that the lower sideband 
be 20 db down from the 100 -kc. refer- 
ence at frequencies of 1.25 mc. and 
higher. 

From this complete spectral response, 
it is possible to derive the ideal demodu- 
lated curve, assuming negligible phase 
shift. This may be done by adding the 
values plotted for the lower sideband 
to the values plotted for the upper side - 
band. Several checks of this method 
have shown good correlation with the 
other methods of determining the ideal 
curve. 

Throughout all of these measure- 
ments, it is necessary that power out- 
put be held constant. Transmitter power 
is generally measured by means of a 
dummy load, sometimes called a phan- 
tom antenna. There are two basic types 
of dummy load. The calorimeter type 
of load consists of a ceramic tube hav- 
ing a resistive coating which is cooled 
by a flow of water. The flow of water 
and its input and output temperatures 
are recorded. From these data, a simple 
calculation gives the average power dis- 
sipated in the resistor, and multiplica- 
tion by 1.68 gives the peak power. It is 
important that sufficient time be al- 
lowed to permit temperatures to stabi- 
lize before taking readings with this 
type of load. 

The other type of dummy load con- 
sists of a terminating resistor im- 
mersed in a tank of oil which is cooled 
by water. A portion of the voltage 
across the resistor is read by a meter, 
factory- calibrated by the calorimetric 
method to register watts. In general, 
dummy loads used at v.h.f. are accurate 
to within 5"; . The same method of 
power determination is used at u.h.f., 
although in this range it is more dif- 
ficult to be sure that the load does not 
present some reactive component to the 
transmission line. 

Measuring equipment required for 
the foregoing tests is in most cases 
available commercially from several 
manufacturers and should be included 
in any station's regular test equip- 
ment complement. A vacuum -tube volt- 
meter, utilized for this type of measure - 

(Continued on page 30) 
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yea MICROWAVE 
RADIO -RELAY COMMUNICATION 
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AND REMOTE CONTROI. 
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Over the years RCA MICRO- 
WAVE has proved it stays in 
service when you need communi- 
cation most. 

r. 

4 

Most practical system, 

RCA Microwave gives you as many 
--' voice channels as you need with min - 

imam use of frequency space. It em- 
ploys conventional tubes; familiar 
circuits not difficult to service. It 
interconnects with your telephone 
lines and switchboards. 

Over the years the operating rec- 
ords of RCA MICROWAVE systems 
reveal a long history of successful 
operation through every kind of 
weather. Numerous RCA installa- 
tions are now providing continuity of 
service in many applications. 

most complete service 

RCA survey, construction and in- 
stallation facilities are a complete, 
single- source, single -responsibility 
service. 

For speedy, economical communi- 
cation and for adequate, remote su- 
pervision, contact your local RCA 
Regional Office for information, or 
mail coupon below. 

For dependable mobile communi- 
cations, use RCA 2 -Way Radio. 

And remember, only RCA can pro- 
vide the nation -wide service facilities 
of the RCA Service Company. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
COMMUNICAT IONS EQUIPMENT CAMDEN, N. J. 

L--""'""ili 

1---'.. 

-.,.,.w OwAYE 
Radio Corporation of America 
Communications Division 
Dept. 157 -U, Building 15 -1 

Name_ 

Title_ Company 
Camdem, N. J. 
Please send me your new, free booklet on: Address 

Zone State 
RCA Microwave 
RCA 2 -Way Radio City 
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WIRE TWISTING DEVICE 

Twisting the ends of stranded wire is 
speeded up with a device developed by 
the production department of the Brook- 
lyn, N. Y., plant of CBS-Columbia, Inc., 
television set manufacturing subsidiary 

of the Columbia Broadcasting System. 
When the stranded wire ends are in- 
serted in a "gripper" mounted on the 
shaft of a small motor, rotation of the 
motor shaft quickly twists the strands 
of wire. 

RESEARCH CENTER 

Plans for the construction of a func- 
tional two -story laboratory and head- 
quarters in Kansas City, Mo., have been 
revealed by the Midwest Research Insti- 
tute, technological and research center 
for middle western states. All opera- 
tions of the Institute, which now occu- 
pies six scattered buildings, will be con- 
solidated in the new structure. Actual 
construction on this 1%- million dollar 
scientific center is expected to start 
some time in the fall. 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

An electronics division has been es- 
tablished by Dade Brothers, Inc. Known 
as the Engineering and Manufacturing 
Division, and located at Mineola, N. Y., 
it is currently engaged in design, de- 
velopment and production in connection 
with the military program. Elston H. 
Swanson, formerly on the engineering 
staff of Airborne Instruments Labora- 
tory, is manager of the division. 

BINAURAL TRANSMISSION 
In an address before the American 

Institute of Electrical Engineers in 
June, Murray G. Crosby, President of 
Crosby Laboratories, Hicksville, N. Y., 

18 RA 

discussed a system of binaural sound 
transmission by FM multiplex which 
could result in third- dimension sound 
for FM and TV audiences. 

Mr. Crosby presented a method of ap- 
plying the two channels of the binaural 
system in which improved signal -to- 
noise ratio characteristics are obtained 
from the subcarrier channel which nor- 
mally has a poorer signal -to -noise ratio 
than the main channel. His system also 
has advantages with respect to balanc- 
ing the noise received on the main and 
subcarrier channels, and provides a 
"compatible" reception for listeners re- 
ceiving on a monaural system. 

RECORDING ANALYTICAL BALANCE 

The recording analytical balance re- 
cently developed at the National Bureau 
of Standards automatically makes a 
continuous record of changes in weight. 
It is being used at the Bureau to record 
weight changes in samples of complex 
minerals during thermal decomposition, 
but is suitable for many other labora- 
tory applications requiring a record of 
weight as a function of time. 

Any weight change on the left side of 
the balance is promptly balanced by 

automatic application of current to a 
solenoid that surrounds a permanent 
bar magnet suspended from the other 
side. A dual phototube (on top of bal- 
ance case) senses unbalance in the il- 
lumination reflected from a mirror 
mounted on the balance beam; associ- 
ated electronic circuitry consists essen- 
tially of a bridge circuit and two ampli- 
fiers. The current through the solenoid, 
which varies linearly as the weight be- 
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ing measured, actuates a strip -chart re- 
corder (upper right). 

G -E APPOINTMENTS 

Three subdepartments have been cre- 
ated within the Commercial and Gov- 
ernment Equipment Department of the 
General Electric Company at Syracuse, 
N. Y., and general managers have been 
appointed for each. This department is 

one of four product units of the G -E 
Electronics Division. 

William J. Morlock (shown at right) 
was named general manager of the 
Commercial Equipment Subdepart- 
ment; he will have responsibility for all 
engineering, manufacturing and sales 
activities relating to commercial prod- 
ucts of the department. John J. Far- 
rell (center) is the general manager of 
the Heavy Military Electronic Equip- 
ment Subdepartment, and Herman F. 
Konig (at left) is the general manager 
of the Light Military Electronic Equip- 
ment Subdepartment. 

EXPANSION AT AEROVOX 

Charged with basic research and en- 
gineering development for all divisions 
of Aerovox Corporation, this company's 
research laboratory continues to expand 
in facilities and personnel. Since moving 
into new quarters in Aerovox Plant 2 at 
New Bedford, Mass., the laboratory has 
increased its space by five times. 

Miss Elise Harmon, an outstanding 
physicist and chemist, now heads the 
printed circuit development at Aero- 
vox; this development has already at- 
tained the level of pilot runs in the 
research laboratory, with actual produc- 
tion items being shipped to radio -elec- 
tronic manufacturers. Prior to joining 
Aerovox, Miss Harmon was with the 
Bureau of Standards and the Naval 
Research Bureau in Washington, D. C. 

CAPACITOR MANUFACTURING 

Cornell- Dubilier Electric Corpora- 
tion's giant new capacitor manufactur- 
ing plant being built at Sanford, N. C., 
is nearing completion. Production has 
already begun on paper tubular and 
electrolytic type capacitors. 

Situated on a 27 -acre tract, the new 
plant will have 270,000 square feet 
of operating space, including a two - 
story administration building. Facilities 
are being provided for a potential of 
some 2900 employees. 
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U its Ni 9 h Quality Sockets 
FOR UHF APPLICATIONS 

Sylvania now offers you highest quality sockets especially 
designed for UHF applications. Precision engineered through- 
out to assure minimum inductance. 

Shielded bases and contacts are cadmium plated. Low -loss 

phenolic castings completely inclose tube pins to prevent 
shunted circuits. 

You'll find it pays to insist on Sylvania ultra high quality 
parts for all your ultra high frequency requirements. For addi- 
tional information and specifications, write: Sylvania Electric 
Products Inc., Dept. 3A -3509, 1740 Broadway, N. Y. 19, N. Y. 

SYLVANIA' 
In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd. 

University Tower Building, St. Catherine Street, Montreal, P. Q. 

"ANOTHER 

IMPROVED 

PART... 

BY SYLVANIA" 
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TRANSISTOR CURVE TRACER 

Simple to operate, the automatic tran- 
sistor curve tracer now being produced 
by Magnetic Amplifiers Inc. offers 
trouble -free circuitry and compact size. 
It tests NPN, PNP, junction and point- 

contact transistors and features flexi- 
bility of design to accommodate new 
types of transistors. For complete spec- 
ifications, write to Magnetic Amplifiers 
Inc., 632 Tinton Avenue, New York 55, 
N. Y. 

The curve tracer dynamically plots an 
entire family of curves simultaneously 
on a standard laboratory d.c. oscillo- 
scope. A function switch selects the out- 
put and transfer curve in the grounded 
base or grounded emitter connection. 
Curves are displayed in any quadrant 
and the origin is always indicated. 

POWER SUPPLY UNITS 

Two high -voltage power supply units - Models LAB -40 and PN -60 - have 
been developed by the Spellman Tele- 
vision Company, Inc., 3029 Webster 
Avenue, New York, N. Y. Detailed in- 
formation on both of these units is 
available from the manufacturer. 

Model LAB -40, which features a con- 
tinuously variable regulated 25 -40 kv. 

d.c. power supply, has a 4 -6 kv. focus 
tap for use with flying -spot kinescope 
recording tubes. This unit has a regula- 
tion of 0.5 at 1 ma. 

20 

Model PN -60 (shown in the photo- 
graph) is ideal for electrostatic paint 
spraying, capacitor charging and test- 
ing. Its reversible polarity r.f. d.c. power 
supply is continuously variable from 
0 -60 kv. Current output is 1 ma. at 60 
kv. 

ACTIVATED ROSIN FLUX 

Insulation characteristics comparable 
to those of polyethylene have been suc- 
cessfully combined with extremely fast 
"take" in a newly developed rosin flux. 
Known as Lonco insulating rosin flux, 
this material is devoid of any free acid 
and is completely noncorrosive, thus 
providing (1) the fast fluxing action 
and smooth, even coating necessary in 
the dip tinning of printed circuits (see 
photograph), and (2) elimination of 

breakdown due to corrosion in the sol- 
dering of delicate u.h.f. components. 

In addition, this flux is unusually re- 
sistant to high temperatures; its ability 
to withstand prolonged application of 
heat enables it to solder through badly 
oxidized copper surfaces and to solder 
hard -to -bond metals and alloys. For 
complete information, write to the Lon- 
don Chemical Co., Inc., Dept. R5, 325 
West 32nd Street, Chicago 16, Ill. 

TRANSFORMER PANELS 

Available in three' models, the SKL 
Series 303 transformer panels are de- 
signed to be used with the SKL Series 
300 variable electronic filters when a 
600 -ohm impedance is required. They 
can also be used when it is necessary to 
go from a 10,000 -ohm impedance to a 
600 -ohm impedance. The transformers 
on each panel are arranged to provide 
either grounded, "floating," or balanced 
connections. 

Model 303A supplies one 600 -ohm out- 
put, Model 303B supplies two 600 -ohm 
outputs, and Model 303C supplies two 

600 -ohm inputs and two 600 -ohm out- 
puts. For further information, write 
Spencer -Kennedy Laboratories, Inc., 186 
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 39, 
Mass. 

RADIATION MONITOR 

Production of the Model 1310 "Re- 
mote Monitron," an area monitor de- 
veloped at Oak Ridge National Labora- 

tory, has been announced by the Nuclear 
Instrument and Chemical Corporation, 
229 West Erie Street, Chicago 10, Ill. 
Consisting of an ion chamber and a 
main chassis, the system is used for 
measurement of relatively high gamma 
or neutron flux around reactors and 
accelerators. 

The 4000 -cc. ion chamber may be lo- 
cated either at the main chassis or up to 
100 feet away, allowing its use in places 
of high radiation level without exposure 
of the operator. Visual indication of 
gamma or neutron radiation up to 125 
mr /hr. is provided by a panel meter; a 
panel "alarm" light indicates any meter 
reading arbitrarily preset from 5 to 
125 mr /hr. 

RANDOM NOISE GENERATOR 

The Type 811 -A random noise gener- 
ator announced by Hermon Hosmer 
Scott, Inc., 385 Putnam Avenue, Cam- 
bridge 39, Mass., provides entirely ran- 
dom noise with very good normal or 

Gaussian amplitude distribution. It is 
useful for tests in the design and pro- 
duction of sound apparatus and for 
calibrating acoustical instruments. 

Random noise is generated by gaseous 
discharge in a 6D4 gas tube. Oscillation 
at high frequencies is eliminated by a 
magnetic field. Three noise ranges are 
provided, with a maximum open cir- 
cuit output of 2 volts r.m.s. In the 
r.f. range, a constant spectrum level or 

(Continued on page 27) 
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By WILFRID B. WHALLEY 
Adjunct Professor of Electrical Engineering 

Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute 

Picture reproducing tubes for color television. 

UNTIL quite recently, all devices for 
reproducing color television could 
be considered as expedients of one 

form or another. The assemblies of 
three picture tubes -using various opti- 
cal combining methods -have been cum- 
bersome and limited in viewing angle, 
with image registration quite difficult 
to obtain, while the use of rotating color 
discs and drums has somewhat limited 
the maximum size of the color picture. 

Tricolor Requirements 
For full color reproduction by elec- 

tronic control, without the addition of 
mechanical techniques and complex op- 
tical systems, it is desirable to have a 
single device which -during scanning 
by preferably only one electron beam - 
can give any one or a combination of 
primary colors. With scene brightness 
controlled by voltage variations on one 
electrode, it should be possible to change 
the hue by a change in voltage on an- 
other electrode or group of electrodes. 
In the experimental three -picture tube 
assemblies described last month, changes 
in color were controlled by changing 

('nurrrn of Proceedinge of the I.R.E. 
Fig. 1. Cut -away view of experi- 
mental shadow -mask color kinescope. 

Fig. 2. Geometrical relations existing 
in the color tube shown in Fig. 1. 

Courtesy of Proceedings of the I.R.E. 
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the three grid voltages of the three elec- 
tron guns. 

Also, if the light is to be released 
from a single surface, such as a multi - 
phosphor screen at the face of a picture 
tube, and yet provide equal resolution 
in each primary color as well as in 
white, the electron beam diameter must 
be smaller than for conventional mono- 
chrome picture tubes. This is necessary 
for any arrangement of color phos- 
phors, whether they are in strips or in 
clusters of dots. 

Television broadcasting will always 
contain a large percentage of black -and- 
white programs due to the high per- 
centage of monochrome newsreel and 
feature films. Therefore, it is important 
that the tricolor picture tube also give 
good black- and -white pictures. Some tri- 
color tubes have been developed which 
give moderately good color pictures, but 
reproduce black- and -white pictures with 
low resolution and with variegated tints 
over the surface. 

Early Color Tubes 

Following his pioneer work in color 
television with rotating color discs, 
John L. Baird made possible the first 
electronic color reproduction by a rela- 
tively simple modification of a standard 
picture tube. The screen was divided 
into two sections, one half being settled 
with one color phosphor while the other 
was coated with a different color phos- 
phor. The single electron gun could scan 
any portion of the whole surface. 

The scanning system was so arranged 
that -in combination with the blanking 
signals on the electron gun -it gave 
two picture rasters side by side. By cor- 
rect orientation of the yoke, each image 
was presented in a single color. Then 
two optical lenses were positioned in 
front of the images to project and com- 
bine the light on a single viewing sur- 
face. 

This method of multiarea phosphor 
color reproduction has been tried many 
times since, usually with three color 
areas, but it presents several basic prob- 
lems. First, the images on the picture 
tube are reduced in area by the square 
of the number of adjacent pictures; 
thus reducing the inherent resolution 

of each image. Then, it is quite difficult 
to obtain separate images with accu- 
rately similar horizontal and vertical 
dimensions and scanning linearities. 
Combining the color images by the nec- 
essary optical systems requires critical 
adjustment for registration. Also, the 
total light on the final surface is low, 
due to the loss of light in such types 
of optical systems. 

Multielectron Gun Tubes 

Much of the development in tricolor 
picture tubes has been influenced by the 
interest of certain laboratories in "si- 
multaneous" or parallel color systems; 
many engineers thought that the re- 
producing device should be capable of 
supplying light in each of the three 
primary colors at the same time. 

Various proposals were made which 
endeavoured to combine the properties 
of three separate picture tubes into one 
envelope. John L. Baird demonstrated a 
three -gun tube in which two electron 
beams scanned the front surface of 
a thin corrugated translucent struc- 
ture while the third beam scanned the 
opposite side. The alternate faces of the 
ridged surface were coated with green 
and blue phosphor. Thus, one electron 
beam scanned the green section, the sec- 
ond excited the blue section, and the 
third beam -on the opposite side -pro- 
duced light in the red region. 

The next proposal was to use a screen 
made of a great number of small pyra- 
mid- shaped pieces. These three -sided 
pyramids were all oriented in the same 
direction, with the corresponding face 
of each coated with one color phosphor. 
The tube assembly had three electron 
guns displaced in three necks at ap- 
proximately 120 °, so that each electron 
beam would scan as closely as possible 
the same face of each pyramid. 

Both of the latter types presented 
fundamental operating problems. Since 
the electron beams arrived at the same 
picture element from different angles, 
each deflection yoke required special 
waveforms for both the horizontal and 
vertical scans. Registration of three 
images formed on three similar picture 
tubes is sufficiently difficult; here the 
waveforms had to be different and yet 
be very precisely maintained. Also, it 
was difficult to avoid interaction be- 
tween the fields of the three yokes. 

As a further step in using three elec- 
tron guns, yet avoiding three separate 
deflection yokes with the many associa- 
ted waveforms, a "mask" type tube 
was developed as shown in Fig. 1. The 
three electron guns were equispaced 
around a common axis. Each of the 
three guns had a similar small tilt angle 
so that, with no extraneous field pres- 
ent, the three electron beams would 
coincide as closely as possible near the 
center of the tube face. 
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Toward the face of the tube there was 
a thin sheet of metal having a very 
large number of small holes. Parallel to 
this aperture mask was a glass sheet 
covered with clusters of three phosphor 
dots, one each for red, green and blue. 
As may be seen in Fig. 2, it was neces- 
sary that there be as many groups of 
phosphor dots as there were holes in 
the mask, and that they be accurately 
positioned to conform with the increas- 
ing scanning angle toward the edges of 
the screen. In this method of reproduc- 
tion each electron beam passed through 
an aperture in the mask at a different 
angle from each of the other two beams, 
and could therefore excite the correct 
one of the three phosphor dots. 

Since the electron guns were closely 
spaced, only electrostatic focusing 
could be used, requiring very careful 
electrode design. The large gun assem- 
bly required correspondingly larger 
neck and yoke diameters and in- 
creased power for deflection. Also, sev- 
eral fundamental problems existed. 
Since the three beams were displaced 
in volume at the entrance to the deflec- 
tion yoke, they would disperse as 
the scanning angle was increased 
from the center of the tube. Hence, 
special deflection yokes, together with 
auxiliary convergence and "color puri- 
fication" coils and small correction mag- 
nets, were necessary around the neck 
of the tube in order to provide some 
compensation. Any variation in second 
anode voltage required corresponding 
corrections in the currents through 
these various coils. 

Setting up such a three -gun mask 
tube required quite critical adjustment 
of convergence voltages and coil cur- 
rents, and alignment of the small mag- 
nets. This may be clearly realized 
when the small change in magnetic field 
necessary to shift one electron beam 
by one hole spacing is considered. Since 
the maximum field at the top or bottom 
of the vertical scan of the picture was 
only a few hundred gauss, an error in 
adjustment of one -fifth gauss could 
cause misregistration of the three elec- 
tron beams. It might be noted that this 
field change is much less than that of 
the earth's magnetic field. 

Despite the use of three electron 
guns, the light output was limited. The 
small apertures allowed only 10 to 15 
% of the electrons to be useful in pro- 
ducing light, the remainder being col- 
lected by the mask. Also, there was a 
practical limit to the maximum scan- 
ning angle; if this limit were exceeded, 
color control would be lost at the edges 
of the picture. The scanning angle limit 
caused this type of tricolor tube to 
be about 1.8 times the length of a typi- 
cal monochrome picture tube having the 
same useful picture area. 
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47 MICROSCOPIC 
TESTS 

RELIABLE 
SUBMINIATURE TUBES 

Raytheon pioneered microscopic inspec- 
tion of reliable tubes for missiles. The 
forty -seven microscopic tests were devel- 
oped by Raytheon as a result of four years 
of intensive experience with visual inspec- 
tion. This rigid multiple test procedure has 
been adopted as standard practice on 
every Raytheon Reliable Subminiature 
Tube. It assures utmost dependability. 

All these Raytheon Reliable Subminiature Tubes must pass mi pic inspection 

Type Description 
Heater 

Volts Ma 
Pla 

Volts 
e 

Ma 
Grid 
Volts 

Scr 
Volts 

en 
Ma 

Amp. 
Factor 

Mut. 
Cond. 

CK5702WA RF Amplifier Pentode 6.3 200 120 7.5 Rk = 200 ohms 120 2 - 5000 

CK5703WA High Frequency Triode 6.3 200 120 9.4 Rk = 220 ohms 25.5 5000 

CK5744WA High Mu Triode 6.3 200 250 4.2 Rk = 500 ohms 70 4000 

CK5783WA Voltage Reference Opera ing vot a e approximately 86 volts between 1.5 a d 3.5 ma. 

CK5784WA RF Mixer Pentode 6.3 200 120 1 5.2 i -2 120 3.5 - 3203 

CK5787WA Voltage Regulator Operating vol age approximately 100 volts between I and 25 ma. 

CK5829WA Dual Diode 6.3 150 Max. Peak Inverse 360 volts. 1e = 5.5 ma. per late 

CK6021 Medium Mu Dual Triode 6.3 300 100 6.5 Rk = 150 ohms - - 35 5400 

CK6111 Medium Mu Dual Triode 6.3 300 100 8.5 Rk = 220 ohms - - 20 5000 

CK6112 High Mu Dual Triode 6.3 300 100 0.8 Rk = 1500 ohms - - 70 1800 

CK6152 Low Mu Triode 6.3 200 200 12.5 Rk = 680 ohms - - 15.8 4000 

Note: All dual section tube rab gs (vece I healer) are to each section. 

Write for New Edition of 
RAYTHEON RELIABLE SUBMINIATURE TUBE BOOKLET i--HBfa 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Receiving lobe Di.irion - le. eppliroNee role..,.? ;m veil 

Newton, Mess. Bigelow 4.7500 Chicago, ill. NA.ianel 2.2770 New York, N Y WMi411el1 3.49t0 les Angela. Cali. Uchloond 7.3524 - --- - -- - - - - -- - .NEON MARES Alt 1MESE. - - - - -- - - - - - -- 
MUM SIMO Mllua au 'IMAM IW5 ciMWMIul u n isslui WINSISIOS WC/MK nas SWIM nus atcemul lMS 9Kege TIM 

r arpca.wrM 
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RODNEY D. CHIPP, director of engineering for the Du 
Mont Television Network, has been elected president of the 
Technical Societies Council of New York, Inc.; he served 
as director and treasurer during the past year. Associated 
with broadcasting since 1933, Mr. Chipp has been with Du 
Mont in his present capacity since 1948. He was the 1950- 
1951 chairman of the New York Section of the IRE and is 
a member of many other technical societies. 

DR. WILLARD GEER, who invented one of the three recog- 
nized tubes in color television and is a patent holder of sev- 
eral other developments in the field, has been appointed a 
consultant on color in TV and military applications at the 
Hoffman Radio Corporation and Hoffman Laboratories, Inc., 
Los Angeles, Calif. Dr. Geer is currently associate professor 
of physics at the University of Southern California and has 
been a faculty member there since 1943. 

LEO G. KILLIAN has been appointed director of technical 
publications for The Cook Research Laboratories, a division 
of Cook Electric Company, Chicago, Ill.; he has been in 
charge of the preparation of technical reports, over -all proj- 
ect liaison and contract coordination since 1947. Holder of 
an M.S. degree in electrical engineering, Mr. Killian's past 
experience includes design, research and development work 
in the fields of radio, sound and electronics. 

GORDON C. KNIGHT is the new manager of the Lodi, 
N. J., Television Transmitter Division of Federal Telecom- 
munication Laboratories, Inc., research associate of IT &T. 
Assistant to the president of IT &T since last August, Mr. 
Knight will now be responsible for the development and pro- 
duction of the Division's complete television line. He was 
formerly associated with the Capehart -Farnsworth Corpora - 
tion in various capacities. 

JOHN M. PEARCE, former president of Phebco, Inc., has 
joined the Electronics Division of American Machine & 
Foundry Company in Boston, Mass., as director of engineer- 
ing. Active in radio and electronics since 1925, Mr. Pearce 
received the Presidential Citation of Merit for his contribu- 
tion to the proximity fuse program at Johns Hopkins Uni- 
versity during World War II. He was engaged in the de- 
velopment of guided missiles for many years. 

W. WALTER WATTS has been elected a director of Hydro - 
cap Eastern Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., a subsidiary of Indus- 
trial Research Inc. of Miami, which specializes in newly 
developed catalyst storage battery caps. Col. Watts (U. S. 
Army Signal Corps) just recently was made vice -president 
in charge of technical products of the RCA Victor Division; 
his earlier associations were with Montgomery Ward, Inc., 
and Zenith Radio Corporation. 
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Transistor Characteristics 
(Continued from page 9) 

Figures 12 through 26 (except Fig. 
20) are distributions of performance 
for the CK721 and CK722 in the three 
amplifier connections. Units below the 
tentative limits shown on previous 
curves have been eliminated. 

The input impedance of the CK721 in 
the grounded emitter circuit for two 
values of load is given in Fig. 12; Fig. 
13 is the output impedance for two 
values of R,,. It may be seen that in- 
creasing the load resistance lowers the 
input resistance. Similarly, raising the 
generator resistance lowers the output 
resistance. In the grounded base cir- 
cuit, the opposite is true. Figures 14 and 
15 show the same data for CK722. 

Relative gain distribution of the 
CK721 and CK722 in the grounded 
emitter circuit for one load and gen- 
erator condition is given in Fig. 21. 
Gain as used here is defined as the out- 
put power delivered to the indicated 
load divided by the available power 
from the generator. In the grounded 
emitter connection, because gain is 
strongly dependent on 1 /(1 -a), the 
CK721 is appreciably better than the 
CK722. Of course, the generator and 
load conditions favor the CK721, but 
it takes almost a 3:1 mismatch to cause 
a 1 -db loss in power; so, to a certain 
extent, the mismatch is not serious. 

Presented in Figs. 16 and 17 are the 
grounded base input and output re- 
sistances (CK722) for two values of Ri 
and R,. 100K has been used as a load 
resistance -although the matched con- 
dition indicates a higher value -in 
deference to the fact that 100K is a 
more practical limiting value for the 
small transformers used in transistor 
circuits. Figures 18 and 19 show the 
same data for the CK721 and Figs. 22 
and 23 compare the grounded base gain 
of the two types for two values of RL. 
Note that the gain of the CK721 
and CK722 under these conditions is 
quite comparable, and although the 
gain is less than that of the grounded 
emitter connection, the variation in 
gain is markedly reduced. (The av- 
erage gain of the CK721 in the 
grounded emitter connection was about 
38 db with a variation of 16 db while 
in Fig. 23, where R,, = 20K, it 
centers at about 26 db with only a 7 -db 
variation.) The reduction in variability 
when the grounded base circuit is used 
is, of course, due to the fact that the 
alpha variation is small and that the 
gain, particularly under conditions of 
mismatch, tends to be more a function 
of R, and R,. than of the transistor 
parameters. 

Figure 24 is for the grounded col- 
lector circuit and shows output im- 
pedance of the CK721 and CK722 for 
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a generator resistance of 500K, while 
Fig. 25 shows input impedance for a 
load of 20K. In the interest of high in- 
put resistance, it is desirable to use a 
very high load resistance; unfortu- 
nately, the opposite is true if optimum 
gain is to be realized. A 20K load has 
been used here to hold up the gain, and 
it is, of course, more typical of what 
can be done with small transformers. 
Ordinarily, the grounded collector con- 

. nection is preferred because it can 
provide high input resistance in an 
amplifier without the use of trans- 
formers. As the input resistance is a 
function of R, and 1 /(1 -a), it is de- 
sirable to operate with very high R, - which, as has already been demon- 
strated, can be obtained at lower col- 
lector currents than 2 ma. without 
appreciable loss of alpha level. 

Gain distributions for the grounded 
collector connection of the CK722 and 
CK721 are given in Fig. 26. The CK722 
is obviously not recommended for this 
connection. Gain variability in this 
circuit is similar to that in the 
grounded emitter circuit. 

The foregoing analysis may be sum- 
marized as follows: 
1. Presently available transistors are 

quite variable in characteristics, 
and although more is being learned 
daily about control, units must still 
be selected after manufacture. 

2. Some form of d.c. compensation is 
almost mandatory to control operat- 
ing points. 

3. Although the highest gains are 
available using the grounded emit- 
ter amplifier connection, the spread 
of gain in the grounded base ampli- 
fier is less. 

4. Designers of transistor amplifiers 
for production purposes would do well 
to sacrifice appreciable stage gain by 
suitable feedback in order to reduce 
unit -to -unit variability. 

REFERENCE: 

1. Shea, R. F., "Transistor Operation--Stabili- 
sation of Operating Points," Proceedings of 
the IRE, November, 1962. 
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GAIN-DEI 

Introducing KULGRI D 
(NICKEL -CLAD COPPER WIRE) 

k__, NICKEL CLAD 
(27 -297) 

COPPER CORE 

... today's best answer to high tem- 

perature electrical - conductive problems 
Electrical engineers in many industries now give 

Sylvania's Kulgrid the highest rating. This im- 

proved nickel -clad copper wire maintains excel- 

lent electrical conductivity at advanced temper- 
atures. Its heavy nickel coating resists corrosion 
and guards the copper conductor against oxida- 

tion, flaking, brittleness or deterioration. 

IDEAL FOR MANY APPLICATIONS 

Kulgrid shows exceptional stability and per- 
formance in the high temperature operation of 

vacuum tubes. Other applications include: wir- 
ing of electric furnaces, industrial baking ovens, electric stoves, and 
numerous aircraft electrical installations, including ¡et engines. 

AVAILABLE IN STRANDED FORMS 

You can now obtain Kulgrid in stranded forms in various combina- 
tions of diameters and numbers of strands. Kulgrid welds readily to 
itself, nickel, copper, and can be welded to tungsten and molybde- 
num. New illustrated booklet gives detailed 
data. For your copy, address: Sylvania Electric 
Products Inc., Dept. 3A -3509, 1740 Broadway, 
New York 19, N. Y. 

KULGRID RES /STS 

H /6H TEMPERATURES 

AND CORROSION... 
LIGHTS OFF 

BRITTLENESS 

ANOTHER OUTSTANDING 
DEVELOPMENT 

By 
SYLVAN /A 

SYLVANI 
LIGHTING RADIO ELECTRONICS TELEVISION 

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd., University Tower Building, St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q. 
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NEW LITEIIATUREI 
RESISTORS AND VARISTORS 

Comprehensive data on two IRC prod- 
ucts have been offered by the Inter- 
national Resistance Company, 401 N. 
Broad Street, Philadelphia 8, Pa. 

Tubular and flat power wire -wound 
resistors are discussed in Catalog Bul- 
letin C-1, a 12 -page bulletin with photo- 
graphs, detailed charts and graphs. 
Topics covered are adjustable features, 
brackets, characteristics, coating, di- 
mensions, derating, insulation, specifi- 
cations, tolerances and windings. 

Catalog Bulletin SR -3 (available 
from the Special Products Division) is 
a six -page bulletin on varistors. Data 
on these nonlinear resistors include volt- 
age- current characteristics, current rat- 
ings, temperature characteristics, typi- 
cal applications and dimensions. 

CAPACITORS 

Bulletin AB -20A contains complete 
performance characteristics and test 
specifications on the new "Blue-Point" 

In Stock at TERMINAL 
for Prompt Delivery 

CANNON Connectors 

CHICAGO Transformers 

PHAOSTRON RuMetersed 

SOLA Regulators 

SUPERIOR Powerstats 

VICTOREEN 
Depend on TERMINAL 

for ALL Your Electronic Needs! 
FAST SERVICE -LOWEST PRICES -On oil Slondord 
Electronic Equipment for Industry, Laboratory, Commu. 
nicol ions. Literature on request. 

FREE! NEW 1954 AUDIO CATALOG 
Get your nom. on our Moiling List for this LATEST and 
GREATEST Audio Buying Guide of Its kind! Writes 
Dept. RE -9. 

Visit Our Salesrooms 

Phone: WOrth 4 -3311 

mina) 
RAD /0 CORP. 

85 Cortlandt St. New York 1, N. Y. 
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molded plastic capacitors (patent pend- 
ing.) It is available from Astron Cor- 
poration, 255 Grant Avenue, East New- 
ark, N. J. 

These capacitors are housed in molded 
plastic cases and are permanently sealed 
against heat and moisture by means of 
a solid, glass -like, thermosetting bond 
which also locks in the leads so that 
they cannot be pulled out. Neither lead, 
bond nor case is affected by flame or 
soldering iron heat, regardless of how 
closely they may be applied. 

HIGH VACUUM PUMPS 

F. J. Stokes Machine Company has 
issued an extensively revised edition 
of the 36 -page catalog entitled "Stokes 
Microvac Pumps for High Vacuum." 
Known as Catalog No. 750, it includes: 
valuable tables of formulas, constants, 
and conversions frequently used in 
vacuum processing; solutions to prob- 
lems of pump selection for typical vac- 
uum systems; and useful information 
on continuous oil purification and other 
maintenance procedures for high vac- 
uum pumps. 

Copies of Catalog No. 750 may be 
obtained free on request to F. J. Stokes 
Machine Company, 5500 Tabor Road, 
Philadelphia 20, Pa. 

CAPACITY MICROPHONE 

In a four -page brochure, Interna- 
tional Research Associates, 222 War- 
wick Avenue, Santa Monica, Calif., de- 
scribes and illustrates the Model D -42 
capacity type microphone. Small, sensi- 
tive and extremely linear, yet rugged 
enough to withstand shocks up to 200G, 
the Model D -42 is suitable for such ap- 
plications as aircraft vibration detec- 
tion, naval and medical research, and 
seismographic surveys. It reproduces 
acoustic levels in excess of 170 dbm and 
has a flat response from d.c. to 12.6 kc. 

MODIFIED POLYSTYRENES 

Characteristics and applications of 
Koppers modified polystyrenes are dis- 
cussed in a 14 -page technical bulletin 
which has been published by the Chem- 
ical Division of Koppers Company, Inc. 
Of the seven types of this thermoplastic 
material covered, four provide high 
elongation and high impact resistance 
while three provide medium elongation 
and medium impact resistance. 

Information on parts manufacture, 

injection molding, compression molding, 
extrusion and finishing is presented in 
Technical Bulletin C -3 -161, which may 
be obtained on request from Koppers 
Company, Inc., Chemical Division, Kop- 
pers Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT 

A new line of microwave instruments 
and components is set forth in a four - 
page bulletin now available from Nar- 
da, Nassau Research & Development 
Associates, Inc., 66 Main Street, Mine- 
ola, N. Y. Frequency meters, mixers, 
impedance meters, attenuators and 
other microwave equipment are listed. 

SHOCK MACHINE 

The Type 150 -400 VD shock machine 
is designed to perform calibrated shock 
tests up to 77G peak acceleration, sim- 
ulate the types of shock required for 
Government acceptance tests of air- 
borne equipment, and carry out uni- 
formly reproducible qualification tests 
for development engineering and qual- 
ity control. 

Barry Product Bulletin 533 gives 
detailed dimensions and construction 
features of this machine, operation and 
installation instructions, and calibrated 
performance data covering range of 
operation. It is available on request 
from The Barry Corporation, 870 Pleas- 
ant Street, Watertown 72, Mass. 

CONTROL CENTERS 

Federal Electric Products Company, 
50 Paris Street, Newark 5, N. J., has 
issued a booklet on its "Noark" control 
centers. Each control assembly consists 
of a standardized, prefabricated steel 
enclosure, 20" x 20" x 94 ", in which are 
mounted Federal "Noark" motor start- 
ers of any required NEMA size, to- 
gether with circuit breaker disconnect. 

Besides listing specifications and en- 
closure sizes, the 16 -page leaflet empha- 
sizes the advantages of centralized 
control in a plant, describes exclusive 
features of these control centers, and 
shows photographic examples of typ- 
ical installations. 

FLEXIBLE DELAY LINES 

A single -page bulletin has been re- 
leased by Richard D. Brew & Company, 
Inc., 106 Concord Avenue, Belmont 78, 
Mass., which describes and gives speci- 
fications for two types of flexible delay 
lines. 

Type "A" lines are short lines in 
hermetically sealed stick form, with 
delays ranging from .1 psec. minimum 
to 3 psec. maximum; Type "B" lines are 
longer, in hermetically sealed cans, with 
delays ranging from 2 to 10 µsec. Both 
are guaranteed to conform to delay 
specifications within ± .05 psec. 
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New Products 
(Continued from page 20) 
flat frequency response exists to 1 mc., 
with the response sloping off thereafter 
at approximately 12 db per octave. 

VARIABLE INDUCTOR 

Improved stability is made possible 
through the use of a permanent -magnet 
bias in the Model PA -63 Vari -L variable 
inductor. In many FM and sweep appli- 
cations, this feature eliminates the prob- 
lem of assuring a well -regulated supply 
of d.c. to the control winding. The entire 
unit operates at a lower temperature, at 
high frequencies and high Q, without 
the constant presence of high saturating 
currents. Its sensitivity is shown by the 
fact that control- current changes of the 

'MOUCtOR 
:^-.....M 

U 

order of 0-10 ma. will accomplish in- 
ductance changes of several hundred 
per cent. 

Described as a manually variable, 
high frequency, saturable -core reactor, 
the Model PA -63 also features provision 
for manual tuning -when desired -by 
movement of a metal slug to shunt the 
magnet bias. Complete details may be 
obtained from The Vari -L Company, 
Inc., P. O. Box 1433, Stamford, Conn. 

PHASE MONITOR 

The Andrew Type 40 -C phase monitor 
is a direct-reading phase- measuring in- 
strument designed to facilitate adjust- 
ment and maintenance of broadcast di- 
rectional antenna arrays. Phase angles 
are indicated directly in degrees on a 
single meter, permitting immediate ob- 
servation of the effects of small antenna 
system adjustments. Relative amplitude 
of antenna currents can be quickly and 
accurately determined, the ratio appear- 
ing on a special current ratio scale on 
the indicating meter. 

Available from the Andrew Corpora- 
tion, 363 East 75th Street, Chicago 19, 
Ill., the Type 40 -C contains no cali- 
brated phase- shifting circuits which 
might become misadjusted. Six indi- 

vidual input circuits accommodate di- 
rectional systems utilizing as many as 
six towers; front panel switching per- 
mits rapid selection of any two input 
signals for comparison. PBS 

Balanced Modulator 
(Continued from page 11) 

frequencies within the range of 60 to 
2500 mc. For ordinary amplitude modu- 
lation, the bias balance can be offset 
to insert the desired amount of carrier, 
and 100% linear modulation obtained. 

Response vs. modulation frequency 
of the Type 1000 -P7 is given in Fig. 8. 
The simplicity of the circuit makes it 
relatively easy to achieve a response 
flat to 20 mc. 

Figure 2B is a photograph of an 
r.f. output pulse at a 60 -mc. carrier 
frequency. The applied pulse also 
shown was 0.2 µsec. long and had a 50- 
millimicrosecond rise time and about a 
100 -m illimicrosecond fall time; it was 
faithfully reproduced in the r.f. en- 
velope. The balanced modulator itself 
has a rise time of better than 20 mil - 
limicroseconds. 

The setup that produced the pulse 
shown in Fig. 2B consists of a v.h.f. 
signal generator supplying the 60 -mc. 
carrier, the balanced modulator, and a 
pulser with its own power supply. A 
flexible cable provides an extension of 
the phasing line. The trombone section 

alone is suitable for 400 to 2500 mc., 
and flexible cable extensions are used 
at the lower carrier frequencies where 
the adjustable line alone has insuffi- 
cient range. 

Modulation characteristics of the 
balanced modulator are independent of 
signal level below 50 -mv. input. Higher 
signal levels shift the operating points 
of the diodes and offset the balance. 
Operation at higher levels is possible 
if balance is set for each level. The 
Type 1000 -P7 modulator is made to 
work with a generator of 50 -ohms out- 
put impedance and into a 50 -ohm load. 
Under these conditions and with a gen- 
erator voltage of 50 mv., 10 -mv. output 
on modulation peaks for linear ampli- 
tude or pulse modulation can be ob- 
tained. 

Fig. 8. Modulating frequency character- 
istic of the Type 1000 P7 modulator. 
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11 
PAPER TUBES 

eo 

Made of the finest dielectric kraft, fish paper, acetate, 
combinations or phenol impregnated materials, PRE- 
CISION Paper Tubes are die -formed under heat and 
pressure. Uniformity, strength, and light weight are 
assured. High manufacturing standards and rigid 
testing result in maximum insulation, heat dissipa- 
tion, and moisture resistant characteristics. 

Available in any shape, length, I.D. or O.D. 
Finished to your exact specifications. 

SEND TODAY FOR FREE SAMPLE AND REQUEST 

NEW ARBOR LIST OF OVER 2000 SIZES. 

2063 W. CHARLESTON ST. 
Plant No. Two, 79 Chapel St., Hartford, Conn. 

Also Mfrs. of Precision Coll Bobbins 
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TRANSMITTING 
AND SPECIAL PURCHASE TUBES 

PERFECT AND GUARANTEED 

STANDARD BRANDS 
AT LESS THAN SURPLUS PRICES 

Tube 
No. 

NET, 
Each 

Tuba 
No. 

NET, 
Each 

1822 92.95 217C 9.50 1833 
1624 

9.50 
9.95 

218 
2214 

39.50 
1.50 1827 

1829 
14.50 
2.50 

2274 
2310 

.50 
1.50 1933 3.75 2374 200.00 11 29.50 2495 8.60 128 

2A1 29.80 
10.50 

249C 
249T 

9.50 
9.50 2A5 

2822 
9.50 
1.25 

2508 
250TH 

22.00 
22.50 

2C22 
.39 

2507L 
2524 

19.00 
19.00 

2C266 
2C34 

.39 

.49 
2589 
2684 

10.00 
4.50 

2c40 2C3 9.50 
14.50 

2714 
274E 

.50 
1.95 

2121 1.90 2764 9.95 2122 282 1.98 
4.90 

2824/0 
2834 

8.00 
9.93 2936 3.25 2840 7.50 

2132 i:i6 2884 
2904 

9.50 
4.95 

2122 9.00 2914 4.95 
2126 
2137 

25.90 
23.00 

2944 
2974 

.95 .95 
2130 
2131 

25.00 
29.50 

301* 
304TH 

5.95 
14.50 

2132 
2133 

37.50 
35.00 

30471 
3074 

14.50 .95 
2134 
2137 

32.00 
19.50 

3094 
3104 

.95 
9.50 

2138 
2148 

35.00 
35.00 

3114 
313C 

9.50 
1.95 

2149 
3180 

75.00 
75.00 

3164 
3274 

3.00 .50 218 
2162 

37.50 
45.00 

3284 
329* 

9.50 
9.50 

2X23 
2X25 

55.00 
29.50 

3314 
3364 

14.50 .95 
2828 
2X29 

35.00 
27.80 

3374 
3384 

7.95 
7.95 

2X33 265.00 350. 8.50 
]411 
3822 

12.50 
3.50 

350e 
352* 

9.00 
14.50 

3823 4.95 354C /D 22.50 

3828 
6.73 
4.98 

WE353A 22.50 
3576 19.50 

391 
3C22 

.00 
80.00 

339E 
3674 

22.50 
22.30 

3C24 
3C 1 1.75 .50 

36845 
3734 

.95 .95 
3C31 
3045 

4.06 
19.00 

3746 
3756 

.95 .95 
3DI1 
30214 

7.50 
5.00 

3834 
385* 

.95 .75 
3E 1 
3E29 

4.95 
14.00 

3874 
3884 

.75 .75 
3E1.7 
3011 

2.73 3944 
3984 

.25 
7.50 

317 
3XPl 
44130 
4824 25 

20.00 
12.50 
4.50 
9.50 
7.50 

3994 
400* 014 
4088 I7Á 

2.50 
3.50 
2.95 
3.30 

13.90 
4C27 40.00 450TH 50.00 
4029 
4C35 132 
E27 
4126 
4152 
4.125* 
4.2504 
SAP! 
541.4 5P1 
59 4 

45.00 
25.00 
22.00 
19.00 
99.50 

199.50 
30.25 1.35 

4.50 
6.50 
5.50 

12.80 
5.50 

471*L 
527 
521 
5324 
5754 
6311.1 
700E 
7000 
701* 
7024 
703 
70 
703* 

646só 
15.00 
8.75 
3.95 

19.50 
9.95 

25.00 
27.00 

5.98 .95 
1.60 
7.95 
2.00 5CI 

SCPIA 
sera 

5.50 
22.50 
10.75 

706ÁT 707 
7084 

45.00 
19.00 .85 SC P711 

5021 
25.00 
19.50 709* 

7104 
3.75 

10.50 SFP7 4.50 
19.50 713* 

714ÁT 
1.95 
8.50 50 1 

51113 
5.50 
8.95 7158 

717 
16.00 

1.95 5M4 Stn 5.50 
22.50 718117 

7214 
49.50 

5.00 5113 
5123 
5129 

22.50 
12.50 
22.50 

7224 
723* 7244/ 

1.90 
16.00 
3.25 6132 SL1 85.00 

15.00 7254 
7286 

9.75 
14.50 SN1 

6021 
8.00 

24.50 728E7 
72807 

24.50 
34.50 78 767 8.60 

8.00 730* 
800 

35.00 
2.75 7C23 75.00 8014 1.20 7C25 

7014 
7EP4 

90.00 
14.50 
14.50 8803 3.90 

9023 200.00 606 17.5.95 9OP7 
9113 
9197 

9.50 
9.50 
9.60 

807 
808 
809 

1.69 
8.50 
4.00 10 

IOCP4A 
107 
12D7 urn 1207 
12111.7 

14.50 
19.50 

.43 
14.50 
14.50 
14.30 
14.80 

810 
811 
812 
8124 
813 14 
815 

13.50 
3.10 
5.00 .00 

12.00 
5.29 
3.70 12614 19.50 12T24/12LP4 816 

828 
1.50 

15E 
19.50 
1.50 828 

829 
.75 

12.60 
12.50 156 

1661.4 
179444 

1.50 
19.50 
24.50 

6296 
530 
530e 

14.30 .50 
4.so 20.4 

2304 .98 
.95 832 

8324 
.50 
9.00 251 

35T 
9.00 

10.00 8334 
834 

39.50 
13.50 75TH 

757E 
13.80 
13.95 637 2.85 100TH 

SOOTS 
9.50 
9.50 

838 
841 

8.50 
1214 
128 

3.50 
4.50 843 

845 
.65 

1.95 
12.75 152e .50 849 99.00 2010 208 12.30 

12.50 849K 
851 

99.50 
49.50 205F 

207 
12.50 

195.00 
852 
860 

27.50 
9.50 211 

2154 
.95 
.19 

861 
885 

27,00 
2.73 

g a r a 

Tubo NET, 
No. Each 

8664 1.45 
8698 75.00 
8724 .20 
974 1.48 
878 1.95 
884 1.69 
8890 195.00 
891 195.00 
8920 195.00 9021 9.50 
905 .95 
915 2.8! 
923 1.55 
927 2.30 
9314 6.00 
950 1.25 
954 .40 
955 .69 
956 .89 
957 .49 
9584 .99 
9724 .20 
973 12.50 
9754 12.95 
991 
i6102 1.95 
16608 3.16 
1613 3.66 
1614 2.50 
1616 1.95 
16i6 6.6Ó 
1621 1.95 
1622 2.60 
1623 2.00 
1624 1.74 
1625 .49 
1636 2.7 S 
1629 .45 
1630 .90 
1631 1.65 
1632 .75 
1633 1.25 
1635 1.85 
1836 3.00 
16ii .)6 
1644 .90 
1645 1.95 
1655 1.95 
1665 1.73 
1960 .75 
2050 1.75 
2051 .99 
5516 4.95 
5610 1.95 
5654 3.95 
5683 3.95 
5670 5.50 
5686 7.00 
5687 4.70 
5722 8.40 
5753 1.55 
5814 3.25 
6829 3.98 
5881 2.95 
9005 9.50 
8008 7.23 
8011 1.75 
5012 2.75 
80134 .95 
8020 1000 

2.20 
8025 4.95 
F3208 80.00 
F3574 22.50 
F660 133.00 
F017 4.95 
F027* 9.95 
F033 17.50 
F0814 .95 
F097 9.95 
F0104 19.00 
F0103 19.50 
F0166 67.50 
FG172A 35.00 
0L415 30.00 
01.5024 1.75 
01.502 1.75 
01.530 16.95 
015.130 

100.00 
11E60 6.50 
6E75 7.93 
NF100 7.95 
HF12o 9.95 
111,125 12.50 
11E130 9.95 
NF140 9.95 
MF1S0 9.96 
6F200 17.50 
11F21O 22.50 
11F250 15.00 
118254 9.50 
HX334 22.50 
67135 3.95 
11775 2.95 
8X47 3.95 
O X59 1.45 
8X60 1.95 
9X63 22.50 
RX65 24.50 
RX72 .95 
O 673 .95 
17231 2.73 
T-20 4.95 
T21 .90 
T40 2.50 
T125 6.30 
T200 12.50 
1250 14.50 
T220 2.50 
12410 2.95 
UMSO 4.50 
VR7S 1.25 
111190 1.25 
VR105 1.25 
Vu111 .50 

SO Wu60 17.50 
WL468 22.50 
WL530 49.50 
WL562 49.50 
WL816 49.50 
WL782 99.50 
253200 99.50 

MINIMUM 
ORDER 
$10.00 

RADIO SUPPLY CORP. 
55 VESEY STREET NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

Phone: blgby 9 -1132 
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NEW TUBES 
DECADE COUNTER TUBE 

The "Vidicount -E1T" is a specially 
designed decade counter tube, based on 
cathode -ray tube principles, which has 
the dimensions of a radio receiving 
tube. Just announced by Amperex 
Electronic Corporation, 230 Duffy Ave- 
nue, Hicksville, L. I., N. Y., it makes 
possible the elimination of a number 
of tubes and components in decade cir- 
cuits as well as a considerable reduction 
in power requirements. 

According to the number of counting 
pulses applied, the ribbon -shaped elec- 
tron beam of the tube passes through 
ten apertures of a cylindrical anode, 

thus impinging on a fluorescent screen 
lining the envelope. Rectangular, lum- 
inescent spots corresponding to the 
number of pulses are read on the outside 
of the tube envelope opposite the figures 
from 0 to 9. As the last position is 
passed, the beam automatically resets to 
its zero position and a counting pulse 
is simultaneously applied to the follow- 
ing tube. With several such tubes in 
cascade, any number can be read 
directly. 

SMALL -AREA JUNCTION DIODES 

A line of small -area junction diodes 
has been announced by the Transistor 
Division of the National Union Radio 
Corporation, Hatboro, Pa. The three 
types currently available include: 
1N106 -a high back -voltage diode, 
1N107 -a high forward -current diode, 
and 1N108 -a general -purpose unit. 

Of extremely small size, the "Union" 
diodes have relatively high dissipation 
ratings and ratios of back -to- forward 
resistance an order of magnitude great- 
er than those obtainable in conventional 
point- contact diodes. Use of the small- 

area junction results in rapid switching 
action and good high- frequency charac- 
teristics. In addition, these diodes are 
capable of withstanding high tempera- 
ture- humidity ambient conditions. 

TEMPERATURE- LIMITED DIODES 

Complete specifications for six tern - 
perature- limited diodes having a stable 
emission characteristic are given in a 
four -page folder published by Ther- 
mosen, Inc. Three of the tubes incorpo- 
rate a safety feature by which filament 
failure closes an external high- imped- 
ance circuit. 

Copies of the folder, which includes 
illustrations of all the tubes, electrical 
and mechanical specifications, basing 
diagrams and basing designations, may 
be obtained by writing directly to 
Thermosen, Inc., 361 West Main Street, 
Stamford, Conn. 

SUBMINIATURE RECEIVING TUBES 

Particularly suitable for military use, 
Types GL-6111 and GL-6112 subminia- 
ture receiving tubes are the latest addi- 
tions to the G -E "Five- Star" line of 
high reliability tubes. Complete details 
on these tubes, both of which are desig- 
nated for service under severe mechani- 
cal shock and vibration conditions and 
high ambient temperature, are available 
from the General Electric Tube Depart- 
ment, Schenectady 5, N. Y. 

The GL -6111 is a medium -mu twin 
triode designed for use in general -pur- 
pose amplifier applications. Each sec- 
tion has an individual cathode and is 
electrically independent. This tube may 
also be used as a combined oscillator and 
mixer in high- frequency circuits. 

The GL -6112 is a high -mu twin triode 
suitable for use as an a.f. voltage am- 
plifier or phase inverter. As a result of 
its low microphonic characteristics, the 
GL -6112 can be employed at relatively 
low signal levels. 

SILICON DIODES 

Eleven silicon diodes for microwave 
and video use are described in a four - 
page brochure available from Micro- 
wave Associates, Inc., 22 Cumming - 
ton Street, Boston, Mass. Designated as 
Catalog 53S, the brochure contains dis- 
tribution charts and tables on diodes 
for use from 10 cm. to less than 1 cm. 
Special mention is made of new low - 
noise, uniform -impedance characteristic 
detectors for radar and the microwave 
relay frequencies. 
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R.F. Power Measurements 
(Continued from page 6) 
to its proper length by first determining 
the exact frequency of the power source 
being used and then adjusting the 
length of the transformer accordingly. 

The insulated quarter -wave trans- 
former is thermally calibrated, and a 
test made of the effectiveness of the 
insulation, by using the braid of a coax- 
ial cable or the metallic surface of other 
components as a reference. The braid 
temperature of a cable, the surface tem- 
perature of a connector, or any refer- 
ence temperature other than the center 
conductor temperature is directly pro- 
portional to the center conductor tem- 
perature at any given power level after 
steady state conditions have been at- 
tained. Therefore, if this reference tern- 
perature in the vicinity of the quarter - 
wave transformer remains constant be- 
fore and after the transformer inser- 
tion, the center conductor temperature 
also remains constant, and the insertion 
of the insulated transformer does not 
affect the true center conductor tem- 
perature. 

A series of tests, in which the center 
conductor temperature of polyethylene 
and Teflon dielectric coaxial cables was 
measured, confirmed the above analysis. 

Measurements were made at various 
power input levels and the reference 
temperatures measured. The insulated 
quarter -wave transformer was then in- 
serted into the cable between the refer- 
ence thermocouples, and the measure- 
ments of the reference temperatures 
were repeated at the various input 
power levels. Results of measurements 
made with an RG -9 /U (polyethylene 
dielectric) and RG -87A /U coaxial cable 
(Teflon dielectric) are presented in Fig. 
6. The reference temperatures before 
and after insertion at the same power 
level remained constant, indicating that 
the center conductor temperature also 
remained constant. The insulated trans- 
former, therefore, did not affect the 
heat flow characteristics of the compon- 
ent into which it was inserted. 

Since the quarter -wave transformer 
measures center conductor or -more 
generally -internal temperatures of r.f. 
components, it may also be calibrated 
as an input or through power meter by 
means of the calorimeter. The center 
conductor temperature rise at various 
power levels may be calibrated as a 
function of input power. A quarter -wave 
transformer, similar to Type B of Fig. 
4, may be readily utilized with an air 
dielectric and rigid outer tube for use 
as a power indicator. 

Applications 
The calorimetric water load and the 

quarter -wave temperature indicator 
were successfully utilized in power rat- 
ing tests of high temperature Teflon 

and liquid dielectric coaxial cables re- 
cently developed for use in airborne 
installations at elevated temperatures. 
Although in the measurement of the 
power -handling capacities of coaxial 
cables it is necessary to measure sur- 
face and environment temperatures ac- 
curately in addition to input power, out- 
put power, (if attenuation data is re- 
quired), and center conductor tempera- 
tures, this discussion is primarily con- 
cerned with the power and center con- 
ductor measurements. 

Briefly, the cable to be power -rated 
was connected to a high power source 
(a General Electric magnetron heater 
capable of delivering up to 5000 watts 
at a frequency of 915 mc.) and termin- 
ated by the calibrated calorimeter. A 
quarter -wave transformer was inserted 
into the cable at the point of maximum 
center conductor temperature (deter- 
mined by preliminary surface tempera- 
ture measurements) to give maximum 
center conductor temperatures at the 
various input power levels. 

The quarter -wave transformer, the 
magnetron output meter, a high power 
slotted line with susceptance stub, or 
an r.f. wattmeter can be utilized to 
measure input power when accurately 
calibrated with the calorimetric water 
load. Obviously, the most easily 
adapted procedure for this investigation 
was the use of the magnetron output 
meter, the sensitivity of which was 
increased by means of a resistor net- 
work. It was conveniently calibrated 
by attaching the calorimetric water 
load directly to the magnetron heater 
output. The calibration curves are 
shown in Fig. 7; the output meter in- 
dications for various power levels and 
sensitivities are obtained as a function 
of the cooling water temperature dif- 
ference. These curves may then be com- 
bined with the calorimeter calibration 
curves of Fig. 5 to obtain the final 
working curve of the magnetron meter 
indication vs. the true r.f. power values 
shown in Fig 8. Thus, the power input 
may be obtained by inserting the coax- 
ial cable between the calorimeter and 
the magnetron, and reading the values 
directly. Use of the calorimeter for 
measuring output power may be elim- 
inated by calibration of the r.f. watt- 
meter, which may be attached to the 
calorimeter and used in the same way 
as the output meter of the magnetron 
heater. 
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CIRCUIT THEORY OF 

ELECTRON DEVICES 

By E. MILTON BOONE, 
The Ohio State University 

The author believes that the easiest 
way to understand most electron de- 
vices is by studying their over -all 
circuit behavior. For that reason. he 
emphasizes the circuit theory, rather 
than the physics. of electron devices. 
Outstanding features include: utiliza- 
tion of the concepts of four -terminal 
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"ELECTRON OPTICS" by O. Klem- 

perer, Ph. D. Second Edition. Published 
by Cambridge University Press; Amer- 
ican Branch, 32 East 57th Street, New 
York 22, N. Y. 471 pages. $9.50. 

One of the Cambridge Monographs 
on Physics, this book gives a concise 
account of the most important princi- 
ples, methods and applications of geo- 
metrical electron optics. Expanded to 
six times its original size, the present 
edition is intended to introduce the 
student to a specialized subject and to 
present the research worker or the de- 
signer of electron optical gear with 
essential information on the subject. 
An extensive bibliography is included 
as a guide to the literature; it lists 
some 500 papers. 

The first five chapters give an out- 
line of principles and facts about elec- 
tron lenses. Lens errors are then dis- 
cussed from an essentially experimental 
point of view. Following chapters dis- 
cuss space charge and electron optics, 
emission systems, electron lenses and 
emission systems with line focus, and 
deflecting fields. Finally, a short survey 
is made of important applications of 
electron optics in both industry and 
research. 

"DESIGN FOR A BRAIN" by W. Ross 
Ashby. Published by John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Avenue, New 
York 16, N. Y. 260 pages. $6.00. 

How does the brain produce adaptive 
behavior? "Design for a Brain" at- 
tempts to solve the origin of the nervous 
system's unique ability to do this, yet 
be mechanistic in nature. 

Starting with first principles, re- 
quiring no specialized knowledge on the 
part of the reader, the book clarifies 
and relates various physical and psy- 
chological concepts, and shows how the 
problem can be stated with both gener- 
ality and precision. It then develops the 
solution -the principle of ultrastability 
-which is defined and described in 
Chapter 8. The next two chapters apply 
this principle to the nervous system and 
show how it explains the organism's 
basic power of adaptation. The re- 
mainder of the book studies its devel- 
opments. 

Nonmathematical and complete in it- 
self, the main account is given in Chap- 
ters 1 -18. The appendix, in Chapters 
19 -24, contains the definitive theory in 
mathematical form. So far as was pos- 
sible, the main account and the ap- 
pendix were written in parallel to facil- 
itate cross -reference. 

Visual Proof 
(Continued from page 16) 

ment, should have good frequency re- 
sponse up to 5 mc. and should have low 
input capacity with high input imped- 
ance; cost is of the order of $300. Oscil- 
lographs for video work vary in price 
from $300 to $900; it is assumed that 
most television stations will probably 
have at least one high quality oscillo- 
graph, equivalent to the Du Mont 303, 
for test purposes. The cost of the r.f. 
waveform monitor (shown in Fig. 2), 
which should also be part of a station's 
normal video monitoring equipment, is 
of the order of $1000; this instrument 
is used during normal operation to 
measure significant amplitude levels - 
such as blanking, black peak, and white 
peak -and to assure maintenance of the 
proper percentage of sync. The video 
signal generator should have a frequen- 
cy range of at least 100 kc. to 5 mc.; 
cost varies from $600 to $1000. Also 
available commercially are video sweep 
generators, sometimes known as wobbu- 
lators, which may be set to fixed fre- 
quencies and used as video signal gener- 
ators. Provision for calibrating mark- 
ers is highly desirable; these devices 
are regularly used in the maintenance 
of a station's video equipment. Mixing 
amplifiers, dummy loads, and diode de- 
tectors are also -in most cases -a part 
of a station's regular equipment. 

Narrow -band receivers with extreme 
selectivity are not generally available 
commercially. Figure 5C shows a block 
diagram of a receiver that was con- 
structed by Du Mont for making spec- 
tral measurements. Cost is of the order 
of $700. The response of this receiver is 
such that good resolution is obtained at 
100 kc. off carrier. Similar receivers 
without as much selectivity can be used 
if 200 kc. is the reference point. Actual- 
ly, it makes little difference whether 
100 or 200 kc. is the reference inasmuch 
as the transmitter characteristic is flat 
at both points. R.F. signal generators 
are commercially available, at costs of 
$600 to $1000. 

Certain precautions are always nec- 
essary in making measurements: (1) 
test equipment must be properly termi- 

RADIO -ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 

Fig. 8. Spectral analysis of the 
output of the visual transmitter. 
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nated with noninductive loads of the 
correct value; (2) equipment should be 
shielded to avoid the effect of stray r.f. 
fields; (3) diode detectors must be lin- 
ear over the frequencies being meas- 
ured, or known correction factors must 
be applied; (4) overmodulation or un- 
dermodulation of receivers used for 
measuring purposes must be avoided; 
(5) probes must receive sufficient ener- 
gy to operate diode detectors or re- 
ceivers in the linear region; (6) the 
transmitter should be set to operate 
at the proper modulation level; (7) test 
input levels and power output should 
be held constant during all measure- 
ments. Other points to remember in- 
clude the following: video sweepers may 
not have constant output, and may gen- 
erate some harmonics -for precise 
measuring, a low pass filter in the out- 
put may be necessary; vacuum -tube 
voltmeters are generally peak- reading 
devices calibrated in r.m.s. values, and 
correct readings are obtained only with 
sine waves having unity form factor; 
where notching diplexers are used, 4.5- 
mc. sine -wave modulation should not be 
applied, as the load resistor in the di- 
plexer will overheat. 

Although complete Proof of Perform- 
ance measurements are made infre- 
quently, it is believed essential that a 
television station make spot checks at 
least monthly. At the Du Mont stations, 
it is standard practice each week to 
wobbulate the transmitter into the dum- 
my load and the antenna. Each trans- 
mitter has a built -in wobbulator, essen- 
tially a low power r.f. generator which 
sweeps ± 5 mc. from the carrier. An 
oscillograph display shows qualitatively 
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the bandpass of various tuned stages as 
well as the final transmitter output. 
Crystal markers provide calibration 
points, and markers can be introduced 
at other frequencies to permit relatively 
accurate determination of the over -all 
characteristic. Three photographs of a 
typical wobbulation pattern are shown 
in Fig. 6. Figure 6A shows the trans- 
mitter wobbulated into a dummy load; 
note the carrier frequency marker and 
the marker at 3.5 mc. Figure 6B shows 
the transmitter wobbulated into the an- 
tenna ; there is substantially no differ- 
ence between antenna and dummy load. 
Figure 6C shows the wobbulation pat- 
tern taken at a time when, as it was 
later determined, two feed straps on a 
five -element antenna had broken off ; 
the picture quality under these condi- 
tions was only slightly deteriorated, but 
the wobbulation test showed immediate- 
ly that there was trouble. 

A more recent type of built -in wob- 
bulator has been described by John 
Ruston'. This unit provides variable 
video input and has the advantage that 
the transmitter can operate under nor- 
mal conditions of r.f. excitation and 
video modulation during its use. The 
output is a 15 -kc. signal, the amplitude 
of which is proportional to the ampli- 
tude- frequency characteristic of the 
transmitter, and may be displayed on 
any general -purpose oscillograph- Fig- 
ure 1 shows such a display. 

Another type of spot check utilizes 
an external video sweep generator for 
modulating the transmitter. Output is 
detected and shown as a video signal on 
a wide -band oscillograph. Typical out- 
put with and without the use of a 
notch diplexer is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 

It is evident that visual transmitter 
Proof of Performance measurements, 
exclusive of field strength, can be made 
with readily available equipment. It is 
recommended that stations make fre- 
quent spot checks to assure continued 
compliance and to detect potential 
trouble or failure. These spot checks 
can be made with relative ease. 
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PMA 1 Line or microphone 50/ 60,000 +8 1:11 0 0 - 2.0 DB DM -l2 
to single or push- 200/ C.T. 30 -20000 
pull grids 500 

PMA 2 Dynamic microphone 4, 8 60,000 +8 1:86.6 0 0 ±2.0 DB DM -12 
or speaker voice 
coil to single or 

C.T. 30 -20000 

P.P. grid 

PMA 3 Line or microphone 50,/ 60,000 +8 1:11 0 0 i 2.0 DB DM -12 
to single or push- 200- C.T. 30 -20000 
pull grids. Magnet- 
ically shielded. 

500 

PMA 4 Single triode plate 15.000 60,000 +8 1:2 0 0 *2 DB DM -12 
to single or push- 
pull grids 

C.T. 30-10000 

PMA 5 Single triode plate 15,000 60,000 +8 1:2 2 2 ±2 DB DM -12 
to push -pull grids C.T. 200 -10000 

PMA 6 Single triode plate 
to multiple line 

15,000 50/200/500 +8 5.48:1 0 0 
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We pal NEW (if f ill your TVand radia set with *ate NE ir AlE1 
West;inghou 

RELIqTRON 
TVef= 

()EXCITING LUMINESCENT 

"NEW LIFE" WINDOW STREAMER 

Reproduces 
Actual Moving 
TV Troubles 
in Lighted 
Picture 

Printed with 
6 colors 

Best display you 
ever used 

O FRAMED PRICE - 

POLICY STATEMENT 

1554" x 13" simulated wooden 
frame with protective acetate 
window permanently displays 
your standard labor charges 
or shop policy. Interchange- 
able inserts provided. 

9.ee 
and UHF Service Kit from your Westinghouse 

I uhc Distributor THIS WEEK. It will mean extra money 
in your pocket through new customers. Offer is limited, 
closes Nov. 30th. Remember, there's no charge for this Kit. 
Just buy tubes from your Westinghouse RELIATRON l ube 
Distributor. Write Dept. G -209 for complete information. 

El nni29 

RELIATRON TUBES 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION, ELECTRONIC TUBE DIVISION, ELMIRA N. Y. 
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fÁ ...more important than ever! 

\114 
ST Al IONS_:: 

-NEW UHF CHAN, . ASSIG 

. 

INCREASED 
VNF POWER 

TOO CLOSE TO RADIO STATIONS 

504 P''S 
4PS 

itodgik -*`4 

WEAK SIGNALS 

NM EN TS 

.-: 
STßONG p0 

TO 

A 

New service tool... PCH -4 TV ATTENUATOR 
assures best reception in multi- station areas 

IF you're in the thick of all the new channel assign- 
ments, both VHF and UHF, you know what a job 

it is to install H -pads for proper attenuation. Ordinary 
"cut- and -try" methods take too much time and there's 
always danger of overloading. 

Even if you don't have attenuation problems now - jou will later on! That's why it's smart to get the 
low -down on this brand -new Centralab TV Attenuator. 

The switching arrangement makes it possible to atten- 
uate each station as much or as little as necessary de- 
pending on daily conditions such as weather or existing 
interference, and allows for proper attenuation to bal- 
ance two or more stations. It shows you the proper 
attenuation merely by turning a switch. You instantly 
match signal strength to requirements of receiver. Four 
different H -pads are mounted permanently to the at- 

tractive metal case. All you do is hook up to the 300- 
ohm antenna twin lead and turn dial to the H -pad 
that gives you the proper attenuation. Then unhook 
leads and install the proper H -pad. Checking and in- 
stallation takes only a few minutes. 

If customers want permanent selective attenuation 
installation, this handy unit makes the job easier. And 
it's another sale for you! 

Your Centralab distributor has these TV Attenuator 
Switches in stock for immediate delivery. Also ask him 
for a demonstration and complete data on dependable 
Centralab H -pads. 

Always use Centralab 1I ads 
-you'll prevent overloading, 
eliminate tearing of image 

improve both audio 
and video results. Available 
in 10. 20, 30 and 40 db. In- 
stall in series with 300 -ohm 
antenna. 

A Division of Globe -Union Inc. 
910.1 East Keefe Ave. Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 

In Canada, Box 208, Ajax, Ontario 
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEED 

TO RECEIVE ,4UHF and 

,4(IVHF STATIONS INtia 
DIRECTIONS FOR 60 MILES 
WITHOUT A ROTORMOTOR OF ANY KIND!! 
WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL UHF -VHF 

TELEVISION ANTENNA 
While antenna reception is guaranteed 

for 60 miles, perfect pictures have been con- 
sistently received as far as 160 miles from 
stations. 

A LOW -LOSS SWITCH 

LOW -LOSS PHENOLIC INSULATORS 

USES NEW 4- CONDUCTOR 
MATCHED IMPEDANCE LINE 

ONLY 10 INCH SPACING 
BETWEEN ANTENNA BAYS 

ONE INSTALLATION ONE ANTENNA 

ONE TRANSMISSION LINE 
®tvtut 

eat -. 
vity °A ̀ v 

,tv - ürtltCC AREA 
'C v).,vxpttCtJaclt {N EVENS 

O e 

IN All LOCATIONS IN ALL D {RE DIRECTIONS 9u e ae Y C 
u 

WITH STATIONS Model ónpnstollat ¡ontln anY 

All Channel on in 6o 
adore s Ikon ' 

Zhe 
new 

teed 
bring in, 

clearer 
station sha 

per pictures 
s with or . 

r 

and ever' cleorer anon of ontenno 
UHF giving combination this, 
direction 9 

antennO °r motors. 
installation, 

it {ails to 
whom 

we 
ony 
without ¡oto 

refund 
d to feljobber to 

Price. 
(1 If, immediately m fun 

his 
We o9ree \t' ed it, 

sEe 

sold and shipped 

nr BE READY NOW - FOR THE FUTURE 

NEW DESIGN FOR '54 

SO 141V111 

$0 
tVDDI! F 

#:R' 

22.,1664N45,,06 

D 

IT'S 
PATEN 

Th 9 Position 
ate. witch 

et. c Ironically 
retan the n 

twino in o Ito. 
ty 1petition. 

ALL CHANNEL ANTENNA CORP 

PRICE INCLUDES 
Complete stacked array 4 stock- 
ing bars 9 position switch 
Switch -to -set coupler 3 - 7th=" 
stand offs Individually boxed in 

mailable cotton 

70 -07 QUEENS BLVD. 
1 WOODSIDE 77, NEW YORK 
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Servicemen! 

Field Strength Meter 

Model M -8104. More new features than 
any other unit at this popular price. 
Reads signal strength directly from the 
dial from 10 to 100,000 microvolts. 
A serviceman's time saver to mea- 
sure actual TV picture signal strength. 

Cross Dot Linearity Pattern 

Model G -8004. Philco's new 
unit for the finest possible line- 
arity adjustments when a station 
pattern is not available. It pro- 
vides extreme versatility of per - 
formance and design at amazing 
economy of operation. Light, 
rugged and portable it's the 
new leader in test equipment. 

CHECK THESE 

PH I LCO 
TEST EQUIPMENT 

FEATURES 

1/ New Low Prices 

1/ New Circuitry 

,/ New Styling 

VHF to UHF Signal Generator Adapter 

Model G -8000. The most economical 
system yet designed to produce UHF 
signals for TV receiver tests. Through a 

conversion process using any VHF 
meter this unit produces from an input 
VHF signal, UHF signals having the 
same characteristics as the VHF signal. 

22 

1/ New Ruggedness 

V New Versatility 

1/ New Accuracy 

NOW YOURS 
ON NEW EASY 
PAYMENT PLAN 

Mutual Conductance Tube Checker 

Model 7052. Tests more different type 
tubes than any unit on the market, from 
subminiature to acorn low power trans- 
mitting tubes. Shorts on tube elements 
can be easily determined, employs 
roll chart instead of cards, for use 
as a portable or counter top unit. 

Dynamic Signal Tracer 

Model 7031. An extremely versatile in- 
strument ... this unit is designed for 
fast diagnosis of radio trouble by 
audibly monitoring RF and AF circuits. 
Can be used to accurately check P.A. 
systems, microphones and phonograph 
pick -up circuits, also localizes distortion. 
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5 -inch High Gain Oscilloscope 

Model S -8202. This outstanding scope 
is built to the very highest standards of 
test instruments ... It features the high- 
est gain 10 millivolts, inch, and widest 
frequency range at its popular price. 
Wide sweep ranges allow extreme flexi- 
bility in sweep circuit trouble shooting. 

Philco Circuit Master 

Model 8100. Designed to the most 
rigid of engineering specifications, this 
rugged metal -cased vacuum tube volt- 
meter is by far the finest in its price 
class. Provides unmatched accuracy 
for measuring and aligning where plus 
and minus indications are required. 

3 -inch TV Oscilloscope 

Modal S -8200. The most practical port- 
able unit available for bench or field ser- 

vicing. Preset horizontal and vertical 
sweep rates take the guesswork out of 
trouble shooting, aligning and mea- 
suring. Ideal for television because of 
its high sensitivity and wide response. 

Visual Alignment Generator 

Model 7008. Combines in one economi- 
cal instrument functions that can be 

approached only in a cumbersome col- 
lection of costly devices. No special 
scope connections are required for the 
most accurate visual alignment and 
calibration that is possible to achieve. 

UHF Auto -Level Sweep Generator 

Modal G -8002. The most modern, most 
inexpensive UHF sweep generator on 
the market. Checks sweep alignment 
with any test oscilloscope. Its output is 

controllable and leakage is negligible 
. makes possible over -all trouble 

shooting and testing of low level units. 

N 
Philco Circuit Tester 

Model 8102. A general purpcse volt - 
ohmeter that challenges com?arison. 
Utilizes 1.V resistors throughout to 
insure maximum accuracy. Tests AC 
voltage ranges of audio and t igh im- 
pedance ACcircuits wherea vacu am type 
voltmeter would normally be required. 

Appliance Tester 

Modal 5007. The ultimate in versatility. 
A one package, all purpose, portable 
appliance service unit. Permits over -all 
analysis of refrigerators, ranges, air 
conditioners and household appliances. 
With "pick -up" elements to deter- 
mine temperature and built -in voltmeter. 

Cathode Ray Tube Cheerer 

Modal 7053. Will accurately Test all 
picture tubes used in home TV receivers. 
Special cathode -ray tu:T,es at:- easily 
checked by using plug -in adapters. 
Eliminates trouble shooting guesswork. 
Neon lamp indicates shorts and open 
elements in the electrodes of the gun. 

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR NEW 

FREE BOOKLET 
or see your Philco Distr butor 

PHILCO CORPORATION 

Accessory Division 

Allegheny Ave. & "A" St., Phila. 34, Pa. 

I am interested in the 
Philco Test Equipment 
shown here. Please send 
me details of your SPE- 
CIAL PURCHASE 
PLAN for obtaining 
these units. 

Please send FREE 
copy of your new book- 
let on Philco Test 
Equipment. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

September, 1953 
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You 

can 

build 
a 

reputation 
on 

Tung-Sol. 
Quality 

TUNG -SOL makes 

All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps' 

Miniature Lamps, 

Signal Flashers, 

Picture Tubes, Radio, TV, 

Special Electron 

Semiconductor Products. 

TUNG -SOL ELECTRIC INC. 
Newark 4, New Jersey 

Soles Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Colum 
bus, Culver City Ilos Angeles), Dallas, 
Denver, Detroit, Newark, Seattle 
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W iilfiR the 
INDUSTRY 

GLEN McDANIEL, who served as the 
first paid president of the Radio -Tele- 
vision Manufacturers Association in 
1951 -52, has been elected temporary 
president of the organization pending 
the selection of another full -time paid 
president. He will also continue as 
general counsel of the Association. 

The board of directors also elected 
Robert C. Sprague as chairman of the 
RTMA board for the next fiscal year. 
Mr. Sprague, who succeeds A. D. Pla- 
mondon, Jr. of Chicago, is past presi- 
dent of the Association and served as 
its chairman for two years in 1950 -52. 

Leslie F. Muter of Chicago was re- 
elected treasurer and Dr. W. R. G. 
Baker of General Electric Company, 
was re- elected director of the Engi- 
neering Dept. 

NEDA has announced that the services 
of Donn Mason, widely known as 
"Minute Man of sales training," have 
been secured for its 1953 Convention 
and Manufacturers' Conference to be 
held in St. Louis, Sept. 14 -16. 

In view of the current shortage not 
only of trained help but of suitable 
people who can be trained, distributors 
report having to comb unlikely sources 
for prospective sales personnel. 

Mr. Mason will provide new sugges- 
tions for getting, training, and keep- 
ing a fully -staffed operation, with 
emphasis on sales personnel. 

* 

EUGENE M. KEYS has been elevated to 
the post of president by the board of 
directors of Edwin 
I. Guthnian Co. of 
Chicago, largest in- 
dependent coil man- 
ufacturer in the 
country. 

He was formerly 
executive vice -pres- 
ident of the firm 
and succeeds the 
late Edwin I. Guthman, president and 
founder who died last April. 

Mr. Keys joined the company in 
1942 as a member of the purchasing 
department. In 1945 he was named 
assistant sales manager and in 1947 
he was promoted to the position of 
sales manager. In 1951 he was named 
vice -president in charge of sales and 
a year later was made executive vice - 
president of the firm. 

s * 

MARTIN BETTAN, director of sales and 
engineering for Radio Merchandise 
Sales, Inc., has been elected president 
of the Antenna Manufacturers Asso- 
ciation. 

Ben Snyder. of Snyder Manufactur- 
ing Company was named vice -presi- 

dent and Edward Finkel of JFD will 
serve as secretary -treasurer of the 
trade group. 

s s 

W. WALTER WATTS has been elected to 
the post of vice- president in charge of 
technical products 
for the RCA Victor 
Division of Radio 
Corporation of 
America. 

He was previous- 
ly vice -president in 
charge of engineer- 
ing and is assuming 
the position former- 
ly held by L. W. Teegarden who be- 
came executive vice -president of RCA 
last February. In his new assignment 
Mr. Watts will supervise the activities 
of both the Engineering Products De- 
partment and the company's Tube De- 
partment. 

He joined RCA Victor after wartime 
service as a Colonel and Commanding 
Officer of the Signal Corps Distribu- 
tion Agency and as a Signal Corps 
Procurement Director for which he 
was awarded the Legion of Merit. 

ski 

* * 

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY of 
North Adams, Massachusetts is build- 
ing a new plant about seven miles 
from West Jefferson, North Carolina. 
About 250 workers will be employed 
when the plant reaches full production. 
It will be the company's seventh plant ... TRACERLAB, INC. is constructing a 
new $100,000 plant in Richmond, Cali- 
fornia to house its Western Division. 
The building will contain approxi- 
mately 15,400 square feet and will re- 
place quarters the company has oc- 
cupied in Berkeley since 1948. The 
building is scheduled for November 
completion ... I. E. MANUFACTURING 
COMPANY is undertaking an extensive 
expansion and modernization program 
designed to double its plant area. Com- 
pletion is scheduled for next May . . . 

OAK MFG. CO. has opened a new fac- 
tory in Elkhorn, Wisconsin to serve as 
a feeder for its Chicago and Crystal 
Lake, Illinois plants. James L. von 
Harz will be in charge of the new fa- 
cility ... LOUIS M. HERMAN COMPANY 
has opened a new branch store in Nor- 
wood, Massachusetts to service the 
Norwood, Framingham, Brockton, 
Taunton areas. The company handles 
a complete line of radio and television 
parts . . . AEROCOIL, INC. has moved 
into larger quarters at 24 Cliff Street 
in Jersey City, N. J.... The RCA VIC- 
TOR DIVISION has purchased land in 
Findlay, Ohio and will build a plant 
for the manufacture of electronic com- 
ponent parts for radio and TV home 
receivers. The first unit will be in op- 
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No matter where you live 
or what you are doing now ... 

I WILL TRAIN YOU FOR 

A HIGH PAY JOB IN 
L. C. Lan., 6.S., M.A. 
President: Radio- 
Television Training 
Association. 
Executive Director: 
Pierce School of 

41 
;adie-Television. 

0 RIENCE NE EXPE 
. 

TELEVISION 

a,ant Screen 
TV e.ee+ver 

VETERANS! 
CIVILIANS! 

Thousands of new fobs In TV are opening up In 

every state as new stations go on the air. You 

too can take your place In America's booming 
TELEVISION and Electronics industry...enjoy 
the success and happiness you always wanted 
out of life! Now ...prepare for a life -time 
career as a trained TV TECHNICIAN, often withi 
months ...using the same successful 
"learn -by- doing" home study 
methods that have helped 

PREVIOUS 
men with 

ILI 

NO PREVI OUS 
TRAINING! 

ESS A C WOM 

* 
MEN 

GET MORE! LEARN MOR 

,EARN MORE! 
I give you ALL the equipment and 
training you need to prepare for the 
BETTER PAY jobs in TV. While train- 
ing, many of my students make $25.00 
a week repairing Radio -TV sets in their 
spare time ... start their own profitable 
service business. 

uet 
40. eeee,ver 

ou .ui a an -cep t is pro essiona TANT 
SCREEN TV RECEIVER complete with big 
picture tube (designed and engineered to take 
any size up to 21-inch). Also all units illustrated. 
plus additional equipment! Everything supplied 
coin elete with all tubes. 

FREE FCC COACHING COURSE! 

VETERANS! 
MY SCHOOLS FULLY APPROVED TO 

TRAIN VETERANS UNDER NEW G.I. BILL! 4 
If discharged after June 27, 1950 - 
CHECK COUPON BELOW! Also approved 
for RESIDENT TRAINING in New York 
City ... qualifies you for full subsistence 
allowance up to $160 per month. 

Prepares you at home for your FCC License. 
The best jobs in TV and radio require an FCC 

AC-oe 
License. My FCC Coaching Course is given to 

Power s.epty you at NO EXTRA COST after TV Theory 
and Practice is com.leted. 

ComDin.t1on 
eltm.ter 

Ammt.-ohmmeter 

BECOME A TV CAMERAMAN!, 
TV CAMERAMAN & STUDIO COCIt]F; 

(Advanced training for men who have had 
radio & TV training or experience). I train you 
for an exciting, high pay job as the man behind 
the TV camera. Work with TV stars in TV 
studios or "on location" at remote pick -ups. 

FM -TV TECHNICIAN TRAINING! 
My FM -TV Technician Course will save you 
months of training, if you have previous Armed 

orces or civilian radio experience. Complete 
ith kits, BIC SCREEN TV RECEIVER, and 

FREE FCC Coaching Course. 

+ od. 
aW Tet.phene 

e.se..e 

Re 5.9n.i 
aener.br . 

NEW YORK ROUND TRIP! 

Exclusive! Only RITA gives you a ROUND TRIP TO 

NEW YORK CITY at NO EXTRA COST! Yes, from any- 
where in the continental U.S. or Canada, I'll pay 
your way to New York and return after you finish your 
complete Radio -TV course. Get 2 FREE weeks, 50 
hours of advanced study at our affiliated PIERCE 
SCHOOL OF RADIO & TV. Operate modern TV studio and 
camera equipment, go behind the scenes of New York's 
big Radio -TV centers! (Available only to students en- 
rolled for complete Radio -TV Technician Course.) 

MAIL COUPON TO 

MY 4 FREE AIDS SHOW YOU 
HOW AND WHERE TO GET A 
BETTER PAY JOB IN TELEVISION! ¡ See for yourself how 
my simple, practical / methods make suc 
cess easy. 

RTA 
FREE 

111 

RADIO- TELEVISION TRAINING ASSOCIATION 
1679 Broadway, Radio City Station, New York City 19, N. Y. 

LICENSED BY THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

September. 1953 

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL! 
\Ir. Leonard C. Lane, President 
RADIO -TELEVISION TRAINING ASSOCIATION 
1629 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. Dept. T -9A 

Dear Mr. Lane, Mail me your NEW FREE BOOK, FREE 
SAMPLE LESSON, and FREE aids char will sh>w me how I 
can make BIG MONEY IN TELEVISION. I understand I am 
under no obligation and no salesman will call. 

( PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY) 

SAME AGE 

ADDRESS 

CITY 70NE_STATE 

I AM INTERESTED IN: 
Radio -TV Technician Course VETERANS! Check here 

FM -TV Technician Course for Training under NEW 
TV Cameraman & Studio Course G.I. Bill 

25 
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l' r ,'urtesy Herbert Smith (W8AIU), South Euclid, Ohio 

Listen to the story of Brush 
headphone quality 

Try out the best -and judge for yourself why the Brush Model 
BA -206 headphones are best suited for your individual application. 

Acoustically -you'll enjoy the high fidelity and smooth frequency 
response which gives you all the lows and crisp clean highs. 

Electrically -being capacitive in nature, they draw negligible 
power and only require modest driving voltages. Hence, these 
headphones are ideal for monitoring applications -may be used 
in either high or low impedance circuits and are extremely well 
suited for multiple installations. 

Mechanically- you'll find them exceptionally light and comfort- 
able. The advanced design gives your ear a smooth, comfortable, 
air -tight fit which is important for excellent bass response. 

Listen for yourself -and then be surprised at the low cost of these 
superb headphones! Write for bulletin. Brush Electronics Com- 
pany, Dept. UU -9, 3405 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio. 

BRUSH ELECTRONICS 
INDUSTRIAL AND RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 

PIEZO- ELECTRIC MATERIALS ACOUSTIC DEVICES 
MAGNETIC RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

ULTRASONIC EQUIPMENT 

26 

LLLCT RON ICS 

COMPANY 
formrr(y 

The Brush Derrloómrnt Co. 
Brush Elertrpniro Company 

is an oto rating unit of 
Ckvite Curburation. 

eration next Spring ... The addition 
of a new 18.000 square foot warehouse 
has been announced by RADIO MER- 
CHANDISE SALES. INC. The building is 
located at 945 Cortlandt Avenue in 
New York City ... MANNFRED ELEC- 
TRONICS CORP. has moved to new and 
larger quarters at 21 -38 36th Avenue, 
Long Island City 6, New York. The 
new facility offers off- the -street park- 
ing for the company's wholesale 
customers. 

RALPH R. STUBBE has been named as- 
sistant chief engineer of General In- 
strument Corpora- 
tion in line with the 
company's growing 
emphasis on u.h.f. 
television devices. 

He will make his 
headquarters at the 
firm's home plant in 
Elizabeth, New Jer- 
sey. Mr. Stubbe has 
been connected with such firms as 
Westinghouse, Hazeltine, NBC, and 
Hoffman and will play a key role in 
GI's expanding production of u.h.f. 
tuners, converters, and other compo- 
nents it supplies to manufacturers and 
the government. 

s s 

HAROLD B. RHODES of Paterson was 
re- elected president of the Radio and 
Television Servicemen of New Jersey, 
Inc. at the fourth annual meeting of 
the association. 

Serving with Mr. Rhodes are: Fred 
E. Berdy, vice -president; J. Palmer 
Murphy, executive secretary- treasur- 
er; and Jerome J. Gelman, counsel. All 
are from Paterson, N. J. 

Mr. Rhodes pledged the Associa- 
tion's continued cooperation with the 
Greater Paterson Chamber of Com- 
merce and the Paterson Better Busi- 
ness Committee during the coming 
year. 

NATESA will hold its annual Fall con- 
vention October 9, 10, and 11 at the 
Morrison Hotel in Chicago. TISA -IIIi- 
nois will be the host. 

Present plans call for display booths, 
seminars, discussions, banquets, and 
entertainment. John Cecich, vice -pres- 
ident of TISA -Illinois is the conven- 
tion chairman. 

Further information on this meet is 
available from NATESA president, 
Frank J. Moch, 5908 Troy Street, Chi- 
cago 29, Illinois. 

s s 

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORA- 
TION of Chicago and the CHICAGO 
TRANSFORMER DIVISION of Essex Wire 
Corporation have been consolidated 
and will operate under the name of 
CHICAGO STANDARD TRANSFORMER 
CORPORATION. The new firm will re- 
tain and operate all present locations 
and facilities without any contem- 
plated changes in personnel ... Martin 
Corn has acquired the assets of IN- 
TERNATIONAL CONNECTOR CORPORA- 
TION of Paterson, New Jersey and will 
operate the new firm as CORN ELEC- 

(Continued on page 120) 
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ADVANCE! Raise your earning power -learn 
RADIO-TELEVISION-ELECTRONICS 
by SHOP -METHOD 
HOME TRAINING 

GOOD JOBS AWAIT THE 
TRAINED RADIO -TV TECHNICIAN 

There is a place for you in the great Radio- Television- 
Electronics industry when you are trained as National 
Schools will train you at home! 

Trained technicians are in growing demand at good pay 
-in manufacturing, broadcasting, television, communica- 
tions, radar, research laboratories, home Radio -TV service, 
and other branches of the field. National Schools Master 
Shop -Method Home Training, with newly added lessons 
and equipment, trains you in your spare time, right in 
your own home, for these fascinating opportunities. 
OUR METHOD IS PROVED BY THE SUCCESS OF 
NATIONAL SCHOOLS TRAINED MEN, ALL OVER 
THE WORLD, SINCE 1905. 

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN 
Many National students pay for all or part of their train- 
ing with spare time earnings. We'll show you how you can 
do the same! Early in your training, you receive "Spare - 
time Work" Lessons which will enable you to earn extra 
money servicing neighbors' and friends' Radio and Tele- 
vision receivers, appliances, etc. 

Master 
Shop-tAethod A PHASES. 

in9 from 

Nome Iro prac 

t ' ,1,tg}lu` 

l 

on Est obli d 

tical Resident 
School 

with its ovin 'training 

Shops, 

Studios 
-- os1 

o f 

Succe ssful 
Experien 

ce 
Training 

Ambitious 
en . 

W e Bring National 
Sat pTeton: 

s^W'.y.r,-r'z/ r` - 
You also 

receive this 
Multitester 

Signal Generator 

o 
T. R. F. Receiver 

Audio Oscillator 

National Schools Training is All- Embracing 
National Schools prepares you for your choice of many 
job opportunities. Thousands of home, portable, and auto 
radios are being sold daily -more than ever before. Tele- 
vision is sweeping the country, too. Co -axial cables are 
now bringing Television to more cities, towns, and farms 
every day! National Schools' complete training program 
qualifies you in all fields. Read this partial list of opportu- 
nities for trained technicians: 

Business of Your Own Broadcasting 
Radio Manufacturing, Sales, Service Telecasting 
Television Manufacturing, Sales, Service 
Laboratories: Installation, Maintenance of Electronic Equipment 
Electrolysis, Call Systems 
Garages: Auto Radio Sales, Service 
Sound Systems and Telephone Companies, Engineering Firms 
Theatre Sound Systems, Police Radio 
And scores of other good jobs in many related fields. 

TELEVISION TRAINING 
You get a complete 
series of up- to -the- 
minute lessons cov- 
ering all phases of re- 
pairing, servicing and 
construction. The same 
lesson texts used by resi- 
dent students in our 
modern and complete Television broadcast studios, lab- 
oratories and classrooms! 

September, 1953 

FREE! RADIO -TV BOOK 
AND SAMPLE LESSON! 
Send today for 
National Schools' new, 
illustrated Book of Oppor- 

tunity in Radio- Television- 
This Electronics, and an actual 
course Sample Lesson. No cost - 
also offered no obligation. Use the 
in Spanish coupon now -we'll 
and Portuguese answer by return 

airmail. 

Superheterodyne Receiver 

LEARN BY DOING 
You receive and keep all the 
modern equipment shown 
above, including tubes and 
valuable, professional qual- 
ity Multitester. No extra 
charges. 

APPROVED FOR 
VETERANS 

AND 
NON -VETERANS 

Check coupon below 

Both 
Resident and 
Home Study 
Courses Offered! 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA ESTABLISHED 1905 
IN CANADA: 193 E. HASTINGS STREET,VANCOUVER, B.C. 

FIND OUT NOW -MAIL COUPON TODAY! 
NATIONAL SCHOOLS, Dept. RH -93 Mail in envelope 
4000 South Figueroa Street or paste on 

Los Angeles 37, California postal card. 

Send FREE Radio -TV Electronics book and FREE sam- 
ple lesson. I understand no salesman will call on me. 

I NAME AGE _ 

I ADDRESS 

I CITY 
p Check here if released from service less than 4 years ago. 

L 
Check = if OM = n= ee= de= t= ra =ni =g at = nQe!e 

ZONE STATE 
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another original! 

Eate0 I 6 

The last word in 

UlF 
TVA,ttss*. 

Ih. 

Here's The One They've All Copied! 

...NOW 
AT NEW 

LOW PRICES 

UHF 

MODEL U -4 
A superb quality UHF antenna 
featuring uniform gain with low 
vertical radiation (no ghosts). 
300 ohm terminal impedance... 
measures 12x12x15 inches. 

Here is another ORIGINAL... entirely NEW UHF TV antenna 
that for excels anything yet seen! It is a completely balanced 
brood band antenna covering ALL channels from 14 to 82 and 
terminating in 300 ohms with a very low voltage standing 
wove ratio! Some of the features include: 

Minimum wind resistance, (a double stacked UW -2 offers 
less wind resistance than many single bay antennas). 

The UW -2 assumes NO potential difference between itself 
and the mast, allowing MAXIMUM lightning protection 
when the mast is grounded. 

COMPLETELY FREE of insulators and their offending results. 

Excellent directivity, single lobe horizontal field pattern, 
470 to 850 M.C. 

RADIARlcO R P O R AT I O N CLEVELAND 13, OHIO 

VIBRATORS AUTO AERIALS TV ANTENNAS ROTORS POWER SUPPLIES 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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LITTELFUSE 

Littelfuse T953 TV Fuse Guide enlarged to include latest models 

Both New- Both Needed 
Littelfuse new One Call Kit adapted to include fuses being used in latest models -94 out of 100 times one cal 

is all. Littelfuse Inc., Des Plaines, Ill. 
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PROFESSIONAL 
AUDIO 

EQUIPMENT 

BALANCED COMPONENTS / MAXIMIZE PLAYBACK PERFORMANCE 

THE MODEL 190 ARM ... 
is designed primarily for use with microgroove 
records. Its design has been recognized by 
leading audio engineers as that which 
incorporates all of the desirable tracking 
characteristics. Analysis has shown that for 
maximum performance with LP records the 
vertical mass of the moving arm element must 
be held to a minimum and further, that the arm 
must be counterbalanced about the vertical 
axis. This permits minimum stylus or tracking 
force and provides maximum record life. 
The Model 190 Arm embodies these all important 
features necessary for proper microgroove 
record playback. 

PICKERING CARTRIDGES ... 
are the choice of audio engineers throughout the world. They are universally 
acclaimed because of their high output, wide range performance and low distortion. 
They are used wherever a fine cartridge is required in radio stations, recording studios 
and for purposes of quality control by leading record manufacturers. 

MODEL 410 AUDIO INPUT SYSTEM ... 
is designed to provide a complete audio control center. Model 410 may be used 

in any high quality playback system. Three input channels are provided -one for 
magnetic cartridges and 2 "flat" channels for other audio circuits. A 3- position 

equalizer network is built into the magnetic cartridge channel and provides accurate 

equalization for LP. AE5 and 78 rpm recording characteristics. Separate bass and 
treble controls ore also provided. These are of the step -type and permit bass and 
treble adjustments in 2 db increments. The tone control circuits are intended to 

compensate for record characteristics and for listener- environment acoustical 
conditions. They are not intended to compensate for amplifier and /or loudspeaker 
deficiencies. Model 410 is intended for use with the highest quality professional type 
playback equipment. The output of the Model 410 is fed from a cathode- follower 
circuit and will work into any high quality audio or line amplifier having a high 
impedance input. It may also be used with a transformer for the purpose of feeding 
a 500 ohm line. Because of its flexibility, low noise and low distortion level, it is ideally 
suited for bridging and monitoring purposes and for critical listening applications. 

MODEL 230H EQUALIZER- PREAMPLIFIER .. 
is unique in its accuracy of equalization and 

frequency response. The intermodulation 

distortion is .2 per cent at normal output level. 

It Is intended for use with high quality 

amplifiers having gain and tone controls. 

When used with the Pickering Model 132E 

Record Compensator the 23011 is ideal for 

radio station and recording studio use and for 

applications requiring accurate low noise 

and distortion free playback. 

MODEL 132E RECORD 
COMPENSATOR ... 
is designed to be used in conjunction with a 
lagnetic cartridge preamplifier such as the 

Pickering 230H or any preamplifier which 
provides 6 db per octave bass boost. Six 
playback positions are incorporated: 

1- European 78 rpm Records 
2- Victor 45 rpm and Decca 78 rpm Records 
3 -No high frequency roll -off. 

500 cycle turnover 
4 -All Capitol Records new Victor 3345, 

Audio Engineering Society Curve 
5- Columbia, London and most LP Records 
6 -To remove the hiss from old noisy records 

Precision elements are used in its construction 
to give accurate compensation. The 132E is 
inherently a low distortion R -C device. 

PICKERING PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

///1e i,, two l%w7l afe 
...Demonstrated and sold by Leading Radio Parts Distributors everywhere. 
For the one nearest you and for detailed literature, write Dept. C -2 

PICKERING 
30 

and company incorporated Oceanside. L.1.. New )or& 

RADIO 8. TELEVISION NEWS 
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Model No. T -10 
Manual control. 
Shows antenna direction. 

Complete new styling modern with 
new eye appeal. See how both manual 

and automatic models have been improved 
outside and inside. And remember, only 
Alliance has the rotator that's fully automatic! 

Model No. U -83 
Fully automatic. 

Set it and forget it! 

More powerful pre- selling than 
ever -TV, magazines, newspapers. 
Sound reasons why Alliance Tenna- Rotors 

will continue to be the profit line for 
you! Better check your stock right now. 

OVER ONE MILLION ALLIANCE TENNA- ROTORS HAVE NOW BEEN MADE 

ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, ALLIANCE, OHIO 
September, 1953 31 
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NEW 
11 At 11 

V%%'.Ik SE la att% 

\\\" t%t'1ERSV% 
10 xkck 

( UP 

GREATER POWER 

GAIN 

UP TO 

88% 
LESS NOISE 

FACTOR 

s, FINE 

, TUNE 

NEW distinctive 
cabinet design 
available in 

beautiful assortment 
of COLORS 

* FACTS from one of America's 
leading, independent research laboratories 

proved the WALSCO Imperial will 
outperform all other UHF converters ... 

anywhere! 

a 

Average Power Cain Average Noise Factor 
DB OB 

WITH EXCLUSIVE 500 650 800 5C0 650 800 
mc mc mc mc mc me 

WALSCO Imperial 

Converter A 

Converter 8 

10.0 9.5 9.5 150 15.5 16.0 

6.0 

7.0 

5.4 

6.5 

3.5 

50 

18.5 

18.0 

20.0 

18.5 

21.0 

20.0 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 

C1121ftt 
3602 Crenshaw Blvd.. Los Angeles 16, California 
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THE FAMED LC-IA SPEAKER -for years 
the measure of perfection among users 
of professional -quality equipment. 
Now, more brilliant than ever with 
RCA's INTERMATCHED High- Fidelity. 
Now, cleaner than ever with ACOUSTIC 
DOMES On low- frequency cone DISPER- 
SION VANES on hi- frequency speaker. 

DE LUXE AMPLIFIER-"power- 
proportioned" to the exact re- 
quirements of RCA INTER- 
MATCHED High -Fidelity equip- 
ment. An unusual combination 
of power and balance for the 
most discerning high- fidelity 
enthusiast. 

RCA Intermatched High -Fidelity 
A New Idea in Extended -Range Sound 

Now HEAR high -fidelity as you've never 
heard it before -the thrilling extended - 
range reproduction of RCA's new INTEa- 
MATCHED High- Fidelity Systems. 

Here is truly fine reproduction at every 
price level. Here is equipment designed 
all the way through to offer the finest in 
high -fidelity sound. 

INTERMATCHED RCA High -Fidelity 
equipment offers you -for the first time 
ever -a wide selection of units designed 
to meet the music lover's needs. Inter - 
matching lets you buy a fine -but rea- 
sonably priced -RCA system NOW, and 
progress to the finest -without fear of 
mismatching at any stage. Or you can 
buy the finest now with the assurance 
that all components are engineered to 
work as a system. 

RCA -with its great background in 
all phases of professional- quality sound 
-has built into its intermatched line a 
combination of thorough engineering 

ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT \ k ° 

and thorough understanding of good - 
music reproduction. Only RCA can 
offer you equipment so thoroughly inter - 
matched that you can interconnect any 
RCA components you choose - merely 
by plugging one unit into another. 

Now, ask your local RCA Electronics 
Distributor to let you hear true, high - 
fidelity through RCA's INTERMATCHED 
High -Fidelity Systems. 

RCA INTERMATCHED CABINETS 

Fine furniture -fine, high -fidelity units -styled 
to the requirements of RCA INTERMATCHED 

High -Fidelity System. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 

September, 1953 

CAMDEN. N.J. 

FULL -FUNCTION PRE -AMPLIFIER 
-carefully cngi-lcered to match C . - 

RCA's DeLuxe 10- and 20 -watt 
amplifiers- includes equaliza- 
tion for four types of recording 
characteristics -four input sclec- 
tor positions -volume control- 
bass and treble controls. 

RCA INTERMATCHED AM.FM TUNERS 

RCA INTERMATCHED CHANGER 

RCA INTERMATCHED SPEAKERS 

'111q1p 
FOR FULL DETAILS AND ADDRESS OF 

YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR MAIL COUPON NOW 

RCA Engineering Products Dept. 221 U, 
Building 15 -1, Camden, N. J. 

Please send me your new booklet on RCA Inter - 
matched High- Fidelity Eq.tipment. 
Please send me informat.on on RCA Victor 
High -Fidelity "Victrola "s phonographs. 

Name 

Address 

City lone -State 
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Only E /CO Has All These 
VERTICAL FREQ. RESPONSE: 

flat 2 db 10 cps - 1 mc 

VERTICAL SENS.: .01 volts 
rms /inch 

NOR. FREQ. RESP.: flat " 0 db 
10 cps - 200 kc, -4 db at 500 kc 

NOR. SENS.: .3 volts rms/ inch 

SWEEP RANGE: 15 cps -100 kc 

3 -STEP FREQ.- COMPENSATED 
ATTENUATOR eliminates freq. 
distortion, overloading. 

CATHODE FOLLOWER inputs to 
both amplifiers 

PUSH -PULL outputs in both amplifiers 

RETURN TRACE BLANKING 

INT. VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR 

Features: 

AC & DC volts: 
0 -5, 10, 100, 500, 
1000 V (30 KV with 
HVP -1 probe). 5 
ohm ranges from .2 
ohm to 1000 megs. 

DC input Z 26 
taegs. 41/2" meter 
movement In can't - 
burn -out circuit. 

1% mutt. resis- 
tors. 

221K VTVM KIT $25.95. WIRED $49.95. 

HIGH VOLTAGE PROBE $6.95 
Extends range of VTVMs 

\ \/ & voltmeters to 30 N 

PIX TUBE ADAPTER 
for Tube Testers $4.50. 
Checks TV picture tubes 
while in set. 

V & H TRACE EXPANSION S. CENTERING: 
1.5X full screen without distortion. 

MODEL 470K 
DIRECT CONNECTION to vert. CRT plates. KIT $19.95. WIRED ;129.50. 
PHASING CONTROL of internal 60 cps sine wave sweep. 

AT FRONT PANEL: intensity mod. input; 60 cps, sawtooth outputs. 

Also Available: 
425K 5" PUSH -PULL SCOPE KIT $44.95. WIRED $79.95. 

Ilium. gear -driven 
"Speed Rollchart." 

New lever- action 
switches for individ 
ual testing of every 
element. 

Tests all conven- 
tional & TV tubes. 

625K TUBE TESTER KIT $34.95. 
WIRED $49.95. 

NOW! ONLY 
the largest manufacturer of its 

LIFETIME SERVICE & CAL 
...the Industry's greatest protection 

LIE /COQ, - 
kind in the world - gives you 

IBRATION GUARANTEE* 
for your test equipment investment! 

* at less than our cost of handling (see the FICO Guar- 
antee Card enclosed with each Kit and Instrument). 

SCOPE VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR KIT 
495K KIT $12.95. WIRED $17.95. 

Sq. wave output at power -line 
freg. with full-scale readings of 

I, 1, 10 or 100 V. peak -to -peak. 
Accuracy = 5% of tutl-scale 

on each range. 

6V I. 12V BATTERY ELIMINATOR KIT 
1050K KIT 529.95. WIRED $38.95. 

OC output: 0 -8 V or 0.16 V. 

Continuous current rating: 
10A at V, 6 A at 12 V. 

Intermittent current rating: 
20 Aat 6V, 12 A at 12 V. 

Separate Voltmeter & Am. 
meter. 

r. 

Covers all TV & 
FM frees. between 
500 kc & 228 mc in 
continuous sweep. 

Sweep width var- 
iable 0 -30 mc. 

Crystal marker 
oscillator, variable 
amplitude. 

360K SWEEP GEN. KIT $34.95. 
WIRED $49.95. 

Large 71/2" meter, 
can't- burn -out circuit. 

AC /DC volts: 0ó, 
10, 100, 500. 1000 
(30 KV with HV Probe). 

5 ohms ranges 
from .2 ohm to 1000 
megs. 

DC input Z 26 
megs. 

I% mull. resistors. 
214K VTVM KIT $34.95. WIRED $54.95. 

Measures & tests all 
resistors; .5 ohm to 500 
megohms. 

Every type conden. 
ser, 10 mmf to5000mfd. 

0 -500 DC voltage 
source for capacitor 
leakage testing. 

950A -K R -C BRIDGE & R -C -L COMP. KIT $19.95. 
WIRED 529.95. 

Audibly signal traces 
all IF, RF, Video & Audio 
circuits from ANT to 
SPKR or CRT in all TV, 
FM, AM, etc. without 
switching. 

Germanium crystal 
diode probe responsive 
to over 200 mc. 

Integral test speaker. 
145K SIG. TRACER KIT $19.95. 

WIRED 528.95. 

DECADE CONDENSER BOX KIT 
1180K KIT $14.95. WIRED $19.95. 

All capacitors precision silver 
mica, accuracy ± 1%. 

Range from 100 mmf - 0.111 
mfd in steps of 100 mmf. 

Smooth-action positive detent 
ceramic switches. 
Prices 54 hither on West Coast. Speemeatlons 

and price.:uhiec: to chan(. without notice. 

1000 n/V; 31 
DC /AC v01ts:/j9 

1, 5, 10, 50, 1 0 
5000. 

DC /AC Current: 0.1, 
10 ma; 0.1, 1 A. 

Ohms: 0-500, 100 K, 
1 meg. 

536K MULTIMETER KIT S12.90.WIRED $14.90. 

Fundamentals 150 kc 
to 34 mc, harmonics to 
102 mc. 

5 -step band switch - 

gColpitts audio oscil- 
lator generates 400 cps 
pure sine wave voltage. 

Permits pure RF, 
modulated RF, or pure 
AF. 

320K SIG. GEN. KIT $19.95. WIRED $29.95. 

Complete sine 
wave coverage, 20- 
200,000 cps in 4 

direct- reading 
ranges. 

Complete square 
wave coverage, 60- 
50,000 cps. 

Cathode follower 
output circuit. 

377K SINE & SQUARE WAVE AUDIO 
GEN. KIT 531.95. WIRED $49.95. 

20,000 01V; 31 ranges. 
DC /AC /Output volts: 

0-2.5, 10, 50, 250, 1000, 
5000. 

DC Current: 0.100 ua; 10, 
100, 500 ma; 10 A. 

Ohms: 0 -2K, 200K, 20 
meg. 

565K MULTIMETER KIT $24.95 
WIRED $29.95. 

Write NOW for FREE latest Catalog R -9 

Resistance vzlues from 0 to 
99.999 ohms with 0.5% preci- 
sion. 

All resistors have 0.5% 
accuracy. 

1171K RES. DECADE BOX KIT $19.95. 
WIRED $24.95. 

Covers range of 75 
kc to 150 mc. 

7 calibrated scales: 
accuracy better than 
1 %. 

Bandspread vernier 
tuning. 

4 -step RF shielded 
output multiplier: con. 
stant output Z. 

315K DELUXE SIG. GEN. 
KIT $39.95. 
WIRED $59.95. 

J 

You build EICO Kits in one evening, but ... they last a lifetime! 
And you SAVE OVER 50%! See the famous 

EICO line TODAY, in stock at your local jobber. 
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., Inc., 84 Withers Street, Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

© 1+.:: 
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Fig. 1. The new Standard Coil 82 -chan- 
nel tuner. The Iront subchassis contains 
the u.h.f. coil strips. The tuner is about 
two inches longer than the 13- channel 
model and has the same width and height. 

'1 THE STANDARD COIL 

82-CHANNEL 

TUNER 

By 

WALTER H. BUCHSBAUM 

Television Consultant 
RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 

WITH the rapid spread of u.h.f. tele- 
vision a large variety of convert- 
ers, plug -in strips, and similar 

devices have appeared on the market, 
all designed to allow v.h.f. receivers 
to operate on the new channels. Some 
of the manufacturers have even built 
various types of u.h.f. converters into 
their receivers and a few are using a 
combination u.h.f.- v.h.f. tuner, consist- 
ing of continuously -tuned u.h.f. and 
switch -tuned v.h.f. 

The latest development in tuners is 
actually the first true 82- channel step 
tuner, allowing the viewer to switch 
u.h.f. and v.h.f. channels with the 
same facility and accuracy. 

The new Standard Coil Products Co. 
82- channel tuner is the result of an 
extensive development program and 
contains many unique features. Using 
three tubes and a mixer crystal, this 
unit provides as much sensitivity on 
u.h.f. as on v.h.f.. with excellent noise 
factors on both bands. Only slightly 
larger than the company's v.h.f. tuner, 
both u.h.f. and v.h.f. coil strips can be 
removed simply. and the entire drum 
assembly can be taken out for servic- 
ing without unsoldering or unscrewing 
anything. 

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the 
tuner consists essentially of the v.h.f. 
chassis and drum with the u.h.f. sec- 
tion in front of it. The v.h.f. portion 
uses a 6BZ7 in a cascode r.f. amplifier 
and a 6U8 as a triode oscillator and 
pentode mixer. Twelve sets of coil 
strips tune in the v.h.f. channels and 
produce the i.f. signal. An improved 
cascode circuit permits better a.g.c. 
control over that stage and thus re- 
duces the danger of overloading in 
strong signal areas. The u.h.f. portion 

September. 1953 

Complete description of the new turret tuner for both 

u.h.f. and v.h.f. reception, including service data. 

uses a 6AF4 or 6T4 oscillator. The 
u.h.f. input is obtained through a built - 
in high -pass filter and then a double - 
tuned r.f. bandpass network. A 1N82 
crystal mixer, mounted in a special 
socket at the top, provides the i.f. out- 
put signal from the u.h.f. tuner sec- 
tion. This i.f. signal is coupled to the 
v.h.f. section through a short shielded 
cable and plug. The r.f. bandpass net- 
work and oscillator tank circuit is 
switched through a set of eight coil 
strips, each containing the circuits for 
ten channels. Individual u.h.f. chan- 
nels are tuned in through a 3- section 
concentric ceramic rotor which changes 
bandpass and oscillator frequencies as 
required. A fine tuning adjustment is 
provided for both v.h.f. and u.h.f., 
mounted on the same shaft but con- 
sisting of two different condensers. 
The u.h.f. oscillator tube is mounted 
on a slanted portion of the u.h.f. sub - 
chassis to help shorten leads. 

The v.h.f. and u.h.f. antenna lead - 
ins are brought to different terminals 
in the model shown in Fig. 1, but a 
coupling transformer will probably be 
used in later versions. All power con- 
nections are made to the v.h.f. chassis, 
and a simple plug and two wires bring 
heater and "B-{ -" over to the u.h.f. 
chassis. This permits separate align- 
ment and assembly. 

As can be seen from Fig. 1, two 
different detent springs control the 

motion of the u.h.f. and v.h.f. drums. 
When the v.h.f. drum turns, the u.h.f. 
drum stands still, but the ceramic ro- 
tor inside the u.h.f. chassis turns on 
the same shaft as the v.h.f. drum. To- 
gether with an ingenious internal cam 
arrangement, this permits very simple 
knob presentation. In effect, the cus- 
tomer simply turns the inner knob to 
tune the digits and v.h.f. Channels 2 to 
13. When a u.h.f. station is selected, 
the outer knob is turned to show the 
tens. Thus, when Channel 24 is de- 
sired, the outer knob is set to 2 and 
then the inner knob is turned to 4. The 
numbers on the knob are so arranged 
that Channels 2 to 10 appear in one 
window while Channels 11, 12, and 13 
appear both in the v.h.f. and u.h.f. 
window. Channel 14 appears only in 
the u.h.f. window. Tuning from Chan- 
nel 13 to 14, or from Channel 83 to 
Channel 2, requires only a single turn, 
the internal changes being made au- 
tomatically by the special cam. This 
mechanism is described in more detail 
later, but as far as the customer is 
concerned it really simplifies tuning 
tremendously. 

When the u.h.f. channels are tuned 
in, the v.h.f. oscillator is disconnected 
and a special i.f. coil strip is switched 
into the v.h.f. circuit. This changes 
the 6BZ7 into a 41 -mc. or 21 -mc. am- 
plifier and the pentode portion of the 
6U8 operates as an i.f. stage. Because 
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Fig. 2. Top view of the tuner showing the various adjustment points. See text. 

of this unique arrangement, the u.h.f. 
sensitivity of this tuner is practically 
the same as for v.h.f. 

The outermost shaft serves as fine 
tuning adjustment just as in present 
Standard Coil tuners. In Fig. 1, the 
friction drive for the fine tuning con- 
trol can be seen together with its "off - 
center" shaft. Both the u.h.f. and v.h.f. 

fine tuning rotors are mounted on this 
shaft. Both consist of a dielectric which 
moves between two stator plates. In 
the v.h.f. chassis the fine tuning stator 
plates are part of the local oscillator 
and mounted directly on that chassis. 
For u.h.f., the fine tuning uses a por- 
tion of the oscillator condenser plates 
which protrude outside the u.h.f. coil 

Fig. 3. Complete schematic diagram of the 82- channel Standard Coil tuner. 
At the lower left is the u.h.f. oscillator: lower right, the i.f. coil section. 
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plates. In effect, the fine tuning is 
then in parallel with the ceramic ro- 
tor inside the drum. 

Circuit Analysis 

The complete circuit diagram of the 
tuner is shown in Fig. 3. The upper 
portion consists of the v.h.f. section 
which features balanced 300 -ohm in- 
put with a tunable i.f. filter. This filter 
is contained in the small shield can 
at the left in Fig. 2. The 6BZ7 is con- 
nected in a series -type cascode circuit 
requiring 290 to 260 volts "B+". Cur- 
rent drain from this 'B +" varies from 
20 to 30 ma., depending on channels 
used. As in previous Standard Coil 
tuners, the antenna input coil is 
switched, permitting good bandwith 
and impedance match for each chan- 
nel. To avoid overload under exces- 
sively strong signals, the first cascode 
stage is controlled by a.g.c. bias. 

The 6U8 mixer and oscillator repre- 
sent some improvement over the older 
dual triode (6J6) in that the pentode 
mixer gives considerably more conver- 
sion gain while the triode section acts 
as a conventional oscillator. The pen- 
tode operates at the higher "B-1-" 
(240 -260 v.) while the oscillator uses 
145 to 155 volts. The current required 
from this "B+" varies between 12 and 
17 ma. As in previous Standard Coil 
tuners, the r.f., mixer, and oscillator 
coils are mounted on a single coil 
plate, and the oscillator coil is slug - 
tuned. The oscillator tuning slug can 
be adjusted from the front of the tu- 
ner just as in the v.h.f. models, but 
this time a longer tool must be used 
since it has to pass through the u.h.f. 
chassis. Power connections to the tuner 
are made through a set of terminal 
lugs at the rear of the v.h.f. section. 

The tuner described here is designed 
for 21 -mc. i.f. The same tuner is alsc 
available for 41 -mc. and is identical in 
all respects except for the i.f. and 
oscillator coils. 

At the lower left of Fig. 3 is the 
u.h.f. circuit. The 300 -ohm input goes 
through a high -pass filter which at- 
tenuates all frequencies below 470 mc. 
Coils L. and L2, are small diameter 
air core coils and condensers C. , and 
C are part of an assembly of silver - 
plated metal and dielectric strips riv- 
eted together. 

The u.h.f. r.f. bandpass network 
consists of an input coil L22, and the 
coupling condenser formed by three 
plates and the ceramic rotor blades. 
The center plate of this condenser is 
grounded, keeping the total capacity 
quite low. L and L3 form a tapped 
coil arrangement tuned to match the 
impedance of the 1N82 crystal mixer 
to the r.f. bandpass network. The os- 
cillator signal is coupled to L25 through 
a small piece of wire. 

The u.h.f. oscillator uses a series - 
resonant circuit between plate and 
grid of the 6T4 (or 6AF4) tube. The 
center of this series circuit is a con- 
denser whose plates are part of the 
u.h.f. coil strip and which is tuned by 
the ceramic rotor and the fine tuning 
control. The dotted section marked 
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"D" represents all the components 
which are part of each u.h.f. decade 
coil strip which is switched for every 
ten u.h.f. channels. 

Stationary adjustments which are 
tuned for all u.h.f. channels include 
the r.f. bandpass condensers C and 
C:, and a split- stator oscillator trim- 
mer condenser. The twisted wires 
marked "R.F. Coupling" form a small 
condenser which is adjusted at the 
factory. 

The dotted box marked "C" on the 
diagram of Fig. 3, represents the 21- 
or 41 -mc. i.f. coil section, which is 
switched in during u.h.f. operation. 
The contact numbers on section "C" 
correspond to the spring contacts made 
by the v.h.f. coil plates "A" and "B." 
When a u.h.f. channel is switched in, 
coil section "C" is depressed and con- 
nects to the stationary v.h.f. springs. 
At the same time these springs are 
bent away from the v.h.f. coil plates, 
so that only the components mounted 
on "C" are in the circuit. 

Coils L.; and L form a transformer, 
coupling the output of the u.h.f. crys- 
tal mixer to the grid of the cascode 
amplifier. The network consisting of 

L..,, and associated condensers and 
resistors is a double -tuned broadband 
circuit between the output of the cas - 
code and the input of the 6U8 pentode 
v:hich acts as a regular i.f. amplifier. 
Contacts 10 and 11 take the place of 
the v.h.f. oscillator coil. By leaving 10 
open, no plate voltage can reach the 
v.h.f. oscillator. At the same time, 
contact 11 shorts out the 33,000 -ohm 
resistor, R,,, and places the 145 -volt 
"B -}- ", through RI,, on the plate of the 
u.h.f. oscillator. All "B +" and heater 
leads are isolated by means of r.f. 
chokes and special ceramic 800 - q fd. 
feedthrough condensers. 

Mechanical Features 

Height and width of the new tuner 
are approximately the same as for 
previous v.h.f. models, but the length 
has been increased about 2 inches. 
Shaft dimensions will depend on the 
cabinet and chassis designs of individ- 
ual manufacturers. 

The top view of the tuner (Fig. 2), 
shows the location of all adjustments, 
except for oscillator tuning for each 
channel which is done from the front. 
Starting at the left is the tunable i.f. 
interference trap, housed in a small 
shield can with two solder lugs for 
connection to the v.h.f. antenna. The 
tube next to it is the 6BZ7 with the 
input and output trimmer condensers 
on either side of it. At the lower edge 
is the connector plug and cable which 
brings the output of the crystal mixer 
to the v.h.f. section. The u.h.f. power 
plug with its heater and "B +" leads 
is to the right of this plug. Shown 
also is the cutout through which the 
v.h.f. fine tuning condenser protrudes. 
The remaining two trimmer condens- 
ers adjust the v.h.f. oscillator and the 
pentode mixer input tuned circuits. 
Between the two tubes, towards the 
upper edge of the chassis is the con- 
nection for the i.f. output to the TV 

Fin. 4. The leer dram. Section at left contains u.h.f. componen's, v.t.f. at right. 
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Fig. 5. Three strips from tuner. On left is u.h.f. strip, with v.h.f. strips at right. 

chassis and, next to it hidden by the 
u.h.f. antenna line, is the slug -tuned 
i.f. output coil. 

The smaller chassis in Fig. 2 con- 
tains all u.h.f. circuits. As can be seen 
from Fig. 1, the u.h.f. oscillator tube 
is mounted on a sloping portion of the 
chassis. Two slots in the chassis to the 
right of the u.h.f. antenna terminals 
permit adjustment of C:::I and C::, (see 
Fig. 3), the tuning condensers for the 
u.h.f. bandpass network. Particularly 
interesting is the rectangular cutout 
which contains a special socket to hold 
the 1N82 crystal mixer. Because the 
lead length is so critical at u.h.f., and 
because it is sometimes necessary to 
change crystals during the production 
testing process, Standard Coil designed 
this crystal socket right into the tuner. 
The crystal can be removed by pulling 
the exposed end upwards and then 
withdrawing the other end from its 
round socket. Each coil strip has an 
oscillator adjustment accessible from 

the front, located near the tuning 
shaft. This adjustment consists simply 
of a silver -plated screw which ap- 
proaches the stator of the main tu- 
ning condenser. Fig. 4 shows these 
screws quite clearly, mounted on the 
metal detent plate on the front of the 
drum and reaching towards the sta- 
tors. 

In Fig. 4 is shown the entire u.h.f. 
and v.h.f. drum arrangement, with 
some of the coil plates removed to 
show the inside. The entire drum as- 
sembly can be removed from the tuner 
by removing three shaft locking 
springs. The smaller drum at the left 
is the u.h.f. portion. Notice the stator 
plates mounted in each coil section, 
and the three ceramic rotors which 
tune them to individual u.h.f. chan- 
nels. Between the u.h.f. and v.h.f. 
drums, and forming one end of the 
u.h.f. drum, is a black plastic molding 
which contains the key to the unique 

(Continued on page 180) 

Fig. 6. Under chassis view of the tuner with drum removed to show the switch springs. 
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By EDWARD J. GATELY, JR. and THOMAS A. BENHAM 
Gately Development Laboratory 

Construction details on a reasonably -priced enclosure which 

is designed to accommodate either 12 -inch or 15 -inch speakers. 

Over -all view of the Gately "Super Horn," 
demonstrating its adaptability to either 
modern or traditional decorative schemes. 

GOOD MUSIC reproduction requires 
that the product of the low and 
high frequency cut -off points must 

be approximately 600,000; that is, 40 x 
15,000 cps. Some modern source ma- 
terials cover this range. Electronic 
components have been developed to 
handle this range with low harmonic 
and intermodulation distortion. How- 
ever, a satisfactory loudspeaker and 
enclosure that will do justice to the 
available material is the most expen- 
sive part of the phonograph reproduc- 
ing system. A satisfactory, reason- 
ably- priced enclosure, designated as 
the "Super Horn," has been developed 
to be used in conjunction with many 
of the better speaker systems to ob- 
tain good bass reproduction. 

Attaining reproduction down to 40 
cycles must not be accomplished with 
increase in distortion or at the ex- 
pense of power handling ability of 
the system or transient response. 
Power handling of the extremely low 
bass tones can be accomplished only 
by moving large masses of air. A sin- 
gle 12 -inch or 15 -inch cone can not 
move the large masses of air required 
at low frequencies, unless the imped- 
ance of the air is properly matched to 
that of the mechanical vibrating sys- 
tem. Of course, a large number of 
12 -inch speaker elements, each oper- 
ating at very low amplitude can equal 
the performance of a single speaker, 
properly loaded, but the resulting cost 
of multiple high -quality speakers and 
a cabinet to house them is prohibi- 
tively high. One means of properly 
loading a single speaker is to place it 
in an exponential horn. If the horn is 
correctly designed, it serves as a 
transformer to match the impedance 
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of the air which is to be moved to the 
vibrating system. However, a horn 
which is designed to reproduce low 
frequencies satisfactorily must have a 
low rate of flare and a large mouth 
area. The basic horn equation is 

A = A,.e ̂ "' 
where: A = area at any point along 

horn axis 
A.= area of throat of horn 
x = distance along axis of 

horn 
m = 4 f, /c constant denot- 

ing taper rate of horn 
f° = cut -off frequency of horn 
c = velocity of sound in air 

The mouth area of the horn should 
equal approximately the area of a cir- 
cle whose diameter is 1 /, times the 
wavelength of the lowest frequency to 
be reproduced. For a horn having a 
theoretical cut -off at 40 cycles the 
area of the horn should double every 
18 inches and the mouth should have 
an area of approximately 8400 square 
inches. If the horn is to be used with 
a 12 -inch speaker which has an effec- 
tive cone area of 75- square inches the 
horn would be approximately 10 1A feet 
long. 

The physical length of a horn may 
be reduced by folding it. However, 
this folding process must be done in 
such a way as to prevent the produc- 
tion of standing waves within the 
horn. These standing waves impair 
the transient response of the system 
and introduce peaks and valleys in the 
response curve. The length of the 
horn can be reduced by designing it so 
that it may be placed in the corner of 
a room so as to use the walls and floor 
as extensions of the horn. Fig. 1 
shows a "Super Horn" with front grille 

assembly removed, mounted in a cor- 
ner of a room, and illustrates how 
images of the horn mouth are formed 
by the floor and walls of the room. 
Images 1,, I., and /, are real images, 
while I, and /, are virtual images. The 
existence of these images can be 
easily proved by setting up three hand 
mirrors in a mutually perpendicular 
configuration so that they represent 
the walls and floor of a room. Insert- 
ing a small piece of paper in the posi- 
tion the horn mouth would normally 
occupy will quickly illustrate the man- 
ner in which the acoustic images are 
formed. 

The "Super Horn" (Patents Pend- 
ing) was designed to include all the 
previously mentioned criteria, and yet 
be small enough to fit into the corner 
of the average living room. The total 
fold of the horn is only 90 °. The fold 
is accomplished by use of panel 1 (see 
Fig. 1) which is arranged at 45° to the 
original path of sound from the throat. 
Since the angle of incidence is equal 
to the angle of reflection, any acoustic 
reflections must pass out the horn. 
This 45° arrangement of baffle 1 ma- 
terially reduces the possibility of stand- 
ing waves. 

The enclosure greatly increases the 
air loading on the cone of the speaker 
at low frequencies. This may be proved 
as follows. Reduction of bass reso- 
nance of a speaker can be accom- 
plished in one or both of the following 
ways. (1) Increasing the compliance 
of the cone suspension and /or (2) 
adding mass to the cone either in the 
form of cone material or increased air 
loading. The reduction of resonance 
by addition of mass as a function of 
the mass is expressed by the following 
relation: 

F..= 
M, = M. 

F,= - F,mz 

where: F,., = effective resonance of 
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the cone with mass 
added (cps) 

Mr = mass of cone (grams) 
M., = mass added 
F, = free -cone resonance of 

speaker 
A typical 12 -inch speaker having a 
free -cone resonance of 54 cps and a 
cone mass of 50 grams will have its 
resonance reduced to 38 cps when 
used in this enclosure. The air load 
on a 12 -inch, infinitely -baffled speaker 
is 12.5 grams. In accordance with the 
relation given previously the increase 
in air loading is approximately 36 
grams. This increased air loading re- 
duces the necessary motion of the 
speaker for a given power output and 
thus reduces distortion due to non- 
linear suspension and non -linear air 
gap flux. Placing the same speaker 
in an infinite baffle of the same cubic 
content as the "Super Horn" raises 
the resonance to 61 cps due to the 
stiffness of the cavity behind the 
speaker. Since a speaker can radiate 
power only down to its resonant fre- 
quency, it is indicated that the '`Super' 
Horn" increases the range of the 
speaker system by nearly an octave 
over that obtainable in the same cubic 
content totally- enclosed box (from 61 

to 38 cps). No tuning, porting, or 
other tricks are used to extend the 
apparent range of the "Super Horn." 
as this would tend to spoil the tran- 
sient response of the enclosure. Acous- 
tic damping on the speaker cone is 
greatly increased by the improved air 
loading. This is illustrated by Figs. 3 
and 4. Fig. 3 shows the impedance rs 
frequency curve of a 12 -inch speaker 
in a "Super Horn," while the "imped- 
ance curve" for the same speaker in a 
well padded infinite baffle of the same 
cubic content is shown in Fig. 4. The 
reduction in amplitude of the resonant 
peak is evident. The suppression of 
this peak indicates clearly the in- 
creased acoustic damping afforded by 
proper impedance matching between 
the air of the room and the cone of 
the speaker. 

The ultimate test of any reproducer 
is the listening test. AB comparisons 
with vented enclosure and infinite baf- 
fles of the same cubic content clearly 
show the advantages of this design 
and its effects on damping and the re- 
sultant increased bass range. The in- 
creased power handling ability of the 
speaker system, considered as an in- 
tegrated whole, is immediately no- 
ticeable on high -level organ pedal 
tones. Bass transients such as plucked 
strings or tympani are cleaned up and 
move up and down the scale as in- 
tended. This is due to the increased 
damping and non -resonant character 
of the baffle. 

The dimensions of "Super Horns" 
designed for 12- and 15 -inch speakers 
are shown in Fig. 5. Home construc- 
tors are cautioned to use 14 -inch wood 
and to securely screw and glue all 
joints. This can best be done by fas- 
tening glue strips to the top so that 
screws can be run into them from each 
side. Speakers can be best fastened 
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by installing anchor nuts on the front 
panel, and running screws through the 
mounting holes in the speaker into 
the anchor nuts. This eliminates the 
danger of rupturing expensive loud- 
speakers which can result when using 
a stud system of mounting. A finished 
15 -inch "Super Horn" is shown in Fig. 
2 with top and grille cloth frame 
assembly removed. This indicates the 
relative positions of the internal baf- 
fles. A photograph of a "Super Horn" 
in a typical home installation demon- 

strates (see facing page) how, al- 
though the cabinet itself has the clean 
lines which characterize modern fur- 
niture design, it fits in with period - 
type furniture and decor. 
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Fig. 1. Manner in which the walls and 
floor form images of the horn mouth. 
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Fig. 3. Impedance vs frequency curve of Fig. 4. Some speaker as Fig. 3 in enclosed 

12" speaker in "Super Horn" enclosure. box of same cubic content as "Super Horn ". 

Fig. 5. Dimensions for "Super Horn" enclosures to house 12. and I5 -inch speakers. 

Fig. 2. Grille cloth frame assembly and 
top removed to show internal baffles. 
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EXTENDED 

CLASS A AMPLIFIER 

Over -all view of amplifier chassis. Parts 
placement is deliberately roomy in order 
to eliminate overheating and hum pickup. 

The power supply chassis measures 10" x 
12" x 3" and is separate from amplifier. 

By LLOYD B. HOST 

Triodes versus pentodes? Here's one answer. This 50 -watt 

amplifier uses four beam power tubes -two connected as 

triodes, two as tetrodes -in push -pull parallel circuit. 

THE range of development in the 
field of audio frequency amplifica- 
tion is of such tremendous scope 

that sometimes various methods of 
amplification and various systems 
with the claims made for them. tend 
to be rather confusing to the lay per- 
son. In fact, the proponents of dif- 
ferent audio systems themselves often 
cannot agree as to the value of the 
various features of their systems. Per- 
haps the longest and most bitter feud 
has been between the advocates of tri- 
odes for power amplifiers versus the 
clique which claims that pentodes or 
tetrodes are superior. It is not in- 
tended in this article to add fuel to 
the flames of contention, but rather to 
acknowledge that both sides have 
some good points in their favor. The 
"RCA Receiving Tube Manual" states: 

"Power tubes of the triode type 
in class A service are character- 
ized by low power sensitivity, low 
plate -power efficiency, and low 
distortion. Power tubes of the 
pentode type are characterized by 
high power sensitivity, high plate - 
power efficiency, and relatively 
high distortion. Beam power tubes 
such as the 6L6 have a still high- 
er power sensitivity and efficiency 
and have a higher power output 
capability than triode or conven- 
tional pentode tubes." 

These facts have limited the use of 
triodes generally to amplifiers of rela- 
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tively low power, but low distortion, 
while pentodes, including beam power 
tubes, have been used in public ad- 
dress work and other applications 
where the highest fidelity is not of 
the greatest importance. This seems 
to substantiate the claims of the tri- 
ode supporters that if one desires an 
amplifier of really "high quality" he 
must use triodes. The other faction 
points out that in order to have real- 
ism in the reproduction of music, cer- 
tain passages call for surges of power 
in a range beyond that which can be 
economically supplied by triodes. In 
all probability the feud will never be 
settled. but there are some compro- 
mises which may give satisfaction to 
the advocates of each type. One such 
compromise is a system which uses 
both types of tubes. but in such a way 
that the advantages of each type can 
be realized, without the attendant dis- 
advantages. 

This system is called "extended 
class A" and is discussed by Howard 
T. Sterling in his article "Tube Appli- 
cations in Amplifier Design" which ap- 
peared in the May, 1951 issue of the 
RADIO -ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING edition 
of RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS. In this 
type of operation, four beam power 
tubes -two connected as triodes and 
two as tetrodes -in a push -pull par- 
allel arrangement are used. The bias 
voltage is such that under conditions 
of low power the tetrodes are cut off 
and the effect is the same as if a 
straight triode amplifier were being 

used. However, when the signal volt- 
age reaches such a level that high 
peaks of power are required, the pen- 
todes conduct and satisfy the high 
power requirements of the amplifier. 
The tubes are operated under such 
conditions that at no time does their 
operation take them off the straight 
portion of the characteristic curve. 
Voltage and current requirements for 
807's connected in such a system are 
as follows: plate voltage, 450; grid 
voltage, -45; screen voltage, 300; zero 
signal plate current, 110 ma. (triodes 
only conducting); maximum signal 
plate current, 256 ma. (all tubes con- 
ducting); power output, 47.5 watts. 

The amplifier to be described in this 
article uses this mode of operation, 
and the extended class A feature does 
not introduce any problems which can- 
not be solved by the careful worker. 
It is necessary, for best results, to 
match the tubes, but that is the case 
with every high -quality amplifier. 
Tube types are not critical, and al- 
though the author used 807's as out- 
put tubes, many other types are suit- 
able, including 6AR6's and 5881's. 

The amplifier and power supply are 
built upon separate chassis. each 10" 
x 12" x 3 ". This method of construc- 
tion eliminates many problems and 
makes testing very convenient. Of 
course. it would be possible to build 
the power supply on the same chassis 
as the amplifier, but precautions 
would have to be taken to guard 
against hum. The separate power sup- 
ply method also has the advantage 
that the power supply can be used for 
experimental purposes with other 
equipment if desired. 

It will be seen from the schematic 
diagram of the amplifier. Fig. 2, that 
it is actually a modified Williamson - 
type circuit. Some rather important 
changes have been made from the 
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original Williamson circuit, however. 
First, it will be noticed that the cou- 
pling between the first stage and the 
inverter is not direct coupling as in 
the Williamson circuit. This change 
was made in the interest of stability, 
particularly to obviate any unbalance 
developing in the circuit due to aging 
of the tube. 

The phase- inverter circuit as used 
here can be thought to consist of three 
resistive elements in series, as is illus- 
trated in Fig. 1. The first element 
consists of the 22,000 ohm plate -load 
resistor; the second consists of the 
plate resistance of the tube plus the 
bias resistance; and the third consists 
of the 22,000 ohm cathode -load re- 
sistor. This arrangement allows the 
biasing circuit to act as part of the 
tube resistance, and the only two ele- 
ments which affect signal balance will 
then be the two 22,000 ohm resistors. 
Once these resistors are matched, the 
circuit will remain in balance, despite 
tube aging. The bias resistor, R: in 
Fig. 2, is shown as 3900 ohms. This 
value is not critical, but it does have 
some bearing on the signal balance as 
it will be seen that R, and R, act as a 
voltage divider as far as the signal 
voltage is concerned. If it is found 
that the signal voltage across R, is not 
the same as that across R6, then the 
value of R: can be changed until the 
two signal voltages are equal. R: may 
range anywhere between 2000 ohms 
and 5000 ohms. 

As in any high -quality, push -pull 
amplifier, it is necessary to match the 
load resistors on each side of the cir- 
cuit. This means that R, and R. should 

be matched as should R. and R.. Two 
watt resistors were used as load re- 
sistors to minimize changes due to 
heating. The ones used by the author 
are (Amite 10r4 resistors, pairs of 
which were carefully matched from a 
number of resistors. If the builder 
does not have equipment for matching 
resistors, it is suggested that he use 
1'4 precision units for R, R., R,3, and 
R,6. 

Although we often hear of the im- 
portance of matching load resistors in 
a push -pull circuit, little, if anything 
is said of the importance of matching 
coupling condensers. Although this 
may not be as important as the 
matching of resistors. it does have im- 
portance if good over -all balance is to 
he achieved in the amplifier. Con- 
densers may differ in capacitance over 
a fairly wide range without too much 
effect at high frequencies, but at low 
frequencies, considerable unbalance 
may occur. Let us take the case of 
the condensers C. and C,,, each of 
which is in one side of the push -pull 
circuit. Let us assume that these two 
condensers have a tolerance of ± 20'4 
which is common. Let us also assume 
that C. varies 20'4 in the positive di- 
rection and C. in the negative direc- 
tion the same amount. The actual 
capacitance for C. would then he .3 
pfd., and C. would he .2 pfd. The re- 
actance unbalance at high frequencies 
would not be important because at 
high frequencies the capacitive react- 
ance is low. However, a few simple 
calculations show us that at a fre- 
quency of 20 cycles, the reactance of 
C. would be about 26,500 ohms while 
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Fig. 1. How the inverter tube operates. 

that of C. would be approximately 
39,800 ohms. This difference of over 
13,000 ohms would cause considerable 
signal unbalance at 20 cycles. Al- 
though it is unlikely that this extreme 
difference would exist with condensers 
chosen at random, it is entirely pos- 
sible, and even much smaller differ- 
ences in capacitance can be important 
at low frequencies. 

Although the average experimenter 
does not possess equipment for match- 
ing condensers accurately, in most 
cases he can get this done at no cost. 
In most cities of medium or large size 
the high school laboratories will have 
capacitance and resistance bridges and 
those in charge of this equipment are 
usually willing to perform the service 
of matching a few pairs of resistors 
and condensers. In the smaller towns 
where the local high school does not 
have such equipment, one can usually 
make contact with the local telephone 
maintenance engineer. Even small 
telephone companies have accurate 

Fig. 2. Schematic and parts list covering the amplifier section. Quality parts are used throughout to insure good performance. A cable con- 

nects this chassis to the power supply. Two Jones six -prong plugs are required for this cable. One pair of sockets and plugs could be 

eliminated by extending the wiring, cabled. between the amplifier and power supply. The four -prong socket is for connecting a preamp. 

RJT RI 

I/2 
6SN7 
VI 

6 

R2 R3$ R4 

2 

* IC3 

R7 

R9 1113 

L2 

C6 

R5 

Re 

C4 

RIO 

2 SO2 

TO HEATERSF13 Illl..-TO HEATERS 

R,- 500,000 oho: , ..lume cant of 
R,-470 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R, -5600 ohm, í w res. 
R,, R, -, R1- 47.000 ohm. 2 w. res. 
R -t. R.. R R,,,- 22.000 ohm, 2 w. res. 
R,. R,. RI:- 470,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R -3900 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R,,-330 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R -200 ohm wirewound pot 
R -, R,.. R,,.. R 100 ohm, l w. res. 
X R.--100.000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 

RII 

TnnnnAAn, 
R26 

112 

6SN7 
V2A 2 

R15 
2h 

C5 
Y 

19 VOICE 
COIL 
en. 

R20 

00 

807 
V6 

CH I 

R27 R28 

TO HEATERS 

R 29 

211 

3 4f 

S 6 

R. R2,-1000 ohm. I w res. 
R,, -100 ohm wirewound pot 
R -7500 ohm, V2 w. res. 
R -5000 ohm, 5 w. wirewound res. 
R . -5000 ohm wirewound pot 
R .. -1000 ohm, 5 w. wirewound res. 
C.. C.. C -.05 µ1d.. 600 v. cond. 
Cr-500 µpfd. mica cond. 
C,,, C,-20/20 pfd.. 450 v. clec. cond. 
C; -30 pfd., 450 v. elec. cond. 
C.. C,-.25 pfd., 600 v. tond. 
/.,. L,. 1.,. 1., -1 nth). r.1. choke 

e TO HEATERS 

SOI 

CH, -15 hy., 40 ma. filter choke (Chicago 
RS -1540) 

SO, -6 -prong socket (Jones) 
SO,,-4 -prong socket (Jones) 
J,. J_ Closed- circuit jack (insulated from 

chassis) 
T,- Output trans. 3000/2500 ohms c.t. plate - 

to -plate to 600. 16, 8 ohms or 150/4 ohms 
(Chicago 80.11, sec text) 

V V: .-6SN7 tube 
y,. V. V,,-807 tube (see text) 
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T 

,17 VAC. 

Si F, 

RI 

Cri 

CI 

. 
II 

R, -700 ohm. 20 a. a Ire sound res. R-- 50,000 ohm. 10 w. wirewound res. 
R;, -5000 ohm, 20 w. wirewound res. 
R, -1000 ohm, 10 w. wirewound res, 
C,, C. -40/40 t<fd., 500 r. elec. cond. 
C,. C, -20 pfd., 150 r. elec. cond. SI- S.p.s.t. toggle switch 
F, -3 amp. pigtail -type fuse 
S0, -6- prong rocket (Jones) 

-Power trans. 400 -80 -0- 80.400 s. (m 250 
ma.; S r. a 6 amps.; 6.3 r. e.t. Cril 7 amps.; 
5 r. @ 2 amps. (Chicago PSC- 250 -see 
text) 

CH, -8 hy., 300 ma. filter choke (Chicago 
RS -8300) 

V,, V.: -5U4G tube 
V,-6H6 tube V r, -VR150 tube 

Fig. 3. Complete circuit diagram of the 

bridges and the officials of such com- 
panies are usually very cooperative. 

Another innovation in this amplifier 
is the use of r.f. chokes in series with 
the load resistors. The purpose of 
these chokes is to offset the effect of 
tube and wiring capacitances which 
tend to reduce high frequency re- 
sponse. They are used in much the 
same way as the peaking coils in video 
amplifier circuits. One might think 
that the addition of such chokes would 
upset the stability of the amplifier, 
but such is not the case. Tests with- 
out the peaking chokes in the circuits 
compared with tests made after add- 
ing them indicated that they did not 
in any way reduce the stability of the 
amplifier. 

The four output tubes are connected 
with a 100 -ohm resistor in series with 

power supply. A separate chassis is used. 

each grid lead. This reduces the 
chance of oscillation in the output 
stage without reducing the gain of the 
amplifier. The plates could be isolated 
in the same manner, using 20 -ohm re- 
sistors, but this was found to be un- 
necessary. Jacks are inserted in the 
cathode leads on each side of the cir- 
cuit so that balancing of the output 
stage can be facilitated. It is impor- 
tant that these jacks be insulated 
from the chassis. 

In any high -quality amplifier, if any 
one part is more important than any 
other, that part would be the output 
transformer. This is particularly true 
in the case of this amplifier because 
of the wide range of frequencies to be 
handled, and because of the high pow- 
er output requirements. The extended 
class A type of amplifier using 807 

Under chassis view of amplifier showing location of the various pots. The output 
impedance switch control, shown in Fig. 4. has been incorporated. Phone jack shown 
alongside selector switch and mounted on rear flange of chassis, is used to accommo- 
date speaker phone plug. Jack on right rear flange of chassis is for input to amplifier. 

mr-gro.dis imummumpoil a 
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tubes will require an output trans- 
former with a plate -to -plate load re- 
sistance of 2500 ohms, and one that is 
capable of handling in the neighbor- 
hood of 50 watts of power. The Chi- 
cago BO -11 transformer was chosen 
because it met these requirements so 
suitably and because of its ability to 
handle a wide range of frequencies. 
This unit gives a range of output im- 
pedances of from 4 to 600 ohms which 
can add to the versatility of any 
amplifier. 

A heavy -duty power supply, Fig. 3, 
is needed. In addition to the filament, 
plate, and screen voltages, it is neces- 
sary to provide a voltage supply for 
the fixed bias used in the output stage. 
This bias supply could be provided by 
a separate transformer, but the meth- 
od shown in the schematic works very 
nicely, is simple in nature. and re- 
quires no additional transformer. The 
power transformer (Chicago PSC -250) 
supplies the bias through a special ar- 
rangement of taps on the high -voltage 
winding. Each of these taps is con- 
nected to a cathode of a 6H6 tube, 
and the plates of the tube are tied 
together, supplying a voltage which is 
negative in polarity with respect to 
the center tap of the transformer 
winding. This voltage is filtered and 
is fed to the grids of the output tubes 
through the voltage dividing potenti- 
ometer R,.. This arrangement provides 
a very simple and convenient means 
of adjusting the output tube bias. The 
PSC -250 transformer has three heat- 
er windings, one which delivers 6.3 
volts and two which deliver 5 volts 
each. One of the 5 -volt windings is 
used for the heater of the 6H6, and 
although this tube's heater rating is 
6.3 volts this slight difference in volt- 
age does not impair the operation of 
the tube. Two 5U4G tubes are used as 
high -voltage rectifiers. The resistors 
R, and R, in the power supply are in- 
strumental in protecting the condens- 
ers C, and C_ from voltage surges dur- 
ing the warm -up time of the amplifier. 
The filter choke is a Chicago RS -8300 
which will handle up to 300 ma., and 
which has a d.c. resistance of only 70 
ohms. Excellent filtering is obtained 
with low voltage drop. This power 
supply very adequately meets the re- 
quirements of the amplifier. After 
several hours of operation the power 
transformer becomes only slightly 
warm, and what little heat is present 
seems to be acquired as much from 
the heat generated by the rectifier 
tubes as from within the transformer 
itself. 

If low distortion is to be maintained 
during peak power, it is necessary 
that the voltage supplied to the 
screens of the output tubes be kept 
as stable as possible. Quite good sta- 
bility could be obtained by means of 
a heavy bleeder circuit, but it was felt 
that somewhat better results could be 
obtained if voltage regblator tubes 
were used. Two VR150 tubes are used 
in series, and are fed from a 5000 ohm, 
20 watt resistor, R,. This regulated 

(Continued on page 146) 
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ELECTRONIC 

COUNTER 

ELECTRONIC counters are used in 
many new types of instruments 
and equipment that have been de- 

eloped in the past few years. They 
are utilized in computers. radiation 
counters, precision timers, and auto- 
matic control systems for counting and 
sorting. Some of these devices, espe- 
daily computers, require hundreds or 
even thousands of tubes. In order to 
simplify fabrication and maintenance, 
a unitized system of construction is 
often used. Small plug -in chassis 
which contain a number of tubes and 
their associated components are built 
as separate units. Identical prototypes 
can then be used to assemble the 
final machine. In addition, these units 
are often interchangeable in different 
pieces of equipment. 

A basic counter unit built for ex- 
perimental purposes is shown in Fig. 
1. The tally of this four -stage proto- 
type, which can count up to sixteen, 
is shown visually on the front panel 
by means of neon lamps. Only four 
indicators are needed since a binary 
rather than a decimal counting sys- 
tem is used. This will be explained 
separately in a later section of the 
article. 

Most counters are derived from the 
basic Eccles -Jordan trigger circuit 
shown in Fig. 2. The circuit, which 
uses a dual triode. has two stable 
conditions of operation. In one, V. is 
conducting and V,,, is cut -off; in the 
other, V,., is cut -off and V,,, is con- 
ducting. The circuit will maintain 
either of the two states until a signal 
is applied to reverse the action. Be- 
cause of this unique characteristic it 
is frequently referred to as a "flip - 
flop." 

Each stage functions basically as 
an amplifier. However, the plate of V,,, 
is directly coupled to the grid of 
V,,, by resistor R,, and the plate of V.. 
is directly coupled to the grid of V,,, 
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by resistor R,. Actually, the circuit 
components form two voltage divider 
networks. This can he seen more 
clearly by reference to Fig. 3A where 
the circuit has been redrawn to ac- 
centuate this fact. Here. V,., is cut -off 
and V,,, is conducting; this will be re- 
ferred to as condition 1. The two grids 
are tied together through blocking 
condensers. If a negative pulse is ap- 
plied to the input it will have no 
effect on V,., since this tube is already 
cut -off. However, it will overcome the 
positive bias on the grid of V,,, and 
force this tube to stop conducting. 
As a result, the status of the two 
tubes will be reversed. When V,,, is 
biased to cut -off by the negative input 
pulse, the plate current will decrease 
and the plate voltage will increase. 
This positive voltage change impressed 
on the grid of V,., will immediately 
cause the tube (V,,) to conduct heavi- 
ly. This in turn means a low plate 
voltage on V,.,. This drop in voltage 
is essentially negative when impressed 
on the grid of V,,,. This feedback pulse 
will augment the input signal to in- 
sure that V,,, will remain cut -off. The 

Fig. 2. Basic EcclesIordan trigger circuit. 

A simple electronic unit which 

can be used for innumerable 

counting tasks. It may be elabo- 

rated at will by the builder. 

voltages which exist in the circuit for 
this condition of operation are shown 
in Fig. 3B. With V,., conducting and 
V,,, cut -off condition 2 exists. The cir- 
cuit will remain in this state until 
another signal pulse is applied to the 
circuit. The negative pulse will al- 
ways cause the conducting tube to 
cut off and thereby reverse the operat- 
ing states. The change is produced 
instantaneously. A separate pulse is 
required for each change. two pulses 
are necessary to produce a complete 
cycle. 

Visual indication is provided by a 
neon bulb connected from the plate of 
V,,, to ground through a series -limiting 
resistor, R. A neon bulb requires ap- 
proximately 60 volts for firing, that is, 
to be illuminated. In condition 1 (see 
Fig. 3A) when V, is conducting the 
plate voltage is lower than the critical 
value and the lamp is extinguished. 
In condition 2 (see Fig. 3B) V,,, is cut 
off and the plate voltage is high 
enough to light the lamp. 

The explanation of the basic circuit 
serves to point out the important 
features of operation. However, the 
circuit shown has several limitations 
which tend to limit the stability of 
the system. Since the two grids are 
coupled together at the input, a 
"pulse- dodging" problem is encoun- 
tered. When the negative input trigger 
is applied, it will tend to override the 
positive signal fed back to the other 
tube. As a result, the circuit is criti- 
cal with respect to pulse amplitude 
and shape. In order to overcome this, 
several variations have been devised. 
The circuit used in the model con- 
structed is shown in Fig. 4. A resistor 
common to each of the plate load 
resistors is added in the "B- plus" line. 
The signal is fed in at the junction of 
the plate load resistors and the series 
resistor, R,. This overcomes the mutu- 
al coupling of the grids and improves 
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Fig. 3. (A) Trigger circuit in Condition 1, V, , cutoff and V conducting, neon lamp 
extinguished. (B) Circuit in Condition 2 with V,% conducting, V.I; cut -off, lamp lighted. 

Fig. 4. Modified counter stage. The final 
unit is made up of four of these stages. 
They are identical with the exception of 
change in cathode circuit (Fig. 5). Refer 
to Fig. 5 for parts identification, values. 

the stability. In addition, a small 
condenser is connected in parallel with 
each of the plate -to -grid coupling re- 
sistors in a single stage. This helps 
to sharpen the abrupt action of the 
changeover during operation. The 
complete circuit, which uses four 
identical counter stages is shown in 

Fig. 5. (A more detailed description 
of trigger and counter circuits is given 
in the references listed at the end of 
this article). 

The chassis is constructed from four 
pieces of aluminum. The upper and 
lower plates, made of heavy gauge 
metal, are 8'í" x 2'ï "; the front panel 
is 6" x 2'2 "; the rear panel is 313" x 
2'2". The individual parts are screwed 
together for final assembly. The sock- 
ets are spaced two inches on centers. 
From the photographs it can be seen 
that all the parts for an individual 
stage are mounted on a turret socket. 
The circuit diagram for each of the 
identical counter stages is shown in 
Fig. 4. Since a comparatively large 
number of components is used. the 
layout is simplified by using this 
method of construction. Wire the four 
individual stages on their sockets be- 
fore mounting. The values of all simi- 
lar resistors should be checked to in- 
sure- that they are closely matched. 
The values should be within 10',',; a 
5c tolerance is even more desirable. 
(When the unit shown was first con- 
structed this fact was overlooked and 
as a result it was necessary to replace 

numerous parts to secure proper re- 
sults). A check of all parts before 
mounting will eliminate many head- 
aches when the unit is finished. 

After the individual turrets are 
wired and checked they should be 
mounted; the connections between 
units can then be made. The next step 
is to mount the neon lamps. These are 
type NE -2 and are secured individual- 
ly in ?á" rubber grommets. The 'E" 
holes for the grommets are 1" apart. 
The cathode resistor and bypass con- 
denser are placed at the rear of the 
bottom plate. After all the parts are 
mounted on the individual plates the 
complete unit can be assembled. The 
external connections are made to an 
octal socket on the rear plate. Be- 
cause of the type of layout, the cir- 
cuit is relatively easy to assemble. 
The directions have been given in de- 
tail to simplify the process. 

One feature not noted previously is 
that a counter must have provision 
for a "zero- set." That is, each time 
the circuit is put in operation the 
count must start from zero. In the 
circuit shown, this is accomplished in 
the cathode circuit. By referring to 
the circuit in Fig. 5 it can be seen 
that there are essentially two separate 
cathode circuits. The cathodes (pins 
3 and marked X) are connected to- 
gether, while the cathodes (pin 6, 
marked Y) are also connected to- 
gether. These are brought to opposite 
sides of resistor R.,,, (47.000 ohms) 
marked respectively X and Y. This 
resistor is paralleled by a normally- 
closed "Microswitch" which shorts out 
the resistor during normal operation. 
The main cathode bias is provided by 
resistor Rt (5000 ohms) and its as- 
sociated bypass condenser Ct (100 
µfd.). For reset, the switch is pushed 
momentarily. Resistor R is thereby 
inserted in series with one of the 
cathode circuits. The unequal bias on 
the tubes will force the left -hand 
triode of each tube to cut off (and 
thereby extinguish all neon lamps). 

Fig. 5. Complete circuit diagram and parts list for the four -stage electronic counter. See Fig. 4 for detailed drawing of single stage. 

SOCKET CONNECTIONS 

I NOT USED 

OUTPUT 
INPUT 
NEATER 

GROUND 
DA 

R,. R:,, Rr.. R;. R,. R,,, R,,,, 
R..,. R_,,. R5.1. Ra,. R,n. R:a-47,000 ohm, 
1 w. res. 

R_. R.:. R,,,. R,,. R,., R,,, R.,, R:,,- 100.000 
ohm, I w res. 

R R,_, R.,, R,,-15.000 ohm. I w. res. 
R5.12,0. R,. R5.- 470.000 ohm, V, w. res. 
14-5000 ohm, 10 w. wirewound res. 
C,, Cs. Cc. C:., C, -i00 µpfd. mica coed. C C,, C5. C;, C C,,,. Cu, C,:-50 pt,Jd, mica 

cond. 
C, -100 pfd.. 50 v. elec. cond. 
PL,. PL,, PL:,, PL, -1'25 w., wire terminal, 

neon bulb (Type NE.2) 
5,-Reset switch (normally closed "Micro - 

switch ") 

1 

CATHODE CIRCUIT 

V,. V_, V5. V, -6SN7 tube 
Note: A11 parts are tn nu o,t. -d r, octal turret 

. "ck,t t reerm npe 8061' 
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Fig. 6. Side view of the electronic counter. Note the turret socket construction. 

The reset switch does not show in the 
photographs. It is mounted at the rear 
of the counter chassis. However, it 
can be placed on the front panel below 
the neon indicator lamps. This is a 
more accessible position for normal 
use. 

An input stage is usually required 
to provide the coupling between the 
original signal source and the counter 
itself. The circuit used depends upon 
the type of pickup device. In this 
case, a modified Eccles- Jordan trigger 
is used as a pulse shaper. The circuit 
is shown in Fig. 8. It is similar to 
the type originally illustrated in Fig. 
2. However, in this case an unsym- 
metrical system is used. The grid 
leak resistor of V,. (R.) is much larger 
than the grid leak resistor of VIR (R,). 
With this arrangement V will always 
be cut off. The pickup switch 
which activates the counter is a nor- 
mally -open "Microswitch" connected 
across the grid leak resistor of V,... 
When the switch is actuated, the 
resistor is shorted; this reverses the 
operating states of the tubes. As soon 
as the switch is opened the circuit 
returns to its original state. A momen- 
tary push is sufficient to produce a 
pulse. The circuit operates as a single - 
shot pulser; only one input pulse is 
required for a complete cycle. The 
signal from the grid of V,.. provides 
a 150 volt negative pulse. The output 
from the plate of V,R provides a 30 
volt negative pulse. For the system 
described, the signal was coupled from 
the grid. (It is possible to operate a 
counter from any type of pickup de- 
vice, the critical part is the input 
pulse-shaper). 

The components for the pulse- shaper 
are mounted on a turret socket. The 
pulse -shaper and pickup switch are 
mounted in a small 4" x 4" x 2" utility 
box. The switch is placed on one of 
the side panels. Fig. 9 is a photograph 
of this unit. A well- filtered power 
supply which can supply about 250 to 
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300 volts at 50 ma. is required. It 
available, a regulated supply is even 
better. 

After the circuit has been complete- 
ly assembled and all wiring closely 
checked, the unit can be placed in 
operation. When the power supply is 
first turned on all four neon bulbs will 
probably be lit. As the tubes warm 
up some of them will flicker and then 
go out. After sufficient warm -up time 
(about one minute) push the reset 
switch. This will extinguish all lamps 
and represent a zero count. 

Another word of caution. The four 
tubes used in the counter stages 
should be closely matched. They do 
not all have to be new, but should 
have similar emission characteristics. 
A quick check on a tube checker is 
a good idea. 

As mentioned in the beginning of 
the article, the binary system is util- 
ized in the counter. Each circuit has 
two conditions of operation. These are 
shown by a neon lamp which is either 
on or off. This is indicated mathe- 
matically as 2`. N stands for the 

Fig. 7. Front view showing neon lights. 

C3 

INPUT TO COUNTER 
(TERMINAL ON 

9+ CONNECTING SOCKET) 

R. R L-47.000 ohm. 1 w. res. 
R,- 100,000 ohm. 1 w. res. 

R,1-270.000 ohm, 1 w res. 
R., -5000 ohm. 10 w. wirewound r. 
C, -470 µ,td. mira coed. 
C.. C, -50 Id. mica coed. 
S- Nor..sally -apee switch ("Microswitch ") 
V,- 65.^'7 tube 

Fig. 8. Circuit of the pulse shaper which 
is used in conjunction with the counter. 

number of stages, which in this 
(Continued on page 114) 

Fig. 9. Utility box which houses the pulse 
shaper, the pickup swi:ch. and connect. 
ing cables for use with the counter unit. 

case 
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Stancor HA -201) 
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ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN HEARING AID 

Fig. 1. Over -all view of hearing aid. An even more compact assembly is possible. 

Using a printed circuit and subminiature parts, this tiny 

instrument can be assembled in from four to six hours. 

ALTHOUGH commercially - built 
hearing aids generally cost from 
$75 to well over $150, the basic 

electronic parts needed for the con- 
struction of a small hearing aid may 
cost less than $35 at regular whole- 
sale prices! Neither "special" com- 
ponents nor unusual skill is required 
to assemble such a unit. All the parts 
needed are commercially available at 
most wholesale radio supply houses, 
and the average technician should 
have little or no trouble completing 
the assembly of such a compact hear- 
ing aid, similar to the one shown in 
Fig. 1, in from four to six hours. 

Even though "home- built," the 
hearing aid shown in Fig. i is quite 
small, as can be seen by comparing it 
to the package of king -size cigarettes. 
However, it can be assembed in a still 
smaller size if desired! Referring to 
the interior view of Fig. 4, it is readi- 
ly apparent that considerable "waste 
space" is present inside the plastic 
case. If a smaller case had been 
available at the time of construction, 
the unit could have been assembled 
even more compactly, without appre- 
ciably more skill required for con- 
struction, or at any greater cost. 

Probably the only major differences 
between the hearing aid shown and 
commercially- manufactured units are: 
(a) the use of a standard midget ear- 
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set in place of a "custom- molded" 
earpiece; (b) the use of a standard 
crystal microphone cartridge rather 
than a difficult -to- obtain subminiature 
microphone; and (c) the use of a plain 
plastic case. 

However, the important character- 
istics of sensitivity (amplifier gain), 
power output, frequency response, and 
long battery life compare favorably 
with most commercially available 
units. 

Fig. 2. Alternate circuits for hearing aid 
shown in Fig. 3. (A) Choke output for 
crystal earset. (B) Resistor output for 
crystal earset. (C) Transformer output cir- 
cuit. required for low impedance earset. 

By 

E. G. LOUIS 

Circuit Description 
As can be seen by reference to the 

schematic diagram given in Fig. 3, 
the complete hearing aid consists of 
a microphone. a three -stage audio 
amplifier, and an earphone output, 
with power supplied by small bat- 
teries. The amplifier itself is a corn- 
plete printed circuit unit. with the 
only connections required by the 
builder shown outside the dotted line 
rectangle, that is, the builder need 
only wire the leads to R, and the 
"mike," to the volume control, to the 
tone control and headset, and to the 
batteries and "on -off" switch. 

In operation, sound picked up by 
the microphone is converted into 
electrical signals and applied across 
grid resistor R, to the grid of the first 
voltage amplifier tube (CK512A). The 
amplified signal appearing in the plate 
circuit of this stage is applied through 
a .001 µfd. d.c. blocking condenser to 
the volume control (R,) and thence 
to the grid of the second voltage am- 
plifier stage. 

Additional gain is supplied by the 
second stage. with the audio signal 
appearing across the 1 megohm plate 
load resistor applied through another 
.001 tad. coupling condenser to the 
grid of the power output stage 
(CK525A). From here the signal is 
applied to the midget earset. 

The tone control is a conventional 
high frequency "losser" type circuit 
and consists of C, and R. As the 
value of R. is reduced, C, becomes 
more and more effective in bypassing 
the higher frequency components of 
the amplified signal. 

A few characteristics of the printed 
circuit amplifier are worth noting. 
First, the two voltage amplifier tubes 
have their filaments connected in 
series, with the voltage drop acting 
to provide bias for the second stage. 
Bias for the output stage is obtained 
from the voltage drop across a 1500 
ohm resistor between "B-" and cir- 
cuit "ground." Stage decoupling is 
provided for the first voltage ampli- 
fier by a 700,000 ohm resistor and a 
.04 µfd. bypass condenser in the "B" 
supply circuit. 

Construction Hints 

The entire assembly, including bat- 
teries, is mounted in a small plastic 
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case. Although the layout used by 
the author is easily observed in Fig. 4, 
this layout need not be followed 
exactly, if care is taken to keep the 
"input" and "output" leads of the am- 
plifier well separated. In fact, "lay- 
out" becomes primarily a matter of 
conveniently fitting the necessary 
components into the case used. 

Batteries are mounted in the model 
shown by cementing small metal strips 
along one side of the case for the 
"B -" and "A +" connections, and us- 
ing an "expanded" Fahnestock clip 
and a small "L" bracket for the "B +" 
and "A -" connections, respectively. 
Small machine screws are used for 
mounting the clip and bracket in 
place. 

Volume and tone controls are 
mounted using the small machine 
screws and nuts furnished with them. 
A mounting template is also furnished 
by the manufacturer with each of 
these two components, and it is only 
necessary to drill the indicated holes. 

The "output" jack is a Walsco type 
791 jack which was cut to about half 
its normal length before assembly. It 
is cemented in place using Duco ce- 
ment or its equivalent. The micro- 
phone and printed circuit amplifier 
are similarly cemented to the plastic 
case. 

It was necessary to replace the phone 
plug furnished with the Telex midget 
earset with a Walsco type 790 plug to 
match the midget output jack. 

The microphone used by the author 
was purchased as a surplus item 
for less than $1.50 from the Leotone 
Radio Corporation, 67 Dey Street, New 
York 7, N. Y. However, if this item is 
not available, any standard high im- 
pedance "mike" cartridge may be used 
instead -the Shure type R7 cartridge 
is excellent for use in this application. 

Wiring Hints: When wiring sub- 
miniature cómponents. certain precau- 
tions should be observed to avoid 
damaging parts. Use small diameter 
hook -up wire, preferably smaller than 
#22. Use a small soldering pencil 
and keep it well tinned. Complete 
the soldering as quickly as possible to 
avoid overheating. 

Most connections are made as sim- 
ple "lap" joints without attempting to 
make a good mechanical connection 
first (as is general practice in con- 
ventional wiring). 

Once the wiring is completed, and 
before the unit is tried, a careful 
check of the wiring and of all con- 
nections should be made. Make sure 
that there are no errors in wiring. 
that no parts are accidentally shorted. 
and that excessive amounts of solder 
have not been used. If too much 
solder has been used on any terminals, 
carefully remove the excess using a 
clean soldering iron. 

Circuit Modifications 
A number of circuit modifications 

are possible to suit the individual re- 
quirements of the builder. 

First, the tone control circuit may 
be left out completely if desired. Or, 
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Fig. 3. Complete schematic. Circuit within dotted lines is a printed circuit amplifier. 

if more effective control is preferred, 
C, may be replaced by a larger con - 
denser-as high as .05 pfd. may be 
used here. 

Several output circuits which may 
be used instead of the circuit shown 
in the schematic diagram are illus- 
trated in Fig. 2. Any of these cir- 
cuits will give satisfactory results 
with the type of earphones suggested. 

For a crystal earset, either the cir- 
cuit shown in Fig. 2A or 2B is satis- 
factory. Somewhat greater gain is 
obtained with the choke output (Fig. 
2A), but better frequency response is 
obtained with a resistor output (Fig. 
2B). 

If a low impedance earset is to be 
used, transformer output is manda- 
tory, as illustrated in Fig. 2C. 

Should the builder use a high im- 

pedance output circuit, he may find it 
necessary to shield the amplifier to 
prevent feedback and oscillation. This 
step is best accomplished by using a 
small metal case rather than a plastic 
case when carrying out the assembly, 
taking care to mount any exposed 
parts on plastic to prevent shorts. The 
case is connected to "A -". Another 
alternative is to use aluminum foil or 
tinfoil to form an interior shield, ce- 
menting the foil to the case. 

Either higher or lower "B" voltages 
may be used, with satisfactory results 
being obtained from as little as 15 
volts to as high as 671/2 volts. A 671/2 
volt supply should be used only with 
a resistor output. The lower "B" 
voltages will give better results when 
used with transformer output. 

(Continued on page 161) 

Fig. 4. Hearing aid layout. Parts placement is not critical and may be changed at will. 
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KEYED A.G.C. SYSTEMS 

By MILTON S. KIVER 
Pres.. Television Communications Institute 

Typical keyed a.g.c. circuits with explanation of how 

they operate to increase TV receiver noise immunity. 

KEYED a.g.c. systems for television 
receivers have grown in popular- 
ity ever since their introduction 

several years ago. While many sim- 
pler a.g.c. systems exist, they do not 
possess the ability of the keyed sys- 
tem to react quickly to rapid fluctua- 
tions in signal strength nor can they 
equal the stability of the keyed sys- 
tem in the presence of noise pulses. 
Thus, while cost is an important fac- 
tor in receiver design, it is partially 
sacrificed here in the interests of im- 
proved receiver operation. 

In dealing with keyed a.g.c. sys- 
tems, the service technician will find 
that although all are essentially simi- 
lar, sufficient variations exist to re- 
quire a careful analysis of each cir- 
cuit before any service work is 
attempted. In this article the more 
popular keyed a.g.c. systems will be 
analyzed and discussed. 

A simplified illustration of the basic 
keyed a.g.c. system is shown in Fig. 1. 
A 6AU6 pentode is so connected that 
a portion of the detected video signal 
is applied to its control grid. The sig- 
nal is chosen with the sync pulses 
extending upward, i.e., in the positive 
direction. The plate of the 6AU6 is 
connected to a winding on the hori- 
zontal output transformer and re- 
ceives from this transformer a posi- 
tive pulse of voltage at the end of 
each horizontal line. 

Now, the 6AU6 is biased so that it 
will not conduct unless the grid and 
plate are simultaneously driven posi- 
tive. If just one of these voltages is 
present, without the other, the 6AU6 
does not ordinarily conduct. 

The pulses applied to the grid are 
the incoming horizontal sync pulses. 
When these pulses arrive, the electron 
beam traveling across the face of the 
picture tube is about to start its re- 
trace. At the moment this occurs, a 
large pulse of voltage is developed in 
the horizontal output transformer and 
a portion of this pulse is fed to the 
plate of the 6AU6. With both posi- 
tive pulses of voltage present, the 
6AU6 a.g.c. tube is keyed into conduc- 
tion and the a.g.c. network bias is 
established. 
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Note the foregoing sequence of 
events carefully because they contain 
the key to the operation of this sys- 
tem. Positive pulses must be present 
at both control grid and plate of the 
6AU6 in order for the tube to pass 
current and establish the proper a.g.c. 
bias. The plate receives no positive 
voltage other than that furnished by 
the horizontal output transformer. 

Since the 6AU6 conducts only when 
the sync pulses are active at its con- 
trol grid, and is inactive throughout 
the remainder of the video signal, it 
is evident that this tube and, conse- 
quently, the a.g.c. network is respon- 
sive to undesirable noise pulses for 
only a very short time. Actually, the 
sync pulses occupy but 5% of the 
composite video signal and therefore 
only 5% of the total noise can be ef- 
fective. 

Typical Keyed A.G.C. Systems 
Typical of the simpler keyed a.g.c. 

systems in use is the one shown in 
Fig. 2. The video signal, with sync 
pulses positive, is tapped off the load 
resistor, R,, of the video amplifier and 
fed directly to the control grid of the 
6AU6 keyed a.g.c. tube. The 39,000 - 
ohm series resistor, R.. in this con- 
necting line serves to isolate the in- 
put capacitance of the 6AU6 from R,. 
The video signal is in its d.c. form 
(i.e., still retains both a.c. and d.c. 
components) because of the d.c. path 
from the output of the video second 
detector to the grid of the 6CB6 video 
amplifier tube. 

Since the control grid of the 6AU6 
is directly connected into the plate 

Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram of the 
basic components of keyed a.g.c. systems. 
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circuit of the video amplifier stage, it 
possesses a positive potential. To off- 
set this, both the cathode and screen 
grid of the keyer tube are given even 
greater positive voltages. The d.c. 
voltage between grid and cathode 
here is -15 volts and this is sufficient 
to prevent tube conduction, even when 
the plate receives a positive pulse. 
However, the peak -to -peak voltage of 
the video signal from the 6CB6 video 
amplifier is on the order of 25 volts 
and thus the bias is overcome when 
the sync pulses are active. 

The required pulsing voltage for 
the keyer plate is obtained from a tap 
on the secondary of the horizontal 
output transformer. These pips have 
an over -all voltage value of 450 volts, 
which is more than sufficient to drive 
the tube. 

When current does flow through the 
tube and plate circuit, a negative volt- 
age is developed across R. and R,. 
This voltage is divided equally be- 
tween the resistors, and that portion 
which R, receives is used as the a.g.c. 
bias. The r.f. amplifier, and the first 
and second video i.f. amplifiers are 
the tubes controlled. R, and C. form 
the principal filtering components, al- 
though other resistors and condensers 
aid in this purpose, too. 

Zenith television sets (in 1951) em- 
ployed a keyed a.g.c. system which 
differed slightly from the forgoing 
circuit. The Zenith circuit is shown 
in Fig. 3. The video second detector 
is a germanium crystal, a 1N64. The 
detected video signal is developed 
across R. (4700 ohms) and applied 
via Lu to the grid of V.,. Although 
the manufacturer labels this tube as 
a noise limiter and inverter, it is es- 
sentially an amplifier, with the signal 
which is developed at the plate being 
fed to a second video amplifier. 

The cathode resistor for V,. (Rz 
820 ohms) is also the cathode re- 
sistor for V,.,, which is the keyed 
a.g.c. tube. Hence, the full video sig- 
nal is applied to the cathode of the 
6SN7 a.g.c. tube. The polarity of the 
video signal here is such that the 
sync pulses are negative. 

The plate of V,., is connected to the 
cathode of the horizontal sweep oscil- 
lator. The voltage waveform devel- 
oped here is a modified sine wave, 
with the positive peak somewhat 
more pronounced than the negative 
peak. When this oscillator is proper- 
ly synced to the incoming signal, the 
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positive peak of the sine wave occurs 
at the same time that the sync pulses 
appear at the cathode of V .. Since 
negative pulses at the cathode are 
equivalent to positive pulses of volt- 
age at the grid of V,,., the tube is 
thus triggered into conduction and 
plate current flows. Condenser C. 
charges up to a negative value deter- 
mined by the strength of the current 
flowing. When the signal is strong, 
the negative voltage developed is 
high; when the signal is weak, less 
negative voltage appears. This a.g.c. 
voltage is then fed to the 1st, 2nd, 
and 3rd i.f. amplifiers and to the r.f. 
amplifier and converter as a control 
voltage. 

An a.g.c. delay voltage is applied to 
the grid of V,,.. Its purpose is to Or- 
mit adjustment of the amount of neg- 
ative a.g.c. voltage which V,,, develops 
in order that this voltage may be set 
for the particular signal conditions 
prevailing at the receiver location. 

The procedure for correctly setting 
this control is as follows: Connect a 
calibrated oscilloscope through a 
10,000 -ohm isolating resistor to the 
grid of V... This will show you the 
video signal at this point. Select the 
strongest TV signal available and ob- 
serve it on the screen. Adjust the 
a.g.c. delay control for 2.5 volts peak 
output. 

A.G.C. with Diode Clampers 

Since it is frequently desirable for 
the reception of weak signals that the 
negative bias on the r.f. amplifier be 
as low as possible, a number of manu- 
facturers have been incorporating an 
additional diode tube (or a triode con- 
nected as a diode) into the a.g.c. sys- 
tem. The purpose of this tube is to 
keep the bias on the r.f. amplifier 
copse to zero until the incoming sig- 
ndl reaches a moderate level. In this 
way the sensitivity of the set is high 
for weak signals, and properly re- 
duced when the signal level is high. 
Diode dampers may be used with any 
a.g.c. system, keyed or otherwise. 

A keyed a.g.c. circuit containing a 
diode clamper tube (as these tubes 
are called) is shown in Fig. 4. V,, 
the keyer tube, develops a negative 
bias voltage across R,, R,, and R. by 
means of the pulses of current that 
flow through these three resistors. 
The control bias for the i.f. stages is 
that developed across R, and R. The 
r.f. amplifier receives less negative 
voltage because it obtains only the 
voltage developed across 

Consider, now, the circuit shown to 
the right of point "A. Here we find 
a fourth resistor (R,) and a diode 
tube. Both of the new components 
are tied into the r.f. line and the man- 
ner in which they affect the voltage 
on this line depends upon the nega- 
tive voltage which the a.g.c. tube de- 
velops. Let us, as a start. assume 
that in the absence of V, and R,, point 
"A" is negative by 1 volt. If, now, 
we add R, to the circuit, then R. and 
R, form a voltage divider network 
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across the 325 -volt "B +" line and 
part of this positive voltage will ap- 
pear across R. To be exact. about 3 
volts positive, due to the high value 
of R, and the relatively low value of 
R. Thus, we have +3 volts across R 
from the +325 volt line, and -1 volt 
from the a.g.c. tube. The net result 
is to make point "A" positive by 2 
volts. 

Now, all this did not take V, into 
account. Since the diode is connected 
from point "A" to ground, its plate 
will be made 2 volts positive with re- 
spect to its cathode, and conduction 
through the tube will occur. A diode 
conducting has a fairly low internal 
resistance so that, for all practical 
purposes, point "A" is brought to 
ground potential and the full 325 
volts is dropped across the 3.3 meg- 
ohm resistor. 

Note that the key to this particular 
behavior is based upon two factors: 
First, the use of a high -value resistor 
between the "B +" point and the tube; 
and second, the fact that the internal 
resistance of V, is low when the tube 
conducts. This sets up a voltage di- 
vider network wherein practically all 
of the positive voltage is dropped 
across R,, leaving very little at point 
"A." 

The r.f. amplifier tube is tied into 
point "A" and so, when the negative 
voltage that the a.g.c. tube produces 
is low, the r.f. tube receives essen- 
tially a zero bias. The i.f. tubes, 
under the same conditions, receive a 
negative voltage. This is because 
they are isolated from point "A" by 
R, (a 39,000 -ohm resistor) and also 
because the line going to the i.f. tubes 
ties in at point "B," which is closer 
to the keyed a.g.c. tube and hence 
subject to a greater negative voltage. 

When the incoming signal increases 
in strength, the negative voltage pro- 
duced by V, rises, too. This means 
that the i.f. tubes are given a higher 
negative bias. At point "A," the diode 
will continue to conduct as long as 
the positive voltage (provided by the 
325 -volt line) exceeds the negative 

Fig. 4. Keyed a.g.c. circuit using 
a diode for better r.f. gain control. 
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Fig. 2. Partial schematic diagram of 
a.g.c. circuit used in Pacific Mercury 
TV receivers. For explanation see text. 
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Fig. 3. Early Zenith keyed a.g.e. system. 

voltage (produced by V,). However, 
when the negative voltage at point 
"A" exceeds 3 volts, the positive volt- 
age is overridden and the diode tube 
stops conducting. Thereafter, the ri. 
bias will be governed by the voltage 
variations of the a.g.c. tube. Of 
course, should the signal strength de- 
crease, a point would be reached 
when the negative voltage at point 
"A" would be unable to overcome the 
small positive voltage present here 
and V, would again conduct. bringing 
point "A" to zero. Under normal con- 
ditions, point "A" does not become 
positive. 

To reiterate, then, the foregoing 
clamper arrangement is designed to 
keep the bias on the r.f. stage zero 
(or close to it) under weak signal 
conditions, but to permit it to receive 
a negative voltage when the signal 
becomes stronger. 

When a very sensitive tuner is em- 
ployed and it is not desired to run the 
r.f. amplifier bias completely down to 
zero, then the arrangement shown in 
Fig. 5 may be employed. This has a 
keyed a.g.c. tube and load resistors R,, 
R,, R, (variable) and R,. Whenever 
plate current pulses flow through the 
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Fig. 5. Schematic of keyed a.g.c. circuit 
used by Hoffman in its model 21B116. 

keyer tube, a negative voltage is de- 
veloped across these resistors with the 
plate end of R, possessing the most 
negative potential. The video i.f. 
stages receive their bias from the 
voltage developed across R:, and R,. 
R. is made variable in order that the 
i.f. bias may be gdjusted for the par- 
ticular location of the receiver. Re- 
ducing R,, by rotating its center arm, 
will lower the negative voltage ap- 
plied to the i.f. stages and thereby 
increase their gain. This might be 
desirable in a weak signal area. When 
the signal level is high, more of R, 
is brought into the circuit, thereby 
raising the negative bias of the con- 
trolled video i.f. stages. 

Leading off from the plate of the 
a.g.c. tube in a separate circuit is the 
bias line for the ri. amplifier. R. 
and C, serve as a filter and isolating 
network, filtering the horizontal sync 
pulses present in the plate circuit and 
isolating the clamper tube from the 
a.g.c. tube and its i.f. line. The pres- 
ence of R., and the diode maintain 

point "A" at zero potential whenever 
the incoming signal is weak; when 
the signal becomes stronger, the po- 
tential at point "A" goes negative and 
the diode ceases to conduct. 

Note, however, that point "A" does 
not connect directly to the r.f. stage, 
as it did in the previous circuit. In- 
stead, between "A" and the r.f. ampli- 
fier there is another network consist- 
ing of R, (330,000 ohms) and R. (4.7 
megohms). One end of R. is con- 
nected to the grid of the horizontal 
output tube where it receives a po- 
tential of -15 volts. If, now, point 
"A" is at zero volts, then the -15 
volts will divide itself between R, and 
R., with R. getting all but about -1.3 
volts which goes to the r.f. amplifier 
tube grid as a biasing voltage. 

Thus, as matters stand, the grid of 
the r.f. amplifier in this circuit can 
never become more positive than -1.3 
volts unless the horizontal deflection 
system somehow becomes defective. 
With strong signals, point "A" is 
driven negative and this, in turn, 
raises the negative bias on the r.f. 
amplifier to above -1.3 volts. 

Double -Delayed Keyed A.G.C. 
A circuit which is known as a 

double -delayed keyed a.g.c. system is 
employed by Zenith in its 1953 line of 
television receivers. The operation of 
the keyer tube is somewhat reminis- 
cent of the earlier Zenith circuit 
shown in Fig. 3. The rest of the cir- 
cuit, however, is markedly different. 

A diagram of the double -delayed 
a.g.c. system is shown in Fig. 6. The 
keyer tube is a triode (1/z of a 12AX7). 
It receives the video signal at its grid 
with the sync pulses extending in the 
positive direction. The plate, in its 
turn, is connected to the grid of the 
discharge tube located in the hori- 
zontal deflection system. From this 
point, positive pulses are received by 
the plate of the keyer tube during the 
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Fig. 6. Partial schematic diagram of Ze- 

nith's double -delayed keyed a.g.c. system. 
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horizontal retrace interval. Thus, the 
positive pulses at the plate and grid 
of the 12AX7 tube act in concert to 
produce a voltage in the output cir- 
cuit of the tube that can vary from 
about +8 volts under weak signal 
conditions to -5 volts under moder- 
ate-to- strong signal conditions. Posi- 
tive values of voltage are new to 
keyed a.g.c. systems and are brought 
about by (a) using a triode tube for 
the keyer tube instead of the more 
common pentode and (b) by carefully 
choosing the operating potentials for 
the various tube elements. 

Now let us consider the over -all cir- 
cuit operation under weak and strong 
signal conditions. When the incoming 
signal is weak, the output of the a.g.c. 
at point "A" is approximately 8 volts 
positive. This positive voltage is ap- 
plied to the grid of the 1st video i.f. 
amplifier, a 6CB6. At the same time, 
the cathode of the 6CB6 has a positive 
potential of approximately 9.3 volts. 
8 volts of this 9.3 volts is obtained 
from the drop across one of the 
cathode resistors of the 3rd i.f. tube. 
The remaining 1.3 volts is derived 
from the tube's current flow through 
L,,, and R .,, located in its own cathode 
circuit. Thus, the grid of this first i.f. 
tube is actually 1.3 volts negative 
with respect to its cathode. 

It will also be seen, from Fig. 6, 
that the second i.f. amplifier is in 
series with the first i.f. stage. Hence, 
any changes in the plate current of 
the first tube will also affect the sec- 
ond i.f. tube and thus both tubes are 
directly controlled by the a.g.c. bias. 

During these same weak -signal con- 
ditions, the grid of the r.f. amplifier 
is run at a slight negative potential. 
It might appear from the diagram 
that the r.f. grid would be positive 
since it connects to point "A" on the 
now positive a.g.c. line. However, the 
2.2 megohm resistor between the r.f. 
grid and point "A" is so high that the 
small amount of grid current (due to 
contact potential) from the r.f. ampli- 
fier is enough to produce a slight 
negative grid voltage. 

When the receiver is used with nor - 
mal-to- strong signals, the signal volt- 
age applied to the grid of the a.g.c. 
tube will increase, causing the output 
of the a.g.c. tube to become 5 or more 
volts negative. This negative voltage 
will be applied to the r.f. grid through 
the 2.2- megohm resistor and decrease 
the gain of this stage. (With a nega- 
tive voltage at point "A ", no contact 
current flows through the 2.2- megohm 
resistor.) 

The same negative voltage will also 
go to the grid of the first video i.f. 
stage. Under strong signal conditions, 
the cathode of this 6CB6 is not as 
positive as it was with a weak signal 
because it receives less positive volt- 
age from the 3rd i.f. cathode resistor. 
The voltage at this latter point varies 
from 8 volts with no signal to 4 volts 
with strong signals. 

The a.g.c. delay control is adjusted 
as previously described for Fig. 3. 
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COUNTER IMPROVES TAPE RECORDER 
By 

RICHARD H. DORF 
Audio Consultant 

TAPE recorders have many advan- 
tages over disc machines--erasa- 
bility, noiselessness, long play. and 

so on -but they are lacking in one 
great convenience we have become 
accustomed to in the use of discs. 
That is the possibility of locating a 
given portion of the recording in 
quick order. In tape, if we want to 
play the second movement of the 
quartet, for example, we have to 
thread the tape, then roll it forward 
until we think we have hit the right 
place. It usually takes several tries 
and it is generally an annoying pro- 
cedure -and all because we really 
have no good way of knowing just 
where we are on the 1200 or 2500 feet 
of the tape. 

The counter arrangement shown in 
the photograph does away with this 
kind of headache once and for all. 
Not only is it an advantage for the 
ordinary home use of tape, but it is 
indispensable for the professional and 
semiprofessional user who edits tape 
or who (like the writer) records 
music on tape for later transfer to 
discs. The counter makes it possible 
to spot any point on the tape and 
later return to it within an accuracy 
of about 1 second; it also makes pos- 
sible the timing of complete selections 
or portions of selections without play- 
ing anything but a few seconds of 
their beginnings and endings. This is 
done with the "Timing Chart ". 

The photograph of Fig. 1 shows a 
portion of the author's Concertone re- 
corder with the timer installed, but 
the extremely simple system can be 
placed in the same way on almost any 
tape recorder which has the standard 
5/16 -inch center spindles for the reels. 
In the case of the Concertone the 
NARTB reel adapters cover most of 
the length of the spindles but there 
is still enough showing above the 
adapters to allow connection of the 
counters. In other machines the 
spindle may be almost entirely cov- 
ered by the RTMA reel, but as long 
as there is a bare sixteenth of an 
inch showing it is enough. 

Four elements make up the counter 
device. The counter itself is a stand- 
ard Veeder -Root unit obtained by the 
writer for less than a dollar from 
Herbach & Rademan. The model num- 
ber of the particular one at hand is 
A- 0114214, but there are probably 
other models that will do as well. 
The essential characteristic is that 
it must have a shaft which advances 

September, 1953 

Fig. 1. Close -up view of counter mounted on brass rod. The rod is bent at right angle 
with lower end pushed into a hole in the wooden case. The counter shaft is connected 
by a spring to a rubber eyedropper bulb which slips over the take -up reel spindle. 

Increase the versatility of your tape recorder by adding an 

inexpensive counter. All components are readily available. 

the count by 1 each time it makes a 
complete revolution in the clockwise 
direction (looking at the shaft end) 
and reduces the count by one for each 
revolution in the other direction. A 
unit in good condition should be ob- 
tained, one which has negligible shaft 
friction and needs almost no power to 
drive it. If the counter is new (not 
used) it will be satisfactory. A 4- 
digit counter is necessary although 
only numbers up to a little over 1400 
are used. 

Item 2 is a small spring about 1!í 
to 2 inches long. The spring should 
be very light and flexible so that 
practically no force is required to 
bend it to a right angle. The spring 
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used by the writer was closewound 
and its flexibility was increased by 
pulling it out a little to separate the 
turns slightly. 

The third piece is a rubber bulb 
from a medicine dropper. They come 
in different sizes. The one selected 
should have an inner diameter enough 
smaller than the outer diameter of 
the reel spindle so that when it is 
placed over the spindle it will grip 
tightly. A bulb with a bevel around 
the open end is best since that gives 
a thin wall at the spindle end and will 
work even with a very small amount 
of the spindle showing above the reel. 

The last item is a length of quarter - 
(Continued on page 159) 

Fig. 2. Timing Chart. Use it to translate counter readings to time any recorder 
using the NARTB standard hub or reel and at speeds of 7'2 or 15 inches -per- second. 

A similar chart for recorders with RTMA reels can be easily devised by the user. 
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INEXPENSIVE NOVICE STATION 

Pi kg 

rr 

By 

LARRY TROMBLY, woDCB, & ROBERT A. HATHAWAY, WOGTK' 
Walter Ashe Radio Compcny 

N 

The complete Novice station: an efficient two -tube transmitter, a surprisingly effective simple receiver. and a single 
power supply for both. With the power supply switch in "receive" position, transmitter may be used for code practice. 

Part 1. The transmitter and power supply of a complete 

station which can cost less than fifty dollars, including 

the receiver. The receiver will be described next month. 

AGLANCE through radio catalogues 
or at the advertisements in radio 
periodicals may lead one to the 

conclusion that amateur radio is a 
fairly expensive hobby. In fact this 
belief has discouraged a number of 
beginners. particularly the younger 
ones whose supply of cash is limited. 
With this in mind, the writers have 
set out to show that it is still possible 
to get started in amateur radio with a 
very modest outlay. Twenty -two 
years ago, one of the writers got on 
the air after having spent about 
$22.00. Considering the rise in the 
cost of living since that time, the cost 
of the equipment to be described here 
is comparable and performance is 
better. Certainly the 822.00 outfit 
didn't provide you with a T9X signal. 

With slight modifications of circuits 
found in ARRL's "How to Become a 
Radio Amateur" and "The Radio 
Amateur's Handbook" and using all 
new standard parts, a complete novice 
station was built at a cost of slightly 
less than $50.00. This equipment con- 
sists of three units; transmitter, re- 
ceiver. and power supply. Thc re- 
ceiver will be described next month. 

The transmitter uses a 6AG7 modi- 
fied Pierce crystal oscillator which 
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has an untuned plate circuit using a 
small peaking coil whose inductance 
approaches self -resonance on 80 
meters. The amplifier uses a 6L6 with 
a pi- section output circuit which per- 
mits use of random lengths of wire 
as antennas. Coil data for both 80 
and 90 meters is given in the parts 
list. An 80 -meter crystal can be used 
for both bands: however, the output 
is better when the 6L6 is used as a 
straight amplifier. Therefore a 40- 
meter crystal is recommended when 
the transmitter is used on that band. 

Considerable effort was spent in an 
attempt to make this transmitter 
"foolproof" in that it will not oscillate 
with any setting of the controls when 
the crystal is removed from the sock- 
et- This insures that output will be 
crystal controlled and on the proper 
frequency, a condition which is quite 
often unobtainable in transmitters 
using high -gain tubes such as the 
6AG7 and 6L6. The size of the 6AG7 

I:oiT.a:' xuTt:: Althounll the tyeeitueuvel 
in this rnld Ihr euneinrl recrircr arlirlc 
coal Lt uepvlnrteel !rr peli-IN r.tidily 
rn'uihll.lr jet., unp dì.Nribrtlor, the nuits 
an suppliedio e neeldeIr Irit )ae u'iIb 
tier ohro.hl pu,e.ltd, by th. 11'eN- Irr aalr ldndio Cue.,pneell. 

plate coil, 180 microhenrys (a Miller 
#6180 peaking coil), was critical in 
eliminating any sign of oscillation 
when the crystal was removed from 
its socket. 

Complete TVI- proofing has not 
been provided in this transmitter; 
however. the type of construction used 
gives a good basis for such measures. 
Operated some 10 miles from a TV 
station on Channel 5, there was no 
disturbance to the picture with the 
transmitter and the TV receiver sit- 
ting side by side. Use of a metal 6L6, 
a coil shield, and a bottom plate on 
the chassis should eliminate TVI even 
in weak- signal TV areas. 

The parts of the transmitter are 
mounted on a 5" x 7" x 3" chassis. 
The photographs will give an idea of 
the parts location which is not criti- 
cal. Instead of a milliammeter, a 
pilot lamp PL, is used as a tuning 
indicator. It protrudes through a hole 
in the top of the chassis to the rear 
of the oscillator tube. A half -inch 
rubber grommet is fitted into the 
hole. The bulb is screwed into its 
socket and both the bulb and socket 
are held securely in place by pushing 
the bulb up through the grommet. 
Along the front edge of the chassis, 
from left to right, are mounted the 
keying jack and tuning condensers C, 
and C'_. At the center of the inside 
back edge. a five- terminal tie strip is 
used to terminate the power cable, 
which enters the chassis through a 
hole fitted with a rubber grommet. 
This cable is shielded and ends in a 
five -prong plug which plugs into the 
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power supply. (The receiver power 
cable connector will be a four -prong 
plug. This arrangement eliminates 
the possibility of plugging the trans- 
mitter and receiver power cables into 
the wrong power supply outlets.) The 
heater leads should be of well -insu- 
lated hookup wire and should be kept 
close to the underside of the chassis. 
Keep all of the other leads as short 
as possible; in fact very little wire is 
required other than the leads on the 
components themselves and these are 
trimmed down in most cases. 

In designing an economical novice 
station, the use of one power supply 
to furnish power for both receiver 
and transmitter seemed appropriate, 
especially since little more than a 
switch would have to be added to per- 
mit this operation. This supply de- 
livers 350 volts at 100 ma. for the 
tube plates, and 150 volts regulated 
for the screen of the oscillator and 
for the receiver. The regulated volt- 
age on the oscillator provides excel- 
lent keying and this 150 volts is 
supplied to the oscillator screen grid 
even when the "send- receive" switch 
is in the "receive" position, which per- 
mits the operator to spot his fre- 
quency on his receiver. 

This arrangement is also ideal for 
code practice but, although very low 
power is used, it is advisable to dis- 
connect the antenna from the trans- 
mitter before practicing. The previ- 
ously discussed features hold true if 
the transmitter and power supply are 
used along with other makes of ama- 
teur receivers instead of the receiver 
to be described next month. The 
"send- receive" switch should be in the 
"receive" position for both frequency 
spotting and code practice, irrespec- 
tive of the receiver being used. 

The power supply parts are 
mounted on a 5" x 7" x 2" chassis 
as shown in the photograph. The 
"on -off" switch and the "send-receive" 
switch are mounted along the front 

C 

OSCILLATOR 
STAGE 

PLI 

e 

ó 
RFCI 

C6 

RFC2 

I Cr 

2 

AMPLIFIER jTAGE 

JRFC3 V2 
6L6 

R=, 

"r 
ANTENNA 

111 

R4 

0 
JI 

SHIELD 

R,-27.000 ohm. 1/2 sr. res. 
R 10.000 ohm. 1/2 r. res. 
R -47 ohm, t,= w. res. 
8,-18.000 ohm. 2 w. res. 
C,, -140 µµid. re. cond. 

C,,, C., C,,. C I C -.01 pfd., 500 r. 
disc ceramic cond. 

C -, -220 ppld.. 500 r. ceramic cond. 
C -100 ppfd.. 500 r. ceramic rond. 
RFC, -2.5 mhy., 50 me. .J. choke (National 

R -50) 
RFC,-180 phy. peaking coil (J. W. Miller Co. 

6180) 
RFC:, -1.8 phy. r.l. choke (Ohmite Z -144) 

VI 

a 

1 
RFC, -2.S mhy., 100 me. r.J. choke (National 

R -100) 
L, -80 m. -45 t.. ;...-20 en.. 1 I dia. 

40 m. -18 t. en., 11 dia. 
Both coils closes oued on 4 -prong plug -in 
forms 

3, Open circuit jack 
P,-3-prong cable plug 
PL, -6 r., 150 me. pilot light 
Xtal. -80 or 40 m. crystal (3700 -3730 kc.; 

7175.7200 kc.) 
Y,-6AG7 tube 
V.. -6L6 tube 

Schematic of the inexpensive transmitter. The separate power connection for the 
6AG7 screen grid (P pin 3) provides a regulated voltage supply for the screen. re- 

sulting in improved oscillator stability and enabling oscillator to be used with a 
receiver for code practice and frequency spotting without putting the whole trans- 
mitter on the air. Two -tube circuit has many advantages over simpler rigs. 

face of the chassis and the output 
sockets and line cord are mounted on 
the back face. A hole is cut in the 
chassis large enough to clear all the 
leads from the power transformer, 
and the leads from the choke are like- 
wise fed through the chassis in a rub- 
ber grommet. Care should be taken in 
wiring up the "send-receive switch; 
close inspection of its operation will 
indicate the correct terminals to use. 
The a.c. power cord is connected 

Under-chassis view. Although a compact chassis is used. wir- 
ing is not crowded or difficult. Care should be taken not to 

overheat parts while soldering. Note that stator connections on 
the tuning condensers are made to ends of the stator bars 
rather than to the lugs (near chassis lip) to insure short leads. 

through the internal jumper of the 
OD3 as a safety measure (the supply 
is "killed if the tube is removed); 
the connections to pins 3 and 7 of the 
OD3 are not needed for the voltage 
regulating function. 

After having carefully checked the 
wiring of both power supply and 
transmitter. you are ready to test 
these units. With the "send-receive" 
switch in the "receive" position, turn 
on the power supply. The 0D3/VR150 

The completed transmitter has a neat, businesslike appearance. 
Its power and performance are similar to those of "standby" 
rigs used by experienced amateurs. JI and knobs for C and C, 
are along front face of chassis: the tuning indicator bulb 
can be seen at left rear corner, antenna stand -off at right. 
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NOTE: 

TERMINALS 387 
ARE PINS ON 
THE 003 TUBE 

SOCKET 

M Y. 

EZ3 Sv 

&6j3:1 

tit 
CH 

cl C2 

R2 

RI V2 o0ì 

e R 

RE, S2a S2 SEND i 

RECEIVER 

R,- 100,000 ohm. I w. res. 
R-10,000 ohm. 10 w. res. 
Cs, C, -8/8 µtd., 950 r. eke. cond. 
CH, -10.5 hy., 110 ma. filter choke 
T, -Power trans. 350-0-350 r. @ 120 ma.; 5 r. 

@ 3 amps.; 6.3 r. @ 4.7 amps. 

TRANSMITTER 

S,- S.p.s.4 toggle sw. 
2 -pos. rotary sw. 

P, -4 -pin socket 
P; -5 -pin socket 
V, -SYSGT tube 
V -0D3/ VR150 tube 

Schematic of the power supply for the inexpensive Novice station. As the screen 
grid of the 6AG7 transmitter oscillator is connected in both positions of S.. the 
tube can oscillate weakly and may be used with a receiver for code practice. 

regulator tube should show a blue 
glow. On the receiver, tuned to the 
frequency of your crystal, you should 
hear a clean signal as you close the 
key. Next, with both tuning con- 
densers set to maximum capacity, 
throw the "send- receive" switch to 
"send ". The tuning lamp will glow 
brightly. Tune C, for a dip in the 
brilliance of the tuning lamp, PL,. 
This point indicates resonance of the 
6L6 plate circuit. If all has gone well 
so far and you are a licensed ama- 
teur, you are ready to load the trans- 
mitter with an antenna. 

Any piece of wire 60 feet or longer 
can be used for both 80- and 40 -meter 
operation. The optimum length for 
the 40 -meter Novice band is about 65 
feet and for the 80 -meter Novice as- 
signment it should be 125 feet. With 

the antenna connected to the trans- 
mitter, check for resonance by swing- 
ing C, slightly back and forth and 
watching PL,. Now slowly open con- 
denser C, a little bit at a time and, 
after each change of C,, check for 
resonance with C.. You will find that 
the dip in the brilliance of the tuning 
lamp becomes less and less as you 
continue to open C,. When you have 
opened C, to a point where you can 
just detect a dip in the tuning lamp 
as you tune C,, the transmitter is 
fully loaded and ready to go. 

As much tuning as possible should 
be done with the transmitter con- 
nected to a dummy load rather than 
to the antenna to prevent unneces- 
sary QRM on the heavily loaded ama- 
teur bands. A satisfactory dummy 
load can be made with a 25 -watt light 

Rear view of the power supply. Along the back edge, left to 
right, are the receiver and transmitter power sockets and the 
a.c. cord. The larger tube is the OD3 voltage regulator. 

bulb and two short clip leads. The 
leads are soldered to each connection 
of the bulb and then one lead is 
clipped to the antenna terminal and 
the other one to the metal chassis of 
the transmitter. Tuning procedure is 
the same as that outlined before when 
feeding power to the antenna. The 
25 -watt light bulb will glow to nearly 
full brilliance if your transmitter is 
properly tuned. It should be noted 
that the setting of C, and C, quite 
likely will not be the same when op- 
erating the transmitter into the dum- 
my load as when feeding the antenna. 
This is true unless by chance the an- 
tenna and dummy load present the 
same impedance to the transmitter. 

This transmitter and its companion 
receiver have been used successfully 
on the 40- and 80 -meter bands, includ- 
ing the crowded Novice portions of 
these two bands. Reports on the sig- 
nal from the transmitter have been 
excellent and both coasts were worked 
with no difficulty. 579X reports at 
distances over 1000 miles have been 
consistently received and it was grati- 
fying to be able to hold our own in 
competition with transmitters of 
much higher power. Naturally the 
best results will be obtained when the 
best possible antenna is used. Run- 
ning 30 watts input, and with a little 
patience and some late night hours 
on your part, this transmitter is quite 
capable of producing foreign contacts. 

Experienced amateurs will recog- 
nize the fact that the transmitter and 
power supply are not only well suited 

'for the Novice, but that they can do 
a fine job as the regular rig for the 
old -time "c.w. hound ". Many of the 
present day hams who have been 
weaned and raised on higher power 
will be surprised to see what can be 
accomplished with this small compact 
outfit. It is ideal for the high power 
man as an inexpensive standby rig in 
the event of rebuilding or breakdown 
of the "big rig ", too much TVI, or 
high electric hills. (To be continued) 

Under -chassis view. Ground connections are made to lugs under 
socket mounting screws. Power transformer leads come through 
grommeted hole near S. at right. Wiring will be fairly easy. 
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BREAK -IN WITHOUT RELAYS 

By BRUCE F. BROWN, W6TWW 

VOICE- CONTROLLED break -in sys- 
tems employing relays for trans- 
mitter and receiver control are 

slow- acting, causing undesirable clip- 
ping of first letters or syllables. In 
addition to acoustical noise in the 
"shack ", relays cause distracting 
clicks and pops in the receiver and 
may even cause TVI. 

The electronic break -in system to 
be described has none of the attend- 
ant disadvantages of relays, and it 
may be added to the station with little 
or no modification of existing control 
circuits. It is fast -acting, it makes 
clipping virtually undetectable, and it 
causes no distracting noise. Since the 
receiver is operative during every 
pause in speech the channel can be 
monitored for interfering signals. This 
same feature makes it possible to in- 
terrupt a station equipped with this 
system. The parts values in the sys- 
tem have been chosen so that the 
receiver cuts off before the trans- 
mitter is energized. and the transmit- 
ter cuts off before the receiver is 
re- energized. Any possibility of feed- 
back is thus eliminated. 

For the principle of operation, refer 
to the schematic. Audio is picked up 
from an existing speech amplifier and 
applied to the input circuit of V,.. 
V,., in turn, amplifies the audio sig- 
nal and applies it to V,,, which pro- 
duces a rectified negative control 
voltage across R, and C,. This nega- 
tive control voltage biases V. to 
cut -off causing V. and V, to conduct. 
The conduction of V biases V, well 
past cut -off, thus removing screen 
voltage from the r.f. and i.f. screens 
of the receiver. When V, conducts, 
the 60 -volt negative blocking bias pro- 
duced at its cathode is shorted to 
ground thus unblocking the trans- 
mitter grids. 

The time constant of R, and C, has 
been chosen so that with continuous 
talking the receiver will remain cut 
off and the transmitter will remain 
energized. However, at the ends of 
sentences or during any other break 
in continuous speech, the receiver will 
become operative, and the transmitter 
will be de- energized. If it is desired 
that the receiver be operative be- 
tween words, the value of C, should 
be reduced. The correct capacity can 
be determined easily with a little ex- 
perimentation. Switch S, disables the 
voice -control circuits when manual - 
control switching of the receiver and 
transmitter is desired. 

In order to simplify the power sup- 
ply, V,. is operated with a grounded 
plate. This eliminates the need for a 
separate positive supply. A well -fil- 
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The all- electronic break-in system is small and is easily adapted to most 
stations using voice control. Well -filtered negative power supply is needed. 

Voice- controlled break -in without relays switches receiver 

and transmitter without bothersome clicks or noise blasts. 

tered negative power supply is neces- 
sary, however, since any ripple volt- 
age appears as input to V,, and would 
cause false operation of the circuit. 
Although the maximum heater -to- 

cathode voltage ratings of V, and V, 
are exceeded, no trouble has been ex- 
perienced. The purist, however, may 
wish to use separate heater supply 
windings. (Continued on page 132) 

Complete schematic of the all- electron- 
ic voice -controlled break -in system. 
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VI V2 V3 V4 
L-500.000 ohm pos.. audio taper 
R. -1000 ohm. 1 r. res. 
Rs -3000 ohm. 10 w. wirewound res. 

R,-1 megobm, 1 w. res. 
L-7500 ohm, 1 w. res. 

R -500.0 10 oh,, 7s w. r, s. 

RIO 

Rs, R,- 100,000 ohm. 1 w. res. 
R -5600 ohm, 1 w. res. 
C, -.01 aid., 600 v. cond. 
C -25 Aid., 25 r. elec. cond. 
C,-8 Aid., 450 r. elec. cond. 
C, -.05 Aid., 400 r. cond. 
Cs-.05 µid.. 600 r. cond. 
S,- S.p.s.t. toggle sr. 
T,- Intcrstage audio trans., 1:3 ratio 
V,. Vs-12AU7 tube 
V,, V, -6Y6G tube 
V-,-0A2 tube 
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U.H.F. TEST EQUIPMENT ADAPTER 

'r=T .4 SL?]I.AY!'Th Sl.^. YMI.b 4:Ltiae.;wq?.Yt::M. ---iesY:. 15s,ç.r.L 

By 

DAN LERNER and WINSTON STARKS 
Test Equip. Section. Philco Accessory Div. 

Fig. L The Philco adapter for 
converting v.h.f. service instruments to u.h.f. use. 

You can adapt your y. h. f. signal or sweep generator 

to u. h. f. measurements with the unit described here. 

DL'E to the speed with which u.h.f. 
television was launched, there has 
been an urgent need in all service 

shops and laboratories for quality -en- 
gineered and low- priced u.h.f. service 
equipment. 

The need for this type of equipment 
was foreseen by many electronic man- 
ufacturers. The result of a great deal 
of research and design work at Ph ilco 
is a unit which prevents obsolescence 
of existing v.h.f. signal generators. 
This unit, the Philco Model G8000 
v.h.f.- to- u.h.f. signal generator adapter 
(see Fig. 1), uses the Philco u.h.f. 
tuner as its heart. 

This instrument will adapt any 
present v.h.f. signal or sweep gener- 
ator, set at 60 -mc. output, to any 
ultra -high frequency between 470 to 
890 mc. This gives full channel cov- 
erage, from Channel 14 to 83. The 
adapter has sufficient bandpass (15 
mc.) to convert the entire sweep range 
of a sweep generator U. u.h.f. frequen- 
cies. Markers may be fed into the 
adapter and measurements made the 
same as at v.h.f. Field strength 
meters may also be converted by the 
instrument to operate on u.h.f. 

The adapter may also be used to 
convert any u.h.f. signal to Channels 
2 or 3 on a TV receiver. Thus, it 
serves to check the over -all operation 
of u.h.f. converters and tuners rapidly. 

As will be described later, this 
adapter has certain advantages over 
regular u.h.f. generators -and is less 
expensive. Basically, the G8000 em- 
ploys a continuous -tuning variable 
condenser system to cover the u.h.f. 
channels by the superheterodyne prin- 
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ciple in which the oscillator frequency 
beats with a 60 -mc. signal, and the re- 
sultant frequency sum is used as a 
u.h.f. signal. (See Fig. 4.) Since there 
are no vacuum tubes used in series 
with the signal, and since the mixing 
is done by a crystal, it follows that 
the adapter can be used in reverse 
to change u.h.f. to v.h.f. 

A v.h.f. signal having a frequency 
of approximately 60 megacycles is fed 
into the 75 -ohm input connector of 
the adapter, and is coupled by means 
of the low- impedance winding on 
transformer, T,, to the slug -tuned sec- 
ondary of this transformer. (See Fig. 
6.) From this point the signal is ap- 
plied to the crystal mixer assembly, 
consisting of L, -L. and Cr, and CD,. A 
signal generated by a local oscillator 
consisting of a type 6AF4 u.h.f. triode, 
V,, and its associated circuit, is intro- 
duced into the crystal mixer circuit 
by means of a 300 -ohm miniature 
transmission line and the mutual 
coupling between L; -L, and L, -L,;. This 
results in a beating together of the 
v.h.f. input signal and that from the 
local oscillator. 

The beat frequency, which is equal 
to the sum of the local oscillator fre- 
quency and the v.h.f. input frequency, 
is passed on toward the u.h.f. output 
of the adapter by the mixer tank and 
tuned output tank circuits. All other 
beats and responses are greatly at- 
tenuated. The transfer of signal en- 
ergy between the mixer assembly (or 
board) and the mixer tank circuit is 
accomplished by means of the mutual 
coupling between L, and L while sig- 
nal transfer between the mixer and 

the u.h.f. tank circuits is brought 
about by the mutual coupling between 
L_ and L. and the stray capacitance, 
C,. From the output tank circuit, the 
u.h.f. signal is coupled, through a 150 - 
ohm transmission -line matching sec- 
tion and two 680 gifd. condensers, to 
the 300 -ohm u.h.f. output terminals of 
the adapter. 

The transformer -type supply pro- 
vides a 6.3 -volt a.c. power source for 
the heater of the local oscillator tube. 
A cathode -type full -wave rectifier 
tube, the 6X4, is used in conjunction 
with a resistance -capacitance filter to 
furnish a hum -free plate -supply volt- 
age for the oscillator. 

The use of the G8000 adapter is 
simple and straightforward in all of 
its applications. Whenever a v.h.f. sig- 
nal is to be converted to u.h.f., it is 
simply fed through 75 -ohm coaxial 
cable to the v.h.f. connector on the 
adapter. This signal must be at a fre- 
quency of 60 mc. for the dial calibra- 
tion to hold true. Variation from 50 
to 70 mc. is possible with a propor- 
tionate reduction in conversion effi- 
ciency, plus a loss of frequency cali- 
bration. The resulting u.h.f. signal ap- 
pears at the u.h.f. connector. In this 
case, the u.h.f. connector is treated as 
the signal source. 

When used to convert to u.h.f., the 
attenuator of the regular v.h.f. gener- 
ator can still be used. To anyone who 
has ever tried to attenuate a u.h.f. 
signal, this feature will be welcomed 
as the logical solution for accurate 
and convenient control of u.h.f. 
signals. 

Markers can be produced by v.h.f. 
generators coupled into the v.h.f. in- 
put cable to the adapter. The marker 
generator is handled just as if it were 
being used on a response curve at 
60 mc. 

Operation of the G8000 adapter in 
reverse is also a simple and straight- 
forward procedure. A u.h.f. signal is 
fed into the u.h.f. antenna terminals. 
The v.h.f. output terminals are con- 
nected to whatever device is intended 
to accept the v.h.f. (at approximately 
60 mc.). Then the u.h.f. dial is tuned 
to the incoming u.h.f. signal or for 
maximum v.h.f. output. 

U.H.F. Test Hints 
There are a number of precautions 

which should be taken whenever mak- 
ing tests at u.h.f. frequencies. It is 
necessary to use some new techniques 
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and to be more careful about observ- 
ing some old ones. Some of the points 
which should be kept in mind are 
outlined here: 

1. All connections at u.h.f. should be 
made with coaxial cable, except where 
open -line connectors are provided. 

2. Connections should be neat, short, 
and with the minimum number of 
splices. bends, or any kind of varia- 
tion in the line. Even a shielded cable 
should be carefully placed in a u.h.f. 
test setup. especially when leakage or 
standing waves are important in the 
test. 

3. As in the case of v.h.f. gener- 
ators. the end of any test line must 
be terminated in the characteristic 
impedance of the line. The termina- 
tion should be a resistor of the 12- 

watt carbon type. The only exception 
to this is the case where the cable 
will be terminated by the device 
which it is feeding. If the device does 
not have the correct terminating re- 
sistance, then a simple resistance 
matching network can be devised, as 
shown in Fig. 3. which illustrates 
how it is possible to match a 300 -ohm 
balanced line to a 75 -ohm load ( in this 
case, a 75 -ohm u.h.f. tuner input). 

4. The input and output cables of 
the G8000 should be kept apart to 
avoid signal leakage through the unit. 

5. The test setup on the bench 
should be arranged to avoid crossing 
or paralleling of cables. 

6. Hot cables in a test setup may 
be due to improper termination of 
cables or location of cables in such a 
way that signal leakage causes can- 
cellation effects. When observing a 
sweep curve, it may be desirable to 
shift the cables and test equipment 
around the bench to reduce hot cable 
effects. It may be desirable, in some 
test setups, to use a copper or brass 
sheet on the table as a base for the 
signal generators and the unit being 
tested. 

7. Matching transformers and at- 
tenuators of the type used for v.h.f. 
tests will generally be found unsatis- 
factory for use at u.h.f. 

8. False responses from sweep gen- 
erators will be minimized by the tuned 
circuits of the G8000 adapter. Such 
responses will be of relatively low am- 
plitude and can be minimized even 
further, if they appear in some partic- 
ular setup, by careful placement of 
cables or test equipment. 

The test setup for using the G8000 
to c oserve the response curve and 
align a TV receiver at u.h.f. is shown 
in F ig. 5. Fig. 2 shows the adapter 
bein , used for standing wave measure - 
men s with a suitable delay line. Many 
othe applications are possible for this 
instrument, both in the service shop 
and the laboratory. 

Tt e feature of being able to con- 
vert a Channel 2 or 3 signal to any 
u.h.f channel, simply by setting the 
adar ter dial to the desired u.h.f. chan- 
nel, is valuable for the service tech- 
nician and the TV dealer. In areas 
whet e there is not yet a u.h.f. channel 
on the air, but where one is expected, 

September, 1953 

Fig. 2. Test equipment setup for stand- 
ing wave measurements along 300 -ohm 
lead -in line using the Philco adapter. 

U.N.F. TUNER 

(U.N. F OSCILLATORI 

1L'NFOSC 
FREO 60MC 

U.N. F OUTPUT 

60 MC. 
TAKEOFF 
TRAP 

L 
C.VHF 
60M 
INPUT 

Fig. 4. Simplified diagram showing the 
basic components of the Philco adapter. 

service technicians can use the adapter 
to provide themselves with a u.h.f. 
signal corresponding to the channel 
they are expecting. In this way, they 
can familiarize themselves with u.h.f. 

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the Philco 

Fig. 3. Test setup for the alignment of 
u.h.f. tuners using a v.h.f. sweep gen. 
erator and the Philco G8000 adapter. 

Fig. 5. Test equipment se up for align- 
ing a TV set on u.h.f. with the G8000. 

techniques. TV set dealers can use the 
adapter to test and demonstrate the 
reception on u.h.f. of the converters 
as well as the u.h.f.- v.h.f. sets they 
expect to sell. 

v.h.f.-to-u.h.f. signal generator adapter. 
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By BERT WHYTE 
THE introduction of a record revue 

section in RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
may cause some lifted eyebrows, in- 

asmuch as the editorial coverage of 
this magazine has always been on a 
technical plane. However, the results 
of a recent survey of our readership 
has convinced us of the need for this 
type of coverage. In this section the 
technical aspects of the recording will 
be fully covered, as to frequency re- 
sponse, dynamic range, distortion con- 
tent, tracking, spindle hole eccentric- 
ity if present, surface noise, transient 
response, etc. Since the ultimate goal 
of most high -fidelity experimentation 
is the greater enjoyment of music, the 
section will include pertinent musical 
data about the recordings reviewed. 

It will be the policy of this depart- 
ment to name the equipment used in 
the reviews, as well as the acoustical 
environment of the equipment. Each 
month the equipment used will be 
tested by an independent group of 
qualified engineers and "certified" as 
to the operating perfection of all ele- 
ments, from pickup through loud- 
speaker. 

Equipment used this month: 
Weathers FM pickup, RekOkut T12H, 
Fisher preamp equalizer, McIntosh 
50 watt amplifier, Jensen G -610 "Tri- 
axial" in Jensen folded -horn corner 
enclosure. Speaker was placed in hard 
plaster corner, room has absorptive 
wall opposite speaker, carpeted floor, 
three reflective walls, hard ceiling, 
usual upholstered furniture. Rever- 
beration time about 2 seconds, prac- 
tically no slapback. 
RF, SP CHI 

THE PINES OF ROME and TIIE 
FOUNTAINS OF ROME 

The Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra 
conducted by Antal Dorati. Mercury 
50011, 331ßt rpm, AES curve. Price 
$5.95. 
The Vienna Stale Opera Orchestra con- 
ducted by Argeo Quadri. Wes ' ster 
5167, 331A rpm, AES curve. Price 
$5.95. 

These offerings might be called the 
"dilemma of the db ", or "which one 
has the mostest." Respighi wrote 
some of the most rip- roaring music in 
history. The loudness of his music is 
almost overshadowed by the loudness 
of the adherents of these discs. Seldom 
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has such vociferous controversy raged 
over phonograph records! Each camp 
is firmly convinced that the other is 
composed of members of that ignoble 
musical fraternity. Theta Epsilon Beta 
(Tin Eared Baboons)! Why all this 
uproar? Armed with both discs, I de- 
cided to listen and learn. 

One thing is immediately apparent. 
Both the Mercury and Westminster 
discs are highly exciting recordings. 
Equally apparent is the difference in 
recording techniques. The engineers 
of both companies have tried to reach 
the same goal, but by totally differ- 
ent approaches. The Mercury people 
employed their by- now- famous, single 
Telefunken mike suspended at some 
optimum point over the conductor's 
podium. And Westminster? Well, I 
wasn't present when the recording was 
made (and Westminster ain't tellin') 
but I suspect they utilized a clever 
new version of an old technique used 
for "pop" dates! Each choir in the 
orchestra (brass, woodwind, etc.) is in- 
dividually miked with reflecting or 
damping boards as dictated by acous- 
tic outputs of the instruments, and 
then mixed by the engineer on the 
console. Usually an omni -directional 
mike is suspended for hall reverbera- 
tion to enhance the liveness of the 
recording. 

Both recordings are productive of 
some terrific sound. If you have a 
yen for the satisfying thump of bass 
drum and tympani, the crash of cym- 
bals, then this is your meat. With con- 
trols set flat and with proper equaliza- 
tion for each disc, the Westminster 
seemed more strident than the Mer- 
cury, although string tone was gen- 
erally well above average. It was in 
the last movement of the "Pines of 
Rome," which is fortissimo with a 
vengeance, that decided me in favor 
of the Mercury version. Now, I'm all 
for high -fidelity sound and the more 
cycles per, the better. But I think it 
is a cardinal sin to overlook the fact 
that we are still dealing with music, 
and that certain rules and a modicum 
of taste should be preserved. What I 
am referring to is the overblown dy- 
namics and odd phrasing evident in 
the Westminster disc. Partly this is 
Mr. Quadri's sin, but the greater part 
is the overzealous "dial twiddling" of 

the engineers. Had the tremendous 
climax come over completely free of 
distortion, it might have passed notice. 
But alas! the last few bars give far 
from mute testimony of the heavy 
hand on the controls. The dynamic 
range of the Mercury disc is unbeliev- 
able. I had the good fortune to hear 
the original tapes on the Mercury, 
"Pines." The transfer from tape to 
LP, via the sensational new Miller 
cutterhead was an astounding dem- 
onstration of what can be cut into a 
disc, in terms of dynamic range, fre- 
quency response, and lack of distor- 
tion. Performance -wise, Dorati and 
the Minneapolis have far better com- 
mand of the score; Dorati, often called 
a "cold" conductor, displays little of 
that attitude here and instead is high- 
ly evocative in the lyrical sections. 
Mr. Quadri does a competent job, 
within the limits of his insight into 
the score, but suffers from an orches- 
tra far less disciplined than this col- 
orful music demands. Surfaces of both 
recordings were very good. Summing 
up; a few years ago either disc would 
have been manna from heaven. Now 
with two very exemplary versions 
around, you've got a problem. Some 
people like vanilla and some like 
chocolate. I like the Mercury. 

Note: Anent the reference to the 
Miller cutterhead most of the Mer- 
cury "Olympian Series" recordings 
originally cut with the Grampian head 
have been recut with the Miller with 
results even more spectacular than the 
original. You can identify the new 
pressing by the letters "MF." 
GOULD 

SPIRITUALS FOR ORCHESTRA 
CERSHWIN 

PORGY AND BESS (arr. by Robert 
Russell Bennett) 
The Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra 
conducted by Antal Dorati. Mercury 
MG50016, 33 rift rpm, AES curve. Price 
$5.95. 

Fabulous!! A more apt description 
of this recording would be hard to 
find. In many years of listening I have 
heard many great combinations of 
performance and score, recording tech- 
nique and superb orchestras. In this 
recording a happy amalgam of all 
these factors has resulted in one of 
the outstanding listening adventures 
of this or any other year. The Gould 
"Spirituals," is the prize side on this 
disc and the side which I will review, 
although the "Porgy" is magnificent 
musically and technically. 

I predict that "Spirituals" will sup- 
plant Varese's "Ionisation," as the 
demonstration record par excellence. 
Since the Gould score is also extreme- 
ly interesting and listenable music, 
this will come as blessed relief to 
thousands of wild -eyed and long -suf- 
fering wives who have been under 
siege by 110 db of fire siren, assorted 
gongs and bells and of course, the 
lion's roar. As a demonstration piece 
for transient response and dynamic 
range, this disc has no peer. In five 
movements, "Spirituals," encompasses 

(Continued on page 157) 
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THE 1954 Zenith television. receivers 
itilize the following chassis: 19L25, 
19L26, 19L27, 19L28, 21L21 and 

22120. These form the "Super K" 
or "L" series, designed for the best 
possible reception of both u.h.f. and 
v.h f. TV signals in extreme fringe as 
well as local areas. 

Tuner 

Z he "Super K" chassis incorporates 
an improved signal -to -noise ratio. 12- 
pos tion turret tuner, using a 6BK7A 
casoode -type r.f. amplifier, and a 6U8 
triode- pentode used as a mixer and 
oscillator. The turret is shipped from 
the factory with twelve pairs of v.h.f. 
stri )s in place; however, it may be 
filled with any combination of twelve 
u.h.'. or v.h.f. pairs of strips. The 
tun or may be removed from the re- 
ceiver without taking the chassis from 
the cabinet. Merely disconnect the 
fine tuning shaft, remove the antenna 
lead and plug -in connections, and then 
rem we four small screws. 

The complete circuit diagram of the 
tuner with the channel selector switch 
in a v.h.f. position is shown in the 
upper left of Fig. 1. The antenna is 
connected to a center -tapped primary. 
Two i.f. rejection traps, resonated to 
approximately the center of the i.f. 
bandpass, increase the i.f. rejection 
on Channel 2 and on u.h.f. These traps 
are .lesigned so that additional reso- 
nant frequencies are not present in 
the it.h.f. band. 

The r.f. grid coil is returned to 
ground through a trimmer condenser, 
C,, which is adjusted to approximately 
equal the value of the input capaci- 
tance of the 6BK7A. 

Th g principal reason for using the 
6BK ï A cascode r.f. amplifier is to ob- 
tain the lowest possible noise figure 
on a 1 channels. The cascode inter - 
stage is series -tuned near Channel 13 
by moans of a series coil, L connected 
betwe en the first plate and second 
catho le. The two triode sections are 
connected in series and, therefore, 
have identical values of plate current. 
The f rid of the second triode is held 
at a fixed potential by means of a 
voltai e- divider network between "B +" 
and ground, thus giving a relatively 
rapid cut -off of the plate current of 
the fi 'st triode section, which is con- 
trolled by the a.g.c. voltage. 

A I air of double -tuned circuits is 
proviced between the r.f. amplifier 
plate and the mixer grid. The two 
coils t. re returned to ground through 
a common inductance, L which pro- 
vides ;ome coupling between the cir- 
cuits on the high channels. On Chan- 
nel 13 the coupling between the coils 
on the strip actually opposes this 
commim inductance coupling slightly, 
while )n the lower channels this com- 
mon . nductance coupling is rein- 
forced in varying amounts by the 
coupling between the coils on the 
strip. All other coupling media be- 
tween the circuits have been carefully 
avoide. I. 

The mixer grid and r.f. plate coils 
are m ide identical by returning the 
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BRIAN J. MAROHNIC 
TV Field Engineer. Zenith Radio Corp. 

Complete service information on the new 1954 Zenith 

TV sets, including full schematic and alignment data. 

converter grid through a 19 µµtd. series 
condenser, C,,,. This simplifies the 
standardization of the coils, thus re- 
quiring fewer different types. 

The oscillator tube is decoupled 
from the coil on the strip by means of 
a 5.5 µµfd. series condenser, C,_. This 
effectively increases the inductance 
value of the oscillator coil, and there- 
by minimizes the effect of contact and 
other stray inductances, and reduces 
the effect of tube voltage variation on 
the oscillator frequency. The variable 
condenser tapped on L,o, and designat- 
ed as the fine tuning control, is used 
at the factory for standardizing the 
circuit, and as a fine tuning control by 
providing a stop which, after the fac- 
tory trimming adjustment, permits 
the condenser to be turned only two 
turns out of the several in its com- 
plete range. 

Where leads are brought out of the 
oscillator compartment for the "B +" 
and heater, feedthrough ceramic con- 
densers and series r.f. chokes provide 
good isolation of all oscillator r.f. cur- 
rents. Besides the normal shielding, 
some extra shielding is provided over 
the grid and cathode leads to the sec- 
ond triode of the 6BK7A which ex- 
tends into the oscillator compartment. 

All changes, going from v.h.f. to 
u.h.f., are made by simply turning the 
channel selector knob from a v.h.f. 
channel to a u.h.f. channel. The opera- 
tion of the receiver is exactly the 
same on u.h.f. as it is on v.h.f., and 
there are no additional knobs or 
switches. The u.h.f. antenna, if re- 
quired. is connected to the same tubu- 
lar 300 -ohm line, through an isolation 
filter, as that used to feed the v.h.f. 
signal to the receiver input terminals. 

This tuner converts the u.h.f. signal 

to the 40 -mc. i.f. frequency used by 
the receiver. In the upper left -hand 
corner of Fig. 1 is shown the circuit 
of a u.h.f. strip. The u.h.f. strips are 
similar in size to the strips used for 
v.h.f. Incorporated on the u.h.f. chan- 
nel strips is the u.h.f. preselector, the 
u.h.f. crystal mixer, which derives its 
local signal from a crystal multiplier 
between the mixer and v.h.f. oscil- 
lator, and coils for tuning the r.f. grid 
and plate. and the converter grid to 
the intermediate frequency. The con- 
verter output connection remains un- 
changed. These circuit changes are 
made entirely on the channel strip 
itself. 

The triode of the 6U8, which is used 
as the v.h.f. oscillator, is also utilized 
as the oscillator on u.h.f. The oscil- 
lator tube, however, is operated on 
v.h.f., and its output is multiplied to 
u.h.f. by the crystal multiplier. 

To feed the oscillator power into 
the crystal multiplier, which is inside 
the antenna compartment, a short co- 
axial cable is used. The possibility of 
coupling oscillator power to the an- 
tenna is avoided by providing a stator 
contact, #6, which has an effective 
ground finger on either side of it -and 
the best possible shielding around it. 
This contact is fed by means of the 
short coaxial cable, extending into the 
oscillator compartment to an extra 
stator contact, which is not used on 
v.h.f. For u.h.f., a small condenser is 
connected between this terminal 
( #11) and the plate end of the oscil- 
lator coil. Further isolation between 
the multiplier contact, #6, and the 
antenna is provided by the u.h.f. tuned 
circuits on the channel strip. 

Coils LA and LB are preselector 
coils tuned to the incoming u.h.f. car- 
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rier frequencies. Coil LC is a mixer 
coil which combines the multiplied 
os illator frequency with the incom- 
ing signal to produce the 40 -mc. i.f. 
Ccupling between the antenna and the 
first tuned circuit is accomplished by 
means of a very small center -tapped 
loop, inductively coupled to the low 
po ential end of the coil. Coupling 
fr(m the second preselector circuit to 
the mixer is accomplished by a small 
lo(p, one side of which is returned to 
a :10 µµtd. r.f. bypass condenser, and 
th( other side is connected to the 
crystal. This r.f. bypass condenser also 
forms a part of the matching network 
to the 6BK7A grid. The other side of 
the mixer crystal connects to a tap on 
the multiplier coil, near the low po- 
tential end, to obtain oscillator excita- 
tion for the mixer. The multiplier 
crystal is connected to another tap, 
slightly higher on the multiplier coil. 
The other side of the multiplier crys- 
tal connects to the oscillator through 
the turret contact and shielded cable 
mentioned previously. The entire as- 
sen-bly is mounted in a metal casting. 
which provides excellent shielding for 
the preselector and multiplier circuits, 
both from each other and external in- 
flue ices. 

Tie 40 -mc. signal is applied to the 
6Bli 7A grid through a pi network. Re- 
sist(r, R:, supplies a steady 12 milli- 
ampere of current through the crystal. 
The steady d.c. current creates a con- 
stant load at all times across the 
tuned circuits. 

TI e main oscillator tuned tank is 
loca ed in the tuner chassis. This tank 
c'rct it is in series with a small tun- 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the Zenith u.h.f. tuner strip conversion method 
showing how conversion to the receiver's i.f. is effected for Channel 27. 

able coil, mounted on the strip, which 
adjusts the oscillator to the funda- 
mental frequency desired. The sine - 
wave output of the oscillator circuit is 
fed to the germanium harmonic gen- 
erator crystal. The crystal conducts 
only on the very peaks of the waves, 
and its output consists of sharp pulses 
which are rich in harmonics of the 
fundamental frequency. The oscillator 
tuned coil is adjusted to the desired 
harmonic frequency (by means of a 
metal screw which enters the coil and 
changes its inductance), and is excit- 
ed at that frequency only. This is il- 
lustrated in Fig. 2, which is a block 
diagram of the operation of the tuner 
for Channel 27 (548 -554 mc.). Here 
the fourth harmonic of the funda- 
mental oscillator frequency, 148.75 
mc., excites coil LC which is tuned to 
595 mc., with the result that this fre- 
quency mixes with the video carrier 
frequency of 549.25 mc. to give the de- 

sired video i.f. The actual conversion 
takes place in the mixer crystal, 

The 6BK7A and the 6U8 pentode 
section become i.f. amplifiers for u.h.f. 
by means of i.f. coils inserted into 
their circuits by the u.h.f. strip. The 
output of the 6U8 pentode section is 
fed to the regular i.f. section of the 
receiver. 

The complete change to u.h.f. dr- 
cuitry takes place as the u.h.f. strip 
clicks into position. The multiplier 
circuit can be tuned by connecting a 
voltmeter which has a full -scale read- 
ing of .2 or .3 volt to the turret con- 
tact for the 6BK7A grid. With the 
proper oscillator strip inserted, and 
the oscillator on the correct fre- 
quency, the multiplier tuned circuit 
can be adjusted for a dip in the volt- 
meter reading. Optimum excitation is 
that which causes the voltage across 
the crystal to drop to approximately 

Table I. Alignment procedure for the video 1.f. and sound circuits of the Zenith "L" sedes chassis. 

VIDEO I.F. ALIGNMENT 

Si EP 

1 

2 

SIGNAL GENERATOR OUTPUT 
FREQUENCY CONNECT TO INDICATOR CONNECT TO 

Point E in 
Fig. 1 

V.T.V.M. 

43.5 mc. 
center fre- 
quency, 5 
mc. devia- 
tion 

Pin 1 of V3 
(Test 
point 

Oscilloscope 
through 10,000 - 
ohm isolation 
resistor 

Pin 2 of V6 
(Test point 
"D" and 
ground) 

3 43.5 mc. 
center fre- 
quency, 5 
mc. devia- 
tion 

Pin 2 of V2 
(Test 
point 
"A ") 

Oscilloscope Pin 2 of V6 
through 10,000- (Test point 
ohm isolation "D" and 
resistor ground) 

43.5 mc. 
center fre- 
quency, 5 
mc. devia- 
tion 

Pin 2 of V, Oscilloscope Pin 2 of V,; 
(Test through 10.000- (Test point 
point ohm isolation "D" and 
"A ") resistor ground) 

ADJUST REMARKS 

Bias to -2 volts Use a 2 -volt battery with 
potentiometer across it. 
Connect positive termi- 
nal to chassis. 

T. (top and bottom) 
for max. gain with 
41.25 and 45.75 mc. 
markers in valleys 
of response curve 

L12. L24, and L, for 
minimum marker 
amplitude at freq. 
shown in Fig. 1 

Adjust generator for 3- 
volt peak -to -peak de- 
tector output. 

It may be necessary to 
reduce bias to zero (or 
go slightly positive). 

T., T,, and L. for Readjust bias 
response curve be- 
low 

717-, 
4r,IMC V 1.SMG 

to -2 volts 

SOUND CIRCUIT ALIGNMENT 

Tune to on- the -air TV 
channel 

L.. (top and bot- Adjust step attenuator 
tom), L_ L, and to level where "hiss" 
R,., for cleanest heard. 
sound, min. buzz 
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ACCELERA 
Pel 5 

LENS 
PIN t 

FOCUS 
INN 

ANODE 
PIN ? 

SHIELD 
Pell 

SECOND CONTROL 
(QUADRATURE GRID) 

PINS 
SCREEN 
PINS 

FIRST CONTROL 
(LIMITER GRRID) 

CATHODE 
PIN E 

PIN I 

MINIATURE TUBE ENVELOPE 

Fig. 3. Element arrangement of the 6BN6 
used as the sound limiter -discriminator. 

one -half the no- excitation voltage. 

I.F., Sound, and Video Circuits 
The intermediate frequency ampli- 

fier in the Zenith "Super K" chassis 
is of the 40 -mc. type, and consists 
of three transformer -coupled 6CB6 
stages. 

A crystal diode, X,, is used to rec- 
tify the video and sound i.f. signals. 
The two i.f. carriers beat together in 
the diode detector producing a 4.5 -mc. 
carrier, which is FM sound modulated. 
Both the composite video and sync 
signal and the 4.5 -mc. sound carrier 
are applied to the 12BY7 grid. The 
sync pulses are negative with respect 
to ground. When replacing a crystal 
diode, the correct polarity of connec- 
tion must be observed, otherwise, a 
negative picture will be obtained and 
sync troubles will develop. The crys- 
tal may easily be reached for test or 
replacement by lifting the top of the 

last i.f. transformer metal shield can. 
Many of the condensers and resist- 

ors in the i.f. circuit are of 10%I% tol- 
erance. When replacing these compo- 
nents, use the same tolerance as the 
original part. 

The video amplifier uses a new type 
12BY7 pentode, and is directly coupled 
to the picture -tube cathode. The con- 
trast control is in parallel with the 
plate load and directly controls the 
picture -tube cathode signal level. 

The 4.5 -mc. FM sound carrier is 
taken from the junction of C, and the 
secondary winding of L,II, and is fed to 
the 6AU6 sound limiter grid. From 
this stage the 4.5 -mc. signal of be- 
tween three and about four volts goes 
to the grid of the 6BN6 sound limiter - 
discriminator. 

The sound discriminator circuit 
used in the "Super K" chassis is one 
of the simplest ever designed. No dis- 
criminator transformer is required; 
the entire circuit depends for its oper- 
ation on the 6BN6 tube. The tube is 
unconventional in element structure, 
operating on electron optics principles. 
Fig. 3 shows the element arrangement 
of this gated -beam tube. 

Electrons from the cathode are 
formed into a beam by the grounded 
focus electrode and the positive accel- 
erator. This beam is passed through 
the limiter grid when the latter is at 
zero or positive potential. However, 
when it is negative, it stops the beam 
which falls back on the accelerator. 
Since the limiter grid merely acts as 

Fig. 4. Representative chassis layout for the Zenith "L" series TV receivers. 
Note the alternative locus and centering method used in some models (dotted/. 
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a gate, passing or obstructing the 
beam formed by the focus and accel- 
erator elements, the size of its positive 
potential is irrelevant. The same beam 
will be passed whether the voltage on 
the limiter grid is 1 -volt positive or 
10 -volts positive, resulting in very ef- 
fective limiting. 

The electron beam leaving the lim- 
iter grid next passes through the sec- 
ond accelerator and screen and from 
there goes through the quadrature 
grid to the positive anode. The quad- 
rature grid is tuned to the signal 
frequency. 

When the limiter grid is positive 
(one -half of each cycle of the input 
signal), it passes the electron beam 
to the quadrature grid. The quadra- 
ture grid obtains its potential from 
the periodic variation in the space 
charge in front of it, which produces 
about 5 volts across its tuned circuit. 
This grid clips the leading portion 
from the half -cycle pulse and passes 
approximately a quarter -cycle pulse 
of current to the anode. 

The phase displacement between the 
voltage on the quadrature grid and 
the electron beam is affected by the 
modulation of the signal frequency. 
This, in turn, affects the length of the 
anode current pulse. The d.c. voltage 
drop across the plate load resistor 
(which is bypassed for i.f.) is propor- 
tional to the length of this pulse, and 
therefore, to the original modulation 
of the input signal. 

A 220.000 ohm resistor, RID, and .047 
µfd. condenser, CRP, in the circuit of 
the quadrature grid places a bias 
voltage on this grid to improve the 
noise immunity of the circuit. The 
variable resistor, RI0, sets the operat- 
ing point of the 6BN6 to eliminate 
the 60 -cycle vertical pulse from the 
sound. 

The composite video signal at the 
grid of the video amplifier is fed to 
the first signal grid of the 6BE6 sync 
clipper. The sync pulses fed to this 
grid are negative in polarity, and the 
bias on the grid is so adjusted by 
means of RG,, the "Fringe Lock" con- 
trol, that the sync tips do not cut off 
plate current in the tube. The current 
in the tube is normally controlled by 
a positive polarity composite video 
signal fed to the second signal grid 
from the output of the video amplifier. 
This voltage drives the 6BE6 into both 
plate saturation and cut -off. Operat- 
ing bias of the tube is set by R. and 
C._ from grid current drawn while 
signal voltage is applied, so that the 
sync pulse is clipped just above the 
black level. However, when a burst 
of noise appears in the composite 
video signal, the first signal grid is 
driven to cut -off, so that this noise 
does not appear in the output of the 
tube. Although the sync pulses may 
also be eliminated by this action, the 
oscillator continues on the flywheel ef- 
fect, and will resync when the sync 
pulses reappear. 

The sync pulses next go to the inte- 
grator and differentiator networks 

(Continued on page 106) 
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A. SQUARE -WAVE 

SHAPER 

B' GEORGE ELLIS JONES, JR. 
Dept. of Chemical Engineering 

University of Pittsburgh 

NOT ONLY will the use of square 
waves speed tests which can be 
made with other types of signal 

generators, but certain tests can be 
matte using square waves that could 
not be made at all using sine waves. 
Transient response of an amplifier can 
be rapidly established by driving the 
amplifier with a square wave and ob- 
serving its output with an oscilloscope. 
An additional use, not often discussed, 
is it the checking of tone control cir- 
cuits. When the treble and bass con- 
trols are so adjusted that a 1000 cps 
squ ire wave looks good and the best 
pos: ;ible 100 and 10,000 cycle square 
wales are obtained, the tone controls 
are in their flat position. 

T ie technician or experimenter who 
realizes the convenience of square - 
win,e testing usually already has a 
sine -wave generator. The construction 
or purchase of the ordinary square - 
wave generator causes a duplication 
of parts and, generally, poorer per- 
formance than can be obtained by us- 
ing a square -wave generator of the 
type described here. Most square -wave 
generators use a multivibrator circuit 
to develop a square wave of sorts 
whit h is then clipped and amplified. 
Frei uency stability in such generators 
is n Itoriously bad. Furthermore the 
steep wavefronts are often slowed 
down and rounded off because the mul- 
tivitrator circuit must suddenly 
charge or discharge the larger con- 
dens .ors necessary for timing the rel- 
atively long level sections of the 
square wave. 

TI e unit which the author has de- 
signed amplifies and clips a sine wave 
inpu (derived from an external sine - 
wav( generator) with one duo -triode 
stage. Further amplification and iso- 
latio i is provided by a video- amplifier 
stage and a cathode -follower output 
stage. Fig. 1 is the schematic diagram 
of tt e unit. Waveforms appearing at 
vari(us key points within the genera- 
tor are shown in Fig. 2. 

For those of us who generally work 
with class A amplifiers where the 
objective is to have the output wave- 
form an enlarged version of the input 
waveform, complete and accurate in 
all detail, a stage -by -stage analysis of 

September, 1953 

Front panel view of 
square -wave shaper. The vari- 
ous controls are identified and correspond 
to those given in parts list accompanying Fig. 1. 

The design, construction, and operation of an audio test unit 

which can be used in conjunction with a sine -wave generator. 

this generator should prove interest- 
ing. Here each stage is driven either 
to cut -off or to grid current, and some 
of the tubes are driven from the one 
extreme to the other. 

The amplifier tube V,8 is driven at 
both its cathode and its grid by V,.{ 
in such a way that the two drives aug- 
ment each other. When the grid 

voltage of V,. rises above some 
critical value (which is determined by 
the size of the cathode resistor, R,) 
V,8 suddenly cuts off. When the VIA 

grid voltage drops again, V,8 starts 
with equal rapidity to conduct again. 
Thus the sine -wave input (for all 
practical purposes) switches V,8 off 

(Continued on page 116) 

Fig. 1. Complete schematic diagram of the square -wave shaper built by the author. 
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pl0 

PL vi V2 V3 
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R,-50.000 ohm audio -taper pot. 
R2-47,000 ohm, 1/2 r. 
R:, 5000 ohm vircro,snd pot. 
R,-6800 ohm, I r. res. 

R, -I0 megohm, 1/2 W. res. 
R 3300 ohm, 2 r. res. 
R -5600 ohm, V2 r. res. 
R;, -2000 ohm composition pot. 
R,0- 10.000 ohm, 10 r. r oued adj. res. 
R,,, 12,s-10,000 ohm, 1/Z rr res. 
R,. R -I000 ohm, 1/2 r res. 
C, -.02 phi., 400 v. tond. 
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,A OUTPUT 

0.002 pjd., 400 v. cond. 
Cs -.25 pfd., 400 v. tond. 
C;, -700 pfd.. 250 v. elec. cond. 
C,1. C -20 20 pfd.. 450 v. elec. cond. 
CHs -l0 hy. e.c: d.c. choke 
S,- S.p.s.t. toggle sr. 
S -Sup. 3 -pos. selector sr. 
T, -Poher trans. 325.0.325 v. @ 55 me.; 5 v. 

@ 2 amps.; 6.3 v. @ 2 amps. (Stancor 
PM8407 or equiv.) 

PL, -6.3 v., 150 me. pilot light 
V,-6.16 tube 
V.., V;, -64H6 tube 
V, -$Y3 tube 
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SELENIUM DIODE APPLICATIONS 

Fig. 1. Modern selenium diode . 

photographed alongside pa- 
per clip to show compact size. 

By 

J. T. CATALDO 
International Rectifier Corp. 

The development of the selenium diode opens a whole 

new field of circuit design possibilities to the engineer. 

THE development of the selenium 
diode offers the electronic design 
engineer a series of semi- conduct- 

ing components heretofore not avail- 
able. These units were developed, in 
part, to help fill the ever increasing fi 

demand for miniature diodes of the 
metallic family which was created 
with the advent of electronic com- 
puters and miniaturized equipment of 
all types. Germanium and silicon di- 
odes were used almost exclusively in 
computers as well as in other elec- 
tronic equipment such as hearing aids, 
electronic organs, bias supplies, sensi- 
tive d.c. relays, TV and radio re- 
ceivers. Manufacturers have been 
sponsoring research and development 
activities since the first commercial 
production of selenium rectifiers. The 
development of the selenium diode. 
shown in Fig. 1, is the result of the 
progress made to date in the effort to 
miniaturize selenium rectifiers. The 
diode is photographed with a paper 
clip for comparison purposes. 

Initial efforts to produce small rec- 
tifier cells were not very encouraging 

te 

FREOVENCY - SC 

Fig. 2. Capacitance versus frequency curve. 

because the many intricate and com- 
plex production processes were not 
well understood. However, with the 
gradual and continued improvement 
and control of production techniques 
and processes, a few selenium rectifier 
manufacturers started producing min- 
iature rectifier cells. These small cells 
were assembled into various types of 
enclosures. A few of the many types 
of rectifiers produced are shown in 
Fig. 3. These units, although exceed- 
ingly satisfactory for many applica- 
tions. were limited insofar as their 
frequency response is concerned. Un- 
like the silicon or germanium diode, 

Table 1. Specifications on the Series S. Series T. and Series U selenium diodes. 

Rated Forward Current 
Max. Applied Voltage 

ISI 

100 pa. 

251 ITI 2T1 lUl 2U1 3U1 4U1 5111 

1.5ma. 1.5ma. 1.5ma. 100 pa. 200 pa. 2C0 pa. 1.5rna. 1.5ma. 

(e-.in.s.) 26 v. 52 v. 26 v. 52 v. 26 v. 52 v. 78 v. 104 v. 130 v. 
Max. d.c. Output 

Voltage 20 v. 40 v. 20 v. 40 v. 20 v. 40 v. 60 v. 80 v. 100 v. 
Peak Inverre Voltage 60 v. 120 v. 60 v. 120 v. 60 v. 120 v. 180 v. 240 v. 300 v. 
Max. Surge Current 

(in ma. -1 sec.) 5 5 10 10 180 80 80 80 80 
Voltage Drop at Full Load 1 v. 2 v. 1 v. 2 v. 1 v. 2 v. 3 v. 4 v. S v. 

Max. r.m.a. Input 
Current 250 pa. 500 pa. 3.75 ma. 

Peak Rectified Current 
(in ma.) 1.3 2.6 20 

Reverse Current at Max. 
Applied Voltage 6 pa. 6 pa. 27 pa. 

Reverse Current at -10 v.i\ 20 v. -10 v.1-20 v. -10 _I_20 v. -30 v. 40 v.!_50 v_ 

.6 pa. I .6 pa. 2.4 pa. 

Shunt Capacity at Max. 57 29 57 29 140 70 
I I I 

50 
I 
-- 28 

Frequency µpfd. µpfd. µpfd µpfd. µpfd. µpfd. -pfd. - id. µpfd. 
Max. Frequency 200 kc. 200 kc. 100 kc. 
Ambient Temperature Range -40 to 106 degrees C. 

the selenium rectifier is an area type 
semi -conductor. As such, the selenium 
rectifier possesses a self -capacitance 
which is on the order of 0.018 micro - 
farad per -square -inch at a frequency 
of 60 cycles -per- second. In Fig. 2 are 
plotted capacitance test data of an 
0.250 inch diameter selenium rectifier 
cell in microfarads per- square -inch 
rersus frequency. From this curve, the 
self- capacitance of an 0.250 inch diam- 
eter cell is calculated to be 500 µµtd. 
at 100 kc. and 900 pµfd. at 60 cycles. 
Since the capacitance of a selenium 
rectifier is a function of its area, 
it is obvious that reducing the 
area of the cell would, in turn, de- 
crease the self -capacitance. Large 
scale production of smaller diameter 
cells was accomplished after contin- 
ued research resulted in resolving the 
many difficulties previously encoun- 
tered. Consequently, it is now possible 
to produce rectifier cells having an 
area of 0.003 square inch as compared 
to previous small cells having an area 
of 0.05 square inch. A decrease of ca- 
pacitance of as much as 16 to 1 has 
been achieved by this reduction in 
rectifier cell size. The decrease of 
self- capacitance permits the use of 
these selenium diodes in circuits oper- 
ating in a frequency range of 100 kc. 
to 200 kc. These research and devel- 
opment activities also resulted in op- 
erational improvements such as ex- 
treme stability and long life in high 
ambient temperatures and adverse 
environment conditions normally en- 
countered in military applications. 
The resulting improvements are at- 
tributable to modifications made in 
several manufacturing processes and 
to the complete encapsulation of the 
rectifying element within a thermo- 
setting plastic. 

Characteristics and Specifications 
The prest.nt line of selenium diodes 

consists of three series: Series S, 
Series T, and Series U. The units are 
provided with pigtail leads to facili- 
tate wiring into crowded chassis. 
Their small size (see Table 1 for di- 
mensions) makes them ideal for use 
in electronic equipment where space 
is limited. They do not require any 
additional support because of their 
light weight. 

The d.c. output current rating is 
100 microamperes, 200 microamperes, 
and 1.5 milliamperes for the Series S. 
T, and U respectively. The Series S 
and T are produced for output volt- 
ages of 20 and 40 volts, while the 
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Series U is available for output volt - 
at es of 20, 90, 60, 80, and 100 volts at 
rated output current. Higher output 
vcltages are attainable with these se- 
le:rium diodes at reduced output cur - 
reit. Static forward and reverse char- 
acteristics for the three available 
se les are shown in Fig. 6. The char- 
acteristics shown are for the Type 
151, Type 1T1, and Type 1U1. How - 
evrr, these curves are also applicable 
to the other diodes if the forward 
voltage and reverse voltage scales are 
multiplied by 2, 3, 4, or 5. For ex- 
ample, the Type 5U1 would have a 
mi.ximum forward voltage drop of 6.0 
vo is when it is delivering an output 
Cu rent of 1.5 milliamperes. The char - 
ac eristics in Fig. 6 are the minimum 
aclreptable quality level for these di- 
odes. Units in production all have 
characteristics well within the limits 
shown in Fig. 6. In others words. lower 
forward voltage drop and lower re- 
verse currents can be expected of se- 
lenium diodes from regular production 
runs. Examination of this figure will 
dis:lose that a minimum forward -to- 
reterse resistance ratio of 5000 to 1 
is obtainable when the reverse voltage 
on the unit is not more than 20 volts 
for the single cell units. This ratio is 
also attainable with a reverse voltage 
of LOO volts on the Type 5U1. 

Forward voltage drop versus ambi- 
ent temperature characteristics for 
various loads on a basic bridge are 
shown in Fig. 4. The bridge consisted 
of tour Type 1T1 selenium diodes, one 
in ?ach arm. The input voltage or 
voltage drop across the bridge was re- 
canted for loads of half -, one -. and 
fou -times rated for ambient tempera - 
tures of 0 to 100° C. Since selenium 
has a negative -temperature coefficient, 
a lower voltage drop exists at elevated 
temperatures. It will also be noted 
tha the slope of the curves decrease 
with decreasing load. 

These selenium diodes are being 
used in many novel circuits. An inter - 
esti ig application is as a clamping di- 
ode in a telemetering circuit, shown in 
Fig. 5. The purpose of this circuit in 
the telemetering equipment is to con- 
vert a signal voltage of fixed phase 
with the reference voltage into a d.c. 
volt age of 0 -5 volts that is proportion- 
al Ut the amplitude of the signal volt- 
age. In operation. the rectifier SR 
rectifies the a.c. voltage existing at 
the cathode of the tube, V,. Since 
there is no control on the magnitude 
of the input signal, the output voltage 
can exceed 5 volts thereby causing 
mal unctioning of the telemetering 
circuit. To preclude this condition, a 
Type 1U1 selenium diode is incorpo- 
ratel into the circuit as a damper. 
With a clamping potential of 4.3 volts, 
clamping occurs when the output 
reacies 5 volts. In Fig. 5, SR, is an 
late stational Rectifier Corp. #V1HM 
rectifier and SR, is a 1U1 type. The 
circuit was supplied by the Raymond- 
Lindsey Co. of Gardena, Calif. 

Tt ere are many other applications 
for these units. For example, the di- 
odes have been designed into hearing 
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Fig. 3. Typical cartridge -typo selenium rectifiers as made by International Rectifier. 
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aids, electronic organs, and numerous 
electronic instruments. The circuits of 
these applications cannot be disclosed 
at this time, since their disclosure 
may jeopardize certain patentable 
features. The most popular usage for 

Fig. 5. Teleme!ering circuit showing se- 
lenium diode used for the clamping action. 

these diodes is to provide bias voltage 
in electronic equipment. Fig. 7 shows 
a typical application for providing 
fixed bias for the push -pull stage of an 
audio system. It is well to note that 

(Continued on page 149) 

Fig 6. S,a is forward and reverse characteristics of Types IS1. 1T1. and lUl diodes. 
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OBTAINING 

TRANSISTOR 1 741 

CHARACTERISTICI 

41` CURVES 441 

Fig. 1. Overall view of 
the unit designed to permit 
plotting of transistor curves. 

THE usual technique for obtaining 
a characteristic curve for a vacuum 
tube, transistor, or crystal diode is 

to set up the basic experimental cir- 
cuit in breadboard fashion, making 
provision for both fixed and variable 
voltage sources. Where more than one 
voltage source is required for the par- 
ticular characteristic curve desired, it 
is general practice to fix all voltage 
sources but one, then to vary that 
voltage in small increments, noting 
any variations in c.:rrent. 

In the case of a t: ansistor, for ex- 
ample, a fixed base current may be 
allowed to flow, with the collector 
voltage varied over a range and 
changes in collector current noted. 
A number of "check" points may be 
obtained and the resulting data tabu- 
lated. 

After a series of measurements 
have been completed, the resulting 
data might be plotted on a conven- 
tional graph scale, giving a "collec- 
tor voltage vs collector current char- 
acteristic curve" for the particular 
transistor checked, and for the specific 
base current. If several complete sets 
of measurements are made, with dif- 
ferent base current values, the result- 
ing series of graphs, plotted on the 
same scale, represent a "family" of 
characteristic curves. 

As can be easily seen, considerable 
time might be required to obtain suf- 
ficient experimental data to plot even 
a small "family" of curves. Where a 
number of individual transistors are to 
be checked, obtaining the experimen- 
tal data alone may well represent 
many man -hours - with still more 
time required to plot the curves. 

However, by using the small instru- 
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By 

WARREN PHILBROOK 

A rapid method for obtaining performance data on junction 

and point- contact transistors." Breadboard" layout may be used. 

ment illustrated in Fig. 1, it is pos- 
sible to obtain an accurate character- 
istic curve in less than a minute's 
time, including the time required for 
"setting up" the equipment! With 
proper accessory equipment, a com- 
plete "family" of curves can be ob- 
tained in well under five minutes' 
time! 

Circuit Description 
The complete schematic diagram of 

the "transistor waveform tracer" is 
given in Fig. 2. The meter M, is ex- 
ternal to the small chassis shown in 
Fig. 1 and is connected to it with the 
leads identified by the word "Meter" 
on the chassis. 

In operation, B,, a small penlight 
cell, supplies the desired base current 

Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram of unit 
for checking transistor characteristics. 

R 

BI 

BASE 
CURRENT 

VERT INPUT 

RELTI 

GROUND 

117V AC 
R,- 30.000 ohm pot 
R2-100 ohm, 1/2 s. res. (see text) 
M,-0.1 ma. or 0400 pa. meter 

volt penlight cell 
@ I amp. fil. trans. 

Rea. 25 ma. selenium rectljer 

OR. INPUT 

for the transistor, with the exact 
amount of base current adjusted by 
means of series resistor, RI, and indi- 
cated on the meter. 

A pulsating d.c. voltage is applied 
between the emitter and collector ter- 
minals. This voltage is obtained by 
rectifying a 6.3 volt a.c. signal which 
is obtained, in turn, from the secon- 
dary of filament transformer T,. A 
half -wave selenium rectifier, Rect.,, 
is employed. 

A small resistor, R,, is connected in 
series with the collector terminal. The 
value chosen for this resistor (100 
ohms) is low enough so as not to af- 
fect circuit operation. Since the volt- 
age across any resistor is directly 
proportional to the current through 
it, observing the voltage waveform 
across R: gives an exact indication of 
the variations in collector current. 

In practice, the pulsating voltage 
applied between the emitter and col- 
lector of the transistor is applied to 
the horizontal terminals of an oscil- 
loscope. This gives a horizontal sweep 
directly proportional to variations in 
collector voltage. 

The voltage across R: is applied to 
the vertical input terminals of the 
oscilloscope, giving a vertical deflec- 
tion directly proportional to the vari- 
ations in collector current. 

The waveform of the pulsating 
voltage applied to the collector -emit- 
ter circuit is shown in Fig. 3, and 
can be observed by transferring the 
"Hor. Input" lead shown in Fig. 2 to 
the vertical input terminals of the 
scope and using the built -in linear 
sweep. However, when obtaining 
characteristic curves, the built -in 
sweep of the scope is not used. Be 
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srae that the horizontal amplifier is 
switched to "Hor. Input." 

Typical characteristic curves ob- 
tt.ined by using this technique are 
it ustrated in Figs. 4A and 4B. Fig. 
4A was obtained using a base current 
(31 100 micrcamperes, while Fig. 4B 
rc presents the curve obtained with a 
base current of 20 microamperes. 

Construction Hints 
The average technician should have 

no difficulty in assembling the circuit 
it ustrated in about two or three hours' 
tine and most of this time will be 
e):pended in laying out and drilling 
tt e small chassis. Where "breadboard" 
type construction is used, the en- 
ti e circuit can be assembled and 
wired in less than an hour's time. 

Terminals are provided for making 
tt e oscilloscope connections and two 
le ids are brought out for the panel 
meter which is used to indicate base 
ct rrent. 

All other components, including the 
pc nlight cell, are mounted directly on 
tte small chassis shown. The chas- 
si:: used by the author is a standard 
B.id CB -1617 chassis, but any small 
el- assis base is suitable. 

The transistor socket used in the 
m )del shown is a special unit and is 
nc t generally available commercially. 
H )wever, the prospective builder may 
we any one of several substitute 
m ethods : a standard subminiature tube 
socket, a terminal strip to which 
to nporary soldered "lap" joints may 
be made, a screw -type terminal strip, 
or even permanently -mounted spring 
clips to which quick connections of 
the transistor leads may be made. 

No special pains need be taken in 
wiring the unit. However, if the tran- 
si, for is to be soldered in position, care 
sh uld be taken that the transistor 
leads are not overheated. 

Circuit Modifications 
The model shown in the photographs 

and in the schematic diagram is de- 
sii:ned to obtain characteristic curves 
when used with Raytheon junction 
transistors of the p -n -p type over fair- 
ly limited changes in collector voltage. 
W sere greater changes in collector 
voltage are desired, simply substitute 
another transformer for T, which will 
pr )vide a greater secondary voltage, 
fo: example, a 12.6 volt or a 25.2 volt 
transformer may well be used here. 

:f the engineer or experimenter 
wishes to obtain characteristic curves 
of the same type for point- contact 
transistors, the same basic circuit ar- 
ra igement may be used, but with the 
ne essary modifications in T,, as men- 
tioned previously. 

'Where junction transistors of the 
n -p -n type are used, reverse the con - 
ne:tions to the battery, B,, and to the 
selenium rectifier. This is necessary 
to insure that the proper voltages are 
ap:)lied to the transistor elements. 

Although the circuit arrangement 
shown in Fig. 2 supplies collector cur - 
re),t vs collector voltage characteris- 
tic curves, other types of curves may 
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be easily obtained by making minor 
variations in the circuit connections. 
For example, the pulsating voltage 
might well be applied between base 
and emitter, with a fixed voltage ap- 
plied between emitter and collector. 
Any number of variations are possible, 
depending on whether "grounded- base ", 
"grounded- emitter ", or "grounded -col- 
lector" circuits are employed and upon 
which voltages (or currents) are made 
the independent variable. 

However, whenever changing to dif- 
ferent circuits, make sure that the 
polarity of the voltage connections is 
correct for the type of transistor being 
checked and for the type of charac- 
teristic curves desired. 

The oscilloscope and meter connec- 
tions are apparent in the schematic 
diagram (Fig. 2). A typical experi- 
mental set -up is shown in Fig. 7. 

Once the proper connections have 
been made and the transistor con- 
nected in the circuit (or inserted in 
its socket), R, is adjusted for the de- 
sired base current, as indicated on 
meter M,. The "Vert. Gain" and "Hor. 
Gain" controls of the oscilloscope are 
adjusted until the desired image size 
is obtained. 

The resulting characteristic curve 
(see Figs. 4A and 4B) is suitable for 
experimental study and school demon- 
stration work. Where the curves ob- 
tained are to be used for engineering 
work, one or two additional steps are 
required in "setting up" for tests, 
however. 

A transparent graph scale should 
be placed over the screen of the CRT 
and the "Vert. Gain" and "Hor. Gain" 
adjusted for a known amount of gain. 
In other words, the scope is "cali- 
brated" so that the characteristic 
curve obtained may be actually 
checked in terms of milliamperes cur- 
rent and amount of applied voltage. 

This calibration procedure is quite 
simple, and consists of applying a 

(Continued on page 130) 

Fig. 7. An experimental 
test set -up using the os- 
cilloscope and meter. 

Fig. 3. Waveform of a pulsating voltage 
applied to the collector- emitter circuit. 

I B 

Fig. 4. Characteristic curves obtained with 
(A) base current of 100 microamperes. and 
(B) with base current of 20 microamperes. 

Fig. 5. Family of collector current vs col- 
lector voltage curves for Raytheon CK722 
at base currents of 25, 50, 100. 150, and 200 
microamperes respectively (bottom to top). 

Fig. 6. Characteristic curve of a germanium 
diode which was tested with same circuit. 
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Fig. 1. "Light -powered- audio oscil. 
lator which is housed in tiny pill box. 

A TRANSISTORIZED 

-awl AUDIO 

OSCILLATOR 

A miniature test unit which requires neither batteries nor 
power lines. It has several unique service applications. 

MOST electronic and electrical de- 
vices have one circuit in common 
-the power supply. In some cases, 

the power supply consists of one or 
more batteries, and may include addi- 
tional components such as a vibrator, 
transformer, rectifier, and filter com- 
ponents. In other cases, the equipment 
is "line-operated," and the power sup- 
ply may include a power transformer, 
rectifier (whether a vacuum tube or 
"dry disc "), and filter components. 

But the audio oscillator shown in 
Fig. 1 (together with its small ear- 
phone) is completely self- contained 
and requires neither batteries nor 
"line plug -in" for operation! An that 
is required for operation is for a rea- 
sonable amount of light to fall on its 
face. While not quite "something for 
nothing," it is a close approach. 

The unit shown is not an expensive 
"laboratory device" but a practical 
piece of equipment that can be easily 
duplicated by almost any technician 
or experimenter. 

Its design and construction has been 
made possible by utilizing two semi- 
conductor devices -a self -generating 
selenium photocell and a Raytheon 
type CK722 junction transistor. 

Circuit Description 
The complete schematic diagram 

for the light -powered oscillator is 
given in Fig. 2, while an interior view 
of the unit is shown in Fig. 3. 

Referring to the schematic diagram, 
the transistor collector is connected 
68 

to the primary of a small "Sub - 
Ouncer" transformer, T,. The return 
lead is connected to the "negative" 
terminal of the self -generating photo- 
cell, PS. 

The transformer secondary winding 
is connected between the transistor 
emitter and, through coupling conden- 
ser C,, to the transistor base. R, serves 
as a "base return" resistor and is con- 
nected to the negative terminal of the 
photocell. 

An output signal is obtained through 
coupling condenser C, and applied to a 
standard crystal earphone, the lower 
lead of which connects directly to the 
transistor emitter. The "positive" ter- 
minal of the photocell is also con- 
nected to the transistor emitter. 

In operation, light striking the 
photocell generates sufficient voltage 
to drive a small current through a low 
impedance load (the maximum cur- 
rent obtained with the photocell shown 
does not exceed a few hundred micro- 
amperes). 

This current flows over two paths. 
Part of the current flows through the 
R, and base -emitter path, establish- 
ing the "bias current" for the transis- 
tor. Another part of the current flows 
through the primary of T, and the col- 
lector- emitter path. 

As is readily apparent, the transis- 
tor itself is connected in a modified 
"tickler feedback" grounded- emitter 
oscillator circuit, with feedback ob- 
tained through the primary and sec- 
ondary winding of T,. Current varia- 

tions in the primary winding cause 
a.c. variations in the secondary wind- 
ing through magnetic coupling. The 
signal thus developed in the secondary 
is applied to the base -emitter circuit 
of the transistor, where amplification 
takes place, resulting in further varia- 
tions in the primary current (since 
this is equal to the collector current). 

The oscillation obtained continues 
as long as sufficient light falls on the 
photocell. 

With the parts values shown, there 
is a certain amount of "blocking oscil- 
lator" action, with the result that the 
frequency of operation varies with 
large changes in the amplitude of 
light falling on the photocell (and 
hence with changes in the amount of 
generated current). When the model 
shown is held in sunlight and gradu- 
ally turned so that greater amounts of 
light strike the photocell, the tone 
gradually increases in pitch, then sud- 
denly changes over to a low frequen- 
cy "buzz." 

Gond results can be obtained under 
incandescent lights, but when the unit 
is used under fluorescent lamps, the 
60 -cycle line buzz modulates the nor- 
mal signal, with the result that a 
"buzz" is heard in the earphone. 

Construction is fairly straightfor- 
ward and no particular difficulty 
should be encountered by the skilled 
technician. However, a few special 
suggestions appear to be in order. 

The author's model has been assem- 
bled and wired in a small plastic box 
(an old "pill box "). As is easily seen 
in the interior view, Fig. 3. the inside 
of the box is mostly "empty space." If 
a smaller plastic box had been avail- 
able at the time of construction, the 
entire unit could have really been 
"miniaturized." 
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Either a larger or smaller case may 
be used by the builder, as he prefers. 
However, two points should be kept 
it mind when selecting the case -first, 
it should be large enough so that the 
photocell used can be easily mounted. 
S ?condly, if the builder plans to mount 
tie photocell inside the case (as the 
author did), the case should be of 
char (transparent) plastic. 

This brings up an important point - 
obtaining the photocell. All parts used 
in constructing the small unit are 
ccmmonly available and can be ob- 
tained from the majority of whole- 
sale electronics parts distributors - 
except the photocell. Two possible 
sources of supply are open to the 
experimenter, (a) he can salvage a 
ur it from a discarded or used photo- 
graphic exposure meter, and (b) he 
can watch for "surplus" sale ads, 
where these units are sometimes of- 
fe ed at low prices. (Concord Radio, 
of New York, recently offered similar 
photocells at less than one dollar 
ea :h.) 

Dnce the photocell has been ob- 
ta ned, the polarity of lead connec- 
tions must be identified. If these con- 
ne:tions are not already marked on 
th? photocell, a 0 -1 ma. or 0 -500 
microammeter should be connected to 
th.? photocell and the unit held under 
a reasonably strong light. By noting 
WI ether an "up- scale" or "down- scale" 
de lection is obtained, the lead polarity 
cast be quickly determined. 

:n the unit used by the author, the 
re: .r surface was positive and two 
na row strips on the front (or light - 
ser.sitive) surface formed the negative 
ter minais. 

When mounting the photocell, make 
sui e that the light- sensitive surface 
faces in the proper direction. Also 
make sure that positive contact is 
made to the photocell terminals. This 
contact is preferably made through 
spring surfaces (phosphor bronze is 
goad material to use for this). No 
attmpt should be made to solder di- 
rectly to the photocell unless special 
terminals are provided for this on the 
unit itself. 

J.lthough the transistor could be 
wired directly into the circuit, using 
its leads, it is suggested that a stand - 
arc 5 -pin subminiature tube socket be 
used instead, as shown in the model. 
This step is necessary because the 
short lead lengths used in subminia- 
tur? wiring might result in the tran- 
sistor being overheated during solder- 
ing 

I(owever, if the builder does not 
hare the proper socket available, and 
cannot easily obtain one, the transis- 
tor may be soldered into the circuit if 
spe zial care is taken to hold each 
tra isistor lead during soldering with 
a lair of flat -nosed pliers (the pliers 
should be on the "transistor side" of 
the soldered joint). 

Eoth the transistor socket (where 
uses) and the "Sub -Ouncer" trans- 
former may be mounted simply by 
cen.enting them to the plastic case, 
using either "Duco" cement or any 
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general -purpose radio service cement. 
Other parts are supported on their 

own leads. 

Adjustment 

Once the wiring is completed, the 
unit should be checked for operation 
by placing the earphone in the ear 
and holding the completed oscillator 
near a reasonably strong light source 
so that light falls directly on the 
photocell. 

If oscillation is not obtained, try 
varying the size of R,. If necessary, 
a 250,000 ohm potentiometer may be 
temporarily connected in place of this 
resistor and an adjustment made. The 
value is then checked and a fixed re- 
sistor of approximately the same value 
permanently connected in place. 

Should it be impossible to obtain 
oscillation, even by varying the size 
of R,, reverse the transformer second- 
ary leads (the two black leads, Fig. 2) 
and again check for oscillation. If 
necessary, again try varying the size 
of R,. 

Where the last step does not permit 
oscillation to be obtained, it may in- 
dicate that the photocell is defective 
or "weak." Check this unit for opera- 
tion by connecting a 0 -1 ma. or a 
0 -500 microammeter across it and 
holding the unit under a strong light 
source; a current of at least 50 to 100 
microamperes should be obtained, 
with as high as several hundred micro- 
amperes obtained from a really sen- 
sitive cell. 

In an extreme case it may be neces- 
sary to try another transistor, but, in 
general, this should not prove neces- 
sary. The author tried this circuit 
with a number of different transistors 
(of the same type) and obtained satis- 
factory results in every case. 

Applications 
While the light -powered audio oscil- 

GK 722 
LVE 71 

BLACK 

BLACK 

R -4 -.000 ohm. ! y r. res. 
C. C_ -.01 pfd. disc ceramic cond. 
i -"Sub- Ouocer" trans. (VTC SO -3) E- Hearing -aid type crystal earphone (Brush) 
l'J -Self- generating selenium photocell (see 

text) 
CK' 22- Junction -type "p -n -p" transistor (Ray - 

th. onI 

Fig. 2. Schematic of audio oscillator unit. 

lator, as shown in the photographs, is 
basically an experimental "gadget," 
the unit does offer a number of prac- 
tical applications. For example, by 
providing a hand -key in the emitter 
circuit, the unit could be used as an 
extremely compact and inexpensive- 
to- operate code -practice oscillator. 

The unit could also be used by a 
blind person to determine if a room 
is lighted or dark. Since the tone 
pitch varies somewhat with light in- 
tensity, this would provide some in- 
dication as to the amount of light in 
a room and as to the light sources. 

In addition to the applications of the 
audio oscillator, the use of "light - 
power" suggests many other possibili- 
ties. The author plans to eventually 
construct a small light -powered trans- 
mitter, a receiver, and possibly a small 
audio amplifier. 

The reader can undoubtedly think 
of many additional applications of the 
light -powered audio oscillator, as well 
as other more general applications of 
light -powered "electronic" equipment. 

-30- 

Fig. 3. Internal view. Unit can be constructed in even smaller cabinet if desired. 
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AUTOMATIC INPUT SWITCHING 

WITHOUT RELAYS 

Over -all view of control unit. It is housed 
in 3" x 4" x 5" steel utility can. See text. 

Construction details on a novel input control circuit for 

switching in the desired source -tuner, phono, TV, etc. 

100 many knobs" ... and "I don't 
know how to work it" ... "It's 
too complicated ". If anyone in 

your family ever says these things 
about your radio /phonograph instal- 
lation, then you are not getting full 
value from your investment in high - 
fidelity. Every member of the family 
should be able to enjoy it when they 
want to and so obtain from it the 
many hours of pleasure a really good 
system can furnish. 

The "automatic input selector" can 
help you make the operation of your 
equipment easier. Here is how it was 
used in one fairly typical installation 
which was being re- designed with 
simplified operation in mind. 

The equipment was installed in a 
deep -shelved bookcase built against 
one wall of the living room. The 
record player was placed on one open 
shelf a convenient forty -five inches 
from the floor, with the space below 
it containing the speaker and its hous- 
ing. An AM tuner, an FM tuner, and 
the equalizing preamp were on an- 
other shelf of the same height. 

Two open shelves below them were 
used for records and the bottom shelf 
was provided with doors to conceal 
the speaker crossover network, main 
amplifier, and power supply. Ten 
knobs and two switches were in daily 
use on the tuner /preamp shelf. All 
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the controls except those for the AM 
and FM tuners were grouped together 
on the preamp /control panel, each 
control essential, but the seven knobs 
in a row discouraged all but the tech- 
nically- minded members of the family. 
The knobs lined up this way: on the 
AM tuner -"on -off" and volume and 
a tuning knob. On the FM tuner - 
volume, "on -off ", tuning knob. On 
the preamp /control panel -input se- 
lector, bass, treble, low- frequency 
turnover, high- frequency cut, volume, 
"on -off" switch, and pilot light. 

To reduce the number of controls, 
two methods of attack were used. The 

Fig. 1. How the various components in the 
home entertainment system are connected 
into the automatic input switching unit. 

"FintMEtt .E 

TUR F 
ry Af 
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NaMo PREAMP 
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MomR E 

AUTOMATIC 

UNIT 
SWITCH 

Ac 
111 

POTTER 
SUPPLY 

TvAC 

SPEAKER 

I 

PREAwF" AMP 

By ALLAN M. FERRES 

first was to have one knob serve two 
functions wherever possible and the 
second was to place specialized con- 
trols on the unit with which it was 
used. An example of both methods 
was to combine the low- frequency 
turnover and the high- frequency cut 
adjustments, which were used only 
for records, on one six -position switch 
and mount it alongside the record 
player. All this entailed was to build 
the phono preamp on its own two by 
two by four chassis instead of combin- 
ing it with the equalizing /control pre - 
amp, and mounting it under the 
motor board so that the equalizer 
switch would appear near the back of 
the pickup arm. From an experimen- 
tal viewpoint, it had the advantage 
of being readily available for modifi- 
cations without the need for putting 
any other equipment out of service 
while it was being worked on. From 
the family's point of view, its location 
made it obvious that it needed manip- 
ulation only when records were being 
played. 

The AM and FM tuning knobs on 
the separate tuners defied changing, 
for even if a combination AM /FM 
tuner were used, a bandswitch would 
be needed which still meant two 
knobs here. 

Bass and treble controls still had 
to be separate, but if the input to the 
equalizing preamp could be selected 
automatically when the desired music 
source was turned on, one more con- 
trol could either be eliminated or 
moved to a less crowded spot. It 
would, of course, be possible to use 
the input selector to turn on each 
input source as required, but with the 
tuners and the record player arranged 
as they were, the former method re- 
sulted in more logical operation. If 
another input source, such as a TV 
set or tape recorder, were located at 
a distance from the main installation, 
the reason for choosing this method 
would be even more obvious. As the 
only unusual item in the simplified 
installation was the automatic input 
selector, it is described here. The gen- 
eral arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. 

The automatic input selector could 
have been included in the equalizing 
preamp, but it was made up on a 
separate chassis to reduce the extent 
of crippling of the whole system when 
future modifications were in order. As 
a separate unit, it can be readily 
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added to existing installations with 
only minor changes in each input 
:ounce. Relays could have been used 
to select the desired input which was 
to be fed into the rest of the system, 
1 ut by using the cathode followers, 
the distance between the selector and 
the equalizing preamp could be great - 
1i extended without loss of high -fre- 
quency response or increase in sus - 
ceptibility to hum pickup without 
additional complications. 

The circuit (Fig. 2) is simple 
enough. It consists of four triodes 
connected as cathode followers, hav- 
ing a common cathode load resistor. 
I t this case, two dual triodes, 12AU7's, 
a e used. In these tubes. the cathode 
which is connected to pin 3 is heated 
b,/ the section of the heater included 
between pins 4 and 9 and the cathode 
connected to pin 8 is heated by the 
soction between pins 5 and 9. Each 
it put source, tuner, TV set, tape re- 
corder, or phono preamp is connected 
tc a separate grid circuit and when 
tie heater of this section is turned on 
br the regular a.c. switch of the input 
sc urce, the signal is passed on by the 
ttbe and appears across the common 
cr thode load resistor. As only crie 
triode heater is turned on at a time, 
the other input circuits are effectively 
disconnected from the rest of the cir- 
cL it. In order to eliminate the heat 
that would be caused by having a 
se-ies dropping resistor in the heater 
circuit, a condenser is used to reduce 
the line voltage to the 6.3 volts re- 
qL ired by each triode section. This 
idea was gratefully lifted from Mr. 
Richard Graham's article "A Novel 
C<.pacitance Relay" in the December 
19)2 issue of RADIO & TELEVISION 
Ni.ws. If each source of input had 
had its own 6.3 -volt heater supply, 
th s 6.3 volts could have been used to 
operate its respective triode section, 
all hough one additional conductor 
wculd have been required between 
tho source and the input selector unit. 

:n the unit built by the author, the 
pa Is were mounted in a three by four 
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rol. control (Mallory #14 or equivalent) 
S - S.p.s.t. a.c. SM. Iphono motor) 
PL, -NE -51 neon lamp 
V,. V2-12AÚ7 tube 

Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram of the automatic input switching device. 

by five steel utility can as shown in 
the photographs. The two tube sock- 
ets and the filter condenser were 
mounted on a piece of aluminum ap- 

Under chassis view. Few parts a-e required in the construction. 
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proximately five by two and three - 
quarter inches, with a half -inch fold 
on the two and three -quarter -inch 

(Continued on page 128) 

Top chassis view. Provision is made for proper heat dissipation. 
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A MULTIBAND, CONSTANT IMPEDANCE. 

By CALVIN R. GRAF, W5LFM 

A simple modified "dipole" antenna can be used on all 
bands related to the fundamental frequency in steps of 

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, etc. by choosing the correct feed point. 

IN AN ARTICLE in this magazine 
several years ago,t it was shown 
that a transmission line could be 

matched to an antenna so that the 
antenna would operate on two bands. 
However, further investigation of the 
impedance -versus- length chart of the 
antenna shows that it is possible to 
work on several bands as long as they 
are related harmonically in steps of 1, 
2, 4, 8, etc. 

It is possible to find a point on an 
antenna that will present the sanie 
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impedance to the transmission line 
when operating on several different 
bands. Fig. 1, which is a logarithmic 
plot of impedance versus antenna 
length by bands, shows that there are 
many points on an antenna where the 
impedance is the same for different 
bands. Also, the points lie very near 
the 300 -ohm line on the chart. 

If point X in Fig. 1 is chosen, it can 
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Fig. 1. Impedance vs wavelength for GO-meter antenna. See text on Points X and Y. 
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Fig. 2. Breakdown of graph of Fig. 1 show- 
ing impedance -wavelength characteristics 
of same antenna on even -harmonic bands. 
(A) Fundamental. 80 meters. (B) Some wire, 
same feedpoint at 40 meters. (C) Same. 20 
meters. (D) No change found at 10 meters. 
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be seen that the fundamental of the 
antenna is not at the 300 -ohm points. 
But if point Y is chosen, it includes the 
300 -ohm point of the fundamental and 
of all harmonics related in steps of 2, 
4, 8, etc. Thus operation is possible 
not only on two bands, but on all 
bands that are related as indicated 
above. It becomes a simple matter of 
feeding a 300 -ohm antenna with a 300 - 
ohm line and this can be done on all 
bands without changing the feedpoint. 

On its fundamental frequency, in 
our case 3.5 mc. (Fig. 2A), the anten- 
na is fed off -center at one of the two 
300 -ohm points that exist on a half - 
wave dipole. This procedure is based 

.on the assumption that the center 
radiation resistance of a half -wave 
dipole is approximately 70 ohms, rising 
to an approximate value of 4000 ohms 
at each end. Both values will vary 
somewhat, of course, depending upon 
the wire size and the proximity fac- 
tors of the antenna. 

When the antenna is operating on 
its second harmonic, 7 mc., and is a 
full wavelength long electrically (Fig. 
2B). there exists a high impedance of 
4000 ohms at the center instead of the 
usual 70 ohms. This 4000 -ohm value 
will also be found at both ends of the 
tire. But, because of the position of 
the feedline, the antenna is still being 
energized at a 300 -ohm point with a 
300 -ohm transmission line. Thus no 
standing waves result. 

The same 300 -ohm point is also used 
to feed the antenna on 14 and 28 mc., 
which are the fourth and eighth har- 
monics (Fig. 2C, 2D). 

The 300 -ohm transmission line can 
be any good- quality molded plastic or 
open -wire line. 

We must now calculate the length 
of the antenna and the feeder tap 
point. The long wire formula L = 492 
(N- .05) /f is used to determine an- 
tenna length. L is length in feet, f is 
frequency in mc. for the highest band 
to be used, and N is the number of 
half -waves for the highest band to be 
used. 

While in Japan, the author con- 
structed an antenna such as this to be 
used on all bands from 80 through 10 
meters. A frequency of 28.4 m^. for f 
was chosen since it allows the antenna 
to be tapped at the correct distance 
for proper operation in both the phone 
and c.w. portions of 10 and 20 me- 
ters. Operation on 40 and 80 will 
be satisfactory because of th? lesser 
importance of the tap position at the 
lower frequencies. N in th's case be- 

(Continued on page 104) 
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Part of the elaborate sound instal- 
lation in the grandstand at the Los 
Angeles County Fair's race track. 

AIR 
i 

By ROBERT BURDETTE f 

Chief Radio Engineer 
Los Angeles County Fair 

The sprawling grounds of the Los Angeles County Fair can shrink to backyard 

size because of an elaborate sound system which permits complete coverage. 

IIN OCTOBER. 1922 a popular young pharmacist, Mr. 
Jack C. Afflerbaugh of Pomona, California, conceived 
he idea of interesting a few of his fellow citizens in 

organizing an association, the purpose of which would be 
the exhibition of the products of the rich farm land and 
industries surrounding their thriving city. 

Thus was born the Los Angeles County Fair, which has 
grown to be the largest in the world. From exhibits in 
tents spread over 40 acres of grain field, the Fair now 
covars 400 acres of ground with parking accommodations 
for 40,000 cars; one of the country's finest race tracks; 
anc 200 permanent buildings housing exhibits brought 
from all over the world. More electricity is consumed 
daily at the Fair than is used by the entire city of Po- 
mona, with its population of over 35,000 people. 

1\ ineteen fifty -two, the twenty -fifth anniversary of the 
Fai saw 1,068,000 people swarming through the grounds, 
con ;uming over 25 miles of hot dogs. 

Protecting, guiding, and informing such a tremendous 
crowd involves public address and radio control problems 
of tie first magnitude. The people must be able to hear 
clearly all sorts of material, from concerts in the grand - 
stard (which seats 10,000 people) to the raucous calls of 
the Midway barkers. 

Fnrty -two thousand individual exhibitors collect an esti- 
mat.td two miles of ribbons for prize -winning accomplish- 
ments in various fields including agriculture, livestock, 
fine arts and crafts, horticulture, domestic arts, and many 
others. Information regarding the activities must be 
gathered, edited, and broadcast by public address, radio, 
Of telecast. 

T( accomplish this involves the simultaneous operation 
of ( ver seventeen major public address systems, the 
broalcasting of over 600 radio programs of all types, and 
75 hours of live telecasting, plus the release of many tape 
reco dings for delayed broadcast. 

This requires an enormous amount of electronic equip- 
ment, which must be set up, operated, and disassembled 
ever;' year during the seventeen days the Fair is open. 

September. 1953 

Public address requirements may be divided into four 
classifications: the race -track installation, ground system, 
localized installations, and the mobile unit. The race- 
track installation consists of seven trumpet horns mounted 
in two clusters and directed to project sound across a 
420 foot grandstand, which accommodates approximately 
20,000 people. Two large baffle -type speakers are located 
directly in front of the grandstand to provide sound re- 
inforcement for people standing at the edge of the. track 
with two additional trumpet horns strategically mounted 
to cover the infield. Located in the center of the grand- 
stand, upstairs rear, is a race announcer's microphone. 

In front of the grandstand is a large stage equipped 
with seven microphones which is used for entertainment 
between races. Custom -built amplifiers furnish 150 watts 
of power. This installation is sponsored by the General 
Petroleum Corporation. 

The ground system consists of speakers located through- 
out the grounds on towers approximately 60 feet in the 
air. These speakers are re- entrant -type trumpet horns 
with their amplifiers located in the Agriculture Building. 
Music, interspersed with public announcements, is con- 
tinually originated at this point. 

Custom -built amplifiers with 200 watts of power are 
located in the Agriculture Building. This system furnishes 
sound individually or simultaneously to the ground sys- 
tem and the speakers inside of the Agriculture Building. 
which is 400 feet wide. 800 feet long, with a 68 foot ceil- 
ing. Six Jensen "Hyper" chandelier -type speakers are 
used for sound projection. A stage, located at one end 
of this building, is equipped independently with its own 
amplification and baffle -type loudspeakers. This installa- 
tion is also sponsored by the General Petroleum Cor- 
poration. 

Localized installations are the main part of the public 
address operation with many units being operated simul- 
taneously in approximately sixteen major locations. These 
installations cover the main auditorium, seating approxi- 
mately 2000 persons, located in (Continued on page 183) 
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SPEECH FILTERS 

AMATEUR RECEIVERS 
By 

HECTOR E. FRENCH, W1JKZ 

The components needed for an effective 
filter are few, easily installed, and do 
not take up much room in the receiver. 

Essential "intelligence" audio frequencies are emphasized 

and much interference rejected by a receiver speech filter. 

WITH the amateur phone bands be- 
coming more crowded each year, 
it is necessary to take advantage 

of every possible improvement in the 
entire communications link, from the 
microphone of the transmitter clear 
through to the speaker of the receiver. 
One of the easiest and most effective 
ways of improving this communica- 
tions link is by using a speech filter. 

Already, many transmitters include 
a filter circuit in the modulator, de- 
signed to eliminate the frequencies 
which lie outside the basic communi- 
cations range of speech. By eliminat- 
ing these frequencies, all the modula- 
tion energy can be applied to the most 
useful speech frequencies, with a re- 
sulting increase in the effectiveness 
of the modulation. When a speech 
clipper is being used in the modulator 
to increase the apparent percentage 
of modulation, a speech filter is re- 
quired in order to eliminate the 
higher -order harmonic components 
generated by the clipping action. 
Failure to use a filter would result in 
severe distortion and spurious side - 
bands. 

However, there is often little or 
no attention paid to the audio charac- 
teristics of the receiver when trying 
to reduce interference. This portion 
of the communications link can also 
benefit by careful design, since the 
signal fed to the speaker by the audio 
stage may include high- frequency 
heterodynes, converter hiss, splatter 
from a neighboring overmodulated car- 
rier, or random noise from the back- 
ground noise level on the band. To 
make it even worse, these interfering 
components are usually present two 
or three at a time. Since the general- 
ly- accepted limits of the effective 
speech frequencies are roughly 300 and 
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3000 cycles, it is obvious that a filter 
which rejects the frequencies outside 
these limits will improve the com- 
munications ability of the receiver 
when interference is present. 

This type of interference is fre- 
quently made more severe by the 
characteristics of the speaker and its 
enclosure, and even by the position in 
the room where the speaker is mount- 
ed. Any resonances in this system out- 
side the speech range will artificially 
re- inforce these unwanted frequencies, 
and reduce the effective signal -to -noise 
ratio. When it is remembered that the 
human hearing mechanism is most 
sensitive to the frequencies above 3000 
cycles, it is plain that any effort to 
control this characteristic is a step 
towards more effective operation. 

One popular and simple approach 
towards controlling the audio charac- 
teristics of the amateur communica- 
tions receiver is to incorporate a 
resistance -capacity tone control some- 
where in the audio circuit. This is of 

Fig. 1. Circuit of the filter. Numbered 
parts are the filter proper; labelled parts 
are typical or preferred receiver values. 

2nd DET- 
1st AUDIO 
(65071 

00K 

003 Y16 OUTPUT 
STAGE 

Y,6- Dt 

R5- 33.000 ohm, I/2 w, res. 
R7-82,000 ohm. '/A w. res. 
C C:, -380 µµtd. ceramic cond. 
C -330 µµ1d. cream.. cond. L,- 4.5.5.3 hy. filter choke ISlant-or C -1706) 

some help in reducing the extremely 
high -pitched noise components, but the 
filtering action is usually too broad to 
be fully effective. With the tone con- 
trol "full on," the important upper 
speech frequencies become attenuated 
so severely that the intelligibility is 
reduced by the tone control more than 
it would have been by the interference 
the tone control was designed to cure 
in the first place! 

The only simple way of achieving 
the necessary sharp cut -off at the 
limits of the speech frequency range 
is by using a properly designed filter 
which has both inductance and capaci- 
tance. Designing the filter itself is 
somewhat complicated, but the great- 
er complications are those which arise 
after the design is completed and the 
practical considerations of using the 
filter appear. 

For example, there is the problem 
of size. A bandpass filter for the 
audio range can require more space 
than is available. Also, the electrical 
values required for the components 
almost always include some awkward- 
ly impractical number of microfarads 
that must be "built up" by placing 
smaller values in parallel. It soon be- 
came evident that a conventional 
bandpass filter design was impractical, 
and this approach was discarded. 

After calculation and experiment, 
it was found that the bandpass action 
could be obtained in two steps, by 
using a low -pass filter for the 3000 - 
cycle cut -off, and by using the com- 
bination of a resistance -capacitance 
filter and an acoustic filter at the 
lower frequencies. Still further 
thought determined that for the 
greatest utility, the filter should be 
applicable to a receiver by merely 
inserting the circuit between the plate 
of a conventional "hi -1u u" triode audio 
amplifier, such as the 6SQ7 triode 
section commonly used following the 
second detector, and the grid of the 
audio output stage which follows. 

For convenience and economy, the 
filter was designed around the small- 
est and least expensive standard filter 
choke available. This turned out to 
be the Stancor No. C -1706, rated at 
4.5 henrys at 50 milliamperes. By 
measurement, the inductance at zero 
current was found to be 5.3 henrys. 
By using this inductor with three 

(Continued on page 124) 
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(.5?. SHORT -WAVE 

Compiled by KENNETH R. BOORD 

SON BOICE has resigned as edi- 
tor of the "United 49'ers Radio 
Society" and Mrs. Boice (Julia) 

ha.; resigned as secretary, due to press 
of 3ther duties. Bill Peters (W3NIT), 
41; Pershing Ave., Collingdale, Pa., 
first editor of this club, has taken over 
th( editor's job, and Mrs. Mabele 
Broome has been appointed secretary. 
Until further notice, all inquiries con- 
cerning the club should be sent to the 
president, Edward Broome, Box 371, 
Meiford, N. J. (Boice, Conn.) 

The "Newark News Radio Club" 
het' its annual Convention Aug. 9 at 
the Montgomery County Sportsmen's 
Chb, Green Lane, Pa.; this organiza- 
tion recently observed its 25th anni- 
ver sary. 

* * r 
Around the World 

E nglo- Egyptian Sudan -Radio Om- 
durman, 7.655A, tuned 1250 when had 
news in Arabic, then vocal Arabic 
music. (Pearce, England) Lists Eng- 
lish for Friday 1230 -1300, Sunday, 
We'nesday 1115 -1130, and frequency 
as 1.600. (Riggle, Ohio) 

Angola - Radio Clube de Huila, 
10.(48A, Sa da Bandeira, is fairly 
strung in Britain from around 1330 to 
close at 1604; CWQRM bad at times. 
(Monitor, England) Luanda, 11.862, is 
goo' level in Sweden 1500 -1600 close - 
doNn. (GDX -aren, Sweden) 

Australia - - VLC9, 9.615 - replacing 
VLs:11, 11.810 -to Eastern North 
America 0700 -0845 is sending a great- 
ly improved signal; DX session Sun. 
0831). (Fox, Va.; Smits, Minn., others) 
Sm: th, Mich., notes excellent signal 
aro Ind 2300 from VLA15, 15.200. 

Austria - Blue Danube Network, 
9.617, Salzburg, noted 0200 with music; 
(1401) with news summary from the 
AFN newsroom, Frankfurt (Ger- 
many). (Pearce, England) 

B ilearic Islands -- Radio Menorca, 
7.41)A, Mahon, noted in Sweden 1700- 
172: sign -off. (Nattugglan. Sweden) 

Might'', Congo- OTC, 9.655, Leo- 
pot( ville, noted with English session 
relayed from ORU, Brussels, Belgium, 
2000 -2200 closedown. (Kelting, N. Y., 
oth( rs) 

B 'ozil - -A station on 11.965A around 
183( identifies in Portuguese as "Radio 
Reeird," Sao Paulo. ( Niblack, Ind.) 
ZYA:32, 11.825, Recife, noted 1700 with 
call of "Radio Jornal do Commercio;" 
exc( lient level in Britain. ZYB8, 
11.7) ;4.5, Sao Paulo, noted 1715 at good 
level. PSH, 10.2'24, Rio de Janeiro, 
heard relaying " Agencia Nacional" 
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session at 1750, fair level. (Catch 1 

ZYB9, 15.155, Sao Paulo, noted in Por- 
tuguese at fair level 2100. (Hardwick, 
N. Z.) ZYR57, 9.745, has Japanese 
session ending around 1830; best day 
to try for this is Monday when HCJB, 
Quito, Ecuador, is off the air. (Bell - 
ington, N. Y., others) PRL7, Rio de 
Janeiro, noted recently with English . 
announcements between 2130 -2200. 
(Roberts, Conn.) Heard lately to past 
0000. (Richmond, N. Y.) 

Bulgaria -Sofia noted with English 
1500 -1515, 1615 -1645 on 6.07, 7.670A. 
(Pearce, England) Excellent on 9.700 
to North America 2000 -2030. (Kelting. 
N. Y.) And in new period 1800 -1815. 
(Dexter, Iowa, others) Now lists Eng- 
lish for North America on 9.700 at 
1800 -1815, 2000 -2030. (Crowell, Pa.) 

Canada - CHNX, 6.130, Halifax, 
N. S., good level 0900. (Morrison, 
R. I.) 

Canary Islands -- Tenerife. 7.633A, 
noted 1700 in Spanish. IAlonso, Spain) 

Cape Verde Islands- -CR4AA, Praia, 
sent QSL card and gave channels as 
5.895, 7.13 (but is now near 7.40), 
400 -3000 watts, at 1500 -1700. (Pearce, 
England) 

Ceylon- Colombo, 6.006, noted 0730 
with musical program and news. (San- 
derson, Australia) Commercial Serv- 
ice noted on 17.82A at 0615 -0715 in 
English. (Ishikawa, Japan) 

Chile- CE1173 is wandering around 
INoi : Unless otherwise indicated. all time is 

expressed in American EST; add 5 hours for 
OCT. "News" refers to newscasts in the English 
language. In order to avoid confusion, the 24 
hour clock has been used in designating the times 
of broadcasts. The hours from midnight until 
noon are shown as 0000 to 1200 while from 1 

p.m. to midnight are shown as 1300 to 2400.1 
The symbol "V" following a listed frequency 

indicates "varying." The station may operate 
either above or below the frequency given. "A" 
means frequency is approximate. 

11.945AV lately; heard as early as 
0730. (Stark, Texas; Niblack, Ind., 
others) 

China -Radio Peking was measured 
15.063A recently 2235 when was only 
fair level, a bit improved by 2247; in 
Chinese. (Ferguson. N. C.) Current 
schedule shows English. at 0400 -0430 
on 6.100, 7.500, 9.040, 10.260, 11.690, 
15.060, 15.170; 0830 -0900,11.690, 15.060; 
2200 -2230, 13.625 (new), 15.060. (Os- 
kay, Seheiner, N. J.) 

Czechoslovakia- "The Voice of 
Peace," Prague, 9.504, noted signing 
on in English 1400 with news, music; 
off 1423. (Pearce, England) Heard on 
this channel 2315 with news, music. 
(Sanderson. Australia) 

D e n nl a r k- Copenhagen, 15.165, 
heard signing on 0900 in Danish after 
clock chimes, anthem, to India, Mala- 
ya; closed with anthem 0959 (no Eng- 
lish); at 1000 had ship's bells, then 
opened program for Danish seamen. 
(Pearce, England) Heard opening 1130 
on this channel in Danish to Near 
East. (Takemi, Japan) Heard in both 
transmissions on 9.52 to North Ameri- 
ca 2030 -2130, 2200 -2300. (Gay, Calif., 
others) 

Ecuador- HCRC1, 4.930, Quito, is 
scheduled Mon. -Fri. 0630 -0800, 1200- 
1400, 1900 -2215; Sat. 0630 -0800, 1200- 
1400, 1900 -2300; Sun. 1100 -1300, 1900- 
2300. (Pearce, England) HC5GB. 4.780, 
Riobamba, noted signing off 2300. 
(Cushen, N. Z.) 

Egypt-Cairo's new 11.965 channel 
noted opening 1000 with clock striking 
"5 p.m." The 6.085 channel appears 
parallel. (Pearce, England) Has been 
measured on 11.966 around 2335. (Fer- 
guson, N. C.) Very strong in Virginia 

(Continued on page 150) 

This neat short -wave Listening Post is that of Yo Ishikawa, LAIDS, Tokyo. Japan, 
who is both an amateur and a SWL. Yo uses a home -made 11 -tube superhel which 
has one r.f., three i.l.. and two a.f. stages. Antenna is 10 meters long. 8 meters high. 
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The "SensiMeter," manufactured by Service Instruments Co.. 
measures TV receiver sensitivity when used with a v.t.v.m. 

TV RECEIVER 

SENSITIVITY 

Importance of sensitivity measurements in improving TV sets 
and selecting the best receiver for fringe area operation. 

ALTHOUGH television design engi- 
neers have been making great 
progress in increasing receiver sen- 

sitivity, realizing that this important 
factor enables the fringe areas to be 
extended farther from the television 
stations, very little information is 
available to the service technician on 
this subject. The majority of re- 
ceivers now manufactured have ap- 
proximately twenty times the sensi- 
tivity of receivers manufactured in 
1948. However, due to production 
tolerances, tube aging, and rough 
handling during shipping, many re- 
ceivers reach their destinations with 
decreased sensitivity and, unless the 
receiver is actually checked, poor re- 
ception is often blamed on local con- 
ditions or the antenna. 

Very few factories check the sensi- 
tivity of all receivers leaving the 
plant, although every effort is made 
to see that the average sensitivity is 
kept high. If a receiver with below 
normal sensitivity goes to a primary 
service area, the owner would not 
know the difference; but if the same 
receiver goes to a fringe area, it 
might mean a very poor picture. 

In many fringe areas where tele- 
vision signals are subject to fading, 
it is impossible to tell if a receiver 
has been satisfactorily repaired unless 
the sensitivity is actually measured. 

Design engineers determine sensi- 
tivity by connecting a generator to 
the receiver antenna terminals, meas- 
uring the d.c. voltage developed across 
the video detector load resistor. The 
generator is not modulated, and has 
an output attenuator calibrated in 
microvolts. The attenuator is adjusted 
to give 1 -volt d.c. across the video 
detector load resistor. This value is 
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used because, under actual operating 
conditions, if 1 volt d.c. is developed 
by the television signal a satisfactory 
picture will result. Some early re- 
ceivers required an input as high as 
500 microvolts to obtain 1 volt d.c. 
across the video detector load resistor. 
The receivers being produced today 
are capable of obtaining 1 volt with 
20- microvolts input, with many even 
better. 

The sensitivity figures mentioned 
are for Channel 2. This channel is 
used because the lower the channel, 
the higher the sensitivity, and unless 
one channel is used as a standard, the 
figures would become confusing. In 
modern receivers the sensitivity on 
Channel 2 is twice that of Channel 
13, and the variation is almost linear 
on the other channels. 

Sensitivity measurements help the 
service technician to improve recep- 
tion in fringe areas. The following is 
an actual report on what can be done 
by measuring the sensitivity. 

A receiver was checked and found 
to have a sensitivity of 100 microvolts. 
This was not good enough for fringe - 
area reception. The a.g.c. was a 
straight peak- operated diode type. 
Connecting the a.g.c. circuit through 
a changeover switch to operate from 
the negative voltage developed across 
the video detector load resistor, as 
shown in Fig. 1, brought the sensi- 
tivity of the set to 50 microvolts. 

The "B - -" was found to be low on 
the video i.f. amplifier tubes, so it 
was increased by shunting the feed 
resistors to the next higher "B-F" 
source fan increase of 50 volts). This 
increased the sensitivity of the re- 
ceiver to 25 microvolts. 

The receiver used a Standard Coil 

By 

JOHN RANKIN 

tuner, so the 3900 -ohm resistor across 
the r.f. grid coil was changed to 22,000 
ohms, resulting in a sensitivity of 20 
microvolts. 

In a 20- microvolt signal area this 
receiver gave excellent results. Some- 
times, however, it is necessary to ob- 
tain a greater increase in sensitivity. 
If the receiver uses 6AU6 tubes as i.f. 
amplifiers, it is often possible to re- 
wire one socket and use a 6AG5, in- 
creasing the sensitivity to 10 or 15 
microvolts. 

Due to manufacturing tolerances, 
all receivers, even of the same make, 
will not show the same increase with 
each step. Some receivers, with the 
changes mentioned, will not go below 
20 microvolts; but others will go to 
5 microvolts without developing a 
peaked curve due to regeneration. 

Rectifiers supplying "B+" are one 
of the worst offenders causing low 
sensitivity -r.f. amplifier tubes come 
next. These tubes may be changed 
while the sensitivity is being meas- 
ured without re- alignment of the re- 
ceiver generally being necessary. Ger- 
manium diodes can also contribute 
to low sensitivity and, if they are ac- 
cessible, they should be tried next; 
otherwise, the i.f. amplifier tubes 
should be replaced and the i.f. stages 
re- aligned. 

Increasing the sensitivity by these 
methods will often save the wor:: in- 
volved in erecting stacked antennas, 
and will eliminate the need for a 
booster. 

Since all u.h.f. signals are ultimate- 
ly converted to a v.h.f. signal, and 
also since u.h.f. signals are usu- 
ally much weaker than v.h.f., it is 
important to know the maximum re- 
ceiver sensitivity on a low v.h.f. chan- 
nel before poor reception is blamed 
on the converter or u.h.f. strips. Un- 
less a check of this type is made, the 
service technician may spend much 
time on the antenna installation with- 
out much improvement in picture 
quality. 

The "SensiMeter" is a generator de- 
signed expressly for measuring the 
sensitivity of television receivers. This 
unit has a unique attenuator which is 
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the most critical part of equipment of 
this type; a cross sectional diagram 
of the attenuator is shown in Fig. 2. 
The oscillator coil "A" is housed in 
a siamless metal bellows "B." When 
the bellows is opened or closed, the 
output roil "C" moves with it. The at- 
tenuation remains constant with var- 
iations in oscillator frequency, and is 
free from the usual difficulties asso- 
ciatod with variable- resistance type 
atte- uators. The attenuator also pro - 
vide> shielding and matching for the 
output circuit and even with the at- 
tenuator in the 5- microvolt setting, 
the fable may be grasped without any 
charge in reading. The output im- 
pedance is 300 ohms at all settings of 
the attenuator, and the calibrations 
are extremely accurate. Also, the os- 
cilla :or tube may be replaced without 
reca ibrating the instrument. 

Tc measure sensitivity with the 
"SensiMeter," the two clips on the 
output cable are connected to the re- 
ceive r antenna terminals; the receiver 
channel selector is set to Channel 2, 
or it Channel 2 is operating in the 
area Channels 3 or 4. The meter on 
the :ront panel is then set to center 
scale to compensate for any variation 
in line voltage. A v.t.v.m. (or 20,000 
ohm;.-per-volt meter) set on the low - 
voltage d.c. range is connected across 
the "ideo detector load resistor, and 
the c hannel dial on the "SensiMeter" 
tuned for a peak on the v.t.v.m. The 
microvolt dial is then adjusted until 
the v.t.v.m. reads 1 volt. The figure on 
the microvolt dial at this setting is 
the : ensitivity of the receiver. The 
scale of the microvolt dial is divided 
into three parts -"Very Sensitive Re- 
ceive ," "Medium Sensitivity," and 
"Inseisitive Receiver," to allow the 
operator to quickly determine the 
condi Lion of the set. 

Me rsuring sensitivity in this man- 
ner duplicates the receiver operating 
conditions in fringe areas where the 
pictures are mostly tuned with the 
video carrier on top of the curve. If 
it is required to know the receiver 
sensitivity under operating conditions 
in a primary area, the microvolt 
figure would be multiplied by 2, since 
the video carrier would be tuned to 
the 0% point of the receiver re- 

. sponso curve. 
Wh le sensitivity is being measured, 

the channel dial on the "SensiMeter" 
should be turned slowly, watching the 
point( r of the v.t.v.m. If the receiver 
is pre perly aligned, the pointer will 
slowl3 rise and fall, tracing out the 
curve of the receiver, as shown in 
Fig. 3A. 

Son e receivers may show very good 
sensit: vity, but the check described in 
the preceding paragraph may indicate 
a shat p peak, as shown in Fig. 3B. 

This is often caused by regenera- 
tion. :Most manufacturers recommend 
that lattery bias be used during 
alignnent, and after alignment the 
curve may look normal when viewed 
with E. sweep generator and oscillo- 
scope. However, when very little or 
no a.g c. bias for the i.f. amplifiers is 
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developed in fringe areas, regenera- 
tion may occur in the ii. strip, re- 
sulting in large snow particles and 
poor sync. The regeneration can be 
caused by wrong lead dress in the 
i.f. amplifier strip, long leads on i.f. 
bypass condensers, or the use of tubes 
with too high a gain for the amount 
of shielding provided. Connecting the 
suppressor of 6AU6 tubes to the un- 
bypassed cathode resistor instead of 
to ground is another common cause 
of regeneration. 

Many manufacturers have test 
points for the video detector load ac- 
cessible without removing the receiver 
from the cabinet, so it is possible to 
check the sensitivity of a receiver 
rapidly before it is sent to a fringe 
area. In this way a "hot" receiver 
may be selected for a difficult area. 

A further use for the "SensiMeter" 
is to check the field strength of the 
television signal on Channels 2, 3, and 
4. To do this, connect the antenna to 
a television receiver, short -circuit the 
a.g.c., and measure the voltage across 
the video detector load resistor. Then 
connect the "SensiMeter" to the re- 
ceiver input. Adjust the microvolt 
dial until the voltage across the video 
detector load is the same as that pro- 
duced previously by the signal coming 
down the antenna. The reading on 
the microvolt dial is the field strength. 
If this reading is 15 microvolts, then 
a receiver with a sensitivity of at 
least that amount must be used. 

The preceding methods of measur- 
ing sensitivity do not include the video 
amplifier and picture tube which also 
play their parts in producing the pic- 
ture. The video amplifier, whether it 
be one or two stages, must amplify 
the signal from the video detector 
load to a level which will operate the 
picture tube. 

Two terminals on the right -hand 
side of the "SensiMeter" provide 1 

volt peak -to -peak. This is connected 
across the video detector load resis- 
tor and if the video amplifier has ade- 
quate gain and if the picture tube is 
good, a black bar will appear on the 
screen. 

Although it is not necessary, the 
actual gain of the video amplifier may 
be measured by connecting a peak -to- 
peak voltmeter between the picture 
tube cathode and grid. The reading 
in peak -to -peak volts is the gain of 
the video amplifier. 

Although this article has stressed 
the importance of receiver sensitivity 
in fringe areas, sensitivity becomes 

a---- NOISE 
4-SVNC P. 

A G.C. VOLTAGE 
PROPORTIONAL 
TO NOISE 

TO VICEC 
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TO AVERAGE 
SIGNAL LEVEL 

6G^ 

L 
5605 
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CHANGE - =.25Ptd OVER 

161 
SWITCH 

Fig. 1. (A) A diode a.g.c. system which 
develops a.g.c. voltage in proportion 
to the peak level of the received sig- 
nal. In fringe areas where the noise 
peaks often exceed the level of the 
sync pulses. the noise pulses develop 
a.g.c. voltage which is too high. The 
addition of a local- distance switch 
shown in (B) avoids this situation. 

V .6V. IV. 

25v. 

(A) 

CURVE DUETO 
REGENERATION 

NORMAL 
CURVE. 

ID 

Fig. 3. (A) TV receiver response 
curve traced out from v.t.v.m. read- 
ings as channel dial of "SensiMeter" 
is tuned. (B) Faulty -type curve. 

very important in primary areas when 
receivers are installed in apartment 
buildings where outside antennas are 
not permitted. In such instances, 
many sales have been lost due to in- 
sensitive receivers. -în- 

Fig. 2. Simplified schematic of the critical circuits of the "SensiMeter " showing 
the "bellows" atteruator, which gives constant output attenuation for all frequencies. 
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MAC'S RADIO 

SERVICE SHOP 
By JOHN T. FRYE 

O 1- 
ia 1 f 

ASMUG little smile was playing 
around Barney's mouth as he 
marched into the service shop and 

tossed the book he was carrying on- 
to the service bench. Mac, his boss, 
eyed him out of the corner of his eye 
for a little while and then said, "All 
right; wipe the cat- that -ate -the -ca- 
nary grin off your mug and out with 
it! What do you think you've got 
on me ?" 

"Oh it's nothing, really nothing at 
all," Barney said airily; "only it just 
so happens I was chewing the fat on 
75 phone last night with a ham up 
in Connecticut and a friend of his by 
the name of Howard who was there 
with him in the shack. We got to 
talking about test instruments, and I 
sounded off on that business you were 
giving me a while back about how 
the 20,000 ohms -per -volt voltmeter 
loads a circuit less than a v.t.v.m. 
whenever you are measuring a volt- 
age from about 500 volts up. Howard 
agreed this was so as long as you use 
the instruments without high voltage 
probes or if you use probes merely 
designed to extend the highest scale 
of either instrument to 30,000 volts. 

"However, he pointed out that some 
v.t.v.m. manufacturers use a probe 
that increases the total resistance and 
all ranges of the v.t.v.m. by a ratio 
of 100 to 1. In theory, this would ex- 
tend the top range to 100,000 volts 
or so, but of course you would never 
try to measure such a voltage. What 
you do, though, is switch to say a 
300 -volt scale and read up to 30.000 
volts on it. Changing ranges of the 
v.t.v.m. has no effect on its fixed in- 
put resistance of 10 megohms, and 
so you can thus have a total meter - 
and -probe resistance of around 1000 
megohms." 
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Mac mulled this over for a moment, 
and then a sheepish grin spread over 
his face. "And Howard is absolutely 
right!" he confessed. "I'm giving my- 
self a big black mark for forgetting 
about those high- resistance probes. 
We were not giving the v.t.v.m. a very 
fair shake, were we ?" 

"You were not," Barney said with 
exaggerated emphasis on the pronoun. 
"Why a fellow could use a 10,000 to 1 
probe and read the 3 -volt scale and 
so get a resistance total of 100,000 
megohms for measuring 30,000 volts!" 

"Not in practice, he couldn't," Mac 
disagreed. "When you get past 1000 
megohms of multiplier resistance, the 
resistance of the probe insulation 
would become a serious factor. Not 
to change a disagreeable subject, 
though, how did you manage to tear 
yourself away from your beloved com- 
ics long enough to try to read a book? 
What have you got there: 'Toni Swift 
and His Giant Cannon' or 'The Return 
of Tarzan'?" 

"This book," Barney said with great 
dignity, "is 'Cybernetics' by Professor 
Wiener." 

"Whoberwhatics ?" Mac asked with 
a puzzled frown. 

"Cybernetics," Barney repeated, ob- 
viously enjoying his employer's bewil- 
derment. "Surely you know what that 
is." 

"This is certainly not my day." Mac 
said with a deep sigh. "Would you 
condescend to explain in as simple 
words as you can to an ignorant old 
man what cybernetics might be ?" 

"Well," Barney began with obvious 
relish, "cybernetics has been defined 
as the study of control and communi- 
cation in the animal and the machine, 
but I like to think of it as a sort of 
correlation of the physical sciences of 

mathematics, statistics, and electronic 
engineering with the biological science 
of neurophysiology." 

"You do ?" 
"Yes; but you might understand it 

better if I said it occupies a kind of 
middle ground between men and ma- 
chines, and looks in two directions: on 
the one hand it is interested in build- 
ing machines that will do some of the 
tasks of computing or controlling that 
now are usually done by human be- 
ings. At the same time it studies the 
problems and failures of such ma- 
chines and so arrives at a better un- 
derstanding of the nervous system of 
the human body by which such jobs 
are done." 

"I get it now," Mac said. "You are 
talking about the brand -new science 
that builds electronic brains like the 
one we saw on television election 
night." 

"The word is new but the science 
is not," Barney explained. "We had 
cybernetic machines long before we 
had vacuum tubes. The governor of 
a steam engine is a good example. 
This gadget tends to keep the speed 
of the engine constant under varying 
loads. It consists of two iron balls on 
pendulum rods attached to opposite 
sides of a rotating shaft driven by 
the engine. As the balls are swung 
out from the shaft by centrifugal 
force they work a valve that controls 
the amount of steam entering the en- 
gine. If the engine tries to speed up, 
the governor cuts down on its steam; 
if it tends to slow down, the governor 
admits more steam. This is a dandy 
example of the negative feedback 
principle that is of major importance 
in cybernetics." 

Mac looked completely baffled. 
"Negative feedback in a non -elec- 
tronic machine ?" he questioned. 

"Sure; feedback is merely a term 
applied to information fed back from 
a controlled mechanism to the control- 
ling force to let it know how the ac- 
tion is progressing. In the case of the 
steam engine, the change in speed of 
the engine 'reports back' by causing 
the iron balls of the governor to 
change their position." 

"But you said 'negative feedback.' " 
"That's right. The use of the word 

'negative' means that the feedback 
tends to buck whatever the system is 
already doing. If the engine speeds 
up, the governor slows it down, and 
vice versa. It is the same thing in an 
amplifier. 'Negative feedback' here 
simply means that we cause a portion 
of the output of the amplifier to op- 
pose the input." 

"Yes, I suppose it does," Mac mut- 
tered feebly. "You've been telling me 
about machines that act like men; 
what has cybernetics done in discover- 
ing how men act like machines ?" 

"A good question, and I'm glad you 
asked it," Barney said glibly. "Dr. 
Jose Delgado of the Yale Medical 
School recently thrust as many as 
forty tiny electrodes, only 1/200 of an 
inch in diameter, deep into the brain 

(Continued on page 167) 
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JI 

De¡etul on Mallory 
far 

Approrecl Precision Quality 

. 

the VIBRATORS are MALLORY !" 

That's the best way to be sure your 
service jobs stay "sold ". You can depend 
on Al allory Vibrators to give more years 
of service. Their precision quality is the 
answer to time -wasting call hacks. These 
are just two of the reasons why 5 out 
of 6 service men prefer Mallory for all 
their service work. 

And the preference doesn't end there. 
They are more widely used as original 
equipment than all other makes com- 
bined. The patented, tuned mechanism 
in 11 allory Vibrators gives better per- 
formance because: 

Slow contact make... 
means less wear 

High contact pressure ... 
means low resistance 

Fast clean break... 
means reduced arcing 

The next time you order vibrators ... 
be sure to ask for Mallory. You'll get 
better vibrators, available in a complete 
line, meeting original equipment speci- 
fications ... yet they cost no more. You 
can be sure that every service job is done 
right the first time. 

MALLORY 
CAPACITORS CONTROLS VIBRATORS SWITCHES RESISTORS 

RECTIFIERS POWER SUPPLIES FILTER:S MERCURY BATTERIES 

APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., I DIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 
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GE FIELD CLINICS SHOW WAY TO 

INCREASED EFFICIENCY IN TV SERVICE 

* 

C. V. Stackpole of C. V. Stackpole & Sons, Lynn, 
Mass., reperts: "Efficient TV service has helped 
build our business. The G -E Field Clinics have 
kept us abreast of improved 'know -how' in the 
operation of our service department." 

Ge feral Electric Field Enginelirs are holding Clinics through - 

ou the Country- Open to all TV Servicemen - Without Charge 

An efficient service department is a vital factor in build- 
ing a profitable television business. Like C. V. Stackpole, 
yo .ell find it well worth your while to attend one of the 
G -E Field Clinics. G -E engineers demonstrate simple ways 
to diagnose and correct TV troubles with special emphasis 
on UHF. They will show you how to install and adjust the 
va:ious kinds of UHF antennas and tuners -and answer 
your questions on all phases of TV service. 

Ask the Service Manager at your G -E TV distributor to 
.sign you up for the next G -E Field Clinic in your area. 

General Electric Company, Radio & TV Department, Syracuse, N. Y. 

Left to right -Danny O'Connell, Arthur Drolet, C. V. Stackpole. 

The Third Edition of the G -E TV Receiver Service 
Guide has just been released. Order your copies today 
through your General Electric TV Distributor. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
Sel+ettber. 1953 81 
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WE HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD. ALL RECONDI- 
TIONED AND CHECKED OUT TO ORIGINAL SPECS. IN OUR OWN COMPLETELY EQUIPPED SHOP. 

RADAR -COMMUNICATIONS -TEST EQUIPMENT 
APS2 S-band searcn dar 
APS-3 X-band st ren & homing rnrl:rr AP5 \-nami veal ch & horning radar 
APS-6 \nand sta0th & gun laying 

radar 
APS10 a-I.aml starch & navigation 

aaiar 
APS-15 \nand raivimAion & blind 

bombing radar 
50.13 S-hand n rad, 
SQ-10 CM portanitra,lar 
TPS-1 portable stanch radar 
TPS3 11171, tarn, . ring 

mound r:adrnr 
VC-VE-VF-VG ia ..a la PII 0alar Indi 
UPN1&2 S .t nil pan :.nos I. rallar 

lnacon 
SCR -602 earl, w.kihinc pr llal.le 

radar 
APN19 airinn 1-t 5 -band radar beacon 
APQ-S low alt. n, intone attachment 
APA10 panoramic .adaptor 
APA11 puse :analyzer used with 

APR .dud, 
APA17 automatic hearing indicator 

pert with APR e,luiP. 
APA -21 8 i trengib & up 

timen 00011.1- 
APA38 paneaamar a,iatlrr a. MC in- 

put un i with APR wluiP. 
APR -1 radar scaicti rec. 3P-1000 MC 
APR -2 radar n ruh r c. 53-1000 MC 
APR -4 radar ,S.10011 MC 
APR -5 radarr ren lug 

MC. 
APR-6 radar n rrn rte. 

C 

o 611 MC 
APT.4 radar Jammer 1C..'P -750 )1C 
APT -5 radar )ammrr uric 3022 use. 
APN -4 airborne Iran 
APN -9 airborne loran 
CPN -e ICI CM h iOh lion. _,rural 

FAMOUS MAKE 
PANEL METERS 

21- sq., any range milliameter, 
d.c. voltmeter, 1-.f. ammeter. 
Large selection available. 

$295 EA. 

WHILE THEY LAST!! 

PPN -1 Its -becca 
141..1.3. 

itransisander used with APN2 
ARQ5 autonmtic panoramic rec. 

IB -80 MC 
ARN -7 automatic radio direction 

finder 
SCR -555 direction finder 18-65 MCC 
SCR -284 portable Reid radio station 
AN TRA -2 remote control en ipment 
SCR -619 freq. mol. field radio 120 

channel 
AN ARC -1 radio tole. trans ref. 
SCR -522 a'.II.F. trams lee. 100-116 

StCC 
SCR -269G automatic R.D.F. 
AN ARN -7 automatic H.I.F. 
SCR -291 rad lo direction finder 
AN /TRC1 V.11.F. radio tele. relay 

station 
RC -261 radio remote control 

with ItSI 11. 52 
B C-639 rec. 100 -131 MC with 11Á42 

power suPPy 
BC -902 port. marker rker beacon smiller 

75 \1Cc 
RC -103 Ins dru. landing system 
SCR -718C high altitude radio 

altimeter 
SCR -536 hanali-talkies 3 -Ci 11C 

!mu. oner, 
AN /CRC- 71'.11.F. hnntll- talkies 

112 MC 
B C -191 transmuter 
BC-325 airport bivh pwr. x later 
BC -640 smitter 100-130 SIC 

50 watt 
DAR automatic direct inn finder 

trine 
RAK7 rec. tw /p.s. 13.500 KC 

110 a nn e 
TC5 arme equipment 1.5 -12 SIC. 
B C -348 rec. 1700 KC -1R 1.r- & 

206.400 NC 
B C -342 gee. 17nn RC-IS MC 113 v 

60 eye 

SPECIAL 
Give Away Offer 

EIMAC TYPE 
100TH TUBES 

3 FOR 
$155° 

NEW - - - GUARANTEED 

Ts. 10 AP Ilnnth'r I. 1 Ts 12 AP .X -1.: a'swR I. 
TS- 11 AP X -tool 

ffreq. 
ta TS. 14 AP nÌ sig. gen. & pwr. 

75- 15 /AP nwxnteter 
TS- 16. AP altimeter ltot set 
TS- 23,APN Pill -?18 test set 
TS- 24 ARR2 test set 
TS- 32 AP 'Pitt -1 test oscillator 
TS- 33 AP power test meter 
TS- 34 /A tirtattle ')nCÌwnscolae 
TS- 35 /AP \ -boot sig. gtn. pwr. A 
TS 36 /AP \ IIiánalll l,w'r, int. watt. 

npa. 
TS- 45 /AP t1- Lhand sig. gen. pwr. 

rt0. tsl 
TS- 59 rAP 1, hand slotted tes I lee 
TS- 51 APN altimeter cr1 test set 
TS- AP X.i nd echo 1xax 
TS- 62 /AP . \-hand hu s, 

TS- 69 /AP :all \3 IyC.B. test set 
TS- 69 AP .y lylre meal. 

41010 
mar. 

1e0Ir Illy. 
TS- 89 AP voltage tlia'IJai' 
75- 02 /AP pulse voltage divider 
75-102 AP precision almea 

meter 
r 

TS-111 AP APS2J a1. meter 
TS -124 AP S-ba set 
TS -125 AP Precis. pwr. 11-. 
75147 U 1 re n. meter 300-7 111 SIC. 
75-155 UP Pi CM nsi g analyzer 
TS-155 UP band nag, gen. pwr. 

fi e otra T51 TO .ARNn 1.I-S. test set 
T8-184 AP tobo lax & alllilO,, 
TS -226 AP ,.w. t1-. 108k 10110 NC 

1 l 
diode 

peak 
crystal test set 

I -208 Indio compass tent set 

CW-60 
tank vedan test set 

CC_22 /ARM Cols. l toril. meter 
18.19 Freq. n n.I. R 0 n.I I[ -19 AItC.t it -_' .' I i.r 0 

ONE MILLION 
TUBES TUBES 

In Stock At Low Prices 
Receiving, Transmitting, Spe- 
cial Purpose, Cathode Ray, 
Klystrons, Magnetrons, Crys- 
tal Diodes. New, Standard 
Brands, Guaranteed. 

EXPORTERS GOVERNMENT AGENCIES LABORATORIES SCHOOLS!! 
Consult c.. Cc.--e to the sour e. Warehouses of our own stock. We will buy, sell or swap in any 

q.antity. Space limits complete listings. Write for our catalog. 

368 Greenwich St. 

RADIO HAM SHACK, INC. 
Cable: Hamshock N. Y.' 

New York 13, N. Y. CAnal 6- 8446 -7.8 -9 

Because it does more 
for the user thon any 
other product of its 
kind. It is the original 
non- conductive, non- 
inflammable liquid 
that works magic on 
noisy TV and radio 
controls and switches. 
The choice of those 
who want the best, 
the standard since 
1947. Keeps custom- 
ers happy, puts money 
in your pocket. 

Carried by leading jobbers everywhere! 
manufactured by 
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QUIETROLE 
COMPANY 

Spartanburg, South Carolina 

ldpertisement) 

"Mr. Elkins, this floors me ... 
a genuine JENSEN 

DIAMOND NEEDLE!" 

x 2" and uses three 12AX7 tubes. It 
comes complete with a 7 foot power 
cord and 7 foot connector cable and 
plug. It incorporates five controls: 
crossover, roll -off, volume, bass tone, 
and treble tone. 

The company will forward a data 
sheet on request. 

NEW V -M CHANGERS 
V -M Corporation of Benton Harbor, 

Michigan is now offering a high -fi- 
delity record changer, the Model 
935HF, to the trade. 

The new unit features an exclusive 
die -cast aluminum tone arm which is 
rigid and resonance -free to eliminate 
tonal distortion, two plug -in tone arm 

heads (less cartridges), a laminated 
turntable with precision- formed con- 
centricity and heavy flocking, a four - 
pole four -coil motor which is said to 
eliminate the source of electronic hum 
and rumble during operation, and a 
muting switch for absolute quiet dur- 
ing the change cycle. 

A brochure on this changer is avail- 
able from the company on request. 

SERVICE TESTER 
Electronic Measurements Corpora- 

tion, 280 Lafayette Street, New York, 
N. Y. has announced the addition of 
a new tube -battery- ohm -capacity test- 
er to its line of test equipment. 

The Model 207 features a large, 
easy -to -read, 71,_" meter for counter 
use. It is a durable instrument that 
gives direct readings for all tubes 
through the standard emission method 
of testing. Four -position, lever -type 
switches are used and it is housed in 
a hand -rubbed portable oak carrying 
case with removable hinge cover. The 
counter model is the 207C while the 
portable case unit has been designated 
as the 207P. 

BOGEN AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
David Bogen Company, Inc. of 29 

Ninth Avenue, New York 14, New 
York has added an FM -AM radio re- 
ceiver and an FM -AM radio tuner to 
its line. 

The 10 -tube radio receiver has been 
designated as the Model RR500. It 
provides both AM and FM reception, 
has an output of 10 watts at 3 per- 
cent distortion, and furnishes separate 
bass and treble tone correctors. The 
FM circuit features a triode r.f. am- 
plifier and triode mixer for minimum 
noise and a balanced ratio detector. 
Sensitivity is 7 microvolts input for 30 
db quieting and the frequency re- 
sponse is ± 2 db from 30 to 18.000 cps. 
Frequency response on AM is ± 3 db 
from 40 to 4000 cps. 
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TRAIN FA$TER- TRAIN BETTER- TRAIN EASIER 
IN 10 MONTHS - OR LESS - FOR 

Our 21st Year Training Men for Greater Incomes and Security in Radio -Television 

I SEND YOU 
18 BIG KITS 
1f Radio Television parte and equipment. " 
Much of your training will be actual construe- 
ion and experimentation ... the kind of truly 
PRACTICAL instruction that prepares you 
or your Radio-Television career. 

NEW! NO OBLIGATION PLAN 
You Have No Monthly Payment Contract to Sign 
Pay For Your Training as You Earn and Learn 

You can get into Radio- Television, today's fastest growing big money 
opportunity field, in months instead of years! My completely new 

"package unit" training plan prepares you in as little as 10 months 
or even less! No monthly payment contract to sign -thus NO RISK to you! 

This is America's finest, most complete, practical training -gets you 
ready to handle any practical job in the booming Radio-Television industry. 

Flank 1. sé`:i t"'r Start your own profitable Radio-Television shop ... or accept a good pay - 

se°r`,fi%áá'eemy ing job. I have trained hundreds of successful Radio-Televisbn technicians 
during the past 21 years -and stand ready to train you, even if you have no pre- 
vious experience! Mail coupon and get all the facts - FREE! 

YOU BUILD the Television set and 
the powerful superhet radio receiver shown 
above. IN ADDITION to the other test units 
shown here (many are not shown becau..e of 
lack 

OU 
of space). 

.eEB 
equipment I send you U 

I. silt 

Valuable Equipment Included 
With Training 

The new Sprayberry "package" plan 
includes many big kits of genuine, pro- 

fessional Radio-Television equipment. 
You perform over 300 demonstrations, 
experiments and construction projects. 
You build a powerful 6-tube 2 -band 
radio set, multi -range test meter, signal 
generator, signal tracer, many other 
projects. All equipment and lessons are 
yours to keep ... you have practically 
everything you need to set up your own 
profitable Radio-Television service shop. 

Earn Extra Money While You Learn! 

All yottr 10 months of training is IN YOUR 
HOME in spare hours. Keep on with your 
present job and income while learning. With 
each training "package" unit, you receive 
extra plans and "Business Builder" ideas for 
spare time Radio-Television jobs. New tele- 
vision stations everywhere, open vast new 
opportunities for trained Radio-Television 
Technicians -and those in trainir.g. If yoj 
expect to be in the armed fortes later, there 
is no better preparation than practical 
Sprayberry Radio-Television training. 

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO 
NORTH 

Dept. Chico 
ST. 

c go 6ÌT 
MAIL COUPON 

TODA Y! 
NO OBLIGATION 

I invite you to get all the facts - 
TYO° 3 BIG U 

//,, RADIO -TELEVISION BOONS 
r 

` 

1 want you to havé ALL the facts about 
my new 10 -MONTH Radio-Television Training 

-without cost! Rush coupon for my three big Radio- 
Television books: "How to Make Money In Radio- 
Television." PLUS my new illustrated Television Bul- 
letin PLUS an actual sample 9prayberry Lesson -ALL 
FREE. No obligation and no cowman will call. Mail 
coupon NOW! 

Seatenber, 1953 

r 
SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO, Dept. 25 -A 

l 111 North Canal St., Chicago S, M. 
Please rush to me all information on your 10 -MONTH Radio-Tele- 

I vision Training Plan. I understand this does not obligate me and that 
no salesman will 08 upon me. Be sure to include 3 books FREE. 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 
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THE TYPE 99 -A TRANSCRIPTION AMPLIFIER 
"That simplifier of )murs is fantastic ". So ' n I :I leading expert. hearing the 
"99'' perform against amplifiers costing sev, r,il times as much. Even we are 
flabbergasted (but happy) at the response - "\ \'hen can 1 llave one? 
"That I want. ". -Save me one of the first ". The "99" is unique - a complete 
amplifier in one compact case Willi 4- position input selector, separate turn- 
over and rollot record equalizers, treble and bass controls. adjustable loudness 
compensation and pickup -level control. See and hear an H. H. SCOTT 
amplifier nt only 00.0, - the phenomenal "94 

FREE BOOKLET R -53 

99 W II"`:OSM[R SCOT 7", INC, 
FA CAA GEO ENG /NE(R /NG" 

385 PUTNAM AVE. CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS. 

AMPERITE 
Studio Microphones 

at P.A. Prices 

Ideal for 
BROADCASTING 

RECORDING 

PUBLIC ADDRESS 
"The ulllmate in micro- 
phone quality," says 
Evan Rushing, sound 
engineer of the Hotel 
New Yorker. 

Shout right into the 
new Amperite Micro - 
phone-or stand 2 feet 
away- reproduction is 
always perfect. 

Nol affected by 
any climatic conditions. 

Guaranteed to with- 
stand severe "knocking 
around." 

Models 
RBLG -200 ohms 
RBHG -Hi -imp. 

List $42.00 

"Kontak" Mikes 
Model SKH, list $12.00 
Model KKH, list $18.00 

Speclat Write for Special Introductory Oer, 

Offer: and 4 -page illustrated folder 

AMPERIT£'mpany 1 . 
561 BROADWAY NEW YORK 12. N. Y. 

Canada Allas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King St. W., Toronto 
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99 
New TUBES Standard 

Guaranteed Brands 
052 .5100 4-1255 2.5:0 7723: 8 OA3 VR775. I.10 4X1505 22.. ]248 
Oé2G 

1.00 4%500A .00 7268 
1.40 58P1 74.50 7260 OC3,VR105 1.00 5C22 42.00 BOlq 003.VR150 .90 5021 . 15.00 R03 

1A3 1.00 5FP7 1.95 805 . 1B23 8.95 SR4GY 1.25 807 1824 . . 9.30 ST4 1.50 808 . 1826 2.30 61.5W ... 1.75 809 
1122771. 
N 
1827 

21B 
. 

. 

.12.5 
2.50 

GANS .... 2.90 Bll 
0 813 

1Ñ23 
. 1.25 

WE PAY 814 . 

1N239 
. 

. 3.25 pjÿ ' 

1N34F .79 HIGHEST 8298 
INSBA . . 

1.50 PRICES FOR B30B 

iíN9 . 2.á9 YOUR áióp 
o .59 SURPLUS t é¡9 : 

2:S1S ... .25 R52 2C39 ..19.95 6As6 2.30 R60 
. 

2C39A .22.00 68L6 69.50 R61 2C40 7.25 RASA 2C42 . . 19.95 6F 6 
6 . .50 872A 2C44 

. 1.19 614 5.25 rota 2C48 ....19.95 654 3.50 931g.. 2C51 _ .. .50 ISE ... 1.75 954 2C52 .... .95 ISR . .. .89 955 2021 .... 1.25 FG17 .... 3.95 956 202118 2o21 
. . 2.49 F032 ....12.95 _57 2E22 .... 1.95 F057 14.95 93Rg . 2E24 

. 4.65 R1460 1641 2.25 9s9 2E25A ... 4.50 FG 9S . ..22.00 991 
Ñ 
28 3.25 F0104 . . . 24.50 1005 anal .. 32.50 VT-127q . 2.95 5006 2525 ..28.30 100TH . 9.50 5618 2526 . 75.00 250TH . 

. 

782,3 21428 . ..32.00 304TH ... 7.95 1628 21434 .179.50 304TL . . 7.95 
21441 ...110.00 307A 8575 3.95 2050 
21445 110.08 2651 
n5448 .. .99.;5 39009 .. 3.95 5651 

394q . .. 3.95 5854 
3AS 

. 1.25 417A .... 8.50 5887 3823 .... 4.95 446A . . 1.19 3694 
3835 

. 4.95 450TH ...44.50 5702 s27 11.50 ., T 3826 3.50 575A 13.95 3828 . 6.50 i77,07,..' 704 
3022 72.50 5718 

. 

3C23 9.95 Vacuum 5719 
1C24 240. 1.50 Capacitors sii9 3C33 9.95 3C5 . 12.5o 50-15 ..35.95 SR14 . 

3E29 . . . 11.95 50-32 . . 12.50 SR44 
12-32 . 10.00 8005 .. 
100-20 .14.50 8012 3GP1 3.95 

á5P7 3.95 . RfhA .55.00 
3530 295.50 703A .... .50 R025Á ... .93 4824 . 6.95 705A .... 1.50 9001 .. 1.25 dea, . 17.50 7078 . 14.56 9002 .95 
4C28 ... 35.00 7156 8.95 9003 
4C35 . 22.00 715C 18 OO °004 ... .49 
4E27 . 14.50 717: .90 9008 1.90 4.65A 17.00 722A .. . 1.95 9006 .. .49 
Complete lane of Receiving Tubes. Thousands of other 
types of Transmitting Tubes. If you don t see ,t, WRITE. Pr lees su Sleet to change without notice. 
Californians add sale tax. Add postage to order. 

16.95 
2.75 

45.00 
69.53 

.39 
3.95 
3.25 
1.65 
2.95 
2.95 
2.90 

10.95 
2.75 
3.95 
8.95 

. 9.95 
2.75 
9.50 
3.45 
1.4s 

29.50 
19.95 
4.50 

14.95 
1.50 
3.25 
1.40 
5.50 
.33 
.49 
.49 
.49 
.69 

2.45 

. 2.75 

.39 

2.95 
1.15 

. 5.95 

ELECTRONICS 

Dept. R -25 
7552 Melrose Ave. 
Los Angeles 46, 

California 

The tuner is known as the Model 
R300 and features separate bass and 
treble controls, automatic frequency 
control, and compensated preamp for 
use with magnetic pickups. 

WEBCOR PHONOGRAPH 
Web.et cr -('h icugo (,'orporntion of 

Chicago, Illinois has recently intro- 
duced a high- quality, table -model 
phonograph which has been trade - 
named "Musicale." 

According to the company, this new 
unit provides uniform audio response 
from 50 to 12,500 cps. It incorpo- 
rates a 5 -tube amplifier which includes 
a preamplifier for the G -E reluctance 
pickup with vvhich the phonograph is 

/le 

equipped. A loudness control is used 
to improve tonal quality at low levels. 

The set uses three separate speak- 
ers, one 4 -inch unit to handle the 
higher frequencies and two 6 -inch 
speakers. The 4 -inch speaker is 
mounted in the front of the case while 
the others are mounted on the sides. 
With this arrangement the high fre- 
quencies are still audible even when 
the listener moves at an angle from 
the speaker. 

The "Musicale" is currently avail- 
able in blonde korina and in mahogany 
finishes. 

AMATEUR DESK SIGN 
Hawkins Distributing Co., Paqua- 

tuck Terrace, East Moriches. New 
York is now offering a new amateur 
desk sign which features a sturdy, 
crystal -clear, plexiglas base and red 
or black polystyrene injection -molded 
letters 1%" high. 

The new sign is durable and may be 
washed in lukewarm water with mild 
soap when it becomes soiled. 

A quantity price is available to ra- 
dio clubs ordering lots of three or 
more. An order blank, giving full de- 
tails on these units, will be forwarded 
on request. 

SMALLEST PERSONAL PORTABLE 
Enterson Radio and Phonograph 

Corporation of 111 Eighth Avenue, 
New York 11, New York has just in- 
troduced what is said to be the world's 
smallest personal portable receiver, 
the "Pocket Radio". 

Catalogued as the Model 747, the 
unit weighs less than 1 pound and 
measures 6 inches in width and 11/4 
inches in depth. It is small enough to 

(Continued on page 110) 
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12 reasons why it pays to replace with 

SYLVANIA PI URE TUBES 

Independent laboratory tests show these 

12 outstanding qualities of Sylvania Picture Tubes 

No tube failures (after 1500 hours). 1. No stray emission. 

8. Low electrical breakdown. 

9. Very good color control. 

10. Excellent spot centering. 

11. Low screen burning (no rejections). 

12. Excellent physical conditions. 

No trenc toward slumping emission 

or low light cutput. 

No excessive leakage. 

No excessive gas present. 

Excellent gric control. 

Excellent emission characteristics. 

Only Sylvania showed 
no tube failures 

MB! 
Here is proof that Sylvania Picture 
Tibes are first in long life and finest 
in a l around performance of all 
tube: tested. 

TI e above record was established 
in ccmparison tests of the tubes of 
9 dif'erent manufacturers. All tests 
were conducted under identical con - 
ditions by an outside testing agency. 

Se: owners everywhere are being 
told again and again about Syl- 
vania's superiority on the big, nation- 
wide TV show "Beat the Clock." 

- 

The Picture Tube 
for Reliable Replacement 

Of course, the name Sylvania has 
always stood for highest quality. 
Now, more than ever before, Syl- 
vania Picture Tubes mean better 
business for jobbers and service - 
dealers alike. If you would like the 
full story of these recent tests to 
show your customers how Sylvania 
Picture Tubes won over all others 
tested, simply mail the coupon now. 

SYLV\XR' 
LIGHTING RADIO ELECTRONICS TELEVISION 

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd., University Tower Bldg. 

St. Ca-herine St., Montreal, P. Q. 

Se yfe nber. 1953 

REWIRT 

r 

Send 
for this 
report 

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 

Dept. 3R- 2109,1740 Broadway, N.Y. 19, N.Y. 

Please send me the official report of the tests 
made on Sylvania Picture Tubes in competi- 
tion with other makes. 

Name 

Company 

Street 

City Zone tote 
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qe4eitteet 

IMPEDANCE 
BRIDGE KIT 

MODEL IB -2 

$595° 
SHIPPING WT. 

15 LBS. 

Another new, outstanding instrument design so typically character- 
istic of Hcathkit operation in producing high quality instrument kits 
at the lowest possible price. A new, improved model Impedance 
Bridge kit featuring modern cabinet styling, with slanted panel for 
convenience of operation and interpretation of scales at a 510.00 
price reduction over the preceding model. Built -in adjustable phase 
shift oscillator and amplifier with all tubes of the battery operated 
type completely eliminates warm -up time. The instrument is en- 
tirely AC line operated. No bothersome battery replacements. 

The Hcathkit 1B -2 Impedance Bridge Kit actually represents 
four instruments in one compact unit. The Wheatstone Bridge for 
resistance measurements, the Capacity Comparison Bridge for capa- 
city measurements, Maxwell Bridge for low Q, and Hay Bridge for 
high Q inductance measurements. Read Q, D, DQ all on one dial 
thereby eliminating possible confusion due to the incorrect dial 
reference or adjustment. Only one set of instrument terminals nec- 

eat tZee 
AUDIO WATTMETER 

- - - - KIT 
MODEL AW -1 

$295? 
SHIPPING WT. 

6 LBS. 

e 
Simpson 100 -0 -100 microampere 
meter. 

Completely AC operated. 
Built -in phase shift generator and 
amplifier. 
Battery type tubes, no warm -up 
required. 
Newly designed two section CRL 
dial. 
Single knob D, 0, and DO functions. 
Special impedance matching trans- 
former. 
New modern cabinet styling. 
7200 precision resistors and silver 
mica condensers. 

essary for any measurement function. Panel provisions provided for 
external generator use. 

A newly designed two section CRL dial provides ten separate 
"units" switch settings with an accuracy of .5'/4. Fractions of units 
are read on a continuously variable calibrated wire -wound control. 
A special minimum capacity, shielded, balanced impedance match- 
ing transformer between the generator and the bridge. The correct 
impedance match is automatically switch selected to provide con- 
stant load operation of the generator circuit. The instrument uses 

precision resistors and condensers in all measurement circuits. 
The new Heathkit 1B -2 provides outstanding design features not 

found in any other kit instrument. The single low price includes the 
power supply, generator, and amplifier stages. No need to purchase 
separate instrument accessories in order to obtain the type of oper- 
ation desired. 

MO 

lea tlleit 
L A B O R A T O R Y 

GENERATOR KIT 
DEL LG -1 

$3950 
A new Heathkit design for the au- 
dio engineer, serious hi fi enthu- 
siast, recording studio, or broad- 
cast station; the Hcathkit Audio 
Wattmeter Kit. This specialized 
instrument instantly indicates the 
output level of the equipment 
under test without requiring the 
use of external load resistors. All 
readings are taken directly from 
the calibrated scales of a 4t/" 

- ' 200 microampere Simpson meter. 
The Hcathkit Audio Wattmeter 

features five full scale power meas- 
urement ranges from 5 milliwarts up to 50 watts with db ranges of 

l5 db to +48 db. The instrument has a power measurement 
rating of 25 watts continuous and 50 watts maximum for inter- 
mittent operation. Non -inductive resistance load impedances of 4, 
ti, 16, and G00 ohms are provided through a panel impedance 
selector switch. Frequency effect is negligible from 10 cycles to 250 
kc. A conventional VTVM circuit utilizes a 12AU7 twin triode tube. 
The meter bridge circuit uses four germanium diodes for good line- 
n-icy. 

With the Heathkit AW -1 desired information can be obtained 
nstantly and conveniently without bothering with the irksome setups 

.,nd calculations usually required. Useful for power curve measure- 
ments, frequency response checks, monitoring indicator, etc. Con - 
vcnient calibration directly from 110 volt AC line source. This new 
instrument will help to supply the answers to your audio operating 
,,r power output problems. 

SHIP. WT. 

16 LBS. 

40) # * et tit Another welcome 
new addition to 
the popular line of Heathkit 
instruments, the Heathkit Lab- 
oratory Generator. Specifically 
designed for flexibility of operation. accuracy and versatility 
beyond the performance level provided by the conventional 
service type generator. Frequency coverage of the Colpitts 
oscillator is 150kc to 30mc in five convenient ranges with 
provisions for internal or external modulation up to 50'3, 
and .1 volt RF output throughout the frequency range. Panel 
mounted 200 microampere Simpson meter for RF "set refer- 
ence level" to provide relative indication of RF output. In- 
dividually shielded oscillator and shielded variable and step 
attenuator provide flexible control of RF output. 

The circuit features a 6AF4 high frequency oscillator. a 
6ÁV5 amplifier with grid modulation, 12AU7 400 cycle 
oscillator and modulator, OB2 voltage regulator tube, and 
a selenium rectifier for the transformer operated power supply. 
The smart professional instrument appearance and over -all 
flexibility of operation will prove a decided asset to any in- 
dustrial or educational laboratory. The Heathkit Laboratory 
Generator sets a new level of operation, far superior to any 
instrument in this price classification. 

HEATH COMPANY Benton Harbor 15, Mich. 
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CHECK THESE maned 
New SUP1 CR tube 

Re -trace blanking 

Voltage regulation 

Extended band width 

Peak -to -peak calibrating provisions 

Good square wave response 

Y. Astigmatism control 

New heavy duty shielded power 
transformer 

NEW 5" TTEIWWrfGff. 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

KIT 
MODEL O -9 

5595° 
SHIPPING 

WT. 28 L85. 

V ) 
Ó f 

Ili , RItOA'I- .. -AI. A'' 
I it - \t et iule.: 
kur sain lh phmhJ1. ciho oi,c of h,ai- 
nt.tl input. op ode sw cep input, line sync. internal sync. and external 

ssnt. I. y.t rated honnnmal .wesp produces sweep width severe situes the 
t.0 li,'dc ray nhe diameter. New blanking amplifier for complete retrase 
blanking ai J ' phasing control. 
P(\\ ER SUPPLY' - Ness' high voltage power supply and filtering tir - 
ut it for mall tine hairline focusing. New heavy duty power trausfurmer 
with adequ.no ,opt rating rsscrve. Voltage regulated supply for Null vcrtital 
and h,otinotiral amplifiers for absolutely rock steady tracts and complue 
It ecd,mt from b, nuite and jitter due to line variations. 

The a,id test of any t "-t illoscope operation is the ability to reproduce 
bleb Ihs.pw my square waves and the new Hcathkit O') will faithfully re- 

hr,iJm .h 

a 

s up ro 500 kc. This is the ideal all around. general 
pu,p, c ,,., ilb\,NOpefor cd uutional and industrial use. radio and TV sets 

u sd any o than is ps of work requiring the instantaneous rcpnduttinn hc.. 
a abscnvuun of vouai wave forms and other electrical phuu:men:t. 

Am,.,un,inl' ;IA Lr. w a brilliant ,Clits I .` Ih.uól.it U 
gn., th). t NI, Kit'. (.1-II. I-his outstanding instrument i .,,rpt ua. ail 

ot thv feature, Jtcchoptd and prosan in the produtu,mot Well ts r 

'(1,(Itl(I kit,. in atldtu,.n V. ;1 host ot hnan: new de\Ign traturcc for truly 
tt.r.tndtne pancam,mce. 'Ihi, new w .tope te u tnucs a brand new ( no stir- 

Plus) rt. rai as. Lthle 51 PI t.uh,Jc ras tUbe III( II Ile fill using, 
high iuturuV. and freedom fron, halation. lire l R tube is die stand- 
ard sire tort Ja..ict , nd industrial lalou.uoorics. Jcsc,gnncnt cnginccrs, 
n.l . man. 'li.a ndy svc LR tube vttcruhg a wide rance ot types, 

a oniu 
tolo,n. ph spL,or .. and pu isuncc 'Hie :u swcr no g,lod ustillusropc per- 
ton¢uhte bss III t atel basi, design and upetating th.uauaristiu. and 

not in tin use ,.f 
II/1 . 

t R tubts. 
\'I-Rllt Al. A\IPI.IIIIrR - New cssndul band width ccrrital antplititr 
with . .. t ti'í ..;n per in h. J..wn s db at 2 mc, down only 
si dl, . 'nn 7 hrco s:y, scru,al uhput autnu,uor' quality ceramic 

. I proper input u.mlcman h I r ovh.ions for udb- 
I c;, . ugxak nlcrunc, with t alil t u I screen for direst 

\' 

---dr+lf 

N O. 342 

$350 SHIP. WT, 7 1 LB. 

fTCR¢Ct LOW CAPACITY 

PROBE KIT 
()t ill,\cupc investigation of high frequency. 
high impedance, or broad bandwidth circuits 
ent uu utered in tcles,si, -n work requires flu- 
use of a low capacity probe to prevent loss of 
gain. distortion, or false ssrvlse in(unnitiun. 
The llcathkit Law Capacity Prole features 

a variable capacitor to provide the necessary 
degree of instrument impedance matching. 

New probe styling with bright polished alu- 
minum housing and polystyrene probe ends. 

featG,%li>t 

VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR KIT 

= 1-\ 

jf3 

% 

MODEL VC -2 

$1150 
SHIPPING WT. 

4 LBS. 

The Ilcathkit Voltage (alibna- 
por provides a convenient meth- 
od of making peak -to -peak volt- 
age measurements with an os- 

tillncc,pc by establishing a re- 

lationship on a comparison ba- 

sis bare -ten the .: tnpi tude of an 

unknown wave shape and the 
known output of the voltage 
calibrator. Peak -to -peak voltage 
values are read directly on the 

calibrated panel stales. To u8- 
set line voltage supply irregu- 
larities, the instrument features 
a voltage regulator tube. 

\\ ith the Ilcathkit \'ultage (.di- 
hrar:r- it is putsible to nx.nurc all 

f nomptes ssasc form. within 
., range of .t11 to 1(111 cults 

t.,k. A convenient -signal- 
p. 'n the panel sw itch b -passes 

du calibrator completely and the sig- 
nal is applied to the ,.tillr.stupe in- 
put thereby eliminating the necessity 
for transferring test (cads. 

NO. 337-B 

*let cc 

SCOPE DEMODULATOR 

PROBE KIT 
In apph,arioio su.ó is trouble -.Ii, ring or 
aligning TV, Rh, IF, and video stages, the 
frequency ranges encountered require demod- 
ulation of signals before oscilloscope presen- 
tation. The newly -styled Heath k it Demodula- 

s 
350 ter Probe in polished aluminum housing will 

fulfill this function and readily Nave its 
value as an oscilloscope service accessory. De- 

SHIP. WT. 1 LB. tailed assembly sheet provided, including in- 
structions for probe operation. 

ELECTRONIC SWITCH 
KIT 

1 árl. The basic function of the Heathkit S.2 
Illectronic Switch Kit is to permit simul- 
taneous oscillusc, ope observation of two 
separate tracts which can be either sepa- 
rated or superimposed for individual 
study. A typical example would be ob- 
servation of a signal as it appears at both 
the input and output stages of an ampli- 
fier. It will also serve as a square wave 
generator over the range of switching fre- 
quencies. often providing the necessary 
wave form response information without 
insuring the expense of an additional 
instrutntne. 

Continuously variable switching rates 
in three ranges (ran, less than I0 cps to 
over 211110 cps. Individual nntrás for 
each input channel and a positioning con- 
trol. The five tube transformer operated 
circuit utilirts two 6SJ ?,. two GSN'. and 
one ('XS tubes. Ruy thus kit and enjoy 
increased versatility of operation from 
your osti lluscupc. 

MODEL S -2 

$Z35ó 
S H I P . WT. I I LES. 

September, 1953 
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f`eettGL&:t 

VACUUM TUBE 

VOLTMETER 
KIT 

MODEL V -6 

SHIPPING WT. 6 L85. 

The beautiful Heathkit Model 
V -6 VTVM, the world's largest 
selling kit instrument, now 

ffers many outstanding new features in addition to retaining all of 
the refinements developed and proven in the production of over 
00,000 VTVM's. This is the basic measuring instrument for every 

branch of electronics. Easily meets all requirements for accuracy. 
stability, sensitivity, convenience of ranges. meter readability, and 
modern styling. It will accurately measure DC voltages, AC voltages, 
otters tremendous ohmmeter range coverage, and a complete db 
sale for a total of 35 meter ranges. 

New 111 volt full scale low range provides well over 2i." of 
scale length per volt. Upper DC scale limit 1.500 volts. DC ranges 
11.1.5, 5. 15, 50, 150, 500, 1,500 volts full scale. AC ranges 0 -1.5, 
5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1,500 (1,000 volts maximum). Seven ohm- 

YTCL 30,000 VOLT DC 

PROBE KIT 
For TV service work or any similar application 
where the measurement of high DC voltage is squired, the Heathkit Model 336 High Voltage 
Probe Kit will prove invaluable. A precision multiplier resistor mounted inside the two -color, 
sleek, plastic probe body provides a multipli- 
cation factor of 100 on the DC ranges 
of the Heathkit ll megohm VTVM. 
The entire kit includes precision resis- 
tor, two -color plastic probe, tip con- 
nector spring, test lead, phone plug 
panel connector, and complete assembly 
I rotruct ions. 

No. 336 

$450 
- 

SHIP. WT. 

2 LBS. 

No. 338 -B Weer Zie PEAK -TO -PEAK 

$550 
SHIP. WT. 2 LBS. 

PROBE KIT 
Now read peak -to -peak voltages on the DC 

scales of the Heathkit 11 megohm VTVM. 
Readings can be directly made from the VTVM 
scale without involved calculations. Measure- 
ments over the frequency range of 5 kc to 5 
mc. Use this probe to extend the usefulness 
of your VTVM in radio and TV service work. 
The Peak -to -Peak Probe Kit features the new 
polished aluminum housing with two -color 
polystyrene probe ends. Detailed assembly sheet 
including instructions for probe operation. 

,,"".ws 

}>reatleGt RF 

PROBE KIT 
The Heathkit RI. Probe used in conjunction with 
any 11 megohm VTVM will permit RF meas- 
urements up to 250 mc, ± 10 %. A useful, con- 
venient accessory for those occasions when RF 
measurements are desired. The RF probe body 
is housed in the new, smartly- styled polished 
aluminum probe body featuring two -color poly- 
styrene probe ends and a low capacity flexible 
shielded test lead. The kit is complete with all 
necessary material and a detailed assembly sheet 
as well as instructions for probe operation. 

No. 309 -B 

$350 
SHIP. WT. 2 LBS. 

eataned 
New 1 l volt full scale low range 

1,500 volt upper limit DC range 

Increased accuracy through 50% 
greater scale coverage 

High impedance 11 megohm input 

Center scale sere adjust 

Polarity reversal switch 

1% precision resistors 

Clearly marked db scales 

meter ranges from .1 ohm to 1,000 megohms. For added conven- 
ience a DC polarity reversing switch and a center scale zero adjust- 
ment for FM alignment. 

The smartly styled, compact, sturdy, formed aluminum cabinet 
is finished in an attractive gray crackle exterior. The beautiful two - 
color, durable, infra -red, baked enamel panel further adds to the 
over -all professional appearance. 

Top quality components used throughout. I % precision resistors - silver contact range and selector switches - selenium rectifier - 
transformer operated power supply. Individual calibration on both 
AC and DC for maximum accuracy. DB scale printed in red for easy 
identification, all other scales a sharp, crisp black for easy reading. 
A variety of accessory probes shown on this page still add further 
to over -all instrument usefulness. 

4iecta GG AC VACUUM TUBE 

VOLTMETER KIT 
MODEL AV -2 

SHIPPING WT. 

5 LBS. 

The new Heathkit AC VTVM 
that makes possible those sensi- 
tive AC measurements required 
by laboratories, audio enthusi- 
asts, and experimenters. Especi- 
ally useful for hum investiga- 
tion, sensitive null detection, 
phono pick -up output measure- 

ments, making frequency response runs, gain measurements. 
ripple voltage checks, etc. Low level measurements are easy 
to make because of the complete voltage coverage of the 
instrument and the one knob operation. 

The large 200 microampere Simpson meter has clearly 
marked and easy to read meter scales. Ten voltage ranges 
covering from .01 rms full scale to 300 volts rms full scale, 
with frequency response ± I db from 20 cycles to 50,000 
cycles. Instrument input impedance 1 megohm, ten db ranges 
from -52 db to +52 db. For stability and good linearity 
characteristics the meter bridge circuit features 4 germanium 
diodes. Attractive instrument styling, a companion piece for 
the popular Heathkit VTVM and the new AW -1 Audio 
Wattmeter. 
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CHECK THESE 7eatieepted 

20,000 ohms per volt DC sensitivity, 

5,000 ohms per volt on AC: 

Polarity reversal switch 

1% precision multiplier resistors 

50 microampere 02' Simpson meter 

Meter ranges for service 

convenience 

New resistor ring- switch assembly 

Co' Total of 35 meter ranges 

New Modern cabinet styling 

The most important Heathkit announcement of the year, the 

new 20,000 ohms per volt Heathkit Multimeter, Model MM -1. 

The universal service measuring instrument, accurate, sensitive, 

portable, and completely independent of AC line supply. Par- 

ticularly designed for service use incorporating many desirable 

features for the convenience of the service man. Full 20,000 

ohms per volt sensitivity on DC ranges - 5,000 ohms per volt 

sensitivity on AC -polarity reversal switch, no bothersome 

transferring of test leads -1% precision multiplier resistors - large 41/2" recessed non -glare 50 microampre Simpson me- 

ter - conveniently slanted control panel - recessed safety type 

banana jacks - standard universally available batteries - 
rugged practical sized cabinet with plastic carrying handle, and 
a total of 35 calibrated meter ranges. 
RANGES 

Voltage ranges selected entirely for service convenience. For 

example 11/2 volt full scale low range for measuring portable 
radio filament voltages, bias voltages, etc., 150 volt full scale 

range for AC -DC service work, 500 volt full scale range for 

conventional transformer operated power supply systems. Com- 

plete voltage ranges AC and DC, 0-1.5-5-50- 150 -500- 
1,500 -5,000 volts. DC current ranges, 0 -150 microamperes - 
15 milliamperes -150 milliamperes -500 milliamperes -15 
amperes. Resistance measurements from .2 ohms to 20 meg- 

ohms x 1 x 1,000 x 10,000. 
DB coverage from -10 db 
to +65 db. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Entirely new design permits assembly, mounting and wiring 

of precision resistors on a ring -switch assembly unit. The major 

portion of instrument wiring is completed before mounting the 

ring -switch assembly to the panel. No calibration procedure is 

required, all precision resistors readily accessible in event of 

replacement. 

CABINET 

Strikingly modern cabinet styling featuring two piece con- 

struction, durable black Bakelite cabinet, with easy to read 

panel designations. Cabinet size 51/2" wide x 4" deep x 71/2" 

high. Good cabinet physical stability when operated in vertical 

position. 
The Heathkit MM -1 represents a terrific instrument value 

for a high quality 20,000 ohms per volt unit using all 1% 

deposited carbon type precision resistors. Here is quality, per- 

formance, functional design, and attractive appearance, all com- 

bined in one low priced package. 

BATTERY TESTER KIT 
The Heathkit Battery Tester measures all 
types of dry batteries between 11/2 volts 
and 150 volts under actual load condi- 
tions. Readings are made directly on a 
three color Good- Weak -Replace scale. 
Operation is extremely simple and merely 
requires that the test leads be connected 
to the battery under test. Only one control 

to adjust in addition to a panel 
switch for "A" or "B" battery 
types. The Heathkit Battery Test- 
er features compact assembly, ac- 
curate meter movement, and a 
three deck wire -wound control, 
all mounted in a portable rugged 
plastic cabinet. Checks portable 
radio batteries, hearing aid bat- 
teries, lantern batteries, etc. 

MODEL BT -1 

$850 
SHIP. WT. 

2 LBS. 

J 

meat *tt 
HANDITESTER KIT 

MODEL M -1 

$14,Só 
SHIPPING WT. 

3 LBS. 

The Heathkit Model M -1 Handitester readily 
fulfills major requirements for a compact, port- 
able volt ohm milliammeter. Despite its com 
pact size, the Handitester is packed with every 
desirable feature required in an instrument o! 

this type. AC or DC voltage ranges full scale 
0.10 -30- 300 -1.000 -5,000 volt s. Twc 
ohmmeter ranges, 0.3.000 and 0- 300,000. Two 
DC current measurement ranges, 0 -10 milli- 
amperes and 0 -100 milliamperes. The instru- 
ment uses a Simpson 400 microampere meter 
movement, which is shunted with resistors to 
provide a uniform 1 milliampere load on both 
AC and DC ranges. Special type, easily access- 
ible, battery mounting bracket - 1% deposited 
carbon type precision resistors - hearing aid 
type ohms adjust control. The Handitester is 
easily assembled from complete instructions and 
pictorial diagrams. Necessary test leads are in- 
cluded in the price of this popular kit. 
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Here is the new Heathkit Baucry LGrninator necessary for 
modern, up -to -date operation of your service shop. The Heath- 
kit Model BE -4 furnishes either 6 volts or 12 volts output 
which can be selected at the flick of a panel switch. Use the 
BE -4 to service the new 12 volt car radios in addition to the 
conventional 6 volt radios. 

This new Battery Eliminator provides two continuously 
variable output ranges, 0 -8 volts DC at 10 amperes continuously, 
or 15 amperes maximum intermittent; 0 -16 volts DC at 5 
amperes continuously or 7.5 amperes maximum intermittent. 
The output voltage is clean and well filtered as the circuit uses 
two 10,000 mf condensers. The continuously variable voltage 
output feature is a definite aid in determining the starting point 
of vibrators, the voltage operating range of oscillator circuits, 

Panel mounted meters constantly monitor voltage and cur- 

eat.s4et VIBRATOR 
TESTER KIT 

Your repair time is valuable, and 
service use of the Heathkit Vibrator 
Tester will save you many hours of 
work. This tester will instantly tell 
you the condition of the vibrator 
being checked. Checks vibrators for 
proper starting and the easy to read 
meter indicates quality of output on 
a large Bad -? -Good scale. The Heath- 
kit VT -1 checks both interrupter and 
self rectifier types of vibrators. Five different 
sockets for checking hundreds of vibrator 
types. 

The Heathkit Vibrator Tester operates 
from any battery eliminator capable of de- 
livering continuously variable voltage from 
4 to 6 volts DC at 4 amperes. The new 
Heathkit Model BE -4 Battery Eliminator 
would be an ideal source of supply. 

MODEL VT -1 

$1450 
SHIPPING WT. 

6 LBS. 

eat(sdet 
B I N D I N G P O S T 

Binding post kit now available so that 
standardization of all instrument con- 
nectors is possible. This new, five -way 
binding post will accommodate an alliga- 
tor clip, banana plug, test lead pin, spade 
lug, or hook -up wire. Sold in units of 
20 binding post assemblies. Each assem- 
bly includes binding post, flat and shoul- 
der fiber washers, solder lug, and nut. 
120 pieces in all. Kit 362, $4.00. 

CHECK THESE 7erateeted 

Either 6 or 12 volt operation 

Continuously variable voltage output 

Constant ammeter and voltmeter 
monitoring 

Automatic overload relay - self - 
resetting 

Two 10,000 mf condensers 

New 18 disc split type heavy duty 
rectifier unit 

fuse protection 

rent output and will quickly indicate the presence of a major 
circuit fault in the equipment under test. The power trans- 
former primary winding is fuse protected and for additional 
safety an automatic relay of the self -resetting type is incorpo- 
rated in the DC output circuir. The heavy duty rectifier is a 
split type 18 plate magnesium copper sulfide unit used either 
as a full wave rectifier or voltage doubler according to the 
position of the panel range switch. 

Here is the ideal battery eliminator for all of your service 
problems and as an additional feature, it can also be used as a 
battery charger. Another new application for the Heathkit 
Battery Eliminator is a variable source of DC filament supply 
in audio development and research. More than adequate vari- 
able voltage and current range for normal applications. 

NEW ''Wcat'44ce VARIABLE VOLTAGE 

ISOLATION 
TRANSFORMER KIT 

Tue new Heathkit Isolation Trans- 
former Kit provides line isolation for 
AC -DC radios (not an auto trans- 
former), thereby eliminating shock 
hazard, hum problems, alignment dif- 
ficulties, etc. The output voltage is 
variable from 90 to 130 volts AC 
and is constantly monitored by a 
panel mounted AC volt meter. Use 
it to increase AC supply voltage in 
order to induce breakdown of faulty 
components in circuits thereby saving 
service time. Use it also to simulate vary -.' 
ing line voltage conditions and to de- 
termine the line voltage level at which 
oscillator circuits cease functioning, par- 
ticularly in three -way portable radios. 
Rated at 100 watts continuous operation 
and up to 200 watts maximum intermit- 
tent operation. A useful radin and TV 
service tool. 

MODEL IT -I 

s1650 
SHIP. WT. 9 LBS. 

eatileet 
TECHNICAL 

APPLICATION BULLETINS 

An exclusive Heathkit service. Tech- 
nical application bulletins prepared 
by recognized instrument authori- 
ties outlining various combinations 
of instrument applications. Avail- 
able now with 40 four -page illus- 
trated bulletins and an attractive 
flexible loose -leaf binder. Only 32.00. 
(No c.o.d. on this item, please.) 
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CHECK THESE 7eet 
INCREDUCTOR controllable inductor 
sweep 

TV and IF sweep deviation 12 -30 mc 

4 mc- 220 mc continuous frequency 
coverage 

Oscillator operation entirely on fun- 
damentals 

Output in excess of 100,000 micro- 
volts 

Automatic amplitude circuit 

Voltage regulation 

P. Simplified operation 

NEW 'Wear/fleet 

TV ALIGNMEN 

GENERATOR 
KIT 

MODEL TS -3 

$4450 
SHIPPING WEIGHT 

18 POUNDS 

Proudly announcing an entirely new, advanced model TV and FM 
Sweep Generator, the Heathkit Model TS -3. This new design tiro- 

, + vides features and combinations of functions not found in any 
other service type instrument. Every design consideration has been 
given to the requirements of the TV service man to provide a 
flexible, variable sweep source with more than adequate RP out- 
put and complete frequency coverage throughout the TV and FM 
spectrum. 

the frequency range of the TS -3 is from 4 mc to 220 mc in four 
switch selected ranges. All frequency ranges are overlapping for 
complete coverage. A particularly important feature of the instru- 
ment is that the oscillator operates entirely on fundamentals, there- 
by providing complete freedom from spurious oscillation and 
parasitics normally encountered in beat frequency type oscillators. 
This circuity assures a much higher total RF output level and 
simplifies attenuation problems. 

The new TS -3 features an entirely new principle of sweep oper- 
ation. Sweep action is entirely electronic with no moving parts or 
clectro mechanical devices so commonly used. The heart of the 
sweep system is a newly -developed 1NCREDUCTOR controllable 
inductor. With this system, the value of inductance of each oscil- 

NEW 4=eftr 

SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT 
MODEL 5G -8 

$1950 
SHIPPING WEIGHT 

8 POUNDS 

Announcing the new 
Heathkit Model SG -S 

service type Signal Generator. in- 
corporating many design features 
not usually found in an instru- 
ment in this price range. The RF 

output is from 160 kc to 100 mc in five ranges, all on funda- 
mentals, with useful harmonics up to 200 mc. The RP out - 
put level is in excess of 100,000 microvolts throughout the 
frequency range. 

The oscillator circuit consists of a 12AT7 twin triode tube. 
One half is used as a Colpitts oscillator, and the other half 
as a cathode follower output which acts as a buffer between 
the oscillator and external load. This circuity eliminates 
oscillator frequency shift usually caused by external circuit 
loading. 

All coils are factory wound and adjusted. thereby com- 
pletely eliminating the need for calibration and the use 
of additional calibrating equipment. The stable low 
impedance output features a step and variable attenuator 
for complete control of RF level. A 6C4 triode acts as a 

400 cycle sine wave oscillator and a panel switching sys- 
tem permits a choice of either external or internal modu- 
lation. 

The transformer operated circuit is easy to assemble, 
requires no calibration, and meets every service require- 
ment for an adjustable level variable frequency signal 
source, either modulated or un- modulated. ® ® 

Z1 © 
6 ` 
it 4 t Ili 

. 

lator coil is electrically varied with an AC control current. and 
the inductance variation is achieved by a change in the magnetic 
state of the core on which the oscillator coils are wound. This 
system provides a sweep deviation of not less than 12 mc on all 
TV frequencies, and up to a maximum of 30 mc on TV IF fre- 
quencies. The high RF output level throughout the instrument 
frequency range overcomes the most common complaint of the 
older type sweep generators. A new, automatic amplitude control 
circuit maintains the output level flat to ± 2 db throughout the 
instrument range. For convenience of operation a low impedance 
50 ohm output is used. 

Operation of the instrument has been simplified through the 
reduction of panel controls and separate panel terminals provide 
for external synchronization if desired. The circuit uses a voltage 
regulator tube to maintain stable instrument operation. A built -in 
variable oscillator marker further adds to flexibility of instrument 
operation. Provisions are also made for the use of an external 
marker, such as your service type signal generator, if desired. Use 
the Heathkit TS -3 for rapid, accurate TV alignment work, and 
let it help you solve those time consuming, irksome problems so 
frequently encountered. 

N E W pTeCie44Ce 

BAR GENERATOR KIT 

1 
40ci 

0 0 

MODEL BG -1 

$1450 
SHIPPING WIGHT 

6 POUNDS 

The Heathkit 13G -1 Bar Gener- 
ator represents another welcome 
addition to the fast growing 
line of popular Heathkirs. The 

station transmitted test pattern is rapidly disappearing, and the bar 
generator is the logical answer to the TV service man's problem 
in obtaining quick, accurate adjustment information without waiting 
for test patterns. 

The Heathkit BG -I produces a series of horizontal or vertical 
bars on a TV screen. Since these bars are equally spaced, they will 
quickly indicate picture linearity of the receiver under test. Panel 
switch provides "stand -by position" - "horizontal position" - 
"vertical position." The oscillator unit utilizes a 12AT7 twin triode 
for the RF oscillator and video carrier frequencies. A neon relax- 
ation oscillator provides low frequency for vertical linearity tests. 

The instrument will not only produce bar patterns but will also 
provide an indication of horizontal and vertical sync circuit stability, 
as well as overall picture size. 

Instrument operation is extremely simple, and merely requires 
connection to the TV receiver antenna terminal. The unit is trans- 
former operated for safety when used in conjunction with universal 
or transformerless type TV circuits. 
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CHECK THESE 
NEW ?eel/Wm/4 

Simplified harness wiring 

Improved, smooth, anti- backlash roll 
chart action 

Optional roll chart illumination 

Individual element switches 

V Portable or counter style cabinet 

V Spare blank sockr.t 

V Contact type pilot light test socket 

Simplified test set -up procedure 

V Line adjust control 

V 4'2" three -color meter 

The new Model TC -2 Heathkit Tube 
Checker features many circuit improve- 
ments, simplified wiring, new roll chart 
drive and illumination of roll chart. The 

instrument is primarily designed for the convenience of the radio and TV 
service man and will check the operating quality of tubes commonly encount- 
ered in this type of work. Test set -up procedure is simplified, rapid, and flex- 
ible. Panel sockets accommodate 4, 5, 6, and 7 pin tubes, octal and !octal, 7 and 
9 pin miniatures, 5 pin Hytron and a blank socket for new tubes. Built -in neon 
short indicator, individual three -position lever switch for each tube element, 
spring return test switch, 14 filament voltage ranges, and line set control to 
compensate for supply voltage variations, all represent important design fea- 
tures of the TC -2. Results of tube tests are read directly from a large 41/2" 
Simpson three -color meter, calibrated in terms of Bad -? -Good. Information 
that your customer can readily understand. Checks emission, shorted elements, 
open elements, and continuity. 

The use of closer tolerance resistors in critical circuits assures correct test 
information and eliminates the possibility of inaccurate test interpretation. 
Improvement has been made in the mechanical roll chart drive system, com- 
pletely eliminating diagonal running, erratic operation, and backlash. The 
thumb wheel gear driven action is smooth, positive, and free running. As an 
additional feature, the roll chart is illuminated for easier reading, particularly 
when the tube checker is used on radio or TV home service calls. 

Wiring procedure has been simplified through the extended use of multi - 
cable, color coded wires, providing a harness type installation between tube 
sockets and lever switches. This procedure insures standard assembly and im- 
parts that "factory built" appearance to instrument construction. Completely 
detailed information is furnished in the new step -by -step construction manual, 
regarding the set -up procedure for testing of new or unlisted tube types. No 
delay necessary for release of factory data. 

The new Heathkit Tube Checker will prove its value in building service 
prestige through usefulness - simplified operation - attractive professional 
appearance. Don't overlook the fact that the kit price represents a savings of 
$40.00 to $50.00 over the price of a comparable commercially built instru- 
ment. At this low price, no service man need be without the advantages 
offered by the Heathkit Tube Checker. 

eeatleit POWER SUPPLY KIT 

MODEL PS -2 

$3350 
SHIPPING WT. 

17 LBS. 

The Heathkit Laboratory Power Supply 
features continuously variable, regulated 
voltage output with good stability under 
wide load variations. A 41/2" Simpson 
plastic enclosed panel mounted meter pro- 
vides accurate meter output information 
of voltage or current. All panel terminals 
completely isolated from the cabinet. Sep- 
arate 6.3 volt AC supply at 4 amperes for 
filament requirements. Ripple component 
exceptionally low, stand -by switch pro- 
vided to eliminate warm -up time of the 
five tube circuit. 

PORTABLE 

TUBE CHECKER 

KIT 

$3450 
SHIP. WT. 14 LBS. 

The portable model is sup- 
plied with a strikingly at- 
tractive two -tone cabinet finished in rich maroon, proxy - 
lin impregnated, fabric covering with a contrasting 
gray on the inside cover. Detachable cover, brass- plated 
hardware, sturdy plastic handle help to impart a truly 
professional appearance to the instrument. 

PORTABLE TUBE CHECKER CABINET as described 
above will fit all earlier Heathkit TC -1 Tube Checkers. 
Shipping weight 7 lbs. Cabinet only, 91 -8, 3730. 

Qve4t44'r TV PICTURE TUBE 

TEST ADAPTER 
The Heathkit TV Picture Tube 
Test Adapter used with the Heath - 

kit Tube Checker will quickly check 
No, 355 for emission, shorts, etc., and dc- 

Ship. Wt.* 450 termine picture tube quality. Con- 
sists of standard 12 pin TV tube 

1 Lb. socket, four feet of cable, octal 
socket connector, and data sheet. 

LABORATORY AND 
SERVICE SHOP 

BOOKLETS 
"Planning Your Service Business" by John 
T. Frye, and "Establishing the Industrial 
Electronics Laboratory" by Louis B. Garner, 

Jr., are booklets available to Heath - 
kit customers at no charge. These 
booklets, written by nationally recog- 
nized authorities, outline the various 
requirements and considerations for 
establishing your own service busi- 
ness or for setting up an industrial 
electronics laboratory. Full attention 
is given to various details that are 
frequently overlooked when projects 
of this nature are undertaken. Just 
write in to the Heath Company re- 
questing your free copy, or attach a 
memo to your next order. 
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CHECK THESE 7e4ereeted 

Visual and aural signal tracing 

Two channel input 

High RF sensitivity 

Unique noise locater circuit 

Calibrated wattmeter 

Substitution test speaker 

Utility amplifier 

RF, audio probes and test leads included 

MODEL T -3 

2356° 
SHIPPING WEIGHT 

10 POUNDS 

An entirely new type of signal tracer incorporating a combina- 
tion of features not found in any other instrument. Designed ex- 
pressly for the radio and TV service man, particularly for the 
servicing of AM. FM, and TV circuits. Here in a five tube. trans- 
former operated instrument are all of the useful functions so 
necessary for speedy, accurate isolation of service difficulty. 

This new signal tracer features a special high gain RF input 
channel, used in conjunction with a newly- designed wide frequency 
range demodulator probe. High RF sensitivity permits signal 
tracing at the receiver antenna input. A separate low gain channel 
and probe available for audio circuit exploration. Both input chan- 
nels are constantly monitored by an electron ray beam indicator, 
so that visual as well as aural signal indications may be observed. 
The instrument can also be used for comparative estimation of 
gain per stage. 

A decidedly unusual feature is a none I.,calizrr circuit in con- 
junction with the audio probe. With this system, a DC potential 
is applied to a suspected circuit component and the action of the 

\1! DECADE RESISTANCE KIT 
MODEL DR -1 The Decade Resistance Fit provides 

individual switch selection of re- 
S19,50 sistance values using twenty 15b 

resistors providing a choice of I 

SHIP. WT. to 99.999 ohms in 1 ohm steps. 
Ceramic wafer switches, silver - 

4 LBS. plated contacts, smooth, positive de- 
tent action, baked enamel panel, and handsome, 
polished birch cabinet. 

fTC'QZrt'flCC t. 

DECADE CONDENSER KIT 
"I he Hcathk it Dccadc Q.ndcnscr Ki, MODEL DC -I 
features silver mica, precision con- 
densers with a rated accuracy of t 
17. Capacity values are arranged irr 
three decades from 100 mmf to .11 I 

mf in steps of 100 mmf. Ceramic 
wafer switches with silver- plated con- 
tacts and smooth detent action. Use- 
ful in laboratory work. for circuit development. 

$1650 
SHIP WT 

4 LBS. 

e 

e.citif.feit RESISTANCE 
SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT 

MODEL RS -1 

$550 
. WT. 
LBS. 

The Heathkit Resistance Sub- 
stitution Box provides indi- 
vidual switch selection of any 
one of 36 RTMA 1 watt 
10!7 standard value resistors, 
ranging from 15 ohms to 
10 meghoms. Many applica- 
tions in circuit development 
work, and also in radio and 

TV service work. Ideal for experi- 
mentally determining resistance values 
and for quickly altering circuit oper- 
ating characteristics. Entire unit 
housed in attractive Bakelite cabinet, 
featuring the new universal type 
Heathkit binding posts to simplify 
circuit connections. 

'?) 

voltage in the component can be seen 
as well as heard. Invaluable for ferreting out noisy or intermittent 
condensers. noisy resistors, controls. coils, IF and power transform- 
ers. etc. A built -in calibrated wattmeter circuit is very useful for a 

quick preliminary check of the total wattage consumption of the 
equipment under test. Separate panel terminals provide external 
use of the speaker or output transformer for substitution purposes. 
Saves valuable service time by eliminating the necessity for speaker 
removal on every service job. The terminals also permit the utili- 
zation of other shop equipment. such as your oscilloscope or 
VTVM. The T -3 Signal Tracer can be used as a high gain 
amplifier for checking tuners, record changers, microphones, phono 
crystals. etc. 

Don't overlook the interesting service possibilities provided 
through the use of this new instrument and let it work for you 
by saving time and money. The kit is supplied complete with all 
tubes, circuit components, demodulator probe, audio probe, and 
additional test leads. 

CONDENSER CHECKER KIT 
MODEL C -3 

49so 
SHIPPING WT. 

8 POUNDS 

Use the Heathkit C -3 Con- 
denser Checker to quickly 
and accurately measure 
those unknown condenser 

and resistor values. All readings are taken direct- 
ly from the calibrated panel scales without re- 
quiring any involved calculation. Capacity meas- 

urements in four ranges from .00001 mf to 1,000 mf. Checks paper, 
mica. ceramic, and electrolytic condensers. A power factor control is 

available for accurate indication of electrolytic condenser measurements. 
A leakage test switch with switch selection of five polarizing voltages, 
25 volts to 450 volts DC, will indicate condenser operating quality 
under actual load condition. The spring return leakage test switch 
automatically discharges the condenser under test and eliminates shock 
hazard to the operator. 

Resistance measurements can be made in the range from 100 ohms 
to 5 megohms. Here again all values are read directly on the calibrated 
scale. Increased circuit sensitivity coupled with an electron beam null 
indicator increases overall instrument usefulness. 

For safety of operation the circuit is entirely transformer operated 
and the instrument is housed in the attractive. newly -styled Heathkit 
cabinet. featuring rounded corners, and drawn aluminum panel. The 
outstanding low kit price for this surprisingly accurate instrument in- 
cludes necessary test leads. Good service shop operation requires the 
use of this specialized instrument, designed for the express purpose of 
determining unknown condenser values and operating characteristics. 
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qteatlket AMATEUR 

TRANSMITTER 

KIT 
MODEL AT -1 

"- $29só 
SHIPPING WEIGHT 

16 POUNDS 

Here is the latest Heathkit addition to the ham radio field, the 
AT -1 Transmitter Kit, incorporating many desirable design fea- 
tures at the lowest possible dollar -per-watts price. Panel mounted 
crystal socket, stand -by switch, key click filter, AC line filtering, 
good shielding, etc. VFO or crystal excitation - up to 35 watts 
input. Built -in power supply provides 425 volts at 1011 ma. 

This kit features pre -wound coils, single knob band switching. 52 
ohm coaxial output. plug in chassis provisions for VFO or modu- 
lator and rugged clean construction. Frequency range 80, 40, 211, 

NEW fTlt 
ANTENNA COUPLER KIT 

New Heathkit Antenna ( ;ouplcr, .po, T- 

ally designed for the Heathkit AT -I 
Transmitter. The Antenna Coupler can 
be used with any 52 ohm coaxial in- 
put - up to 75 watts power. Low 
pass filter with cut -off frequency of 
approximately 36 mc - L section 
tuning network - neon tuning indi- 
cator - rugged, compact construction - 
transmitter type variable condenser, and 
high Q coil are all outstanding features. 
The AC -I has both inductance and caps- $1450 SHIP. WT. 
city tuning for maximum operating vo - 3 Les. 
tility. Dimensions 8! 8" wide xn 
high x -f''y" deep. 

MODEL AC -1 

eeettitleit 
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER KIT 

CHECK THESE 

NEW 7Ceardiled 

Single knob band switching 

Pre -wound coils 

Metered operation 

52 ohm coaxial output 

Crystal or VFO excitation 

Built -in power supply 

Rugged, clean construction 

15. 11, and 10 meters. Tube line -up 6AG7 oscillator- multiplier. 
(,L6 amplifier -doubler, 5U4G rectifier. Physical dimensions 8! x" 
high x 13!x" wide x 7" deep. 

This amazingly low kit price includes all circuit components, 
tubes. cabinet, punched chassis, and detailed construction manual. 
The ideal kit for the novice just breaking into ham radio. It can 
be used later on as a stand -by rig or an all band exciter for higher 
powered transmitter. 

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE METER 

MODEL A R - 2 

$2550 SHIP. WT. 
1I 12 LBS. 

Here is the new receiver kit you have 
repeatedly asked for, the Heathkit 
Communications Receiver. The per- 
fect companion piece for the AT-1 

Transmitter kit. Many outstandingly desirable 
features have been incorporated in the design 
of the AR -2; such as, electrical bandspread 

for logging and tuning convenience - high gain miniature tubes - IF 
transformers for high sensitivity and good signal to noise ratio - 
separate RF gain control with optional automatic volume control or 
manual volume control, in addition to the conventional audio gain 
control. Noise limiter - stand -by switch - stable BFO oscillator circuit - headphone jack - transformer operation, etc, all contribute to a 

high performance standard. 
Frequency coverage is continuous from 5i5 kc to 35 mc in four 

ranges. For added convenience, various ham bands have been separately 
identified in respect to their relative placement on the slide rule tuning 
scale. A chassis mounted, 515" PM speaker is included with this kit. 
Tube line up 12BE6 mixer oscillator, 12BA6 IF amplifier, 12AV6 de- 
tector AVC audio, 12BA6 13F0 oscillator, 12A6 beam power output, 
5Y3GT rectifier. 

R E C E I V E R C A B I N E T 

Proxylin impregnated, fabric covered, plywood cabinet with aluminum 
panel designed expressly for the AR -2 Receiver. Part 91 -10, shipping 
weight 5 lbs., $4.50. 

Ilse the Heathkit Antenna Impedance Meter for 
measuring antenna impedance for line matching pur. 
poses- adjustment of beam antennas -phone mon- 
itor, etc. It will determine antenna resistance at 
resonance. match transmission line for minimum 
SWR, determine receiver input impedance, and pro- 
vide a rough indication of S' 'R. Precision resistors, 
germanium diode, 100 micro- 

S ampere Simpson meter. Dial 
calibrated from 0 -500 ohms. 
Shielded aluminum cabinet. 7" 
long x 2I wide x 31/4" deep. SHIP. WT. 3 LBS. 

450 
MODEL AM -1 

IMPROVED 's eatls,l&t 

GRID DIP 
METER KIT 

$1 
95OSHIP. Wl. 

1i 
4 LBS. 

MODEL OD-111 
The invaluable instrument 
for service men. hams, and 
experimenters. Useful in TV 
service work for alignment 
of traps, filters. IF stages, 

peaking compensation networks, etc. 
Locates spurious oscillation, provides 
a relative indication of power in 

transmitter stages. use it for neutralization. locating Para- 
sitics, correcting TVI. measuring C, L, and Q of compo- 
nents, and determining RF circuit resonant frequencies. 
With oscillator energized. useful for finding resonant fre- 
quency of tuned circuits. With the oscillator not energized, 
the instrument acts as an absorption wave meter. Variable 
meter sensitivity control, head phone jack, 500 microampere 
Simpson meter. Continuous frequency coverage from 2 me. 
to 250 mc. Pre -wound coil kit and 
rack, new three prong coil mount- 
ing. 6AF4 high frequency triode. 

Two additional plug -in coils are 
available and provide continuous 
extension of low frequency cover- 
age down to 355 kc. Dial correla- 
tion curves included. Shipping 
weight 1 lb., kit 341, $3.00. 
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CHECK THESE 7eat4 
First popular priced Q Meter 

Reads Q directly on calibrated scale 

Oscillator supplies RF frequencies of 
150 kc to 18 mc 

Calibrate capacitor with range of 
40 mmf to 450 mmf with vernier of 

3 mmf 

Measures Q of condensers, RF resis- 
tance, and distributed capacity of 
coils 

Many applications in design and de- 
velopment work 

Useful in TV service work for check- 
ing deflection yokes, coils, chokes, etc. 

Another outstanding example of successful Heathkit engineer- 
ing effort in producing a Q Meter Kit within the price range 
of TV service men, schools, laboratories, and experimenters. 
This Q Meter meets RF design requirements for rapid, accurate 
measurement of capacity, inductance, and Q at the operating 
frequency and all indications of value can be read directly on 
the meter calibrated scales. Oscillator section supplies RF fre- 

quencies of 150 kc to iS mc. Calibrate capacitor with ratite 
of 40 mmf to 450 mmf, with vernier of ± 3 mmf. 

Particularly useful in TV service work for checking peakin:: 
coils, wave traps, chokes, deflection coils, width and linearity 
coils, etc. At this low kit price research laboratory facilitic, 
are within the range of service shops, schools, and expert - 

metiteLS. 

'ems& INTERMODULATION ANALYZER KIT 

MODEL IM -1 

$3950 
SHIPPING WT. 

17 POUNDS 

The Heathkit 1\1 -I is an extremely versatile instrument specifically designed 
for measuring the degree of inter- action between two signals in any portion 
of an audio chain. It is primarily intended for making tests of audio amplifiers, 
but may be used in other applications. such as checking microphones, records, 
recording equipment. phonograph pick-ups, and loud -speakers. High and low 
test frequency source. intermodulation unit. power supply, and AC vacuum 
tube volt meter all in one complete instrument. Per cent intermodulation is 

directly read on the calibrated scales, 30!c, 10r;, and 3 ,,;7, full scale. Both 4:1 
and 1:1 ratios of low to high frequency easily set up. With this instrument the 
performance level of present equipment, or newly developed equipment can 
he easily and accurately checked. At this low price, you can now enjoy the 
benefits of intermodulation analysis for accurate audio interpretation. 

'feat44et AUDIO GENERATOR KIT ''eae ie AUDIO OSCILLATOR KIT 
A Heathkit Audio Generator with frcquen 
iv coverage from 20 cycles to 1 mc. Re- 
ponse Bat ± 1 db from 20 cycles to .110 
kc, down 3 db at 600 kc, and down only 
s db at 1 mc. Calibrated, continuously vari. 
able, and step attenuator output controls 
provide convenient reference output level. 
Distortion is less than ..t54 from 100 cps 
through the audible range. The ideal con - 
trollable extended frequency sine wave 
source for audio circuit investigation and 

development. 

f. 

MODEL AG -8 

y 

$2950 
SHIP. WT. 11 LBS. 

gfeaaJ e 

AUDIO FREQUENCY METER KIT 

MODEL AF -1 

S345ó 
SHIP. WT. 12 LBS. 

The II,athkit Audio Frequency 
Meter provides a simple and con- 
venient means of checking un- 
known audio frequencies from IO 
cycles to 100 kc at any voltage 
level between 3 and 300 volts rms 
with any non -critical wave shape. 
Instrument operation is entirely 

electronic. Just set the range switch, 
feed an unknown frequency into the in- 
strument, and read the frequency di- 
rectly on the calibrated scale of the Simp- 
son 41 meter. 

Sine square wag c( r.1,0, from 211 ni 
20.0011 cycles in three ranges at a control- 
lable output level up to 10 volts. Low dis- 
tortion, I Ç precision resistors in multi- 
plier circuits. high level output across en- 
tire frequency range. etc., readily qualify 
this instrument for audio experimentation 
and development work. Special circuit de- 

sign consideration features thermistor op- 
eration for good control of linearity. 

MODEL AO -1 

$245.0 
SHIP. WT. 11 LBS. 

ie -at44 t 
SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR KIT 

MODEL SO -1 

$295° 
SHIP. WT. 12 LBS. 

The Heathkit Square Wave Generator pro- 
vides an excellent square wave frequency 
source with completely variable coverage from 
10 cycles to 100 ke. This generator features 
low output impedance of 600 ohms and the 
output voltage is continuously variable be- 
tween 0 and 20 volts, thereby providing the 
necessary degree of operating flexibility. An 
invaluable instrument for those specialized 
circuit investigations requiring a good, stable, 
variable square wave source. 
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`shit 
WILLIAMSON TYPE 

AMPLIFIER 
KIT 

MODEL W -2 
Particularly designed for 
custom installations, fee- 

950 
curing separate cable 
connected units for sim- 
plicity of installation. 
Sheet metal work finished 
in attractive gray ham-- 
mertone for smart ap- 

pearance. All control 
shafts of the adjust- 
able length break -off 
type. 

When selecting an amplifier for the heart of your high fidelity audio 
system, investigate the outstanding advantages offered by the Heathkit 
Williamson Type Amplifier. Meets every high fidelity audio requirement 
and makes listening to recorded music a thrilling new experience. 

This outstanding amplifier is offered with optional output transformer 

High Fidelity AMPLIFIER KIT 
A new 20 watt high fidelity amplifier, de- 
signed especially for custom audio instal- 
lations demanding clean reproduction,ade- 
guate power, and flexibility to meet indi- 
vidual requirements. Separate treble and 
bass tone controls provide up to 15 db 
boost or cut. Four switch selected inputs, 

3G,rì each with the necessary compensation for 
. _ the service desired. Output transformer 

impedances of 4, 8, and 16 ohms. 
Preamplifier, tone control, and phase 50 splitter circuits utilize 9 pin twin triode 

miniature tubes for low hum and noise 

SHIP. WT. 18 LBS. 
level. Two 6L6 push pull power output 
tubes provide full 20 watts power. Fre- 

quency response + 1 db, 20- 20,000 cycles. Total harmonic distor- 
tion I% (at 3 db below rated output). Tube line -up: 12AX7 pre- 
amplifier, I2AU7 voltage amplifier and tone control, I2AU7 voltage 
amplifier and phase splitter, two 6L6 push pull pentode power out- 
put, 5U4G rectifier. Truly outstanding amplifier performance cou- 
pled with low cost. 

: 

4 

e 
e 

N E W . eezeK&Ge 
BROBAADN CD AST 

R E C E I V E R K I T 

Another new Heathkit for the student, 
beginner, or hobbyist. If you have ever 
had the urge to build your own radio 
receiver, this kit warrants your attention. 

New high gain miniature tubes and 
IF transformers provide excellent sensi- 
tivity and good signal to noise ratio. A 
built -in ferrite core rod type antenna has 
been provided. A chassis mounted 51/2" 
PM speaker provides excellent tone and 
volume. Convenient phono input. Can 
be operated either as a receiver or tuner. 
Simplified construction manual outlines 
circuit theory. Ideal for students. Tube 
line -up: 12BE6 mixer oscillator, 12BA6 
IF amplifier, I2AV6 detector -AVC -first 
audio, I2A6 beam power output, 5Y3GT rectifier. 

CABINET - Proxylin impregnated fabric covered plywood cabinet. Ship- 
ping weight 5 lbs. Part number 91 -9, $4.50. 

PRICES OF COMBINATIONS 

W - 2 Amplifier Kit including 
main amplifier, power supply, 
and WA - Pl Preamplifier Kit. 
Shipping Weight 37 lbs. Ship- 
ped Express only. 

W - 2M Amplifier Kit includes 
main amplifier and power 
supply. Shipping Weight 29 
lbs. Shipped Express only. 

WA - PI Preamplifier Kit only. 
Shipping Weight 6 lbs. Ship- 
ped Express or Parcel Post. 

operation, providing either the conventional triode output circuit or the 
new extended power circuity in which the screen supply voltage is ob- 
tained from separate transformer primary taps. Frequency response with- 
in ± 

1 db from IO cycles to 100 'kc. Tube complement - 6SN7 
cascade amplifier and phase splitter, 6SN7 push pull driver, two 51381 
push pull power amplifiers, one 5V4G cathode type rectifier. 

Matching preamplifier available providing three switch selected inputs. 
correct compensation, and individual bass and treble tone controls. Uses 
12AY7 for 12AX7) preamplifier -12AU7 tone control amplifier. 

Particularly designed for the novice kit builder and requires no special- 
ized knowledge or equipment for successful assembly and operation. 

7 Calif C:t ECONOMY 6 WATT 

MODEL BR -2 

$1750 SHIP. WT. 
11 LBS. 

MODEL A -7B 

$15" 

AMPLIFIER KIT 
The new I le.uhkit M,,del A -7B Amplifier 
offers many unusually fine features not nor- 
mally expected in this low price range. Either 
of the two input circuits may individually 
switch selected for phono or tuner operation. 
Separate bass and treble tone controls. Out- 
put impedances of 4, 8. and 15 ohms. Push 
pull beam power output stage for balanced 
reproduction. Excellent voltage gain character- 
istics, good frequency response, and full 6 
watts power output. 12J5 amplifier, 12SL7 

SHIP. WT. 10 LBS. second amplifier and phase splitter, two 12A6 
beans power one SS GT rectifier. 

A -7C incorporates preamplifier a e with special compensated network rk 
to provide necessary gain for operation with variable reluctance or low 
output level phono cartridge. Circuit is properly compensated for micro- 
phone operation. 317.50. 

FM TUNER KIT, 
The Heathkit FM -2 Tune- 
was specifically- designed L 

simplified kit construction. 
Can be operated through 
the ' phono" portion of 
your radio or with a sepa- 
rate amplifier. The kit fea- 
tures a pre -assembled and adjusted 
tuning unit, three double tuned .IF 
transformers, and a discriminator 
transformer in an 8 tube AC oper- 
ated circuit. Frequency coverage 88 
to 108 mc. Experience the thrill of 
building your own FM tuner and at the same time enjoy all of 
the advantages of true FM reception. 

MODEL FM -2 

s225o 
SHIP. WT. 9 LBS. 

72ee CATALOG 
Write for free catalog containing latest price- information, 
schematics, specifications, and descriptions of all Heathkits. 
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CHECK THESE 

NEW '7CG! r eeted 
Plays all record sizes, oll speeds 

Newly developed ceramic cartridge 

Automatic shut -off fot both changer and 
amplifier 

Acoustically correct cabinet enclosure 

Modern attractive stylirg 

Two 6" PM matched speakers 

Compensated volume control 

Easy to assemble 

An entirely new introduction to quality record reproduction, a simple 
to operate, compact, table top model with none of the specialized 
custom installation problems usually associated with high fidelity 
systems. Two matched, synchronized speakers mounted in an acousti- 
cally correct enclosure reproduce all of the music on the record. 
Musical reproduction with the unique sensation of being surrounded 
by a halo of glorious sound. This spectacular characteristic is possible 
only because of the diffused non -directional properties of the matched 
dial speakers. The Heathkit Dual makes listening to fine recorded 
music a thrilling new experience through naturally clear, life -like 
reproduction of sound at all levels throughout the tonal system. The 
performance level is vastly superior to that of the ordinary phonograph 
or console selling for many, many times the price of the Dual. 

Record Changer plays all sizes - all speeds- automatic shut -off for 
changer and amplifier after the last record is played. A wide tonal 

HEATH COMP 

V S. 

MAIL 

MAIL YOUR 
OTRpÉR 

[tLTOD¡AY 

TO 
EtsY 

HGM" NOOR IS 

BENT 
ON 
IAICHiGAtI 

OR PHONE 

BENTON 
HARBOR 5-1175 H 

QUANTITY MODEL NO. 

range ceramic cartridge features an ingenious turn -under twin sap- 
phire stylus for LP or 78 records without turning the cartridge. 

Simplified, easy to assemble. four tube amplifier features compen- 
sated volume control and separate tone control. Proxylin impreg- 
nated fabric covered cabinet supplied completely assembled. You 
build only the amplifier from step -by -step construction. No special- 
ized tools or knowledge required, as full recognition has been given 
to the fact that many purchasers of this kit enjoy good musical re- 
production on a purely non -technical basis, and the construction 
manual has been simplified to the point where even the complete 
novice can successfully construct the Heathkit Dual. The price of the 
Heathkit Dual includes cabinet. - Record Changer, two 6" PM 
speakers, tubes, and all circuit components required for amplifier 
Cunst ruet ion. 

NY Benton Harbor 
O R D E R B L A 

PLEASE PRINT 

DESCRIPTION 

REMARKS 
TOTAL 
WEIGHT AND 
AMOUNT... 

SHIP VIA 
Parcel Post 

Express 

Freight 

Best Wcy 

WEIGHT PRICE 

Enclosed find I ) check ( ) money order for 
Please ship C.O.D. ( ) postage enclosed for __pounds. 

On Express orders do not include transportation charges ib.ey W.!1 be 

collected by the express agency at time of delivery. 
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24 HOUR 

DELIVERY 

FROM STOCK! 

RELAYS 
Our stock of more than a 
million relays - in over a 
thousand different types - is the world's largest. 
Don't delay your produc- 
tion for want of large or 
small quantities of relays 
of any type. 

Telephone, wire or write 
for quotations. 

NEW AND MORE 

COMPREHENSIVE 

1953 
RELAY SALES 

CATALOG 
NOW READY 

Be sure to send 
for your copy 

98 

Telephone 

SEeley S -4146 

833 W. CHICAGO AVE. 
DEPT. 8, CHICAGO 22, ILL. 

SIMPLE SOUND EFFECTS 

FOR HOME MOVIE MAKERS 
By JACK DARR 
Ouachita Radio Shop 

For fun or as a money- making sideline, these sound effects 

can be set up using readily -available household equipment. 

A WHOLE new market for wire or 
tape recorders can be opened up 

around your home town if you'll get 
out and round up some of the local 
"home- movie" bugs. The home -type 
wire or tape recorders, referred to 
hereafter as "recorders," to save time, 
can be used to make real professional - 
sounding sound -tracks and sound ef- 
fects. Any of these are easily made 
at home, with a little practice. Spe- 
cial sound effects, shots, automobile or 
airplane engines, trains, or anything, 
can be "dubbed in," by using two or 
more recorders. 

Recording of sound, dialogue, etc., 
simultaneously, as the pictures are be- 
ing shot is easy; the sound can later 
be transferred to another tape. This 
could be done on occasions such as 
banquets, speeches, athletic events, 
etc., which could not be repeated. To 
make dramatic scenes, such as in a 
play, the actors can say the lines; 
after the film has been developed and 
edited, it can be run off, while the 
characters say the lines for the final 
sound track. "Bridge" music and spe- 
cial effects may be put on at this time. 
Of course, for a simple indoor or out- 
door scene where the action is station- 
ary, this wouldn't be necessary; the 
main value of this method lies in shots 
where the sound would be very diffi- 
cult to record; moving cars, etc. This 
can be used to make scenes such as 
the common ones found in Western 
pictures; the hero and heroine, with 
supporting characters, are riding over 
the plains, singing happily to the ac- 
companiment of a full orchestra, ap- 
parently riding in an invisible stage- 
coach! Shoot the picture from the 
back of a car, while the actors pre- 
tend to be singing; then, with the 
orchestra and chorus, dub in the 
sound later. Horses' hoofs, etc., may 
be dubbed in from another sound 
track. The popular "cartoons" are 
all made in this way, as a matter of 
fact. 

Some hilarious comedy effects are 
possible with this method; loud 
"bongs" when someone is hit over the 
head, horn -squawks when somebody 
gets a punch in the nose, tearing cloth 
as an actor bends over, and of course, 
the well -known "Boinnnngggg!" when 
man sees beautiful gal. There are a 
million possibilities, and still more 

will occur to the "producer" as he 
goes along. 

The first requirement is at least one 
recorder and a couple of tapes. Two 
or three would be much better, as this 
will permit dubbing and mixing sound 
effects, background music, bridges, 
(the music which is used during a 
fade between scenes) and other spe- 
cial effects. This is done with a sim- 
ple mixing harness. (See Fig. 1A.) 
If the recorder in use has only one 
input, a mixer made up of standard 
volume controls and jacks will do very 
well. (See Fig. 1B.) When using this 
hookup, a few test runs will give you 
the proper level settings for each par- 
ticular sound effect. One very con- 
venient feature of magnetic record- 
ings is their "erasability." If a scene 
isn't just right the first time, it can 
be erased and repeated until perfect. 

Just for instance, a love scene is 
being recorded. The microphone, which 
is connected to the "Mike" input of 
the "final" recorder (Rec. 1) picks up 
the voices of the actors. Recorder No. 
2 is playing soft background music 
into the #2 input of the mixer. If 
other sound effects are necessary, for 
instance a car driving up outside, they 
may be added by another unit con- 
nected to the #3 input of the mixer. 
The output of the mixer is fed to the 
"High Level" input of Recorder #1. 
Monitoring of the final recorder may 
be done by attaching headphones to 
the output of the amplifier. Some 
machines have this connection avail- 
able, and it may easily be installed, 
if not. Using this method requires at 
least two operators for the sound 

Fig. 1. (A) Simple connection harness for 
two recorders. (B) Unit for mixing outputs 
of two recorders into input of final machine. 
The resistance values are not critical. 
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You can seethe difference... 

ARTHUR GODFREY, FAMOUS CBS -TELEVISION STAR 

NOW CBS-HYTRON MIRROR -BACK BIG -SCREEN TUBES 

27EP4 24TP4 GIVE YOU BRIGHTER PICTURES! 

Mit 3.0.0.01110110M 
HOW MIRROR -BACK TUBES ARE MADE 

GLASS FACE PLATE 

SCREEN 
MIRROR -BACK 

Screen phosphors are ap- 
pl ed to the face plate as 
uslal. Next lacquer is ap- 
pl ed over this screen. Fi- 
na Ily the screen is vacuum- 
sp -ayed with aluminum. 
Bs king removes lacquer, 
let ving the brilliant Mir- 
ror-Back coating. Mirror -Back reflects light that 
would otherwise be lost to the rear of the screen. 

Bt osts light output. Brightens picture. 

ADIANTAGES OF CBS -HYTRON MIRROR -BACK TUBES 

. Stepped -up light output. 
2. Brighter picture. 
a. Greater contrast. 

Reduced strain on component parts. 

U. Full effective screen potential maintained by 
metallic contact between anode and screen. 

1. Longer life ... drain on cathode materially re- 
duced. 

Normol light 

output from sc., n 

Reinforcing light 

output reflected 
by Mirror -Bock 

Leading TV set makers demand maximum brightness from their large - 

screen sets - without strain on component parts. For them. CBS -Hytron 
introduced its Mirror -Back 27EP4 and 24TP4 (both spherical. electro- 
magnetic types). Mirror -like effect of their aluminum -backed screens 

reinforces light output. Gives brighter, sharper pictures. 

You, too. will want CBS -Hytron Mirror -Back big -screen tubes for re- 

placement. In 27- and 24 -inch sizes. they are a must. Take a tip from 

leading TV set makers. Try the CBS -Hytron 27EP4 and 24TP4. See the 
difference for yourself. Let your customer see it too. Order performance- 
tested Mirror -Back tubes from your CBS -Hytron distributor. 

MAGNIFIED CROSS-SECTION 

New ... FREE CBS -HYTRON Just what 

TRANSISTOR MANUAL been look 
ing for: A down -to- earth. complete. 8-page intro- 
duction to transistors. In three parts: I. Theory. 
2. Data. 3. Application. CBS -Hytron Transistor 
Manual is profusely illustrated. Contains nine basic 
transistor applications. Explains by vacuum -tube 
analogy both point- contact and junction transistor 
operation ...conduction by "holes' .. P -N -P and 
N -P -N transistors ... advantages and limitations 
of transistors. 
An easy -to -take introduction to how transistors work ... their characteristics... and 
how to apply them, this CBS -Hytron Transistor Manual is also free. Get it from your 
CBS- Ilytron distributor. Or write direct today. 

Manufacturers of 
Receiving Tubes Since 1921 

RECEIVING... TRANSMITTING ...SPECIAL -PURPOSE AND TV PICTURE TUBES GERMANIUM DIODES AND TRANSISTORS 
99 

CBS -HYTRON Main Office: Danvers, Mass. 

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 
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Insure Yourself FASTER, EASIER Installations AT LOWEST COST 
NEW SUPER -FRINGE MOTORLESS 

DIRECTRONIC 
1I Elements 
New High Gain 
Clearer. Sharper 
Pictures 
Electronically 
Beamed in All 
Directions 
New LowLoss 
Tubular Tri -X 
Cable 
Eliminates 
Ghosts - 
Interference 

New Improved 
.I Gain Super D... 

Ironic offers So anal advan In. 
over motorize, 
lotion c 
keep. Th. 
element 0 
Is heamv.i 

as 
Model AX -524 

$24.95 ( ran'n'i" 
Mown range " 

Switch located at receiver. Twenty-tour elem. vide high :. i" ol in all dlreetils. New Tel's tubular table minimises attenuation. Servir,.. ncontains 21 hi- ti -ssil aluminum Ir, Alrrt..rs. Inrlrlrun.r 0.p...i li.n, 
elements. 

Iin, 1niar 1 ,-j -\. .I n..O.I...I .lark in. i "I.,.r- I 

` 
-, LMUp 

Fo Ultra-Fringe Reception. 
Use the "Power Master" ii99 

New 45- ..lenient blotorless lirectrmuc provides gain than any Muter broad I,nml antenna. Proved . renting at 100 muet from transmitter 'i average l..... Don. n ace 

tubular TRI- 
Serviceman's kit ,,,,Ides 45 aluminum element.. oo 

X. fi 
Universal 

Rem Selector, matched stack- ing hürte... Universal Ur'I:ollu. 
odel AX -sea 541.50 

SAVE WITH ROCKET 35 FT. MAST KITS 
I-,'n i.ony t 't kit r I-It, st'.ndets rt I STII II" 0.0. masts. mast. 300 feet of .20 ga l- vanized s eel k everything else needed 

.II.n1 
. antk 

t ¢term eiy hooks. wive) mounting has, 35.feot Mast $15.95as- et Mast $11.95 

Lowest Prices on Antenna Accessories ,I ..ri I0o:den:dell í' crooned, l I4" 0.0.51.05 I A Imait-MarW 10',r ilia" 0.D 1.95 Mast C.n rue 1 i'C 0.0. Mast .59 t .únm,t Complete with Straps 1.19 Peak Roof Saddle twill take up to 1 '.y" O.D.I 1.59 
tallvanised Steel 

Arrestor-TV 
Glu,' Wire -0,20 34ee I1 . Rocket Twin -Lead -7/25 trended.- ... --- 12c ft. l'IIr Tubular Twin -Lead 

stranded.- 
100' Coil 4.95 NI.ut Stand -off Insulators 3" .10 ..tow Type Stand-off Insulators -:1" .03 

ROCKET BROAD BAND YAGIS 
SENSATIONAL 
GAIN 
SENSATIONAL PIC. 
TURES IN FRINGE 
AND ULTRA 
FRINGE AREAS 

Switch to Vagi Broad Hand Ill -Gain An- 

s,wÌaanis hi- ayou elso resicotoe low-hand d hi-band n'no tin Single channel. A two.hav array will ut -per- f..rm "ev n 10 or 12- element single channel Vai. Price is ¢sensationally low. ('ompiete sercieeman's ar- ray includes 1 double reflector. 2 folded do "de.. :1 I- ccto's. Universal mast clamp. F.nsv -t0. a.e:ninle quick 
1e.1^'nun 

h ltr 2 thru R 510.95 Ea. 
I 

I..- 
' , 7 (bru 13 5.95 Ea. tars 1.2$ Pr. 

- 

NEW HIGH GAIN 
UHF YAGI 

o,..3 toll.- l'ereptl.nn in fringe 
with new areas now 

Rocket Br,ad.Imnd 
assured 

Vagis. i' moac, easy to stack for all the gain required anywhere. 
Three models 

o 
v r all UHF' 

channels. Rocket 5111F Vagis 
are unnlett-is' Pre.assetablrl simply tighten mast clamos 

p. ry lcenlan's array 
n. rr 

In- reflector2 di- 
tore and Unlver- 

Model UHFIA -Ch. 1. 
thru 45 UHF-le-Ch. 27 
thru 

UHFIC -Ch. 7 
Single 

tbu sí25 
I.I.15 01 6 3.75 
Matched stack- 

ing bars -I 1 
wan .75 Pr. 

I aIps - Now available for Standard 
To outer. specify Channel No slgnled by letter. such 

" 
F. nmeti each strip of 

IS et r. . .t consists of . & ant. 150 
Hi -Gain Single Channel Yagis 

5 element -Ch. 2e 3. 4... 57.95 Ch. S or 6.... $6.95 Ch. 7- 13.... $3.95 
Specify exact channel number required. 

NEW FALL AND WINTER CATALOG AVAILABLE 
ALL PRICES F.O.B. CLEVELAND. 0100 

Do not remit more than complete Purchase price. Pay 

' 
of masts. ' 5' .fe1 \eo -I ü k kua a0 e 

' wi0i,nil Ì Nnl leek 

National E/e c tonics 
OF CLEVELAND 

THE HOUSE OF TV VALUES 
109 Delco Building Cleveland 3, Ohio 

CcdiXo't s ait ru9L s, 
PUBLICATIONS 

BETTER TV RECEPTION 
New 2nd Edition. 

IT COVERS ALL YOU WANT 
TO KNOW ABOUT 

fringe and low- signal areas 
Il better rl :ia- 

BETTER TV RECEPTION hos 
I 

become the standard guide 
for the installation techni '} 
clan and a popular teat for 
TV enthusiasts. 

Book No. E&ETR2 \ 

$2.50 per copy 
(paperbound) at our store 

1 

recephón 
Ki is IOW and 

kw sisal areas 

/0\ 

For Additional Coverage 
RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE MANUAL. Typical 
study questions with concise answers for any 
commercial U.S.A. radiotelephone operators lie 
cense. Book No. E &E -RL1 53.754 
RADIO HANDBOOK. GIANT 13TH EDITION. A 
one -volume library of rodio information with extensive, simplified theory. Detailed howto- build-if data on dozens of items of practical radio equipment. Book No. E &E- RH13 S6.00' 
SURPLUS RADIO CONVERSION MANUAL. VOL. 
1. Practical conversions. Write for list of con- tents. Book No. E &E -SM1 52.50' 
SURPLUS RADIO CONVERSION MANUAL. VOL. 2. Companion to Volume 1. 
Book No. E &ESM2 52.50 
'Plus any tax. 

BUY FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 
- ON OI /JAIL 00015 10 

E D I T O R S end E N G I N E E R S , Ltd. 
8 0 1 6194 S A N T A B A R B A R A , C A L I F. 

100 

Look for the 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

NNUAL 
Everybody likes good pic- 
tures, and this big value is a 
treasurehouse of them... 
Contains the best work of 
today's photographers in 
e v e r y field.... Concise 
notes in the back of the 
book tell the technical 
story behind each striking 
photograph. 

NOW ON SALE 

See Your Favorite News Dealer 

4s 

equipment, but around a project of 
this nature, there is usually a sur- 
plus of eager personnel, so that will 
be no trouble. 

The basic hookup for this arrange- 
ment is not as complicated as it looks. 
Actually it is rather simple; Recorder 
No. 1 is making the final sound track; 
it is picking up the dialogue, and also 
the sound effects fed into it from the 
mixer. Background sounds are fed 
into the mixer by the other two re- 
corders, on "playback," of course, and 
the resultant combination is all re- 
corded upon the final tape. Monitor- 
ing is essential, so that the levels of 
different sounds may be adjusted to 
give the correct proportions. It is best 
to make a couple of "dry- runs" in 
order to check this. 

Home -Made Sound Effects 
There is no end to the possibili- 

ties of making home -made, realistic 
sound effects. We'll list a few, and 
your imagination can supply the rest. 

Pistol shots: Slap a flat plastic or 
leather cushion with a flat stick, like 
a yardstick. 

Machine-gun: Same cushion; make 
a "flapper" out of a tricycle wheel, 
etc., by fastening several pieces of 
leather to the rim, then spinning the 
Nvheel. so that the flappers strike the 
cushion. 

Ricochets: Slap cushion and whistle. 
Automobile effects: Take the mike 

or recorder out to the curb; while an 
accomplice starts, stops, slams door, 
etc., on the family car, record sounds 
needed. Hint: leave blanks of several 
seconds between each sound effect. 
These are necessary for rapid "cue- 
ing." 

Train sounds: Take the recorder 
down to friend's house near tracks, or 
to depot. 

Airplane sounds: Try a piece of 
medium -stiff cardboard and a small 
electric fan. Vacuum cleaner and a 
stiff plastic brush can make some in- 
teresting sounds, also electric razors. 

Marching men: Make several small 
blocks of wood. like pieces of broom- 
stick, about six inches long; drill hole 
through one end. String them on stiff 
wire, in two rows. Tap them on table, 
in cadence. 

Door slamming. opening: Open and 
slam door. (Don't laugh; this is about 
the only way to get a realistic door 
slam sound!) 

Rain: Large sheet of tin, about 12 x 
24 inches; pour coarse sand or dried 
peas, as it is held in a slanting posi- 
tion. 

Hail: Same; use larger peas. 
Thunder: Bass drum or tympani, if 

obtainable; if not, use piece of tin 
mentioned before. Hang it by one 
edge, and shake gently. (This is the 
old "thunder- sheet" used in theaters 
for years. The bigger the piece of tin, 
the better the effect.) 

Fire, wood burning: Crush cello- 
phane in hands close to mike. 

Wooden house or the like falling 
down: Break strawberry box or other 
pieces of very thin wood in hands 
close to mike. 
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there are points to a triangle... 

THE POINT OF 

determines the type of loud- 
speaker best capable of 
providing optimum perform- 
ance at lowest possible cost. 

Ih '` There are over 50 different _-_- University models to choose 

from ... each designed to 

1 serve most efficiently and 

economically in its intended 
application. 

FREE -new 1953 copy of the 
University Technilog Complete up- 
to -date manual of sound theory, 
applicction and installation require- 
ments SEND for your copy today. 

Radial type projectors and paging speakers 
with 360- dispersion for maximum coverage 
at lowest cost and ease of installation. 

Reflex trumpets in various sizes for incompara- 
ble efficiency, distance, and noise penetration. 

Wide -angle and bi- directional types, marine 
and submergence models for heavy industry. 

Paging and "talk- back" speakers in numerous 
sizes, power and frequency characteristics and 
mounting arrangements. 

"Explosion- proof ", blastproof, and even super- 
power types from 100 to 720 watts capacity. 

High fidelity, full- frequency response types for 
indoor and outdoor use. 

University Loudspeakers are appli- 
cation- engineered to assure customer 
satisfaction, avoid woste of amplifier 
power and speaker capacity and reduce 
initial equipment and installation costs. 

University helps you to sell more sound 
jobs... make more profit you can pocket. 
Why spend more for more than you 
need -CHECK UNIVERSITY FIRST! 

(Amii ti*. 
*11, 

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS INC. 
80 SOUTH KENSICO AVENUE. WHITE PLAINS, N. Y. 
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This book will save you 

30 Minutes 
a day 

ID dr guide 

wr .. . . " 

o 
Ar11AfaOM 
.-.d -I-. nw 

COMPLETELY NEW 

FIRST EDITION 
JUST OFF THE PRESS 

FIND TUBE RATINGS, 
CONNECTIONS IN SECONDS 
This big new Westinghouse Ready -Guide is a 
completely new kind of handbook of receiving 
tube data. Designed to save time for busy 
servicemen and engineers. Eliminates "squint- 
ing" at tiny data listings. 

BIG - BOLD - CLEAR 
Just 9 tube types are listed on each 81/2" x 11" 
page. Not 30 or 40 tiny type listings as in most 
condensed data books. Best of all, large clear 
base diagrams are located on the same page 
as ratings. Bothersome cross referencing, foot- 
notes cut to the bone. 

COMPLETE, ACCURATE, UP -TO -DATE 
This new Westinghouse Ready -Guide lists com- 
plete data on receiving tubes which account 
for more than 98r' of tube usage. 48 pages. 
385 pictures and diagrams. 342 types listed. 

SPECIAL: 3 for $1.00 
This Ready -Guide is being sold at less than 
cost as an introductory offer only. Price is only 
35e -3 for $1.00. Order from your nearest 
RELIATRON Tube Distributor or mail cou- 
pon below. 
xT- GO>I RE LIATRON 

TUBES M 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
Electronic Tube Division, Dept. G-209 
Box 284, Elmira, N. Y. 

Enclosed is $1.00 for 3 copies of 
Ready -Guide 
Enclosed is 35t for 1 copy 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 
Please Print 

t 
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Phone ringing: Get accomplice to 
call you, then record actual ring, pick- 
ing up of phone, "Hello" etc. Tele- 
phone company is just a bit touchy 
about recording of actual conversa- 
tions. To get effect, record other half 
of conversation on one recorder; con- 
nect output to actual telephone re- 
ceiver; then play this and record 
whole thing. 

Kiss: Recording of actual sound is 
more fun, but if performer is bashful, 
kiss back of your own hand close to 
mike. Comedy kiss, with loud "plop," 
made by putting forefinger in mouth, 
closing lips, then pulling out rapidly. 

Footsteps: Surprisingly good foot- 
steps may be made by putting mike on 
hard -topped table, then "walking" 
your fingers up to and past it. Varia- 
tion in timbre of sound may be made 
by putting handkerchief on table. 

Echo effects: Record the desired 
voice, etc., then go to a building with 
a long, hard -surfaced hall, while it is 
empty. Courthouse. school building, 
factory, etc. Set up one recorder at 
each end of hall; play sound loud 
enough to echo, record on other ma- 
chine. For extra echoes, play back 

recording just made, and re- record. 
(A peculiar effect may be made by 

making a recording of a voice, copy- 
ing it, then playing both into the final 
recorder, so that one is just a frac- 
tion of a second out of phase; experi- 
ment with it.) 

These are only a few of the hun- 
dreds of possible sound effects; the 
number is limited only by your imagi- 
nation. Crickets or frogs chirping at 
night, for instance. can probably be 
picked up just outside your house, 
any summer night. unless you live in 
a very large city; in this case you'll 
have to go to the park or zoo. The zoo 
should furnish some wonderful sounds, 
if you can get them! Old auto -horns of 
the bulb -type are an indispensable ad- 
junct of the sound man, as are cow- 
bells, siren whistles. police whistles, 
wood blocks, and gongs. An old auto 
brake drum makes a wonderful gong. 

As we've said repeatedly, there is 
no limit to the effects you can make, 
or the fun you can have with a setup 
like this, and if you're a radioman, 
you can make some good money sell- 
ing the equipment. Have fun! 

30 

NOVEL DESK -STAND FOR MICROPHONE 
By ARTHUR TRAUFFER 

THIS novel, ec I, and easily built 
desk -stand for microphones, was spe- 

cially designed for those who use their 
mikes on glass- topped desks, or on other 
smooth or polished surfaces. Besides 
acting as a soft shock -absorbing base for 
the mike, this stand allows the mike to 
be "stuck" to the desk top so it cannot 
slide around or be knocked off the top 
of the desk. 

Buy a large rubber vacuum cup wills 
a IA " -20 bolt in it: these are used for 
holding luggage racks on the tops of 
automobiles and sell for about 23e at 
auto supply stores. Also huy a male 
microphone -cable- connector; these sell 
for about 21c net at most radio supply 
houses. Twist the bolt securely into the 
neck of the vacuum cup and then saw off 
the head of the bolt. Remove the cord- 

protecting ,.priu" in the cable connector, 
and twist the connector into the socket 
in the bottom of the mike. Now slip the 
connector over the bolt in the vacuum 
cup and tighten the set -screw in the con- 
nector. The opening in the connector is 
a little large for the holt. so if you wish, 
you can wrap a couple of turns of fric- 
tion tape a d the bolt to increase its 
diameter before slipping on the connec- 
tor. As shown in the photo, the writer 
placed a rubber faucet washer between 
the top of the cup and the connector; 
this improved the appearance of the unit 
somewhat. This desk stand is not recom- 
mended for use with microphones much 
larger than the Turner Model -CD shown 
in the photograph. However, the mod- 
ern trend is towards snialler and lighter 
microphones. -30- 

Mechanical details for building desk -stand and photo of completed unit. 

5/8" --27 THREADS 
FITS SOCKETS ON 
ALL U.S MIKES 
EXCEPT RCA 

MALE MIKE -CABLE 
CONNECTOR. 
( CABLE- PROTECTING 

SPRING REMOVED) 

SAW OFF MEAD ON 
1/4 -20 BOLT 

LARGE RUBBER VACUUM 
CUP (AUTOMOBILE ROOF 
MOUNTING TYPE I`. 
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BUILDING INEXPENSIVE 

DECADE BOXES 

By RICHARD FRIEDMAN 

W1111.E seeking an economical method 
for staking I -made decade resist - 

ai ce and capitance boxes, 1 hit al he 
sc tense to be described. 

The chief advantages of these tech- 
niques are that only four resistors orcon- 
dt users are required for each decade 
bt x and that stock selector qtr push- 
11110n switches may he used. 

A sample decade box is shown in Fig. 
1 1. It covers the range of 1000 to 9000 
ohms. S' Aar decades can be made up 
to cover other ranges such as 10 to 90 

411-9 G QW 
K 

10.90K 

K 

(A). 
IK 

1009( 

o 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 

e1 

'r 
OUTPUT 

(B) 

10-90 

K 
V1M 

'ig. 1. (A) Method for connecting resistors 
rad (8) a sample resistance decade circuit. 

ants ; 100 to 900 ohms, etc. An.- num- 
h1 r of these units can be made up and 
ct nnected in series, as shown in Fig. 1A, 
to glue a greater range. 

et condenser decades in parallel 
as shown in Fig. 2A. A sample decade 
is shown in Fig. 211. It is recommended 
that the values of the condensers used 
IN selected with the aid of a bridge. In- 
ri lntally, if electrolytics are emplo.ed 
bt sure to observe polarity so that they 
at r reversed during the switching 
ot.eration. 

-30- 

'ig. 2. (A) How condensers should be con - 
tected. (B) One usable circuit arrangement. 
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new idea 

for music lovers! 

The new craftsmen 

11, 

,, 

high fidelity home music system 

DID YOU KNOW that buried away in 

your own phonograph records there's a 

treasure of beautiful music you probably 

hare never heard? It's true! Today's High 
Fidelity recording (and broadcasting) 
techniques bring you music with a clarity 
and tonal range never before possible 
outside the concert hall.. 

To enjoy this full measure of realism, 
you need an instrument capable of repro. 

doting all the music without distortion - 
a High Fidelity home music system. 

Now, in one package, the world's most 
respected name in High Fidelity brings 
you a complete system of perfectly matched 
units -the Craftsmen "ASSEMBLY." 

You get the performance -proved 
Craftsmen FM -AM Tuner and Amplifier 

... two new Craftsmen speakers coaxially 
mounted and 3 -speed record player with 
dual sapphire magnetic pick -up ... many 
accessories, too. 

The Craftsmen "ASSEMBLY" is waiting 
for your critical ear in the sound rooms 
of a Radio Parts Supplier near you. Drop 
in today for a demonstration of distinctly 
better listening. 

Send for this booklet on High Fidelity 
by DEEMS TAYLOR 

Ask your Supplier for 
a copy of this 24 -page 
booklet by Deems 
Taylor -or write to us, 

enclosing 100 to cover 
handling and mailing. 

high fidelity b craitsmen tmt'ansdistincth 
r 

The Radio Craftsmen, Inc., Dept. R -9, 4401 N. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Illinois 
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THESE BOOKS HELP 
YOU EARN MORE 

IN TV SERVICING 
"How to Understand and Use TV Test Instruments" 

Provides basic explanations of how each test instrument operates. 
Covers: V T Voltmeters, AM Signal Generators, Sweep Signal Gener- ators, Oscilloscopes, Video Signal Generators, Field Intensity Meters, Voltage Calibrators. Describes 
each in detail; explains functions; 
tells proper use in actual servicing; 
shows how to avoid improper indi- cations. Helps you get the most from your instruments; saves you 
time, helps you earn more. 175 

"' Oages, 8 
RDER TN -1. Only $3.00 

"TV Servicing Short -Cuts" 
Describes a series of actual TV service case histories, giving step - by -step explanations of how the service technician localized and tracked down each problem. Shows how these frequently recurring 
troubles can be tracked down and solved in any set. Explains how to apply proper time -saving servicing 
techniques - gives you the suc- cessful experience of experts, to make your service work easier, 
quicker, more profitable. 100 pages, 
534 x 83.4". 
ORDER TK -1. Only $1.50 

"Servicing TV in the Customer's Home" 
Saves you time, work and chassis - hauling on outside TV service 
calls. Shows you how to make suc- 
cessful repairs on the spot using these methods: employing VTVM 
and capacitor probe to trace down 
trouble; "tube- pulling" to diag- 
nose trouble by observing audio 
and picture effects; performance tests through analysis of test pattern; adjustment techniques 
developed for field servicing. Saves time, avoids chassis removal. 
96 pages, 53,§ z 834'. 
ORDER TC -1. Only $1,50 

"Television Tube Location Guides" 
VOL. 3. Shows tube positions and functions in hundreds of impor- tant TV sets. Helps save servicing time. Often, looking at the picture 
or listening to the sound, provides the clue to the trouble. Frequently, 
a tube failure is the cause. This guide, with its clear, accurate tube placement and function diagrams, 
makes trouble diagnosis and tube replacement quick and easy, with - oat removing chassis. 192 pages. All new diagrams continuing coverage from Vol. 2. ORDER TGL -3. Only $2.00 VOL. 2. Over 200 ages of tube placement diagrams not included in Vole. 1 and 3. ORDER TOL -2. Only $2.00 VOL. 1. Over 200 pages of diagrams not in Vols. 2 and 3. ORDER TOL -1. Only..... 51.50 

"Photofaet Television Course" 
A full, easy to- understand expla- nation of TV principles, operation and practice. Covers Cathode 
Beam Formations and Control. Beam Deflection Systems, Beam Mod. and Synch.; analyzes CR tubes, camera tubes, voltage sup- plies, saw -tooth generators, sync. circuits, control functions, antenna 

S 
circuits, RF input tuning, IF aye - \ , tem AGC, DC restoration, etc.; with full bibliography and aloe- 

s, 

208 pages, 83,¢ x 11 ". `s: 
ORDER TV -1. Only $3.00 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO -, INC. 

I 
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Order from your Parts Jobber today, or 
write direct to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 
2203 East 46th Street, Indianapolis 5, Ind. 
My (check) (money order) for S 
enclosed. Send the following books: 

TN -l1 TK -1 TC -1 
TGL -3 TGL -2 TGL -1 TV -1 

Name 

Address 

City Zone.... State 

Multi -Band Antenna 
(Continued from page 72) 

comes 8 because if the antenna is a 
half -wave at 80 meters, it will be two 
half -waves at 40, four at 20, and eight 
at 10 meters. Since a half -wave at 
80 meters is over 130 feet, we know 
approximately what the exact length 
should be. 

The length of the antenna is equal 
to 492 (8- .05)/28.4 which is 137.7 feet. 
The antenna is fed at a point 16.25% 
of its length either side of the center. 
That is to say, the two 300 -ohm points 
on a half -wave will be found to be 
.1625 of its total length either side of 
center. The mid -point of the antenna 
is at 68.85 feet and either of the de- 
sired 300 -ohm points is found 22.37 
feet from the center. That is, 137.7 X 
.1625 = 22.37 feet. The wire is cut, 
an insulator inserted, and the 300 - 
ohm line attached as with a center - 
fed dipole. A short, straight -sided 
feeder spreader is the best mechanical 
type of insulator for this application. 
The lead -in should run at a sharp 
right angle to the insulator so that no 
fanning effect can take place, as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

As the feeders tie in at a rather 
low voltage point insulation is not too 
important. All excess line should be 
removed so as to reduce standing 
waves that may arise if the excess 
line is allowed to coil on the floor or 
wall. (Standing waves will exist in 
such an instance between the mis- 
matched coiled section and the trans- 
mitter because of the discontinuity of 
characteristic impedance.) The line 
can then be attached to any link -cou- 
pled final tank circuit and will operate 
with virtually no standing waves. 

It should be remembered that a 
transmission line which matches an 
antenna perfectly will reflect only a 
resistive load into the final tank cir- 
cuit. When the loading is varied from 
minimum to maximum, the final tun- 
ing condenser does not have to be 
varied to tune out any reactance that 
would ordinarily be reflected into the 
tank circuit by an improperly matched 
line. This method was used and it 
was impossible to find a further dip 
of the final plate current when vary- 
ing the loading on bands from 80 
through 10 meters. 

Fig. 3. The 300 -ohm feedline is attached to 
the multi -band antenna without 'fanning," 
which would upset the impedance relation- 
ship. Insulator is a ceramic feeder spreader. 
The horizontal pieces of feeder. taped to the 
spreader. become part of the antenna 

SOLDER INSULATOR 
(FEEDER SPREADER) TOPE SOLDER 

ANTENNA 

300 -OMM UNE 
ANY LENGTH 

Loading will vary with precipitation, 
as do all antennas and lines made of 
molded plastic, because of the in- 
creased line capacitance per unit 
length. 

The antenna can be a half -wave on 
any band and will operate on any 
higher band harmonically related to 
the fundamental in steps of 2, 4, 8, 
etc. If it is a half -wave at 80 meters, 
40, or 20, it will not operate satisfac- 
torily on 15 meters because the feed - 
line now ties in at a high impedance 
point and standing waves will result. 

The antenna requires approximately 
one half -hour to construct and is espe- 
cially useful for contests or "field 
days" because the antenna connec- 
tions do not have to be touched when 
changing bands. 

If the final amplifier does not load 
enough with a two- or three -turn 
link, wind a separate pick -up link, in- 
creasing the number of turns until the 
antenna loads to the proper value. 

Even though the antenna is fed off - 
center, the difference in line current is 
not measurable with a meter inserted 
in each line. 

One important thing to bear in mind 
is that the feedpoint must be deter- 
mined for the highest -frequency band 
to be used as this is where the im- 
pedance curve varies most rapidly for 
any variation of feedpoint location. 

The radiation patterns of this an- 
tenna are identical to those of any 
long -wire antenna and signal reports 
have shown the pattern to be quite 
sharp on the higher frequencies. -36- 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN MEET 
ESTES PARK in the Rocky Mountains 
L was the scene of the 1953 Convention 
of the Rocky Mountain Division of the 
ARR1, recently. 

The Denver Radio Club this ye`.tr 
sponsored the meetings which drew local 
communicators, scientific personnel, and 
interested amateurs from widely sepa- 
rated points to share in an annual ex- 
change of technical information. Visi- 
tors from both coasts and as far away as 
the Isthmus of Panama and the Johnson 
Islands were in attendance. 

A diversified program, both technical 
and social, was provided for the edifirm- 
t of conventioneers. 

PAGING OLD -TIMERS 
E ARE pleased to report that the item 

TT "Wireless Ops of Old" which ap- 
peared in the Jul- issue (page 127) has 
elicited a favorable response from our 
readers. 

Records irons the West Coast disclose 
the naines of several "Old Timers" we 
would like to locate: Art Baxter, George 
Baxter, C. H. Bowers, G. S. Corpe, E. W. 
Lovejoy, B. C. MacDonald, C. R. Parker, 
Felix Sehadesack, and P. J. Townsend. 

These men were prominent commer- 
cial operators about 1912, and we would 
like to know their present status. If 
some career highlights can be obtained 
on these Old Timers. we would like to 
print a thumb -nail sketch of such and 
thus honor these "Pioneers of the Pa- 
cific." Let's hear from you men! 
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...Accurate Measurements 

and Increased Profits, Too! 

COMBINED use of these G -E units takes guesswork out of 
test measurements With good linearity and amplitude 

characteristics G -E equipment eliminates misleading results 
from distorted patterns. Your technicians will handle more 
work...handle it more efficiently...add to your profits and 
your reputation! 

Sweep Generator ST -4A. Outstanding in performance 
and varied in application. Adjustable linear sweep that is 

all -electronic... no moving mechanical parts. Covers all 
broadcast TV channels. Good attenuation and extremely 
low leakage plus continuously variable center frequency. 

Marker Generator ST -5A. Marks all the critical frequen- 
cies on a pass band as well as having continuous coverage. 
Designed to give fast manipulation with crystal controlled 
accuracy for outstanding performance. Features separate 
crystal on each TV channel with simultaneous picture, 
audio and trap markers on both channel and intermediate 
frequencies. 

Oscilloscope ST -2A. Reports from thousands indicate this 
scope does the job they need in TV circuit work. Used in 
conjunction with the G -E Sweep and Marker you have an 
unbeatable combination. Special features include wide fre- 
quency response plus DC amplifier to adapt the equipment 
to other applications. 

Balanced Output Adaptor ST -8A. Converts single -ended 
Sweep Generator output to balanced output for 300 ohm 
television receiver work. 

GENERAL 

September, 1953 

' ;I7. S ICCCrCc 
x YEARS OF ELECTRICAL 
a3, PROGRESS 

L`L 

ELECTRIC 

d 

ModeIST-4A 

Model ST -2A 

General Electric Company, Section 993 
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. 
Please send me complete specifications on G -E 

TV Test Equipment. 

NAME 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY_... STATE.. ... 
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BARGAINS BARGAINS BARGAINS 
yFamous All Brand New 

STEVE -EL Individually Boxed Z BRANDED 
FAR BELOW WHOLESALE COST! 

183 
,PS 

SC63 BAX4 
.37 BSA] .52 12Á76 .48 2566 .48 

.54 688 .52 6567 .49 12877 .68 2528 .42 
RS .52 BSK7 .49 I28Ú7 3568 .4] .56 S6Á6 .45 6567 .52 12ÁY7 .58 3568 .47 ISO .46 6BC3 .S8 6567 .54 12ÁV8 .S2 3SW4 .37 
ru5 .4x 6BC7 .88 6507 .42 128X7 ,89 3823 .33 552 .63 68E6 .48 .44 í2A27 SOBS .48 

SOCS Iva .46 6866 1.62 fiU6 
.74 í28A8 .46 SO LB .47 47 68.16 .53 
.57 12BÁ7 ,59 e0 .46 
.78 126E6 

i'n] .62 6046 .34 
6V607 .46 12SÁ7 

'46 11723 .38 acc GAM five .83 125E7 .49 SPECIAL .51 6c66 
GAGS .62 6CO6 1.21 6W4 

.45 125L7 .57 DISCOUNTS 

CO 
6465 1.14 6r6 .49 6X4 32 12507 
GALS .41 SJS .3] 6X5 .34 1250] 

.39 a..t t a 6aÚ6 .3 616 .79 )C6 .42 í4N] 6ÁV6 .37 666 ,1 767 .92 1978 .78 SASS .49 6680 .89 7X7 .62 25806 .77 6805 .39 654 .44 1286 .48 35W4 .48 

TUBES 

SUPREME 
TESTERS 

Model 600 

.8995 -Tu beo 
Set 
Tester.... 

GIG Model 
Model -Tube IG 
Battery 
Tester.... 

Now you can own an intercom that has a 
thousand uses at a price you would nor- 
mally pay for a kit. This Intercom comes 
housed in wooden cabinets completely 
wired and ready to operate. Outfit consists 
of one master. one sub station and fifty feet 
of two wire cable. Ideal for hone as baby 
sitter. Perfect for office or factory. Order 
now as quantities are Inn 

1595 Red. 
YOUR COST COMPLETE only 

Write for new 
Fall catalog 
just off the 
press. 

Visit our new 

store, 1rG 

Washington 
St., N. Y. C. 

Minimum order 
$15.00. 

WEN ELECTRONIC 
SOLDERING GUN 

250 Watts. 
Choke 
of red, 
green, 97I 
black. each 

Lofs of 3 58.69 

STEVE -EL ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Dept. N -9 61 Reade St.. New York 7. N. Y. 

PROVES! COMPARISON 

OFFERS 

GREATEST V -O -M values! 

E/CO 

GET the MOST for your 
money - Before you 
buy, see chart below! 

World- renowned EICO 
VOLT -OHM- MILLIAMMETERS 

416 #536 KIT $12.90. Wired SI4.90 
#526 KIT (with le/ multipliers) 

only $13.90. Wired $16.90 

VERIFY AT 

YOUR DEALER'S 

E ICO (o. A 1 (o. I 
1 

(o. ( (o. D. 

slroo ", 
Ielll 

All Over 52400 
EICO 

agn. 

31 ranges? YES No No No No 

Fullsire 3 -inch 
meter? YES Yes Yes Yes No 

400 ua 
sensitivity? YES Yes Yes Yes No 

Zero to 1 v. 
range on both 
AC and DC? 

YES No No No No 

5000 V range on 
both AC and DC] Yes No Yes No 

1000 n i,... 
AC/DC 

Yes Yes Yes No 

DC and AC 
Current Ranges? No No No No 

In KIT and 
Wired Corms YES Wired 

Only 
Wired 
Only 

Wired 
Only 

Wired 
Only 

Lowest cost in 
the Industry'' 

YES No No No No: 
` See 

Above 
All over 524.00 VI 

Write for FREE Catalog MR -9 d name of local dealer. 
Pekes S% highe, an West Coo.. 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., Inc. 
64 WITHERS STREET. BROOKLYN 11 N Y 
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COrtland 7-0086 

Electron 
L J 

I ¡ 

Tube 

i Technicians 

r 

r 

We now have openings fia work 
in the fabrication and processing 
of exp. xperimental electron tubes. 

Applicants should be high school gradu- 
ates with a natural aptitude for making 
small parts. Experience in electronics, 
precision machine work and experi- 
mental tube work is desirable. 

L 

Address resume of 
experience and training to 

1 

Hughes; 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
LABORATORIES 

Technical Personnel Department 
Culver City, Los Angeles County, 
California 

B 

J 

1954 Zenith TV Sets 
(Continued from page 62) 

where they are separated for the ver- 
tical and horizontal sweep circuits. 

A 6AQ7GT duo -diode- triode is used 
in a conventional a.f.c. circuit for the 
horizontal oscillator. The duo -diode 
section compares the phase of the hor- 
izontal output pulse with the sync 
pulse, and furnishes the triode control 
section with a d.c. voltage propor- 
tional to the phase difference. A 
change in phase between the two com- 
pared waveforms changes the d.c. 
voltage to the triode section of the 
6AQ7GT, and this changes the latter's 
internal resistance. Since this triode 
section is connected in series with con- 
denser C,5, across the horizontal oscil- 
lator tank coil, a change in the tri - 
ode's plate -to- cathode resistance will 
change the oscillator's frequency. If 
the internal resistance of the triode 
section is increased, the value of C. 
is, in effect, reduced. and the oscillator 
frequency increases, and vice versa. 

Condenser C. and resistor R. at the 
grid of V,18 form an anti -hunt circuit 
which reduces the overswing which 
exists when a correcting voltage is 
applied to a control circuit. 

The horizontal oscillator is a con- 
ventional Hartley circuit using one - 
half of a 6SN7GT. The oscillator ap- 
plies a positive pulse to the second 
section of the 6SN7GT, the horizontal 
discharge tube, initiating the produc- 
tion of the saw -tooth waveform ap- 
plied to the horizontal output tube, a 
6BQ6GT. A conventional high -voltage 
circuit, using an autotransformer, de- 
velops the high voltage for the picture 
tube as well as the horizontal deflec- 
tion voltage for the yoke coils. 

A.G.C. Circuit 
The a.g.c. amplifier is of the "gated" 

type, in which the a.g.c. voltage de- 
veloped is proportional to the ampli- 
tude of the transmitted sync pulses, 
and not to the average of the com- 
posite video and sync. 

The tube used is one -half of a 
12AX7 (the other half is used as the 
vertical oscillator). Fixed bias is ap- 
plied to the cathode by connecting it 
to a voltage divider network consist- 
ing of Ra,, Rae, and R,,. The resistor 
Rm is adjustable so that the cathode 
may be operated at the proper value 
for "gating" of the 12AX7 on the sync 
pulses only, and not on the pedestal. 
The grid is held at a fixed potential 
by means of another voltage divider 
network which consists of R: and R.. 
R connects to the 12BY7 video ampli- 
fier plate circuit and to "B +" through 
the video amplifier plate load re- 
sistors. This network also supplies the 
grid with the composite video and 
sync signal. However, as mentioned 
before, only the sync pulses cause con- 
duction in the 12AX7 since the pedes- 
tal and video are below the grid cut- 
off potential point. The sync pulses 
at the 12AX7 grid are in the positive 
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T 
AMERICA'S MOST DEPENDABLE TV ROTATOR 

FACTORY TESTED to equivalent of three 
months normal use before shipment. 

TEMPERATURE PROOF. Operates perfectly 
at -50 °, even under heavy icing condi- 
tions. 
FOOLPROOF. Stops itself at ends of rota- 
tion. NO burned out motors: NO broken 
feedl ines. 

IMPROVED BRAKE. NO coasting; NO drift- 
ing. 

TWO MOTORS. Separate motor for eaci 
direction of rotation. 

SMART -EASY TO USE Control unit. Indi- 
cates direction without turning rotator. 

TWO YEAR GUARANTEE instead of the 
usual one. 

*Write for literature. 
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Latest Books for 

TV "KNOW- HOW "! 

-- 

TV MANUFACTURERS' 
RECEIVER TROUBLE CURES 

VOL. 1, VOL. 2, VOL. 3 and VOL. 4 

Positive cures for TV troubles! Gives you exact 
directions for correcting TV receiver performance 
"bugs ". Each cure is official, factory-authorized, 
direct from the receiver's manufacturer. Listings by 
manufacturer and model or chassis number. Helps 
correct the most difficult faults -picture jitter, hum, 
instability, buzz, tearing, etc. 
Vol. 1, 115 pages (51/4 x 81/4 ") $1.80 

Covers 12 brands, Admiral through Dumont 
Vol. 2, 117 pages (51/2 x 81/21 $1.80 

Covers 11 brands, Emerson through Jackson 
Vol. 3, 119 pages (5V4 x 131/4") $1.80 

Covers 16 brands, Kaye -Halbert through Philco 
Vol. 4, over 115 pages (51/4 x 81/4 ") $1.80 

Covers 30 brands, Philharmonic through Shaw TV 
VOLUME S COMING SOON? 

Prominent manufacturers not in first 4 volumes 
ONE SERVICE JOB WILL MORE THAN PAY 

THE COST OF THIS SERIES OF BOOKS! 

OBTAINING AND INTERPRETING 
TEST SCOPE TRACES 

by J. F. Rider 
Over 500 actual photographs of test scope traces. 
Shows how to use scopes and what traces mean. 
Valuable for servicing TV receivers, FM and AM radio 
receivers, audio systems and test equipment. Specific 
test equipment set-ups shown with each application. 
No other book like it! Over 140 pages...Only $2.40 

HOW TO USE METERS 
by J. F. Rider 

Panel type, volt- ohmmilliammeters, vacuum tube 
voltmeters for servicing radio and TV receivers, audio 
amplifiers, power supplies; for use and repair of ham 
transmitters. Written for the service technician, the 
TV and Radio student and hams. 
Over 140 pages Only $2.40 

TV SWEEP ALIGNMENT TECHNIQUES 
by Art Liebscher, Test Equipment Specialist 

Never before has there been a book such as this on 
TV sweep alignment! An expert gives you accurate 
time- saving methods -and tells you how they work. 
Introduces the new Supermark method. Chock -full of 
sweep curve pictures. Valuable for servicing in UHF 
signal areas. 123 (51/2 x 811 pp., Illus..........$2.10 

HOW TO USE SIGNAL AND SWEEP 
GENERATORS 

By 1. R. Johnson 
First book on all types of signal and sweep gen- 
erators. Gives test uses and discusses problems and 
their solutions in using this equipment. Applications 
of all signal and sweep generators in AM, FM radio 
and TV servicing. 
Over 120 (51/2 x Ph") pages $2.10 

By David Fidelman 
A to Z explanation of the reproduction of sound. 
Design, construction, assembly and testing of sound 
systems and their components. Valuable for service 
technicians, engineers, amateurs. 
Over 250 (51 x 81/2") pp., illus. 

By J. F. Rider and J. R. Johnson 
Here is a troubleshooting guidebook that covers the 
more than 100 million radio receivers now in use! 
Explicit information about troubles and possible 
causes. Completely practical for the radio service 
technician and student. Over 140 (51/2 x 81/2 ") pages. 

Write for information on all RIDER books. 

Buy these books now from your jobber ... bookstore ... If not available from these sources, write to 

J0//' E FLU Publisher, Inc. 
Dept. RN 9 480 ConoI sheet. New York 13. N. Y 
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direction, with respect to ground. 
The 12AX7 plate load resistor, Rz 

is returned to the cathode and its 
voltage divider. A 15,750 -cycle pulse, 
approximately 100 volts in peak value, 
is taken from the grid of the hori- 
zontal discharge tube and applied to 
the 12AX7 plate through C,1. If the 
horizontal oscillator is operating at 
15,750 cps, and is in phase with the 
transmitted horizontal sync pulse, the 
oscillator pulse will be applied to the 
12AX7 plate at the same instant that 
the sync pulse is applied to its grid. 
The plate will be driven in a positive 
direction and the tube will conduct 
down through R.,,. Since the plate is 
conducting heavily at this time, the 
potential will swing in the direction 
of ground. This negative excursion 
will be applied through R. to C,,, and 
C n, and through R. to C,,. These 
condensers will accumulate a negative 
charge. The time constant of the a.g.c. 
filter is comparatively long and, since 
the charging process repeats each 
time a horizontal sync pulse appears 
at the 12AX7 grid, the average volt- 
age on the a.g.c. line, with respect to 
ground, will be negative. The degree 
of conduction in the 12AX7 is deter- 
mined by the amplitude of the positive 
sync pulse applied to its grid, there- 
fore, the negative a.g.c. voltage will 
vary in proportion to the sync pulse 
amplitude which, in turn, is propor- 
tional to the strength of the signal 
being received. 

In a weak signal area, very little 
a.g.c. voltage will be developed since 
the sync pulse applied to the 12AX7 
grid will be low in amplitude, and will 
not drive the tube into heavy conduc- 
tion. Consequently, the gain of the 
r.f. and i.f. amplifiers will increase. 
When the signal is very weak, the 
12AX7 plate, being returned through R to cathode and through R,a to 
"B + ", will swing in a positive direc- 
tion and the a.g.c voltage, with respect 
to ground, may actually be of a posi- 
tive polarity. The 6BK7A r.f. ampli- 
fier grid, however, is returned to the 
a.g.c. line through a 2.2- megohm re- 
sistor (R,4) and, due to contact po- 
tential, will be maintained slightly 
negative even though the a.g.c. line 
may be positive. The 6CB6 first i.f. 
amplifier has some bias applied to its 
cathode (the cathode is returned to 
ground through a 56 ohm and two 220 
ohm resistors, R,, and R..,), and the 
a.g.c. voltage is permitted to swing 
positive by this amount. This arrange- 
ment is designed to provide a good 
noise figure both on very weak and 
moderately weak signals. When the 
signal level increases to the point 
where the a.g.c. voltage passes through 
zero, the noise figure of the r.f. am- 
plifier is no longer important, and the 
6BK7A is then rapidly cut off by a 
further increase of a.g.c. voltage in a 
negative direction. This type of a.g.c. 
circuit is known as a "double delayed" 
a.g.c. system. 

Some television technicians experi- 
ence great difficulty in locating trouble 
in gated a.g.c. circuits. Much of this 

confusion is caused by the fact that 
defects in some other circuit will be 
indicated as an apparent fault in the 
a.g.c. As an example of what might 
happen, a receiver overloads on a 
strong local signal and the a.g.c. de- 
lay control has little or no effect. The 
technician undoubtedly would try a 
new 12AX7 tube before proceeding 
further. If this did not eliminate the 
trouble, it is possible that the defect 
could be located in the i.f. strip, the 
crystal diode detector, the video am- 
plifier, the horizontal oscillator, or the 
a.g.c. circuit itself. If the overloading 
is severe, the picture probably would 
be negative; the sync would be corn- 
pressed and possibly inverted. An os- 
cilloscope examination of the diode 
output would be of little value except 
to confirm this. 

Probably the best procedure for 
servicing gated a.g.c. systems would 
be as follows: first, make certain that 
the 12AX7 a.g.c. amplifier, the 12BY7 
video amplifier, and the 6C136 first i.f. 
amplifier tubes are good. The second 
step would be to disable the a.g.c. by 
applying from -3 to -6 volts to the 
a.g.c. line. This fixed voltage can be 
supplied by a small "C' battery, the 
positive terminal of which should be 
connected to chassis (ground). The 
application of the fixed bias should 
stabilize the circuit, at least to the 
extent where intelligent measure- 
ments can be made. It should be pos- 
sible to stabilize the sweep oscillator. 
If the vertical stabilizes but the hori- 
zontal does not, it probably Indicates 
some fault in the horizontal oscillator 
circuit. As described before, the plate 
voltage pulse for the 12AX7 is taken 
from the grid of the horizontal dis- 
charge tube. If this pulse is low in 
amplitude, the a.g.c. tube plate will 
not be driven sufficiently positive and 
very little a.g.c. voltage will be devel- 
oped. If trouble in this circuit is sus- 
pected, the peak voltage value of the 
pulse at either the horizontal dis- 
charge tube grid or the a.g.c. tube 
plate may be measured and compared 
against the value shown on Fig. 1. 
If there is much difference in the 
pulse amplitude measured at pin 1 of 
the 6SN7 and pin 6 of the 12AX7, 
condenser C,, may be open. If the 
a.g.c. line is positive with respect to 
ground, or if the circuit continues to 
overload with the battery bias con- 
nected, 0,0, in series with the coaxial 
line from the tuner to the i.f. input, 
may be leaky or shorted. If the peak 
value of the composite sync signal at 
pin 7 of the 12AX7 is low, the defect 
may be in the video amplifier, but is 
more likely to be a defective crystal 
diode. 

Alignment 
The alignment procedure for the 

video i.f. and sound circuits of the 
Zenith "Super K" chassis is given in 
Table 1. 

When aligning the sound circuits, 
the signal to the receiver must be 
below the limiting level of the 6BN6. 
A "hiss" will accompany the sound 
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Tne star of these amazing amplifiers k 
the Classic 25, fideliy Sans pareil, 25 watt 
with complete remote control. 

{ 

AMERICA'S FINEST HOME MUSIC AMPLIFIERS 
Everywhere they are shown these new amplifiers by 
Newcomb create a positive sensation. Everyone has a 

good word for them. Acclaimed at the shows and fairs 
in New York, Chicago, Memphis and California for 
their noticeably better sound, unique new features and 
unbelievable values in every price group. Thousands 
who have seen them make enthusiastic comments like 
this: 

. the first really new amplifiers in years" .. "the 
best record reproduction I've ever heard" . . "they 
solve the toughest installation problems" "the 
Audi -balance feature really does away with tube bal- 
ancing problems" . "Acljusta -panel makes cabinet 
mounting a breeze" 'I've never seen anything 
so beautifully designed for the home" . . 'women 
will love them" "I find the A.E.S. response posi- 
tion very pleasing" - . . "I want the Classic 25 for 
myself" ... "the finest coverage yet, there's something 
here for everyone" . . 

Those are the good words everywhere. If you hove 

Classic 15 

for catalog of 8 completely 

A-15. A-104R 

not yet seen them for yourself, there's a treat in store 
for you. 

.$ttr ie.teal út4ta tatto« 44..14t94 
Exclusive Newcomb features make all eight of these 
new amplifiers easier to install and make possible 
substantial savings in cabinetry and labor. Models 
with complete remote control offer a unique design 
which eliminates the usual necessity of a remote con 
trol being near the amplifier, tuner and changer. This 
permits installation savings frequently greater than 
the cost of the amplifier itself. These items can now 
be installed in any out of the way location, leaving 
only the remote unit and the speaker in the living 
room, with no messy confusion of wires. All models 
have "Adjusts- panel" feature to extend control shafts 
instantly up to 3." for easy cabinet mounting. Investi- 
gate all the amazing advantages of these amplifiers. 
You will be thrilled with their outstanding improvements. 

A-104 AM-10R AY-10 A-10 

new amplifiers priced from $39.50 to $269.50 audiophile net. 

NEWCDMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO. 

Sepfe nber, 1953 

15 years of quality leadership 
DEPT. F 6824 LEXINGTON AVENUE, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA 
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BUILD 15 RAUIOS 
AT HOME ONLY 

With the New Improved 1953 $1995 
Progressive Radio "EDU-K IT" 

NOW INCLUDES 

SIGNAL TRACER 
and 

CODE OSCILLATOR 
FREE TOOLS 
WITH KIT 
ABSOLUTELY 
NO KNOWL- 
EDGE O F 
RADIO NEC- 
ESSARY 

NO ADDI- 
T I O N A L 

NEED D 
ARTS 

EXCELLENT 
BACKGROUND FOR TELEVISION 
10 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 

when the signal is below this level. 
To obtain this signal condition, a step 
attenuator should be used. Also, be 
certain to prevent leakage by using 
short leads between the attenuator 
and antenna terminals on the receiver. 
Use approximately six feet of 300 -ohm 
shielded line between the antenna 
transmission line and the attenuator. 
The shield from the transmission line 
should be connected to the attenuator, 
and the attenuator itself grounded to 
the TV chassis, -_ 

What's New in Radio 
(Continued from page 84) 

fit into a woman's purse like a com- 
pact or be tucked into a man's breast 

WHAT THE PROGRESSIVE RADIO 
"EDU -KIT" OFFERS YOU 

The "Edo- Kit" offers you a Home Radio Technician Course at a rock.bottom price. You will learn how to identity Radio Symbols and Diagrams; how to build ra- dios. using regular radio schematics: how to wire and solder In a professional manner. You will learn how to operate Receivers, Transmitters, and Audio Amplifiers. You will learn how to service and trouble -shoot radios. You will learn code. You will receive training for F.C.C. license. In brief, you will receive a basic edu cation in Radio exactly like the kind you would ex- pect to eceive In a Radio Course costing several hun- dred dollars. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE It is not necessary that you have even the slightest background in science or radio. The "Edu Kit" is used by young and old- by radio schools and clubs: by the Veterans' Administration for Vocational Guidance and Training. No Instructor is required. Instructions are complete, simple and clear. You cannot make a mistake. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
The "Edu -Kit" uses the principle of "Learn by Do- ing." Therefore you will build radios, perform jobs, and conduct experiments to illustrate the principles which you learn. You begin by learning the function 

and theory of each of the radio parts. Then you build 
a simple radio. Gradually in a progressive manner, you will find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio sets, and doing work like a professional Radio Technician. The "EduKit" Instruction Books are ex ceedingly clear in its explanations, photographs and 
diagrams. These sets operate on 105.125 V. ACDC. 

The Progressive Radio "EDU-KIT" Is Complete 
You will receive every part necessary to build fifteen 

different radio sets. Our kits contain tubes, tube sock- 
ets. chassis, variable condense, s, electrolytic condensers. 
mica condensers, paper condensers, resistors, line cords. 
selenium rectifiers, tie strips, coils, hardware, tubing, 
hook-up wire. solder, etc. Tools are included, as well as 
an Electrical and Radio Tester. Complete, easy-to- follow instructions are provided. In addition, the "Edu-Kit" 
n ow contains lessons for servicing with the Progressive 
Signal Tracer, F.C.C. instructions. quizzes. The "Edu Kit" Is a complete radio course, down to the smallest 
detail. 

TROUBLE -SHOOTING LESSONS 
Trouble -shooting and servicing are included. You 

will be taught to recognize and repair troubles. You 
will build and learn to operate a professional Signal 
Tracer. You receive an Electrical and Radio Tester, 
and learn to use it for radio repairs. While you are 
learning in this practical way, you will be able to do 
many a repair /oh for your neighbors and friends and 
charge fees which will far exceed the cost of the "Edo - 
Kit." Our Consultation Service will help you with any 
technical problems which you may have. 

FREE EXTRAS IN 1954 
Electrical and Radio Tester Electric Solder- 

ing Iron Book on Television Radio Trouble - 
Shooting Guide Membership in Radio -Television 
Club Consultation Service Quizzes Train- 
ing for F.C.C. License. 

- -t 
Send me the "Edu -Kit" with Money -back Guar- 
antee- include All FREE extras. 
ID Check or M.O. enclosed -postage prepaid 

C.O.D. (U. S. Only) -I will pay postage 
t] Send further information 

Outside on orders w Et. 
M.O. or cheek U.S. V.!. bank. Postage Prepaid. Kit" for 210-250 V. AC /DC $22.45. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRONICS CO. 
477 Union Ave.. Dept. RN -22, Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 
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pocket. It is smaller than a miniature 
camera and can be held comfortably 
in the palm of the hand. 

The circuit uses subminiature parts 
throughout and is powered by self - 
contained batteries. The set has a 
full- vision dial with large easy -to -read 
numbers, automatic volume control, 
and a full -volume "super speaker ". 

SERVICE TOOL 
Aviation Service Supply Co., Staple- 

ton Field, Denver, Colorado has intro- 
duced a new precision -made nut and 
screw starter to aid technicians in 
starting small nuts as well as screws 
in difficult, hard -to -reach places. 

Designed for use in the radio, elec- 
tronic, communication, and instrument 
fields, the tool has a special lever 
mechanism in the handle which con- 
trols the movable blades and adjusts 
them for gripping all standard sizes of 
small nuts and screws. 

The unit has a pair of movable 
blades projecting from a sleeve at- 
tached to the handle. As these blades 
are pushed into the sleeve, the mech- 
anism inside the handle causes them 

to rotate inward thus forming a "V" 
shaped end, which grips the screw 
head and maintains the necessary ten- 
sion to hold it until the screw is 
started. 

It is available in six different sizes 
to accommodate nuts and screws from 
#6 to '4" nut and from a #4 to a 
#10 screw. Special sizes are available 
on a custom basis. 

GERMANIUM DIODES 
A new line of germanium diodes fea- 

turing vacuum tight, moisture -resist- 

ant seals as well as good mechanical 
stability is now being offered by 
Bomac Laboratories, Inc. of Salem 
Road, Beverly, Mass. 

According to the company, the use 
of a ceramic case insures stable elec- 
trical characteristics and complete iso- 
lation from adjacent circuitry. The 
diodes consist of a small, low -loss 
ceramic case into which two end caps 
are threaded. Metallization of the 
case surfaces allows vacuum tight 
ceramic -metal seals to be made. The 
specially- treated germanium pellet 
and tungsten whisker are precisely ad- 
justed for optimum performance by 
use of force -fitting, knurled, nickel 
pins. 

The use of nickel terminal pins and 
flexible, tinned leads permits the unit 
to be either clipped into spring holders 
or soldered directly for circuit appli -' 
cations. 

The Semi -Conductor Department of 
the company will provide complete in- 
formation on request. 

"LAVALIER" MIKE 
Electro- Voir'c, Inc. of Buchanan, 

Michigan has introduced a small -sized 
lavalier -type dynamic microphone de- 
signed for chest, desk, or hand use in 
public address work. 

The Model 647 offers full -range E -V 
dynamic microphone quality, rugged- 

ness, and performance characteristics 
for indoor and outdoor use, according 
to the company. Frequency response 
is from 60 to 13,000 cps, specially com- 
pensated for chest resonance. Slightly 
rising characteristic is specifically 
calculated to provide crisp, clear pick- 
up and reproduction when used 
against the chest. Output level is 
-57 db. 

For further information, write for 
Bulletin 201. 

PARTS KITS 
Carl Cordover & Co., 100 Warren 

St., New York 7, New York has in- 
troduced five new parts kits for serv- 
ice technicians, amateurs, laboratory 
men, dealers, experimenters, and en- 
gineers. 

The line includes one resistor and 
four condenser kits. All assortments 
are selected to include the most -often 
used sizes for replacement work. The 
resistor kit (RK -100) contains 100 re- 
sistors; the ceramic condenser kit 
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MORE for your Kit Dollar! 
All Collins Tuner Kits are complete with punched chassis, tubes and all 
other necessary materials. Sub- assemblies; tuning units, IF amplifier, 
etc. wired, tested and aligned. loin thousands of satisfied Collins users 

. order today! 

COL INS 
AUDIO PRO ' UCTS CO. 

`PRE -FAB' TUNER and COMPONENTS 

COLLINS AUDIO PI!ODUCTS CO. is in 

no way affiliated with Collins 

FM /AM Tuner Kit 
The original 15 tube deluxe FM AM 
pre -fab kit redesigned on a smaller 
chassis. The tuner now measures 14" 
wide by 12" deep by 7l2" high. This 
attractive new front and dial assembly 
opens up new applications where 
space is at a premium.. Kit includes 
everything necessary to put it into 
operation - punched chassis, rubes, 
wired and aligned components, power 
supply, hardware, etc. Kit comprises 
FMF -3 tuning unit, IF -6 amplifier, 
AM -4 AM tuning unit, magic eye as- 
sembly and complete instruction:. All 
tubes included. Shipping weight 19 

lbs. $7750 
AM Tuner Kit 
A twin for the FM 11! A wide-bond 
T.R.F. high fidelity AM tuner kit with 
special features. A new Collins de- 
sign for those who desire the very 
finest AM performance. Tuning range: 
530 KC to 1650 KC; Bandpass: 20 KC 

Distortion: less than 20e Frequency 
response to 10,000 cycles; whistle 
filter; R.F. circuits wired and aligned. 
You mount the power supply and dial 
and it's ready to go. Operates into 
any high fidelity pre amplifier control 
unit or standard single chassis 
plifier. No tone controls. Six tubes. 

Shipping weight 14 lbs $5950 

11604. 

$1525 
FMF -3 Tuning Unit 

AM -4 Tuning Unit ;2,450 

Selected Basic Components For Special Applications 

FMF -3 
The best tor FM. The most sensitive and most selective type 
of "front end" on the market. 6 to 10 microvolts sensitivity. 
Image ratio 500 to I. 616 tuned RF stage, 6AG5 converter, 
6C4 oscillator. Permeability tuned, stable and drift free. 
Chassis plate measures 61'2" x 41/2". In combination with the 
IF 6 amplifier, the highest order of sensitivity on FM can be 
attained. Tubes included as well as schematic and instruc 
lions. Draws 30 ma. Shipping weight FMF 3: 21,2 lbs. Dial 
available $3.85. 

IF -6 
A remarkable value! 6 tubes are u 

6BA6 1st IF, 12) 6AU6 2nd and 3rd 
and 6AL5 discriminator. High gain, w 
KC) for highest fidelity. 20 to S 

20,000 cycles. Distortion less w 
than I/2 of 1 °é. Drown 40 ma. 
i': 220 volts. Chassis plate 
dimensions: 
11-5 16" x 21/2" 

AM -4 
Tops in AM superhet perform- 
ance! A 3.gang tuning conden- 
ser gives 3 tuned stages with 
high sensitivity and selectivity. 
Assembly is completely wired, 
tested and aligned ready for 
immediate use. Frequency cover- 
age 540 KC to 1650 KC at a 
sensitivity of 5 microvolts. Tubes 
6BA6 RF amplifier; 68E6 conver- 
ter; 6BA6 IF amplifier and 6A16 
detector. Draws 30 n r 220 
Volts. Mounts on o chassis plate 
measuring 4" x 74é ". Shipping 
weight 21/2 lbs. Dial available 
at 53.85. 

sed in the IF amplifier: 
If's, 121 6AU6 limiters 

ide -band response (200 
h i p p i n g 

eight: 3 lbs. 

r 

FM Tuner Kit 

The FM -11 tuner is available in 

kit form with the IF Amplifier 

mounted in the chassis, wired 

and tested by us. You mount 

the completed RF Tuning Unit 

and power supply, then after 

some simple wiring, it's all set 

to operate. 11 tubes: 616 RF 

amp, 6AG5 converter, 6C4 os- 

cillator, 6BA6 1st IF, (2) 6AU6 

2nd and 3rd IF, (2) 6AU6 lim- 

iters, 6AL5 discriminator, 6AL7- 

GT double tuning eye, 3Y3 -GT 

rectifier. Sensitivity 6 to 10 mi- 

crovolts, less than 1/2 of 1% dis- 

tortion, 20 to 20,000 cycle re. 

sponse with 2DB variation. 
Chassis dimensions: 121/2" wide, 

8" deep, 7" high. Illustrated 

manual supplied. Shipping 

weight 14 lbs. $55 
Slide Rule 
Tuning Dial 

available separately - for use 

with FMF3 or AM -4. $385 

To: Collins Audio Products Co. Inc. 
P. O. Box 368, Westfield, N. J. 

Tel. WEstfield 2 -4390 

MAIL 
COUPON 

TODAY 

C FM Tuner Kit - FM AM Tuner Kit AM Tuner Kit 

E FMF -3 Tuning Unit IF -6 Amplifier E; AM -4 Tuning Kit 

E Slide Rule Dial 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

Amount for Kit S _... See weights, add shipping cost S 

Total amount enclosed S Check E Money Order 

WHEN YOU THINK OF TUNERS, THINK OF COLLINS AUDIO PRODUCTS 
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LWinnTUBES 

REIYING 

r 
TO MERIT YOUR CONFIDENCE -to insure your 
satisfaction -Every tube we ship has been tested in a 
radio or TV set for PEAK PERFORMANCE. Each 
tube is attractively packaged in individual carton -and, 
Each WINDSOR Tube you buy carries the full RTMA 
GUARANTEE! 

TESTED and 

GUARANTEED 

for PEAK 

PERFORMANCE! 

Type Each Type Each Type Each Type Each Type Each 
1A7GT ..5.61 6A1(S ...5.95 6C86 ....S.53 7A4 /XXL 5 57 707 ....S.62 
1B3GT .. .63 6AL5 ... .40 6CD6G ..1.85 7415 70 7R7 70 106 .. .96 6A05 .. .46 6E5 65 7A6 57 757 
IE7GT .. .99 6AQ7 ... .68 6F5GT ... .49 7A7 .... 58 7V7 IH5GT .. .46 CARS ... .38 6JSGT ... .40 7A8 56 7X6 
ILO 57 6A55 ... .50 6J6 62 7AD7 ....1.05 7Y4 
116 60 6AT6 ... 38 61(607 ... .41 7AF7 .... .63 724 50 
1NSGT .57 6AU6 ... .43 616G .... .80 7A G7 .....65 12AT6 ... 48 
1R5 56 6AV6 ... .37 616GA .. .80 7AH7 .... .65 12AT7 ... .68 
154 61 6AX4 ... .65 69707 .. .50 7AD7 .... .70 12ÁU6 ... .43 155 47 6BÁ6 ... .45 654 714 54 12AU7 ... .53 
174 56 6BÁ7 ... .60 651307 ..- .68 

46 
785 .51 12ÁV6 ... .37 14N7 . 

1T5GT .71 6BC5 ... .53 65A7GT . .52 786 52 12AV7 ... .79 1497 .... .62 
1U4 55 6BD5GT . .89 6SC7 .... .57 787 58 12AX4 ... .65 1407 .... .85 

6BD6 ... .49 6SFSGT .. .60 7C4 1 05 12AX7 ... .61 1457 .... .80 
68(6 .... .46 6SH7GT .47 7C5 S6 12AY7 ...1.95 19BG6G .1.39 
68E5 .... .60 65K7GT . .50 7C6 50 11BÁ6 ... .45 1978 .... .79 
6BF6 .. .39 651707 .. .62 7C7 58 126Á7 .60 25139607 .89 
6806G ..1.34 6SN7GT . .54 7E5 85 128D6 ... .46 25L6GT .48 
68146 ... .57 650707 .42 7E6 65 128E6 ... .47 25W4GT . .48 
68.16 .... .48 678 77 7E7 85 12BH7 .. .63 252607 .42 
681(5 .... .69 6U8 78 7F7 69 12SA7GT .52 3585 .... .48 
681(7 .... .88 6V3 99 7F8 97 1251(707 .50 3505 .... .48 
661707 .. .85 6V6GT .. .46 707 85 12517GT . .61 3516GT .. .47 
68146 . . .89 6W4G1 .. .15 7H7 61 12514707 .51 352507 .. .30 
68060T . .89 6W6GT .. .57 7.17 85 12SQ7GT .42 5085 .... .47 
61307 .... .84 6X4 34 71(7 85 14Á7 .... .58 SOCS .17 
6BZ7 .... .99 6XSGT ... .33 717 85 14AF7 ... .68 5016GT .. .47 
6C4 37 6Y6G ... .58 7147 62 1466 .... .SO 11723 ... .39 

90 
92 
62 14C5 
45 14C7 

14E6 
14E7 
14F7 
14FB 
14 ./7 

Type Each 
..5.85 

.70 

.70 

.85 
.69 
.99 
.85 

IUS .... 46 
1X2A ... 67 
2X2 1 29 
304 .. .60 
305GT .. .65 
3S4 .... 55 
3V4 56 
SR4GY .. 91 
5U4G ... 40 
5V40 75 
5Y3GT 29 
574G ... 39 
6AB4 ... 46 
6AG5 ... 54 
6AH4 .. 62 

WRITE FOR Additional Tune Types and 
Prices. We also stock Special 

Purpose and Transmitting Tunes at similar 

cr; inbsnr ELECTRONIC TUBE CO. 
1515 -N SHEEPSHEAD BAY ROAD, BROOKLYN 35, N. Y. 

Now! HANDLE UP TO 
90% OF TV TROUBLES 

by the easy 
PICTURE 

ANALYSIS 
METHOD! 

('ut hour, of tt,dmns 'IT trouble. 
shooting to minute! Make repairs 
tuice as fast! Operation of (:hir- 
ardi's new FIX - O -FIX TV 
TROUBLE FINDER GUIDE. Is 
simplicity Itself. Covers a8 TV 

reirers. 
Just turn dial until actual TV 
screen photo appearing in PIX -O- 
FIX "window" matches distorted 
picture on set being repaired. PIX - 
0 -FIX then gives you all possible 
causes for Oil. trouble and just 
ohere they are likely to he fount 
But that', only the In'ginningl 

PIX - 0 - FIX 
TV TROUBLE 
FINDER GUIDE 

By 

Covers 24 common 
troubles identified by 
actual screen photos 

190 possible 
causes of these trou- 
bles localized to re 
ceiver stage or section 
where they are most 
likely to occur. 

253 step-by- 
step remedies to r 
these troubles. 

4.500 words 
in CAUSE A N D 
REMEDY section to 
show just what to do. 

WHAT TO DO- 
HOW TO DO IT 

Step -by -step repair Ins[rnetinns 
follow. Components likely to he 
faulty are specified. quick tests 
are outlined. 1'1 X -D -FIX guides 
you every step of the nay! 
Remember! l'IX -O -FIX is NOT a "Ils-It- yourself' gadget for con - 
sumen. It Is truly professional 
device for servicemen. apprentices 
and students -prepared ha two of 
the nation's forma -t sender in- 
structors-A. A. Chirsidl .dui lt. 
G. Middleton. 

MONEY BACK IF YOU'RE 
NOT SATISFIED! 

Simply pin a SI bill to this ad. 
Mail with your name and ad- 
dress to the publisher. If not 
satisfactory, return PIX -041X 
in 10 days and your SI will be 
refunded promptly. (Price out- 
side U.S.A. $1.25. Same money - 
bacF guarantee). 

Dept. RN -93, RINEHART BOOKS, Inc.. Technical 
Div.. 232 Madison Ave.. New York 16, New York 

112 

25' ; Deposit with Order. All Mer- 
chandise F.O.B. New York City. For 
orders less than $10. add SI handling 
cost. Deduct 2 °. if full remittance 
accompanies order. All merchandise 
subject to prior sale and price change 
without notice. Dept. N -9 

STOP 
Volume 

Control 
Noise! 

Contains the 
amazing new 

PERMA-FILM 
* CLEANS! 

rid of dirt and 
:oily y u 

t 

unWCl. * LUBRICATES! 
One drop eliminates scratch, hum and 
noise. * PROTECTS! 
NEW Perma -Film assures continued top 
performance. 

The PERFECT Contact Restorer 
('leans and restores volume controls, 
band switches, push button assemblies, 
electrical contorts. 

NOT A CARBON TET SOLUTION 
NO NOISE is cientific formula espe- 
cially compounded for contact.! 

2 
Servicemen n 

Available in 8 oz. bottles 
quo rt l : fis and 6 oz. spray 131 

oxidation immerL- 

t,ictrinuU,r or ,rder ttle,et fr,,m 
ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP. 

813 Communipow Ave., Jersey City 4, N. J. 
a. 

(CK -35) has 35 ceramic units; kit MK- 
50 contains 50 mica condensers; kit 
TK -25 offers 25 molded tubular con- 
densers in various capacities; and LV- 
10 contains an assortment of 10 low - 
voltage electrolytics. 

For further information, contact the 
company direct. 

UNIVERSITY ENCLOSURE 
Uni icc-s iii, Loudspeakers, Inc., 80 S. 

Kensico Ave., White Plains, N. Y. has 
recently introduced a line of high 
fidelity corner enclosures for 12" 
speakers. 

The enclosures combine authentic 
furniture styling with quality sound 

reproduction and are available in 
modern, traditional, or provincial 
furniture styles. The cabinets are 
available in a variety of wood finishes. 
Enclosure dimensions are 37" high, 28" 
wide, and 15" deep. 

Although especially designed to 
house the company's Model 6201 co- 
axial speaker, the Model 6200 ex- 
tended range, or the wide -range "Dif- 
fusicone-12", the "Musicorner" can 
serve as the enclosure for most 12" 
speakers. Simplified integral construc- 
tion of both the interior and exterior 
makes for easy installation. 

SELF -POWERED PREAMP 
Brook Electronics, Inc., 34 DeHart 

Place, Elizabeth, N. J. is currently 
offering a self -powered preamp, the 
Model 7. 

The unit is finished in gold- alumi- 
lite enhanced with highly polished 
walnut end blocks. All of the features 
of the company's Model 4B have been 
retained in the new unit with the ad- 
dition of a built -in power supply. Hum 

level is said to be extremely low, well 
below the thermal noise of the tubes. 

Other features include a record 
playback characteristic control which 
permits a theoretically exact match 
of the recording characteristics so 
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YOUR ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT 

Demands Highly Specialized 

s, Belden 
AND SERVICE MEN 

WHO S ERVE BEST 

September, 1953 

WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY 
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that the tonal balance of bass, middle, 
and high frequencies will be correct. 
This control has nine positions to 
match the better -known makes of 
records. 

Over -all frequency response is with- 
in 1 db from 15 to 30,000 cycles. 

A data sheet covering the Model 7 
is available on request. 

RCA TRANSISTORS 
The Tube Department of Radio 

Corporation of America has announced 
the commercial availability of four 
topes of transistors. 

"I'v,o point- contact and two junction 

Learn on REAL EQUIPMENT! 
in Best Equipped School of its 

kind in U. S. 
Prepare for your future NOW! Come to the Great 
Shops of Coyne. Get practical training in oppo, 
[ unity fields- TELEVISION -RADIO --ELEC 
TRICITY - ELECTRONICS. Prepare for a 
better job in Industry or better service rating 
if drafted. 

WE TRAIN YOU IN CHICAGO 
At Coyne you learn on ord. Iidlaize ryuipnre?!. 
Trained instructors show you how, then you do 
shop jobs yourself. No previous experience or ad 
vaned education needed. 

Approved for Veterans 
Finance Plan Enroll now, Isly most of tuition 
later. If you need part -time work to help out with 
living expenses while at Coyne. we'll help you get 

r Sprela! f,rilion plan for nun of draft age. 

FREE BOOK 
t 

l inp k . 
c oNuooleo 

w iFrel l 
IAr rNaw 

C 5 . E IiÏ 
510 S. Paulina St., Dept. 63-85H 

Established 1999 

1 

I 

APPROVED for VETERANS 
,l 

B. W. COOKE. Ens. - SAOS 
COYNE School 
510 S. Paulina St., ChkaEs 12.111.. Dept. 63 -85H 
send FREIS lit it I F and fulldetaileon: 

TELEVISION -RADIO ELECTRICITY 

topes are now in production. The 
RCA -2N32 is a point- contact type for 
large signal applications. The RCA - 
2N33 is a point- contact type for use 
as an oscillator up to 50 mc. The 
2N34 and 2N35 are junction types. 
p -n -p and n -p -n respectively. Both are 
designed for low- power, audio fre- 
quency applications. 

Further information on these four 
units is available from the company's 
tube distributors. 

POWER BOOSTER 
Kaar Engineering Corp., Middlefield 

Road, Palo Alto, California has an- 
nounced a new power booster which 
is said to increase the power output 
of any 10 -watt mobile radiotelephone 
transmitter six times. 

The booster is inserted between the 
low power transmitter and antenna. 

I NAME 

I ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

114 
.1 

The power desired is selected by a 
switch on the dashboard and the 
booster is activated when the micro- 
phone button is pushed. Because the 
unit is "instant heating ", added power 
is not drawn from the battery until 
the mike button is pushed. 

The unit may be used with any 
make of radiotelephone operating in 
the 152 -174 mc. band. It is said to 

increase the effective range of the 
equipment considerably while con- 
forming to the FCC good engineering 
requirements by using maximum pow- 
er for such transmissions only when 
needed. -317- 

Electronic Counter 
(Continued from page 45) 

is four. Since 24 equals 16 it means 
that the counter circuit shown can 
count up to sixteen. (The zero count 
also represents a number.) With a 
decimal system eight tubes would be 
required for a count of sixteen. This 
points out the advantages of the 
binary system. less tubes are required 
for an over -all count. The visual 
binary count is shown diagrammatical- 
ly in Fig. 10. Each vertical row rep- 
resents the four neon lamps. The dif- 
ferent columns show the count from 
one to fifteen (and also zero). 

One of the prime advantages of 
electronic counters is high -speed oper- 
ation. The prototype described in this 
article can perform at a maximum 
rate of about 100,000 counts- per -sec- 
ond. However since the tally limit is 
sixteen the master sum could not be 

2''800000000000®000O 
2E4000®®®®0000®®®®0 
2''20®®0000000®OO®®O 
2°l®O®O®O®O®O®O®O®O 

I 2 S 4 5 6 r a 9 lo II R 13 N 15 O 

0 LAMP Orr 

®LAMP ON 

Fig. 10. Indicated count in binary sys- 
tem. Each vertical row represents bur 
lampa on counter panel. When all lasses 
are extinguished the reading is asro. 

indicated at this rate. In addition, the 
pickup switch could not function at 
this rate. Other types of counters 
have been developed which can per- 
form efficiently up to 10,000,000 counts - 
per- second. For this purpose special 
unitized decade counters are used 
which stop at a forced count of ten. 
With this arrangement, identical pro- 
totypes are cross -connected for count- 
ing and indicating in the decimal sys- 
tem. One prototype is used for units, 
another for tens, another for hundreds, 
another for thousands, and so on. It 
is only necessary to connect the out- 
put of each subassembly in the input 
of the next higher decade and there- 
by build up to any degree required. 
These units also employ the basic 
four -stage circuit described in this 
article. 
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111 idwest- 

NEW 1954 

TELEVISION 
and RADIO Catalog 

Featuring a Completely 
NEW Line of Magnificent 

CONSOLES TABLE MODELS 
CHASSIS 

ALL - CHANNEL RECEIVERS 

EASY TERMS 30 DAYS TRIAL 
Here is a brilliant new line of magnificent long -distance 21" and 27" Television 
receivers in beautiful console. table models and complete chassis - to mark 
Midwest's 34 years of leadership. 30 D: ys Trial ... Easy Terms . . Low Factory 
Prices. Send coupon for 1954 Catalog TODAY! 

with new 
built -in u H F 

Also- Powerful New 1954 World- Ranging 

MIDWEST Series 16 RADIOS 
. : - autiful Consoles and Complete Chassis 

Once again Midwest 
offers its famous series 
16 five band AM -FM 
radio chassis and the 
magnificent new Sym- 
phony Grand Radio - 
Phonograph with 3- 
Speed Automatic Inter- 
mix Record Player. 
Also, a complete line of 
clot k radios, table 
radios, and portables. 

s eptember. 1953 

BROADWAY CINN 

MIDWEST 21" 
Tel 

Complete 
with 

Chas- 
sis Complte 
w1th I-- Speaker. 

et 10 

MIDWEST 21" 
Table Malel Tele 
vise in Receiver. 

® o 

MIDWEST Luc 
brim. 2." Televi- 
sion Console. 

4 

LOW FACTORY PRICES 

WRITE IN NAME AND ADDRESS (PLEASE 

PRINT) ON COUPON OR 2c POSTCARD 

MIDWEST RADIO á TELEVISION CORP. 
Dept. A-37, 909 BROADWAY CINCINNATI 2, OHIO 

Please send me your new FREE 1054 Catalog. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 7ONE-STATE 
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MONEY MAKERS! 
FOR MOBILE -RADIO SERVICE ENGINEERS! 

Provide for future expansion in this profitable 
field, with Lampkin frequency- and modula- 
tion- measuring equipment. 

For Any Number of Frequencies, 
AM or FM. The Type 105 -B MFM. 
The Type 105 -B Micrometer Frequency 

Meter, or MFM, measures center -frequency on 
any number of nearby transmitters, AM or FM, 

0.1 MC. to 175 MC. Performs as signal generator 
for mobile receivers, 20 MC. up. Meets FCC re- 
quirements for mobile services, with accuracy 
guaranteed better than 0.0025' . Can be checked 
against WWV. Price $220.00 net. 

The Type 205 FM Modulation Meter 
for Multiple Mobile Frequencies. 
Instantly tunable anywhere, 25 MC. to 200 
MC., the Type 205 measures maximum FM 
deviation due to modulation, as required 
by the FCC. Indicates 0 -25 KC. deviation. 
Simple to use, easy to carry. No charts or 
tables. Price $240.00 net. 

Send name and address for literature 

Name 

Address 

City State 

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC. /-g/ 
MFM DIVISION 

BRADENTON, FLORIDA 

Let MILTON S. KIVER Help You 
Prepare For U.H.F. -TV 
And... 

EasytoTRAIN AT HOME This Practical Way! 
Me with the right training i Telesision Strsling . 

in bit; demand ... pull down' big pay. T.C.I. TRAINS 
YOU RIGHT with easy -to- follow technical training 
designed by servicemen. for servicemen! You learn prac- 
tical, professional type Television Servicing without 
leaving your present job. Included are money-making 
extras such as set conversion, master antenna installation. U.H.F.-TV and field servicing short cuts. You can start 
earning Television money after the first few lessons. 
You learn to test. trouble shoot and repair all types of TV sets the pros en, practical way.! 

HERE'S HOW YOU GET EXPERIENCE! 
You train on your own large screen modern television 
receiver, furnished as part of your course. This set is 
yours to keep! As an optional feature you can get two 
weeks of actual field experience out on service jobs 
and on the repair bench for Chicago's largest independ- 
ent servicing organization. You learn Television Serv- icing by actually doing Television Servicing . you 
get the practice/ know -how you eed to qualify for BIG MONEY in this fast- growing field! Age Is no barrier, Many ICI students are over 401 

VETERANS! 
:wormed 

(.'r 0.1. teaming one, raw ,ao. Cheek c.o. 

YOU GET and keep mod- 
ern large screen Television 
receiver. 
YOU DO actual testing, 
servicing, trouble shoot- 
ing and repairing 

BEGINNERS,. 

-s ̂  ̂ , 

NEW BASIC 

i ^Yd a '15y ern'mo e r 

Televisio ̂  
1or delei'.>asr 

TV 
acts^ 

MAIL NOW FOR FREE BOOKLET 
I MILTON S. KIVER. President 

TELEVISION COMMUNICATIONS INSTITUTE 
20S W. Wacker Dr., Dept. I -AP, Chicago 6, III. 
Ittt.h trill fart. on practical Tv training. 1 

aril lint oblIgat,it. Salesman will not gall. 

ACT NOWT Mail coupon for I 
FREE Catalog and SAMPLE I 
LESSON. Write TODAY! I 

TELEVISION COMMUNICATIONS 

205 W. Wacker Dr., Dept.= Chicago 6, III. 
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Name... 
.511112,.s 

Pity Zone.... State 
;1 BEGINNERS check here for Information on 

Basic Television Course. 

Veterans: 
eheek here 

Square -Wave Shaper 
(Continued from page 63). 

and on. This sine -wave input should 
be between seven and ten volts. 

The video amplifier stage, Vr, rests 
at zero bias. No grid coupling resistor 
is used. Leakage through the coupling 
condenser, C,, keeps the grid from 
drifting negative, and grid current in 
V. will prevent the grid from drifting 
positive. When this grid is driven by 
V,. through the coupling condenser, 
Cl, rectification occurs and the grid of 
V_ is driven between zero bias and a 
large negative voltage. Only a frac- 
tion of this grid voltage is needed to 
drive V. from zero bias to cut -off. The 
screen of V, is lightly bypassed so that 
its plate responds more rapidly to the 
sudden rise and fall in the grid drive. 
This bypassing of the screen produces 
a little pip on the negative section of 
the square wave appearing at the 
plate of V.. No similar pip appears 
on the positive half since the positive 
segment results from the cut -off of 
both plate and screen current. The 
output of V. is coupled into the grid 
of V by the ordinary method. This 
final stage, in addition to providing a 
low impedance output, eliminates the 
unwanted pip present on the negative 
segment of the output voltage from 
Va. Since V:, is a self- biased cathode 
follower (the entire voltage across its 
cathode load resistor providing bias 
voltage) and since the drive to its grid 
is large, it is cut off by the negative 
section of its drive. 

At very low frequencies the positive 
segment of the output waveform tends 
to drift down slightly instead of re- 
maining flat. This decay is caused by 
the discharge of coupling condenser, C through the grid resistor, R.. To 

Fig. 2. Waveforms at various key points. 

J_o 

I 

SINE WAVE INPUT 
TO Vi. GRID 

OUTPUT AT VI. 
PLATE 

~0 INPUT TO V2 GRID 

CUT -OFF VOLTAGE 
FOR V2 

-o 

OUTPUT AT V2 PLATE 

PULSES PRODUCED BY 

SCREEN BYPASS ON V2 

INPUT TO V3 GRID 

CUT-OFF VOLTAGE FOR 
V3 

OUTPUT AT 53 CATHODE 
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OOIIP4$ FO!! NEM1f MODE? 

JOHNSON VIKING 11 Transmitter Kit. 
Shpg. wt. 85 lbs. Net $279.50 

JOHNSON VIKING 11 Wired and 
Tested. Net $337.50 

HAMMARLUND HQ -143 -X 
Less Speaker. Shpg. wt. 60 lbs. 

Net $264.50 

If you're ready now for that new receiver, transmitter 

or test instrument -or simply "window shopping" at 

present -you'll do yourself a big, money- saving favor 

by obtaining Walter's "SURPRISE" Trade -In offer on 

your used test or communication equipment. Allowances 

were never more generous! Stocks of all the big -name 

brands are complete. Deliveries are prompt. Wire, 

write, phone or use the handy coupon today. 

HALLICRAFTERS 
SX -71. Less 

Speaker. Shpg. 
wt. 51 lbs. 

Net $224.50 

r 

1125 PINE ST. ST. LOUIS 1, MO. 

COLLINS 75A -3 with 3 

KC Mechanical Filter. 
Less speaker. 
Net $530.00 

All prices f. o. b. 
St. Louis 

Phone CHestnut 1125 

NATIONAL HRO -60 -T 
Less Speaker. Shpg. wt. 90 lbs. 

Net $483.50 

FREE CATALOG: 
WALTER ASHE RADIO COMPANY 
1125 Pine Street, St. Louis 1, Missouri 

Rush "Surprise' Trade -in Offer on my_ 

for 
show make and model number or new equipment aesir ed) 

Send for latest Catalog. 

Name_ 
Adde:s 

Zone State 

September, 1953 

Send 
for 

your 
copy 

today 
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KESTE 
Since the most important 
single step in Radio - 
Television Servicing is 
soldering ... it's just plain 
good sense to use the best - KESTER SOLDER ... 
Key Nome in Solder 
for More Than 50 Years. 

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY 
4235,Wrightwood Avenue Chicago 39, Illinois 

Newark 5, New Jersey Brantford, Canada 

STAYOiVTiYFAM 
WHEN POWER FAILS...with 

an ONAN Electric Plant 

Model 10El, 10KW A.G. 

When storms, floods, or fires interrupt 
electricity and force you off the air, you 
lose listeners and income. Guard 
against loss, assure vital public service 
during emergencies by installing an 
Onan Electric Plant. Onan Standby 
Electric plants serve many network and 
private stations. Automatic models to 
35,000 watts. 

PORTABLE ELECTRIC PLANTS 
FOR MOBILE RADIO USES 
Supply A.C. power for broad- 
casting at scene of events. 
Light in weight. Can be car- 
ried by hand or in trunk of 
car. A.C. models: 400 to 
3,000 watt' 

7f'ute jot FREE oUe 
D. W. ONAN 8 SONS INC. 

ribial 7897 Unrvcr sit Avenue 
Minneapolis 14. Minnesota 
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THE Bade WITH A 

1,000 APPLICATIONS 

This all -purpose case 
is ideal for housing meters, 

controls and sssitches 
of all types. 

Made of heavy molded 
black plastic with 

matching phenolic panel. 
Easy to drill and saw. 

Available in two sizes; 
5.1/4" x 6-7/8" x 2.5/16" 

3.3/4" x 6.1/4" x 2" 

Ask your Distributor for 
Waldom's Plastic Case. 

compensate for this droop the screen 
and plate loads for V, have been selected 
to be, in combination, smaller than 
the cathode load for V. As a result 
the decrease in current when V, is cut 
off is not entirely offset by the 
simultaneous increase in current 
through V;, when it starts to conduct. 
The net decrease in current causes 
the supply voltage to rise as the filter 
condenser, C5, takes on more charge. 
This increase in supply voltage bucks 
out most of the deterioration of the 
output waveform. This design expe- 
dient seems somewhat more econom- 
ical than using all push -pull, direct - 
coupled circuits. 

When constructing the unit the 
three variable resistors should be con- 
sidered front panel controls. Poten- 
tiometer R, may be used to adjust the 
amplitude of the sine -wave input. The 
variable cathode resistor, R, adjusts 
the relative length of the positive and 
negative pulses. Amplitude of the out- 
put signal is controlled by R:,. 

The addition of a switch and four 
resistors after R. will give step -wise 
attenuation with R,. serving as a ver- 
nier. The inset in Fig. 1 shows such an 
arrangement in detail. This addition 
is well worthwhile, since it is thus 
much easier to control very low out- 
put levels. Furthermore, on the sec- 
ond and third switch positions ( -20 
db and -40 db) the output impedance 
is substantially independent of the 
setting of R.. Since these positions give 
maximum outputs of about 5 and 0.5 
volts peak -to -peak, they will be the 
positions most often used. Having a 
constant output impedance is more 
than just a convenience when testing 
with pulse type signals. Unless the 
output impedance is constant the 
waveform shape will change as its 
amplitude is varied. 

Should a different power trans- 
former be used, R,.. should be adjusted 
to give a supply voltage (at the plate 
of Vi) of between 100 and 150 volts. 
About 20 milliamperes of current will 
be drawn with a 150 volt supply. Gen- 
erally speaking the higher supply 
voltage will give a larger output sig- 
nal but will require a larger sine -wave 
drive. The author's unit with a 160 
volt supply requires 7 volts of drive. 

Without a sine -wave generator this 
unit as it stands is not of much use. 
However, if you do have a sine -wave 
generator, the device here described 
will provide an excellent square wave 
over the entire frequency range of 
your sine -wave generator. -- 

LONG ISLAND HAMFEST 
THE Federation of Long Island Radio 

Clubs will hold its 17th annual Ilam- 
fest and Dance on Friday evening, Oct. 
9, at Lost Battalion Hall, 93 -29 Queens 
Boulevard, Elmhurst, N. Y. The pro- 
gram will begin at 8.00 p.m. and will in- 
clude activities for amateurs with special 
interests (DX, v.h.f., traffic, etc), enter- 
tainment and favors for the ladies. 
Tickets are available from J. N. Jablin, 
W2QPQ, 147 -14 Charter Road, Jamaica 
35, N. Y. 
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Scq6o4d tat/441 dour 
de Neat 

P4øt4t Toof 

Us 

Western 
Electronic 

Sllov+ 

gootll 10.1115 

September, 1953 

All over the country service- engineers are 

praising the newest and finest molded 
tubular paper capacitor -the Pyramid IMP! 

tPJLC 4- C44- 

IMPS ARE REALLY RUGGED! 

The tough thermo- setting 
plastic will take an astound - 
ing amount of abuse -yet 
IMPS will still look and per- 
form like new! 

IMP LEADS CAN BEND AND 

BEND! Tinned leads that are 
really securely anchored - 
you'll be amazed at how 
much punishment they'll take 
without breaking! 

IMPS WON'T FREEZE OR 

MELT! They'll operate faith- 
fully in temperatures ranging 
from -40° C. to +100° C. 
(212° F.)-and that's the 
boiling point of water! 

IMPS ARE MOISTURE -PROOF! 

No moisture can get through 

the varnished plastic case, 

or even through the lead 

anchor -points. 

IMPS are available in all popular ratings in 200, 

400 and 600 volt ranges. See your local distributor. 

If you haven't tried the new IMP, send for your free sample today- 

PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY 
1445 H JDSON BOULEVARD NORTH BERGEN, NEW JERSEY 
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4ed Nárzt`i Q S,1iec 
. 

ARC -3 PARTS 
T -206 Output XFMR. #55320 $2.75 
T101 Mike XFMR. #55548 1.50 
T -102 Driver XFMR. #55545 1.75 
T -103 Audio XFMR. #55546 1.75 
T -104 Modulation XFM R. #55547 3.25 
T -105 Side Tone XFMR. #55544 1.85 Driver Transformer, for ART -13. T -202 1.29 Side -Tone Transformer, for ART -13, T -203 1.19 Modulation Transformer. ES- 691025 for BC 
456 1.19 AN -104A Antennas for SCR 522 .95 

BC 929 Indicators, pio APN -2 32.50 
BC 451 Trans. Control Box. pio SCR 274N 1.85 
C -30 ARC -5 Control Box 1.65 FT225 -A Mounting Racks 1.65 FT -227 -A Shock Mount Racks 1.65 

J -22 /ARC -5 Junction Boxes 1.75 
J- 17 /ARC5 Junction Boxes 2.75 MD7 /ARC -5 Modulators. all Tubes 5.95 MC 211 Right Angle Drives .21 BC 433G Compass Rows.. Used. Excellent 32.50 ART -13 Barometric Limit Switches 8.75 
BC 306 Antenna Loading Unit for BC 375 3.0e R1-7 Interphone Amplifiers, Used, Excellent, 

Less Tubes 3.75 SA4A: APA -I Motor Driven (28 VDC) Vagi - Antenna Switch 24.50 
MT -36 -C Ant. Loading Unit for TA -2J XMTR 35.00 
A -62 Phantom Antennas. for use with Mobile 

XMTRS. 20.38.9 MC 40 Watts 3.95 
RT -19, ARC -4 Trans- Receivers. 24 VDC. covers Amateur 2 -Meter Band. Complete with Tubes 

and Crystals 39.50 Radar Trainer. Type 15 -C. Consists of 4 sep- arate XMTRS. Operating 380-500 MC.. I- 
Pulse Gen. 1 -Power Supply, all Cables. 2 Inst. Books 215.00 

Rubber Inserts, M -300 for HS -30 Headsets..3.25 /M 
BC 496A Dual Control Boxes (Receiver) for 

SCR 274N 1.35 
T -30 Throat Microphones .69 
National XS -3 Double -Bown Insulators, fits 

23a" Hole. All Hardware included .65 
IN -84 Double Cane Insulations $12 for 1.00 
ARC -5 PLUGS 

#5842 35c #7027 450 
#5577 25e #7025 45c 
#PL 154 70e rPL 152.... .65c rPL IS4A 70c :6418 35c 

C -II4 Loading Coils .85 
Overload Breaker: 500 MA (8 1000VDC Man- 

ual Reset. Heinemann AM 1610 -.5 1.45 
Voice Coil & Diaphragm Assy. (Spares) for 

Beachmaster Speaker Assy. Will handle 50 
W. Audio 05 

PLATE TRANSFORMERS 

all primaries are 110 v. 60 cps, single phase) 
D C ratings are approximate values obtained at 

of a 2- section choke Input filter using 
MV rect. tubes. 

VOLTS D.C. 
TYPE AC. R.M.S. VOLTS 

PT 175 550 -550 400 
P T 157 660 -660 500 

550 -550 400 
PT 158 :1080 -1080 1000 

500 -500 400 
PT 359 

1 800 -800 600 
PT 167 1400 -1400 1200 

1175 -1175 
PT 168 2100 -2100 1750 

1800 -1800 1500 
PT 062 2900 -2900 2500 

2385 -2385 2000 
:Slmultanaous ratings 

D.C. 
M A. 
150 
250 

125 
150 
225 

300 

300 

300 

FIG. 

s 
B 

B 

C 

C 

D 

PRICE 
S 6.43 

8.42 

10.00 

9.70 

24.10 

30.58 

47.04 

FILTER CHOKES 
(Smoothing) 

IND.ICUR. DCR TEST 
TYPE HYS. MA. (OHMS) VOLTS FIG. PRICE 

181 10 200 140 3000 B $4.70 
182 10 250 125 3000 B 6.47 
183 8 300 80 3000 B 6.76 

Swinging Input chokes 
187 4 -16 150 210 3000 B 3.82 
189 4 -16 250 125 3000 B 6.47 
190 3 -14 300 80 3000 B 6.76 

DYNAMOTORS 
ALL BRAND NEW - ORIGINAL PACKING 

INPUT OUTPUT TYPE VOLTS AMPS VOLTS AMPS PRICE 
PE 86 28 1.25 250 .060 54.25 DM 416 14 6.2 330 .170 6.75 DM 33A 28 7 540 .250 3.95 BD AR 93 28 3.25 375 .150 7.50 
23350 27 1.75 285 .075 3.95 
B -19 Pack 12 9.4 275 .110 8.95 

OU .05 
DA -3A 28 10 300 .260 6.9s 

150 .010 
14.5 5. 

5053 28 14 250 .060 3.95 PE 73 CM 28 19 1000 .350 
337 14 $ 425 .160 7.95 

Replacement for PE 94. 
Price sent on request. 

ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED. EVERY 
ITEM IS NEW UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 

en ' or Cheek. Shipping Chss. C.O.D. 
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO. I ) Liberty St. °SP N.9 New York City 7. N. Y 
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Within the Industry 
(Continued from page 26) 

TRONICS, division of CORN ELECTRIC 
COMPANY in Stamford, Conn.... K. W. 
JOHNSON & CO., INC. has been formed 
in Dayton, Ohio to engineer, design, 
test, and manufacture complete shock 
and vibration systems for industry and 
military purposes. K. W. Johnson, for- 
merly chief engineer of the Mechani- 
cal Section of the Components and 
Systems Laboratory at Wright Field, 
heads the new firm which has head- 
quarters at 1805 Webster Street in 
Dayton ... FEDERAL CHEMICALS COR- 
PORATION, 210 Wythe Avenue, Brook- 
lyn, New York has been formed to sup- 
ply the plastisol and organisol fields 

. INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COM- 
PANY of Philadelphia has purchased 
GORMAN MANUFACTURING CORPORA- 
TION of Los Angeles. The California 
firm will continue to manufacture its 
line of encapsulated wire -wound re- 
sistors . . . THE DAN J. CONNOR CO. 
has incorporated as DANCO CORPORA- 
TION. The firm which represents many 
well -known electronics firms will con- 
tinue to maintain its offices at 1346 
Suburban Station Bldg., Philadelphia 
3, Pa. . . . A new electronics supply 
house which will operate under the 
name of "HEADQUARTERS" has been 
opened in Austin, Texas. Lyle Hamner, 
manager of the new firm, has been in 
the radio field for over thirty years. 

s s 
LAWRENCE J. CERVONE has been pro- 
moted to the post of general sales 
manager of Gates 
Radio Company of 
Quincy, Illinois. 

He was formerly 
head of the com- 
pany's New York 
office 'and has been 
with the firm since 
1947. He was pre - 
viously associated 
with both Westinghouse and RCA. He 
served in the Navy during World War 
II. He replaces the late Fred O. Grim - 
wood who passed away in 1952. 

John M. Haerle. head of the defense 
contracts department for the com- 
pany, will head the New York office 
which is located at 51 East 42nd 
Street. 

* * 

T. R. MATHEWS has been named assist- 
ant general sales manager of the Ray- 
theon Television and Radio Division at 
the Chicago headquarters. He was 
formerly eastern regional sales man- 
ager for the firm ... Sylvania Electric 
Products Inc. has named E. FINLEY 
CARTER vice- president and technical 
director of the firm and HOWARD L. 
RICHARDSON as vice -president in 
charge of engineering operations . 

HARRY SCHECTER is the new general 
manager of CBS -Columbia Distribu- 
tors, Inc., the New York factory branch 
handling the distribution of the com- 
pany's radio and television receivers 
in the Metropolitan area ... STANLEY 

L. ABRAMS, director of purchases for 
Emerson Radio and Phonograph Cor- 
poration, has been promoted to the 
post of director of the material division 
of the firm ... General Electric Corn- 
pony has created three sub- depart- 
ments within its tube department and 
has appointed general managers for 
each. ROBERT O. BULLARD will head 
the industrial and transmitting tube 
sub -department; the receiving tube 
sub -department will be handled by L 
BERKLEY DAVIS while the cathode -ray 
sub -department will have ROBERT E. 
LEE as its manager . . . PERCY L. 
SCHOENEN, former president of Olym- 
pic Radio d Television, Inc. of Long Is- 
land City, passed away suddenly at his 
New York City home. He was 61. He 
retired as president of the firm in 
April of this year after having been 
associated with the company since its 
founding in 1935 ... J. HARVEY PICKET 
is the new chief engineer for the Ca- 
pacitor Division of Aerovox Corpora- 
tion. He has been with the firm's 
Canadian subsidiary since 1935. 

* 

HARRY E. McCULLOUGH has been 
named general sales manager for tele- 
vision and radio of 
the Crosley Division 
of Arco Manufac- 
turing Corp. He suc- 
ceeds E. W. Gaugh- 
an who has been 
transferred to the 
staff of W. A. Blees. 

Mr. McCullough 
has been associated 
with the firm since 1948, taking over 
as Cincinnati regional manager in 
early 1949. He has served successively 
as Cleveland regional manager and 
then as assistant to Mr. Blees, from 
which position he was promoted to 
product sales manager of radio and 
television and, later, sales manager 
for radio and television. 

s 

RTMA has announced that TV set pro- 
duction for the first five months of 
this year topped all previous January - 
May periods on record. 

During the first 21 weeks 3,309,757 
TV sets and 6,102,711 radios were 
manufactured as against 1,957,083 and 
4,469,432 TV and radio sets, respec- 
tively, produced during the sanie 
period in 1952. 

s s 

DR. W. R. G. BAKER, vice -president and 
general manager of General Electric 
Company's Electronics Division, is the 
recipient of the 1953 Medal of Honor 
awarded annually by the Radio -Tele- 
vision Manufacturers Association to 
the person making the most outstand- 
ing contribution to the nation's radio - 
television- electronics industry. 

A leader in the electronics industry 
for more than 30 years, Dr. Baker is 
chairman of the National Television 
Systems Committee which worked out 
the FCC -approved standards for the 
present black- and -white television sys- 
tem and is currently developing stand- 
ards for a compatible color television 
system. -311 - 
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Diu, calla a 
Imo, Auto Radio 

RUte44-/ 

Because a majority of the radio -equipped cars and trucks 

that pass your door have Delco radios, their servicing 

represents o great business -building opportunity 

and Delco Radio's service program offers real help! 

Delco Radio alone is the source for Deco Radio original 

replacement parts -readily 

equipment and universal P 

h United Motors Electronics Distributors. 

Delco 
Delco through you with its complete 

et 
d 

Delco Radio alone can supply y 
''Testing P 

comprehensive 
Service 

you the 

its 
information 

monthly bulletin giving Y ¡nclud- 

on testing and repairing Delco radios - 
++... -, ing the Delco models equipped with the sensa- 

tional new Signal- Seeking Tuner! To get on the 

Delco Radio team contact your United Motors 

®®Electronics Distributor today! \ Y4 RADIO 
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORSRORATION, 

KOKOMO,INDIANA 

_ UNITED MOTORS IINE 

A GENERAL 
MoTOas oE000a 11TH' 

EVERYWHERE 

DISTRIBUTED 
BY ELECTRONICS 

WHOLESALERS 

September, 1953 
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REG. $117.50 SUPREME TUBE TESTER -V.O.M. ON SALE AT McGEE FOR $64.95 
WITH ROLL CHART -7 INCH METER - BUILT IN BATTERY TESTER. 

SUPREME MODEL 600 564.95 
supreme \kvlel '.I ., All In one gray metal portable c n ' 

, . .. cad. Calibrated good-Cad .wale fol tune )test . Most people rail operate tuis meter uwithou ias.e., tin i g r, hope, u u would expect with a 7" meter. Ill rrmlmlted roll chart. Posh button lrbabei checker opera ,14 . Easy to (earn bow 10 operate. 
Battery tester will cheek all dry batteries muter proper load. Has S resistance ranges from 
.1 to 20 nlegulnns. li AC.IIC volt ranges front 0 to 2.510 von,. n ntuinmIt range, bnnl 1 to 

and O In In moms. This meter had a regular net price or $I l 7.30. Our' .aerial Pur cirasse retakes this 804.95 m'ira possible. Think of It. the Imiter and 4'OM Part i. worth one-half our sale price. Stock No. 091) Supreme tiling -.et tester on sale for only $64.95 at McGee. Only a limited supply Is available Shipping weight 24 ors, 

.M orii raç awl 
lerin' This is the 

te-ter 
rib,. 

model 000 except It lassa rill ,,titi sÌ10 model 
scale. x however. It's a till) quality tai, 

tester. with Illuminated roll -11: ami a as 

p1lete dry haltery tester. Made to sell f 007 4, dealer. not. nor trie. f B NI..r ; 

MODEL 616 549.95 REG. 587.45 

o 
1 1 Y t 

SUPREME MODEL 600 

INDIVIDUALLY CARTONED ELECTRONIC RADIO & TV TUBES 

moat,. llne 
quantity at tlu-' 
024 SO 59 

.I,1. ...LI 

60(57 .. .69 
2A7GT .59 6BC5 - .59 
183GT .79 6806 .49 
1NSGT .59 66F5 .59 1L .99 69F6 .. .59 
1RS -99 69060 . 1.29 
¡SS .59 69146 .59 
IT4 .59 69J6 .59 
¡U4 .59 6907 .99 
lU5 -59 68Q6GT .99 
304 .59 6C4 . .39 
3QSGT .69 6CB6 .59 
354 .59 6C1160 1.49 
3V4 .59 614607 .59 
5U46 .49 60707 . .59 
664 .69 6160 1.09 
6605 .89 654 .59 
GALS .49 65A7GT .59 
6AQS .49 65H7GT .59 
6AT6 .49 65FSGT .59 
611116 .9 650767 soso .39 
68V6 .49 651707 . .. .69 
6AX4GT ... -69 659767 .69 
OSAS .49 6SU7GT 69 

k ' 
" 

,,,,,1 ; 
Od prices 

OTO .79 1200GT 
6U8 .79 12Q7GT 
6V6GT .59 125F507 
6W4CT .59 125.1719 
6X .39 125J76T 
6X5GT .49 125N7GT 
7A7 .69 125L70T 
796 .69 19BG6G 
7147 .79 251303667 
7V4 .69 2SL6GT . 

12ALS .59 32L7GT 
12ABGT -69 3595 
12676 .49 35C5 
12AT7 .69 35W4 
12AU6 ... .59 35L6GT 
1281)7 .. .69 43 
128V6 ... .59 47 
128V7 .. .89 5095 
126X407 .59 SOCS 
12AX7 .69 SOL6GT 
12566 .59 70L7GT . 

128E6 .59 11723 
12906 .59 
12BF6 - .79 

. .59 

.79 
1.79 

.59 
.59 
.39 
.59 
.79 
.89 
.59 
.59 
.59 
-99 
.39 

ESPEY 12 -TUBE FM -AM CHASSIS, $59.95 
* BUILT -IN PRE -AMP FOR G. E. 

VARIABLE RELUCTANCE PICK -UP * WIDE RANGE AUDIO 
* WHY NOT ORDER WITH A COAX. r 

IAL SPEAKER AND A RECORD 
CHANGER? SEE OUR SPECIAL OF- 

J. 

FERING 

rilaNNIO. ts.,1 design - ' 
11 15 pes 1 1 11 - 

1 crystal or I °6 
riabla reltlelailee. Hea r standard 1/1'111.1(1- 

Cast to 17m1 he and ENT In ale. 

' 
a bass Is`t 

11 

d. L'" antenna fur hrnndrast 
Nidaranra 11011110 Ix.'m'.e ,mrsh-pnll 1Y0 01.01.115 

1111 ohm 'aF\1anlelmrv Ixsl+p isl ill May rnl'1el Arlricl 
11::1,11 d slide rude l' I 'I 's size. 1 " x!C' high and deep. tubes: hHl: IifiA iHAn 1 Afi li 117 tAI.S. 0SQ7. '!7 1 A7 2 

Camden. v lll 
5Y.11:T Sh ll t log weight 20 Bos. Stock No. 71 -\ F'_ 1 1 EM .A51 elbassis. sale price. 559.95, less speaker. Output matches voice e11 of our 12 , t, coaxial 

- 

ESPEY DEAL (1). S99.95 
PSI sisako C1I14Y and ) 

1 1 t1 il I wib aIGI. 
(lout variable reluctance cartridge. A 

turn- 
about 

home (sic system than ordinarily 
available. sVolley Beal .21. Sale price 
$99.95. With 15" coaxial 1'\t sneaker 
14-1Sl'S instead of CU -14r. $1000 extra. 

ESPEY DEAL (21, S118.95 

;' ied ch, 
I 

" changer equipped with 
G !., variable reluctance IIIrnaMOlt car- tridge. 01.1r heat home . -, . t n . F.c 
local ' Sale price SI11R 95. With iS" 
coaxial PM speaker l'-1n1 - r:il of CC- lay. 510.00 extra. 

A 

j L 

CONSOLE T.V. CABINETS 

HI 17 FULL DOOR MAHOGANY T,V 

TERRIFIC SALE 
TELEVISION CONSOLE 

CABINETS 

IÁ) Radio- T.V.Cab.$39.95 

.ck No. A11.170 mahogany console 
OIIO- lelevisioi cabinet, with double 

114" mol 
I 

o 

high. 33" wide 
" I, ' deep. The compartment he- Iriml the ight hand door is 17' wide. (rias' high i 19" dean. suitable for st 17" TV cha -sis. Left ham) 

o 
4 om'artment Is 104" Wide. Ina 1 " high a d IU" Jeep. for radio chassis or could be adapted) 1 

"fs 
other' loes Roth eonoloarb 

h:lsa (dank tels, Name Is 
or an speaker but is large Igh loi hold t . In ", This 

a eat , i tt cost the TV slnfar- more than our price. him..., weight 03 Ills. Stock No. A11.1704 
Sade price. $39,93. 

full doors. 'in" high, 24'' wide 22" -Ide, 170 I" high and - area 
set. but be s o check 

I I lereol 

20" 
tlt will 

less o 
dthan 

a 12" (cost 
the us TL talla f tarer. Inn l fo weight 8 I Ibs, Stock No. A11-430. Sale price. a $34.95. 

ICI 17" 1. DOOR MAHOGANY T.V. CABINET ....................929.95 
s. 

leleviston cabinet suitable for n st fi 17" chassis. leep. filas blank panel. TV chassis ara 
111 rot 

ti f,,l all 
H speaker but there uns 

2014" 
nl tilt ...1 

11 e In 11'01 :cud h IIp to data'. f salle at less lo than Tt t of manufacturer 
Put y 

I rinlg weight 11 Its. stork No. 411 -51. special sale price. $29.95. 
lanuructur'er 

01 21 , DOOR MAHOGANY T.V. CARINET...... 
- 

..$39.95 im douas. 41" high. 21" wide and 21" 
21 TL chassis. 1lnwever, be stare to 

' h Pa whatever you Intend hutting 
o. 12 "' 1 lb s. mater. S weight 86 1 s. Stocks No. Ail' 

I E I 21 OPEN FRONT MAHOGANY T.V. CARINET ..$29.95 
Ide awl 2012" deep. Il., 1 deep. Will hold 17'. 244 ' I\ I m. to 12' \ Ih' cabinet lue Only e 

I tit) aeada.le, ,Ii .. inn- weight 70 rills, Stork Nn, Ail-40, Sale pl $29 ' , 0 

IFI 17' "OUR LEADER" MAHOGANY T.V. CARINET .......... ,, ,919.95 \Il-ti' k pa nei 33^ high, .vs' n 

I7 ...le 
it 0'111 tin lcnh 

deeP. 
t Molo 441, 14 o I 519.95. t 1, le vv 1, .111. hn l n, vai, -ht o7 Its. stock Nu. .414 -20 SiIit l'Ira. $29.95, 

Boy 9 conversion kit with a of the ahoy cabinets and say m9 $3.00 u6 Ole ca net price 
any 

when ontele,l ill, of the picture 
3.00b You 

yln.1.k. flyback and yoke 
cal 

kits li -texl on tit ope site page. 

AMERICA'S FINEST 28 WATT -50 WATT AND 10 WATT P.A. VALUES 
569.95 BUYS A 28 WATT 5150.00 
LIST VALUE PORTABLE P.A. SYSTEM 

1111ustiabon 

3 -SPEED PHONO TOP -TWO 12 -INCH SPEAKERS 
7 -TUBES PUSH PULL 6L6'S HEAVY LEATHERETTE 

COVERED PLYWOOD PORTABLE CASES 
CRYSTAL MIKE 58.95 EXTRA 

STI)aa NO. AP-28X. _ ,stem. Tou g t Ilivy '11'0 mikes la1 1 controls. One l'I ul. Fully i:u It. 11t1.01 11sh Odel ity, wide range fry, a.Imnsc. The /wavy duly output transformer has taps for 4 N. Ili, sI_5. 2..1 and -n ohm speaker eon m.e"-or1 s. Two heavy duty 12 Inch alnico, 9' l'.1Ì. speakers. earl, with 25 feet of speaker cattle. Each sr 'lone m eel In separate 1.1101.1.111g rasps. Ellett ease has a snap o hark and Is large) enough to give er1nxl speaker Naming. a Each rase la 21 x 10 x la hu-bes. c Is o 11 10 early v Ibo 5111puher. A .i -sprat photon motor 
1 1irk -up is Inn Limed in the top of the amplifier to play 331;.. 45 and 78 RPM r ials." 

This p.rtable l'A system will put nett 20 Wills all day long nml 28 to 
system 

watts 
st áe k amt 

o. Sl,Gee °Raei s you this 8150.00 list portable PA saving. 
STOCK No. AP.25X complete Pnrmhle PA system with 3 speed phono and speakers as pictured 'less mike. ship. wt. 71 Its. $69.95. 
Electra Voire model 010 526.50 list crystal mike with 20 feet of Cale Imp desk stand 58.95 extra. 
Flmrr type mike starlit Instead of desk stand 54.95 extra. 

10 -WATT PORTABLE P.A. ON SALE 542.95 
3 -SPEED PHONO TOP -10" ALNICO PM SPEAKER 

llllustration CI 

L -tulle portable In watt I14 -watt Peakl public address system. IPUSh-pull 7CS1 U. L. ap. 
braved amplifier with wlue range response. Inputs for microphone and phono, with pep - rate mixing type volume controls. Tone control. 10" Alnico V PM speaker Is housed in a leatherette case 21 "1(10 "x13^ which holds the amplifier for carrying. 3-speed turnable Mord pickup arm to play all records .1:11 a. 45 and 78 11104 is mounted In the tip of the amplifier, List value. 5110.00. 

) 
tack No. AP -I n 11 x, 1-watt portable P.A. system 

has only one e case and one IU" speaker. less icrnnhone. Sale price. $42.99. Shinning weight 41 Ills. .Shinned via Ex Press or Truck mile. 
Crystal n lcroph01,c 0 re in w n 011. os :itla Ina -x -I.InI I. $3.95 oXtla w'h, -li or,, red with the All.lox portable P.A. rsystem. 

r 

b b D C' 
e 

50 -WATT PORTABLE P.A. ON SALE 599,95 
3 -SPEED PHONO TOP -TWO 12" SPEAKERS 

1111 ustratloi, AI 

10.011w portable Sn -watt public address system. 4-61.60 tpush-pull parallel. all pal ta11ss. Inputs I r 2 microphones. c crystal or dynanne. with s e mixing volume controls. Twin s and (treble to ltrols. High fidelity ide range transformer with taps at 4, 8, s1O, 125, 250 ands 10 ohms. Complete with 2 suris (heavy duty 12" PM speakers arfil 25 ft. cables mounted tin separate leatherette.eovered carrying cases. 21 "521 "x13 ". The amplifier lits in one of the cases for eareEilig. This amplifier Ill put out 40 watts all day long and 50 to 00 watts peak with 3 -speed turntable and pickup to p18y 11 ils 3:1,,3, 45 and 78 RPM Is mounted eIn the top of the amplifier, Stock No. AP -011X. 50 watt portable P.A. system similar to the 28 -watt model pictured above. less microphone. Sale price. $99.95. Shipping weight. 100 Its. Shipped via Express Truck only. 

Stand, 511.95 extra. For noornstand instead of desk 
microphone 

and 
with 

$4.93 
ft. cable and desk 

McGEE RADIO COMPANY 
Prices F . X.C. lend 25% 0 *00eil w' 
Order, ice Se t C.0.0. WItI, Parcel 

Post Ordere, Include rootage 

TELEPHONE VICTOR 9045. WRITE FOR FLYER 
1422 GRAND AVE. IIANSAS CITY. MISSOURI 
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McGEE OFFERS YOU TERRIFIC VALUES IN T.V. BOOSTERS -AMP'S AND KITS 
STANDARD COIL SUPER CASCODE TUNER $19.95 

UHF STRIPS $7.50 EXTRA 
The Casci,te Circuit of the Standard In,er offers a new development 
of this f. - TV fro,.t coil as. I affords to -1 
plxnemelt in gain and a 351. to no nishietion of noise o the 
neonate tuner. Other advances include: t 1111F re- 
ception by interchange of channel Inductors: increased ItY for 
3'V seta in fringe a elimination f t -t 1 Men nprabt 
item for Ille serviceman a replacement unit sale. Hrand w factory TV-21o.° T\' 
tuner. co pl. ithetubes' 0HK7 or 611Q7 and a OJO. .Shaft length 'il,,', ,"hp 
UHF lspe<ify channel/ strips s,tpliml in paire for altos, casa sle tuner, $7.50 per ts.t. 

14 -Inch Conversion Kit 
WITH ' =.E. TUBE 

$2 CJ 95 

14.Inch a'. 1 14-inch black fa,'. 
gilar,lllirr I; I. I 

I'i l' 1 tilbe, a ill' dr9rl'1. 
with nwb'hing 11.t, II ,11II I:.i':. 1111ark and a 14" 
Mild trim wl'ty mask. phis conversion in/rollb.h.. 

No. ilii' -(1, Sale ibex. 525.95. 

20 -Inch Conversion Kit $29.95 17 -INCH CONVERSION KIT $25.95 
17 -Inch conversion kit with a 17BP4A. 
17^ rectangular blarkface electro- magnetic 
focus picture tube with 8 month.' guaran- 
tee. plus a matched 70° cosine yoke. G.E. 
t111111 14.00 volt flvh and nal a 17" r mangular 

gold trimmed Plexiglas mask and 
safety shield. Suggested diagram furnished. 
Shipping weight u 30 the. via Express o 
Truck only- Stock No. 17 -4XL, 17" con. 
version kit. Sale price. 525.95. Kit Price 
with GE or Raytheon 1 year guarantee pic- 
ture tube. 55.00 extra. 

personal 

1:4) 

g111nr lurklarr 
volt i l'.. u1i11, lam 
transformer. plus 

cosine 'oke. Mils a 21r'. t. 
trimmed plexiglas mask 

i?gr:mh The 
f.urllatul 

e I 

ypc 
loot. coil hltnirn ,ha 

FRINGE AREA TV RECEPTION IS 

BETTER WITH OUR McMURDO 
SILVER TV 3COs'TE2 

$10.95 -TWO FOR $20.00 
Read the article on page _ -Radio & TV New. " loo will .II 
hog h,a,.tee like Stc \I.a , x.11.1 1 ad for fr1 _ ate ti T\ 
1111,5. aK'e , t gutnntee l ,al r rePllml. I 'a ill t. Ill,. Ito 
Ire a lai .slue. l'ontu,t sty' s e1al,le tol,lttn e Ispe tuner lion . n11- 
chu lrtta1 Is I through channel Iii. MAP; i.e.; for I1,1a,1t,lts Al' , In- 

o'Ii'lSlt., a Obi tube. Input MI :Inc+ ohm TV Iris. .1 :InIJ ohm output to ff \a1 
ale knob 1011111g. Attractive plastie se Mc'.Ii1 - I - super bona; 1 \ "t' \I tlt,r, 
Stock No. 00.08, ahippi ng weight 5 lbs. Sale t: . 510.95 each or two cor 520.00.'or 

3 -TUBE SARKES- TARZIAN T.V. TUNER $995 

s $9.95 x.1.11. . h.. it I. 

50 -WATT BOOSTER AMPLIFIER 
50 -WATT 

5399$ BOOSTER AMP. 

fey Not o Kit. bufa Monufoctured 
Amp. 

SPEAKER AND BAFFLE SALE 
8" SPEAKER AND BAFFLE 54.95 

tick No. S 8. Tan Lath. rr t te cosel f 11. 1 slant 
t,'J,e wall baffle: plus at 8" Jxfod. 2.1 AI f c S 

oMagnet PM speaker. A red but McGee special for 
nly 54.95 tech. or 54.70 each in lots of 3 or mure. 

12" SPEAKER AND BAFFLE 57.95 
Stock No. ('A -12. Tan leatherette co, ered 
plyw,axl slant type wall home: plus a 12" 
Alnico V magnet PM speaker. A terrine 
M.-Gee value for only 57.95 each. 0 57.50 r.,l ,n hors of 9 or more. 

10" SPEAKER AND BAFFLE $6.50 
Stock No. ('A -lo 'I :,. .velte covered 
plywood 

hilo,, 
lV slant 

P1.1 
,nlu : finis n- 

dresl to sell .. 5u ,. orw56.25 
each w L.1- .1 

3 STATION INTERCOM MASTER $16.95 
SUE STATION $3.95 

3statioI t l'ranie Pi ned o ,,.. 
cabinet Full 3-t 1.. 
p11Her fur Ill soi t -1, pr 

oswitch is u u( 1 he c rml volume r 
ff-111, switch `:..4 elector loth are 

side. May he ed.t with from :1 

matching ,cabinet chrome platedr 
ei 

l , 

r l'M -AS.I Master la , 
st 
riet at all times e except when 

press -To-talk switch Is r essed at the Master or call. 
hark a 'Ich IS pressed 

pt 
the sub. Uses 3 -wireinter- 

com 
cable. 3station intercom master M'M -A3. 

qdn1+- g weight 11 Ihm. Sale pries 6.95 care. 
stations 3 -wire plastic intercom calla Ian ft. 
1.r 51.95. .11111 tit. for $8.95. 

1000 INTERCOM SUB-STATIONS TO SELL AT $3.95 EACH 

xi al Ito J. 
Alnico V 

mash,. 
I'M rsekr.ira lOerc x dealers boy k' l less l ll 

t lroduxlion s. Limite) tea city. Stock 
No. pH-A5. snip. weight S lbs. Sale price. price. 53.95 

:.eh or 3 for S10.0Ó. :fluvial 1 -wire 105er 
<aae. Ina ft. 51.95. :m0 ft. for 58.91 
n leatherette c Brad Intercom sulesta with 

. :111 back switch for su with :I -wire intercom mils- 
tern. square and 2 deep. I11,a plac ill cloth. Alnico V PM speaker'. A trio. SteG.e 
.aloe. Stock No. NEE, ship. 1 tic Il ,x. N le 

r, fol, 
cale. 

100 eft.. for 51 95. ',r,f wort 
f.r,ra $8.95. 

2 -Mike Pre Amp 512.95 Extra. 

4,0 50-WATT BOOSTER ,`,,1",",'1: 
11ior 

.... : 1 

tubes. 

n IOW level Input. The Isolate; 1 1 V jack antl w 1 I v It input t 
ñtes 0 - 1 Bola has ü lb. witted high 1 Ill Y , ; l transforme.. 

a speaker k with 8- I1 1 I. 1 tio ohm 

tl 

250 ohm n Booster has 
a 22 1 I supply with 5U4 Price includes 757 I. l i. 
The hie controls are for 1 1 and tone control. Size 

x ü z x 144- Stock 
No. PA-555. shipping weight 20 Ib Sale price 

2 -MIKE PRE-AMP. 
ere :,l,lpulaa' 11 n a1. u m oie I -S :N un11ater ntlruner. 

input. Furnished With 4 foot cables a and plugs for mote control M if the 155 
watt 

Booster Amplifier. Small chassis size 5 x 344 x 4". Stock No. PR -2N. with tubes 7F7 and 757. 
Net price 512.95 ea 

McGEE'S $62.50 LIST 15" COAXIAL SPEAKER. 523.95 
New 1953 Model -21 Oz. Alnico V Magnet -5" Tweeter 
l'b1. I- Mt I ." PV :nix that r 
offered. New 1i111195,1 production. of 

-In ti kt .. ,.rr r 

spe k r The 15" speaker has a 21i, 1,a,th.11Alnico11V menllI: walla! 
to 68 oz. of the Alnico '1 Ivre magnet. The cone Is free floating.r of 
o e piece construction. Will r r,slue low freilueti ea ,l,,wn I 20 
tps. The 5" tweeter is . Ielly suspended and has a ridge./ ri 
o reproduce only the high frequencies. It will respond PP to 12` 
500 

l 
file 

pass isconceal d ndr the pot cover, 
leaving only two es 
twweeter 

connect woo t 11to 

8 o h n nitro, 
_.t 

am o 

--- ` - din. ll.lora high idellty 
ssix I.1,1's a Initier. Stock No. P'15CS, 

hiny il ' .., ,In I'l IIs. Net t rIe 923.95. 

12" JENSEN PM. $15.95 

12" COAXIAL SPEAKER, $12.95 
McGee offers the 1053 I 12 m::l PM s 

11uQuality 
tv 

a tlId put i 
finest sets cif you re 

a 
your 

manufacturer. 12" woofer 
has 0.8 oz Alnico V matt- 
net. Tweeter is rnaxialls' sus- 
pended and has a metal din 
fuse High pass filter In 

two wires/ 
to 

pot Your re- 
Soother txa..e c,,. I,: Jensen ...welt 12" " dl or audio rmplifl r. A ohm 
14,x oz. Alnico V Magnet 1S1 speaker. 8 with IS watt peak and 10 
ohm 11. Will take 25 watt audio. a t t Snllip Ing 
Von sate dollars on this speaker. Just 100 weight A lbs. V1.JSrrlse from 

sell. shipping weight 8 lbs. Stock No. 30 to 17.:,00 cps. Stock No. ('l' -14V. Sale 
'_ 121'. Sale price 515.95: 2 for 530.00. price 512.95 each: 2 for 525.00. 

G.I. 3 -SPEED CHANGER WITH G.E. $2295 
VARIABLE RELUCTANCE TURN -ABOUT CARTRIDGE (¡. 
Another treinendoUs McGee Soma, Brand new General Instrument 
:1 -speed a . i omplele with RP\ -1511 G.F.. 

fable reloctancert 'nlertr: liñ t -al stylus. playa ail 3 
speeds a,boon :1 l«I 7 '. 10"1, 1_r" rds.slins reject button. 
Repeats last record. nee stye. t 12_ "xl :1as'. Shipping weight 14 
Ihs. Stock Nn. 70 .C,E. .eon, trice. 522.95 

äm .51.0Qd 
changer same 

Duce. above, 
but 

ar 
with Webster Sip -over twin needle cartridge. 

COMPLETE 
3 -WAY PORTABLE KIT 

si595 
N 1 bÌ 3r dio 
k It 1 

eS 110 
V.11 At. DC or 

on 
B 

lue 1r,y volt self-contained batteries. pine 
co erect c else, 5i//s2x51/ x8 ". 

Receives broa,l.ast 1550 , 111.',0 KC. A 

.58 e tunul 2.gang superitel c,reult with 
KC iron e Ira Incorporates the 

tew super gain stick loop antenna. All 
I laced chassis. I.al,. approved c Ire nit- 

p i mots. Pre lek des all parts. 
tubes. diagram, Alnico V PM speaker. A 
factory quality kit. ,Stock No. l Pt. 

kT. shops weight 
latterie . 515.95. 071/2V. B. 51.59; 11/2V. 
I , 398 extra. 

Euild Your Own 5195 Phono -Mike 
Broadcaster 

1 ,1 Model 01:.1:11 With 
tuilsimple kit. you r 
ar d h a 3 -tube Dono oscillator that also has 

a mike input. Wlil 

broaduo 

Will 
cast O any 

d within your home. about 75 Oct, Irum 
1000 to 1500 be. Inputs for crystal Ike or 
'listai phono pickup. Fader control lades 

bum mike to record. Ideal fora hume 1t'.A. 
baby ilstener and hone entertain. n ient. 

A leu kit of parts Including 
t Ures. lilt Model DE-11R. Net price. 57.95. 
t E -ORWT, wired and tested. Net price, 
59.95. Crystal mike and desk stand. 14.95 il diameter 

and e thick. Specify hidden I:e when ordering. Stock No. T -001. Net. 
53.95 extra. 

RADIO, TELEVISION AND AMPLIFIER KITS 
10 -TUBE RADIO KIT 529.95 

8 -Tube Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit S29.95 
A 
kit. <Ineiuditr 

,Ixs '1 -7F.S. 
2- 12AX7. 
triode plus 
rect lit;, 
gram and 
photos In- lnd 

ant' 
ner 

of 
,i k op e wry, 

tai rst .F. 
variable re- 

h iikn. nett net atchescrSmoi1m von coil. 
rrwin electronic 

matches 
taris and treble tone con 

wok with range selector switch for either 
hike Mes quality with heavy basa response r bent hint symphonic range. Response Ix 
to 1 iO cps. S 11,Ic dl triode tlhllper 
kit. complete with tubes. Shipping weight 

II. ;.Iel 'V5. Net 529.95. 

WRITE FOR 

McGEE'S 1953 
CATALOGUE 

36 PAGES OF BARGAINS 
EVERYTHING FOR THE TELE- 
VISION AND RADIO SERVICE 
HAN. UP TO DATE UHF 
TELEVISION MATERIAL. WRITE 
:OR YOUR COPY TODAY. 

i :.%7. 
2-0VG 

f, pl os r,t:o 

-044111k1' 
1t 

ti as 
44 

lid 
dial. 

1 I Features ton.1,111111 i l nigh fidelity 
coil 

, Inmut matches 3 8 1 

f Inputs for G.E. variable re- 
tocmme or crystal phono pickup and erus- 

Ntxlel 
mike. 

K 
Heavy 

kit les tea dts l +'sp s ll-RIO shipping 
weight in lbs. Net 529.95. 

Ill 20" T.Y. Kit $59.95 Less Tubes 
A complete uÌIil 

of 
parts 
fl r' t IVf.lriner ,,P ' +,) i s 

c1ró tier isfol.. 
l ass" for use ith 

The 1 I rj 
Sat 'k T 1 Irf rires er 

1 

is 
1 the 4 

strut 

read, 
..;. 

-. 
It 

e d tot 
design. Don this unless 

rmlersmnr Television. It ris difficult i 
tt 11 Ke furnish 'schematic. Kit model 
V.11.211 Sint. v 40 Ins loss all tubes. 
Net 939.99. Cascade toner 510.00 extra! 
12" speaker 42,1 :, extra 
Kit of 10 

1111 
r tone 

17" 171111 517.95. 21111, 

AT McGEE 
6 -TUBE 2 -BAND KIT $14.95 

Popular with 
s, Seh,ls n A Coe 

teges 
for training. 

turadio e A(' -DC ' 
to 

lastic binez. 
with 

K tlin,adcast 
and t anve.r Full/ 

2 

pteL 
nid 

.i 1e 
speaker 

dial. A 
1, pléle kit with null.. 125E7. 12K8. 

I2SK7. 12SQ7. SOLIi amt 3525. diagram 
i,1 , otroetiona. Factory 1 lality. cabin et 

ei:bt 12 
1 . 151 ,II 

_ 
514.95 

5 -TUBE AC -DC KIT S12.95 
Mode HS -' A 1, Al l5 1Ieoad- 

MFH 
kit. housed 11n the .a, eabfut`t as 

-2 above. oneste with t Ics. shln- 
r I , h 1 lIlt-. 5.1 512 95. 

AC POWERED BROADCAST 
TUNER KIT S12.95 

Mt . 

Tit, complete kit is 
furnished iti 

t r and 
tubes. BBAB R.F.. 
uln'0 .. ,Il .nor 
R.F.. 0820 1.F. de- 
tector. 11,51:, 4,11111e. AVC, plus rectifier. 
Connect audio anvil -nor. Ideal for 

with 
to 

S -2020 or 7x3 amplifier kits. 
('hé --,. site. ' 25451 ',Igo,. shipping 

7 r tbs. 
rl 

Br1 - r kit Model 
\. Net poet 512.95. 512.95.ne 

McGEE RADIO C MPANY 
k.t Senf 25a,6 aeaa.,l w;tn TELEPHONE VICTOR 9045. WRITE FOR FLYER 

osas., Balance Sent e.o.a. welt Parcel 
Pest arse ., snow:. aoata9a 1422 GRAND AVE.. KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

:,eptembar, 1953 123 
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SPECIAL OF THE MONTH 
HIGH VOLTAGE MICA CONDENSERS 

.001 Mfd. 4000 V.O.C., 6 amps 9'195 
1000 Kr. Es 

5 
NON- INDUCTIVE RESISTORS 

Ohmi }e, 250 Ohm, 100 Watt. 
Special. 5 for 52.50 

SOLA CONSTANT VOLT. TRANSFORMER 

Pä 1 9 
12 volts 60 uy. Sec. Regulated 

$ 9.95 
60 VA. 

volts 
$14.95 120 VA. .. .. 522.50 

PLATE TRANSFORMER 
1000.0.1000 Volts @ 900 mills. 115 v.. 60 cy. 
pri. Removed from equipment but guaranteed 
perfect ea. 58.95 

6 HY, 400 MA FILTER CHOKE 
Made by Acme. Only 30 Ohms DC Res. s 2 s 3000 Volt INS. ALL BRAND NEW. 

0 -150 MICROAMP METER 
Bakelite ca eo. Scale 0 -150 54,95 M,ernamps. BRAND NE'W. 

sA 
Trrrihc Value. 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMER L 10 Volts rent., Maio, .. 6 amps. 115 5% 95 V., 60 cy. Primary ONLY L Ea. 

MOBILE DYNAMOTORS 
MADE BY PIONEER AND EICOR 

6 Volts Input. 425 Volts at 375 
MA Output. 61'4- Long. 4- DI- 
meter. Weight 10 Ohs. List 

Price Approx. $70.00. 
BRAND NEW. ONLY 

x2495 
CARTER SUPER DYNAMOTOR 

12 Volts Input. 400 V. Output re 200 MA Con- tinuous or 375 MA Intermittent duty. Model B420. Designed for Police. Aircraft and Ma- 
52495 rifle Use. Small, rugged and effi ,7 

ent. 
f V BRAND NEW. ONLY 

CONTINENTAL MOBILE DYNAMOTORS 11.5 Volts input, output 270 V. (n 
S8.95 Each 70 mills 

11 Volts input. output 475 V. o, $19.95 Each 210 mills ... 
12 VOLT D.C. RELAY 51,75 Each DPDT .... 

G. E. RELAY CONTROL 
(Ideal for Model Controls, Etc.) 

Contains a sigma midget 8,000 ohm, relay (trips at less than 2 MA t, high Impedance choke, bi metal strip, neon pilot and many parts. 
si The sensitive relay alone Is worth much 

than 
low price 

the total l 
e 1025 $9.90 ... Each 10 for 

Panel Meters 
NEW GOV'T SURPLUS 

BRANDS ANDS 

lilt meter -10 METERS 
to 

1 

53.49 
0.500 ma Ill', 3.9 
0.50 Mlrroamn ...58.95 
0.100 Mirronnlp. .. 7.95 
0.2011 Slicroalnl.. .. 6.95 0-400 S11crn:nnp . 5.95 
0-5110 Mieroamn. .. 5.95 0.10 MIIIIamP . . .50 0.150 Mllllamp . . 4.50 0.200 Slllllamn . . .50 
0.300 Mllllamp . . .50 
05110 MRllamp . . .50 
0.1000 Mllliamn .. .50 
0-511 \'011 UC IIMI. <.95 0150 V. UC itSTS, 4.95 
0.1.5 Volts At'.... .95 
0-5 Volts AC 4.95 
0-150 Volts Ar 7.50 " METERS naon \lirrnunp 58.95 

2 

2 

3 

1 MFD -5000 VDC. 3.95 
3.75 mfd 660 VAC. 2.45 
.1 mid 7SOOVDC .. 1.75 
.1 12KV DC 2.95 
.01x ..O1 12KV DC 2.95 
S mid 660 VAC 2.95 

OIL CONDENSER 

BARGAINS 

MFD-2500 VDC.52.95 
MFD-2500 VDC. 5.95 
MFD-3000 VDC. 3.95 
MFD-4000 VDC. 5.95 

WIRE WOUND RESISTORS 
Stock too long to list. We can supply most sizes, 
0 order what you need. 

M'ails. Erwin I ( .109 ohols. . Fa. S .09 10 Watts. From 1 I Im; to 711K Ohms.. Ea, .1S 20 Walls. From 4 Ohm. to 50g Ohm... F:a. .20 23 
5 m 

Watts. From 1 Ohm to 100g OIIms..F.a. .30 
1050 

Walls. From OIl. to 1o11K Ohm's . Fa. .40 0 Watts. Front 50 Ohm. to 1008 ohms.. Ea. .50 
ADJUSTABLE SLIDER. WIRE WOUND 

10 Watts from 1 Ohm to IiiK S .25 25 1Vatts from 20 (1hm. to 2.5K .35 

VACUUM CONDENSERS 
50 mmf. 5 KV. General Electric S 5.95 50 mmi. 20 KV. Jennmgs .... 7.95 

100 mmi. 20 KV, Jennings ... 12 95 150 mmf. 20 KV. Jennings 16.95 

1 MEGOHM, 1% W.W. PRECISION RESISTORS. 
SN AL LC RO55 
ONLY 

. f17G > 10 to. 5 í-J .D í $8.97 
BAKELITE CASED MICAS 

MFD VDC Pence MFD VDC ice MFD VDC Price 
.001 600 5 .10 .01 1 KV S .45 .02 2 KV S .90 .002 600 .241.002 1200 .35 .005 2500 .55 .01 600 .26 .024 1500 .65 .002 2500 .45 .02 600 .26 .033 1500 .75 .004 2500 .50 

Min. Order 53.00 -25aó with Order 1 

PEAK ELECTRONICS CO. 
66 West Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. I 

Phone WOrth 2.5439 I 
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Speech Filters 
(Continued front page 74) 

tiny ceramic condensers which are also 
inexpensive and readily available, a 
complete low -pass filter section can 
be made which takes up a negligible 
amount of space inside a receiver. 
The photograph shows how small the 
filter and its terminating resistances 
actually are; a man's fountain pen is 
of telegraph -pole size by comparison. 

To obtain the sharpest possible cut- 
off, an m- derived filter section was 
used. While this type of filter can 
give a much sharper cut -off than 
could be obtained with a more fa- 
miliar design, it is done at the expense 
of a different type of attenuation 
curve as the frequency is raised. Un- 
like the more familiar circuits, an m- 
derived section does not have an ever - 
increasing attenuation as the fre- 
quency is raised, but instead has a 
point just above the cut -off frequency 
at which the attenuation is extremely 
high, and then has somewhat less 
attenuation as the frequency is raised 
still further. In some applications 
this "leak- through" of the extremely 
high frequencies could be very un- 
desirable. In this case, however, there 
should be no difficulties, because of the 
frequencies involved. With an ni- 
derived filter cutting off at 3000 cycles. 
the response of all but the highest - 
fidelity loudspeakers will have dropped 
off before the attenuation of the filter 
starts to deteriorate at the high fre- 
quencies. 

The final filter circuit is shown in 
Fig. 1, as it appears in a conventional 
receiver, complete with the 82,000 ohm 
terminating resistance at the input 
and output of the filter. The load or 
output termination is shown in the 
diagram at the grid of the output 
stage. The source impedance is fur- 
nished by the plate resistance of the 
6SQ7, the 100,000 ohm load resistance 
of the 6SQ7, and the 33,000 ohms in 
series with the filter, which combined 
make up an effective 82,000 -ohm 
source impedance. 

The high- frequency end of the re- 
sponse curve shown in Fig. 2 repre- 
sents the measured response of this 
filter section in the circuit shown. It 
is evident that the high -frequency cut- 
off is extremely sharp, much sharper 
than could ever be obtained with a 
conventional resistance - capacitance 
tone control circuit. Its effectiveness 
is indicated by the speed with which 
a c.w. note drops out completely as 
its audio tone passes the upper limits 
of the filter. In addition, the tone 
control circuit of the receiver was 
found to have become completely 
worthless, for the filter does the job 
so much more effectively that advanc- 
ing the control to cut down any re- 
maining high- frequency interference 
will instead reduce the intelligibility 
of the speech before any useful noise 
reduction is obtained. 

In this design, the low frequencies 

SOUND POWER PHONES 
Sound Powered Handset 

TS -10 TYPE 
Uses no batteries nr . 
ml wer .mare Ideal ' I n, 

.i.trurlim; cl'\^ installation wmrk. armi.. Pr,letto, mi er In¢ mutb11ild in . ions, etc.. Includes 3 ft. cord. 
$18.95 O1 $ 95 

SOUND POWERED HEAD & CHEST SET 
Navy t>TIe M head and chest set. Rrand new For 

giIrk reI oiti Ig free 1 of hand, ileacy du!> -rmr. sts of headset with 2 photo , .nrd Mies, $14.óó mike. Includes 20 ft. ruhher ro, l' 

COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS 
Full line of JAN approved coaxial connectors in 
stock. 

Rf-IAC 50.42 
81-1AP .30 
st .111c .35 81IF 1.10 
RIÌÑP .:2 
K1-1.1 .73 
81-11t .40 
N i-18T1' .65 
81-ISP .45 
R1.1Si'\ .50 
81-IT 1.30 
81-2AP 1.95 
8.2.1 2.10 

R 1.65 
R 1-221P 1.40 8t-F 2.10 
It 1-22.I 1.40 
81-228 .68 
R 1 -ñiTP 195 Rt1i18 .12 
N1-18-: .12 
CW12:11 t- .5 
51-35R 1.30 
51-35!1 .30 
sT-95114 .65 
PI 218 .75 
I1.-^-.I .5 
PL-_-.Is .50 

PI. 271 51.10 'C,-N8 U 50.90 l'L27.S 2.10 l'G-N!1 l' 1.10 .40 l'G 1112 t' .80 
Ì.05 I''-I0J Ì' 1.40 1.60 1,11n.-, I' 1.50 .85 I'I;-100 t' .15 1,00 I9;.10711 t' 2.75 

l'1;-2111 l' 1.5 LG-167 U 3.75 "f 22 V 1.30 l'017.1 l'G22A U 1.60 l'G-170 t' .12 l'G.221f l' 1.20 .95 1.20 19,108 , t' 1.65 I'r;.2:111 I' 1.50 l'G.2ii:1 l' .65 11G-2:1C t' 1.10 1'0.221 l' 1.15 l'G-2J,1' 1.30 I'r,.2-,.; I' 1.95 U0.27 U 1.25 1912611 I! .85 l'G.27s l' 2.25 t'0261 t' 1.10 t'G.270,t' 2.95 l'G-2n2.1' 1.10 l'G-28A 17 3.95 l'G-27:1-[' 1.45 UG-2111 U 1.75 1'G274 d' 2.30 1'G-n0 t' 2.30 191.200 /I' ,90 rr,.5711 r 1.8s l'G-2!11 /U .95 -,8 I .70 rG.ann-tr 2.6s .90 l91-4I4/tl 1.95 15:--,..s 1' 1.90 I'G.fO!1'l! 1.25 l'C,R'i 1- 1.75 rr.-A27 l'G.R- I" 1.65 Quotations on 19,87 l' 1.40 Ali Other Types 

S0.2:19 
Un- 1:t'U I't;.INB U 
UG-200 U 
Ulì-21 /l' 
l'G21R 'U 

NEW COAXIAL CABLES JAN APPROVED 
RG e U 

Price Per Ft. Price Per Ft. 121/ae ItG 58 it! 7r/e RG 11.1.- 12t;ac RG 59/U 78 RG 22/11 19 KG^ 2!U Deduct 2Ó^"Stili 'ft or more f a type. 94 

FIG -11 u Unmarked l00 ft. coil $5.95 
SPECIAL FILAMENT TRANSFORMER 

1'10 s. Plli. 111ß -125 
PAC. 00 cy. 1 Phase .97 EVA, 

+ -. KV. Itsts Insulation test. 
7 "x il, x12 ": weight 8O Ihc. 
Ideal for u.e a s arc $29,50 
welder 0141.1' 

HARDWARE ASSORTMENT -Five Pounds 
Kults, w..lIve., rivet:. amlder lug's, & $2 00 what hott An exOerlmenler's nietltmnre.. L 

GIANT RESISTOR KIT 
200 assorted t W. American made reslamrs -all $2.50 insulated. ONT 1' 

GEAR ASSORTMENT 
1110 small a 'U 'e. hush lot.. & snarls. I , - %Wink..'e¢Pemine'ltal 

$6.50 Ireasnre. 

MVO 

ú 
1 

3 
4 

4 -4.4 
5 

A 
10 
50 

á 

VIOC 
400 
41m 
000 
000i( 

11100 
0100 

0110 
600 
600 
Guo 

1 

1nu 
1000 

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS 

PRO f. 
50.55 95 

.55 
.75 
.95 

1.79 
2.50 
1.75 
1.85 
1.85 
3.25 
7.95 
.69 
.95 

1I.0 VU(; 1'11111: 
51.59 

2000 1.30 
2.100 1.95 

3.75 
95 

" 
7. 

I 8.95 
:12 15.80 

JIIIII 7.95 
1 50011 4.88 
I 6000 9.95 

' 
02 7000 1.59 

. 1 7111111 1.79 .'' 
.1 07.: N11011 6.50 

l 111KS' 29.50 
1 ISKV 45.00 

.1175 ItIKV 8.95 
20E1' 19.91 

.11111 IMO. 24.55 
1125 SOKV 2.50 

51151. 85.00 
._'. 50KS' 95.00 

FILTER CHOKE - 10 HY 

400 MA. 90 OHMS 
3500 VDC. Test 

HERMETIC SEALED 
$488 

Setsyn Motors 50V-50 cy. :taK U x ::Sa L. Connect in 
- series for use on 110 VOU c>'. Like $.9 Only i'I a . 125 L a 

TERMS -Cash with Order or 25oó Deposit -Balance 
C.O.D. Net 10 Days to Rated Accounts. All Prices 
are Net F.O.B. our Warehouse. 

`REIÌANC+E MERZ NDIh NC CO. 

2219 ARCH ST., PHILA. 3, PA. 
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below the speech range were attenu- 
a ted in three different ways. 

First, the coupling condenser at the 
plate of the 6SQ7 is operating in a 
circuit whose impedance at lots fre- 
quencies is twice the impedance re- 
quired by the filter, or 164,000 ohms. 
With a value of .003 pfd., the response 
of the complete circuit between the 
6SQ7 plate and the following grid 
s :arts to drop off below the lower 
limit of speech frequencies at six deci- 
bels -per- octave. 

Second, a simple acoustic filtering 
process was used to increase still 
farther this low frequency attenua- 
t on. The loudspeaker was removed 
f:'om its cabinet and mounted in the 
exact center of a square baffle a few 
inches less than three feet on a side, 
and the baffle mounted out in the 
open, away from any adjoining wall. 
With this size baffle, the distance from 
the front of the speaker cone to the 
back of the speaker cone averages a 
half wavelength somewhere between 
250 and 300 cycles, and introduces 
another attenuation of six decibels - 
par- octave which is effectively added 
to the similar attenuation introduced 
by the coupling condenser in the filter 
circuit. This simple acoustic filtering 
is valid for any size of speaker, pro- 
w ding the speaker is not so small 
that its fundamental free air reson- 
ance is up in the speech range of fre- 
quencies. 

The third source of low- frequency 
attenuation is furnished by the human 
h?aring mechanism itself. At the 
usual levels of reproduction, the ear 
becomes progressively less sensitive as 
the frequency is lowered. This par- 
ticular attenuation, however, depends 
o:t so many other variables that it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to express 
pecisely. Therefore, the response 
curve of Fig. 2 shows only the effects 
o'. the electrical filtering. 

With this filter circuit, and with 
the speaker mounted in the center of 
the square baffle, the speech response 
te.kes on an added crispness which is 
very pleasing. 

A final added benefit was obtained 
which was not expected. The tone 
control no longer performs any useful 
function, since the filter does the job 
automatically, and with much more 
precision. Guesswork and "fiddling" 
are eliminated. The operator can now 
be sure that if the speech can be 
brought out of the QRM by any 
process of audio filtering, he will hear 
it. -30- 

Fig. 2. Response curve of the rec :fiver 
speech filter. Note sharp drop at 300C cps. 
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Facts listed are published 
through the courtesy of 
Mr. Anthony Todaro, part 
owner of a thriving radio 
and TV shop in Monessen, 
Pa.... Monessen Radio and 
Television. Mr. Todaro 's 

growing business is based 
upon a policy of "the best" 
in material and service. 

When le/be/666/7s ne/y crpoh 

gva/ty, , . PERMA -TUBE 
stands the tesi! 

HERE'S THE PERMA -TUBE RECORD AT 

*MONESSEN RADIO AND TELEVISION 

1 
1800 installations without a single antenna 
mast failure. 

Not a single claim for rusted, bent, twisted, 
or broken masts since PERMA -TUBE was 
adopted in 1949. 

PERMA -TUBE installations show no wear after 
41 months (average antenna life 27 months). 

Storm that flattened 100 antennas failed to 
buckle PERMA -TUBE masts. 

PERMA -TUBE supports shop's fine reputation 
for high -quality work. 

Here's why PERMA -TUBE backs up quality service 

2 

3 

PERMA -TUBE IS STURDY... it's made of special, high - 
strength, J&L steel. 

PERMA -TUBE IS CORROSION -PROOF ... it's treated 
with vinsynite -then coated inside and outside with a 
metallic vinyl resin base. 

PERMA -TUBE IS EASILY INSTALLED ... it's Me only 
mast with both ends of the joint machine fitted. 

Here s proof of how Peirna-tae revs-Es corrosion 

--> 
Section of ordinory conduit 

tubing used for TV masts after 

96 hours in o soft spray 

test (A.S.T.M. Designation 
B.117 -49T) to accelerate cor- 

rosion. Extensive rust inside 

the mast has reduced strength 

caused rusty 
water to drain 

onto the owner's home. 

Section of PERMA -TUBE 

500 hours salt spray 

no evidence of corrosion. 

Strength has been retained 

and the chance of rust streaks 

on owner's home is eliminated. 

Note sturdier wall thickness of 

PERMA-TUBE sample. 

PERMA -TUBE IS AVAILABLE IN STANDARD LENGTHS ... DIAMETERS . . 

WALL THICKNESSES. FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION MAIL THIS COUPON 

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation 
495 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

Without charge, D Name of nearest distributor 
please send me: El Complete information on PERMA -TUBE 

Name 

Company 

Address 

nl 
STEEL 

J 
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YOUR KEY TO 
* BARGAINS 

* SPECIAL VALUES 
* SAVINGS 

t YOU SAVE $30 
on this ESPEY 512C 

FM -AM TUNER 

New Low Price $69.50 
High Fidelity Tuner Chassis. Completely self 

: :. w tu.. ̂ .v:. ï r:nq full tonal range with 
,creased selectivity and sensitivity. Tuned RF 
..luge and two high gain IF stages. Built-in pre- 
amplifier for all magnetic cartridges, with 
switch for selecting crystal phono. Circuit is 
dritt compensated. Uses 9 tubes including 3 dual purpose types, plus 5Y3GT rectifier. 6 gang 
tuning condenser. High and low level audio out- 
puts. Phono input on rear of chassis. Complete 
with tubes, AM and FM antennas, hardware 
and escutcheon. For 105/125 volts. 60 r - 
Size: 131/2 x 81/2" H x 9" D. 

96E031. NET $69.50 

FAMOUS NAME 
MIDGET CONTROLS 

10 of one type.. ONLY $)4745 
Save while quantities last! Flat 2" shaft with all 
fittings and hardware. All are linear taper except audi and tarries or cathode. Wt., per 111, I Ib. 
No. Ohms No. Ohms - No. Ohms 
U -12 5,111n" U -33 50.00 U -46 250,(M10 
U -14 5,11 U -34 50,000f U -48 5111.1101 
U -18 10.0, .. U -35 50.000 U -50 51)1.000 
U19 IQn U -36 75.000 U -51 750.1011 
U -20 10,0 U -39 100.000 U -53 1 Meg` 
U -21 151, U -40 110.0001 U -54 I Meg 
U -22 15,0" U -41 100,00 U -55 2 Meg 
U -24 211,1e U -42 150.000 U -56 2 Meg 
U -26 20.1ß U -43 200.000 U -57 3 Meg 
U -28 25.111 U -44 250.(0)0 U -59 3 Meg 
U.29 25,n,'ß, U -45 250.000f U -65 5 Meg 

No. 
UT-420 
UT-425 
UT427 
UT-429 
UT-431 

I- 

TAPPED MIDGET CONTROLS 
Ohms Top No. Ohm Tap 
250,0011 50,1100 UT -443 I Meg 450,00 
3511,0110 711,1011 UT -448 2 Meg 2511.1011 
5111,1111 1111,11X1 UT -450 2 Meg 125.000 
500,1010 50,010 UT -451 2 Meg 9111,000 
5011,1110 225.000 UT -454 2 Meg 4101,100 

Newark Specials 
2 Mfd. 600 VDC. General Electric 
l's ianal- filled capacitor. Flange type 
mounting. Ceramic pillar terminals, 
111/32" studs. Size. 2'2'441 ". Wt., I lb. 
54G006. 10 for 3.00 . .. Each 39e 

5 Mfd. 1000 VDC. Type 11AR. Oil 
filled. Solder terminals. Size. 3%sx3%4x 
I fi ". W't., I lb. 
54G400. 10 for 7.50. Each 98e 

1 Mfd. 5000 VDC. General Electric 
l'yranolfilled filter capacitor Large 
ceramic terminals. With `nag. clamps. 
Size. 4' /,x3 /4x41/4". Wt.. 3 lbs. 
54G004. Special Price . _. 4.95 

35 ohm. 50 -watt Pof. Ohmite Type "J" wire -wound put- Heavy ceramic 
form, 14" shaft for 3/4" mtg hole- I lb 
54G587. 10 for 5.50 Each 69e 

Thord T -45166 Output Trans- 
former. Single 6L6 to 2 -4.8 -500 items 

ice coil. Case size 2%,x2%x3" 100, 
Shpg. wt., 5 lbs. 
54G581. 10 for 12.00 .... Each 1.50 

Driver Transformer. P.P. 2Á3's to 
grids. Case size, 3%4x2'/,x3" high Shpg. 
'st., 5 lbs. 
54G111. 10 for 15.00 . Each 1.95 

Dept. R -9 ... FOB Chicago 

Letd Amt FREE Catalog 

VEWARK 
i.TUIC COMPMY 

223 W. MADISON - ST. CHICAGO 6, III. 
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"ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICITY" by 
William H. Timbie. Published by John 
Wiley d Sons, Inc., New York, 624 
pages. Price $5.50. Fourth Edition. 

Any person who has ever taken a 
radio or electricity course without en- 
countering Prof. Timbie's "Elements 
of Electricity" is a rare exception in- 
deed. This revised edition of a work 
which has been known to several gen- 
erations of students is a welcome 
addition to the literature. 

Like the previous editions of this 
book, the material is presented at an 
elementary level and provides the 
student with the fundamentals so nec- 
essary to a thorough understanding of 
the subject. 

Beginning with an exposition of 
Ohm's Law. the text progresses natur- 
ally and logically through electrical 
power and energy, wire, the measure- 
ment of resistance, magnets and mag- 
netism, the magnetic circuit, the gen- 
erator, operation of d.c. generators. 
electric motors, batteries and electro- 
chemical action, the simplification of 
circuits, inductance, capacitance, al- 
ternating currents, electronics and 
electron tubes. and electrostatic be- 
havior. Nine tables are presented in 
the appendix to give the reader all of 
the supplementary data required in 
his studies. 

Students seeking an authoritative 
and readable text on the subject of 
electricity would do well to investi- 
gate this up -to -date work by one of 
the country's leading engineers. 

s * s 

"BRITISH RADIO COMPONENTS" 
compiled and published by Radio cf 
Electronic Component Manufacturers 
Federation. Available from The Radio 
Industry Council, 11 Garrick St., Lon- 
don W. C. 2, England. 210 pages. 
Price 1 shilling. 

This publication is the official cata- 
logue and buyer's guide issued by the 
Radio Components Show held recently 
in London. It is intended to be used 
as a reference and handbook to the 
radio components available from vari- 
ous British fans. 

The catalogue is thoroughly indexed 
and includes, in addition to technical 
data on the parts, two articles, one 
on the show and the other on the 
ever -increasing use of electronic com- 
ponents. 

Since well over 400,000 English 
pounds' worth of British components 
were exported to the United States in 
1952, the value of this handbook to 
American users is obvious. 

s * s 

"PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF 
TELECASTING OPERATIONS" by 
Harold E. Ennes. Published by Howard 
W. Sams d Co., Inc., Indianapolis. 
600 pages. Publication date October 
1, 1953. 

Well -known to readers of this publi- 
cation, Mr. Ennes covers all phases 

of telecasting operations from net- 
works and remote links through moni- 
tors, cameras, control rooms, studio 
transmitters, and even production 
planning. 

The publication will be non- techni- 
cal in that no knowledge of advanced 
theory or mathematics is required for 
an understanding of the text mate- 
rial. It is suitable for all personnel 
connected with the technical produc- 
tion of video and audio program ma- 
terial from camera, mike, or projector 
through the transmitter. Students 
will also find it of value. 

Department 107 of the publisher, 
2201 East 46th Street, Indianapolis 5, 
Ind.. will supply full details on this 
book upon request. 

* * 

"ELECTRONIC CIRCUITRY FOR IN- 
STRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT" by 
Milton H. Aronson. Published by In- 
struments Publishing Co., 921 Ridge 
Ave., Pittsburgh 12, Pa. 305 pages. 
Price $4.00. 

The material appearing in this val- 
uable home -study text originally ran 
serially in the magazine "Instruments" 
and contains a wealth of pertinent 
data in non -mathematical, concise 
style. 

The text is divided into fifteen chap- 
ters which cover fundamentals, vac- 
uum tubes, gas -filled tubes, rectifica- 
tion and power supplies, amplifier 
circuits. solid -state amplifiers, oscil- 
lator circuits, signal- shaping circuits. 
electrical and electronic test equip- 
ment, r.f. communication and televi- 
sion, scientific and industrial instru- 
ments, and military electronics. 

The book also carries 450 multiple - 
choice questions so that the student 
can check his grasp of the subject 
matter. 

As a comprehensive source book on 
instrument circuitry, this one will be 
hard to beat. 

SERVICE ACCOUNTING 
READERS of this magazine may now 

obtain a free copy of a new service 
publication, "Accounting Procedures 
for Radio and TV Service Techni- 
cians" by Donald B. Shaw, vice- presi- 
dent of Howard W. Sams eE Co., Inc., 
2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind. 

Prepared as an aid for the small 
service operator, this handy booklet 
outlines simplified accounting proce- 
dures which permit the owner of the 
small shop to ascertain his financial 
condition at any time. 

The booklet shows how to prepare 
a balance sheet of varying degrees of 
elaborateness to meet the require- 
ments of various sized businesses. 
How such a balance sheet is to be 
used in doing business is explained in 
some detail. 

The second part of the booklet ex- 
plains the profit and loss statement, 
how it is prepared, and how it is to 
be used in conducting a successful 
servicing operation. 

Readers desiring a copy of this pub- 
lication may have one without charge 
by teriting to the publisher direct. -36- 
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i 
Want To 

DOUBLE YOUR PAY? 
Edwar J H. Guilford 

Executive Vice President 

How To Pass FCC 
COMMERCIAL. LICENS 
RADIO OPERATOR 

, 

É 
TELE- 

ISIOIV 
inrlr,NGINEERIIVG 
Training 

and sooehin8 EXAMINATIONS - 

GET THIS 
TELLS HOW . 

MAZ I N G NEW BOOKLET FREE! 

HERE IS YOUR GUARANTEE 

If you fail to pass your Commercial License 
tne t ecom 

after completing our course, we 9uaron 

tinue Your training without additional cost 
of any 

until you successfully obtain 
this Co MerCia l 

kind, 
provided you first i 

license, 
90 after completing Your course. 

within 90 days 
WE GUARANTEE 

TO TRAIN AND COACH YOU AT 

HOME IN SPARE TIME UNTIL YOU GET 

YOUR FCC LICENSE 
If you have had any practical experience -Ama- 
leur, Army, Navy, radio repair, or experimenting. 

TELLS HOW 

Employers Make JOEL OFFERS Like These 
to Our Graduates Every Month! 
Letter from nationally -known Airlines, We would also appreciate if you 
would place the following additional advertisement in your bulletin -Wanted 
-Superintendent of Communications ... Salary 5666.66 per month." 
Letter from nationally -known airplane manufacturer, "We need men with 
electronic training or experience in radar maintenance to perform operational 
check -out of radar and other electronics systems . . . starting salary . . 

amounting to $329.33 per month." 
Letter from nationally -known Airlines, "We are contemplating placing ... an 
Airline Ground Radio Engineer." Starting salary $385 per month. 

These ore just a few examples of the ¡ob offers that come to our office 
periodically. Some licensed radioman filled each of these jobs . . . it 
might hove been you! 

HERE'S PROOF FCC LICENSES ARE OFTEN 
SECURED IN A FEW HOU 2S OF STUDY WITH 
OUR COACHING AT HOME IN SPARE TIME 

Name and Address License Lessons 

Lee Worthy 2nd Phone.. ..... 18 

2210'/2 Wilshire St., Bakersfield, Calif. 
Clifford E. Vogt 1st Phone 20 

Box 1016, Dania, Fla. 
Fronde X. Foereh ... ............... 1st Phone........ 38 

38 Beueler PI.. Bergenffeld, 
S /Sot. Ben H. Davis... 1st Phone 28 

317 North Roosevelt. Lebanon, Ill. 
Albert School) 2nd Phone .... 23 

110 West 11th St.. Escondido. Calif. 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 
Carl E. Smith. E. E. Consulting Engineer. President 
Desk RN 56. 4900 Euclid Bldq., Cleveland 3, Ohio 

TELLS HOW . 

Our Amazingly Effective 
JOB -FINDING SERVICE 

Helps CIRE Students Get Better Jobs 
Here are a few recent examples of Job -Finding results: 

GETS CIVIL SERVICE JOB 

"Thanks to your course I obtained no "nd phone license, and am now employed by 
Civil Sep 4e at greet 

Kenneth It. Leiser. Fair 
Station 

Oaku, Mtd. Del., McHenry, 3lcll nrye Ill. 
GETS STATE POLICE JOB 

"I hare obtained m9 1st class ticket (thanks to your school) and since receiving 
I hale held good lobs at all limes. I am now Chief Radio Operator with the 

j 011u Siam Police." 
Edwin P. Healy. 264 E. 3rd St.. London, Hy. 

I S T H E 
ONLY HOME 
STUDY COURSE 
WHICH SUP- 
PLIES FCC -TYPE 
EXAMINATIONS 
WITH ALL LES- 
SONS AND FINAL 
TESTS. 

GETS BROADCAST JOB 
"I wish to thank your Job - Finding Sersire for the helo 
In securing for ne the position of transmitter operator 
here at W('AE in Pittsburgh." 

Walter Kosrhlk. 1412 Ridge Are., N. Braddock. Pa. 

GETS AIRLINES JOB 
"Doe to your Joh- Finding Serrlce, I have been getting 
nany offers from all user the country, and 1 hase taken a loll 
with Capital Airlines in Chicago, as a Radin )lerhanie." 

harry i'lure. 1337 S. Drexel Blvd., /'hleago. III. 

Your FCC Ticket is recognized in all radio 
fields as proof of your technical ability. 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 
Desk RN -56 -4900 Euclid Bldg. 
Cleveland 3. Ohio 
(Address fo Desk No. fo avoid delay.) 

BI want to know how I can get my FCC Ticket in a minimum 
of time. Send me your FREE booklet, "How to Pass FCC 
License Examinations" (does not cover exams for Amateur 

License), as well as a sample FCC -type exam and the amazing new 
booklet, "Money- Making FCC License information." 

Be sure fo fell me about your Television Engineering Course. 

Name 

ieptember, 1953 

O U R S 

Address 

City Zone State 
Paste on two cent postcard or send air mail. 

I 
I 
1 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1 

I 
e 
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ERIE FEED -THRU 
CERAMICONS m 

DO VOI/I/SE... 

the Most Complete Line of 
Ceramic Replacement Capacitors 

ERIE BUTTON e 
SILVER MICA CAPACITORS 

ERIE CERAMICON and TUBULAR TRIMMERS 

ERIE UNIVERSAL 
20KV CERAMICONS 

ERIE DISC 
end PLATE CERAMICONS 

TY E 

81 
STYLE 
81 

ERIE Electronic Components have long 
enjoyed the reputation of being always 
of the highest quality. They are produced 
by experienced craftsmen, in a factory 
equipped with the finest machinery, 
much of which was designed and built 
especially for ERIE. Leading builders of 
radio and TV sets have approved ERIE 
components and have been using them 
for 25 years. 
ERIE components ore stocked by leading 

electronic distributors everywhere. 

ERIE PRINTED CIRCUITS 

000 

ERIE.. 
RESISTOR CORP. 

ERIE CERAMICONS 
STYLE L . 

STYLE 334 

ERIE STAND-OFF 
CERAMICONS 

STYLE 
325 

STYLE 
326 

STYLE 

STYLI 3327E 
326 

2336 
ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION ... ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

Main Offices: ERIE, PA. 
Soto, Office.: CIiRside, N. J. Philadelphia, Po. Reh olo, N. Y. Chicago, R. 

Doti it, Mich. Cincinnati, Ohio Lot Angeles, Caul. 
Facro..e, ERI , PA. LONDON, ENGLAND TORONTO, CANADA 

!!WANTED!! 
In order to supply government and indus- 
trial requirements, we are paying top dollar 
for all types of radio and electronic surplus. 
We specialize in test equipment and com- 
plete radios, such as: 

APA. APN, APQ, APR. APS, APT. 
ARB, ARC, ARN, ART, ATC, BC, 
DY, I. 1E, LM, MG, PE, PU. SCR, 
TCS, TN, TS, and many others. 

WE ESPECIALLY NEED: APAIO, APN9, 
APR4, APS4, ARCI, ARC3, ARTI3, ATC, 
BC22 I, BC342, BC348, BC611, BC721, 
DY12, DY17, 1100, LMIOto LM18, MGI49F, 
MG149H, PU14, R5 /ARN7, R5A /ARN7, 
SCR718C, TCS, TN I6, TN 17, TN I8, TN I9, 
TN54, TS3, TSI3 /AP, TS33, TS35, T545, 
TS75, TS76, TS102, TSI47 /UP, TS148 /UP, 
TS173, TS174, TSI75, TS250, TS251, TS323, 
(ICY, IF, IG, 5CT, 5DG, 5F, 5G, 6DG, 
6G I I5V. 60 c.p.s. Selsyns), and all types 
of Hewlett Packard, General Radio Co., 
Measurements Corp., Boonton Radio. Fer- 
ris, Leeds & Northrup, and other test 
equipment. 

Please state accurate description, con- 
dition, and your lowest price. Explain 
modifications, if any. We pay freight 
charges. 

PURCHASING AGENTS, ENGINEERS, EXPORT- 
ERS INDUSTRIAL BUYERS, DEALERS, AND IN- 
DIVIDUALS, Please send us your requirements. 

New Catalog Now Available 

PHOTOCON SALES 
417 N. Foothill Blvd. SYcamore 2 -4131 
Pasadena B, California RYan 1.6751 

`0T1t11 s EASY- HANDLING 

MAGNETIC TAPE REELS 
Precision manufactured in accordance 
with the enacting standards sel by the 
N.A.B. 

1t.ß \)) 

I 
to handle 

because: ggthed 

I. 
os and share edges ore s+ 

woY 

Components 
assemble 

qucL1Y 

2. 
day Il °t. Ehm;. 

easily. ,lun9^s 

3. 
notesfare 

bco e 
<tote lolerooce 

Hubs ore dle -<os1 tolhoist. ow:41*We 

4. 
S . notes. 

to, eaa,ng 

TAPE REELS. STORAGE CANS. AND SNIPPING 
CASES FOR EVERY PROFESSIONAL REOUIRE. 

MENT ALWAYS IN STOCK 

Weirs for desniptiee lhrratu.e and price list 

COMPCO CORPORATION 
of fine p.p./p./1 or for Audio. 
l'Luvl indnu.y, 

2251 W. St. Paul Aw. Chicago 47, Illinc_r 

Input Switching 
(Continued front page 71) 

sides. The series heater condenser 
was made up of a 2 pfd. and two .5 
pfd. condensers in parallel due to 
their being on hand, though, of course, 
any parallel combination of condens- 
ers totalling 3 Add. can be used. They 
should be rated at 400 volts d.c.. If 
more than four inputs are required, 
as many additional triode sections as 
needed can be added to the assembly 
without any change in the cathode or 
filter resistors as only one section is 
drawing current at any one time. If 
an odd number of inputs is required, 
the odd triode may be a type 6C4, 
which is similar to one section of the 
type 12AU7. 

A ventilating plug %vas mounted in 
the cover over each tube and rubber 
feet were attached to the bottom of 
the case by tapping the holes in- 
tended for the self- tapping screws 
that hold on the bottom plate. A one - 
quarter inch roundhead machine 
screw was passed through the hole in 
the rubber feet and this screw used 
to secure both the feet and the bot- 
tom plate. If the usual wiring pre- 
cautions of keeping the grid circuits 
far away from the heater wiring 
are taken, no hum troubles will 
be encountered. The heater leads and 
the output lead were shielded as an 
additional hum prevention. It will be 
found that reversing the a.c. plug in 
the wall outlet will affect the hum 
level, so the connection which gives 
least hum should. of course, be used. 
Plate voltage was obtained from the 
main amplifier power supply. The in- 
sertion loss of this coupling unit is 
about 4 db when working into a 
500.000 ohm load, little enough so that 
it can be easily compensated for by 
the spare gain usually available in 
home radio systems. 

As the output impedance is low. the 
shielded cable between the unit and 
the following amplifier can be any 
length normally required in home in- 
stallations, up to perhaps a hundred 
feet or so. 

One point often misunderstood is 
that although the output impedance 
of a cathode follower may be in the 
neighborhood of 500 ohms, the load 
offered to the follower by the next 
amplifier can be the customary 500,- 
000 ohms. It does not have to match 
the output impedance of the follower 
any more than it would have to 
match the output of any voltage 
amplifier. 

A 4 -pole, single throw shorting 
switch was mounted on the back of 
the FM tuner volume control and the 
a.c. toggle switch was removed. On 
the AM tuner, the original single - 
pole, single -throw switch on the vol- 
ume control was replaced by a 
single -throw unit. These two tuners 
could now be operated simply by turn- 
ing up the volume control, the way 
radio sets have been turned on during 
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BUY TEST EQUIP 
ON TRIS RADICALLY NEW 

TIME PAYMENT PLAN 
NO INTEREST!! - NO CARRYING CHARGES!! 

I - W 
Superior's New 

Model 770 

Model 7-0 is an accu- 
rate pocket-size V.O.M. 

Meas;ures 
o n I y 3%"x 

x2'". 

k T RDER BLANK BELOW 

VOLT -OHM 
MILI.IAMMETER 
Sensitivity -1000 ohms per volt 

Inc. -. t .,,I1,1 

switching from 011e tesh n tance ranee lo a n11u,. I' switching 
an :ngmnaht t1nre- 'satine feature never betne. ' 

Chided In a C.D.M. in thi- price lance. lieu -,d 
round- vornered. molded easy. Itemiliftil black eh 

panel. 
h epic le 

rd letter.: filled 
toi lwills 

l, 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

ierutallent On 

I 

6 A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 
It 1'. 'o. lte 55,55 ISOl a111151 Volt., 

G D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 
I' Gn 7'A.,1: 11 vows. 

4 D.C. CURRENT RANGES: 
u -1 /t In I'll ?IA. 'i 1.3 Amps. 

2 RESISTANCE RANGES: 
05.41 ohm u 1 Mr_ litn. i 495 

The Model 770 comes complete 
al ith self- contained batteries, test 
NET leads and all operating instruc- 

tions. 

Superior's New 
Model 670 -A SUPER -METER 

tomes housed In rugged, 
cackle- finished steel cab - 
net complete with test 
pads and operating in. 
tructiOns. Size 6' a"%91/4" 

A COMBINATION VOLT -OHM MIL - 
LIAMME TER PLUS CAPACITY RE- 

ACTANI,E INDUCTANCE AND DEC - 
IBEL MEASUREMENTS 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
D.C. VOLTS: 11 to 7.7, . 

i. 

7.5 Vohs. 
A.C. VOLTS: 0 tu I.; _n I-.II .au i.' ... 

1,01111 A "Its 
OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 15; :in 11 u :till 1'. 

.111110 Volts 
D.C. CURRENT: O to 1.5/15.1511 11a. u f. 

1.5 It Amperes 
RESISTANCE: 0 to 1.000:100.000 Ohm, is 

So In 5leguh,ns 
CAPACITY: .001 to 1 Mfd. 1 to 50 \I1.: 

Nualits test for electrulytirsI 
REACTANCE: 50 tu 2.500 Ohms. 2.500 Oh. 

fo 2.5 Mono)... 
INDUCTANCE: .15 tu 7 Hem tes 7 to 7.1' 

Henries 
DECIBELS: -6 to +10 X 14 to +90 +a t t., 

ADDED FEATURE: 

$$YO The Model 670-A includes 
Y special GOOD -BAD scale for 
NET checking the quality of elec- 

trolytic condensers at a test 
potential of 150 Volts. 

Superior's Model 660 -A -A NEW A.C. OPERATED 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Tubes used: I -66E6 as R. F. 0.011. 
and mplil.ee. 1 -6BE6 "m ho Oscillator. 1 -SS 

is Power Rectifier. 
he Model 660 -A comes 

complete 
le test 

led 
a -d n- 

.r lions NET 
L_ 

$4 
95 

Provides Complete Coverage for 
A.M. -F.M. and TV Alignment 

Gene a 
t 

s Radio Frequencies from 100 
Kilocycles to 00 Megacycles on funda- 
mentals and from 60 Megacycles to 220 
Megacycles on powerful harmonics. Ac- 
curacy and stability are assured by the 
t of permeability trimmed Ht.Q toils. 

1(. F. available separately or modulated 
the internal audio cillator. 

I oat an 400 cycle sine wave audio 0 

v 

used to modulate the R. F. signal 
also available separately for audio testing 
of receivers. amplifiers. bard of bearing 
aids. etc. It. F. 0- rillator Circuit: A 
high transcondnetance Pentode is sed as 
an R. F. oscillator. mixer amt amplifier. 
Modulation Is effected n electron coup- 
ling In the mixer section thus isolating 
the oseitlntor [rum load changes and af- 
fording high stability. A. F. Oscillator 
Circuit: A high transconductance beptode 
connected as a high -mu triode of used as 
an audio oscillator in high-C Colpltts 
Circuit. The output lover r 1 Volt, Is near- 
ly 

r 
ly pure sine wave. Attenuator: A 5 
step ladder type of attenuator is used. 

Superior's New 

Model TV -11 TUBE TESTER 

Operates on 
1 

a. Volt 

$4 
50 5t0 

Op Cycles Hand-rubbed erates A.C. .1 0 

oak cabinet complete with NET 
portable Cover. 

Uses the new self-cleaning Lever 
Artion Switches for individual ele- 
ment testing. Recause all elements 
are numbered according to pin num- 
ber in the GMA base numbering sys- 
tem, the user can Instantly Identify 
which element Is under test. Tubes 
having tapped filaments and tubes 
with filaments terminating in more 
than one pin are truly tested with 
the Model TV -11 as any of the pins 
may be placed In the neutral posi- 
lion when necessary. .Uses nn 
combination type sockets. Instead 
individual sockets are used for each 
type of tube. 'rhn.s It Is impossible 
to damage a ttdre by Inserting it in 
the wrong socket. Free- moving 
built -in roll chart provides complete 
data for all tubes. Phono jack 
on front panel for plugging in either 
phones or external amplifier detects 
ndcrnphonic tubes or noise due to 
faulty elements and louse external 
connections. 

Superior's New 

TV BAR GENERATOR 
THROWS AN ACTUAL BAR PATTERN ON ANY TV RECEIVER SCREEN!! 

TV Bar henhjride comes 
and 

sA95 
plate with net at rtl leads and 5 detai:ed operating i n s t ru c- '17 
Gons Only 

CONNECTS DIRECT 

TO ANTENNA POST 

NO CONNECTION 
INSIDE RECEIVER 

Features. -C a n be used 
tv hen no stations are oto the 
air. Provides linear pat- 
terns to adjust vertical and 
horizontal linearity Pro- 
vides vertical and horizon- 
tal sweep signals Pro- 
vides signal for t e s t i n g 
Video aun pl ificrs. 

NEW TIME PAYMENT PLAN 
ORDER BLANK 

September, 1953 

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC. 
Dept. 5.7 3, 38 Murray Street, New York 7, N. Y. 

e -mg the down payment with 
... un. It 1s mndlrslonll there will 

,I 

ax .11'd I semi a y Month!, p. 
tbli Ine. It I. tin tbel 

.7t 
yu I, .4.141 that -hell nil I fail to make payment tt /11-11 III 

the full unpaid balance shall heroine immediately due and payable. 

J MODEL 770 Total l'Ace $14.90 
$2.011 down pestilent. Balance $2.110 monthly for 6 month. 
MODEL TV -11 Total liner 647.50 
$11,511 dnu n patnunt. Balance Si.no monthly fer d months. 

ID 11013EL 670 -A Total frire $26.40 
67.40 down payment. Balance 63.50 monthly for 6 months. 
TELEVISION BAR GENERATOR Total I'ris'e $39.95 

dean Myment. Balance 55.1115 mambo for It month. 
MODEL 660 -A Total Price 642.95 
612.95 down payment. Balance $5.110 monthly for 6 months 
I enclose $ as down payment. 
`lnlp C.O.D. for the down payment. 

Signature 

Name 

Address 

I sus Zone state 
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HARVEY 
WHERE YOU 

FIND the FINEST 

THE ORIGINAL WILLIAMSON 
HR -15 AMPLIFIER KIT 

The famous, original Williamson HR -1S ...still 
acclaimed the leader ... in kit form, with the 
original Partridge output Transformer. Assemble 
this kit, and in 3 hours or less, enjoy the finest 
sound you ever heard. Operates from a tuner, 
phono- preamp, crystal pickup, or other signal 
source. Absolute gain is 70.8 db with 20 db cf 
feedback. Frequency response: .5 db, from 10 
to 100,000 cps. Output impedances to match all 
speakers from 1.7 to 109 ohms. Kit is complete 
with 5 tubes (1.5V4, 2.6SN7, and 2 -5881 (or 807 
if requested), 2- Punched Chassis, 2. Resistor 
Mounting Strips, Sockets, Partridge WWFB Out- 
put Transformer, Assembly Instructions, and All 
Other Necessary Parts for Amplifier and Power 
Supply. $76.50 
HR -1S as above, but with Partridge CF8 Output 
Transformers (hermetically sealed) $90.00 
PARTRIDGE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS a oilable 
separately. WWFR_ $26.00 CFI. $40.00 

NOTE: HR -15 Kits may be had with British 
KT -66 Output tubes for $3.00 additional 

McINTOSH HI -FI UNITS 
Model C104 

PHONO 

PREAMPLIFIER 

and 
EQUALIZER 

Provided with five inputs 
and selector switch, and accom 
modale, FM -AM Tuner, crystal pickup, low level 
and high level magnetic pickups, low level micro- 
phone, and other signal sources. Phono section has 
three-position switch for selecting correct turnover. 
and e versatile treble control to provide required 
roll -off, to match most record characteristics. Sepo 
rate boss and treble, boost and attenuation con. 

.trols are effective on all input channels. A master 
power switch and volume control complete the at 
tractive S -knob panel. Power is obtained from main 
amplifier. Supplied with tubes and power 

,ccable. 
Less Cabinet (with knobs and pone!) ._ 

$4950 
In Mahogany Finish Cabine 

- $57.50 

30 Watt 
AMPLIFIER 
Model A -116 

Incorporates the 
famous patented 
McIntosh output cir- 
cuit for extremely high 
quality performance. Frequency 
response at 30 watts is ± .5 db from 10 to 
50,000 cycles. Harmonic distortion is less than 
.5% at 30 watts from 20 to 20,000 cycles. Inter 
modulation distortion, with peak below 60 watts, 
is less than 1%. Has two high impedance inputs 
for .25 and 2.5 volt signals, and four outputs: 
4, 8, 16, and 600 ohms. Power supply is built in, 
with provision for furnishing power to McIntosh 
and other preamplifiers. Uses 66G6 output tubes. 

Complete with Tubes $1 3950 

NOTE. Prices Net, F.O.B., N.Y.C. 
Subject to change without notice. 

Harvey 
RADIO COMPANY, INC. 

103 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36. N. Y. JU 2-1500 

the years preceding high fidelity in 
the home. The dial lights on each 
tuner served to indicate that the sys- 
tem is on. This made the pilot light 
on the equalizing preamp unnecessary, 
thus eliminating one more part on 
what had been the central control 
panel. 

A volume control, with its switch, 
and a pilot light were mounted along- 
side the phono preamp equalizer con- 
trol, completing this part of the job. 

A new panel of quarter -inch ply- 
wood, painted to match the shelves of 
the bookcase, and cut out for the two 
tuner dials and their tuning and vol- 
ume control knobs, was mounted in 
front of the tuners. The former cen- 
tral control panel which had been re- 
duced to holding only the bass and 
treble controls was installed between 
the two tuners so that the symmetry 
was preserved. 

Another installation was made 
which also employed this automatic 
switching circuit. In this one it was 
found to be more convenient to mount 
just the double -pole, single -throw 
switches on each of the input sources, 
a tape recorder, TV set, FM tuner, 
and a record player, and use only one 
volume control mounted between the 
bass and treble knobs. 

You will find, as the author has, 
that the time and effort expended 
on simplifying the operation of your 
home radio /phonograph installation 
will be amply repaid by the additional 
use of the equipment made by the 
family, thus giving you a better re- 
turn on your investment. -- 

Transistor Curves 
(Continued from page 67) 

known a.c. voltage to the "Vert. In- 
put" and "Hor. Input" terminals of 
the scope and adjusting the "Vert. 
Gain" and "Hor. Gain" controls, re- 
spectively, for a given deflection. 

As an example, an a.c. voltage hav- 
ing a peak -to -peak amplitude of six 
volts could be applied to the "Hor. 
Input" terminals of the scope and 
the "Hor. Gain" control adjusted for 
a deflection of 3 inches. The hori- 
zontal sensitivity then becomes 2 
volts /inch. 

If an a.c. voltage having a peak -to- 
peak amplitude of 0.6 volt is applied 
to the "Vert. Input" terminals of the 
scope and the "Vert. Gain" control 
adjusted for a deflection of 3 inches, 
the vertical sensitivity is then 0.2 
volt /inch. 

Once the "Hor. Gain" and "Vert. 
Gain" controls have been set in this 
manner, no changes should be made 
in their settings while a particular 
characteristic curve (or group of 
curves) is obtained. 

The characteristic curves obtained 
with the scope controls preset as de- 
scribed may be compared in terms of 
actual collector current and voltage, 
and, when recorded, are sufficiently 
accurate for many types of engineer- 

In FT 241-A Ilnhl- 
8 In. Pin 

vYC. These are 
designated 54lh 
370 396 419 443 
372 397 420 444 
374 45 
375 400 

398 
423 
422 

4446 376 401 424 447 
377 402 425 448 379 403 426 450 380 404 427 451 381 405 429 452 
383 384 a06 430 453 
385 407 431 454 
388 408 4333 455 
387 409 434 456 
388 11 435 457 
3390 412 436 45B 
391 413 437 461 
392 414 438 462 
393 4116 5 440 463 

464 394 4 a41 
395 alit 442 

o 
freq. with frac- 
tions omitted. 

466 
468 
469 
470 72 
473 
474 
475 
476 
477 79 
430 
481 
483 
484 
485 
486 
(187 88 

91 
492 
493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
505 
511 
512 

513 
514 
515 
516 
518 
519 
520 
522 
523 
525 
526 
527 
525 
530 

533 
534 
536 
537 
538 
540 

All 
i 

....lpnld. A M, available 
in e ., It -6( 8. SCR -528, St' It. 
(i2S. tn1 t wh ,lesate and d : 

nir, s it cited. Write for LARGE QUAY: "CI'1 
DISCOUNTS. 

COMPLETE SET -80 CRYSTALS 
lal.,il,: ,i i` $12.50 .lairrr al.. Wre 

COMPLETE SET -120 CRYSTALS 
In o 

` 
bit era,luat,nns frnrn :(711 :,411 hr . 72 I 

. PLUS suo Ice. & 455 $16.95 tic. crystals. only Per set 
200 KC. r.a. 52.25 
500 KC. CRYSTAL Ea. 1.25 

1.000 KC. CRYSTAL Ea. 3.2s 
.III rrn.vinln ..old n.v rx 

MISCELLANEOUS BEST BUYS 
EE -8 FIELD PHONE. In maxi working :.,,.n 

Each to $14.95 

6 V. WET CELL . NT O. Ileavy Pl :... i. 
case. 312 x 2l _ x lao ht. New ... 52.49 

ARC -4 TRANSCEIVER: Excellent 2 -Ilse ter . 

Lens tunes and dynamotor. Only... f1Ó.95 
12 24 V. DYNAMOTOR: For above unit. i 

Ccl. cond. SPeeial 87.50 
APS -13 TRANSCEIVER: Complete with (nu, 

and dynamotor. tuasily converted 
BIC. Excellent cond. S22.50 

RL42 REVERSIBLE MOTOR E. CLUTCH: 
gond condition. A nu'r buy at MAY. .52.95 

6 V. WET CELL BATTERY: Ill heavy. Poly- 
Nstyrene Plastic. cast. It S 4 s 4 Metres. 

ew 84.95 
COMPLETE 2 -WAY SOUND POWERED COM- 

MUNICATION SET: C01,s's.S of single unit 
avh cuit PLUS 50 IL Of wire. Tilt. 

COBIPI.F.TE only 53.35 

All prices are net F.O.B. Los Angeles. 
All Items subject to prior 
sale. 

J.J. GLASS ELECTRONICS CO. 

1615 S. MAIN STREET 
LOS ANGELES 15, CALIF. 

Say You Saw It In 
RADIO & TELEVISION 

NEWS 

2.).+.L1ni`eci C9-p'pdztLuaie4 .i12 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS 

C mnplele Radio Engineering course. including Telev., 
l and d of S rn o. E a' in 

t Ei Ekes.. 
Chefs,. 

and Aero. En Bus. A ll 
Acct. Extensive L campus. modern buildings. 
equipped labs. Low tust. Prep courses. Personalized. 
nr,ri nl instruction. 

1 

Founded e Pt r, rwi ncme 
s 

now for riu opportunities Seeid. Ap- 
proved for Korean vets. Enter September. 

March, June. Write for 

1 

1693 College Avrnue. AN COLA. INDIANA 
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;rig measurements and calculations. 
As an example, assuming the scope 

controls preset using the values given 
before, let us suppose that a curve 
having a peak amplitude of 1 inch 
rind a width of 3 inches is obtained. 
"She peak vertical input voltage is 
0.2 volt. Since this represents the 
drop across a 100 -ohm resistor (R:, 
Fig. 2), the peak collector current is 
2 milliamperes. The peak collector 
voltage is 6 volts. 

The graph scale permits the col- 
I ?ctor current for any given collector 
voltage to be determined in a similar 
r canner. 

Recording the Curves 

In many cases, the characteristic 
curve displayed on an oscilloscope 
s,.!reen is of little value unless a rec- 
ord is made of it. Two methods may 
be used. 

A simple tracing of the curve may 
he made, using either plain or graph 
paper. 

A better technique, however, is to 
photograph the scope pattern. If de- 
sired, the graph scale may be photo - 
g -aphed also, so that the transistor 
characteristic curve appears superim- 
p.)sed on a graph scale in the final 
p. iotograph. 

One technique that has been used 
to accomplish this is to "de- focus" 
the oscilloscope beam so that the en- 
tire CRT screen glows behind the 
graph scale. An exposure is made of 
this. The beam is then refocused and 
the desired pattern obtained. Another 
exposure, on the same film, is made 
of the final curve, thus superimposing 
the characteristic curve on the pre - 
vi3usly photographed graph scale - -a 
deliberate double exposure! 

A complete family of characteristic 
curves may be obtained very easily by 
means of the "multiple exposure" 
technique. Before taking the first 
photograph, a small piece of tape is 
affixed to the CRT screen to serve as 
a "zero" point so that a series of 
cut:ves may be properly "lined up." 

The first curve is then photo- 
graphed, after being lined up with the 
small piece of tape, using the vertical 
and horizontal centering controls. 

Base current is then adjusted to a 
new value and the new curve lined 
up properly, again using the vertical 
an9 horizontal centering controls - -the 
"Gain" controls should not be touched, 
however. Another exposure, on the 
saine piece of film, is then made. 

This process is repeated until the 
desired "family" of curves is obtained. 
A typical "family ", photographed us- 
ing this technique, is shown in Fig. 5. 
These are collector current vs collec- 
tor voltage curves for a Raytheon type 
CE722 junction transistor at base cur - 
rer is of 25, 50, 100, 150, and 200 micro- 
amperes, respectively (from bottom 
to top). 

(Note: For those photographers 
wh3 may be interested in repeating 
this technique, the following informa- 
tion may be of value. A 2'/2x3'1á Speed 
Graphic camera was used, lens setting 
September. 1953 
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, NOW MODELS - N1W DISIONS _ NEW IITIRITUIT 

MIN 

AT NEW 
LOW COST 

'25 55 And Up 
Retail Price 

INVERTERS 
For Inverting D.C. to A.0 Specially Designed for 
operating A.C. Radios, Tape Recorders, Wire Recorders, 

Record Changers, Television Sets, Amplifiers, Address 

Systems, Radio Test Equipment and most small electrical 

and electronic devices from D. C. Voltages in Vehicles, 

Ships, Trains, Planes and in D. C. Districts. 

Type 
Input 

DC Volts 
A.C. Output 

60 Cycles 
Output 
Int. 

wattage 
Cont. 

Consumer 
Net Price 

6 -I.I1 6 110 volts 40 35 325.5 

12 -LW 12 110 50 35 25.55 

* li -RSD 6 110 85 75 39.25 

* 12 -RSD 12 110 125 100 39.25 

32 -RSD 32 110 150 100 39.25 

110 -RSD 110 110 250 150 39.25 

*12T -11SG 12 110 2ís0 200 96.45 

I M. \ T- RIIE 110 110 325 250 5695 

There it on ATR model for most any application. 

* Available with leather carrying handle 
or $ 1.00 additional- optional. 

"A" Battery Eliminators, DC -AC Inverters, Auto Radio Vibrators 

AMERICAN TELEVISION & RADIO CO. 
2ualay Paodueta Seaeee 1931 

SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA -U. S. A. 
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BECOME AN 

FLEITIlIt IL Eau1iER 

Bachelor of Science Degree 
in 36 months. 
Major in Electronics or Power. 
Now. prepare for a career in 
t hese rapidly expanding fields. 

This school will prepare you to be- 
come an engineer, technician or serv- 
ice man. Previous military, academic 
or practical training may be evaluated 
for advanced credit. 

Enter Both Radio and Television 
In 12 months you can attain the Radio - 
Technician's certificate. An added 6 months course qualifies you for the 
Radio -TV Technician's certificate and 
the Degree of "Associate in Applied 
Science." The Technician's course is the 
first third of the program leading to 
a Bachelor of Science Degree in Elec- 
trical Engineering with a major in 
Electronics. 
Also offered: 12 -month Radio -TV serv- 
ice course; 12 -month Electronics or 
Electro Technician Courses; 6 -month 
Electrical Service Course and 3 -month refresher and general preparatory 
classes. 

Terms Open Oct., Jan., April, July 

Famous for its Concentric Curriculum. 
Faculty of specialists. 50.000 former 
students. Annual enrolment from 48 
states and 23 overseas countries. Non- 
profit. 50th year. Courses approved for 
Veterans. Residence courses only. 

MILWAUKEE 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
Dept. RN -953. 1025 N. Milwaukee 
Milwaukee I. Wisconsin 

Send: El I.1 IT 45 -page "Your Calvet" 1, LI. 
Ise lilting Electd n u eal En /'ß,1... 

Itooklet on Innrots In Radio-TV. 

I ant interested In 
name of course 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 

If veteran. indicate date or dischs re,' 
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14.5, shutter speed 1/25 second, "Super 
XX Pan -Chromatic" filmpack. Room 
lights were turned off while making 
the series of "quintuple" exposures.) 

Other Applications 
As mentioned previously, this tech- 

nique may be extended to obtain char- 
acteristic curves other than collector 
current vs collector voltage simply by 
rearranging the pulsating d.c. and 
.teady d.c. supplies, and by changing 
the scope connections. 

There is still another possible appli- 
cation of the unit shown, however. It 
may be used to obtain characteristic 
curves of germanium diodes with 
equal facility. In fact, the author ob- 
tained the characteristic curve of a 
type 1N34 crystal diode simply by 
"plugging" it into the transistor sock- 
et so that its cathode lead was con- 
nected in place of the transistor's 
collector lead, and so that the "plate" 
lead was connected in place of the 
emitter lead. The characteristic curve 
obtained is shown in Fig. 6. 

Electronic Break -in 
(Continued from page 55) 

3l - 

Since most receivers have relay 
terminals on the back which are in 
series with the r.f. and i.f. tube 
screen girds, V. can be connected di- 
rectly across the terminals provided, 
of course, that the correct polarity is 
observed. This will parallel V. across 
an existing control circuit, thus re- 
quiring no modification of such cir- 
cuit. A drop of only about eleven 
volts appears across V, when it is 
conducting. Any receiver can stand 
this small drop in screen voltage with 
no detectable loss of sensitivity. 

In a few receivers disabling is ac- 
complished by breaking the power - 
supply center tap. In these cases it 

Nowak. Edward F.; "Voice rontrniled Break- 
. . . And a Loudspeaker. QST. May 1951 

will be necessary to bring out the r.f. 
and i.f. screen leads. This, however, 
is no disadvantage, because oscillator 
stability will be improved as the oscil- 
lator will operate continuously. 

For keying the transmitter or ex- 
citer, blocked -grid type keying is sug- 
gested. If this type of keying is 
already in use, the grid -blocking volt- 
age will be supplied by the trans- 
mitter or exciter. In this case the 
resistor R, may be omitted from the 
circuit, and the cathode of V, may be 
connected to the blocking bias to be 
keyed. 

If blocked -grid keying is not in use, 
R. will be necessary. In this case, the 
cathode of V, should be connected to 
a buffer- amplifier grid observing the 
precaution of using an r.f. choke to 
prevent any r.f. from going astray. 

Voice -controlled operation is equally 
effective on AM, FM, and single -side- 
band transmitters. When used with 
AM or FM transmitters, the receiving 
operator should turn off his a.v.c. and 
operate the receiver at reduced r.f. 
gain. This adjustment of the receiver 
eliminates blasts of noise -when the 
carrier being received turns off. In 
operation, adjust R, for the highest 
possible gain consistent with the 
avoidance of false triggering from 
background noise. 

If loudspeaker operation of the re- 
ceiver is desired, an excellent article1 
has appeared in the past on this sub- 
ject. Since the circuit referred to in 
the footnote produces a positive con- 
trol voltage, it will be necessary to 
transpose the audio inputs in order 
to obtain the negative control voltage 
required by V... The circuit referred 
to in the footnote may be connected 
at points "X" and "Y ". 

The time spent in building and in- 
stalling this type of circuit will be 
well repaid in the operating pleasure 
it will afford, not to mention the 
"lost" transmissions it will save, 
which were formerly lost due to un- 
heard QRIM on the frequency. 3- 

Under chassis view of the voice -controlled break -in unit. No relays are required. 

- 
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YOU CAN'T BEAT AIREX'S 
...LOW. LOW PRICES! 
ONLY 16995 GETS YOU THE 

TOPS IN 

INTERMEDIATE 

AREA TV 

RECEPTION 

FED. TAX INCL. 

Airex complete 2 I inch 

Console Model...Just 
plug in and play . . 

You'll enjoy the sensational 
clarity of picture quality and 
the lovely tone of this specially 
designed set. It gives you the 
ultimate in reception in Metro- 
politan and Suburban areas. 
The finest of parts are used to 
assure you trouble free oper- 
ation. 

SENSATIONAL FEATURE!! FOUND ONLY IN HIGH PRICE SETS 

Limiter ratio detector -FM t.ound Automatic Gain Control 
Separate high & low sync cl ppers Built In antenna 
Standard coil 4 circuit tune- 3 stage 6CB6 IF system 

Retrace Blanking Circuit Automatic frequency control 
3' 1 watts audio output Easily adaptable to UHF 

Beautiful Mahogany all wood cabinet 

Mir I INCH TABLE MC DEL- $139.95 FED. TAX INCL. 

21 INCH TABLE MO3EL- $159.95 FED. TAX INCL. 

1 YEAR PICTURE TUBE WARRANTY. 3 MONTHS RMA GUAR. TUBES L PARTS 

SPECIALS -SAVE UP TO 70 % 
RCA ACCORDION CONE SPEAKER 
7 Inch. 21 or. magnet. .MI 1382. 
Removed from original equip. 55.88 
AIR KING 6 TUBE SUPER -HET 
Receiver chassis. 5- speaker. Complete with 
loop antenna and all tubes. Removed from 
original cabinet $11.95 
IRISH MAGNETIC TAPE -7' REEL 

51.99 Fresh stock. 1250 ft. reel 
UHF SLUGS -ALL CHANNELS 
For standard coil tuner. Send code initial of 

$7 95 present strip 
GI 3 SPEED AUTOMATIC CHANGER 
WEBSTER 3 SPEED -latest mdl.. T.3. Cart S19.95 
Automatic stop 531.88 
GARRARD 3 SPEED Changer ..537.95 
MAHOGANY WOOD BASES for above cnangers 
GI - 53.89; Webster - $4.95; Garrard - 55.50 
FM -AM TUNER FOR 630 CHASSIS 
Fits into well. Complete with tubes & 

529.95 
I ions 
AM TUNER FOR 630 CHASSIS 
Fits into well. Complete with tubes & 514.95 instructions 
TUBES -UP TO 709 OFF LIST 
All types receiving tubes. 90 day guar. 
Write for free list. 
Eleo .360 TV -FM SWEEP GENERATOR 534.50 Fully wired. Less carrying case... 

TV PICTURE 
TUBE SALE 

Standard Brands. Fact. New. 
Guar. 1 full year 

In' Tube $19.95 
17' Tube $27.95 
20' Tube $34.94 
21' Tube $39.95 
2 f' Tube $79.95 
Hiuc and .I.. t 9, _ I' 57.50 

TV Gold Plastic Masks 

LIP' mot I T" 
211' ':md 21' 

4.95 
95 

1 9 °. 

Bargain Cabinet Buy! 

FBeautiful 
mahogany c 

-2 
Chassis. 

cut 630 °$4995 complete 
braemask, glass & tube 

brackets 
In Blond x39.95 

SEND FOR FREE NEW TV PARTS & HI -FI CATALOG 

:all ol rbmuii_V is br:uul rv, lac lu, . "i. > i.. A a i n I .. . ..,i MIAMI upon receipt of 
N.Y.i Rites &reeetiitteatMm 

for 5 
tosrh,fl4r lw iilkoot .. I NO, FED. TAXESA(TO'P 

laure (.I.1.. t'.O.I. 

AIREX RADIO CORP 
SHOWROOM: 171 Washington St.. N. Y. 7. N.V. 

Gramercy 7.9245 
MAIL ORDER DEPT.: 400 Lafayette St.. N. Y. 3 

FREE DELIVERY On 630 FA -2 Chassis 
And Cabinets 

3 MONTHS 

RMA 

GUAR, 

ON ALL 
PARTS 

Tube 
Mounting 
Brackets 

S6.50 

Chassis 
Mfr. Lic. 
by R.C.A. 

New 1953 Co- Channel 
630 FA -2 . . . with genuine 

FM Armstrong sound system 
Itere is the most powerful fringe area 
chassis on the market today ... the one 
TV engineers and servicemen are buying 
for themselves. Clear. sharp. exceptional 
reception up to 200 miles. 

CHECK THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES 

i0 WATT push -pull audio output. Frequency 
range from 40 to :2.000 cycles Standard 
Coil Cascode Tuner prevents radiation Re- 
trace Blanking Circuit allows you to raise the 
brightness without the annoying vertical re- 
trace lines Heavy duty front focus control 
Automatic gain control potentiometer allows you 
to adjust the threshold sensitivity as low as 4 

microvolts & still keep the full 4MC band width 
improved sync amplifier Improved auto- 

matic brightness control Set aligned for 21.9 
MC. New Ham band will not interfere Im- 
proved fused high voltage power supply gives 
full 14.5 KV under load. Will handle all pic- 
ture tubes up to 24 inch with full sweep Im- 

moulded 
video 

plastic pcondensers give long Ol feA& 
trouble -free operation Easily adapted to new 
UHF stations In 2 minutes by just changing a 

strip in the tuner Extra heavy duty power 
transformer with large safety factor 6CB6 
tubes in Video IF to give full gain Extra fil- 
tering in power supply for hum & ripple -free 
operation Phono Connection & switch on 

chassis allows you to play your phonograph or 

tuner through the built In IO watt hl- fidelity 
amplifier Extra heavy duty focus coll. which 
runs cool Full focus cosine yoke. 

THE ONLY CHASSIS WITH 

PUSH-PULL AUDIO OUTPUT AT 

Fed. Tax 
-and c.R. Toe 

Included 169 Brackets 

Complete with 12" ROLA Hi -Fi Speaker 
Detailed Service Manual & Schematic -S1 

Offer Limited to U. S. Only 

OVER 100 BARGAIN -PRICED 

CABINETS FOR TV AND 

AUDIO INSTALLATIONS 
Send for FREE folder ands price list. 

FFull lin table models. consoles. con o es s 
Radio Phono combinations. Many styles. Mahog- 
any. blonde. etc. 
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NEW FEATURES MAKE 

PHOTOFACT 
more useful than ever 

for faster, more profitable servicing 

^nac win i J K16 

EE-M. 

-ttempseemsta, 

Alignment Frequencies 
right on photos adjacent to 
adjustment number -to speed 
up adjustment. 

Voltages on Schematics 
to help speed voltage analysis 
for quick location of trouble. 

Waveforms on Schematics 

MH vital 
points 

its 
for 

on diagram 
nrf , re vital Points (or rapid diagram 

by 'scope. 

Series Filament Schematic 
for quick reference when receiver 

Q I 1 employs series or series parallel 
combination filament string. 

Blank Pin or Locating Key 
shown on each tube in placement 
chart (top view) to aid in substi 
tuting and replacing tubes 
without chassis removal. 

Tube types on chassis top photo views 
Tube failure check chart in TV Folders 
Fuse location on tube placement chart 
TV Trouble- Shooting Aids Chart 
Tips on TV servicing in the field 
Color code on transformer lead 

NOW! GET THE PROOF FOR YOURSELF! 

Well send you a Free Photofact 
Folder on any receiver covered 
in Sets No. 101 and following 

Learn for yourself -at our expense -how 
PHOTOFACT pays for itself by earning bigger 
profits for you! Select any Folder appearing 
in PHOTOFACT Sets Nos. 101 and following, 
from the PF Index. (If you haven't a copy, 
see your distributor.) When you write for 
your Free Folder, be sure to state Photofact 
Set and Folder Number as shown in the 
Index (offer limited to Folders in sets subse- 
quent to No. 101). Get your Free Folder now. 
Examine, use, compare -see why PHOTOFACT 
belongs in your shop! 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
2203 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind. 

FREE 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
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WATCH THOSE HEATER 

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS 
By JOHN K. FRIEBORN 

Avoid expensive meter burnouts by observing a few simple 

precautions when making voltage 

CAN you burn out a meter measuring 
the heater voltage of a 6.3 -volt 

tube using the 10 -volt a.c. range of 
the meter? You can, in certain tele- 
vision receivers, unless you take the 
proper precautions. Probably you 
don't actually find it necessary to 
measure the heater voltages of indi- 
vidual tubes very often, so when you 
do you may not be prepared for some 
of the surprises which can occur. 

Most television receivers have par- 
allel heaters with one side of each 
heater grounded, so that the heater 
voltages can be measured with the 
common lead of the meter connected 
to the chassis, just as it usually is in 
measurements of d.c. voltages on 
plate, screen, etc. Even if, through 
unfamiliarity with the receiver or 
carelessness, you measure the voltage 
between the chassis and the grounded 
heater terminal, or the heater ground 
point turns out to be the transformer 
winding center -tap, it won't do any 
harm and you'll soon catch on. 

So where's the risk? It is in 

Fig. 1. Partial diagram of Motorola TS -236. 

Fig. 2. Crosley's 356.1, partial schematic. 

measurements in TV sets. 

measuring between the chassis and 
one side of a heater which has a high 
d.c. voltage with respect to ground. 
Well, you say, of course you know 
better than to measure the heater 
voltage of a power supply rectifier or 
damper tube that way; is that all? 
It isn't. 

Probably you have noticed that 
many television receivers of the past 
couple of years have the cathodes of 
one or more tubes, other than recti- 
fiers and dampers, positive with re- 
spect to the chassis a hundred volts 
or more. Many of these receivers have 
the heaters of the same tubes at 
about the same d.c. potential. Two 
typical examples are Motorola Chas- 
sis TS -236 and Crosley Chassis 356 -1, 
partial schematics of which are shown 
in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Other 
manufacturers who have used similar 
arrangements are: Bendix, Hoffman, 
Magnavox, RCA Victor, and Raytheon. 
The tubes involved are: the audio 
output (most often), the sound i.f. 
(sometimes), and other tubes such as 

Fig. 3. Partial schematic. Sylvania 1- 502 -1. 
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12,080 HOURS OF ENGINEERING TO BRING YOU THE 

reuse OSCILLOSCOPE JING 
AZ 

(IN KIT AND WIRED FORM) 

T H E O S C I L L O S C O P E Y O U ' V E B E E N S E E K I N G . . . NO O T H E R O S C I L L O S C O P E A T A N Y PRICE- 
HIGH O R L O W - W I T H T H E S E D E S I R A B L E F E A T U R E S - I N BOTH KIT AND WIRED FORM: 

MODEL 630 

RF -AFTV ANO MARKER GENERATOR For the h st time 
in the history of the industry .. SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE. 

110 MC on fundamentals, 330 MC an harmonics. Preluded 
RF(within l' ;) headt AF from 20 to 20.000 cycles; variable 

and Ext. Mod.: Cathode- Follower and Constant Z output; 
Stepping attenuator; Speech Amp.; Xtal Marker with Amp. 
control: RF and AF Standby; Wien Bridge AF; Colpitts RF; 
lluminated Drum Dials; Coax outputs: Separately tuned 

coils Filtered AC, Vernier tuning; Separate 6F; Shielded; 
8- a I1' a 5'. Etched panel. Model 
t MOdel630KA $38.95 (pre -assembled head'" $33.95 

Model 630W $53.95 (Factory wired) 

MODEL 909 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER. I';, Ceramic precision Re- 

sistors: Coax DC connector; FM zero alignment scale; burn- 
out proof circuit. Rugged oversize 4I5' meter. Model 909K 
Model 909W . $44.98 (Factory wired) $25.98 

MODEL 999 
HIGH VOLTAGE PROBE. Designed for high voltage 

with special emphasis on Safely, Operational 
measure- 

ments Sim- 
plicity and Rugged Construction. Exclusive Features: MUL- 
TIPLE INSULATION, MECHANICALLY SHOCKPROOF: 
CHANGEABLE TIPS. SWIVEL connection. Odds are billions 
of billions to I that breakdown will occur. ,PD.98 
INTERCHANGEABLE RESISTORS Wired. Only 

t. 

MODEL. 907 

DELUXE VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER. Another PRECISE 

Vertical Of t: Horizontal 
r all the unusual vallues and features of 

Model 909 in a really DELUXE version Model 907K 

Model 907W ... $57.98 (Factory wired) $38.98 

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG 

Send 20% deposit with order, bal- 
ance C.O.D., or, check or money 
order in advance. 

PRECISE MODEL 300 J 
VERTICAL -Verticalflat (3db) DC through 5 megacycles with sensitivity 4 
greater than 10 millivolts push -pull (3.94 Millivolts /cm); Constant Resist- 
ance: Push -pull input immediately converted to single-ended normal of 
reverse phase by shorting bar at inputs I and 2; Frequency compensated 
vertical stepping attenuator selects AC or DC inputs; Pushqull DC ampli- 
fiers from input through output; internal electronic mixing through inputs 
I and 2: five -way binding posts. 
POSITIONING- Bridge type positioning on vertical and horizontal does 
not vary tube characteristics. 
HORIZONTAL- Frequency compensated stepping attenuator in horizontal 
amplifier: Push -pull Horizontal out. 
BLANKING- Internal (return trace blanked). external (return trace not 
blanked), 60 cycle or 120 cycle Blanking through Blanking amplifier circuit. 
SYNCHRONIZATION -External, Internal Positive, Internal Negative, 
Interns. 60 cycle or Internal 120 cycle synchronization. 
SWEEP RATE -Driven or non -driven linear sweeps from 1 cycle to 80KC 
in five ranges (1 -10 cycles uses external C circuit): Trigger potentiometer. 
MAGNIFIER -Electronic magnifier and magnifier positioner allows any 
part of a 

ontal deflectio n). be 
magnified up to ten times (equivalent to 70 inches of 

CALIBRATION -Internal square wave calibrator and potentiometer for 
using oscilloscope at a VTVM on Peak to Peak measurements. 
CALIBRATION SCREEN -Edge- illuminated scale and graticule may be 
turned on or off , filtered screen. 
OUTPUTS ON FRONT PANEL -Plus Gate output: Sawtooth output. 60 cycle 
phasing output: 60 cycle unphased output; Calibration output. 
FOCUSING -Astigmatism. focus and intensity control. 
CRT -NEW 7' Tube, normally supplied is medium persistency type 7VP1, 
or 71P1 may also be used (oscilloscope green trace) -high persistency types 
available at additional cost. 
DIRECT -Deflection plates available from rear of cabinet. 
INTENSITY MODULATION -Z modulation through modulation amplifier. 
GENERAL-Low loss components; Over-designed fused power supply for 
additional circuitry; Deeply etched aluminum panel. New parts from original 
manufacturers -(NO SURPLUS): Steel cabinet; 11' x 14' x 17'; complete 
with instruction book and all components. Accessories: Model 912T(MM) 
Demodulator Probe and Model 960 Capacity Attenuator Probe available at 
extra 
There care many additional al features and 

following 
in knit form, which may be 

added to the Model 300. Please write us for descriptive Iiterature.S94.95 

300W- factory wired 5199.50 

MODEL 912 
RF PROBE LOWEST PRICED. factory wired Probe in the industry. Individu- 
ally calibrated at 75 MC for accuracy. impedance and Shunt 54.25 capacity. Wired Only 

MODEL 960 CAPACITY ATTENUATOR PROBE Reduces input C. and loading 
effects of an oscilloscope by 10 to I. Adjustable lot any scope. Lowest 

priced in the held. but still using highest quality corn- t5 95 
ponents Wired Only P 

MODEL 635 
UNIVERSAL AF SINE. SQUARE AND PULSE GENERATOR. 

For accurate testing audio and video circuits. I% Ceramic 
precision resistors: Wien Bridge; variable Z and cathode- 
follower output. minimum overshoot aid roundel through 
100,000 cycles, sine waves through 200 KC. Model 635K 

Model 635W . . . $52.50 (Factory wired) $33.50 

MODEL 468 
PRECISE AGAIN LEADS THE FIELD with its New Low - 
Priced Resistance Decade Box. Ideal for specialized service 
work. Compact in size for Bench Drawers and Tool Boxes. 

Engineered with the customary Precise Accuracy and 
Dependability. 
5 Separate Switches, 11 Positions on Each; plus or minus 
better than l't for Extreme Accuracy. Readings from 10 

OHM to 1,111.110 014M in 5 Decades. Deeply etched Alumi- 
num Panel; Rugged Construction; Complete with famous 
Precise Simplified Construction Manual 3%'xSYc'xr. 

468K kit form $18.95 
468W factory wired $24.95 
47811-- CAPACITY DECADE BOX (Not illus.) kit only $18.95 
478W -CAPACITY DECADE BOX (Not Illus.) 
factory wired 19191 

! F. flgtlgL 411114111 

MODEL 610 
RI SIGNAL GENERATOR. The lowest priced signal generator 
in the field offering: -Same RF head as Model 630; 110 MC 

on fundamentals: 330 MC on harmonics: 60 and 400 cycle 
AF: Cathode.follower output; Ext. Mod.; Speech Amo; 
Individually tuned cods Model 610K 
Model 6lOKA $28.95 (pre-assembled 523.95 
head/ 
Model 610W 139 95 (wired) 

EEVEF 

1.eptember. 1953 

321 1-1 3 Washington Street 
a; Jamaica Plain 30, Mass. 
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TV Receiver Sensitivity 
Measurements made 

Simple with 

The 
New SesiMeter?* 

Portable 
, , . a "must" in fringe areas 

Approved by 
leadirq television 
manufacturers! 

Consult your Job- 
ber or write for 
/soaker information 

MSERVICE COMPANY 

* Takes the guesswork out of 
TV service 

* Checks receiver from antenna 
terminals to picture tube 

* Microvolt scale is divided 
into 3 sections as a guide 
for the servicemen 

Sensitivity testing is accepted 
by servicemen as the best 
method of determining the 
cause of bad pictures 

422 Sou. Pero-born Slreer. ChuoRo 5, IlIinoo 

WANT THE BEST 

IN CAPACITORS? 

Many, many notable advances in 
the art of capacitor design and manu- 
facture have been made by the ILLINOIS 
CONDENSER COMPANY. As an example. 
ILLINOIS CONDENSER COMPANY has 
recently been awarded a patent on their 
unique and exclusive molded capacitor 
construction as featured in the UMP 
types. 

For almost two decades. ILLINOIS 
CONDENSER COMPANY has been build- 
ing quality capacitors and regular users 
include most all of the largest manu- 
facturers of TV and radio sets. Their 
names literally comprise the "blue book" 
of electronics. 

To meet the ever increasing demand 
for ILLINOIS electrolytic capacitors, 
ILLINOIS CONDENSER COMPANY has 
built new plants and greatly increased 
production. Why don't you. too, discover 
why ILLINOIS capacitors are "first 
choice" of so many! 

Write for Catalog! 

do 
ILLINOIS CONDENSER CO. 
1616 NORTH THROOP STREET CHICAGO 22. ILL 

"SOMETHING FABULOUSLY BEAUTIFUL .. . 

... A maned by new purity of sound ... A 
clarity... clean definition!" 

says noted Record Reviewer 

SERIES 215 

WITH FINEST 
DIAMOND STYLUS 

FOR 23, 45 
OR IR RPM 
RECORDS 

HIGH COMPLIANCE 
Diamond Cartridge 

136 

rf 

First to achieve near -perfect lateral compliance- free - 
dont of stylus to yield to rapid deflections of sensitive 

rogroove recordings - the amazing new Fairchild 
Series 215 provides all these exciting improvements: 

*New shades of tone color from fine recordings! *New clear timbre in 
high volume piano chords! *Rich low. frequency tones never previously 
heard! * Needle talk, record hiss, base concentration caused by arm reso- 
nance- reduced to a new low low! * Stylus wear vastly reduced, record 
quality preserved! *And above all - TRACKING DISTORTION ELIMINATED! 

ORDER FROM YOUR 

AUDIO DEALER 
Or 

Mail Coupon for 
FREE "HI -Fl Facts" 

folder 

r 
1 Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp. 

8th .Ave. & 154th St., Whitestone, L.I., N.Y. 
Please mail folder "Hi -Fi Facts' lo: 
Name 
Address__ 

1 City r,o, 
-es .1 

a.g.c. keyers (in a few cases). Some 
Sylvania models, such as Chassis 
1- 502 -1, have the heaters of about 
half of the tubes more than a hundred 
volts negative with respect to the 
chassis. (See Fig. 3.) 

Measuring between the chassis and 
either side of the heater in the cases 
mentioned will put the high d.c. 
voltage across a meter which is set 
for a low a.c. voltage. Some meters 
would not be harmed; would yours? 

One way to avoid the risk is to 
make all heater voltage measure- 
ments in unfamiliar receivers between 
the heater terminals on the tube sock- 
ets. That does not apply to series 
heater arrangements; they present a 
different type of danger, as you prob- 
ably know. An open heater of a series 
string has almost the entire a.c. line 
voltage between its terminals when 
the circuit is completed by a high - 
resistance voltmeter. 

RECEIVER AS MODULATOR 
By George R. Anglado 

A BROADCAST receiver can be used for 
modulating a flea -power transmitter 

when a modulator is unavailable. The 
diagram shows how the output singes of 
a broadcast set are used for this purpose. 
Our receiver had a phono jack which 
served for connecting the microphone. 
The s.p.d.t. switch shown in the diagram 
is part of the "radio- phono" switch in 
some models, while others do not have 
it and require the radio to be tuned to a 
quiet channel for using the phonograph. 
If the switch is added, the leads and 
switch should be shielded and the switch 
mounted as close as possible to the first 
a.f. tube. 

Although a carbon microphone may 
be used, with a suitable battery and trans- 
former as in the inset diagram, crystal 
mikes have been used successfully in the 
phono input. 

A heavy -duty universal plate- to-voice- 
coil transformer is used to couple the 
audio to the transmitter. Its secondary 
is connected across the secondary of the 
receiver output transformer, and its pri- 
mary is connected in series with the 
transmitter "R- plus." The taps are 
chosen on both windings to match the 
output impedance of the receiver and 
the estimated plate impedance of the 
transmitter final tube. An approximate 
match is g I enough. The reason for 
the s.p.d.t. switch is obvious. The power 
of this "modulator" depends, of course, 
on the power output of the receiver audio 
section. 

Using a b.c. set to modulate transmitter. 

CIRCUIT FOR USING CARBON MIKE 
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paul klipsch- designed 
Cis°, 

SO MUCH VALUE . . . 

...AT 50 LITTLE CC ST 

Direct Radiation of Highs 

large enclosure performance within mini- 
mum area achieved through principle of 
"backlooding ", which increoss path length 
and provides better reproduction of lows. 

Direct radiation of high frequencies cuts 
out "Masking'. 

12" 

TWEETER- 

WO DFER 

12" 

Two -way syst n performance. So flexible 
in design so os .o provide you wide latitude 
in determining your listening requirements. 
Removable panel allows for a variety of 
speaker combinations. For example, in the 12" 
Klipsch you can 'nstall a single 12 ", two 12" 
speakers or o tweeter- woofer combination. 

h Cahinarf 

September. 1953 

THE 

REBEL IV 

by 
CABINART 

Attractively styled to blend with any 

interior decor, the Klipsch Rebel IV 

by Cabinart comes in Limed Oak, 

Honey Walnut, French Mahogany 

and Black Lacquer. 

$69.00 Net for 12" model 

$87.00 Net for 15" model 

"popularly priced !" 

AVAILABLE AS KITS IN 

BIRCH, UNFINISHED 

Build your own Klipsch and save 

money -identical in acoustic 
design to assembled units and 

easily put together with a mini- 

mum of tools. 

$36.00 Net for 12" model 

$42.00 Net for 15" model 

SEE IT AND HEAR IT AT YOUR LOCAL FARTS DISTRIBUTOR. 
WRITE RN9 FOR COMPLETE TECHNICAL DATA. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

G & H WOOD PRODUCTS CO. 
75 NORTH 11th STREET, BROOKLYN 11, N.Y. 

Pioneers in radio furniture for high fidelity equipment 
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LET THESE 

Professional 
SERVICE METHODS 

Boost Your 
Earning Power! 

Ghirardi's 
new 1 -vol. training 
course helps you 

handle jobs 
more efficiently- 

in less time! 

COMPLETELY NEW ! 
Radio and TV Receiver 

TROUBLE SHOOTING 
AND REPAIR 

820 pages, 
417 illustrations, only $6.75 

For the beginner, this NEW Ghirardi book is a complete, up -to- 
the -minute training course in servicing by modern professional 
methods. For experienced servicemen, it is a quick way to brush 
up on specific types of work, to develop improved troubleshoot- 
ing techniques or to find fast answers to puzzling problems. 

Components, their troubles, their replacement and even their 
repair are fully analyzed. Modern testing methods including both 
"vatic" and -dynamic- tests using signal tracing and injection 
techniques are carefully explained. You learn how to set up an 
efficient service procedure and to interpret data fast and accurately. 
Four big chapters show how to handle TV, FM and AM align- 
ment lobs in less time and with a minimum of equipment. Dozens 
of unique new -step-by-step- charts 
explain atea details 
al ,.r at glans 

THE HOW- TO -DO -IT 

GUIDE TO M- o- d -e-r -n 

SERVICE METHODS! 

Nowhere else will you lind trou- 
bleshooting procedure and servic- 
ing operations explained so clearly 
or so understandably! Dozens of 
service "tips" arc equally helpful. 

You learn to analyze many tele- 
vision troubles sitio: laborious 
testing. 

You learn what todo about those 
puzzling intermittent troubles; 
how to service difficult ; -way 
portable filament circuits; how to 
handle ac dc and transformerless 
power supply heaters pnf"zrny: .11 
how to remedy fading and propa- 
gation troubles ... and many 
inure. 

No really practical service pro- 
cedure has been omitted -and all 
are explained so clearly you can't 
fail to understand them! Use cou- 
pon for to-day examination. 

LICENSE EXAMS 
Won't "Stump" 

You 
This is the ideal 

book to help you 
pass servicing licens- 
ing examinations now 
pnding in stony 
places. 

Remember: GMr- 
ardi books are morn 
widly used for 
school, military and 
home study training 
than any others of 
their type( This new 
book is the latest, 
most helpful of oll for 
boosting your servit. 
profits! 

MAIL ORDER. EXAMINATION 
Dept. RN -93, RINEHART BOOKS, INC., 
Technical Division, 
232 Madison A , New York 16, N. Y. 

Send Gbir:"sli's Radio & TV Receiver TROUBLE- 
SHOOTING AND REPAIR for 10-day examina- 
tion. If book is what I want, I will then prompty remit 86.75 plus a few cents postage or return book 
to you postpaid. 

Name 

Address 

City, Zone, State 

Employers' Name & Address 
OUTSIDE U.S.A. -Fria. $7.25, cash only. 

Sam. IO-day return privilege with money refunded. 
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SERVICE HINTS 

ON ZENITH TV SETS 
27F20. 28F20. 28F21. 28F22, 28F23, 28F25, d 
29G20 

Insufficient width, 
This condition is most prevalent 
in low line voltage areas and may 
be particularly noticed on 12 -inch 
picture tubes. 
To increase the width, connect a 
.047 pfd., 600 volt condenser across 
the terminals of the width control. 
A higher capacity unit (up to .1 
pfd.) may be required on some re- 
ceivers. 

Inverted picture. 
This condition is usually caused 
by a defective blocking oscillator 
transformer (Ti). Also check con- 
denser, Cm, the .047 pfd. unit in 
the plate circuit of the blocking 
oscillator. See diagram below. Re- 
place with a similar type of con- 
denser if defective. 

Poor vertical linearity. 
This condition may or may not be 
accompanied by foldover. If the 
vertical size control, R.,, is con- 
nected to the 340 volt "B +" line 

1/2 6SN7 GT 
VERT BLOCK.OS 

L 119 

T 

V21B 

R61 
220K 

YEL GR 

I MEG. 
INTEGRATING RI4 
NETWORK 

I cse 

1-FIN 5 
VERT. 

OUTPUT 

1.5 MEG 

VERT 
HOLD 

VERT 
SIZE 

3.5 
MEG 
R62 

+4701 

(as in ear y production receivers), 
remove it from this line and con- 
nect it to the 470 volt "B +" line 
through a 47,000 ohm, % watt re- 
sistor. The junction of the size 
control and the 47,000 ohm re- 
sistor should be bypassed to 
ground through a 10 pfd., 475 volt 
electrolytic condenser. See dia- 
gram for original circuit. 

Foldover and distortion at top of picture. 
When this condition occurs, check 
the 20 pfd. electrolytic condenser 
(CO through which the primary 
of the vertical output transformer 
returns to ground. 

8.2K 
R07 

PIN 8 
VERT. 

OUTPUT 

Oscillator frequency shifts. 
This may be caused by fine shav- 
ings which break loose from the 
oscillator adjustment screw, and 
lodge in a channel strip of the 
tuner. These shavings cause a 
change in the strip adjustment 
condenser when the turret is 
switched from channel to channel. 
To correct this condition, remove 

the adjustment screw and blow out 
the excessive shavings (with an 
air gun, etc.). Crimp the two ears 
on the Tinnerman clip so that it 
will hold the slug shaft securely. 
Re- insert the slug, and adjust for 
proper tuning. 

Brightness control has little or no effect. 
This may occur when the 6200 
ohm, second video amplifier plate 
load resistor, R.., increases in re- 
sistance. If this has occurred, re- 
place this resistor with the prop- 
er value unit. 
When replacing this resistor, 
mount it approximately one -inch 
from the 3000 ohm wire -wound 
resistor (R., connected to the 
horizontal deflection coils) in or- 
der to obtain better heat dissi- 
pation. 
Also check the 6AÚ6 sync ampli- 
fier plate bypass condenser, C.,. 
This condenser should be 220 ppfd., 
600 volts. 

Sound from speaker affects picture. 
This condition is usually caused 
by a microphonic 6AC7 reactance 
tube. It may also be caused by a 
defective 6J6 r.f. oscillator tube. 
Check by replacing these tubes. 

Horizontal instability. 
This may be caused by the fol- 
lowing: 
1. Drift in the .015 pfd. condens- 

er, Cn, connected between pin 
5 of the 6AC7 reactance tube 
and inductance, Lt,. 
If defective, replace this unit 
with a Sprague .015 pfd. con- 
denser, Zenith part #22 -1850. 

2. Change in the value of the 
56,000 ohm, % watt resistor, 
R,,, between pin 6 of the 6AC7 
reactance tube and ground. 

3. Change in the value of the 
CLI 

QPPER 

R90 '7 2S 

A70,1,0 6.8K i HCR.fREO. - l 
Tt t SLATE 

2.41f 
PIN S 
PNR. SOCKET 

SYNC 
SEPaRATER 

ACC. Aug 
PIN 5 
6II6GTG 
NOR. OSO 
PIN e 

K TG 
.pli OSE, 

ISIV. 
REACTANCE 

TUBE 
117V 

.0047 
G6 

50v 

3300 ohm, V2 watt resistor R,., 
between pin 1 of the 6AL5 
phase detector tube and pin 5 
of the power socket. 
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ú26 le 
1A5GT ., .19 
IA7 . 99 IAL 
1A7GT .79 2C34 60 6AQS 
16361 95 2E5 89 6AQ6. 
165 29 217 679 74 6AQ7. 
19561 59 31.81 

I 69 6AT6 MGT 
69C 30567 .89 6AS5 

116 1719 351 69 6AUSGT 

11A4 119 304 .95 6AU6 

119 514 1.40 6AV5GT 

IlC5 .69 
5016 87 6A%1 

iii 1.19 5W;6T 59c 69%6 1 19 

116 119 57361 .IS 6AY5GT 
54 6&G 

jp5¿j AA 5Z3G 
sic 

6BAB 
1Q5G1 77C 6A3 1 68 68A7 

IRS . '6A7 89c 6BC5 

IS1 99I6A9GT 
69C 6BDSGT 135... 6AB1 

6616 114.. 69c 6AB1 1.15 

IW... 6AC5GT .89 6875 

IUS 99 6AC7 
6AG5 1.05 61166 

I22A 

1.45 613f6 

IV aC 
SAG/ 1.4916BG6G 

UBES & PARTS 
LL TUBES guar lend for -e vear ... in wally boxed. Very BEST BRA ,'S available for im 

1LÁ6 

'INS .. 119 SYIG 

6.191 
.. .. 1 : 7G1 

EEC 611746 119 6156 $!6 
7B 

6776 L15 7E6 

.el 6BQ6G 119 91ee 
95c 6U5 

n 
7F7 1.19 6BQ6GT 11919 616W 

79 .59 6117 1.29 6N6G 1,0 WIG 69c 7G7 

90 6C4 59 6N7GT 113 6U6 89 )H) 

'51 
6CSGT 6PSGT l9 6V3 1.29 717 

59 6C6 
69c 

bQ7GT 09 6V6GT .69 71(7 

.89 6CB6 6B7GT t9 691GT 59 717 

59 6C8 I79 6S1 s3 6W6 69 )N) 
.69 6CD6 219 65761 1.15 6E4. 

59c 7G/ 79 6C066 169 658G1 I TS >%56T 
69 6D6 78 110 6SAT37 6%8 129 157 
89 6D8G 1 15 6SC7 69C 6Y6G 69 7V7 

I.44 6E5 69 65DIGT .59 614 /84 97 /W7 

EFSGT 
IS9 69661 

Co. 
65F56t 9'!95 119 7%7 

99 6f 7 1 

l' 618G I Si SH7 69C 1 79c 11A7 

99 666GT 89 6517 
bG6G 95 65H73T ...(9 7& .99 1298 

12915 
N) 12A117 

79 

651761 
..59a 7B a 

89 
12ÁT6 .. 

69 6SL16T .. .t9 769 99c 12AT1 
I 15 SN7GT.... .! 9, 7C1 I 30.12AU6 

69c 616GT 

1.69 6186 

79c 
129x4 

T 
OCT 

.69 1213 
12A%1 .69 14A7 1 0 

.F9 12AT7 1.95 14A97 93 3594 59 

IO 126A6 59 1486 . S uro 
99c 1.19 12BA/ 1.19 IIBB .. 9C 35Z3 

75 1.05 123E8 

1.19 iiá7li fi96C9 iii2 o2s i5sl5s1 i9 
.79 12617 .89 1498 I5 36 

.69 11627 . 1.19 11147 12 37 93 

.79 12fSGT 65 11Q7 05 38 Op 
I.19 1266 .89 1197 .19 39 N aC 
119 12.SGT .IS U%1 19 11 72 

79 11a7GT 69 19866 
1.99 

i3 
69 

1.19 124E 89 19BG6G ai 72C 
1 05 1297GT .89 19T8 89 45 

79c 12597GT .59 2Ì9 
i w l5 69 

. .89 125[7 .1.05 25ACSGT 104 47 89C 

1.69 112f/6T 25BQ6GT.1.19 SOB5 

105 

138 I2S67 .89 1516GT 59 SOCS 69c 
54 121H767 25W4LT .69 5006G 139 
.59 12SI7GT 

69 
2525 69 50L6 . .69 

.69 12tF76T 7 25266T.... 69 5016 .69 

69 1211767 132L7GT....1.15 5076 

9-- 69c 5 3516 

1.06 

99 

49 SPEC1 
71A 
75 é5 

77 5 

78 '606. 1 1 e 

60 .69 
63 1.15 
84 '624. 7: 
85 J9 

B 
597150 l 0 

V,51 
0152 .. 
II717 

11797 
I17P7 
11713 
11716 
7156 
B07 

8669 
1799 
1619 

17051 

29c 
I 49 

I 9 
1.95 

59 

119 
I 75 

155 
149 

49c 
115 

IO% 

DISC DUN 
on or 
100 gebe. Or 
more. 5, DIS. 
COUNT on or- 
doe. of 50 to 
99 tubes. 

FREE 
$20 list valtm 

otment of 
litter cosdnson 
with order of SO 

or mare tubas. 

.,a .F 
NI hot 

BARGAIN 
CATALOG 

100 #47 
Pilot Lights 

32.95 
10 for 

39c 

Picture 
tube 

brightener 
$1.69 ea. 

RADAR 
TYPE TV 
ANTENNA 

GENCY UHF 

ONVERTER 

TV Antennas 
JFD UHF -VHF 

ANTENNA 

SAL - CONVERTERS 
ETS - th only con 
recommended for In. 

.000 split sound and 
TV sets now In u se as 

s all intercarrler 

$37.46 

en UHF 
verter. . $31.24 

Efficient on al channels. 
Uses conical element and re- 
flector for VHF and "bow 
tier for UHF. Equipped 
with printed circuit an- 

tenna coupler for excellent 
signal transfer into single 
transmission line. Easy to 

LL M 7 
stall. 

Sllee'0 

For UHF and VHF 
RECEIVES ALL CHANNELS 

WE FINALLY DID IT 

You ordered so many thousands of these r 
dar type TV Antennas, that the cost h 

proddown through the sawing. of ma 
uction. 
WE ARE PASSING THESE SAVINGS 

ON TO YOU! 
The only TV antenna with Me moneybac 
guantee with the new Electronic Dino 
Separators. Unbeatable for Ir nee area a 
DX at tais low. low price we - not m ntl 

r 

e 

s name. ndtecta. 
Less Mast $10.7 
5 ALUMINUM MAST heavy gauge 1f 
diem. with Interlocking end. Slip two se 
lions Iosether for tan bol. 5100 
Each 

TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES 
SEIID US YOUR 
OR)ER AND WE 

'VILL SHIP 
FROM STOCK 
IMMEDIATELY 

SIZE PRICE SIZE PRICE 
7 Inch. .. . 517.95 16 Inch.. ..519.95 
/ Inch.... 23.00 17 inch.... 20.95 

10 Inch.... 12.5 19 Inch.... 23.95 
12 Inch.... 16.95 20 inch.... 24.95 
14 Inch.... 17.95 21 inch.... 26.115 
15 inch.... 19.95 24 inch.... 5.65 

27 Inch.... 9.65 
METAL TUBES 51.50 extra per tube 
Ele :trostatle Tubes $1.50 extra per tube 

LLER SOLDERING GUNS 

New Models 

ONE FULL 
YEAR 

WARRANTY 
ON ALL 
TYPES 

r 

10 Element conical 
. . . rugged through- 
out. $ 395 
Only 

Double bay array. with 
stacking bars 57.75 

Bay array. with har- 
ness and stacking 
bars $14.95 

6 Element Conical. 
Onl . $2.95 

JFD 
BOW 
TIE 

REFLECTOR 
UHF Antenna 
Bowtle Reflector 
Ultra -hlis Gain 

Indoor 
UHF antenna 

57.61 

Completely ass -nbled- 
y UM, Channel l se easy to 

stack for two or blur -0b. 
s.nvl. say $4.56 
Two 8a co lea. R.4 

TV CONVERSION KITS 
Easily Installed 

consisting of rectangular tube, 70 degree 
yoke, beautiful mask. flyback transformer 
and width coil. 
17' Conversion Kit. as above complete $24.95 
20' Conversion Kit, as above. complete 29.95 
71' Conversion Kit. as above. complete 31.95 
24' Conversion Nit, as above. complete.... 69.95 
27' Conversion Kit, as above, complete 89.95 

Model Watt 
WS -100 ISO 
Sln;le heat $8.77 
5500 -275 
Single heat . 9.75 
WO.135 
150.200 
Dual heat. 10.73 
D -550 
275.350 
Dual heat ..11.71 

FILTER 
CONDENSERS 

Seevlce Dealers Net 
Price. Fresh stock. 

56 r11. n 257 
56 r10 I. 507 

3116 mid. I' 150V 
30.26 mid. I'' 1S0V 

.19 e, 

.39 (a. 

.35 e3. 

Model 300 

7. Precise 

Oscilloscope 

Here Is the Buy 

RESISTOR KITS 
ed ere. / and 2.watt 
Maws, I.R.. Onmde, 
etc.. 100 for 

40,4515M a' 150V 
40 nid f, 150V 70-25V .39 

(3. 
.3.(tn Cn 1 

t 801(4. N 1504 

$2.95 

300 OHM TWIN LEAD 

"170'0G 
100 n. S 1.59 

L 13.95 
20 Ga, 80 mil. 100 ft 1.69 

1.000 t. 16.99 
UHF TUBULAR 300 OHM LIME 

1,000 ft. 534 so 

100 It, .. 54.95 

8 m'3.f 450V .21 17 

10-1C ° 41'5áv3° .29 e3. 

.39 co. 

240 o m 
IOO 

dV .r 

450V e7. 

30 m d : 45CV 
470 33. 25V .3911. 

10 IC m d-I 150V 
107S5V 

P. M. SPEAKERS 
12" COAXIAL PM SPEAMEAS. Mid, 
F,del,ty with Crossover hlter ttaere. 
20 watts: oh.1 ..000 C e- e.m.95 n.: s ohm , ea. 411A 

IS" 
I0 COAX . I 

. ea 519.95 500 COAX r0 + 
Very best ulity- NATIONAL RAND!.. 
Ind,riduaIIy Packed. 
3 ".. . SI SS -.. . 93.23 

S9 I 10". 5. 0 
5 ea. 9 13-.. 9.55 
6 SPECIAL 9 

CE ea 9 

REST BRANDS AT 
REST PRICES 

304. ITa. IRS, 1SS 52.19 
3q4. 1T. IRS, 155. L,st 

Value 56.00. Tube KA 
only $1.98 

35. 1T4. 155. les. lust 
Value 17.60. 4 -Tub M,t 

51.98 lu. 354. 155, IRS L,st 
Value 57.80. All Four 
Tubes for . 91.98 

11723. lus. 35, 1185, 
174. AC -DC Portable= 

1t. All for 
12Á78. 12196. 12158. 

35W4. SORS. S Tubes 
for 92.96 

SOL641T. 35150T. 12SC 70T. 
1250170. 135970. S 

ear $3.22 

MISCELLANEOUS BUYS 
I. F. TRANSFORMER -456 Kr 29c 
PILOT LIGHTS. Type o. 47 

10 IoralS9c: 100 for 52.95 
VOLUME CONTROLS w,tn SWITCH. 

2" shaft. I men. t y mes. 'a me9..340 
SINGLE ION TRAPS 19c 

DOUBLE ION TRAPS ea 290 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER-for SOLS 290 

for 676, 39c 

6 -loot LINE CORD UL 10 for 51.95 
TV INTERLOCK CORDS ea 49c 

Vacuum Tube Volt 
titer` t ^. accu 
cY ceramic preci- 

n 
resi . Coax 

IC connector; FM 
zero alignment 

e: burn -out 
roof circuit, rugged 
orl.e 4'70" meter. 
des 909, factory 

Ired $44.98. 
9K -1(it. 25.98 

7" tube sloe, Sweep magnifier. complete 
push pull from input through output. 
Vertical sensitivity better than 10 milli. 
volts. Blandness O . 3db.. 0 to 
FIVE mc, complete with phasing control, 
blanking control, Intensity mod. ant 
sell. measurement peak to peek eeeeeee, 
with DC amplifiers throughout as found 
only In scopes selling for ove- 5930.00. 
Exclusive, easy maint 

BY-PASS CONDENSERS - . - i--- wo Cndn.ers a +orlad $6.95 
n oaf 

kalif 
800 -VOLT 40VOLT 

.001... 6C .001... Sc .OS mid 7c 

.002... lac .02 Sc 2 mfd 7c 

.cos... Sr .os. 
- 

10c .25 
c 1 l . ea 

NERCO 
V 

WIRE 
Twin Lead Type-300 Ohm 

20 Gauge -7 Strand 'Co. 28 AK o, I'opperweld Wire 
51nt hin norlae Strength and 

all 
51 milt.. .. 

FI`hebi 111;; 

1.n st I. attrnecine. nea.i'ato handle UHF TV lead 
In maximum slime, 
1000 ft. 7.W 100 ft. $5.09 

Lifetime Chimney Mount Teleron TV Wave Trap 
Fo. VHF Channel. 2 th. u, h 
13. Clears VHF pic ', eo + 

nd. to attaehea. 
poet $1.75 

All UI IF channels 52.75 

TENNAKIT 
All- 

ACC to An A 
Angle lase nt. Ut, aAppmvd 

Twm Lead Lrghtnrng Arrester SO ft. 
300 01,0, Tw,n Lead, 6 Insu algid 
Screw ay. StandOHS. 2 In, , ated 
Mast stand -OM.. 1 ft. Wether -noel 

e It." OD, ... $3.93 

Selenium 
Rectifiers 

79 m I. 79e 
100 m,l. 89c 
ISO md.91.32 
200 m,l. 1.85 
250 m I. 1.15 
300 mil. 1.84 
350 m . 2.41 
400 m,l. 2.55 
450 mil. 2.91 
SOO mil. 2.64 

30 ft. of Stainless Steel Strap with HEAVY 
ZINC BRACKETS for dealers who sell quality 
Chimney Mount for TV and ant 51.49 ea. 

each 

$3.00 
25% DEPOSIT with order, bal. C.O.D. ALL shIpments F.O.B. Chicago. ORDERS LESS THAN 55.00 -51.00 SERVICE CMG. 

TERMS: CALLE ADD.t CONTULAB- These mens 9 erede all previmtst advertised prices, subleet t9 change wltheut nelle.. 

PR MIER RADIO -TV SUPPLY, division of CONTINENTAL CORPORATION 
32 9 West North Avenue, Chicago 47, Illinois ARmitage 6 -5550 

Oetder% 
UHF antenna 

$4.77 

lob RME 

converter. 
f' All UHF 

channels 
$29.63 

02, 

TV 2 -set 
antenna 

couplers 
$1.17 ea. 

Flyback 
Transformer 

TV Horizontal 
output, univer- 

sal replacement, 
14,500 V. 

$2.49 ea. i' 
V 70 degree 

cosine yoke 
with 4 leads 
and network 

$2.95 ea. 

All 
Burgess 

batteries 
I. staut 
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THE 

WRENCH 
WITH THE 

SCREWDRIVER ACTION/ 

SPINTITE 
OFFICE 

Q8/ 
120 STYLES and SIZES 

ASSEMBLY WORK 
REPAIR WORK 
RADIO 

TELEVISION 

INDUSTRIAL 

AIRCRAFT 
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STEVENS WALDEN, Inc. 
WORCESTER 4, MASS. 

4. Change in the value of the 
6800 ohm, 1/2 watt resistor, R,,, 
between pin 1 of the phase de- 
tector tube and ground. See 
diagram (page 138). 

23G22, 23G23, 23G24, 24G22, 24G23. 24G24. 
24G25. 6 24G26 

To improve fringe -area reception. 
Considerable improvement in re- 
ducing snow in fringe areas can 
be made by the following modifi- 
cations in the r.f. amplifier stage: 
1. Replace the 6BJ6 tube with a 

6AK5. (No socket changes are 
necessary.) 

2. Replace the 10,000 ohm screen 
resistor, R., with a 27,000 ohm, 
'z watt unit. See diagram. 
Cn 

.5-3yyld 

II 

6BJ6 

CI4GB F 

R2 
I MEG 

A G.C. - P 8+ C13 C1488 
4 0yyld. 400yyfd. 

3. Parallel a 2.5 µpfd. ceramic 
condenser (Zenith part #22- 
1891) with the plate tuning 
condenser, C1,. 

4. Tune in a weak signal, and ad -. 
just the plate condenser, C,,, 
for the best picture with the 
least snow. 

IlOyylc 
10K 
R4 

4,7K 
R5 

Overheating of the 25Z6 rectifier tube. 
When this condition occurs, check 
the 50 pµfd., 500 volt ceramic con- 
denser, C,,, in the plate circuit of 
the 12AT7 intercarrier sound 
amplifier. 
The Zenith replacement for this 
condenser is part #22 -1761, which 
should have a green durez coat- 
ing. Condensers with a brown 
durez coating should not be used 
in this circuit. 

Instability in the sound channel. 
If the sound channel breaks into 
oscillation when adjusted, do the 
following: 
1. Replace the sound take -off coil, 

at pin 1 (the plate) of the 
12AU7 video amplifier, with a 
Zenith S -16854 assembly. 

2. Replace the 10 pµfd. condenser, 
C,,, in the grid circuit (pin 2) 
of the 12AT7 intercarrier sound 
amplifier with a .01 pfd., 500 - 
volt condenser. 

3. Add a 470 ohm, lif2 watt re- 
sistor between the black lead 
and the chassis. 

Horizontal instability. 
This condition may be caused by 
one of the following: 
1. An open or leaky 100 pµfd. 

condenser, C,::, at the cathode 
of the 6AL5 phase detector 
tube. When this condenser is 
defective, a positive voltage 

appears at the plate (pin 7) of 
the phase detector, instead of 
the normal negative 8 volts. 

2. Loose rivets on the "Phone - 
vision" connector plug. Solder 
the shorting bars to the rivets 
to correct this. 

3. A shorted 470 µpfd. condenser, 
C+, at the plate (pin 5) of the 
6SN7 horizontal control tube. 

4. Overheated 56,000 ohm re- 
sistors (R.) in the a.f.c. return 
(from the horizontal output 
transformer connection 1, to 
"Phonevision" socket). These 
resistors are normally 1/z watt; 
however, use 1 watt resistors 
as replacements. 

5. If the receiver cannot be ad- 
justed to snap into horizontal 
sync when switching from 

A.G.C. LINE 
.22 

056 

003) 
.01 

220K 
R28 

220K 
T.' R26 

R50 
I.SMEG. 

+150M 

.9V A.G.C. AMP 

11..001 
G57 

3.9 MEG. 
RSI 

HORIZ. OSO. 

channel to channel, replace the 
.001 pfd. condenser, C,;, in the 
a.g.c. circuit with a .047 pfd., 
500 volt ceramic unit. See 
diagram. 

22H20. 23H22Z, 24H20. 6 24H21 
Poor vertical sync in weak signal areas. 
The vertical sync may be im- 
proved by lowering the value of 
resistor, R,,, in the grid circuit of 

VIDEO AMP VII 
6 

SYNC. CLIP. 

D47 R46 
C39 

100K 

C27 
.004 

62V. 

671E 

the sync clipper (6BN6) from its 
normal 1 megohm value. Values 
as low as 10,000 ohms may be 
used. Too great a reduction of 
this resistance may introduce hor- 
izontal distortion into the picture 
on some signals. 

Washed -out picture. 
If this condition persists after all 
normal adjustments have been 
made, the cause may be low de- 
tector output due to a defective 
germanium crystal. Test the crys- 
tal with an ohmmeter for front - 
to -back resistance ratio (with the 
crystal disconnected). The resist- 
ance in one direction should be 
lower than 400 ohms, and at least 
25 times this value, or 10,000 
ohms, in the other direction. Any 
ratio less than 1:25 indicates a 
below- standard crystal. 
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START ON THE ROAD TO SUCCESS 

Study the RCA 

TV Servicing Course 

in your spare time 

ARE YOU SATISFIED with the position you now hold? Do you feel 

you're worth more money? Are you pleased with yourself, your 
work, your associates ... and your future? What does the next 

year hold for you ... and the year after that? 

Are you content merely to plod along through the best years of 
your life ... or do you want to get into more pleasant work ... 
hold a well -paid job ... perhaps establish your own business? 

ii...RCA Institutes conducts a resident school in New 
York City offering day and evening courses in 
Radio and TV Servicing, Radio Code and Radio 
Operating, Radio Broadcasting, Advanced Tech- 
nology. Write for free catalog on resident courses. i 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
A SE?NCEOf RADIO C+ORPORA17ON of AMERICA 

354 I WESrfOI/RI7/ SfREEf, NEW inRK/A, N.>: 

If you are looking for a REAL. opportunity ... If you want to 
GROW with a GROWING INDUSTRY ... If you want to grasp the 
success that should be yours, then we say to you, study TV Servicing. 

Everyone knows that Television is the fastest growing industry 
today. Opportunities are going begging for men who have the 
training and ability to grasp them. Now is the time to start on the 
road to success in TV Servicing. 

Study at Home in your spare time 

The RCA Institutes Home Study Course in TV Servicing is easy 
to learn. You progress rapidly, step by step, as you learn the 
procedure of servicing and trouble- shooting TV receivers and in- 
stalling TV antennas. Hundreds of pictures and diagrams help you 
understand the how -it -works information and the how -to -do-it 
techniques. 

A Service of Radio Corporation or America 

The RCA Institutes TV Servicing course was written and planned 
by instructors with years of specialized experience in training men. 
You get up -to- the -minute information, too, because you study 
right at the source of the latest developments in Television. Your 
lessons are carefully examined and accurately graded by competent 
teachers who are interested in helping YOU to succeed. 

RCA Institutes is licensed by the University of the State of 
New York ... an affiliate member of the American Society for 
Engineering Education ... approved by leading Radio -Television 
Service Organizations. 

It costs so little to gain so much 

RCA Institutes makes it easy for you to take advantage of the 
big opportunities in TV Servicing. The cost of the TV Servicing 
Home Study Course has been cut to a minimum. You pay for the 

course on a pay -as- you -learn unit lesson basis. No other home 

study course in TV Servicing offers so much far so little cost to you. 

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET -Mail the coupon - 
today. Get complete information on the RCA INSTITCTES 
Home Study Course in Television Servicing. Booklet Rives 
you a general outline of the course by units. See how this 
practical home study course trains you Quickly. easily. 
Hail coupon in envelope or paste on postal card. 

RC :A INSTI fU lES, INC., Dome Study Dept. RNt 53 

350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y. 

Without obligation on my part, please send me copy of booklet "RCA INsnruTEs 
Home Study Course in TELEVISION SERVICING. (No salesman will call.) 

Name 

Address 

City 

(please print) 

Zone - State 
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Here are the essential 
specifications: 

Frequency Range ... 450 to 900 me 
(Single Range) 

Sweep Width ...0 to at least 30 me 
over entire band 

Output Voltages... 0.01 fo 1.0 volts 
into a 75 ohm load 

A balun is available for 
300 ohm balanced load 

$265 
f.o.b. New London, Connecticut 

At last the service man gets a break! Most 
laboratory instruments are priced so high 
that anyone without a big company backing 
him can only dream of them. 

Not so New London's Model 130! Combining 
laboratory precision with practical design, the 
130 is priced so you can afford it. 

Moreover, the 130 is easy to use. Frequency 
is in a single range. A minimum of controls 
are provided. And the return sweep is blanked. 
thus providing a zero level baseline, 

)1a2 itadieh detail.? 
et 
Write p&ceyo ---) 

New London Instrument 
Dept. C 

NEW IONDON,CONNECTICUT 

Here are just a few 

of our 10,000 Bargains 

SAVE MONEY - 
ORDER BY MAIL! 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
350 ma_$1.75 
500 ma._$2,02 

Additional 10% discount on lots of 12 assorted. 

PHILCO FLYBACK NO. 32 - 8509 
Reg. price 511.10. OUR SPECIAL PRICE 53.75 

PHONO -XTAL 
Most popular of all crystal cartridge replace- 
ments. 3V. output. 

$1.95 each in lots of 3 

TV TUBE 
SOCKETS I TV LINE 
with leads CORDS 29e 

45e 

SPRAY KLEEN 
Contact Cleaners 

99c 

6 "x9" or 7" PM auto 
type replacement 

speaker 

$2.50 

TV PICTURE 
TUBE BRITENER 

$1.30 ea. 

Vertical output trans- 10" & 12" FLYBACK 
former -3 wire. uni- TRANSFORMER 
Versal type ... $ 1.49 Special -$1 .75 

20% deposit on all orders -Bal. C.O.D. All 
Shipments T.O.B. Baltimore. 

AMERICAN 
DISTRIBUTING COMPANY 

1200 N. FULTON AVE. - BALTIMORE 17, MD. 

142 

zia/Ì1,- 

PREMAX 

Mobile Mountings 

N 

1 

Premax Mobile Mountings with- 
stand stress and shock under all 
conditions. A complete line with 
collet -type lock which fits any '4" 
rod or, by removing it, the mounting 
fits any 3 e" 24- thread rod. Send for 
special bulletin and prices. 

PREMAX PRODUCTS 
DIVISION CHISHOLM -RYDER CO., INC. 

5304 HIGHLAND AVE., NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y. 

19520. 19822. 191123, 6 21K20 
Ringing or while stripes in picture. 
This condition can usually be cor- 
rected by re- adjusting the hori- 
zontal drive control, or by replac- 
ing the 6CD6 horizontal output 
tube. 
In some cases it may be neces- 
sary to dress the peaking coil in 
the second video amplifier plate 
circuit, Lam, and the contrast and 
picture control leads as far from 
the sweep transformer cage as 
possible. 
Also, insert a parallel network 
consisting of a 1000 ohm, t/s watt 
resistor, a .0047 pfd., 400 volt con- 
denser, and a peaking coil (Zenith 
part No. S- 17911) in series with 
the red -white lead of the sweep 
transformer. 

Airplane flutter. 
Rapid changes in signal level may 
be caused by signal fading due to 

6CB6 t25V PRIMARY Isr 1 F 5 T2 

TRANS. 
TI 

TRANS. 
TI 

Ist 

61 

OOi 016 
L15 

e P 

JIB 
001 5T l L1e 

A.G.G 

airplane reflections. To improve 
the a.g.c. action of the receiver to 
eliminate this flutter, rep ace the 
.47 pfd. condenser, C (see dia- 
gram), with a .047 pfd., 600 -volt 
molded unit. In addition, make 
the change noted below under 
"Horizontal pull." 

Picture flicker. 
This may be caused by fluctua- 
tions in line voltage, and may be 
corrected by increasing the second 
video plate decoupling electrolytic 

1St 
VIOA VIDE AMP 

I/2 12ÁU7 

C30 V. 0 I 220 

VIDEO 470 
AMP ppla 

C32 
.0082 

470k 

2 

VIDEO 
OUTPUT 

P39 TUBE 

A 39K 

R44 
R93 220 

i13 
OK 
ONTRA 

5 
DD 25V 

0yla 

42 
MEG. 

RIO 

2.2K 

22 
311. 

+250 V. 

PICTURE 
CONTROL 

023PN 
400V. 

condenser, C :t, from 20 to 100 pfd. 
(See diagram.) 

Horizontal pull on top of raster. 
This may at times occur only with 
certain types of transmitted sig- 
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UR ORDER TODAY OLSON WILL RUSH IT RIGHT AWAY! 
24 DRAWERS 

12'.. High, 121/2' Wide, 
6' Deep 
72 COMPARTMENTS 

STOCK NO. X -334 
SINGLE. yC 
LOTS OF 95 Ea. 57.95 Olson gives you a chance to load up on these 

famous make Parts Chests for less than HALF 
3, EACH THEIR REGULAR PRICE. Case is heavy, welded 

Dura- Steel, strong and sturdy with handsome 
grey enamel finish. Drawers are ALL -ALU- 

- 
- 48 DRAWERS MINUM- 1' /' deep. 2 %' wide,51/4 'long. Each 

284Hirh, 12h'Wide drawer has 2 removable sliding partitions. i) °_ j 6' Deep Infer cards provided for insertion in card 

ilr 
.4 

144 COMPARTMENTS holder on Iront of each drawer. 
: !r STOCK NO. X-335 Order your share while they 

as 
Keep all 

SINGLE, the se small things handy -such as Nuts, Bolts, 
EA. $15.95 $395 Sctews,Small Parts. Condensers. Resistors, etc. 
LOTS OF Chants may be assorted for quantity price. 
3. EACH Sh 1g. wt. X-334. 9 tbs.: 1335, 18 lbs 

RYTEL PICTURE TUBE REJUVENATOR 

BRAND NEW 
ALL -METAL 

PARTS CHESTS 

STOCK NO. T -113 Olson Rives you first crack at these famous 
SPECIAL PRICE Rylel Reactivators at almost a 50', reduction. 

WHILE THEY A Service Shop and Dealer Must Give new bde 
LAST to those low emission picture tubes byincreas- 

tnt cathode current. For use on any site picture 
ube. Handsome black crackle metal use with 

lull instructions. Make Money Rejuvenating 
ONLY Picure Tubes. Reg. Wholesale Price 114.95. 

Sht'g. wt. 3 lbs. 

Sets a record! But Gently 

HI -FI DELUXE MODEL 
Equionrd with "Turnover" 

d 
OOner 

side anual needle. 
33 s/s and 5 

aidee for 8 
and 

dieces. Both 
sides 
me 

equipped lll with 
etlnR 

precious 
tipa. 

Regular retal ice 352.50. 
Shpe. wt. 15 Ihn. 

Stock No. RA -113 

9nele 
9 

each í22.F 
Ea., Lots of 

3 -TUBE CUSTOM 

95 

3-SPEED GENERAL INSTRUMENT 
AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER 

WITH GENUINE ASTATIC 
"TURNOVER" CARTRIDGE 

Changes All Sises -7, 10, 12" 
All Speeds -331/3, 45, 78 RPM 

This General Instrument Record Changer has 
uFt 

Reasons. 
AL 

l TItM erforms like the PaceSetter It Is-the nmootheat running 
changer on the ket today. Records slide 
gently down the spindle -no chance of damae- 
eaustd Is1 Simple valuable 

.hit b craftsmen 

o Ing years 
had 

f dtróublef ee performance. 
insur- 

ing 
ma he connected to any Radio. TV or 

Amplifier. 
may 

ver "touch .plate" allows u 
to reject a record at will. Genuine Astitic 

Tur over' Catridge Is Include t this fabu- 
lous lo cost. Of course they're Brand New. In 

1Ólginal 
factors-waled cartons. and guaranteed 

0'F by Olson and the manufacturer. 
Operates on 115 Volta AC. 60 Cycle. Base 

s 
ize 

12 x 
121/2 ". 554." above plate and 31/a" 

AUTO RADIOS 
here's your chance to plenty these nationally 
ramous CUSTOM AUTO RADIOS. Simple to install - 
Ìou no brackets, holes to drill. Install In 3 cables, 

minutes. Custom -built to fit In dash of h model 
tar listed. Six tubes Including rectifier-2 being dual. 
1 'arpone -thua you really get 8 -tune performance. Dy- 
1 a is speaker with powerful Alnico 5 permanent "agile'. Easy vision ode -rule dial. Beautiful ham. 
n tone finish. shpg wt. 16 lbs. $ 

I CHOICE OF ANY MODEL 1 STN- NO- MAKE OF CARI YEAR MODEL 

RA -300 Chevrolet 1949.1950 

RA -351 Chevrolet 1951 -52 

RA -142 Chevrolet 1953 

RA -200 Dodge 1949 -1950 

RA -251 Dodo 1951 -52 

RA -124 Dodo 1953 

RA -100 Ford 1949-1950 

RA-151 Ford 1951 

RA-152 Ford 1952 

LE RCA 
IVTV LINE 
COUPLER 

Stock No. 
RA-132 

$199 
Made by 

EACH 

and used on Weir 
production lines. 
Copper Case 31/2' 

3'h' 2', fully 
sh elded with built in deck and remov- 
atle coven: 2 amphenol silver plated 
co arialplugs:1- RCA.616tube,socket 
an 1 shield: 3 -.1 mid. 400 volt tubular 
co Hewers; 2 mica condensers: 5 re- 
sir tors, gadder, choke and slug tuned 
to I. Shpa. wt. 3 lbs. 

ITOCK No. L-45 

STK. NO. MAKE OF CAR YEAR MODEL 

RA-144 Ford 1953 

RA-451 Hudson 18- 49.50 -51 -52 

RA -751 Henry 1. 1951 -52 

3 Meteor, 1952 -53 RÁ14 
RA -200 Plymouth 19491950 

RA -651 Plymouth 1951-52 

RA -125 Plymouth 1953 

RA -551 Studebaker 1950-1951 -1952 

3 -SPEED AUTOMATIC T' 
PORTABLE 

RECORD PLAYER 
Complete With Late Model VM 
Changer. Amplifier, Speaker and 
Portable Carrying Case. 

STOCK No. $4595 
RA -145 
Regular $84.50.Changer playstwelve 

T discs (33'/1 or 45 RPM) ; twelve 10' 
or ten 1r discs (33'% or 78 RPM). 100''. automatic in oper- 

hon. Just stack on the records. Motor shuts oftener last disc. 
Turnover cartridge fur playing all speeds. Two osmium 
tipped long life needles. Alnico 5 PM heavy duly speaker. 
Volume and tone controls. Simulated Alligator case 17 r 15 

8..115V. 60 cy. AC. Factory sealed cartons. Shpg. st. 21 lbs. 

ONLY WILCOX -GAY Recordio TAPE RECORDER 

with PREST -O -MATIC push- button keyboard 

gives Maximum performance for Lowest cost! 
DUAL SPEED- Records of STOCK 
1Vs" and P4" per second 

Records for 2 hours on half or a 7" 

hareel 
Pius another 2 hours on Other 

d at 17 /a" per - and at 
the 33 e" second can 

hour speed h 
you 

of a 
n reel. 

on 
0 -60000 CPS. 

This is the famous Deluxe Wilcox Gay Recorder 
Mat retails all over the cou tv for 3179,05. 

y' Naturally they all brand new. In factory 
N cartons ons anal Guaranteed Din, by WI1cox- 

C.ay and Olson. 
How can we sell this outstanding value for such 

emeriti, lo low 
Therms simple . o main n se In 
this business contas tooffer 

e Recordlosllsquality 
example. 

and 

those treasured "Family Highlights" . . 
r favorite music. broadcasts. friends o 

partie. 
r 

Use it In your business for dictation` 

asetings, 
speeches. etc. Portable Res-orllo is 

lso a valuable aid rn Schools. Churches. and 
CluhS. 
Remember . . . It's mpletely Automatic . . . 

r, the finger -tip contl simple even a 

fchild 
can operate it. And 

s 
we're offering the 

inest Recorder we've ever featured at LESS 
than Dealers Cod. 

BRAND NEW PLASTIC _ :1 

BASE RECORDING TAPE 

NO. AMP -17 

95O 
INSTANTANEOUS RECORDING OR PLAYBACK. 
2.SI'E :EDs. RF(ORDS. PLAYS BACK. ERASES. 
LOOK AT THESE QUALITY-PACKED FEATURES: 
Five Prost-o-malic" Controls allow Instant 
moire of all rating functions . . . high speed forard anti reverse. cord. stop. and playback. 
Han 

d r 
dles nn to 7' reels. Neon Indicator ahorys 

]annul and Overload levels. Full Rance Vail. 
able Tone Control allow, n axiinum brilliance 
to la deep. Ìe rich has. 

nsa t tone. Volume olu ,e Control 
1,055 and treble ci 

m. READY TO OPERATE. r Included: 
Weatherproof *Controlled ltclo ^tnnca Microphone. 
Radio . . Phono . TV Intuit Jack permits 

ordine from Giglio. e in. phon or TV speaker voice roro il by means of metro cord. External Sneaker 
Jack for xlen l speakers n to atically discon- 
nects internal 5" in 7" lliptlral P.M. Speaker. 
4 Tubes r{R.17 RAQS, 12AK7. 0114 Rec- 
tifier. 7 ft. Cord. Handsome Removable Cover. 
Operating Instructions, Size: 12' 14' 9' 

23 lbs, complete. 110 -120 Volt 00 Cycle 
qtr'. D.I.. Annrnverl. 

600 Ff. REEL 1200 Ff. REEL 
STOCK NO. 

12 
STO 2 NO . 

Single, ea. single. ea. 

Lots e10 t1 Ì. ...eh $2.19 each 
Lot o 10 

Get the buy of y., r life. Save Ms to 

A4 large 
on 

manufacturer had t o sell Ile inven- 
tory and he unloaded the whole deal. Olson 
now ferx you this 10h grade í1111v guar- 
anteed recording tape at prices which dery 

12petition. 
Standard ra wide. 600 and 

00 ft. lengths. F equency response 50 
to R.000 cv 

' 

Mali Reel Included with 
each. Shpg. set. ea. 1 lb. 

12' CO -AXIAL 
SPEAKER 

$1295 
Stock No. S -168 

RELAYS 
CHOICE -ONLY 

$199 
EACH 

STOCK CON - 
NO. TACTS OHMS USE 

SW-30 SPDT 30 6 to 12 V. 

SW -41 SPST 3000 Plate Sens. 

SW -24 SPST 5000 Plate Sens 

SW -29 DPDT 6000 Plate Sens. 

Made by Allied and Potter-Brum- 
field. Silver contacts. Site: 11' a 

11/4' r 2'. Shpg. wt. each 1 lb. 

CONVERT 
6V OC 

TO 110V AC 
STOCK NO. 
RA -104. ONLY 

$10.63 
Now You can have all the advan 

tages of a Ills AC power supply IN 
YOUR OWN CAR! Converts 6v DC to 
110v AC 60 cycle with capacity to 
45 -50 watts. Fully filtered lust plug 
in cigar lighter and operate portable 
phonon, radios, dictating machines, 
lights, electric shaven, etc. Slightly 
larger than cigarette pack. Ideal for 
picnics, camping, summer traveling 
pleasure. Shin_ wt. 5 lbs. 

Our n w 1053 Model. Guaranteed o outperform any speaker in 
its price class. Equipped with two high ,neentration Alnico 
S magnets and high frequency d Buser. The 12" section de- 

livers the bass while the inne; 3" tweeter speaker section de- 

livers the treble tones. Together hey give you "living tone.' 
This speaker is unconditionally guaranteed to satisfy even the 

most critical user or Olson prom ses refund your m to 

o 
Only two wires to connect to any ad 

s 
io o amplifier. Voice coil 

n y impedance 8 ohms.Frequency response 30 to 17. 500 cos. 
SKIP. wt. In 11,5. 

10 WATT HI -FI PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER $3295 Sto- No. J pÁ-102 
Built -In Pre-Amplifier GE Cartridge Input _ 

Treble and Bara BOOR All- Aluminum Chassis owns 
Push -Pull Output Multiple Speaker Impedances TuES 

Bombshell Velue! It's l,elimanle. A full 10 watt III.FI Amnll- 
mpletelY bled d ready o play. Has built -In Piti.- 

AMP for G. E. and 
assembled 

types of agnetic pickups- 4 Inputs: Ills 
1 crystal hono. I a-netic phono, Ì radio. 1 Ike. 4 Controls: 
1 Hass, 1 T Irle, 1 Volume. 1 Phono-radio adip Switch. Output Ironed- "*-.-_ -::.- -u 

4. 8. 10 ohms. Peak Power output 17 watts. 
Order this amplifier today and see hat brilliant, realistic tone It will deliver. Supply is dimlted- 

Everyone In factoryy sealed 
anefurmer Yperated.couldn't AC-DC 

rtabrtloFrequeno' price Remember to 20.flhiO 
lea full sise amplifier, o no 
cps st less than f 1% distortion. S Tulles: 1His. 1 -6use. 2-6V6. 1-SV3. Complete Its 

tunes.. ouldetn e. advantage of the Combination Deal 
l 

belowed 
with any snoop or speaker Out 

;pu 

IO WATT HI -FI PUSH -PULL AMPLIFIER 
COMPLETE WITH 12" CO -AXIAL SPEAKER 

COMBINATION 

DEAL! 

PERMEABILITY TUNED AM FRONT END 
WI PARTS ALONE WORTH $4.50. 

Used in standard broadcast receivers in place 
or variable condenser and associated parts. 
self contained-includes antenna. tuned r -r 

1 

und scillaor ils, dual trimmers. Designed 

89 for 
oscillator 

dial through r,x,- 
g7 tel 340' rotation by ana of concentric 

[ACM n 
hid lever drive. Connecm dtree51v In 

ils Srld ana f ñ la to eke Olrte 

Inriver. 
Motor It late 51/4 531". 

structions .ncluded. Sbpg. wt. 1 1b. 

3 for 
$5.50 

COMPLETE TV ANTENNA 
A 
labium. tletr stacked ar Made uy a Stock N o. 

l 
whose el brnd is o 

n 
every factory sealed carton. AU-24 

Lo lk what You get: 2 Slxelementcn- 
cal bays, 1 pair Q" bars. 2 Five.fuut 
5 

est sections, 00 ft. 300 ohm twin line, 
standoff Insulators, 1 mounting base. 

1 y ring. 1 clamaluminum. hardware. Elements 

price 
highest Ile H Ils. 

plate E>icele 
{31.05. Shpg. wt. 15 Pis. 

s only. 

9 
y Wm 

i 1R11111',I illlÌ 

dE...di-!`_ii 

Stock No. AS -67 

Bofh 
for 
Only v WITH 

ComNopletely red. 
t a kiti 

95 

This is the best matched Amplifies 
Speaker Deal in America Tselay. 
You get the 10 Watt HI -FI Ampli- 
fier described above PLUS the 
12' Co -Axial ker --alro as de- 
scribed above. (1n 

k asbuiltl 
into 

any cabinet 
complete amplifier system 

you will be proud to own and 
how to your friends. Look at show 

Low Price ins Order To- 

PRICES SLASHED TO BITS ON OLSON RESISTOR KITS 

GIANT "SUPER- ASSORTMENT" KIT -232 RESISTORS 
Olsen Ottern 3,u :i l'1n ,.ii,,- i :: A-- ri,,,, -t ',h ii1:,1, \, s., Fs`11, 1.11. its, 
3i,isL Polii lar Ilesio,.5 -Si the I!!u -,.t Price m nn- Ih, I,rs. th, ,f a, 41 ,11.1 

KIs is The Hugest itv -i st 5 Hargai11 t" its. found its America 
Ohm. 

F.a -er. 
it is chuck full of Popular Values -sizes you need and use every day in TV 

and Radio Servicing. Invaluable to hams and experimenters. Many leadlnc 
brands of resistos are included such as 1RC, Clarostat. Centralal, and other 
opnotchers. KIT CONTAINS: 200 -1/2 Watt Resistors. 20 -1 and 2 Watt 
Resistors. 12 -5 to 25 Watt Wirewounda A total of 2:12 AsnorteiI Popular 
gre ase ', worth at least 

money back. Every Resistor is 
unconditionally guaranteed 

Coded 
to 

sdente or 
with 

sat they or 

offer) will nut by 
Tolerances are 

when our stock is °gone- ndShoe. wt. 
This 

lbs. 
amazing 

How to Order 
Order directly from this 
State quantity 'é 
ber. description 
and 

paon 
e. 

remit. may d t- 
tance with rder. 
lada for Postage: 
Estimate at least 
Sc for each 51.00 
of val ach 
10c for 

51.00 
than 1.000 

miles war We 
refund every cent 
not used) 

or if you 
NO MONEY. Olson 
will 

you ma pay 
mail 

r 

man f r merchan- 
á e and postage. 

S )ptember, 1953 

OLSON'S BIG NEW FREE! BARGAIN CATALOG 
Get Olson': LOWERthan wholesale prices from this famous 
book. STANDARD BRANDS -FRESH STOCK. IMMEDIATE DE- 

LIVERY. Catalog le two colors -40 full pages of unbelievable 
bargains. A new catalog mailed R1- Monthly -with new low 

rgains each mailing. Simply note on your o der ite 
today 
275 -I, EAST MARKET 

copy AKRON M. 0R111Ó0 
WAREHOUSE. from: OLSON 

1- 

195 95 
STOCK Ns. 

AS-84 

OLSON STORES TO SERVE YOU IN: 
CLEVELAND, OHIO * CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

2020 Euclid Avenue 623 W. Randolph Street 
If You live in o either these cities visit our Bargain Stores where 
youv fond three and hundreds of other Oison Buys. 

PLEASE: MINIMUM ORDER $3.00 

275 -D EAST MARKET ST., AKRON 8, OHIO 
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FIX 3 OUT OF 4 
Television and 
Radio Receivers 

Here's the practical tele- 
vision and radio repair 
book for you -easy, plain, 
and simple, and written for 
the man with no technical 
training. 
Just think -without math 

or heavy circuit theory, you can start doing actual 
repair work even before you finish the book! No 
trick methods -only the sound, correct, safe way to 
do things. Read it and -so quickly it will surprise 
you -you can fix your own and friends' sets ... get 

a service shop job ... even start your own money- 
making business. Here's the reason you'll learn so quickly: you deal only with the things that go wrong in sets -the parts- instead of spending long 
weeks studying circuits and doing lab work. 

556 pages 
225 illus. 

57.95 

TELEVISION 
AND RADIO 
REPAIRING 

Gives all 
these helps: 

How to s 

c 
!lit, ,..11 

II business 
N ow to test and 
replace tubes 
N ow to test tube 
without equip- 
ment 
N ow to eliminate 
receiver noises 
N ow to improve 
dim TV pictures 
How to solder 
Now to repair, re- 
place and adjust: 
-power supplies 
-carbon and 

wirewound 
resistors 

-controls and 
switches 

-condensers. 
coils. and 
transformers 

-tuning devices 
Now to fix phono 
pickups 
N ow to repair 
wood and plastic 
cabinets 
N ow to install. 
adjust. and re- 
pair different 
t ypes of ant ennas 
and many others 

by John Markus 
Assoc. Ed. Electronics 

Simple! Easy -to -read! 
eIy tele,i.i.m and ra- 

part, no matter what 
make the set is. Markus 
:lows you how to recognize 
:ninon. of trouble 

iow to test to make sure 
how to order the new 

part . and how to in- 
stall it. He explains every- 
thing in plain language and 
uses pictures throughout - 

you actually see what 
talking about. 
Be a well -paid repairman 
-Even start your own 

business 
Here's your chance to shay, 
the big money going i 
servicemen today- without 
investing a good deal of 
cash -and by starting right 
in your own home or work- 
ing for a service outfit. 
The book tells you what few 
hurls to buy, how to make 
a service call, how to col- 
lect the bills. It shows you 
how to test television and 
radio parts with a multi 
teeter. 

Just one repair job 
pays for the book! 
10 -DAY FREE TRIAL 

rMeGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Dept. RTN -9 
327 W. 41 St., New York City 36 
Send me :Uarkos TELEVISION AND RADIO RE- 
PAIRING for 10 days' notion on approval. 
In 10 days 1 will 

r 
return 

nil 87.ná. plis few cents for 
delivery. u turn N' hook postpaid. Ie pry for delivery if y ,mil .Vitt, tais coupon: snow re turn poi, deg, i 

1 Print 1 

Nanti 

Address 

Cir' Zone ... St: te 

Company 

Position . RTN -9 
(Tels offer applies In U. 5. only) 
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nais, or on some community dis- 
tribution systems. To correct this 

VIDEO AMP S CLt 
CLIP, 

004 
t 

-10V 7 « 6 

5 

FRINGE 
LOCK 
CONTROL 

.5MEG 
R50 C2980 

I4ytA 

T - +150V. 

50V. 

264" 

39K 
R85 

condition replace C,1, the .01 pfd. 
coupling condenser in the grid cir- 
cuit of the 6BE6 sync clipper. 
(See diagram.) The new con- 
denser should be a .0022 pfd., 600 - 
volt molded unit. 

19 %20, 19K22, 19K23, 19K24, & 21K20 
Picture shrinks horizontally. 
This condition may be caused by 
an increase in value of R11, the 
150.000 ohm resistor in the plate 
circuit (pin 2) of the 6SN7GT 
horizontal discharge tube. To cor- 
rect this, replace the resistor with 
another 150,000 ohm. 1 watt, 10'ìS 
tolerance unit. 

21 %20 
Arcing between 1X2A tube and adjacent 

components. 
High -voltage breakdown may oc- 
cur between the 1X2A tube and 
adjacent components (particular- 
ly the 6SN7GT horizontal oscil- 
lator and discharge tube) in areas 
of high humidity. To correct this 
condition, install a polystyrene 
corona shield around the 1X2A 
tube and socket assembly. The 
Zenith part No. for such a corona 
shield is 83 -2102. 

% SERIES TUNERS 
Poor performance on u.h.f. 
Poor performance on u.h.f. may 
be caused by excessive leakage in 
the coaxial cable which is used to 
inject the oscillator signal. (See 
diagram.) 
To check this cable, switch the 
tuner to a v.h.f. position, unsolder 
the ground end of the 22,000 ohm 
resistor, R1, and check for leak- 
age, using the highest megohm 

COAXIAL CABLE - = OSCILLATOR FEED FOR U.N.F. 

Y 
67 ' iltJrrr7,./we 9 f¡?tU';T ro 

R.F. PLATE CONVERTER 
GRID Nyfd 

4 

PIN I 

68K7 

scale on a vacuum -tube voltmeter. 
If the meter shows anything but 
infinite resistance, replace the 
cable. 

REMOTE CONTROL UNIT S -17268 
Locking of the manual control. 
This can be caused by failure of 
the worm drive gear to disengage, 
as a result of a weak solenoid 
armature actuating spring, or 
because of misalignment of the 
magnet mounting bracket. The 
mounting bracket may be aligned 
through the slotted mounting 
holes. 

Excessive buzz. 
This may be due to improper 
seating of the solenoid clapper 
plate on the magnet core. -31- 

WORLD'S LARGEST TUBE 

E LABORATE dedication cereno tnies at- 
tended by civic and industry leaders 

of the Midwest narked the opening of 
the world's largest tube warehouse by 
General Electric Company. 

Located at 3800 N. Milwaukee Ave. 
in Chicago, the new building provides 
two acres of warehousing facilities for 
industrial, transmitting, receiving, and 
cathde -ray tubes. 

Laboratory. applieat engineering, 
Two views of the new 
G -E tube warehouse 
in Chicago. To the 
right are parts of the 
lab facilities while pic- 
ture below shows por- 
tion of the huge load - 
ng area for handling 
all the tube shipments. 

WAREHOUSE OPENED 

and ..ales facilities are also housed at 
this new tube center. 

Besides storage and office space and 
the laboratory, the building houses sec- 
tions for tube testing and packing, a 
medical dispensary, and an employee's 
cafeteria. 

Sheltered loading docks in the new 
structure provide space for loading five 
large truck trailers and four railroad 
freight cars simultaneously. 3QF 
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CREI prepares you 

quickly for success in 

The future is in your hands! 

The signs are plain as to the future of the trained men in the electronics 
industry. It is a tremendous industry, and -at the present time there are more 
jobs than there are trained men to fill them. But -when there's a choice between 
a trained and untrained applicant, the trained man will get the job. Your 
biggest problem is to decide on -and begin the best possible training program. 

CREI Home Study .: . 

The Quick Way to Get There. 

Since 1927, CREI has given thousands 
of ambitious young men the technical 
knowledge that leads to more money and 
t.ecurity. The time- tested CREI procedure 
van help you, too -if you really want to 
be helped. CREI lessons are prepared by 
experts in easy -to- understand form. There 
is a course of instruction geared to the 
field in which you want to specialise. You 
study at your convenience, at your rate of 
speed. Your CREI instructors guide you 
carefully through the material, and grade 
sour written work personally (not by 
machine). 

lydustry Recognizes 

CREI Training. 

CREI courses are prepared, and 
taught with an eye to the needs and de- 
niands of industry, so your CREI diploma 
can open many doors for you. Countless 
CREI graduates now enjoy important, 

good -paying positions with America's 
most important companies. Many famous 
organizations have arranged CREI group 
training for their radio- electronics -tele- 
vision personnel. To name a few: All 
America Cables and Radio, Inc.; 
Canadian Aviation Electronics, Ltd.; 
Canadian Broadcasting Co rporation; 
Columbia Broadcasting System; Canadian 
Marconi Company; Hoffman Radio Cor- 
poration; Machlett Laboratories; Glenn 
L. Martin Company; Magnavox Com- 
pany; Pan American Airways, Atlantic 
Division; Radio Corporation of America, 
RCA Victor Division; Technical Ap- 
pliance Corporation; Trans -Canada Air 
Lines; United Air Lines. Their choice for 
training of their own personnel is a good 
cue for your choice of a school. 

Benefits Felt 

Right Away. 

Almost immediately, you feel the 
benefits of CREI training. Your em- 
ployer, when informed of your step to- 
ward advancement (only at your request), 
is certain to take new interest in you and 
in your future. What you learn in CREI 
Home Study can start helping you do a 
better job immediately. 

CAPITOL RADIO 
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 

An Accredited Technical Institute Founded in 1921 

3224 16th Street, N.W. Washington 10, D.C. 

September. 1953 

BROADCASTING 

TELEVISION 

MANUFACTURING 

COMMUNICATIONS 

I SERVICING 

AERONAUTICAL 

ELECTRONICS 

CREI also offers 

Resident Instruction 
at the same high technical level - 

day or night, in Washington, D. C. New 
classes start once a month. If this instruc- 
tion meets your requirements, check the 
coupon for Residence School catalog. 

INFORMATION FOR VETERANS 
If you were discharged after June 27, 1950 -let the 
new G. 1. Bill of Rights help you obtain resident 
instruction. Check the coupon for fol:' information. 

Get this fact -packed booklet 

today. It's free. 
Called "Your Future in the New 

World of Electronics," this free illustrated 
booklet gives you the latest picture of the 
growth and future of the gigantic elec- 
tronics world. It includes a complete out- 
line of the courses CREI offers (except 
Television and FM Servicing) together with 
all the facts you need to judge and com- 
pare. Take 2 minutes to send for this book- 
let right now. Well promptly send your 
copy. The rest - your 
future - is up to you. 

MAIL COUPON TODAY 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
Dept. 119 3224 16th St., N.W., Washington 1D, D. C. 

Send booklet "Your Future in the New World of Electronics" and course outline 

CHECK TV, FM & Advanced AM Servicing Aeronautical Radio 
FIELD OF 1 Practical Radio Engineering Engineering 
GREATEST j Broadcast Radio Engineering (AM, FM, TV) 
INTEREST 111 Practical Television Engineering 
Name 

Street 

City Zone State 

Check - Residence School Veteran 
i 
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o iri 

MODEL 488 FIELD STRENGTH METER 
Saves service time in TV antenna installation -makes service 
profits longer.... Whether installation is fringe in the hills or in 
the bounce -filled canyons of the city, Model 488 gives you the 
best location quickly, accurately.... Location of maximum 
signal areas, antenna orientation, comparison of antenna sys- 
tems, adjustment of boosters and checking antenna and 
lead -in installations are only a few of the many functions of 
Model 488. 

You're losing profits without one.... Dealer's net price in- 
cluding operating instructions and shoulder strap, 5115.00 

See your jobber for full information or write Simpson 
Electric Company, 5200 West Kinzie Street, Chicago 44, 
Illinois. Phone EStebrook 9 -1121. 

In Canada: Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London, Ont. 
Another reason why Simpson is the world's largest 
manufacturer of test equipment 

SAVE UP TO 60% ON PICTURE TUBES 
LOOK AT THESE 

LOW 
PRICES 

Add To Your Profit By Letting 
NATIONAL Rebuild Your Duds 
Exchange old tubes direct with the factory and 
double your profits on tube reptacements. Our new 
process gives you o tube with a new phosphor 
screen, new inside- dug, new electron gun. Exhausted 
to highest standards. All tubes meter and set tested. 

EVERY TUBE CARRIES A 1 -YEAR NEW TUBE WARRANTY. 

How To Order 
Send old tubes direct to National, together with 
check or money order for quantity desired al prices 
quoted here. We ship you new tubes immediately. 
All tubes sold F.O.B. Blue Springs, Mo., but we pay 
incoming freight on tubes shipped to us in quan- 
tities of 5 or more. 

Over 17 -inch to 
21 -INCH TUBES 

l8'f8'S 
Plus 10'¡ Frd Tu. 

Up to and Including 
17 -INCH TUBES 

14.85 
LPio, 10^, f,-d .,,sr Tac J 

National Picture Tube, Inc., Blue Springs, Mo. 
146 

Class A Amplifier 
(Cowttirutcd /ruer 12) 

voltage is used for the voltage ampli- 
fier and driver stages as well as for 
the screens of the output tubes. An 
additional small choke (Chicago RS- 
1540) rated at 15 henrys and 40 ma. 
with associated condensers supplies 
additional filtering for these stages. 
Since there is sufficient power avail- 
able, a 4 -prong Jones socket is pro- 
vided on the amplifier chassis to 
supply heater current and filtered 
plate voltage for a preamplifier. The 
power supply is protected by means of 
a 3 amp. pigtail -type fuse, wired in 
the primary circuit of the power 
transformer. 

The builder should have little diffi- 
culty assembling and wiring the am- 
plifier and power supply. However, a 
few suggestions here might help. Since 
the transformers have a relatively 
large area devoted to terminal space, 
they require rather large openings in 
the chassis. These can best be made 
by means of a circle cutter in a slow 
turning drill press. However, a hand 
brace could be used with the circle 
cutter to make these openings. Termi- 
nal strips should be used in convenient 
places to facilitate the supporting of 
the various small components. If the 
wiring is kept symmetrical. with ap- 
proximately equal lead lengths on 
each side of the push -pull circuit. in- 
stability and hum problems will be 
minimized. Care should be taken in 
the grounding of the various leads so 
that hum pickup due to ground loops 
will not be encountered. Room should 
be provided near the output tubes for 
the placement of the balancing po- 
tentiometer R_:. and jacks J, and J_. 
The balancing potentiometer for the 
driver stage is mounted near its asso- 
ciated tube. The under -chassis view of 
the amplifier shows the placement of 
these units. 

The schematic diagram of the am- 
plifier shows only one output imped- 
ance provided. This was in the inter- 
est of simplicity for those who may 
have need for only one impedance. 
However. the BO -11 transformer 
makes available impedances of 8, 16, 
and 600 ohms and it can be connected 
so that impedances of 4 and 150 ohms 
can he obtained. The builder can 
modify this part of the amplifier- to 
suit his own needs. One method of 
switching for various impedances is 
shown in Fig. 4. It will be noticed 
that separate feedback resistors are 
used for each value of output imped- 
ance. This could be eliminated by 
having the feedback conic from one 
tap on the output transformer for 
every impedance used, but if good 
speaker damping is to be achieved, it 
is best to have the feedback come 
from the winding attached to the 
voice coil. It will be seen that two 
different positions are given for the 
600 -ohm impedance. One supplies a 
lower degree of feedback than the 
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FEEDBACK TO 
CATHODE OF VI 

R,-47 000 ohm, V2 W. res. 

Ru-33 000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 

R2- 10,000 ohm, I/2 w. res. 

R, -7500 ohm, V2 w. res. 

C -100 Auld. mica cond. 
T,-See Fig. 2 

5,-3-section, 4 -pos. rotary sly. 

Fig. 4. Switching circuit for 600. 16. and 
8 ohms. Fig. 2 is for 8 -ohm voice coil. 

other and can be used for public ad- 
dress work or some similar service 
where maximum feedback may not be 
as important as increased gain. 

The adjustment of the finished am- 
plifier is not difficult, but it should be 
carefully done. After a warmup period 
has been allowed, the bias voltage on 
the grids of the output tubes should 
be set to -45 by adjusting R_.. The 
four output tubes chosen should be as 
nearly matched as possible. The final 
balancing of the output stage is ac- 
complished by means of R_i. The pen- 
tode sockets are left empty for this 
adjustment and a pair of triodes are 
tried. The current drawn by each tube 
can be observed by plugging a milli - 
ammeter into the jack associated with 
that tube. The potentiometer, R,, is 
adjusted until the current drawn by 
each tube is equal. These tubes are 
marked and set aside while various 
other tubes are tried in the same 
sockets with the same settings of R. 
until another pair which matches is 
found. One of these pairs is used in 
the triode section and one is used in 
the tetrode section. Of course the 
tetrodes could he balanced in their 
own sockets if the bias were changed 
or if a signal of sufficient intensity 
were supplied to the grids. However, 
the method here outlined works very 
nicely. If the circuit is operating 
properly and all voltages are correct, 
the current in each of the triode tubes 
will read about 55 ma. with no signal. 

The driver stage can now be bal- 
anced. This is simple and consists 
simply of adjusting R. until the volt- 
age at each plate of the driver tube 
s equal when measured with a vac - 
aum -tube voltmeter. A check can then 
oe made on the signal balance of the 
amplifier, stage -by- stage, by feeding a 
sine wave into the input and measur- 
ing the signal voltage at each grid on 
mach side of the circuit. This measure- 
ment can be made with the a.c. range 

ieptember. 1953 

SETCHELL- CARLSON 
BEACON RECEIVER 

BC- 1 206 -C 
Receives A N beam signals. 
Tunes 195 to 420 Rc. Sixe 
4 x 4 s 6 %'. Wt. 4 lbs. 
Complete with 5 tubes. 
BRAND 
NEW $13.50 
Used. less tubes $8.95 

SENSATIONAL Smash Value! 
NEW COMPLETE A 

I.F.F. Equipment 
RC-188-4 

Bargain opportunity of a life- 
time! This I.F.F. equipment (,tif, 1t originally cost about $20.000 

now buy it for a tiny 
fraction of t! Easily on- L 
verted for Television. Com- 
plete assembly consists of 
Control unit with 5" C.R. 
Tube. transmitter and 

185 Mc 
c 3- :1 

assembly ( 
unit, 

to 
and 

i 

Indicator nit, and Power 
1. Supply (450 watts). 

Ins on 110 volts, 60 yclto 
AC. 
operate. 

te. 
Tubes 

ncluy 
operate. Tunes 

9-6SL7GT. 
c- -. 

- 

-GSN7GT, 1-5CPI. 
, 14 

-06. 1 -2-1. 2- 
2C 26. 1- 2 -615. 17-6405, 2 -6J5. 2- 
-6C, 1 -32X2 1 -6X6. . 

Overall 
1 

-6C4. 3 -2 %2, 1 -e. 200. T. Overall 
sloe 55" high, 28 wide. 20) z deep. ShpR weight 
855 lbs. Your cost, complete, $350.00 
BRAND NEW. in original packing. 

McElroy 
Automatic 

K EYE R 

BRAND NEW 

Suitable for keying transmitter, or for code prac- 
tice. Has photoelectric cell and sensitive relay. 
Variable speed motor operates on 110 volts 60 
cycles AC. or DC. complete with 2- 
11726 and 1.117L7 tubes. your cost $27.95 
80 VOLT A.C. INVERTER 

Sig. Corps PE206A. Terr fir 
Value! 80 Volts AC Output, 800 
cy. 28 V OC Input 6000 REM. 
Complete with Filter. 

Value $100.00. 
Your Cost . 

$12.50 

TYPE 

PE-R6 
DM28 
PE.lO1C 
PE-103 
PE.94 
08.32 
DM21 
BD-77 

DYNAMO TORS 
INPUT 

U 
Tr UT Excellent BRAND 

Volts V A USED NEW 
28 250 06 S 2.95 S 5.50 
28 224 . 07 4.95 10.50 

12 24 400 13 3.75 4.85 

62 .16 
2 

34.50 
300 . 2.95 7 28 7.95 

28 
235 .09 6.63 16.55 0 

'2 1000 35 27.50 

ARMY FIELD PHONES 

Type EE8 -Talk as far as 17 

miles. Dependable 2 -way c 

munication at low cost. Ideal 
for home. farm. field. Up to six 
phones can he used on 

line. Each phone complete 
with ringer. Originally cost 
govt. $65.00 each. Excel 
lent Condition. $22.25 
Your cost 

MICROPHONES Excellent t BNEW 

7.45 
k 

vy type $0 49 $1 45 
T -30 Throat Mike .49 .85 

CARBON HANDMIKE 
Genuine Sig. Corps Mike. 200 
ohm. single button, has press - 
to -talk switch. 4 -It. rubber 
cable. amphenol plug. Beauti- 
ful satin chrome fin- cc oc 
ish. BRAND NEW .7 757 

HEADSETS E.cell.,nt BRAND 
USED NEW 

H5.23 high impedance $2.95 $4.75 
HS 33 low impedance 2.45 5.75 
H5.30 low - p Ifeatherwtl 1.9 2.4$ 
H -16 U nigh imp 12 units) .... .95 
CD -307A Cords. with PLSS plug 

1.19 and J626 lack, 8' long .... 

BC -645 TRANSMITTERRECEIVER 
15 Tubes 435 To 5C0 MC 
Sete be modified to use for 2. 
way 

can 
cations, 

code. on following bands: ham 
420.450 m citizens radio 

460 -470 mc.. fixed and mobile 
450.460 mc.. television experi- 
mental 470 -500 me IS tubes 
(tubes alone worth more than 
sale price!,: 4 -7F7. 4- 7N7. 2- 
7E6. 2 -6F6. 2 -915 and i- 
WE3l6A. Now covers 460 to 
490 me. Brand new BC -645 with 
tubes. less power uppiy in Iae- 

BRAND EW tory carton. Shipping weight 25 

$4950 es. 

CONVERSION DIAGRAM 
each INCLUDED! 

PE -101C DYNAMOTOR for 
above BC -645 

UHF ANTENNA ASST. for 
above BC -645 

$4.85 
$2.45 

SCR -274N COMMAND 
& ARC -5 EQUIPMENT 

E.cr.lrnt 
Type USED NEW 

B C-453 Rcvr. 190.350 Xc. 528.50 544.50 
B C454 Rcvr. 3.6 Mc. 12.50 24.95 
B C-a55 Rcvr. 6-9 Mc. 12.95 17.95 
Bc-56 Modulator 2.75 5.75 
BC57 Xmtr. 4-3.3 Mc. 18.50 29.50 
BC-458 Xmtr. 5.3-7 Mc, 9.75 37.50 
BC59 Xmtr. 7.9.1 Mc. 19.97- 24.50 
B C-50 3 Rar, control bo 1.9 2.45 

C 
1.25 1.95 

3R %m t.. e1rnntrol Do. -. 1.79 2.95 
2 Transmitter rack . 1.39 3.25 
Single Transmitter rack . . .. 3.25 

ARC- 5/T -23 Transmitter 
With tubes. Brand New $59.50 

BC -221 FREQUENCY METER 
Recon dilioned. PERFECT! Complete wan $129.50 

tubes and c y al 

TRANSMITTER 
BC- 223 -AX 

Ideal for 80 -meter band! 
801 0 .. 801 P.A., 2- 
46 modulators, 1 -46 
speech a 

aster st.. freq. 

lector switch 10 to 30- 
watt output, tone. voice 

C.W. or lack wrinkle 
o plete with freq. chart. 3 tuning units and 

tu bes In original less totals. Sensationally 
low price. shpg. wt. 80 lbs. 
BRAND NEW $99.50 

B -29 BOMB SIGHT 
ASSEMBLED BY SPERRY 

GYROSCOPE CO. 

HUNDREDS OF USES 

THOUSANDS OF 
VALUABLE PARTS 

WILLARD 6 -VOLT 
MIDGET 

STORAGE BATTERY 
3,mp n BRAND NEW. 3se x 
1.13 

.'á , 2,t,p yt 
Uses.. 52,65 

WILLARD 2 -VOLT STORAGE BATTERY 
20 AMP. HR. $2.69 BRAND NEW 
1-QUART 

ENOUGH 
ELFOR ECTROLYTE 

TWO CELLS 
.BOVE 

BOTTLE $1.45 
7 -PRONG 2.VOLT VIBRATOR. 'OR PORTABLE e1.4r1 

AND FARM SETS nE Les3o. .DD Y49 

Pleas, include 250. Deposit ,th order -Balance C.O.D. 
MINIMUM ORDER $3.00. All Shipments F.O.B. Our 
Warehouse N.Y.C. 

C$ ( RADIO SUPPLY 
T 7 COMPANY N9t 

Phone COrtlar dt 7 -4605 
51 VESEY STREET NI W YORK 7. N. Y. 

Branch: 7123 Bryn Mawr Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Experimenters 
Physicists 
Schools 
Research Men 
Mechanics 
Opticians 
Laboratories 
Tech Institutes 
Engineers 
Repairmen 
Manufacturers 
Electricians 

Recently dt',i.uvd cal urplu. item. this bomb- 
sight wiling at ridiculously low pert'. 
As parts s pr, nits. this P--0 Co mitol 
can he used to make instrument d n achin,ai 
repairs. ip manufacturing and assembling. in house 

and industrial workshops. It can be used in teach- 
ing engineering. navigation. physic.. 

tie mechanics. etc. 
aeronautics. 

nu three units -the main h lv d two at - 

hnble periscopes. 22 and 66 inches high, (ter. 
. parts of intricate optical system ode by 

.t man -Kodak Co. Main body is 35:21x14 inches. 
:n;:tins Pt least 

control, 
27 

1 nudors. 
elecc heater 

'i temp. ,g sextant, dozens 
,itches and controls. hundreds of One gears and 

dr i,iIE rods all types. ping wt. 250 lbs. 

Cost to U. S. Govt. 
Your Cost BRAND NEW.... 5295'2 
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Let me show you how EASY it is to 

LEARN TV.: 
the practical way -- Ld°`° o. °' Diert 

ASSEMBLE A 

TRANSVISION 

TV KIT 
Pay as You Wire $ ' 

IWILL HELP YOU to start learning 
TV the practical way - by 

assembling a TRANSVISION TV KIT 
in EASY STAGES. For only $39 you 
get PACKAGE ;It (standard first 
pkg. for all of our kits). This pack- 
age gives you the BASIC CHASSIS 
and over 450 TV COMPONENTS with 
complete instructions, Drawings, 
Photos, Service Booklet, and a 
years subscription to my "TV and 
Electronics Notes ". When ready, 
you order the next stage (pkg. =2). 
etc. Low paces MAC your complete kit a terrific buy! 

Shows 6 dress TV Kilo: 
EXCLUSIVE, Only 7ransvision N Kits 
are adaptable to UNF. Ideal for 
FRINGE AREAS. No Precious Technical 
Knowledge required. Write now! 

TRANSVISION, INC., Dept. RN9 

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. 
-.MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY - 

M. D. Gnesin, Educational Director 
TRANSVISION, INC., NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. Dept. RN9 
[I l'm enclosing S deposit. Send standard Sit' 
PACKAGE 'I, wills all Instruction Material. Balance C.O.D.1 

T Send FREE copy of your new TV Kit Catalog, 
E Nome 

Address 

City State 

and COMMERCIAL TV 
TRANSVISION offers the 
ot.ly specially designed 
line of Coin- Operated and 
Commercial TV with the 

FREEVIEWER* 
ATTACHMENT 

(Pat. Pend.) 
This field offers rich re- 
wards to enterprising serv- 
icemen or dealers - on 
part time or full time basis. 
`The Electronic Free - 
viewer is a patented de- 
vice which makes coin 
operation really pay off in 
a big way. Boosts revenue 
by "sampling" - by giv- 
ing° short freeviewof TV 
programs to prospective 
customers. Works like 
magic in enticing sales. 

Get details now. 
TRAN- AfISION, INC. 

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. r-- -.MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY' -s_. 
TRANSVISION. INC., NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. Dept. NNO 

I Rush full details on COIN OPERATED TV. 1 

J 
1 Nome 

Address 

City State 
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of a v,t.v.m. or with an oscilloscope. 
The oscilloscope has the advantage of 
showing the waveform as well as the 
amplitude. If all units in each side 
of the push -pull circuit are matched 
properly, this signal voltage will be 
the same on the grid of V,,, as on the 
grid of Vra. It will also be the same 
on the grids of V, and V. as on the 
grids of V. and V.. If such is not the 
case, it may be necessary to try dif- 
ferent tubes in the voltage amplifier 
and driver stages until tubes are found, 
the sections of which are balanced. 

The results obtained with this am- 
plifier are very gratifying. In the first 
place, the hum level is extremely low -a condition which is necessary if 
good results are to be obtained. The 
frequency range of the amplifier ex- 
tends to several hundred kilocycles, 
and is relatively flat to over 200,000 
cycles, Sine -wave distortion within 
this range is undiscernable on the 
scope, even as maximum output is ap- 
proached. The author does not have 
equipment for measuring intermodula- 
lion distortion, but listening tests in- 

dicate a pleasing clean quality, even 
at maximum output. 

One interesting experiment was 
made in connection with listening 
tests. It was desired to observe the 
quality of radio music, and since no 
FM station was in the vicinity. a 
simple crystal detector was connected 
to a coil and condenser, giving very 
broad tuning. This was connected to 
the input of the amplifier and was 
tuned to the local AM radio station. 
The results were amazing. Both the 
highs and lows were reproduced in a 
very pleasing manner and, to the av- 
erage ear, the results were compa- 
rable to those that would be obtained 
from an FM signal. It is realized that 
in such a signal the sidebands are cut, 
but with the broad tuning used, the 
effect was that of a fairly wide -band 
signal. 

If the builder desires a high -quality 
amplifier and is not satisfied with the 
relatively low output of the average 
Williamson amplifier, it is strongly 
recommended that he try this "ex- 
tended class A" amplifier. -30- 

NEW TV STATIONS ON THE AIR 
(As of August 25, 1953) 

The following new stations bring the liste published in previous issues up to date. 

STATE, CITY STATION CHANNEL 
FREQUENCY 

RANGE 
'IN MC.) 

VIDEO 
WAVELENGTH 

(IN FT.) 

VIDEO 
POWER' 
IIN KW. 

Arizona 
Yuma 

California 
KIVA 11 198-204 4.93 29 

Chico 
Los Angeles 

KHSL-TV 
KUSC-TV t 

12 
28 

204-210 
554-560 

4.79 
1.77 

12 
46 San Diego 

Connecticut 
KFSD-TV 10 192-198 5.08 316 

Waterbury WATR-TV 53 704-710 1.40 245 Georgia 
Macon 

Idaho 
WETV 47 668-674 1.47 20 

Boise 
Illinois 

KIDO-TV 7 174-180 5.61 51 

Decatur WTVP 17 488-494 2.01 17 Iowa 
Ford Dodge 

Kansas 
KQTV 21 512-518 L92 23 

Wichita KEDD 16 482.488 2.04 200 Louisiana 
Monroe KFAZ-TV 43 644-650 1.53 25 Monroe KNOE-TV 8 180-186 5.43 250 Minnesota 
Austin KMMT-TV 6 82-88 11.8 18 Missouri 
Kansas City KCMO-TV 5 76-82 12.74 100 St. Joseph KFEQ-TV 2 54-60 17.8 52 Nevada 
Las Vegas KLAS-TV 8 180-186 5.43 28 New York 
Buffalo W BUF-T V 17 488-494 2.01 166 

Oregon 
Medford KBES-TV 5 76-82 12.74 19 Pennsylvania 
Easton WGLV-TV 57 728-734 1.35 83 Harrisburg W TPA-T V 71 812-818 1.21 175 Pittsburgh WENS 16 482-488 2.04 89 South Carolina 
Greenville WGVL-TV 23 524.530 1.87 17 

Tennessee 
Johnson City WJHL-TV 11 198-204 4.93 108 

Tex 
Abilene KRBC-TV 9 186-192 5.25 22 
Longview KTVE 32 578-584 1.70 20 Tyler KETX 19 500-506 1.96 2 Virginia 
Hampton WVEC-TV 15 476-482 2.06 200 
Newport New, WACH-TV 33 584-590 1.68 20 

Washington 
Tacoma KMO-TV 13 210-216 4.85 120 
Yakima KIMA-TV 29 560-566 1.75 55 

Wisconsin 
Oshkosh WOSH -TV 48 674-680 1.46 1 

'From Station CP application. (Educational, U. of Southern California. 
The frequency of the video carrier = 1.25 + channel lower freq. limit. 
Total number of television stations now on the air: 238 (67 of which are u.h.f.) 
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to the 

E E or 

PHYSICS GRADUATE 
with an interest 
or experience in 

RADAR or 

ELECTRONICS 

Hughes Research and 
Development Laboratories. one 
of the nation's large electronic 
organizations, are now creating a 
number of new openings in an 
important phase of operations. 

Here is 
what one of 
these 
positions offers 
you 

OUR COMPANY 

located in Southern California, is presently 
engaged in the development of advanced 
radar devices. electronic computers and 
guided missiles. 

THESF. NEW POSITIONS 

tre for men who will serve as technical ad- 
. isors to the companies and government 
tzencies purchasing Hughes equipment. 

YOU WILL BE TRAINED 

'at full pay) in our Laboratories for several 
months until you are thoroughly familiar 
.uh the equipment that yot will later help 
the Services to understanc and properly 
employ. 

AFTER TRAINING 

) ou may (1) remain with the Laboratories 
in Southern California in an instruction or 
dministrativi capacity, (2) become the 

Hughes representative at a company where 
our equipmert is being installed, or (3) be 

the Hughes representative at a military base 

in this country -or overseas (single men 
only ). Adeqt ate traveling .allowances are 
given, and m: rried men keep their families 
Isith them at Ill times. 

YOUR FITURE 
in the expanding electronic; field will be 

enhanced by the all- aroul.d experience 
gained. As th ! empl oyment Jf conunercial 
electronic sys ems increases, you will find 
this training in the most advanced tech - 
niques extremely valuable. 

How 
to 
apply 
I f you a -e under 35 years of age 
and hay an E.E. or Physics 
degree acid an interest or 
experience in radar or electronics, 

write 
to HUGHES 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPM ENI 

LABORATI,RIES 

Scientip und Engineering Staff 
Culver "it y, 
Los An eles County, i'alifbrnia 

Assmare req[ i'ed that the 9ocabon o the 
applican'. willgint 

military the .ouption 
cf an 

CO. 

September, 1953 

Selenium Diodes 
(Continued inn t page 65) 

fixed bias offers several advantage, 
over the conventional cathode bias 
provided that the cathode resistor is 
not intended to obtain degeneration. 
I: should be noted that the greatest 
advantage of fixed tias is for class 
AB, push -pull amplifiers. When used 
in this type of circuit, fixed bias pro- 
vides higher power output, increased 
stability, and reduced distortion for a 
g.ven output tube plate current. A 
good example is a push -pull circuit 
for 2A3, 6A3, or 681 tubes. When 
fisted bias is used, the power output 
is increased by about F.0% and the dis- 
tortion is decreased by 50% for the 
same current rating. The fixed bias 
(Fig. 7) for the output tubes is ob- 

NV 
33 MONO 

a 

Fig. 7. Push -pull stage smith fixed bias. 

tained from the high voltage winding 
of the power transformer with a volt- 
age divider, a selenium diode. and a 
filter network. There is no need to 
consider the loading efT ?ct on the high 
voltage transformer winding, since the 
additional current drawn by the grids 
of the tubes or the voltage divider is 
negligible. 

Fixed bias for the output and r.f. 
stages of an a.c. radio receiver can be 
sirrply accomplished the use of a 
selenium diode and associated resis- 
tor:; ar.d condensers. A typical ex- 
am )le Df such a circuit is shown in 
Fig. 8. The a.c. input to the rectifier 
net .vorlt may be obtained from the 6.3 
volt filament winding on the power 
transformer. 

Because selenium diodes range in 
input voltages from 26 to 130 volts 
rem s., :he number of bias voltages 
tha-: can be provided is practically 
unlimited when proper voltage divid- 
ers are used. For another example, it 
may be well to note tl'at the power 
,apply of TV receivers ran be simpli- 

Fig. 8. Fixed bias supply circuit for audio 
sta ge a r.f. stages of ar a.c. receiver. 

RECTI 
RI 

C 

sS 
R2 

-7.5V 
AUDIO 
BIAS 

.31/ HEATERS 

R.F. DIAS 

RS 

L. Veltri, busy service -dealer 
01 IS'estchester, N. Y., reports: 

'Ì SAVED $940: 
by making a $59 INVESTMENT 

in a Transvision 
FIELD STRENGTH METER 

Says Mr. Veltri: "... The way I figure, 
in the last 6 months I saved that much 
money in installation time alone . . . 

110V AC, 
I n BATTERY 
OPERATION 

FIELD STRENGTH METER 
Saves 50% of Installation Cost 

Pays for itself on 3 or 4 jobs 
NO TV SET NEEDED 

Works from antenna ... 
Measures ac,cal picture sig- 
nal strength directly from 
antenna. Shows antenna ori- 
entation maxima. Compares 
gain of antenna systems. 
Measures TVI on all chan- 
nels. Checks receiver re- 
radiation (local oscillator). 
Permits one roan antenna 
installation. 

PREVENT WASTE OF 
SERVICING TIME! By 
checking antenna perform- 
ance with the Field Strength 
Meter, the serviceman can 
determine whether the TV 
set or antenna, or both, are 
the source of trouble. Call 
backs are eliminated. 

`rIl 
Ç 

Eliminate variables. 
insure accuracy with 
direct meter read- 
ings on the FSM 

Don t lug sets. 
The Transvision 
FSM makes 
installation easy. 

Wide range: Measures fie d strength from 
10- 50,000 microvolts. Has F Inge Area Switch 
for weak signal areas. 13 channel selector. 
Individually calibrated on evsry channel. 

ADAPTABLE for UHF 

Model FSM -2, for 110V AC only. Complete 
with tubes. Wt. 13 lbs. .... _... net $59. 

Model FSM -3B, for 116V AC and Battery 
Operation (all batteries and cables included). 
Wt. 22 lbs. _.. .._......_- _............ _....... net $79. 

Order direct from factory: 

TRANSVISION INC., NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. 

FREE: Sample copy of 
Notes-. Or send 50f foapon. 

1 lOd f , L 
/oÿ io DAYS. 

rou 
has mar 

roturn il. Your pu,. e Price let, to %o coal r of Ab, 
promptly 

nd r -pocknpl ̂
91 will be promptly refunded. 

TRANSVISION, INC. 
DEPT. RN -9F NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. 

( ) Send me Model FSM -2; - FSM -31 

( ) Enclosed find S deposit. Balance C.O.D. 

( ) Enclosed find S in full 

I occept your 10 Dey Trial terms. 

Nome 

Address 

City State 
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There is an applica- 

tion for every Oxford 

Speaker ... and an 

Oxford Speaker for 

every application. 

OXFORD 
ELECTRIC 

CORPORATION 
3911 S. Michigan Ave. 

Chicago 15, Illinois 
1 A V O R T : R O B U R N A G I N C I I S 

N t W Y O R K C I T- 7r Preferred for 
original equipment 

... Proven for 
replacement! 

Fig. 9. Two TV circuits illustrating se- 
lenium diode applications. (A) In audio 
and sync amplifier bias circuits, and (B) 
in the r.f. and i.i. bias circuits of set. 

fled by supplying individual bias for 
the audio, synchronization, r.f., and i.f. 
stages. This is also desirable since it 
eliminates the possibility of load 
changes in one circuit affecting the 
other circuits which was often the 
case in earlier TV receivers. The cir- 
cuits shown in Fig. 9 are two possibili- 
ties. On the other hand, they may be 
combined as shown in Fig. 10, de- 
pending upon the choice of the design 
engineer. 

It is believed that the Type 5U1 
selenium diode is the most versatile 
of the line. This unit is rated for a 
maximum input voltage of 130 volts 
r.m.s. and can consequently be con- 
nected directly to a 117 -volt line for 
its source of voltage. It is obvious 
that this unit is ideal for use in equip- 
ment that does not have any trans- 
former winding such as an a.c: d.c. 
radio set. The circuit would be simi- 
lar to Fig. 7. The resistance of R, 
plus R, should be on the order of 
150,000 ohms or more. 

For higher output voltages, several 
of these selenium diodes may be con- 
nected in series. For example, three 
Type 5U1 diodes connected in series 
can be used to deliver 300 volts d.c. 

It is believed that the selenium di- 
odes thus far developed have made 
available a series of new components 
to the design engineer for considera- 
tion in his future circuit designs. The 
examples given are merely intended 
as illustrations of a few such possi- 
bilities and it is hoped that they may 
stimulate the imagination and ingenu- 
ity of the circuit design engineer. 3{- 

Fig. 10. Biasing for four stages in TV set. 
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International Short -Wave 
(Continued front page 75) 

from 1100 to after 1830 in Arabic Serv- 
ice. (West) Cairo, 11.815. now appears 
to run to 1700 daily. (Bellington, N.Y.) 

El Salvador -YSS, 9.555, San Salva- 
dor, good level with popular music 
2250, closing 2300. (Morrison, R. I.; 
Boice, Conn.) 

England - MSF, Rugby, has been 
testing for about one hour at 1800 on 
2.500, 5.000, and 10.000; call -sign is 
given in slow c.w. followed by voice 
announcement and 1000 -cycle tone; 
requests reports to The National Phys- 
ical Laboratory, Teddington, Middx., 
England. (ISWC, London) 

Ethiopia -Radio Addis Ababa, 
15.050V, "Voice of Ethopia," some days 
at least has news 1315 followed by a 
commentary. Should close 1430. 
(Pearce, England, others) 

Fiji -ZJV, 3.980, Box 163, Suva, 
states reports on tests have been re- 
ceived from as far away as Sweden, 
Norway, and USA; will stay on 3.980 
for some time to come since is best 
frequency yet tested. Studios are in 
Cable and Wireless buildings, Victoria, 
Fiji Broadcasting Commission, 2 kw. 
on 930 kc., 500 watts on s.w.; sched- 
ule is now 1400 -1600, 1900 -2100, 0030- 
0500, Sun. only at 0030 -0500; station 
staff consists of four members -man- 
ager, two announcers, and E. K. 
Broadbridge, technician - announcer. 
(Cushen, N. Z.) Excellent level in 
N. Z. on 3.980. (Hardwick) Usually is 
poor around 0300 in Australia. (Wil- 
liams) 

French Equatorial Africa- Brazza- 
ville, 11.97, has news for Far East 
1100. (Pearce, England) Heard with 
news 1550 -1600; CWQRM. (Grace, 
Conn.) And at 1745. (Esser, Pa.) 
Good on 15.595 at 1430 -1525 sign -off. 
(Saylor, Va.) Brazzaville noted caging 
Paris 0830 using 15.416; later pl d 
popular music; good level. (Catch, 
England) Radio A.E.F., 9.970A, noted 
1400 with call in French, then news 
in that language, closing 1524 with 
"La Marseillaise." (Pearce, England) 

French Morocco -Rabat noted on 
new measured channel of 7.220 at 0730 
in French, good level in Britain. 
(Catch) 

French West Africa -Radio Dakar, 
9560, noted signing on 0200 after in- 
terval signal; call in French by wom- 
an, light musical recordings. (Pearce, 
England) Heard closing on this fre- 
quency 1715 with "La Marseillaise." 
Officials of Radio Dakar say Radio 
Conakry, French Guinea, operates 
daily 0715 -0730 on the 40 -m. band, no 
frequency given; that a new station 
is Radio Cotonou, Dahomey, no further 
details; that Dakar will have a new 
30 kw. transmitter next year to re- 
place the 12 kw. one, a 50 kw., and a 
10 kw. tropical band station, that 
Radio Abidjan, Ivory Coast, may in- 
crease power to 20 kw. soon. (Schei- 
ner, N. J.) 

Germany - Stuttgart, 6.030, noted 
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1"41 prove EMC 
superiiority 

model 206 
MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE 

TUBE TES'!ER 
Checks mutual .ondu, tance on cali- 

brated microhmo scale Checks tubes 
for gas content Detects both shorted 
and open elements lests all tubes 
from .75V to 117 Alamest volts Tests 
all loctol, octal o id mir iature tubes 
Checks individuol sections of multi 
purpose tubes Ifuilt -h roll chart 
Uses lever type switches. 

MODEL 206P -Wi h hand -rubbed oak 
.arrying case (illustrates) 

$83.50 
MODEL 2O6C- Sloping counter case 

$79.50 , 
model 205 
TUBE TESTER 

Tests all tubes includi. g Nool and 
sub. miniatures Compb,tely lesible 
lever 'ype switching atrangenent 
Tests all tubes from .75 volts to 117 
filament volts by stand rrd e nission 
test Tests all cold cathode, magic 
eye, voltage regulator and ballast 
tubes Has pilot light indicator 
Line voltage control con pensaes for 
tine variations between 05 aid 135 
volts Checks for shorts tond leskages 

Three-color hammertons panel. 
MODEL 205P -with hand -rubbed oak 
carrying cose (illustrated) 

$47.50 
MODEL 2O5C- Sloping counter case 

:46.50 

model 204 
TUBE -BATTI RY -OHM 
CAPACITY TESTER 

Tests all tubes Incliding Novai and 
sub- miniature Tests al. batteries 
under rated load Emits on testing 
method gives easy, direct readings 
Tests resistance to 4 megof ms Tests 
condensers from .01 to 1 ,nfd Uses 
four -position lever ype .witches 
Checks condenser leol:age. 
MODEL 204P- Portable oat case, re. 
movable cover ( illustrated) 

$.55.90 
MODEL 2O4C- Slopir g cos nier case 

$54.90 

-See them at your Jobbers- 

E I 

WRITE DEPT. RN -9 

FDR FREE' 

C DMPLETE 

CATALOG OF 

THESE AND O-rHER 

IN :TRUMENTS 

ELECTRONIC MEASURI :MENTS C 
280 LAFAYETTE STREET MEW 

EXPORT DI:PARTMENr I66 LIEIERTY 

TION 
N. Y. 

September, 1S'53 

high 
fidelity 
music 

v------:--._ 

V -M tri.o.matic 355 
High Fidelity Phonograph 
Mahogany 3139.95 
Limed Oak 3144.95 

555 
HIGH FIDELITY 
PHONOGRAPH 

Just plug it in, and the V -M 555 will faithfully reproduce 
every note in your favorite albums \vith full, realistic beauty 
and majestic power. It adds beauty to any room with your 
choice of glowing mahogany or modern limed oak furniture 
finishes. Golden grille of expanded metal protects three 5' 
ultra -wide range speakers. 

V -M MODEL 555 FEATURES 
High fidelity audio system provides 20 to 15,000 cycles tonal reproduclibn. It includes three 
5' ultra -wide range speakers and powerful 4 -tube (plus electronic rec.ifter) amplifier with 
dual purpose tube to give you 5 -tube performance. Rigid. resonance -free aluminum die cast 
tone arm has special'flip- under" cartridge with two sapphire needles. Enjoy the convenience 
of Siesta Switch that shuts off everything (amplifier tool after last record plays. The 555 plays 

records of all three sizes and speeds automatically. 
*Slight!) higher in Me west. 

PLEASE MAIL COUPON 
I- 

\'.11 Corporation, 
Banton harbor 4, Michigan 

Please send me illustrated literature telling all about the V -M Model 
555 High Fidelity Phonograph. 

Name 

Address 

City , State 
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CHIMNEY 
CORNER GUARD 

Box of Six .... 49c 
An exclusive South River device for pro- 
tecting, strengthening, and safeguarding 1 

chimney and strapping. Prevents chipping 
of chimney. Permits uniform tightening of 
bonding. Safeguards mounting equipment. 
South River Antenna Mounting Accessories 1] 

ore carried by every leading TV Parts I 

Jobber from coast to coast. 
Write for your copy of our new 1953 

r catalog. 
I In Canada A. T. R. Armstrong Co., Toronto 

1 

TUNING FORK ACCURACY 

i 

1 

with the 1502 

Driving the tape directly from the shaft of a two-speed 

hysteresis synchronous motor, this new Concertone recorder 

combines precise timing accuracy with unsurpassed 

sound repróduction. Concertone Model 1502 ... $445.00 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 201 

Manufactured by 

Berlant Associates 
4917 W. Jefferson Blvd. Los Angeles 16, Calif. 

Riee4 
* *NEWS ** 

SOUTH RIVER METAL 
PRODUCTS CO., INC. 

SOUTH RIVER, N. J. 

PIONEER AND OUTSTANDING PRODUCER 

OF FINEST LINE OF ANTENNA MOUNTS 

152 

RADIO & TV TUBES 
1113 65 6C1/6G 1.29 
1x2 .60 6SN7 .49 
5146 .41 12AT7 .56 
1Aí16 .39 12AC7 .43 

,;BG6G 1.19 12AV7 .59 

Many more types available at attractive prices, 
Including transmitting tube... R'IRITE FOR COM- 
PLETE PRICE LIS "l' TIIll51'. 

CONDENSERS 
20-20 150V 10 for $2.95 
10-40 100V 10 for $3.24 

50-30 150V Io le: $3.24 

RESISTORS -STANDARD BRAND 
a i Watt 20'; S 8.95 per 111011 

1 Watt 2u'. $15.95 per 1000 

RESISTOR SPECIAL 
l, Watt, 1 Watt, 2 Watt. some 111 Watt resistors. 
Sold only in assorted lots of 200 for $1.98 un- 
nuulalid. Fsw duple:, t pons. 

HEAD PHONES 
5 ft. moisture ]Hood eon d and phone tip terminal.. 
Low impedance. $2.98 ser ser. 

TUBE REJUVENATOR 
Increases Cl,- i f,- ..f f:4uig $1.63 
each. 

ELECTRONIC LINE FILTER 
.lust plug filter into outlet, ;Old plug television 
mto filter. eliminates interference n '.e from all 
electrical appliances. Prices .75 each. hl .ens 
..f 10 or more .65 each. 

ANTENNAS 
"Brach" Radar tenne CIIF 

c co 

e ner reflevlr. 
$10.77. We carry a complete line of BRACH 
ratio and TV antennas. 

Hi -Lite Electronic Sales Co. 
DEPT. RN, 837 18th AVE. 

IRVINGTON 11, NEW JERSEY 

0100 with call in German, then news 
in that language; Munich, 6.160, noted 
0800 with news in German, also at 
1200, and at 0100; Frankfurt, 6.190, 
has news in German 0100 and 1345. 
Overseas Service, Cologne, noted on 
5.98 at 0830 with dance music, also 
with dance music 1700; with news in 
German 0100. (Pearce, England) This 
channel is used parallel 7.29 to North 
America 2030 -2330. (Bellington, N. Y.; 
Morrison, R. I., others) Heard on 
11.795 at 1700. (Schemer, N. J.) 

Holland -Radio Nederland by now 
should be using a new 19 -m. channel, 
probably 15.245. (ISWC, London, oth- 
ers) Noted with news to North Amer- 
ica 1645 on 11.73, 9.59, 6.025. (Zerosh, 
Pa., others) 

Hong -Kong -ZBW3, 9.525, Victoria, 
heard 0515 with English session of re- 
corded music. (Sanderson, Australia) 
Noted irregularly with news 0500. 
(Balbi, Calif.) Has newscast 0930. 
(Navarro, Philippines) 

Hungary - Budapest noted with 
English 1600 -1630 on 9.833, 11.91, 7.22. 
(Pearce, England) Mailbag session 
Sun.; reports requested. (Catch, Eng- 
land) 

India -Delhi, 11.95, noted to West 
Indies 1830. (Catch, England; Niblack, 
Ind.) Has replaced 11.85 and has news 
1930. (Bellington, N. Y., others) Del- 
hi, 15.35, noted 0245 with news. (San- 
derson, Australia) 

Indo -China (Vietnam) - Radio 
France -Asie, 15.420, Saigon, is read- 
able now around 0700 although some 
days has bad QRM from a N. Y. com- 
mercial phone station. (Bishop, Ohio) 
Heard well with news 0500. Also with 
news 2035 on 11.925. Heard on 9.745A 
at 0615 with French session of news, 
music. Hanoi, 7.405A, heard 0630 with 
French news and music, fair level. 
(Sanderson, Australia) "Voice of Viet - 
nam," 9.620, Saigon, noted 0500 -0630 
in Vietnamese and English; good level 
in Tokyo. (Ishikawa) 

Iran -EPB, 15.100, Teheran, has 
news 1500, Russian 1515, closes 1530 
when clock strikes 1200. ( Pearce, Eng- 
land, others) Has Turkish 1345 -1400; 
Persian 1400 -1430; German 1430 -1445; 
French 1445 -1500. (ISWC, London) 

Israel -Tel Aviv, 9.O10A, has news 
1415; French 1430 -1515, and "Voice of 
Zion" session in English 1515 -1600 
closedown. (ISWC, London, others) 

Italy -Rome noted signing on with 
news 0400 on 17.80, 15.40, 11.905. 
(Pearce, England) Noted in English 
to North America 1920 on 9.575A. 
(Esser, Pa.) With news 2145 on 9.575A 
and 11.810. ( "The Knob Twisters," 
Iowa) Is strong on 15.40 in Spanish 
2020. (Niblack, Ind.) 

Lebanon -Beirut, 8.036, noted 1600 
in French, 1625A with news in Arabic, 
and closing 1630 with march (not "La 
Marseillaise"). (Pearce, England; Fer- 
guson, N. C.) 

Libya -Forces Radio Station, 4.785A, 
Tripoli, noted around 1400 -1600 close- 
down, when gives time as "11 p.m.," 
and plays "God Save the Queen;" an- 
nounces as 4.782 and says will return 
at "6:30 a.m." (2330 EST). Often has 
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BBC recorded features. (Pearce, Eng- 
land; Cushen, N. Z.) Uses 250 watts 
to a dipole running east -west; reports 
requested to No. 1, FB:;, Tripoli, Mid- 
dle East Land Forces, Libya. (Radio 
Sweden) 

Luxenit ourg -- Radio Luxembourg 
6.090, noted 1700 with .!all in French, 
then dance music; another day at 1325 
with news in French. (Pearce, Eng- 
land) 

Madagascar -Radio Tananarive 
noted closing 1200 on Sat. and 1230 
Sun. in Malgache program on 7.374A; 
uses "La Marseillaise" at sign -off. 

Malaya -- BFEBS, Sirgapore, noted 
on 11.82 at 1045 when gave frequen- 
cies of 15.435, 11.820, 11.955, 7.120; 
listed schedule at 1130 closedown as 
0800 -0900 on 15.435; 0915 -1030, 11.820; 
1030 -1130, 15.435 and 11 820 for India - 
Pakistan; 0800 -0815, 7.120; 0900 -1130, 
11.955 and 7.120 for Burma -Thailand. 
(Pearce, England) Is fair level on 
15.435 around 1100 daily. (Boice, 
Conn.) Radio Malaya, 4.825, Singa- 
pore, heard 0615 with n rws, commen- 
tary, music. (Sanderson Australia) 

Martinique -Radio Amateur, Lon- 
don, says Hardwick, N. Z., has 
"squeezed a QSL out of FNRI, Fort - 
de- France on 9.700, which is indeed 
another nice item for :1is collection. 
We are pleased to note that this sta- 
tion is at least still a_tive on this 
channel." Not reported as heard in 
USA for a long, long tin e! 

Nicaragua -YNOW noted on 6.077 
lately up from 6.055, identifies in 
Spanish 0800; has QRDI from YSC, 
6.078, El Salvador; is on before 0730 
and goes to 2300A. (Stark, Texas) 

Northern Rhodesia - Lusaka sent 
schedule of 0700 -1400, 4.8 26; 0700 -1200, 
7.220; 1215.1400, 3.914. (Pearce. Eng- 
land) 

Norway -Radio Norway, LLG. 9.610, 
is good to Eastern North America 
2000 -2100; extends schedule to 2120A 
on Sunday when has English session 
"Norway This Week." (Ferguson, 
N. C., others) Heard to Western North 
America from 2300. (Niblack, Ind., 
others) 

Outer Mongolia -Ulan Bator, 6.325, 
noted in N. Z. opening 0100 at weak 
level. (Radi) Amateur, London) 

Philippines -The Far East Broad- 
casting Co., Manila, "The Call of the 
Orient." recently observed its 5th an- 
niversary; broadcasts to Asia, the 
Middle and Near East, ar d Europe in 
36 language; now over 7 1 ransmitters. 
(Radio Steeien) DZH9, :1.855 good, 
DZH7, 9.73, good 0315 with news. 
(Balbi, Calif.) DZH2, 9.64 noted 0500- 
0730 at good level; DZH:, 9.500, fair 
0630 -0800; 9 690, good at )700 -0830 in 
English. (Ishikawa, Japar ) 

Pitcairn I::Iand- Scheiner, N. J., has 
received word that ther,r is a new 
radio statior on this islan i; was built 
by a New Zealander and transmitter 
is called the "Transarctie "; will use 
an Australian wind charger to provide 
necessary power; call will be ZBP 
and will use English with 500 watts 
power between 1.5 -13 mc. on the s.w. 
band. No ft..tther details. 

September. 1953 

n SAVE you money ...Liberal Trade -ins 

SEE US FIRST FOR THE NEW SX -88 RECEIVER 

$1 99.95 
S -76 RECEIVER 

Extras selectivity with double superhetro- 
dyne circuit. One RF, two conversion and 
3 IF stages. Range 550.1550 Kc, 1.7 -34 
Mc in four bands. 8 tubes plus voltage 
regulator and rectifier. Complete with 
tuba;, less speaker. 

NAME YOUR TERMS LOW DOWN PAYMENTS PERSONALIZED SERVICE 

5 499.95 

LEO I. 
MEYERSON 

WMGFO 

$249.95 
SX -71 RECEIVER 

Double Conversion sharp selectivity, 
plus built -in NBFM at moderate cost. 
11 tubes plus voltage regulator and 
rectifier. Low down payment. 

HALLICRAFTERS RECEIVERS AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 

5.81 559.95 5408 5129.95 ST -83 $129.95 
S82 559.95 S -53A $ 99.95 S -78A $ 89.50 
A -84 599.50 S -721. $119,95 5X-62 S349.95 
S -38C $59.95 5 -77A 5129.95 572 Portable $109.95 

R-46 Speaker 524.95 HT -20 XMTR S449.50 

JUST OFF THE PRESS! 
Big New WRL 1954 Catalog 

Offering the greatest selection of radio & television 
equipment, parts, and supplies, from "The World's 
Largest Distributor of Amateur Radio Transmitting 
Equipment." Order with confidence from WRL -the 
world's most personalized radio supply house. 

Send for FREE Copy 
WRITE -WIRE 
PHONE 7795 

WORLD RADIO LABORATORIES 
744 West Broadway 
Council Bluffs. iota 
Please send me: WRL XMTR Info 

1 Radio Mop 25t 5X-71 Into 
New Catalog S -76 Info I 
Used Equipment List hew Log Book I 

Nome I 

Address E 

E 

City s1Dt., e 

17.9 

ISM UM 

Biggest 
AU DIO 
and 
'II -FI 
Event of 
the Year! 

I 
1 

1 

I 

1 

Presented by THE AUDIO FAIR I 

The annual event in the Audio held et utmos' 
interest to Government and Military Agencies, Broadcast Engineers. 
Recordists. Sound -On -Film Men, Hobbyists, High Fidelity Enthusiasts, 
and Eistributors and Dealers of Audio and High Fidelity equipment. 
T'he AUDIO FAIR is the largest and most concentrated exhibition of 
Audio Equipment held under one roof! Every up -to -the- minute devel- 
cpmer.t will be represented, seen and heard. 

SPONSORED 
BY the General Public 

I,Invi e',1 Attend NO ADMISSION CHARGE 
AUDIORAMA is presented by THE AUDIO FAIR 

HARRY N. REIZES, Managing Director, 67 W. 44 St., N. Y. === B. es ........ 

TIME: 
Oct. 1 4,15,16,17 I 

PLACE: 

Hotel New Yorker 
New York City I 
Registration On I 

Sth, 6th 
and 7th Floors I ..... ese. 
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"SON TOP 
OF- THE -STATION 

RECEPTION" 

RINGE 

OUT PERFORMS 

diaaeA 

VHF 
These "BIG JACK "' Antennas are performing with 
outstanding success in many areas. Near -station instal- 
lations of the BM provide a higher gain and clearer 
picture on all VHF channels in range. The BJ -2, for 
fringe area installations, has provided excellent recep- 
tion where other antennas have failed. 

Kay- Townes superior 
constructions and en- 
gineering details plus 
fringe area "Know - 
How" make the BIG 
JACK series the greatest 
high -gain VHF anten- 
nas ever built. 

CHANNEL NUMBER 
1 

110 JACK 
ANTENNAS 

l 1 

Koy -Tones Antenpas and Accessories 
ore sold onlY..tli[hítyli selected whole- 
sale outlets ... Contact your jobber or 
write for naine of nearest distributor. 

THE BEST SET IS ONLY 
AS GOOD AS 

*Pot. Pending 

ANTENNA ! 

154 

Poland -Warsaw noted with English 0130 -0200 on 9.555 
and 7.105A; with English 1730 -1800 near 5.93; at 1200 -1230 
on 9.555, 7.175, and repeated 1230 -1300 on 9 555, 7145. 
(Pearce, England) Has quite powerful signal on 9.57 
with English 1400. (Bishop, Ohio) Heard opening 1715 
on 11.74 in English. (Bellington, N. Y.) On same channel 
with English 1945. ( Seheiner, N. J.) 

Portugal- Lisbon's new 11.835 channel noted signing on 
1230 with news in Portuguese, parallel 11.99A. (Pearce, 
England) Good on 11.99A at 1622 tune -in. (Bishop, Ohio) 
Heard closing 1840 on 11.924 and 11.960 parallel, and 
separately on 11.996. (Catch, England) Heard to North 
America in Portuguese 1900 -2100 on 9.745A (Zerosh, Pa.) 
And parallel on 5.973A. (Saylor, Va.) Verifies quickly 
now with a new, attractive QSL card. (Stenson, Sweden) 

Portuguese India -Radio Goa at present operates on 
6.025, 5 kw., 9.610, 10 kw., at 2100 -1230, and on 557 kc., 
2.5 kw., 0230 -1430; shortly will also use 15.235, 17.795, 
21.685; the 3.425 channel, 5 kw., is still used experiment- 
ally. (WRH) 

Sao Tome- CR5SC, 4.807, noted with news in Portu- 
guese 1545, closing 1602 with "A Portuguesa;" CR5SB, 
17.677, noted Sunday 0700 -0800 close -down. (Pearce, Eng- 
land) 

Saudi Arabia -Djeddah, 11.845 and near 9.650, heard 
with interval signal 1030, signed on with march -anthem 
1036; all- native. (Pearce, England) 

Somalia -Radio Mogadiscio officials list the transmit- 
ter as an Imcaradio (Italian), 300 watts, with a doublet 
antenna, omni -directional, on 7.420 at 0445 -0530 Italian; 
0915 -1015, 1100 -1200 Somali; 1200 -1300 Italian. ( Scheiner, 
N. J.) 

Switzerland- Berne, 9.665, noted at good level in Eng- 
lish 1445. (Esser, Pa.) Heard closing North American 
transmission 2300 on 6.165. (Hathaway, Ill.) HEI5, 
11.615, excellent level in N. Z. in Spanish 1930. (Hard- 
wick) 

Syria- Damascus, 11.910A, has news 1645 and 1715; off 
1730. (Baetz, Ill., others) 

Taiwan (Formosa) -BED4, 11.920, "Voice of Free 
China," Taipeh, noted 1325 with news, off with national an- 

,,77^^7T-.7mst7W .. 

INTERNATIONAL 
RECTIFIER 

CORPORATION 

DIAMETER: 
From TA" to 13/32" 
LENGTH: From Sá" to 34° 
RMS applied voltage: 
From 26 volts to 208 volts 
DC output voltage: 
From 20 volts to 160 volts 
DC output current: 
avg. from 200 microamperes 
to 11 milliamperes 

aies 
Actual Size 

Reverse Leakage at 10 volts RMS: 
0.6 microamperes to 
2.9 microamperes 
Potted in thermosetting 
compound 
Temperature Range: 
From -60° C to 100° 
Available in 1. 2. 3, 4, 5, 6.7 
and 8 cell Diodes. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN SD -I 

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER 
C O R P OR A T I O N 

1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo, Calif. Phone: ORegon 8 -3778 
CHICAGO. 205W Wacker Drive. Phone: Franklin 2-3889 
NEW YORK 501 Madison Avenue. Phone: Plaza - -8665 
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them 1500. (Pearce, England) Ishikawa, Japan, says is 
heard on 11.735 and 9.775A at 0400 -0900 in Chinese, Japa- 
nese, English, good level. Sanderson, Australia, notes 
BED32, 9.778A at 0345 with Western music, Chinese news. 
Saylor, Vit., recently heard BED26, 10.080, at 0100 -0215. 

Thailani (Siam) -Bangkok's HSK7, 11.910, noted 0515 
with news and music, then Thai session. (Sanderson, 
Australia) By now may have new 50 kw. transmitter on 
air with news services ' o Europe 1700 -1800, and to North 
America 2200 -2300, in English; not known what frequency 
will be used, but possibly will be 11.700A. Plans a regional 
station setup soon, may have two stations in this service 
in operation next year. ( Seheiner, N. J.) 

Tangier -Pan Ameri ,an Radio, 7.405A, noted mixed 
with Athens (Greece) Forces Station to 1703, then in 
clear to fade -out 1745. (N. Z. DX Times) Raciio Interna- 
tional, 6.110, heard arotnd 1600. (Alonso, Spain) 

Trieste- -The British Forces Station has an experi- 
mental transmission on 15.125 at 1100 -1800. ;ISW, Lon- 
don, others) Fairly good level in N. Y. (Legge) Heard 
from 1400 onwards. (Saylor, Va.) 

USI (I udonesia) -Dj tkarta now uses 11.785 parallel 
15.15 to Europe in English 1400 -1500. (N. Z. DX Times; 
Pearce, England) The 'ndonesian Air Force Station still 
operates on 11.945 and is strong in N. Z. around 0500. 
(Radio Amateur, Londo1) 

Venezuela -YVKD, 4.890, Caracas, noted 180C with news 
in Spanish, good level. YVLA, 4.780, Valencia, fair level 
1815. (Catch, England) YVLK, 4.970, Caracas, is good in 
English session 1800 -1900. (Kroll, N. Y., others) YVKF, 
Barquisimeto, noted on 9.510 at 2000 -2030 with classical 
music; all-Spanish. (Middleton, Ohio) 

Yugoslavia -Radio Y'fgoslavia, Belgrade, uses a new 
channel of 9.615A from 2230. (N. Z. DX Times, others) 
Heard with English 0131) on 6.100, 9.505; 1200, 6.100; 1315 
and 1645, 6.100, 6.150. Mickelsson, Sweden) 

Pres; Time Flashes 

Etersvei, Sweden, r sports transmissiols from Kat- 
mandu, Nepal, begin a : 2330, 0310, and 0830 on 7.370; 

(Cot,fi ued on page 156) 

POINT CONTACT 

TRANSISTORS 

Available in o 
variety of stable 
controlled types 
suitable for both 
fast and medium 
speed snitcting cir- 
cuits and h gh fre- 
quency amplifiers. 

JUNCTION POWER 

0í001S 
Useful in power 
supplias, magnetic 
amplifiers and tele- 
phone systems, etc., 
they hose time char- 
acteristics cf large 
plate-type power 
rectifiers ctifiers d size 
and wzigl t of a 

small circuit com- 
ponent. 

G;rmanium Transistors 

aid Diodes 

PIIP JUNCTION 

TRANSISTORS 

Tiny, stable high gain 
units, most economical 
of power, may be sol- 
dered in place or sock- 
eted n a recommended 
RTMA transistor socket. 
Suite) le for audio am- 
plifit rs, servo ampli- 
fiers and transformer 
coup!. d carrier ampli- 
fiers. In plastic or her - 
moticolly sealed in 
metal and glass. 

Unit 
illustrated 

at right 
ter meticalty 

sealed. 

Con In I 

JUNCTION FOWER 

g 
PHOTO 

TRANS 

TRANSTORS SISTORS 

Our engim.ers will be glad fo offer suggestions regarding your 
Germanium Transistor and L iode applications without obl gallon 
...Write to Section RT I. 

SeieFre 
Germ 

Di 
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10 RECEPTOR C 
e 1922 in Radio and F 

ept.: 251 W. 19th 5t., New 

y: It North 9th St., Brook 

INC. 
nits 
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THEßw g 
UHF -VHF 
ANTENNAS 
EVER BUILT! 

FAR- REACHING 

nd PHOTO -CLEAR 

ECEPTION! 

BJU-2 

HIGHE GAIN 
ox aafu''e% 2S3 

Original, revolutitl Yary design ... 
FIXED IMPEDANCE+" t System 
provides All- Channej igh -Gain 
reception with a singjid.transmis- 
sion line. . 

Kay -Townes' BJU Antennas 
recognized leaders in the field of, 
picture, high -gain, trouble -free G1 

VHF antenna performance! SimplJ( 
but more exacting and effeciii 
engineering has resulted in "bug -fred 
antennas that provide photo- cleá {.'j 
reception. One lead -in wire only. Nà:ç 
matching pads or isolation filters ...v 
no coils or condensers ... which tend. 
to cut down signals. 

141.1E BEST ALL CHANNEL 
VHF -VHF ANTENNA 

ARABLE!" says 
Ñat:ing Alabama Dealer 

. Henry N. Bailey of Mobile 
says: "We have tested more 
than 25 different antennas in 

our search for a good perfor- 
mer on UHF channel 48 and 
our loon) VHF channel 10 ... 
and your 8JU -1 all- channel 
UHF -VHF antennd did the job 
that others failed to da... and 
in addition performed superb- 
ly as a fringe antenna on 
channe 6, New Orlean* ... 
over 150 miles cway!" 

K -T Antennas are sold 
through selected distri. 
but ors only ... write for 
nom, of your nearest 

THE PEST SET IS ONLY AS 

OD AS ITS ANTENNA: 

OWNES 
ANTENNA CO. 
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Here's the new 

All- Purpose Crystal 

MICROPHONE 
MODEL 777 
List Prise $11.95 

MODEL 777, 
(with switch) 

lost Price $20.95 

(Price ne udet 
cradle 
ter movntina 
en stand) 

Its Versatility and 
"Hand- a- Bility" n.ake it 
an ideal low -cost 
all- purpose microphone 

LIGHT! The new "777" Slim -X Micro- 
phones are rugged little microphones 
weighing only 6 ounces! They are 
designed for good - quality voice and 
music reproduction. Their versatility 
and "hand- a- bility" make them ideal for 
use by lecturers, announcers, instructors, 
and Hants; for audience participation 
shows; carnivals; panel and quiz shows; 
and use with home- recorders. When 
mounted on either cradle or swivel, the 
"777" can be removed in a flash (no 
tools necessary)-- sin-ply by lifting it out 
of the holder. This makes it an ideal 
"walk -around" hand -held microphone. 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION: Smooth 
frequency response -60 to 10,000 c.p.s.; 
special- sealed crystal element -for long 
operating life; high impedance; 7' 
single -conductor cable, disconnect type. 
Dimensions: (Microphone only) Length, 
4r / "; Diameter 1 ". Finish: Rich satin 
chrome overall. 
NOTE: Lovelier cord for suspension of Micro- 
phone around neck is available. (optional). 

ACCESSORIES FOR "777" 
MODEL 538 STAND in a heavy die -cast base. Includes metal screw n acbine stud for connecting microphone adaptor to stand base. 

List Price: $3.00 
MODEL A25 SWIVEL ADAPTOR features a 
long -life, high -quality suivel connector. Is lined with a long -life nylon sleeve -for n nefree and scratch -free insertion and removal of microphone. 

List Price: $5.00 

not confirmed. Radio Amateur, Lon- 
don, says a station announcing as Kat- 
mandu, has been reported testing on 
9.856 in Hindi, Pathani, Tamil, and 
French around 0630. 

ZL2, 9.54. Wellington, New Zealand, 
noted 0300. (Frazier. Texas) Heard 
over ZL9, 11.810, and ZL3. 11.780. from 
around 2250 to after 0000 with good 
level on former, fair on ZL3. (Baetz, 
Ill.. others) 

A new channel of Radio Thailand 
(Siam) is HSK9, 11.700, heard 0500 
with news, music. good level in Aus- 
tralia. (Sanderson) May be the new 
50 kw. transmitter. 

The BBC, London, has been testing 
0430 -0800 on 15.390, 15.400. (N. Z. DX 
Times) According to announcement, 
by now the 1015 -1030 news session 
from Radio Pakistan should be on 
9.484. 5.990. (Pearce, England) Radio 
Prance -Asie. Saigon, Indo -China 

I Vietnam), tests to Europe on 11.950A 
it 1035 -1100 in French. 1100 -1130 in 

English; reports requested to Box 412, 
Saigon. (Etersrep. Sweden. others) 
Radio Luxembourg's new 50 kw. 
transmitter is in use on 6.090 at 0040- 
0930, 1045 -1800, mostly in French. 
(Mickelsson. Sweden) When this was 
compiled, the VOA relay at Salonika, 
Greece. was scheduled with tests to 
Europe on 6.040 at 1245 -1655; on 7.270 
at 0900 -1645. 

Clandestine Radio Espana de hide - 
pendencia still noted around 1750 with 
"news" in Spanish on 10.280. (Catch, 
England) Radio Sweden says Deutsche 
Welle, Cologne. the German Overseas 
Service, is on this new schedule - 
2030 -2330, 11.795; 0530 -0830, 15.275; 
0930 -1230. 1300 -1600. 17.845; 1700 -2000, 
11.795. 

Revised schedules of Radio Pakis- 
tan's External Service are 2015 -2100, 
11.885, 15.335 to Southeast Asia; 2315- 
2400, 15.335, 11.770 to East and South 
Africa; 0440 -0600, 9.645, 15.335 to South 
Asia; 0630 -0715, 15.335, 17.770 to Indo- 
nesia; 0830 -0915, 11.674 to Burma; 
1100 -1200, 6.235, 7.010 with Afghan - 
Persian Service; 1215 -1300 same chan- 
nels with Iranian Service; 1310 -1330 

General Overseas Service (dictation - 
speed news in English), 11.650, 7.010 
(or 9.645 ?); 1330 -1430 same channels 
for Arabic Service; 1445 -1530 to Tur- 
key and 1530 -1615 to the United King- 
dom, 9.645, 11.650 (Radio Australia, 
others) Djeddah, Saudi Arabia, seems 
back on 7.255A again from 7.305AV; 
noted 2143; has QRM now. (Washing- 
ton, N. J.) The Nicaraguan on 6.197A 
seems to be YNVP up from 6.185 and 
6.188; announces "En Managua, Las 
Emisoras de Radio Mil;" has gone to 
2335 sign -off. (Stark, Texas) 

Zurich sunspot count predictions 
are- Sept. -15; Oct. --14; Nov. -13; 
Dec. -13. (Ferguson, N. C.) Radio 
Hirondelle, Hanoi, Indo -China (Viet- 
nam), noted on 7.410A opening 0500 
with news in French or Vietnamese to 
0515, then Western music; starts to 
fade out by 0600. The Thai Arm)) Sig- 
nal Corps Radio Service. HSIJS, 4.875, 
noted daily 0630 -0700 with weak sig- 
nal in Australia; DZI7. 6.080. Manila, 
noted in English 0500 relaying DZMB; 
Radio Peking's new 12.620A channel 
noted in English 2200 -2215 but with 
bad CWQRM. (Williams) 

A new Brazilian station is Radio 
Universidado do Rio Grande do Sul. 
Porto Alegre, 3.944, with 1 kw. Port 
Stanley. Falkland Islands, is reported 
now on 580 kc. and 6.100 in addition to 
3.440; further details desired; not con- 
firmed. "Radio Liberation." Munich, 
Germany, heard on 15.105 at 1400- 
1415, with news in Azerbaidjani fol- 
lowed by an Armenian program 
1415 -1430. The Technical School of 
Istanbul, Turkey, closed its s.w. sta- 
tion in June and probably will return 
to the air in October. presumably on 
same channel -- 6.690. (WRH) 

4: « 5 

Acknowledgment 
Thanks for your fine reports. Keep 

them coming in during the fall and 
winter DX season to Ken Boord, 948 
Stewartstown Road, Morgantown, 
West Virginia, USA. ISW DEPART- 
MENT monitor's certificates will he 
sent to any contributor free on re- 
quest K R.B. 

The Hammarlund Manufacturing Co.. Inc. of New York recently produced its 10,000th "Super -Pro 600" communications receiver. The receiver, which is in use by all the 
military services as well as by governments and commercial groups all over the world, has been in production since 1950. It is used in the Presidential Communications car. 

With 
Lovelier 

On '39 Desk Stand 
I With A2S Swivel) 

SHURE BROTHERS, Inc. 
MICROPHONES and ACOUSTIC DEVICES 

225 W. Huron St., Chicago 10, III., Cable: SHUREMICRO 
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Certified Record Revue 
(Continued froni page 58) 

an incredible range of orchestral col- 
orings. From the opening snare flour- 
ish and shsrply accented bass drum. 
through the wonderful :)izzicati and 
xylophone Of the third movement, to 
the tremerdous tympar f explosions 
and savage drum rolls cf the move- 
ment called "Protest," this is a grand 
and gloriou3 feast of tra rsients! Be- 
lieve me the "Protest" novement is 
well named Watch your gain control 
or you'll find the speaker cone in your 
lap! With controls set foi AES equal- 
ization, no touch up of bass or treble, 
cut or boost was requirrd. Surfaces 
were exceptionally good. in spite of 
the super -wide dynamic i ange. 

Musically. this is certa my the best 
thing Dorati and the Minneapolis have 
done to dat? for the Mercury "Olym- 
pian Series. ' Dorati is one of the best 
orchestral craftsmen around. His me- 
ticulously detailed reading of this 
complex score bears witness to this 
prowess. The orchestra i esponds sen- 
sitively to Dorati's deft direction, with 
sumptuous string tone and extra- 
ordinary percussion. 

If you enjoyed "Spirituals" in the 
old Rodzinski version o i Columbia, 
you will find this up -to -date recording 
superior in every aspect and well 
worth your investment. 

WAGNER 
SIEGFRIED'S RHINE JOURNEY and 
FUNERAL MUSIC. and PRELUDE 
AND LIEBESTOD (front Tristan and 
Isolde ) 

The Pittsburgh Svtnphot,y Orchestra 
conducted by William Steinberg. Capi- 
tol "FDS" 58185, 33,ßi rpr t, AES curve. 
Price $5.72. 

Here are two standard "warhorses" 
brought up -to -date with Capitol's 
slick new "Full Dimensional Sound." 
I've always admired Steinberg's con- 
ducting, especially since hearing him 
do the Verd: "Requiem" a: the Ravinia 
Festival in Chicago same seasons 
back. He is on familiar ground with 
the "Siegfried" work, and evokes 
some splendid sonorities 'rom the or- 
chestra. Soundwise, thi; is a very 
luminous "big hall" type if recording, 
very live and with sufficient detail to 
hold it together. Strings are very 
clean and percussion sharp and crisp. 
My only quibble is that the big cli- 
maxes seem to lack the punch and 
weightiness we associat' with this 
music. Otherwise, this is certainly 
the best "Siegfried" at thp present. In 
the "Tristan," Steinberg s competent 
and musicis.nly, the reccrding excel- 
lent. However, this scor' still seems 
to be the property of Stokowski, who 
has a way with this musk, and whose 
recording remains unmatched. 

WALTON 
FACADE 

LAMBERT 
HOROSCOPE (Ballet St ite) 

The London Philharmonic Orchestra 
conducted by Robert Irving. London 

September. 1953 

T 

ERMOFLUX 
QA, ROYAL 

HIGH SPEAKER 

The finest speaker c%er made by Permoflux . retaining all 
'he exceptional features of the famous Royal Line . . plus 

new developments in design giving ycu a performance which 
is Virtually Distortionless. It has Full Range Response 

Ito the limits of audibility), and Superior Damping 
with Maximum Sensitirity. 

This unsurpassed performance is due to exclusive 
Permoflux features, such as *T.S.C. t treated 

slotted cone) for extended distortionless low 
frequency response. *Latest design in magnetic 

structure utilizing heavy Alni o 5 ring 
magnet for maximum flux density. 

*Specially designee single cone radiator for 
full high and low frequency response, 
without the phase distortion due to 

separate speakers for high 
and low frequencies. 

For descriptive 
literature wri e to . . 

8 

vail. le in 3 sizes - 
12 nd 15 inch 

See and hear the 
Super Royal at your 
High Fidelity Dealer 

P.Vvrn [f /U/.L CORPORATION 

4918 West Grand Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois 
236 S. Verdugo Rd., Glendale 5, California 
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FACTS YOU 
SHOULD KNOW 
ABOUT U H F 

CONVERTERS 

i 

Many converters on the market to- 
day are unsatisfactory in fringe and 
shadow areas where signal strength 
is low. Before you install a UHF 
converter in these areas you should 
know these facts: 

Signal power loss in the preselector 
seriously affects picture quality. 
Most UHF converters use sliding - 
contact shorted line tuners in the 
preselector with a fixed power loss 
of 6 db. The Turner converter uses 
High Q coaxial cavity tuners with 
no sliding contacts. Signal power 
loss is cut to 3 db. The resulting low 
noise figure keeps picture quality 
high. 

2 Oscillator radiation often causes dis- 
turbing interference with neighbor- 
ing sets. In the Turner converter the 
oscillator tube socket and all asso- 
ciated circuits are inside the coaxial 
cavity, self -shielded. Removable cov- 
ers provide a second shield against 
radiation. 

3 High amplifier noise figure can fur- 
ther damage picture quality. The 
Turner converter uses a special 
broadband amplifier with Cascode 
circuit. It retains the preselector 
signal savings without appreciably 
increasing the noise figure. The 
Turner amplifier noise figure is 
only 4 db. 

Whether you're selling converters 
for installations in shadow or fringe 
areas or putting one in your own 
home, remember . . . the Turner 
converter often means the difference 
between good reception and bad. 
EXCLUSIVE TURNER FEATURES 

Higher sensitivity 
Extremely low noise figure 
Exceptional frequency stability 
Double shielding 
Hi -Q silver plated coaxial cavities 
No sliding contacts 

OTHER MAJOR TURNER FEATURES 
Continuous single -knob tuning. Illumi- 
nated slide -rule dial. Smaller size: 
8 "x6 "x6 ". Use with UHF or combina- 
tion antennas. Self powered, uses chan- 
nels 5 or 6. Complete installation in- 
structions for 110 -120 volts 50 -60 cy- 
cles AC. Schematic included. 

List 
price 
$49.50 

In VHF fringe and shadow 
areas, the Turner Booster is 
a superior performer,. too. 

THE TURNER COMPANY 
901 17th St., N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

Export Ad Auriema, Inc., 
89 Broad St., New York 4, N. Y. 

Canada: Canadian Marconi Co., 
Toronto, Ont. & Branches 
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ffrr 11771. 33 tit rpm, London ffrr 
cure. Price $5.95. 

London has just issued a spate of 
music by English composers in what 
they call the "Special Commemorative 
Coronation Series." In spite of this 
mouthful, this is a very noteworthy 
collection of the works of some of 
England's most highly regarded mu- 
sical talent. The disc here reviewed 
is the one most likely to appeal to hi- 
fi fans. The Walton "Facade" is racy, 
impudent music, chock full of the 
things dear to the audiophile's heart. 
Snarling snare drums, bells, and tri- 
angles in profusion, really high reg- 
ister flutes and piccolo, and in one sec- 
tion some wonderful castanets. A 
superb job of recording. The only 
thing I missed was the fantastic and 
amusing poetry of Edith Sitwell, for 
whom Walton wrote this music. How- 
ever, many will prefer this orchestral 
version over the difficult -to- follow edi- 
tion with the spoken words. Lambert's 
"Horoscope Ballet" is a frothy trifle, 
very pleasant to listen to and with 
enough dissonance here and there to 
make it interesting. Sharp, brilliant 
recording, especially fine woodwind 
playing. Robert Irving conducts both 
of these works with a sure and know- 
ing hand and gets the best from a 
good orchestra. 

VAUCHN WILLIAMS 
A PASTORAL SYMPHONY 

The London Philharmonic Orchestra 
conducted by Sir Adrian Boult. London 
ffrr LI.721, 331ßa rpm, London ffrr 
curve. Price 85.95. 

Another disc in the "Special Coro- 

nation Series," this is a notable "first" 
for London. Those who have patient- 
ly waited over the years for some 
enterprising company to give them a 
recording of this great work will re- 
joice in the splendid job that has been 
done. Very frankly, this is not the 
kind of recording preferred by the hi- 
fi crowd. There are no tricky effects, 
no bombast. There is, however, a very 
wonderful recording of a most unusual 
work. The score has a strange and 
mystic quality, a sort of "other world- 
liness" which even the most hardened 
hi -fi fan can't fail to be interested 
in and attracted to. Sir Adrian is 
thoroughly at home with Vaughan 
Williams and his reading is powerful 
without being pedantic. Silken string 
tone. some huge sonorities and a quiet 
surface add to the attractiveness of 
this "off- the -trail" disc. Well worth 
your attention. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: This new column is 
presented as a "bonus" to our audio 
readers. It will be continued and ex- 
panded in scope if reader interest in- 
dicates a demand for this type of re- 
view. Your letters, either "pro" or 
"con," will be appreciated and will 
serve to guide your editor in the con- 
duct of this department. 

Mini a'r Ital.(' your comments? -M1- 

MIDWEST RELAY 
A T. & T. has announced the compte. 

.lion of a new radio -relay system be- 
tween Chicago, Milwaukee, and Minne- 
apolis. 

It will provide 400 additional long 
distance phone circuits and a TV chan- 
nel between Chicago and Milwaukee. 

ELECTRONIC FLASH PROJECT 
CAPTAIN J. E. BROYLES, F. E. Warren 

Air Force Base, Wyoming, has re- 
ported on the success of n building proj- 
ect undertaken by the personnel respon- 
sible for the operation of the MARS 
amateur radio station at the base. 

The group built the electronic flash 
unit described in the March, 1953 issue 
of RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
( "Build This Electronic Flash ") and 
are so enthusiastic over its performance 
that they sent in a photograph of the 
completed unit. 

According to Captain Broyles, the 
flash is I sed in a mahogany box no 
larger than a lady's "cosmetic ease." 
The cabinet contains both the battery 
pack and the a.c. power supply. The 
group had to make a few changes in the 
circuit diagram as printed because of the 
unavailability of parts. They used three 
75 nia., 125 volt selenium rectifiers in 
place of the two 20 ma. rectifiers speci- 
fied in the original parts list. They sub- 
stituted an NE -51 neon lamp for the 
NE -1 shown and added a 2 amp. fuse 
in the primary of the power transformer. 

The cabinet was built with the side 
width slightly less than the front width 
with the depth about the same. The in- 
ternal parts are accessible by means of a 
hinged cover which is fastened by a brass 
trunk -type lock. Both switches and the 
fuse holder are conveniently located on 
the front. The indicators, the a.c. light, 
and the neon lamp are located on the 
top of the hinged lid. The back of the 
box carries the two parallel plugs wired 
for the flash lamp and an extra unit 

which can also be used In addition, a 
plug is provided to connect the two -wire 
connector that goes to the synchronizing 
switch on the camera. -30 

Airman George A. Lehmkuhl poses with 
the electronic flash unit constructed by the 
MARS station (R7FAO) group at the F. E. 
Warren A. F. Base in Wyoming. The re- 
flector is a standard Ralart flash modified 
slightly to take the 4 -prong plug and 
flash lamp. The camera Mr. Lehmkuhl is 
using with the electronic flash is a Leica. 
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Tape Recorder Counter 
(Continued from pcge 51) 

inch brass rod. Twelve -inch lengths 
of solid brass rod are a standard radio 
hardware i' em at any parts jobber. 

Assembling the Counter 

The spring is first assembled to the 
rubber bulb. The end r'sult of this 
operation is seen in Fig. 1. The easi- 
est way is first to sel 3ct a screw 
which can be driven inti) the end of 
the spring, using the coils of the 
spring as threads. The) pierce the 
closed end of the bulb as near the 
exact center as possible. Push the 
screw through the. hole, )ith the head 
of the screw inside the bulb; use a 
washer if the screwhead is not large 
enough to insure that it won't itself 
come through the hole. 

Next place a good -siz'd nut, or a 
washer and a nut, on th' screw, over 
the top of the rubber bulb. At this 
point we should have a bulb with a 
screw firmly fastened into it, threads 
pointing u: through tt a top. Now 
fasten the spring to tie screw by 
threading its end ove - the screw 
threads and tightening. A little Duco 
cement spread around t )e top of the 
bulb and allowed to dy will avoid 
any possibility of the arrangement 
coming apart. 

Attention goes now to the brass rod 
and the counter. Fig. 1 shows how 
the assembly will be mcunted. Select 
the mounting point and dimensions 
for the particular recorder first. With 
the Concertone the low sr end of the 
rod was simply pushed nto a 14-inch 
hole in the edge of the wood case and 
the over -all rod length is 81/2 inches. 
Use a ruler, or preferably a metal 
measuring tape, to figure over -all 
length once the rod has been bent, so 
that the counter at the rod's end will 
sit about 2 inches above the upper 
face of the take -up reel and about 
1 inch from the center )f the spindle. 
Then cut the rod to this length, lo- 
cate the tending point, and bend the 
rod in a vise. Bend it gently, using if 
possible a round -edge ')iece of stock 
in the vise so that th? bend has a 
good, big radius. This rod can be 
broken. 

Placing the counter experimentally 
on the inner end of the rod, determine 
the best angle from which to view 
the numbers. Then mark the rod and 
drill two holes at this E ngle by which 
to mount the counter. The counter 
skirt has two holes tE pped for 4 -40 
screws and they can be used as is if 
available screws are ju it long enough 
to come flush with th1 skirt surface 
when fed through fro T) the bottom 
of the rod. The writer did it the 
other way, however, drilling out the 
threads and threading the brass rod 
holes for 4 -40 screw:: which were 
placed through the top. If taps are 
not at hand, drill ordinary holes and 
use lockwashers and nuts under the 
rod to hold the screws 

September, 1953 

Now mount the rod -counter as- 
sembly. The easiest way is that shown 
-s mply a 14 -inch hole in the wood 
cas', into which the lower end of the 
rod is pushed. This also allows the 
rod to be swung out of position if 
necessary, without demounting it. 

The inner diameter of the spring 
should, if possible, be slightly less 
than the outer diameter of the counter 
shaft, so that the spring can simply 
be pushed over the shaft. If the 
spring is too large, make a sleeve to 
fit over the counter shaft. A little 
tare or thin metal or foil is usually 
sufficient. There will be no occasion 
to emove the spring from the counter 
so it can be made solid by any 
necessa ry means. 

The assembly is now complete. 
After a take -up reel is in place on 
the spindle, the counter is engaged by 
pushing the rubber bulb down over 
the spindle end. When the reel is to 
be removed, just pull off the bulb, and 
let it dangle at the end of the spring. 

On the Concertone the center hole 
of the plastic NARTB reel adapter 
was countersunk about 1/16 inch with 
a half -inch drill; this revealed a little 
more cf the spindle for better seating 
of the rubber bulb. The same can be 
done with adapters or reels on other 
machines if it is an advantage. 

Using the Counter 

It is desirable to be able to locate 
a given point on a reel of tape by 
winding to the same counter number 
no matter how many times the reel 
is removed from the recorder and re- 
placed. Therefore, we set up one rule 
of procedure which works as follows: 

Place the full reel of tape on the 
supply spindle or adapter. Thread the 
end into the notch of the take -up 
reel. Now give the take -up reel one 
counterclockwise turn by hand, reach- 
ing the point when the second layer 
of tape just begins. At this point stop 
the reel. With the counter at 0000 
place the rubber bulb over the take - 
up spindle. Then begin operations. 
T:Tis insures that the zero count is al- 
ways just at the same point on every 
tape and on a given tape every time. 

The bulb should remain on the 
spindle until the end of operation 
when the supply reel is again full and 
the counter back to zero. In this way 
it always indicates exactly what sec - 
tim of tape is against the heads, since 
it travels with the tape in forward 
a:id reverse operation as well as in 
fast forward and rewind. If the take - 
u p reel is to be removed when full, 
as is true when using both tracks of 
most dual -track machines, the counter 
will to far from zero. Either omit to 
use the counter in these cases or first 
rewind the reel, disconnect the bulb, 
then get the tape back to the take -up 
reel with fast forward. 

The ideal way to connect a counter 
would be so that each count would 
indicate a specific length of tape. 
This would mean connecting it to the 
capstan, in which case it would fall 
out c.f step on rewind and fast for- 

* * * ****** * ***** * * * * * * * * * * ** 
*A MONTH OF SPECIALS!* 
* SPECIAL! No need to worry atout high trans- I* *I portation costs. for Platt will cheerfully refund 

*Cyou r Misted below, 
with any purchase t Other 

SPECIAL! TESTER 
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t 

s 

av, Y9 
to be 
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..290 1441 

n 

.29c* 
2I 5A . .09e 843 .17c 
221A ..29c 864 .19c jis 
316A .290 16226. . 190 
3SRA 59c 751!,2 3 , .1903 
471A .- .51.19 .6904 
532A ..51.19 £1148 ...490 
722A ..990 RK34 . ..9903 

á2áA "" 39c T127 ...16a 

FOUN DA- ! 
TION 
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I.97A 
Complete, 

Brand Ne. 
Special! 55w.9 5 

*iú2í '.'.'5áíi 
*21112 

:óvá * 2C20A ...09c *2022 ..513119 

*ira 390 * I2KBr 39c 

* áä744 9C 

HEADSETS 

*71SNF:W 
tw 

Ì1h ear'Mds.., 
BRANI,55.95 

*H8 -:I:I low Impedance. BRAND NEW 
with ear pads, cord and PL54 

8.45 
1.55 11s-33, used 

CD -307A Cords, 6 ft. NEW S1.493 
*H -IOR 

g 
high Impedance. Includes two resets- 7224 

.984 

* t 
* 

VHS -16 high Impedance -used 

:BC-221 Frequency Meter * * Renl \'aloe! QUANTITY Is 
I.IMITF.0 

u rirst e. ,first s -d. TICY * are ljm.1 like new. Rhoriginal r. 11. I I * 
*bretl.m Charts. Range 125- 2u.uo0 

*rayé t." Completewithp$139.50 * * crystal and lubex , 
* MOÌ,UI ATED T\'PE with' AC5269.50 

- 

* Power Supply 169.50 
*These Fresseney Meters are factory He led, checked* 
*for frequency lion men. and GUARANTEED, 

* SCR -274N 
COMMANC * and 

frig : 
It ARC -S * * EQUIPMENI * C :KCFl1ENT .3 * RECEIVERS USED USED NEW t 

*BC-153 -190 to 550 RC $29.95 $49.95F 
*BC.451 -3 to 6 MC. 6.95 (as is) 24.954 
*BC- 155 -6 to9 MC 113.95 19.95* 
*1.5 to 3 34.95* 

TRANSMITTERS l 
*A 958 -2.110 3 MC . 

29.95* 
*BC -451 -1 to 5.3 MC ..... 14.15 * BC-458-5.3 to 7 MC 9.95 14.95 29.,5* 
*BC -459 -7 to 9.1 MC 24.95* 
*T.15 ARC 5 -500 to 800 BC. 247.11* 

7 f 7.254 
2.39* 
5.69* 

2.694 

*ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 
BC.456,Mod5latol 1.41 L!5 *BC.450 Control Box (3 Receiver) ... 

*BC.451 Control Bos ( Transmitter)... 1.29 1.79 
*BC442 Relay Und (ANT) 

Plues: PL-117, 148, 151. 152, 153. 
*154, 156 -EACH 1.25 
*Flesible Shafting with Bear lo fil 
+rreceivers . L7f 2.29 *3 Receiver Rack 

1.7e 2.39 3.97 *2 Transmitter Rack 3.97 
Smfle T,ansmdler Rack * DM-33 Dynamotor for Command Set. 

2.95 2.2.* *Mounts lot Above Racks 

* _ ARMY TEST UNIT 1.236 
Meter is contained in a metal box 6s /2'* 
long 3.e. wide 31/4' deep. Comes* 
complete with test leads and instruction* 
book. Can be used for testing between* 
AC and DC measurit .g resistance of air -fil 
cuits, checking fuses and testing ca -* 
pacitors. 

* * * 
* * * 
* 

* * 
SPECIALI * 20LBS. of ASSORTED 

7 f RADIO PARTS 

SPECIAL $4.19: 

FIELD TELEPHONES * 
Army surplus, completely ,M1- * tloned and te. trical:Y tested, using 
2 flashlight of In. 
terconneet s ing wires. Cl!AÌtANTF.F.D. 

Nrw 528.95. $22.95* 
INE NEW 

MINIMUM ORDER 52.00 
Immediate Del vey- -Send 2500 de.* 
posit et. on 

F.O.B.. 
C.0.0. 

N.Y.C. (N.Y.C. 
ship -* 

dents add sah, tax to your rem,t.* 
lance 1 

* PLATT ELECTROIIICS CORP. 
*Dept. A. 489 Broome St., N. Y. 13, N. T.* 
* PHONES: WO 4522nS.. * BRANCH STORE: 19Greewicch t N.Y C. 

* ***** * * * * * * * * *** * * * * * * * * ** 
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The ideal 

replacement cartridge! 

TITONE 
Revolutionary 
High -Fidelity 

CERAMIC 
PICKUP 

No other pickup offers all 
these great advantages 

Only 2 models replace 89% of all 
present cartridges Ideal for 
records of all speeds Hundreds of 
thousands already used by leading 
manufacturers as original equip- 
ment No preamplifier or equalizer 
needed Unaffected by tempera- 
ture or moisture Long life on 
shelf and in use Wide adapt- 
ability and simple replacement 
High sensitivity Wide frequency 
range Low distortion No hum 
pickup Superior tracking ability 

Proper groove fit 

Replacement Chart and Literature Available 

TITONE PLAYAL 
- for all records. With replaceable 1- or 
3 -mil sapphire or 2 -mil osmium needle. 

$7.50 List 

TITONE TURNOVER 
-with unique, replaceable dual sapphire 
needle assembly. (Only needle rotates). 

$9.50 List 

Electronic Applications Division 

SONOTONE CORPORATION 
Elmsford. New York 
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ward, or using a separate roller, 
which would create the danger of 
wow and flutter. 

The present method of connection - 
to the take -up reel -means that the 
count is not proportional to tape 
length. At the start each turn of the 
take -up reel pulls a rather small 
amount of tape. Toward the end of 
the tape, when the effective outer di- 
ameter of the reel is rather large. 
each revolution takes up a much 
larger length of tape. 

The "Timing Chart" of Fig. 2 al- 
lows the operator to time selections 
by using the counter, despite this non - 
linearity. It is calibrated for use with 
an NARTB take -up reel or huh and 
for speeds of 7'2 and 15 inches -per- 
second. The horizontal axis is cali- 
brated in take -up reel revolutions as 
indicated on the counter; the vertical 
axis shows time in minutes. Both 
calibrations are repeated along the 
curve to save time and temper in 
tracing graph lines back to the axes. 

Suppose a selection is to be timed. 
The beginning is located on the tape 
and the counter number recorded- - 
suppose it is 100. Then the end of 
the selection is found and its counter 
number jotted down -say 650. As- 
suming the tape speed was 712 inches - 
per- second, reference to the chart 

shows that 100 is equivalent to 3 min- 
utes and 650 is equal to 2214 minutes. 
Subtracting 3 from 221,4, we find that 
the time for the selection is 19!2 
minutes. 

The counter is useful for purposes 
other than timing. Sometimes, for ex- 
ample, several selections are on a 
tape but only some of them are to be 
transferred to a disc. The usual pro- 
cedure would be to edit the tape by 
cutting and splicing. This waste of 
time and tape can be avoided merely 
by noting the counter numbers at the 
ends of the wanted selections and 
the beginnings of the following de- 
sired selections. When dubbing to 
disc, the gain controls are closed 
when the first selection ends, the tape 
is rolled fast forward until the 
counter indicates the next desired se- 
lection is ready, then recording re- 
sumed. With a little practice the 
"dead air" during the forward roll is 
at a minimum. Broadcasters will also 
find the counter useful for cueing and 
for timing, all without the necessity 
of cutting and pasting tape. 

For a very small investment of time 
and money, the counter saves a good 
deal of wear and tear on nerves and 
temper, and opens up new fields for 
every tape recorder owner. 

-30- 

IMPROVING INTERCARRIER SOUND SYSTEMS 
By CHARLES ERWIN COHN 

THE usual interearrier sound system 
used in low- and medium- priced TV sets 

c prises a pentode driver stage fol- 
lowed by a ratio detector feeding the 
audio amplifiers, with the ratio detector 
being depended upon to eliminate the 
AM impressed on the sound carrier dur- 
ing the interearrier heterodyning proc- 
ess. However, since the l' g proper- 
ties of the usual ratio detector are far 
front perfect, some buzz is unavoidably 
present. What is needed to el' ate 
this is positive l' g action in the 
driver stage, which can be provided by 
replacing the pentode driver wills a 6BN6 
lit siter, as shown on the ac panning 
schematic. 

The 611N6 gated -beam is usually used 
as a c bined limiter and discriminator. 
but if the existing ratio detector is in 
satisfactory condition there is no reason 
to replace it with the full 611N6 circuit. 
Therefore. this tube is used here as u 
I. 'ter only. 

On the schematic, all unlabeled cons - 
I ants are those which are already in 
the set, so only a few new e ponents 
are needed. It is necessary to add a 1000 
ohm potent' ter for buzz control, 
which must be mounted on the rear of 
the chassis where it is accessible for ad- 
justment. The screen and plate dropping 
resistors R, and R, may also have to br 
changed to apply the correct operating 
voltages to the 6BN6. R, should be suf- 
ficient to keep the accelerator voltage at 
100 volts or less at a current of 10 ma. 
For example, 2200 ohms is a g 1 value 
for a 120 -volt supply. R.:, however, 
serves only a filtering and decoupling 
function since the plate voltage rating 
is high, and thus should be around 1000 
ohms or less. All grid leaks and condens- 
ers are removed, so that the grid can 
have a d.c. path to ground through the 
take -off coil. 

The grid input (terminal 2 of the 
6BN6) goes to the sound take -off roil in 
the TV set, 

Alignment and adjus 11t are sim- 
ple but, like all intercarrier alignment, 
should be done with an actual TV signal 
to insure accuracy. The ratio detector 
transformer is aligned in the usual man- 
ner, after which the signal is attenuated 
by s means until it is below the limit- 
ing threshold and noise appears. Then 
the sound take -off coil is peaked up and 
the signal then restored to normal. The 
buzz control is then adjusted for mini- 
mum buzz. Since the 01 ' adjust- 
ment of this control depends on signal 
level. it should be adjusted under oper- 
ating conditions on the worst channel. 

This circuit will do an excellent job of 
eliminating buzz, and is also effective on 
impulse noise. However, it will not be 
effective on signals which are below the 
limiting threshold. nor will it eliminate 
excessive downward lulation. Due to 
its improved properties, it might also !m- 
an effective circuit for use with FM re. 
ceivers and separate -sound TV sets. --31) - 

A simple circuit change for intercarrier 
television receivers which provides posi- 
tive limiting action in the driver stage. 
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Hearing Ai d 

(Continued from page 47) 

When a 2212 volt "E" battery i> 

used, adjus: the bias by connecting a 
5000 ohm, 12 watt shun resistor be- 
tween "A - -" and "B -' (effectively 
shunting the 1500 ohm bias resistor 
for the output stage). 

The penlight cell use.l as an "A" 
battery may be replaced with one of 
the newer mercury cells, either to ob- 
tain a more compact layout or to ob- 
tain longer battery life (depending on 
the size mercury cell chosen). For 
the maximum in "A" ba tery life, use 
the Mallory type RM -12(0 cell. 

If the reader desires tr achieve the 
most compact design feasible for easy 
home construction, it is suggested 
that the following modifications be 
made, and that the smallest case which 
will hold the various components be 
obtained. 11) Omit tone control cir- 
cuit; (2) Use transformer output with 
a UTC tyre SSO -4 transformer; (3) 
Use a 15 volt "B" battery (Burgess 
1710); (4) Use a Mallory RM1000 "A" 
battery; (5) Use the smallest micro- 
phone available to the builder; and 
(6) Omit the output jack and wire 
the earset directly into the circuit. 

Cc-Ora/air recently anrounced a new 
3 -stage printed circuit amplifier 
which is even smaller than the type 
PC -200 used in the modEl shown. The 
use of the later version would permit 
an even further reduction in over -all 
size. However, the au. hor was un- 
able to obtain one of thcse newer am- 
plifiers, even after conte cting a num- 
her of distributors, and it appears 
likely that the PC -200 will be the most 
readily available unit for some time. 

In this article, the author has 
presented the informat on necessary 
for a skilled technician to assemble 
a basic hearing aid; however, no in- 
dividual should indiscriminately build 
and use a hearing aid without com- 
petent medical advice. Whether or not 
a hearing aid is required should be 
determined by a physiciten. 

In operation, the tore control is 
generally adjusted so t at speech is 
intelligible or so that music and other 
sounds seem realistic to the user. 
The volume control is adjusted to 
provide the minimum gain necessary 
for adequate volume arid sensitivity; 
the "ideal" setting is where the in- 
dividual's hearing, compensated by the 
amplifier, aecomes normal. With this 
adjustment, there is a minimum of 
"blasting" from loud sounds, yet good 
sensitivity is maintained. 

Often, where the individual's hear- 
ing with one ear is much weaker than 
with the other, the earpiece is placed 
on the weE.ker ear so th.lt the hearing 
aid acts to bring the vi eaker ear up 
to "normal." 

While battery life is fairly long due 
to the low current requi:ements of the 
subminiature tubes, the r life may be 
extended Even further ty turning the 
unit "off" whenever it is not needed 
for long periods of time. -311 
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en TOWERS 
ARE 

PROVED IN CONSTRUG"' 
DESIGN, OSE & SALES 

standard self- supporting ROHN steel towers 
for your every need! C 

ROHN 

Fold Over Tower uses 
plat, r i tower sections 
plus an Illearellal\e 
easy -louse 'fold - 
over" kit. The perfect 
answer to Ihl, ly pr 
lower requirement. 

II 

II 
II 
'I 

II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
4 

NO. 5 -.4 `.Lin. triangular designed 
tower especially designed for TV 
needs. Can Ie lined up to 40-ft. nnn- 
guyed or gW -el to So-ft. An econnmi- 4/ c 1, yet sturdy, permanent tower. Can 
be climbed as can all IiOH N Towers. 

NO. 10 -The standard 12 -in. design 
- heavy duty tubular steel, electric 

welded and heavily cross -braced 
through out. Used by thousands 
coast-to-coast. Up to 50-ft. non- 
guyed- guyed to 120-ft. 

NO. 20 -Uses a I4 -in. triangular de- 
sign -- the heavy duty tower. Ideal 
for epmmunieah,li and where great- 
er height is required. 

All ROHN towers in 10-ft. sections 
for easy erection and transportatiuu. 

ROHN 
TELESCOPING 

MASTS 

1 

ROHN 

Come in 20, 30, 40 and 50 

ft. sixes. Easily erected. 
heavy -duty seamless steel 

tubing throughout. 

PLUS A COMPLETE LINE 
OF ACCESSORIES: 

UHF Antenna Mounts 
For Towers 
For Masts 

Wall Mounts 

Also House brackets. guy brackets. 
etc., all hohn designed! 

Contact your ROHN distributor for 
FREE catalog and Prices or write: 

DEPT. RTN 

116 LIMESTONE 

BELLEVUE, 

PEORIA, 

ILLINOIS 
MANUFACTURING 

COMPANY 

RADIO CONTROL YOUR MODELS 

n VELURE MIDGET r" + RADiOMODELS. I y e BOE 36,DEPT.ST 
RADIO tiONTROL 59.98 BALTIMORE 6, MARYLAND 

IAft.: Schools, Labs, Moms! 

!A 0 R E 
faah to nn >.anr arma. 
Radie Parta V Er surt,onC 

We pa. more -or trade for 

' :,k 5 ,val mote Ìt r (Trade. IpWrite 

w'MARJO SALES CO. -- 
L 

dios Burbank Bird. 
Burbank. Cal if. Cable HARJO 

4 

TODS %n TV 
TRAINING 

WANT to get Into TV? Then don't w11V. for LESS THAN THE 

BEST. Gel 
HOrne 

FACTS 
you d SNOWY 

SUCCESSFUL 
to Build 

Train -pl and you 
ea your own big Se Set (with we pptito Learn hew .ore. 

amyl Repair, 
Boosters. 

seer about op. Pre 

TV 
Expert must understand. 

Rnld. 
TWENTY 

Ei Part ofessional 

EV ipmen an v Tools e co of Parts, a rerate as 

smoothly and Tools included. /Ask a TV or wrote + 

smoothly a pPov TV -mode watch. Be ready for B Toni 
con- 

fuse 
a meTV TV Job will M roofs for YOU. Don't cots 

food C 
of 

rodioV -emens with 
lessors 

ors 
tacked 

counts 
Code radio lessons with TV lECIAL lacked c The 

RUCTION. 
Over 

r 2 to MODERN, SPECIALIZED 
in and 

re 

and, ON. Oery 24 MILLION TV DA w d 

Opwands sold every Y make TV TODAY'S Big BOOMING 

Opportunity. 
have 

a RIGHT Training-NOW! 
Thousands 

Then ouepl a NG. 

lob-ou A a bMetho of Send foe. 
Book, "You IN with our Proved Method[. Send le Sig FREE Boet, "You 

Con Succeed in Television." 

Ci cede Trolls Isollb, Sept. T -199. 1411 inotul to., Ohms ti. III. 
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CANNON 
PLUGS 

Send for Cannon Bulletin R1C -6 

... a special condensed catalog 
Covers the Radio, Sound and Miniature 
Connectors that are available to you through 
Franchised Distributors, Electrical Whole. 
salers and Radio Parts Distributors. 

TYPE XL 
FITTINGS: For audio, instrument and related uses. 
3 contacts. 15a max., 14 basic shapes. Latchlock 
coupling. Available at your Radio Parts Distributor. 

TYPE P 
FITTINGS: For audio, TV and instrument uses. 
2 to 8 contacts, 30a max., 16 basic shapes. 
Universally used in sound and allied applications. 

TYPE O 
FITTINGS: 3-contact oval- shaped plugs and recep- 
udes. equipped with latchlock device. For micro- 
phones and related uses. 6 basic shapes. 30a max. 

TYPE UA 
FITTINGS: Designed in cooperation with RMA 
Committee. combining all features of P, O and XL 
Series. Gold plated contacts. Rubber relief collar 
and bushings. 

TYPE 45 -E 
TEST POINT JACKS: High quality phone tip 
jacks to accommodate ATMA phone tip for labora- 
tory uses. Rugged construction, nylon insulation 
precision -made for long life. 

TV CONNECTORS: 

Specialized "LK" and "LKT" plugs used on tele- 
vision cameras and related equipment. 

TYPE U 
SUBMINIATURE SERIES: Hermetic scaled, vitre- 
ous insulated receptacles and Silcan insulated plugs 
for instruments, relays, transformers and other 
sealed components. 

TYPE D 
SUB -MINIATURE SERIES: Gold plated contacts. 
Rack- and -panel or cord mounted disconnect for 
portable radio and related equipment. Hermetic 
sealed if desired. 

Additional related audio and power C 
connectors include Types X, XK, MI, GB and 
BP, all available through selected Cannon 
Franchised Distributors, See your classified 
telephone directory. 

CANNON EUCTRIC 
Since 1915 

CANNON ELECTRIC CO., LOS ANGELES 31, CALIF. 
Factories in Los Angeles, Toronto, Nest Haven. Rep- 
resentatives in principal cities. Address inquiries to. 
Cannon Electric Company, Department 1.145. Los 
Angeles 31, California. 
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RADIO-TV 
:.Service Industry News 

AS REPORTED BY THE 
TELEVISION TECHNICIANS LECTURE BUREAU 

THE one thing about TV service on 
which everyone is agreed is that in- 

dependent service badly needs a dy- 
namic public relations program to 
remove the fog that beclouds it in the 
eyes of the average set owner. The 
public. reading about TV service gyps, 
assumes that all service businessmen 
are shady characters who leech a liv- 
ing from those who own TV sets. 
"Just imagine," said one set owner in- 
dignantly to her neighbor, "these TV 
service people want five dollars just 
to come out and see what's wrong 
with our set!" Talk to the next fifty 
average TV set owners you meet and 
you will find they all harbor the same 
feeling. 

Day after day, TV technicians work- 
ing on home service calls take a ter- 
rific pounding from set owners about 
service charges. While it's easy to 
talk about being nice to customers 
who speak caustically about service 
and its costs, it is difficult for a tech- 
nician to match wits with the vagaries 
of TV circuitry and with consumer ig- 
norance and consistently maintain a 
pleasant decorum. It is understand- 
able that customers who have bought 
"lemons" will sometimes trigger the 
resentment in a service technician and 
get told what kind of a set he thinks 
they bought. 

Regardless of who is at fault, it is 
known that TV set owners are in- 
clined to expect more service out of 
sets than was built into them in the 
first place. They have been misled on 
the need for service and misinformed 
on what they should expect to pay for 
competent service when it is needed. 

This all adds up to a public rela- 
tions (PR) job of first magnitude and 
one that should be of concern to every 
segment of the industry. 

The recognition of the need for a 
major public relations job in the in- 
terests of TV service quite naturally 
brings up the subject of how it can 
best be accomplished. Some people 
feel that an immense program should 
be launched on a national scale. This 
idea, however intriguing, fails to take 
into account the two most basic fac- 
tors of the problem. The first of these 
is that any effective public relations 
program, to be successful, must be 
geared to the peculiarly local needs of 

every TV area. The second factor is 
the prohibitive cost of a national pro- 
gram that could be localized to meet 
metropolitan and urban requirements. 

Service executives who have studied 
this problem have reached the con- 
clusion that the best initial attack on 
it should be made at local or sectional 
levels. At the present time there are 
several excellent national campaigns 
underway sponsored by individual 
manufacturers, but it has been obvi- 
ous to service businessmen that even 
these programs would accomplish 
little if they are not bulwarked by 
effective local level public relations 
programs. 

However, regardless of whether you 
plan a local campaign or a national 
program, it costs money to do the 
right kind of a PR job. The question 
always arises, "Who is going to foot 
the bill ?" 

In an attempt to find a workable 
answer to the problem of financing a 
badly needed PR program in the 
greater Chicago area, a group of 
service operators got together earlier 
this year and formed the Greater Chi- 
cago TV Service Industry Committee 
to develop a PR program and to find 
some way to finance it. 

A Service PR Program 
In Philadelphia, where the Joint 

Electronic and Radio Committee on 
Service (JERCS) has been functioning 
effectively for several years. a sound 
method for raising funds to finance an 
effective PR program in the interests 
of service has been evolved. 

The Philadelphia committee is made 
up of representatives of all segments 
of the industry in that area. Although 
there are several organizations in that 
city whose members are engaged in 
TV service, practically all of these 
groups cooperate whole -heartedly in 
the JERCS planning and in following 
through to help make selected pro- 
grams successful. 

The basic merit of the JERCS fund- 
raising program is that it provides an 
opportunity for all elements of the in- 
dustry to participate, and for each 
participant to gain some definite pro- 
motional value in return for his co- 
operation. 

The Joint Committee has developed 
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a consumer show which will be given 
in the Convention Hall in Philadelphia 
next ovember. The show will feature 
prominent TV stars and perhaps re- 
cording artists whose services will be 
made available by the television man- 
ufacturers who sponsor their pro- 
grams. Income from the show will be 
derived from the sale of admission 
tickets. 

Interest. in the show will be built to 
a high pith through the use of tickets 
by set dealers and service operators 
who will purchase blocks of tickets 
and use t.tem in special business pro- 
motion programs during the Fall 
morths. Dealers will plug the show 
in their TV receiver newspaper ads 
and service businesses will promote it 
in their advertising and direct mail 
campaigns. 

The JERCS program is being han- 
dled by Paul V. Forte, an experienced 
public relations counsel. It is directed 
by a committee comprised of repre- 
sentatives of the set distributors, parts 
distributors, set dealers, service deal- 
ers. and electronic technicians with 
the cooperation of manufacturers' rep- 
resentatives and manufacturers in the 
Philadelphia area. 

It is the JERCS' plan to employ the 
proceeds from this show to carry out 
an expanded public relations program 
in the interests of service during the 
1953 -54 season. 

Which Was, U.H.F.? 
There hás been a lot of loose, unin- 

formed talc lately about u.h.f going 
down the road to oblivion in the wake 
of FM. All of this seems to come from 
areas where u.h.f. pictures have had 
to compete with good, established 
v.h.f. service It fails to take into con - 
sideration that u.h.f. has gotten better 
consumer acceptance in new TV areas 
than v.h.f. was accorded in its early 
days. 

Of course, u.h.f. has not proven to 
be the 'business bonanza that every 
one hoed t would be and it didn't 
keep th industry from going into the 
usual s asonal doldrums when sum- 
mer we the:- set in. Perhaps this ex- 
perience with u.h.f. will finally teach 
us that ?'boom" business in television 
is definitely a thing of the past; that 
new developments will merely repre- 
sent a slow. orderly expansion of the 
indus try 'wit hout boom proportions. 

Unfortunately, many of the people 
who have much to gain from a grow- 
ing acceptance of u.h.f. on the part of 
the se- owning public in their areas 
have retarded that acceptance through 
their uninformed, negative statements 
about it. 

Manuf 
ers, and 
to learn 
individua 
good TV 
killed intl 
tomers it 
they woo: 
would on 
ready eq 
Many peo 

ctu -ers, broadcasters, deal - 
ervice people all have much 
bout u.h.f. and its peculiarly 

rEquirements to produce 
Pict tres. Many dealers have 
res- in u.h.f. by telling cus- 
terested .n converters that 
dn't recommend them --they 
y recommend new sets al- 
'pped to tune u.h.f. stations. 
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ORDER BY MAIL FROM "WHOLESALE RADIO" 
Equal to $50 Aerial Systems 
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Gives CRT's Longer Life! 

No Soldering Needed! 
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SPECIAL! PRICES SMASHED! 
Westinghouse Gamma Counter Tubes 
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GENERAL ELECTRONIC DIST. CO. 
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'THE VERSATILE CRYSTAL PROBE" 

Solve your U. H. F. ANTENNA PLACEMENT 

and ORIENTATION problems the easy way! 

Get maximum picture strength - eliminate 
ghosts - no more roof -top shouting - no 

expensive field strength meters needed! 
ONE MAN CAN DO IT! 
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Discover WHAT INCREASED AIR - LOADING 

DOES FOR YOUR SPEAKER 

W601 
LOUDSPEAKER 
ENCLOSURES 

A unique principle of 
acoustical engineering .... exclusive with 
Super- Horn... gives peak 
free, smooth bass response. 
Superbly designed in beauti- 
ful dark or natural mahogany, or 
blond finish, Super -Horn enclo- 
sures are available for 12 inch 
and 15 inch speakers. 

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL LITERATURE, 

CATALOGS 8 PRICE LIST 

GAT E LY 
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY 

BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 

The COMPLETE line 
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Projectors 
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8 Talk -Back 

Speakers 

for EVERY 

ALNICO -V -PLUS 

Driver Units 
Dual Speakers 

Public Address need! 
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for FREE Catalog 553 FUIT GRIP, VELVET -ACTION 

Mike Steeds 
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I I -Is II $1.98 
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600V, Kit of 50 asstd. .. ....51.98; 100/2.98 
ELECTROLYTICS -bib. r Kil 8 ss1,1.... 1.98 
RADIO HARDWARE TREASURE -Full Ib, r 

11 

of 
Nuls, Screws. M'alors, 1 -ugs. etc.. 89e: 3 lbs. 2.49 
MICA TRIMMERS-incl. ceramic. 1 5 .69 
ROTARY SELECTOR SWITCHES -incl. npoliderk. 
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IM' -rant\ W.W. RESISTORS -) . ..Kit f 10 asstd. .98 

"DIRECT FACTORY SPEAKER REPAIRS SINCE 1927" 
T1(I older 53.IIn. 211ró rennin ,en. m all CO.D'.: 

l Please add bugle,. postage-excess refunded. 

l RADIO CORP. 

1E11 1111111111 
% 1446 39th St., Brooklyn 18, N. Y. ' 

s7 Der Street 
In Canada: Ade, Radio Corp., ltd. lemon. Ont. 

now -they feel that color tclevisicn 
will be available soon and when they 
trade they will want a color TV re- 
ceiver -but they would like to buy a 
converter for the present set to receive 
a newly added u.h.f. station. A nega- 
tive attitude on the part of a dealer 
toward conversions will not sell a new 
dual set and it may certainly kill the 
customer's interest in u.h.f. 

The u.h.f. broadcaster's biggest prob- 
lem is to build up a viewing audience 
as rapidly as possible to be able to get 
top programming. Where v.h.f. broad- 
casters are entrenched. they are going 
to do everything in their power to hold 
back, if not kill. that competition fcr 
their TV audience. 

From a purely selfish standpcint, 
the service industry stands to gain 
most by helping to sell every new TV 
service that is offered. The sale cf a 
converter means another service possi- 
bility in the user's home -a bigger 
market for service. 

The pattern of interest in u.h.f. 
among service dealers and technicians 
is following that of the early days cf 
v.h.f. Service people do not take a 
really active interest in u.h.f. until a 
station is practically on the air and 
then there is a mad scramble to learn 
something about it. This has resulted 
in independent service having to shale 
the responsibility for the troubles of 
u.h.f. as reported in all of the surveys 
of present u.h.f. markets. 

There is no reason why a service 
businessman cannot develop a high de- 
gree of proficiency in his technicians 
on u.h.f. long before they have to wol k 
with broadcast programs and sets in 
the customers' homes. Many simple 
devices can be easily built that will 
enable technicians to work with sig- 
nals in the u.h.f. band to check an- 
tennas, transmissions lines, and con- 
verters. With all of the equipment and 
information currently available, serv- 
ice people should be right on top cf 
this whole u.h.f. problem. 

Color Television 
Late in June, RCA -NBC filed a pe- 

tition with the FCC for approval cf 
their compatible color television sys- 
tem. The industry -wide group, the Na- 
tional Television Systems Committee, 
completed their report and filed their 
petition with the Commission a short 
time afterward. Since the technical 
standards proposed in both petitions 
are said to be identical it is generally 
felt that the FCC will set an early 
date for hearings that will result in 
the acceptance of this industry -en- 
dorsed compatible color TV system by 
the first of the coming year. 

Industry opinions vary considerably 
as to the length of time it will take tc 
get color television receivers into large 
scale production. 

RCA, which is the most optimistic, 
anticipates the production of only 
about 2000 tri -color tubes per month, 
six to nine months after standards are 
set by the FCC. While it is expected 
that imminent prospects for color tele- 
vision will slow down sales of new sets 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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in all TV areas. this would not become 
a really serious problem if the TV re- 
tail industry will become sales -minded 
and sell the product as it can and 
should be sold. 

The decided advantage of the NTSC 
system is that it is completely com- 
patible with the present monochrome 
system. No one who now owns a TV 
set will have to discard it when broad- 
casters change to color telecasting. It 
will accept the color TV signal and 
produce a better black - and -white pic- 
ture from it than is now available 
from the average telecasting station. 
There k a very simple reason for that. 
The basic signal in a colorcast under 
the NTSC standards is a high resolu- 
tion monochrome interpretation of the 
picture. Color is added by a second 
signal which is fitted into the present 
6 mc. charnel. Color information is 
interspersed between the black and 
white p:ctu e information. Present TV 
receivers will accept the high resolu- 
tion monochrome part of the signal 
but lvill reject the frequencies that 
represent the color information. The 
result is' a very fine black- and -white 
picture on present sets from an NTSC 
system color telecast. 

TV service technicians could render 
a signal service to the entire industry 
if they would present the color tele- 
vision story properly to the people 
who will be asking them about color 
TV. Most set owners are greatly in- 
fluenced in their feeling about what to 
huy and what not to buy in TV sets or 
Just Out 

New Manual 
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NEIA' AMAZING HOME-STUDY COURSE OFFER 

equipment by the information they get 
in reply to questions they put to the 
se °vice technicians who call to fix 
their sets. As the RCA and NTSC sys- 
tem noves toward acceptance by the 
FCC it will undoubtedly get increasing 
at-ention in the daily papers and, of 
coarse feature writers will have a 
field day writing articles on it for the 
consumer weeklies and monthlies. Set 
owners will be interested, of course, 
and there may be a tendency toward 
wanting "temporary" repairs to fail - 
ing TV sets because the owner thinks 
he may soon be able to trade the old 
only in do a new color TV receiver. The 
pu llic is like that. They skimp on au- 
tomobile maintenance and repairs for 
a rear in anticipation of trading the 
old jalopy on a new model. 

What should a TV technician say to 
a set owner who inquires about color 
TV and how soon it would be avail- 
able? 

The best thing, of course, is to tell 
the truth. The truth in this instance 
would ')e phrased like this: 

"Mr. Set Owner, no one can tell you 
for sure when you will be able to buy 
a color television receiver at a price 
you. would be willing to pay. Color is 
the glamor phase of TV but to add 
that glamor a great many very com- 
plicated production problems must be 
solved. 

"But there is one thing that color 
television broadcasts will do for you 
on this very fine set you now own. 
'l'ilt y will give you the best black -and- 

white pictures you ever have seen on 
this set. And you won't have to spend 
a cent to get those extra good pictures 
on this set. 

"In a few years perhaps, color tele- 
vision sets will he sold at a reasonable 
price and then I'm sure you will want 
to buy one. But even then, you will 
probably want to keep this set as a 
second or spare set to use when your 
more complicated color set is tied up 
for service." 

Customer Relations 
Many parts distributors perform a 

real service for their service custom- 
ers by sending out a locally prepared 
news bulletin in the form of a house 
organ. Where the news is prepared by 
competent local writers it usually car- 
ries a fast analysis of national devel- 
opments that have a special signifi- 
cance in the distributor's local market. 
This monthly house organ also serves 
as a showcase for products the dis- 
tributor has stocked for special sale 
that his service customers might not 
otherwise have known about. 

One of the most informative house 
organs of this type is the " Altpo 
Broadcaster," a monthly four -page 
bulletin mailed to its customers by the 
Almo Radio Company of Philadelphia. 
This company, headed up by Morris 
Green and Al Margolis, is a merchan- 
dising- minded distributing firm that 
now operates eight stores located in 
Pennsylvania. New Jersey, Delaware, 
and Maryland. 
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SUPREME TELEVISION SERIES 
Isere is your complete source of TV and 

UHF service data. These manuals at only $3, 
$P and 111.511 each are amazing bargains and 
defy competition Each manual corers a 
whole year of lets, using original factory 
material. Include giant douhle -spread cir- 
cuits and blueprints, alignment procedure. 
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The news features of the "Almo 
Broadcaster" are written especially 
for it by competent writers. A typical 
example of the timeliness of its arti- 
cles is the following story prepared by 
Paul V. Forte about G -E's summer- 
time service business program based 
on a contest: 

"General Electric is running a con- 
test for service operators. All you have 
to do, in fifty words or less, is tell the 
company how you would spend $2500 
to improve your service business and, 
presto, you may get a check in that 
amount from G -E to do so. Of course, 
the fifty words go on a special blank 
which you pick up at your G -E dis- 
tributor, usually with the purchase of 
G -E parts or equipment. 

"To my mind. this is a wonderful 
contest, even if you don't win the main 
prize or one of the numerous lesser 
ones. The mental exercise it should 
give every service dealer and operator 
is something he should undertake, 
whether G -E gives a prize for it or 
not. After all, there's the bigger prize 
of getting more and better television 
service business which a lot of service 
people could use right now. 

"Since I am not a service dealer or 
operator, I have no right to be in the 
contest. However, I have this little 
space in the 'Almo Broadcaster' and, 
with no hope of winning any prizes, 
I'm going to tell G -E what I would do 
with that $2500. 

"First. I would recognize that any 
kind of service business is based on 
the extent to which the public has 
confidence in me, my company, and 
the company which I keep. I would 
surround myself with name brands 
and ride the coattails of name brand 
national advertising. I would obtain, 
imprint with my own name, and dis- 
tribute all the literature that name 
brand manufacturers are constantly 
making available. 

"Second, I would spend part of that 
$2500 to provide myself with adequate 
but economical addressing and mailing 
machines. place the name and address 
of every TV owner I could locate on 
plates, and proceed to make Uncle 
Sam my best salesman via the post 
office. My mailing would go out regu- 
larly and be interspersed with mimeo- 
graphed special offers and observa- 
tions on the intricacy of television. as 
well as its need for expert service of 
the kind I offer. 

"Third. I would get thousands of 
copies of 'Service Management's' na- 
tional average price chart, with my 
imprint, and send them out to every 
customer before his next service call. 
I would attach one to every bill that I 
render and, in this way, persuade the 
customer to understand and accept 
fair prices for honest, high grade serv- 
ice and parts. 

"Fourth, I would become an active 
member in my local TV service asso- 
ciation and work hard to help it do the 
fob, in behalf of myself and my fellow 
businessmen, which I cannot do as an 
individual. I would recognize that the 
public is quick to accept the service 

operator who can be readily identified 
with a code of ethics in association 
with other responsible operators. 

"Fifth, I would be my own best pub- 
lic relations man and become a mem- 
ber of every possible civic organiza- 
tion in my community. 

"Sixth. I would, of course, back this 
all up with the best in service person- 
nel and equipment that is available. 

"There it is, G -E. We'll be interested 
in hearing who wins the big prize." -3Ó- 

NETWORK FACILITIES 
FIVE years ago the Bell System opened 
for conuncrcial use 916 miles of tele- 

vision channels to provide network serv- 
ice to twelve stations in five cities. 

These facilities have now been ex- 
tended to some 34,000 channel miles 
enabling more than 130 stations in 87 
cities to receive live network television 
programs. Another 13,000 channel miles 
will be added to the system between now 
and the end of the year. 

Both coaxial cables and microwave 
radio -relays are used to provide the net- 
work service. -3Q- 

NEW YORK AUDIO FAIR 
MORE than 20,000 music lovers, audi- 

ophiles, and sound engineers are ex- 
pected to attend this year's Audio Fair 
to be held at the Hotel New Yorker 
October 14. 15, 16, and 17. 

Paralleling a new high in attendance 
will be a record-breaking number of 
cxhil s. more than one hundred of 
whom have already engaged display 
space. The Fair this year will occupy 
three floors instead of the two floors 
which have sufficed in previous years. 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS will, 
as in past years, be represented by its 
editors. The place: Room 504. 

The Audio Engineering Society's an- 
nual convention will be held at the same 
time as the Fair. Technical papers on a 
wide variety of audio subjects will be 
presented to the AES membership. 

This year's Audio Fair will be open 
to all interested parties, profes -ional 
and amateur, free of charge. -3p- 

Miss Pat Marand. singing star of Broad- 
way's "Wish You Were Here" has been 
named "Miss Audio Fair 1953" by the 
Fair's Advisory Committee of Exhibitors. 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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Mac's Service Shop 
(Continued from page 78) 

of an anesthetized rhesus monkey and 
brought out leads to miniature tube 
sockets fastened to the animal's body. 
The monkey recovered quickly from 
the operation and showed no bad ef- 
fects, but Dr. Delgado was able to 
measure the brain waves coming from 
the elecirodes and to send tiny elec- 
trical currents deep into the brain of 
the animal. He found out that by 
passing a current through different 
parts of the cortex he could make a 
resting monkey raise his paws. turn 
around, yawn. scratch himself. or try 
to catch imaginary insects. A funny 
thing was that he could even change 
the monkey's emotions by passing cur- 
rent through certain parts of the 
brain. Current through the frontal 
lobe turned the animal against his 
favorite bananas. Current through a 
point midway between the ears in the 
brain of a savage rhesus monkey 
changed him into a gentle creature, 
but the nstant the current was cut 
off he tried to bite. 

"The interesting part of all this is 
that it was possible to assume a cer- 
tain amount of control over the hu- 
man machine from without. To a de- 
gree, it was possible to control the 
animal with electrical currents ex- 
actly the same as if he were a ma- 
chine." 

"If I may be so bold as to ask." 
Mae said, "does it look as though 
these wizard machines are going to 
take the place of man's brain -cells 
in the near future ?" 

"Not in the near future," Barney 
reassured him, "but there are some 
who think that eventually cybernetics 
will do for mediocre brains what the 
Industrial Revolution did for muscle. 
Machines will undoubtedly take over 
many of the simple mental tasks now 
performed by human beings. So far, 
though, nature is able to pack a lot 
more communication and control 
equipment into a given space than our 
scientists can. Take an earthworm, 
for example, and its ability to detect 
and turn away from light. We could 
make a machine that would do the 
same thing by using several photo- 
cells amplifiers, servo -mechanisms, 
power supplies, etc.; but we would 
never be able to build all this into 
the chassis of an earthworm. Dr. 
Wiener calculates that to duplicate 
mechanically the million -odd nerve 
fibers that exist in a human brain 
would require a machine ten feet high 
spread over a space equal to 222 
football fields." 

"Our steady progress toward minia- 
turization is in the right direction," 
Mac pointed out. "Transistors ought 
to help." 

There was a considerable silence, 
which Barrey finally broke. 

"Say, Mac, I'll not deny that I 
haven't got a kick out of being the 
one who does the 'telling' around here 
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GRAND OPEN /NC! 
, 11: -111 - -. -. 
HUDSON RADIO & TV CORP. 

l OPENS SALESROOMS IN 

NEWARK, N. J. 
at 35 WILLIAM STREET 

'low 

offering to the New Jersey area, the same Huge Stocks and Fast 

Service that have distinguished our two great New York City Salesrooms! 

U'RE INVITED TO VISIT US! 
We invite our Jersey patrons to drop in, get ac- 

quai3ted, and look over our vast facilities.You'll find 

complete stocks of all leading brands, Thousands 

of special Buys at our Giant Bargain Counters, 

and a corps of courteous personnel to serve you 

fast and well! Free souvenirs to all! Come in today! 

Audio Headquarters in N. J. 
It "Studio 35 at our Newark Salesrooms "You Never HEARD It So Good" ... as you'll hear it in our ultra- modern "Studio 35 "! See, Hear, and Compare ALL the Leading Makes of High Fidelity and Sound Equipment! 

SENSATIONAL 
PRICE SLASH! 

BRAND NEW Norelco PA2A projection 
TV Adapters at a price far below 
whop sale cost! Provides CHOICE of 
d,rec' view p,ciure on your present 
set (IR Projects Giant 3'x4 Home 
Movie Size TV from almost any 10 ", 
12" or 16 set.' Ideal for clubs, tav- 
erns, schools, churches. EASILY IN- 

STALI ED! Supplied complete, ready 
to sit up, with 3NP4 Proj. Tube, 

25KV power supply, all tubes, and all 
accessories, plus detailed instruc- 
tions. Noth- Reg. Price $219.50 
ing 
Buy! 

I: Ic to 

50 
Bu In ma 
hogalty cabi- 
net ;3x 26x 
20` Ceeo.137 
lbs. 0118 TER. 
RIFIK: LOW 
PRICI . . . 

37 -x50" Aluminized Screen $17.25 
Specify your make and model TV 

set vhen ordering. 

TERRIFIC BUY! i, BLOW ER 
115 Volt, 60 Cycle 

5 

Famous Nore %a 

DUO -VUE PROJECTION TV 

` SPECIAL e 9 
LOW PRICE a/ 

Cat. No. S -507? 
Please elude vostage. 

It ' ou need a blower, grab this one- 

it's 
All 

6x6x5 ". 21/4" intake, 23/8x21/2" outlet. ,` 

Wt. 7 lbs. 110 CFM; 3100 RPM. Sup - 

plied with 4 Mfd Starting Capacitor. 

Write for our Latest BARGAIN 
SUPPLEMENT No. H -27 Just Out! 

HUDSON 
RADIO S TELEVISION CORP. 

Adjoining Radio City 

48 West 48th St. 

GREAT 

SALESROOMS 't- 

to Serve 

You! 

Dept. A -9 

Bow 'town N.Y.0 

212 Fulton St. 
New York 36. N. Y. CI 6.4060 New York 7. N. Y. 

In NEWARK, N. 1.: 35 William Street. 

a hl. 6i.1. 'l'IL.:, r I re: you 
iu it- -if s'oo'n -IrAoo I. Gia last class training at Indiana 
Ter 1. Intensive specialized yotre, including st tone 
be ;is In mathematics and eliotrica I engineering. ad- 
'amed radio theory and design. teleoi ion. eleclumir.. 

M,., ern I tirain,ics. Lott rate. .0 -n B.S. DEGREE 
IN 27 MONTHS in Aviv...rival, t'hrmi,al, civil. I:ler- 

11 ioil and 5lerhanic;d Hagan.'. in_-. G.I. G,te,nnn.nt 
apps oued. Enter September. Deremhcr. Marel. June. 
Yo , , n:u, of toot ectouse, risht brrr in Fort 
NV. , ni' 1l,iie vial a., studying. 

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
993 E. W,.shinoton Blvd.. Fort Wayne 2. Indiana 
Please .set d me fire information on B.S. Engineering 
Uegiee in 27 month- as checked. 

RedloTelevlsion Aeronautical 
J Civ 1 Mechanical Electrical 

Naine 

Add, as 

SCHEMATICS - CONVERSIONS 
FOR SURPLUS GEAR 

NEW LIST! MANY ADDITIONS! 
Sena stamped, se 

11 

a res s,a e. elope for 
dd List C. A 25c lord chart explain,n9 AN 

nomenclature. 

R. E. BOX 1220 
GOODHEART BEVERLY HILLS, CAL. 

WE ARE QUICK AND CASH BUYERS 
I.i..6 slepies all tVpee 

r n,nv: par ire, 0 an ee, siel see- 
riaPpeepese rube.. Anything in the Radio. TV and 
clectconie ad. 

SMALL OR LARGE QUANTITIES -SEND US YOUR LIST 
lain n . imb.- where i..-Lode. amount of each 

NAT ADELMAN 
166 Washington St. Now York 6, N. Y. i 
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PAT LESS FOR TUBES 
INDIVIDUALLY BOXED FULLY TESTED EACH TUBE GUARANTEED FOR SIX MONTHS 

Type 
1B3GT 
1H5GT 
1L4 
1N5GT 
IRS 
155 
1T4 
1501 
1X2 
30507 
354 
3V4 
5U40 
5V40 
5Y30 
5V3GT 
6A84 
6ÁF4 
6AG5 
6AKS 
61166 
GALS 
6ÁN4 
6405 
64Q6 
64135 

Price I Type Price Type 
S .69 6A55 5 .50 6K60T 

.46 6ÁT6 38 6L6G 

.57 6AU6 .43 6L6GA 

.57 6AV6 .38 

.56 6640 .96 

.47 6BÁ6 .45 

.56 6BC5 .53 

.71 68050T .89 

.67 6BE6 .47 

.65 613E5 .60 

.55 6866 1.34 

.56 68H6 .57 
.43 6816 .48 
.73 6867 1.10 
.34 681.7 .83 
.30 6806 .B9 .46 

1.46 6807 1.10 6X501 
6827 1.10 
6C4 .34 7N7 

.95 6CB6 .53 I 
12ÁT6 

.40 60136 1.85 124116 
1.30 6F6GT .45 12AU7 
.46 6H6GT .49 12AV6 
.42 6.1507 .40 12ÁV7 
.38 616 .62 124X7 

M Ballast Tube _í7A465459 .30 

654 
65470T 
6517GT 
651470T 
65L7GT 
65N7GT 
65Q7CT 
678 
Gus 
6V6GT 
6W4GT 
6W6GT 
6X4 

Price Type Price 
5 .41 

.BO 

.80 

.46 

.52 

.47 

.50 

.62 

.54 

.42 

.78 
.85 
.46 
.45 
.57 
.34 
.33 
.59 
.52 
.38 
.68 
.43 
.55 
.38 
.80 
.61 

12AZ7 
12BÁ6 
128E6 
128H7 
12027 
125A7CT 
125K7GT 
1251.7CT 
125N7GT 
125Q7GT 
í98C6 
1908 
1918 
25806 
25L6GT 
25Z6GT 
35ÁS 
3585 
35C5 
35L6GT 
35W4 
35Z5OT 
5065 
5005 
SOLS 
11723 
31726 

S .70 
.45 
.47 
.63 
.75 
.52 
.50 
.61 
.54 
.44 

1.39 
.94 
.79 
.89 
.48 
.42 
.48 
.47 
.47 
.47 
.31 
.30 
.47 
.47 
.47 
.39 
.68 

Lath tube s Percer mance. proven. 21aoa d 
visit o ust acce anoye all der Balance C.0.o. All prices F.0.8.. N.Y.C. If m , de der. you 

accompany 
duct 

orders. 
51.00 handling charge for orders under i$1Ó.Ó0. ̀  Subject to Prior Sale. 

can 
inquiries invited. 

PHILLIPS TUBE WAN 
2281 Nostrand Ave. 

BROOKLYN 10. N. Y. 
CLoverdale 3. 5010.1.2 

rte HERE IS LATE INFORMATION IN A 
HANDY FORM FOR RADIO & TELEVISION 
REPAIRMEN, SERVICEMEN & STUDENTS 

2 VOLSB56 PAt OLNLYSIMO. 
IT PAYS TO KNOW! 

AUDELS T.V.-RADIO SERVICE LIBRARY 
presents the important subjects of Modern 
Radio, Television, Industrial Electronics. 
F.M. Public Address Systems, Auto. Marine &Aircraft Radio, Phonograph Pick -Ups. etc. 
Covers Basic Principles- Construction -In- 
stallation - Operat ion - Repairs - Trouble 
Shooting. Shows How to get Sharp, Clear 
T.V. Pictures. Install Aerials -How to Test. 
Explains Color Systems & Methods of Con- 
version. 1001 Facts -Over 1260 Pages -625 
Illustrations -Parts & Diagrams -Valuable 
for Quick Ready Reference & Home Study. 
Tells How to Solve T.V. & Radio Troubles - 
Answers T.V. & Radio Questions. 

Get this Information for Yourself. 
7 DAY TEST -ASK TO SEE IT! 

ow------MAIL ORDER - 
AUDEL, Publishers 49 W. 23 St.. N.Y. 10 Mail AUDELS T.V. RADIO SSERVICE LIBRARY 2 Vois. Se on 
Sl 

free 
until 

trial. 110.6. 
id. therwise 

remit In days 

Name__ 

Adess_ 
Occupation _ 
Employed by _ 

768 

RN 

Radio Zf/avt: Sgvzgud SAVE UP 
TO 85% 

MIDGET TYPE NT -6 
WILLARD 6 -V STORAGE 

BATTERY 
DRY CHARGED 

3 amp hour rating. Transparent 
plastic case. Si:. 3% "x 1.13/16' 
x 2Ás ". Weight approx. 1% lbs. Uses standard electrolyte. Regularly lists at 

112.00 each. Now sensationally priced. 
New, Unused. 

52.49 ea. 
4 FOI 18.50 

Postpaid 

TUNER FROM NAVY 
"IBN" EQUIPMENT 

Simply modified imo 2. 
meter converter for car or 
communications receiver. 
Uses 1.6.16. 1.6SH7, 1.9006. 
1.6.15 (Not Furnished). 
Slug is tuned from 157 to 187 Megacycles. 
Includes schematic diagram for "BN" 
equipment. Now -A New LOW Price. ea. 

CRYSTALS 
in FT 241.A Holders -!5" Pin 

SPC. Marked 54th OR 72nd Harmonic 
MC Freq. Listed below by fundamental 
frequency with fractions omitted. 

500 KC Crystals ea. 
;tom 1000 KC Crystals ea. 
U 200 KC Crystals ea. Write for our complete list of crystals and prig.. 

$1.95 
$3.95 
$3.95 

POWER TRANSFORMER 
Prunan 11.'3 soh, tapped at 1115 and 115 volts, 50 
to 425 cycles. Secondaries: 5.1 v. at 3.0 amps. 
325.0.325 v. at 0.175 amp., 5.4 v. al 8 amp.. 6.4 v. 
at 10.3 amp., 2.5 v. at 3.0 amp., 4500 v. at .005 amp., 
2.5 v and 4500 volt windings insulated for 6000 

Its. All other windings insulated for 1500 volts 
Cost government more than 142.00 - 
real bargain at Each $3.95 

ALL EQUIPMENT F.O.B. PASADENA UNLESS OTHER- 
WISE SPECIFIED. PLEASE ENCLOSE FULL AMOUNT 

WITH ORDER. 

C & H SALES CO. 
2176 E. Colorado St. Pasadena 8, Calif. 

Box 356-ST East Pasadena Station Pasadena 8, Calif 

for a change; but I guess it was 
rather a cheap trick for me to bone 
up on an off -trail subject and then 
lord it over you on the strength of it. 
I probably should have been reading 
about sync circuits and u.h.f. convert- 
ers instead of spending so much time 
with books and magazine articles on 
cybernetics, but the subject fascinates 
me and I just can't seem to leave it 
alone." 

"Wait up there!" Mac interrupted. 
"You certainly have no reason to apol- 
ogize after having done me two of the 
most important favors one person can 
do for another in a single afternoon: 
first, you showed me where I was 
mistaken; second, you gave me some- 
thing new and interesting to think 
about. As soon as you are finished 
with that cybernetics book, I want to 
borrow it. 

"As for your reading up on a sub- 
ject that does not contribute directly 
to your work, I'm all for it. If all a 
guy knows is how to do his job, he's 
pretty poor company -for himself as 
well as other people. His kind of in- 
tellect will be the first to be replaced 
by a machine someday. But the man 
whose brains are constantly alert to 
grasp and analyze and digest new 
ideas, the fellow who has fun with his 
intellect, no machine will ever take 
his place." 

TEST BENCH TIP 
By PHIL WEISS 

HERE'S a practical solution to the probe 
leni of grounding the instruments on 

the test bench, without getting into 
trouble with "hot chassis" radios or TV 
sets. 

Lay a piece of sheet metal on top of 
the bench, to which all the instruments 
are securely grounded. Mount a 117 
volt, 6 watt lamp over the bench in a 
con.pic s pus . Connect Kid 
of the lamp to the metal bench top, and 
the other side to a water pipe, or other 
good ground. Now everything is grounded 
to earth through the cold resistance of 
the lamp, about 200 ohms. 

When a hot chassis is placed on the 
bench and turned on, watch the lamp. 
If it glows, turn over the a.c. plug. W'hen 
the lamp is out, it means the chassis and 
instruments are at ground potential. 

Now all measurements are made rela- 
tive to chassi, without bothering to con- 
nect to "R -" in the set. 

Caution. It is a good idea not to use 
the "on -off" switch in a hot chassis set, 
since this switch is usually in the ground 
circuit. Instead, install an extra a.c, out- 
let and a double -pole switch on the 
bench, for turning sets on and off. -30- 

How metal plate is used to obtain common 
ground for test units and a TV chassis. 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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NOW ON SALE! 
an exciting array of the world's greatest pictures 
as selected by the Editors of PHOTOGRAPHY 
magazine. 

with a symposium on Photography Today by the dis- 

tinguished judges of PHOTOGRAPHY magazine's 
$25,000.00 Picture Contest for 1953; Norris Harkness 
- Wilson Hicks- Irving Penn- Arthur Rothstein -W. 
Eugene Smith -Frank Zachary. 

Y 

1 
N 

OVER 250 PICTURES! - 
Complete technical data on every picture! Each 
basic technique thoroughly explained. 

24 PAGES OF BRILLIANT COLOR! 

PORTFOLIOS BY FAMOUS PHOTOGRAPHERS! 

5 BIG SECTIONS LOADED WITH KNOW -HOW, INSPIRATION, 
NEW IDEAS! 

Camera Techniques...the shutter...the aperture... 
lenses, what they do ... points of view ... offbeat 
effects ... technique of color ... 
Light at Work ... Daylight -dawn to dusk ... after 
dark ... flash, floods and spots ... electronic flash 
...available light.., filters ..... ighting for color... 
In the Darkroom ...printing problems... darkroom 
magic... 
Top Amateur Color ... slides ... stereos . 

The Approach to Pictures. 

PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL - THE PERFECT GIFT - THE IDEAL 

ADDITION TO EVERY PHOTOGRAPHIC LIBRARY. 

Reserve your copies at your Newsdealer- Camera Store- Bookshop 

ZIFF -DAVIS Publishing Company, Publishers of PHOTOGRAPHY magazine -PHOTOG - 

RAPtIY Annual- MODERN BRIDE- FLYING -RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS - RADIO- 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING Edition of RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS- FICTION GROUP 
-G.. JOE Comics. 

September, 1953 
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New Portable 
Battery -Operated 

Spring -Motor 
Tape Recorder 

For all field recording without AC power! 
Smaller and lighter than a portable type- 
writer, the Magnemite° actually makes 
field recordings that can be played on any 
studio console equipment. Completely 
self -powered, the Magnemite* does away 
with bulky and cumbersome generators, 
storage batteries and rechargers. 

Just check these unusual features: 

Noiseless and vibrationless governor - 
controlled spring -motor assures constant 
tape speed. 

100 operating hours per set of inexpensive 
flashlight -type dry cell batteries. 

Earphone monitoring while recording, and 
earphone playback for immediate quality 
check. 

Operates in any position, and is unaffected 
by movement or vibration during operation. 

Warning indicator tells when to rewind, 
and shows when amplifier is on. 

Broadcast models weigh 15 pounds. Slow - 
speed models weigh only 10 pounds. 

Requires no more desk space than a letter- 
head, measuring only 11 x 8 t/z x 51/2 inches. 

There's a choice of 5 different models for 
any recording need. High fidelity units, 
meeting primary and secondary NARTB 
standards, which record and play back 
frequencies up to 15,000 cycles, are avail- 
able for broadcast stations, critical music 
lovers, and scientific research. For investi- 
gation, missionaries, reporters, and general 
dictation while traveling, there are units 
which play up to 2 hours per reel of tape. 

Write Dept. RN today for complete descriptive 
literature and direct /actor, Prices. 

AMPLIFIER CORP. 
of AMERICA 

398 Broadway, N. Y. 13, N. Y. 

Trade Alnh Rr 
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Spot Radio News 
(Continued from page 18) 

revealed that 18 per -cent of the viewers 
found misregistration not observable. 

In an additional analysis of picture 
texture, it was pointed out there are 
approximately 900 colored phosphor 
dots along a line in a 16 -inch tri -color 
tube, and about 700 from the top to the 
bottom of the normal raster area. As 
noted, this would mean that the diam- 
eter of an individual dot is about 70 
per -cent of the thickness of a scanning 
line. In answer to a query of whether 
viewers could observe any dot pattern, 
93 per -cent, it was said, said no. 

One of the highlights of the brief 
is detailed descriptions of the color 
receivers developed for compatible 
pickup. Available for reception of the 
standard or the ultra -high bands, one 
new chassis features an intercarrier 
41.25 i.f. system, noise inversion sync 
separation, electrostatic convergence 
and focus, along with dynamic modula- 
tion of the picture tube plates, quartz - 
crystal a.f.c. color synchronization, low 
level color demodulation using quadra- 
ture techniques, picture -tube grid drive 
with d.c. restoration, and a color killer 
to disable the color channel during 
black and white transmissions. Particu- 
larly interesting in the new tri -color 
chassis is the picture i.f. channel, de- 
signed for a 45.75 -mc. picture carrier, 
42.17 -mc. color subcarrier, and 41.25 
mc. sound carrier. The amplifier con- 
sists of six stages, using a single 6BQ7A, 
four 6CB6's, and one 6CL6. In the 
second detector is a 1N60 crystal oper- 
ated at 6 volts peak output level to 
preserve linearity. 

At the ultra -highs, the noise factor 
of the tuner in the set depends pri- 
marily on the noise contributed by the 
crystal mixer and by the first i.f. am- 
plifier following the mixer circuit. 
Thus, a low noise driven grounded -grid 
stage is used for this i.f. amplifier 
which uses a 6BQ7A; it is fed from the 
crystal mixer by means of a single - 
tuned circuit. The output network is 
a link -coupled bridged -T, m- derived 
bandpass circuit with a rejection trap 
tuned for accompanying sound or 41.25 
mc. To reduce cross modulation, the 
sound carrier is attenuated as soon as 
possible in the i.f. amplifier. 

The video section of the color re- 
ceiver is also unusual, consisting of 
three separate functions: luminance 
channel, chrominance channel, and a 
matrix which combines the two chan- 
nels. The luminance (Y) channel serves 
to amplify the luminance information 
to a level satisfactory for application 
to -a picture tube, information being ap- 
plied ria the matrix. The chrominance 
channel serves to recover the color dif- 
ference information contained in the 
color subcarrier and its accompanying 
sidebands. By a process of synchro- 
nous detection in phase quadrature, 
two independent signals are recovered 
from the color subcarrier; these signals 
are called 1 (in phase) and Q (quadra- 

ture phase). Both of these channels 
are band limited. That is, the Q chan- 
nel passes information up to approxi- 
mately .5 mc., and the I channel passes 
information up to about 1.8 mc. While 
band limiting of these channels pre- 
vents crosstalk, it necessitates equali- 
zation of signal delay time since the 
channels have different bandwidth 
characteristics. Similar equalization is 
required in the luminance channel. 

The color picture tube requires si- 
multaneous excitation with red, green, 
and blue signals; the matrix provides 
these simultaneous signals by combin- 
ing predetermined proportions of the 
Y, I, and Q information. To synthesize 
the color drive signals, a fixed resistive 
mixing type of feedback amplifier is 
employed. Using one triode section of 
a 12BH7, in conjunction with three 
fixed matrix resistors for red, green, 
and blue adder stages, linear addition 
of Y, with the proper amplitude and 
polarity of I and Q is accomplished. 
The added luminance and chrominance 
signals are then amplified by output 
amplifier stages (second half of a twin 
triode 12BH7) to a level satisfactory 
for application to the grids of the pic- 
ture tube. Unequal picture -tube drive 
signals are required due to the unequal 
phosphor deficiencies of the tri -color 
tube. Red requires about 100 volts, 
while blue and green use about 50 to 70 
volts of drive. Over -all gain controls 
for the green, red, and blue channels 
are provided. 

Color synchronization, also an ex- 
tremely important factor in picture 
control, is thoroughly analyzed in the 
petition. To recover the color infor- 
mation contained in an NTSC type sig- 
nal, it is necessary to generate a local 
subcarrier of proper frequency and 
phase. To accomplish this, phase refer- 
ence information is transmitted as a 
component of the composite color video 
signal. This color sync information is 
transmitted in the form of a burst of 
approximately 8 cycles of the color 
subcarrier frequency and appears 
immediately following each horizontal 
sync pulse in the composite signal. 

This burst, the discussion points out, 
is separated from the composite video 
signal and is used in establishing two 
continuous wave signals of color sub- 
carrier frequency having a 90° phase 
displacement from each other. These 
two signals are generated by a quartz 
crystal oscillator whose exact frequen- 
cy is controlled by a reactance tube. 
This tube derives its control informa- 
tion from an error signal proportional 
to the difference in phase between the 
transmitted burst and the local crystal 
oscillator output. 

The color sync channel includes a 
keyed burst amplifier stage, phase de- 
tector- 3.579 -mc. driver and color phas- 
ing amplifier, crystal oscillator, react- 
ance tube, and quadrature 3.579 -mc. 
amplifier. 

In a color tube, convergence is a key 
item. Center convergence of three 
beams is accomplished in this chassis 
by adjusting the d.c. potential of a 
convergence electrode for best super- 
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positioning. That error which still 
exists is due to the mechanical inac- 
curacies of gun alignment and is cor- 
rected by the use of individual -beam 
convergence magnets. To effect over- 
all beam coincidence, dynamic con- 
vergence is employed. Reviewing this 
technique, the brief declares that since 
the phosphor plate and shadow mask 
are flat surfaces, the distance the 
beams must travel from the deflection 
plane to the central area of the shad- 
ow mask is less than the distance they 
must travel when the beams are de- 
flected away from the central area. If 
the potential on the convergence elec- 
trode, necessary to produce center con- 
vergence, remained unchanged. the 
three beams would then cross over at 
some point before reaching the shad- 
ow mask. This would result in a mis- 
registered picture. To correct this con- 
dition, it is necessary to modulate the 
d.c. potential on the convergence elec- 
trode in such a manner as to produce 
a larger convergence electrode voltage 
as the deflection angle increases. This 
condition also exists with respect to 
focus. 

A dynamic convergence voltage and 
focus modulation voltage, each with 
the proper waveform, amplitude and 
synchronism with deflection, are gen- 
erated by the use of a pair of tapped 
transformers and a single triode am- 
plifier, one half of a 6BL7. These dy- 
namic voltages are produced by linear 
addition of horizontal and vertical 
waveforms derived from the cathodes 
of respective deflection output stages. 
The composite alternating output volt- 
age is coupled to the picture -tube con- 
vergence electrode and focus electrode 
through their respective output trans- 
former taps. 

While the brief submitted by RCA 
is extremely complete and thorough, 
the NTSC report will offer an even 
more exhaustive review covering en- 
gineering and statistical data compiled 
by many panels with scores of sub- 
committees whose membership totals 

hundreds. To illustrate, in one field 
report, results obtained during over 
3000 observations were recorded, and 
such studies covered co- channel inter- 
ference, lower and upper adjacent 
channel troubles (if any), random 
noise, sine -wave interference, and mul- 
tipath problems. In addition, a va- 
riety of receivers were under study 
during these tests; in some examina- 
tions, as many as thirty receivers were 
scrutinized for picture quality, flicker, 
general compatibility, brightness, con- 
trast, picture texture, adequacy of 
sync, and even sound reproduction. 
Another report covers broadcasting 
over direct, microwave, and coax fa- 
cilities with scores of observations by 
experts from receiver and transmitter 
manufacturers, as well as broadcast 
stations. 

As this is being written, two ques- 
tions are spinning about Washington: 
Will anyone oppose either the RCA or 
NTSC appeals? Will the patent situa- 
tion he taken in stride or subjected to 
a microscopic inquiry not only by the 
Commission. but by our legislators? 
Some feel that Dr. Du Mont might 
object to the standards, for he has de- 
clared on several occasions that he 
didn't feel that the system was cur- 
rently strong enough. Others say that 
he'll go along. notwithstanding his 
earlier remarks. It is also believed 
that CBS. whose wheel system had 
been approved, will now follow the 
compatible march. While the Commis- 
sion, as an official body. has been si- 
lent on its views, it has been reported 
that some of the members have been 
impressed with advancements made 
with the new compatible color TV sys- 
tem. During the recent RTMA con- 
clave in Chicago, one Commissioner 
was quoted as declaring that compati- 
ble color will be approved before 
Christmas. That will be quite a head- 
liner for the Yuletide season. 

A BIRTHDAY, the first anniversary of 
the lifting of the freeze, highlighted 

LARGEST SELLING 
BOO TER 
at any price! 
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the end of the fiscal year in Washing- 
ton. During those twelve months, sta- 
tion permits were routed to some 300 
cities throughout the land. Of the 
post- freeze approvals, 256 were for 
ultra -high stations and 142 for stand- 
ard hands, with educational groups re- 
ceiving sev. nteen of the allotments, or 
thirteen for u.h.f. and four for v.h.f. 

Texas, California, Pennsylvania. and 
New York led the parade in grants, 
with Texas receiving 41 approvals t25 
v.h.f. and 16 u.h.f.), New York 36 (15 
v.h.f. and 21 u.h.f.), Pennsylvania 31 

(9 v.h.f. and 25 u.h.f.), California 33 
(24 v.h.f. and 9 u.h.f.). 

All states except Vermont now have 
station authorizations. and some in 
New England, such as New Hamp- 
shire and Maine have but one and 
two, respectively. However, Massa- 
chusetts has received OK's for twelve. 
with two for present -band operation 
and ten for the upstairs use. 

The hearing calendar is still a 
crowded one, with over 600 applica- 
tions awaiting approval at this mo- 
ment, and more and more petitions 
coming in daily. 

ONE OF INDUSTRY'S stalwart pio- 
neers, a bold crusader whose vigorous 
drives for better broadcasting won the 
acclaim of tie nation, is dead. Lewis 
Allen Weiss, who served as chairman 
of the board of the Mutual Broadcast- 
ing System, and headman of the Don 
Lee network on the Pacific coast, com- 
mitted suicide a short while ago, after 
learning that he was suffering from 
an incurable ailment. Everyone will 
miss the sparking wisdom of this in- 
spiring leader L.W. 

WCOS -TV ON NETWORK 
SOUTH Carolina's first television sta- 

tion, WCOS -TV in Columbia has been 
connected into the Bell System's nation- 
wide television network. 

It is connected to a section of the 
intercity facililics which carries net pro- 
grams from I :harlotic, N. C. to Jack- 
sonville, Florida. -3C 
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WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 
OF CUSTOM BUILT TELEVISION 

MATTISON 
SILVER ROCKET 630 CHASSIS 

with TUNEABLE 

BUILT -IN BOOSTER 
for Better DX Reception 
Featuring NEW CASCODE TUNER 

made for UHF interchangeable 
tuning strips and COSINE YOKE 

Tube 
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3 rectifiers 
I CRT 

32 

All Channel.) Booster 
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muse regeneration and attenuation of signal. 
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BUILT-IN BOOSTER THAT INCREASES 
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THE SILVER ROCKET WILL OUTPER 
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AN EXTRAORDINARY MARGIN OF 
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WITHOUT BOOSTER. 

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY! 
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finish . on 
guaranteed 
genuine ma 
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oak and other 

rare woods: 1.04141I 
The AMBASSADOR 21" and 27" 

Best Looking . lest Value. Tool 
Full size console for eye level television. Available 
in every expensive decorator finish. Fea. 
Luring removable safety glass. ALL CABINETS 
MADE IN MATTISONS OWN CABINET 
FACTORY. 

DEALERS! SERVICE DEALERS! Here is your 
opportunity to become the "important" TV 
Dealer in your area for THE FINEST CUS. 
TOM -BUILT LINE OF TV RECEIVERS. FREE!! 
Write for Mattison's merchandising portfolio 
explaining the "UNASSEMBLED PLAN" and 
"$1,000,000 FLOOR PLAN." 

When you buy from 
Mattison you need 
sup one source 
supply! You can buy 

0 
a 

Mattison 
Chassis. 

a 
complete 

C 
Mattison 

or 
a complete Mattison 
TV Set! Manufactured with integrity 

Mattison Television & Radio Corp. 
10 West 181st St., Dept.RN. N,Y.53, N.Y. 

1 74 

"CONVERTERLESS" 

75-METER MOBILE RECEPTION 
By HOWARD R. SHANNON, VE7AGE 

An easy modification of your car broadcast set, that does 

not harm broadcast reception, gives you 75 -meter coverage. 

IF YOUR CAR is equipped with a 
good broadcast receiver, you will 

find that it can be made to work on 
75 meters without loss of efficiency on 
the broadcast band. This will please 
the XYL and save much -needed space 
for the transmitter, v.f.o., or what - 
have -you in the front end of your car. 

First, let's take a look at one of the 
permeability -tuned coils used in near- 
ly all late -model car receivers and 
consider the effect of adding a second 
coil in parallel. The tuning range will 
now be higher and can be extended 
to 75 meters. 

With the two coils in parallel, any 
change of inductance in one will 
change the inductance of the whole 
tuned circuit; in other words, the iron 
slug that moves in and out of the coil 
to tune the broadcast band may now 
be moved in the same way to tune the 
higher frequencies. The new range 
should be from 3825 to 4000 kc. Since 
the added coil has less inductance 
than the other, we can get the band - 
spread required for easy tuning. 

In making the change, first connect 
a new coil across the antenna coil. 
calculating the number of turns so 
that the two coils together, with the 
slug out, tune to the high end of the 
75 -meter band (1500 kc. on the dial). 
Then with the dial turned and the 
slug in, the coils will tune to the low 
end of 75 meters. For the author's 

receiver, the required coil turned out 
to be 27 turns of No. 22 enamel close - 
wound on a 1 -inch diameter form. 

A coil is similarly added to the 
mixer and a third to the oscillator. 
The new coil connects across the 
"tuned" part of the oscillator coil (not 
including the feedback winding). The 
oscillator will continue to operate 
with ample output for good mixing. 
regardless of the type of oscillator cir- 
cuit used in the car set. The normal 
oscillator coil has, by comparison with 
the other radio frequency coils, few 
turns and high fixed capacity; .simi- 
larly, the new "double" oscillator coil 
will have effectively fewer turns yet a 
high capacity. By keeping the ratio 
correct, tracking problems can be 
avoided. 

The added mixer coil had 26 turns 
of No. 22, closewound, and the added 
oscillator coil had 9 turns, closewound, 
each on a 1 -inch diameter plastic 
form. Small peaking padders across 
the new coils are switched in and out 
along with the coils when changing 
bands. 

Both C, and C, in the diagram are 
7 -150 wifd. padders. The value of Ca 
should be determined experimentally, 
to cause the oscillator to tune from 
3825 kc. plus the intermediate fre- 
quency to 4000 kc. plus the inter- 
mediate frequency. For a 456 -kc. i.f., 
as used in the author's set, the cor- 

Broadcast receiver circuit changes for "converterless" 75 -meter reception. Coils 
and condensers are switched into the circuit across the slug -tuned r.f.. mixer. and 
oscillator coils to change their tuning characteristics to cover the amateur band. 

TUNING SLUGS 

C3 
B+ 

CRCUITS MARKED "Ä ARE ORIGInAL TO SET 

CIRCUITS NARKED "8" ARE ADDED 

CI, C,5-7450 Auld. padder cond. 
C3-140 odd. (max.) trimmer rond. 
S,- 3polr. ..r. rotary sw. 

L5-27 I. #22 en. rio ewound on i" dia. boron 
1,-26 t. #22 en. rio wwound on I" dia. forni L,, 9 t. #22 en. closewound oN I" dia. forni 
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rect value will be found somewhere 7e 
in the range of 85 -140 micro -micro 
farads. This value will cause the os- 
cillator to tune from approximately 
4281 tb 4456 kc. For lower i.f.'s, it 

should' only be necessary to add an 
extra 1urn or two to the new oscilla- 
tor cod, using the same condenser. 

We Heed, then, for the new two - 
band receiver only three coils, three 
padders, and a simple bandswitch 
(since in changing bands only one 
side of each coil must be connected or 
disconnected). Custom sets pretty 
well take care of engine noise over 
the bro$dcast band, and their design 
in this egard shows their merit on 75 
meters too. You will find no unde- 
sired signal, just the ones that should 
be there. 

The author's set is custom -built by 
General Motors and the coils shown 
are the ones used in it. The band - 
switch is on the back of the set but is 
not hard to reach even while driving. 
I have tried other makes of sets with 
equal su: ress, and feel that the sys- 
tem shot l ] stork on 40 meters as well 
as on 75 pcssihly on 20 or 10. -12F 

'_,OME PORTABLE RADIO 
SERVICE HINTS 

by JACK DARR 

HERE is no substitute t' ue for expericnr 
in rapid portable radio servicing. Tin 

hints below may serve to bolster the sers - 

ice technician's own experience in servic- 
ing suclt sets and make such work more 
rapid and, hence, more profitable. 
sit,l'EN7 o.- ; 101.802 -1 

This portable came into the shop with 
almost no volume. The trouble turned 
out to be an open plate resistor in the 
1LD5 circuit, e one -mcgohm unit, which 
has been found bad in several of these 
sets. Another source of trouble in these 
sets is the 3.3- mcgohm screen resistor 
of the same tube. Replace this unit if its 
value has increased by al 20 %. 
N'ESTINCIIOI TSE It -105 

This set carne into the shop with the 
volume extremely weak. It would just 
barely get the local station, and others 
not at all. All I noes were good, all sup- 
ply voltages up to normal. Eventually, 
the a.v.c. voltag- was checked. Over most 
of the bels the voltage was normal, but 
about 10 volets negative appeared on the 
input grid Of the 1R5 mixer -oscillator. 
This voltage was observed to rise and fall 
as the set was tuned from one end of 
the dial to the oilier. The oscillator coil 
in this set uses a few turns open -ended as 
a "gimmick" coupling for the oscillator 
grid. This gimmick was shorted to the 
rest of the coil, which returned through 
a 10- megohm resistor to the n.v.c. bus. 
This caused the oscillator grid voltage to 
feed through into the a.v.c., reducing 
the sensitivity. The gimmick was eut off, 
and a small mica condenser was connect- 
ed from the oscillator grid to the hot 
end of the coil. After realignment, good 
performance was restored. 
P11I LCO 46 -350 AND 47 -350 

If these sets h.tve low sensitivity and 
the tone is poor, look for a bad screen 
resistor on the ] E5 tube. These are 
3.3- megohm ma'chstick units. Also, 
check the 1- mcgohm plate load resistor 
on the same tube. J30- 
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with RC P 
s 

Facilities to Test 

1 
All TV and Radio Tubes 

Sockets for all standard 4, 5, 6, 
7, octal, !octal, miniature and 
subminiature are provided. Tests 
transmitting, hearing aid, ballast, 
pilot light, gaseous rectifiers and 
tuning indicator types. All read- 
ings are indicated on a large 
easily read meter. 

Cathode Ray Tube 
2s. Checks all magnetic deflection 

types right in the set or carton. 
Will locate and isolate all shorts 
or leaks. 

3. 

44, 

Batteries 
Tests popular portable batten 
types under load. Indicates true 
condition of battery under check. 

AI' This and a Reactivator 
Too - 

Gives extra life to otherwise 
dim or bad picture tubes. 

Adds c professional note to any service 
bench er store counter. Available in both 
counter ant' portable models, complete 
with CR Tube Adapter Cable. 

Model 324 

Because the Radio City 
Products Model 324 
"DO -ALL" Tube and 
Battery Tester packs 
into one instrument the 
performance of four... 

Two Styles to Meet 
Your Service Needs - 

\'lodel 324C - Counter model with open 
style metal case. Size: 131/4" x 121/4" x 4 ". 
Weight: 10 lbs. Price: $69.95. 
Model 324P- Combination portable -coun- 
ter model. Smart looking, hand- rubbed 
carrying case with slip -hinge cover - in- 
cludes battery test leads. Size: 161/4" x 
141 %" x 5 ". Weight: 12 lbs. Price: $79.50. 
Remember You Can Do More With A "DO -ALL" 

Sae it at your Parts Distributor today 
Write Dept. RN -9 for RCP '53 catalogue 

10 CITY PRODUCTS CO., Inc. 
EST 25th STREET NEW YORK 1. N. Y. 

USED RECORDING TAPE (PLASTIC BASE) 

$1.99 for 7" -1200 foot 
1.09 for 5 "- 600 foot 

.59 for 4 "- 300 foot 
.29 for 3 "- 150 foot 

Plastic reels included th 
all above sizes. 

MI ney cheerfully refunded if you do 
no and this tape cleanly erased and 
gold as new. if you are skeptical and 
t Missouri send us 12c stamp 
and we'll roll you a sample.l' 

N,w ew pry plastic reels in boxes for easy 
1.5.1 150 3"-lOc; d' -22e: S''-34c; l' -30e 

z 
[M PTV BOXES: 3".3c; 4--Ss; S " -Se; 

10e :5. 

We curry , 'rdcr. . r 
.e.n I 

tap 

c 
lame s an, .-. IG 

SUFFICIF\l POSTAGE. 
COMMISSIONED ELECTRONICS CO. 

2503 Charna,n St. N. W.. Washington 9. D. C. 

EASY TO 
t Is easy to learn or increase speed 

with an lnstructograph Code Teacher. 
Affords the quickest and most prac- 
tical method vet developed. For be- 

Olt tapes 
advanced 

beginnet sta alphabet 
to typical messages on ll lublects. 
Speed range 5 to 40 WPM. Always 
ready -no QRM. 

ENDORSED BY THOUSANDS! 
The Inetruetograph Code Teacher lit- 
erally takes the place of an operator - 
instructor and enables anyone to 

herd assistance. T code of successful operators bay* 
acquired the code" with the Inatructograph System. 
Write today for convenient rental and nurenase clans. 

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY 
4711 SHERIDAN ROAD. CHICAGO 40. ILLINOIS 
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25th year of leadership 

in the design and manufac- 

ture of quality microphones. Pioneers 

of the attractive "full -vision" design 

of quality microphones to be heard 

but not seen. Enjoy perfect 

performance...plus...full vision for 

both artist and audience. 

D 33 
BROADCAST 
D 22 P.A. 

DR 330 
BROADCAST 
DR 332 P.A. 
111110N i DYNAMIC 

C1101010 

Writs fer frog. Catalog 4 

4uwue44t 
MICROPHONE CO. 

370 S. FAIR OAKS AVE., PASADENA 1, CALIF. 

r 

176 

MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 

Readers are asked to write directly to the manufacturer for the literature. 
By mentioning RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS, the issue and page, and enclosing the proper nnromrt. when indicated. delay- will he ores chant. 

CD PUBLICATIONS 
Cornell- Dubilier Electric Corpora - 

..ion, South Plainfield, New Jersey has 
issued a catalogue on its TV rotor 
line, including the TR -2, the CDR 
rotor models TR -11 and TR -12, as well 
as accessories to the rotors, including 
the automatic clock. 

Also available is a new catalogue on 
the company's full line of u.h.f. and 
v.h.f. antennas for both indoor and 
outdoor installation. 

A third publication is a supplement 
to the "Vibrator Replacement Guide" 
which gives complete and up -to -date 
listings. 

A series of promotion aids for the 
television rotor, including illuminated 
and animated displays, envelope en- 
closures, and window streamers are 
also available, according to the com- 
pany. 

SWITCH BULLETIN 
A comprehensive selection of inex- 

pensive line and slide switches for 
radios, TV sets, appliances, small 
motors, toys, instruments, and similar 
equipment is described in a new 16- 
page bulletin released by the Elec- 
tronic Components Division of the 
Stackpole Carbon Company, St. 
Marys, Pa. 

Bulletin RC -9B includes complete 
specifications, dimensions, and helpful 
application data on seven new line 
switches recently developed for use 
with the company's variable composi- 
tion resistors. In addition, similar 
data is given for a wide variety of 
slide switches including several new 
heavy -duty types for fractional horse- 
power motors. 

Copies of this bulletin are available 
on letterhead request. 

MAILING PIECE 
G & H Wood Products, 75 North 

11th Street, Brooklyn 11, New York 
has issued a new mailing piece on its 
"Cabinart" line of interior styled, 
high- fidelity cabinets and kits. 

Equipment cabinets, speaker en- 
closures, and combinations are listed 
in relation to wood and style so that 
they can be properly matched at the 
right price. Custom builders, dealers, 
and audio enthusiasts will find the 
catalogue of interest. 

Copies may be obtained from local 
parts distributors or from the com- 
pany direct. 

ELECTRONIC TUBES 
Amperex Electronic Corporation, 

230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, Long 
Island, New York has issued a con- 

densed catalogue covering its line of 
electronic tubes for communication, 
industrial, rectifier, radiation detec- 
tion. electro- medical, amateur, and 
special applications. 

This 24 -page catalogue is intended 
as a quick reference guide to the cor- 
rect tube for any given application. 
More detailed data sheets on the listed 
tubes are available on request. 

Please write the company direct for 
copies of this publication. 

REPLACEMENT PARTS 
An up -to -date, revised replacement 

catalogue has been issued by Sprague 
Products Coupant/, 51 Marshall Street, 
North Adams, Massachusetts. 

Catalogue C -609, a 20 -page booklet, 
contains detailed listings of all stand- 
ard stock condensers and the com- 
pany's "Bulpiate" printed circuits for 
radio and television service, lab appli- 
cations, amateur radio, and experi- 
mental purposes. 

An unusually complete line of con- 
densers is included with more than 
375 ratings in voltages from 300 to 
20.000 volts d.c. 

Copies of this publication are avail- 
able either from the company's dis- 
tributors or from the company direct. 

STANDARD TUNER DATA 
Parts prices and descriptions and 

installation and performance data on 
the company's new television tuner 
and u.h.f. coil strips are included in 
the new 8 -page brochure just released 
by Standard Coil Products Co., Inc. 
of Chicago. 

Available from the company's 
wholesale distributors, the brochure 
gives a detailed circuit diagram of 
the tuner, trimmer location, and 
mounting dimensions. How to adapt 
the company's "Super" cascode tuner 
and the new pentode tuner to split - 
sound i.f. systems is also explained. 

TUBE BOOKLET 
An educational picture booklet of 

photographs, cut -away drawings, and 
exploded views showing structural de- 
tails of electron tubes has been pub- 
lished by the Tube Department of 
Radio Corporation of America. 

The "Tube Picture Book" was pre- 
pared especially for use as a visual 
instruction aid in schools. The tubes 
"dissected" in the booklet include: 
typical glass, metal, and miniature 
types; a subminiature triode; a thyra- 
tron; a high -voltage rectifier; a power 
triode; a super -power triode; televi- 
sion picture tubes; studio and indus- 
trial types of television camera tubes; 
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pencil - 
phototl 

The 
copy a 
cial Ei 

ruent, 

ype tubes; and a multiplier 
be. 
3ooklet is priced at 25 cents a 
Id il obtainable from Commer- 
gineering, RCA Tube Depart- 
arrison, N. J. 

"REPS' ROSTER" 
"The Representatives" of Electronic 

Produc s \! anufacturers. Inc. has an- 
r.ouncec publication of its new 1953 
Naticn l Membership Roster. 

CopieS are available without charge 
to any maiufacturer. distributor, or 
other industry person by request on 
business letterhead. Write the nation- 
al headquarters office at 600 South 
Michiga'pp Avenue, Chicago 5, Illinois 
for copis. 

UTC CATALOG 
United Transformer Company, 150 

Varick Street. New York 13, New 
York is urrently offering copies of its 
catalog 530 covering transformers, 
reactors and filters. 

This 24-page publication is com- 
pletely indexed and contains specifi- 
cations and prices for the company's 
entire lire of audio, power, and fila- 
ment transformers; chokes; William- 
son amplifiers and amplifier kits; high - 
fidelity quipment; toroids; equalizers 
and filte s; etc. 

Write he company direct for copies 
cf this blication. 

RECTIFIER STACKS 
A news bulletin on miniature selen- 

ium rect fier stacks for electronic cir- 
cuit appl cations is now available from 
the Gen al Electric Company, Sche- 
nectady , New York. 

The il stiated, four -page publica- 
tion cont ins data on the applications, 
construct on features, and electrical 
characte 'stirs of small selenium rec- 
tifiers. I dulled are tables of ratings 
and dim nsicns, plus graphs on the 
effect of emperature and life expec- 
tancy of he various types of stacks. 

When 'writing for this bulletin, 
please specif,' publication GEA -5935. 

ATLAS SOUND EQUIPMENT 
At/es Soul cl Corp. of 1449 39th 

Street, Brooklyn 18, New York has 
released ifs 1.953 catalogue describing 
its line o p1:. speakers and accesso- 
ries and ike stands and accessories. 

The calalog:ue illustrates and lists 
specifications for such products as 
projectors radials. pagings,talk- hacks, 
tweeters, raffles, driver units, trans- 
formers e c. in its loudspeaker section 
and floor stands, desk stands, boom 
stands am brackets, sky hooks, cable 
hangers. e c. in its microphone section. 

LO COST SPEAKER DATA 
Ultrcfsol,ic Corporation of 61 Rogers 

Street, Ca br.dge. Massachusetts will 
forward a four -page data sheet on its 
new high -- delity speaker unit to those 
requesting such information. 

The pu rI ica'ion describes and pic- 
tures the ccmpany's Model U -25 
speaker am its compact cabinet. The 
system is lased on the Baruch -Long 
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SPECIAL BUYS! 

Rodar Indicator unit for conversion to test scope or for 
use as a modulation monitor. Complete with tubes. But, 
less 58P1. Parts alone are worth much more. $9895 
New 

CRYSTALS 
Low Freq.-FT 41 A for SSE. lattice filler. W pet 54th harm channels listed by fund. 
370 388 407 425 
372 390 409 427 446 
374 392 411 429 448 
375 394 412 431 450 
377 396 414 433 451 
379 398 416 435 453 
381 400 418 437 455 
383 401 420 438 457 
385 403 422 440 459 
387 405 424 442 461 

464 
466 
468 
470 
472 
474 
475 
477 
479 

483 
485 
487 
488 
490 
492 
494 
496 
498 

503 
505 
507 
509 
511 
512 
514 
516 

Fraetias om,tted. 

49c each 
10 for 
$4.00 

WHILE THEY LAST! 
150 f'. of 50 ohm cial cable S 9.95 
.,tentlnor -one cavity type 7.95 
1513 Band Sete. excellent condition 5.95 
IS Ty a, exc.. less cord 2.95 
EELS Portable Telephone exc. cond.... e a. 18.95 
2 for 35.00 
!YRSE 'PACKAGE. 15 lbs. Il1 assorted I 

radio palls. $1.95 A nlaile nt 

MONTHLY SPECIAL! 
Brand New 

R -1 588.1 -2211 n 
'1 

with minor 
altera- tions becomes a 

nie 
e two 

stage., of R. F. nmplitienOOn -.see 1, Tv 
News." ,tan. 1049. 54.95 
TS- 1 --Te.t Sat for above 4.95 

TUBES 
.04TL, 5BPI, 5CPI $5,95 ea. 
DYNAMSTORS: Tin 

etiv. Multiple wind. .. 
holee rf IDO or 5u v i NIA o 

sIA, Complete dupe sheet 
at 

$4.Ó5 BRAND NEW (see "Co" Aug. Issus..... 
r. 

TNANSCEI ER- 140.144 inc. 2 meter, used, ex- cellent condition. less dynamotor. less tubes. 
only $17.95 

N'rr34 APS 13 Transceiver used as a tail 
415 SIC. Containing :IONIC IF s ;I 

nher pa 
'a 

these units have Iea1 s 
<tiOl sendll t , Ìm a n excelle?, 

for hr , I II SO n n-. 9s 

0 AS IS USED NEW 
BC-454 Receiver. 3 to 6 me.. 511.95 
BC -455 llcca1oir, 6 to U me..54.95 9.95 
8C -58 21,0101lat8r , , - ..... 2.95 4.95 57.95 
B C -457 Tr1,115mitler. 

to ,,.:f me 4.95 
B C -58 Transmitter. 

N.3 to 7 hoc 4.95 
BC-459 Transmitter 

7 to ll m 7.95 14.95 
Control Boys. rick., receivers for almee In stock - 
SCR-625 -}Ilse Lelectin -New 559.50 
BC 357-F:xe. L,T 5.95 
BC 709 -Inter. Amp. New 3.95 

W : All TS, APR, APS, ARC, ANN, SCR, 
I 889 nd BC equipment write today! and 

Quote lowest prices in your lost letter 

TUBES 
10 +sorted for 53.00 

954, 955, CR1005, 1625, 1626. 1613. 1819, 
52. 33, 34, 9002. 9004. 9006. 627G, 1NSGT. 
6J50, 12A6, 1251-7GT, 125070T. 

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT 
FC 

-9L 
-B 

06 
.nI. 

,ern v` 9,95 
e 51.191 BC-347 ean..used 95c 

B 

RT7 APN1 TRANSCEIVER UNIT -Vsel as n Itim- 
eler. it may he < lard for signaling control dr- ia. 

Complete' with 14 tnlos and dynamotor the, 
ore in corm used condlllon at the a Ing low 

price of m529.95 
Used. less tubes. as I. 4.95 
AR2 Receiver 2:11 0 - 1, ss tubes.. .510.95 
B C -824 r s.. tunes. 
I nn- I SOMC`i used 14.95 

BROADCAST BAND & AERO 
Ideal for Use in Boot., etc. 

¡et i 

llt 
alai 

l one of three f,e 
It con 

Ìncluding revels( outdo 
d. 1. It- Itlght Indira ho, plugs. loop t, ansm,s 

n line and 110x. lut". 
II1N11 NEW 589.50 a2 NEW ,. .,, ....,., 89.50 

n F Illo n :125 RC, :125 to KC. 8.4 
7 n rapt inst..... 69.50 

slalone .............. 39.50 n26C :done. 39.95 
., s -26 -C ,.r MN as Is las, nu,es 13.95 

t 111. t s, Used Ne 24.95 
s -52 -E I-ol.. Brand .w 6.95 

si s52 k .h,te. New 2.50 

all <ES :, u HEADSETS: NS33 I. In,ped- 
c 1. a 0.0e. 52.95 Iwo. 55.95 

FI i 23 sett. used 2.95 .95 
go 307H cord tor 11.2:1:1:1 like new .79 

oat Mae -T -311, new .98 

cw49503 Nigh 
OIllmep.e. 

- 

.. 
he +tltel 0,00,110We 

90.9C with h 00011111 Vse1 

8 

NA 7 1E, :,.Ilmud used. a '. $1.29 :18 Ilandset .. 'ld 1.29 noW $1.98 
5.38 .. - 1.93 2.29 

H1. -30, miniature headset .-used 1.49 new 2.49 
sioprnenti 1.0., w rehouse. 200;. Deposit on orders. 

. tat to remittance. 

WOBUL ATOR 
BUILD TV -FM -AM SWEEP GENERATOR 

You an build tile sot ' iron u, .sv , . tor" 
With AIN -1 magnetic units ' ` "S "6.95 

BC12Uf, Beacon) Receiver . . . 21,0- 40"KC... 9.95 
MN -201.8 Receiver exc. 59.50 
RCA sound Powered Phones , . 1,1,110 new 12.95 

two for 24.95 
TS.18.1 AP Test Set 69.50 
AIIt 2 Radar Search Receiver, 85.1011I 5EC... 195,00 
AIR -, Ita,111r Searcii Receiver. '18- 4 11011MC.. 399.00 
Tuning Units -TN10. TN17. TN18 each 200.00 
IL IOA51'11522 Test Unit 295.00 
M0- 15:1 Inverter Used 69.50 
1. 122 -Si pal Generator Use, exc. 125.00 
sN APTS Transmitter I ik new 189.50 

SELSYN TRANSMITTER: Autosvn Trau. -slitter Assem- 
bly for nmtelting to I -82 Indicator. Coed. e,.cv I lent 

ONmlil' LY 57'95, Complete with Indicator, . - . S 1 4.95 
RL -42 Reversible Motor with antenna net and 

clutch. used S 2.95 
B C 33 It*Il10 COMPASS RI:I-F.ivE:lt. 200 to 

17011 NC. used. escallent rant Rh,. with 
tubes .......... ... ... ..... 39.95 

e 1. a less bes. 
used. as Is. less tubes and c.,t sr, cue. for 
!'arts 9.95 

Minimum order 55.00. Illinois residents, add regular 
Prices sub1eet to change wthout notice. 

24,95 

3 

R LECTRONICS 
Dept N,1712.MO 

E1CMA 
nn.Aire., Cá3leago16,III. 

GET INTO TV SERVICING 

4 vii A t. 
I \ 'v lei AI olál 

right 
and 1,.r ,,,klrt:n bun., 

De, 1 

... 
93,e No nblieal 1,1,1_11,, saleeman will t' call. 

Allprnv'ed for veterans 

WESTERN TELEVISION INSTITUTE 
341 W. 18th St. Los Angeles 15, Calif. 

ALTERNATOR -GEN. ( NEA -2D) 
For IKW Emergency Plant Mobile 
Amateurs Marine Radio & Power 

Test Bench & Shop Power 
01110111 

at any En.. 1 ' 

Ilolla fie-,. ,.. 

Ihr FUI.1. Us I Ill - 
s I_t III 

t. Auer11ah11, Iv - - - Il s r" Il', t10n. 
,g. xMot rh 12 ". to' ii lbs. 1nrantet Wn. fur - 
,I. 

Excellent Cond. $15.95 
New_. .$24.95 Used 

25% with C.O.D. orden. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. F.O.B. Los Angeles. 

POSSNER CO. 
1223 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif. 
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Model SPA -25 

AMPLIFIER 
Outstanding sound quality at a record 
low price. 
A power output of 25 watts with less 
than 0.7% intermodulation distortion. 
Power response from 18 cps. to 40 kcs. 
plus or minus one db. 
Internal output impedence of less than 
one ohm. 
A compact, sturdy unit adaptable to 
almost any high fidelity system. 

GET THE FACTS - 
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAYI 

178 

810 N. LINCOLN AVENUE 
PITTSBURGH 12, PA. 

principle which permits high quality 
performance from a compact unit. 

DU MONT PUBLICATIONS 
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc. 

has announced the availability of 
three new publications of interest to 
service technicians. 

The first is a spiral -bound service 
information book containing sche- 
matics, parts lists, alignment data. 
and miscellaneous service data on all 
of the company's television receivers. 
This publication is available from Du 
Mont parts distributors. 

The second publication is a thirty - 
two page guide of original television 
parts and picture tubes for replace- 
ment in the company's TV receivers. 
The cross -indexed guide also includes 
electrical values of the components. It 
is available from the company's parts 
jobbers. 

The third offering is the eighth edi- 
tion of the company's "Picture Tube 
Data Chart ". Printed on heavy stock 
suitable for hanging on the wall or 
folding into a notebook, this chart 
lists complete specifications for more 
than 150 picture tubes of all manu- 
facturers. Parts distributors are han- 
dling this item. 

TV TUBE RENEWAL 
Eisler Engineering Co.. Inc., 750 

South 13th Street, Newark 3, New 
Jersey is currently offering copies of 
its new catalogue, "Equipment Re- 
quired to Renew Burned Out Televi- 
sion Tubes ". 

This 8 -page publication contains 70 
illustrations of the various items 
needed by television tube manufac- 
turers. 

Copies of catalogue TV -RN -53 are 
available on request. 

AUTO RADIO DATA 
Thordarson -Meissner of Mt. Carmel, 

Illinois has announced the release of 
its new 1953 -1954 "Automobile Radio 
Replacement Guide ". 

The new publication lists replace- 
ments for vibrator transformers, inter - 
stage transformers, output transform- 
ers, oscillator coils, input and output 
i.f. transformers, and ratio detector i.f. 
transformers. 

All makes of automobile radios are 
listed in this informative and compact 
guide. Copies are available from Dept. 
C of the company. 

FREE TOOL GUIDE 
United Catalog Publishers Inc., 110 

Lafayette St., New York 13. N. Y. has 
recently released a 36 -page "Handi- 
Guide" covering a wide assortment of 
tools for the repair and maintenance 
of radio, television, and electronic 
equipment. 

This handy reference book for tech- 
nicians, engineers, experimenters, 
amateurs, and purchasing agents is 
available without charge. It contains 
detailed specifications, illustrations, 
technical data, and prices on tools 
made by 17 leading manufacturers. 
Included are TV alignment tools, 
chassis punches, pliers, screw and nut 

CRYSTALS 
FOR ALL PURPOSES 

LOW FREQ.-FT 241A for SSO. IatEe SCR. 
filter. yr' MC. 54th or 72nd harm 522 
channels listed by fund. Fractions %p 
omitted. Si. Sp 

2 banana 
plan 

%' spc. 
370 392 412 433 494 515 400 459 5910 2030 2415 
372 393 413 434 495 516 440 461 6370 2015 2435 

314 394 114 435 196 518 III 462 6450 2065 2442.5 

375 395 415 436 497 519 
412 463. 6470 2105 2532.5 
414 464 6497 9 2125 2545 

376 396 416 437 498 520 115 465 6522 9 2131 2557 5 

377 397 418 438 501 522 
446 166 6517 9 2145 3202.5 

379 398 419 481 502 523 
147 469 7380 2155 3215 
150 469 7380 2220 3237 5 

380 401 420 483 503 525 450 470 7390 2258 3250 

381 402 422 181 504 526 451 112 1180 2260 3322 5 

383 403 423 485 505 527 
452 173 7580 2280 3510 
453 474 7810 2282 2 3520 

384 404 424 486 506 529 454 475 7930p 2290 3550 

385 405 425 487 507 530 456 477 $1.19 2305 3580 
386 406 426 488 508 531 457 179 EA 2320 3945 

387 407 427 490 509 533 480 200 or 2360 3955 

388 408 429 491 511 534 
99 

2390 3995 

390 409 430 492 512 536 ¢ 
WO KC 

each IN F7 

391 411 431 493 513 537 10 for 241 A 
$1,29 EA. $109.0010, 

900 HOLDER 

49¢ 
,{ 514 538 %' SPC. 

EA -10 for 94.50 181.95 EA 

FT 243-15'P III SPC. 

4190 6140 7806 1015 5760 5906 6340 6510 6706 7640 
5030 6206 7840 3735 5773 5940 6373 6573 6740 7650 
5485 6773 7873 5305 5800 5973 6406 6575 7440 7673 330 
6040 6873 7906 5677 5806 6273 6450 6606 7506 7706 

EA -10 6073 7773 7940 5706 5840 6306 6473 6640 7573 7973 
for f9.00 

490 EA -10 5725 
5873 6325 6506 6673 7606 8240 

for 54.50 I 

Special Purchase! FM RADIO CHASSIS 
88.108 MC-- complete with 
S tithes, built -in antenna 
and speaker. Product of fa- 

radio and TV maker 
whose name promised 

of aten 
we 

16 95 entino a 
Maroon plastic cabinet for 
above 5.115. 

H DO NOT SEND POSTAGE; I_ 
We Ship the Best Way. Collect. 

TWOSTATION INTERCOM SYSTEM 

Consists of muster 
and remote station. 
211 -ft. of 1 wire 
cable. 115 V opera- 
tion, AC or IX'. Extra 
Wire .05 

$ 16891 per ft... 
NOTICE TO ALL HAMS 
TRADE -IN your used communi- 
cations gear o Hailicraft- 

Sational " RME. Ilemmar- 
lund. Sonar. E.1 m ac. set. 
Etc.. .niprment. Write 
FREE ESTIMATE. attention 
-Pick " -W 1PPQ. 

FREE QUOTATIONS 
fOn hl -A equipment 

ours o request. 
am- 

;diners. 
All famous'I,ramis of 

tuners. chang- 
ers. pick -ups. speak- 
ers. s. etc. Just tell tut 
how uch want to spend and we'll 

mrecommend the beet ac il 
sm 

! budget will allow! 

r 

420 TENTH ST., N.W. - WASHINGTON, D.C. 

The Next Big 

FACT FILLED EDITION of 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 

Will Be On Sole Sept. 25. 

Reserve Your Copy TODAY! 

AUDIO (SOUND) ENGINEERING COURSE 
HOME STUDY TRAINING 

Prepare yourself, in your spare time for a BIG 
PAY JOB an an AUDIO ENGINEER. Practical, 
easy -to- undrstand lessons, written by nationally 
recognized Audio Engineers and Educators. 
Prepare for a SUCCESSFUL CAREER in the TEL- 
EVISION RADIO DISC AND TAPE RECORD- 
ING, ELECTRONICS. 

Training will not interfere with present employ. 
ment. 

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN 
WRITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS -TODAY 

HOLLYWOOD TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
15228 Ventura Blvd. Skerma. Oaks, Calif. 
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drivers, soldering irons and guns, tool 
kits, wirt strippers, etc. 

TELEVISION HARDWARE 
A 12-pa ge catalogue which describes 

and illustrates its complete line of tel- 
evision mounts, hardware, and acces- 
sories is now being offered by I. E. 
Mann fact %ring Company, 325 N. Hoyne 
Street, Chicago 12, Illinois. 

The self -bound catalogue, No. 16, 

lists the features of each unit to- 
gether with detailed specifications and 
retail prices. 

Copies are available on request. -r0- 

SOU1 H JERSEY HAMFEST 
THE South Jersey Radio Assn. will hold 

its annual hantfest on Sunday, Sep- 
tember 13th at Locust Grove Farm on 
Almonesson Road near Westville, N. J. 

The program starts with registration 
(51.00 per ft ly) at 10 a.m. Each 
family should bring its own picnic lunch. 
Free soft drinks will be furnished. 

Mobiles should contact K2AA on 2, 
10. and 75 meters for driving instruc- 
tions. Bill Bowers, W2EGP, 303 Lake- 
view Ave., Haddonfield, N. J., will sup- 
ply additional informal' . -O 

ELIMINATING FOLDOYER 
By ELMEB FISCHER 

WHILE converting to a larger screen for 
MI a critical customer, the author encoun- 
tered the problem of obtaining rapid 
enough flyback to avoid foldover. After 
exhausting all possibilities of doing it 
the easy wrty, a vacuum -tube circuit, as 
follows, was developed. 

Positive -going flyback pulses were ob- 
tained from the plate of the vertical -out- 
put tube and the a.g.c. winding of the 
horizontal -output transformer. These 
pulses were applied to the grids of a 6J6 
through .01 pfd. condensers, no grid re- 
sistors being necessary. The 6J6 plates 
were connected directly to "B -f ", and 
the two cathodes and the kinescope cath- 
ode were tied together and returned to 
the brightness control through a 15,000 - 
olun resisto-. 

About 90 -volts peak -to -peak mixed 
blanking voltage appeared at the kine- 
scope cathode. 

Resistor values in the brightness -con- 
trol circuit may have to be changed 
slightly as compensation for the 15,000 - 
ohm resistor and the 6J6 current. -330}- 

Method for increasing flyback pulse rate. 
r 

POSITIVE 
FLYBACK 

PULSE 

imp u FFf 
, «D 

OCOC 

,Y,,,,, _. To De. 
RESTORER 

POSITIVE 
FLYBACK - PUL SE 

-oaaa .5 
115151175E aS 

CONTROL _JJ_t 
a- 

PEA' -P'. 
MIXED BLANKING 

September. 1953 

YOUR 
BIGGEST 

DOLLAR 
VALUE 
IN 

RECEIVERS! 

THE MVO Midget sw -54 
(OVERAGE: Entire frequency range from 
540 kc. to 30 mc. in 4 bands. Voice, music 
or code. 

FEATURES: Sensitive and selective superhet 
circuit, using new miniature tubes. Slide 
rile general coverage dial with police, 

foreign, amateur and ship bands clearly 
marked. Unique plastic bandspread dial is 

adjustable to assure logging accuracy over 

entire range. Built -in speaker and power 

sipply. Volume, Receive- Standby, Band - 

switch, AM -CW, Speaker, Phones. Smart, 
unbreakable grey metal cabinet 11' x 7" x 7'. 

$49.95* 

THE G'l`u^010 NC -88 
COVERAGE: Entire range from 540 kc. to 
40 mc. 

FEATURES: Calibrated bandspread for 80, 

40, 20,15,11 and 10 meter bands! Eight min. 
high gain tubes in advanced A.C. superhet 
circuit. Tuned R.F. stage. Two I.F. stages. 
Built -in spkr. Ant. trim. Separate high freq. 
osc. Sensitivity control. Noise limiter. 
Delayed A.V.C. Headphone jack. Standby - 
receive switch. Tone control. 

$119.95* 

*Slightly higher west of the Rockies 

, ; 
1 I Ml 11arfio oral 

National Company, Inc., Malelen, Mass. O 
us 

PC 2362 

NIEA s URE: 
INDUCTANCE, CAPACITY, 
DISTRIFIUTED CAPACITY 
& MUTUAL INDUCTANCE. 
t'ae th e CALIBRATED CA. 
FICITOL: witA a grid dip me. 
ter or VTVM and signal gen- 
erator. f n r engineering 
pproach to service and e i. 

'al work. Price á5.9Ó. 
Write for information. 
P. E. HAWKINS CO. 

3205 S. Seth St. N. 
(*5505 CITY le. MO. 

BARGAIN c? RADIO 

SERVICEMEN! 
Write for SENSATIONAL CATALOG 

HENSHAW RADIO SUPPLY 
3619 TROOST KANSAS CITY, MO. 

CASH FOR S 
Navy or Army Ordnance type 
follows: $35.00 for 1 DG, 1 

1CT; $20.00 for 5DG, 5G, 5' 
6G, 6CT; $25.00 for 7G, 7F, 

NEED: GE Selsyns Models 21 ' 

2J5LA1; Autosyns AY100 or 
Control Motors 49 -7, 25 -11, 
GE PM Motors, Inverters, T 

Electronic Components. All M 
ject to Inspection. Send Lists- 

&eau, S4á4 f 

Dept. RN 50 Eastern Av 

LSYNS 
0 cycle types as 
, 1 F, 1G, 1 D F, 

, 5CT, 5D, 6DG, 
CT, 7DG. ALSO 
HAI, 2JD'4A1, 
00 series; Diehl 
etc.; Delco and 
bes, and other 

erchandise Sub - 
ill advise Price. 

0Torz. 
. Boston 13 
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more 
and more 
replacement 

problems 

are being 

solved 

this way 

441251 

Standard Coil Tuner 
(ConI )iII I from page 37) 

u.h.f.- v.h.f. changeover switching. The 
outer fingers of this molded piece hold 
the u.h.f. coil sections in place, the in- 
ner portion forms a double- action cam 
in which a follower rides and this, in 
turn, is linked to the u.h.f. -i.f. coil 
section "C" in Fig. 3. 

The appearance of three typical coil 
sections as they were removed from 
the drums is shown in Fig. 5. In front 
is the u.h.f. coil section with the two 
front stators and coils forming the os- 
cillator tank circuit. Between the os- 
cillator tank circuit and the u.h.f r.f. 
bandpass network is a small wire link 
which couples the oscillator voltage to 
the mixer. This link is on the outside 
of the coil form, see Fig. 4. The cen- 
ter coil section in Fig. 5 is the v.h.f. 
oscillator and mixer strip with the 
slug -tuned oscillator coil and the slug 
retainer spring visible in the front. 
The last coil strip carries the 300 -ohm 
balanced v.h.f. input circuit. A better 
view of the operation of the u.h.f. and 
v.h.f. switching section can be had in 
Fig. 6, showing the inside of the tuner 
with the drums removed. The cam fol- 
lower which accomplishes the u.h.f.- 
v.h.f. switchover can be seen right at 
the partition of the two chassis. Its 
linkage extends to the pivoted sec- 
tion "C" which contains the coils for 
changing the v.h.f. into an i.f. ampli- 
fier. Also visible in this photograph is 
the u.h.f. fine tuner, the u.h.f. oscil- 
lator tube socket, and split- stator 
master trimmer just below it. 

The v.h.f. circuitry shown in Fig. 6 
is conventional except for the use of 
ceramic feedthrough condensers to iso- 
late "B +" and heater leads. Note 
the extra long contact springs. For 
v.h.f. channels contact with the drum 
coil sections is made at the approxi- 
mate center of each spring. For u.h.f. 
operation, coil section "C" is tilted 
forward in the illustration by the ac- 
tion of the cam follower and linkage, 
and this puts pressure on the contacts 
at the far end of the springs, pushing 

VNF DRUM 
SEGMENTS 

le 
PIVOT 

CONTACT 
SPRING 

(A) PIVOT 

VHF DRUM 
SEGMENTS 

CONTACT 

(B) 
SPRING 

Fig. B. Simplified drawing of the op 
eration of the pivoted Lt. coil section. 
(A) In v.h.f. position. (B) in u.h.f. 

these springs away from the v.h.f. coil 
segments and, instead, connecting them 
to the i.f. coil section "C." This coil 
section can be seen better in Fig. 7. 
Here is shown the u.h.f. -i.f. input ca- 
ble, connector, and lead to LI: (see 
Fig. 3). L and L,,, are slug -tuned and 
also mounted on coil section "C." As 
shown in Fig. 7, this coil section is 
tilted away from the spring contacts 
and only v.h.f. stations would now ap- 
pear. The simplified sketch in Fig. 8 
shows the two positions of coil section 
"C" as seen from the rear of the 
tuner. 

Another feature which cannot read- 
ily be shown in photographs is the 
rocking motion which takes place 
each time a channel is switched. This 
motion is due to the design of the cam 
and serves to wipe all v.h.f. contacts 
to keep them clean and noise free. 

Although individual manufacturers 
will use different types of knobs, the 
channel presentation is dictated by the 
operation of the tuner itself. 

Assume that Channel 37 is desired. 
Simply turn the middle knob to 3 and 
then turn the inner knob until the 7 
appears next to the 3, showing 37. 
Then adjust the outermost knob for 
fine tuning. To tune in Channel 8, 
turn the middle or u.h.f. knob until 
the v.h.f. window shows some num- 
her. Looking at the v.h.f. window, 
turn the v.h.f. or inner knob until 8 
appears. Adjust the outermost knob 
for fine tuning. If the set is tuned to 
Channel 15, for example, it is not nec- 
essary to tune through all intermedi- 
ate channels to get Channel 79. Simply 
turn the u.h.f. knob from 1 to 7 in 
either direction, then turn the inner 
or v.h.f. knob from 5 to 9 in either 
direction. 

The 6.3 -volt a.c. heater bus re- 

Fig. 7. Another view of tuner chassis showing the pivoted L1 coil section. 

t 1 C_EARAN^E FOR V yF 
OSO., _ .. 

CONTACT 
FOR VHF 

.la CERAMIC FEEOTNROUGN CONDFNSERS 

z" 
for (oist1 t& 

information 

rite- 

SARKES TARZIAN, INC. 
RECTIFIER DIVISION 

415 N. CO,.LEGE AVE . BLOOMINGTON. INDIANA 
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MES 
FIERS 

Model 50 PG 

t ,i Foi CATALOG 

RECIS 
101 Kin 

ELECIRONI 
enue, Franklin 

S, Inc. 
ark, W. 

Br UP -TO -DATE -Read 

RADII & TELEVISION NEWS 

Every Month 

siwewwe4A w 

Nationally 
Famous 

T.V.SETS 

17" table 

$1226) 
Pl. $12.27 Fad. 

Excise Tax 

20" Table 

$13450 

Check th ese lux- 
ury features: 
Ultra sensitiv- 
ity, dynamic 
range control, 
UHF adaptabil- 
ity. Duo power 
supply. Anus. 21" Console 

systear Sound 

$16495 system all 
ire a beautiful tiful 

Pl. $13.45 Fed. Mahogany fin- Pl. $16.50 Fed. 
Excise Tax ish cabinet. Excise Tax 

ALSO AVAILABLE TV CHASSIS 
All sets have full 1.yr. factory picture tube war- 
ranty. and stendard 90 -day RIMA parts warranty. 
Mail and Phort Orders Filled. $25 deposit, balance 
C.O.D., Shipping Charges Additional. 

20" Console 

$14995 
Pl. $15.00 Fed. 

Excise Tax 

STEPHEN SALES CORP. 
45CraFby a..N. \J2. N.Y. PI ASOI -8233 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

September, 1953 

quires a total of 1.075 amps. The a.g.c. 
bias voltage may vary from 0 to 5 or 
aven 6 volts on very strong signals. 
Naturally any variation in bias will 
also vary the d.c. current drawn by 
he 250 -volt "B +" since the bias con - 

-:rols the 6BZ7. "B +" current from 
the 250 -volt bus varies from 20 to 30 
ma. as the bias changes from 1.5 volts 
to zero. When more than 3 volts of 
bias are applied, the gain of the tuner 
is reduced by about 12 db and the 
current will drop to about 12 ma. 

Current through the 150 -volt "B +" 
remains at 17 ma. for u.h.f. opera- 
tion, and 12 ma. for v.h.f. Neither 
the 150 nor the 250 -volt "B +" values 
E.re critical as long as a minimum of 
140 and 230 volts respectively is avail- 
able. 

The most important characteristic 
cf any tuner is its noise figure. Be- 
cause a low -noise cascode input cir- 
cuit is used, the v.h.f. noise figure of 
the tuner described here is excellent. 
Production samples of this tuner give 
noise figures below 4 db on Channels 
2 to 6, and below 6 db on the higher 
v.h.f. channels. The noise figures for 
u.h.f. are not so uniform since they 
are, :o a great extent. dependent on 
the 1N82 mixer crystal. Representa- 
tive measurements, however, show 
that individual channels or groups can 
be aligned to less than 10 db noise 
figure, while the worst noise figure for 
tray channel is below 14 db. 

Although these figures do not look as 
attractive as the v.h.f. noise charac- 
teristics, they are based on the limits 
of crystal noise, impedance matching, 
and ether circuit parameters. In ac- 
tual field tests, the noise performance 
of the 82- channel tuner on u.h.f. com- 
pared very favorably with other tu- 
ners and converters. 

Next to noise, the over -all conversion 
gain of the tuner is of interest. Exact 
figures on this are not yet available 
but, from the circuit itself, it is ap- 
paren': that the v.h.f. gain is some - 
waat better than in current v.h.f. 
tuners, due to the use of a pentode 
mixer. For u.h.f. the loss in the r.f. 
bandpass network is on the order of 
1 Dr 2 db, but the i.f. gain through the 
6EtZ7 and 6U8 considerably boosts the 
over -all gain until it is almost the 
same as for v.h.f. An approximate 
over -all gain figure is about 40 to 50 
db, depending on i.f. bandwidth, a.g.c. 
b'.uss, and "B +" voltage supplied. Be- 
cause of this high gain it is possible 
to use only two or three i.f. stages 
af- er the tuner and still have a very 
sensitive receiver. 

:3andpass characteristics for the 
v.h.f. channel are the same as in any 
other v.h.f. turret tuner, i.e., 6 mc. 
bc:wecn peaks with less than 3 db 
va ley on any channel. For u.h.f. such 
narrow bands are not practical and 
are not used. On the lower u.h.f. 
channels the r.f. bandwidth of the in- 
put circuit is approximately 20 mc. 
between peaks, while at the higher 
u.h.f. channels the bandwidth increases 
up to 35 mc. Because the crystal mixer 
is part of the load across the r.f. input 

SHARPER PICTURE 

BETTER atewmd 
PERFORMANCE! 

CHANNELS 2 TO 83 
2x y: 

VHF 
RECEPTIONee 

METROPOLITAN AND 
PRIMARY AREAS 

VU -1 

BE "ALL SET" WHEN UHF 
COMES TO YOUR CITY! 

One lead -in wire for all channels. 
Reception up to 50 miles, depending on 
terrain and power of transmitter. 
Quality construction thrcughout...double 
plate dipole holders ... heavy cast alum- 
inum mast clamp...heavy gauge aluminum 
cross arms...7 /16" aluminum tubing for 
extra strength and long life...micarta in- 
sulator ... over -all lightweight and partial 
pre -assembly mean easy assembly and 
erection. 

The "best by test" ... according to lead- 
ing technicians in areas now receiving 
both UHF and VHF! No matching 
pads or isolation filters ... no coils or 
condensers which tend to cut down 
signals and increase cost of installa- 
tions. K -T engineering has eliminated 
the "bugs" and the possibilities of fre- 
quent service call- backs. 

t. 

K -T Antennas are sold 
through selected disiri. 
butor only ...write for 
name of your nearest 
jobber. 

VU-2 

GOOD AS ITS ANTENNA 
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¿et these antenna 
experts help you 

To be sure of getting the 

most out of the antenna 
System at any site, use 

Noll and Mandl's 

Television t 

and FM 

Antenna Guide 
Both a practical installation handbook 

and a clear, understandable text on v.h.f. 
antenna theory, this book gives you all 
the information you need to choose the 
best antenna for a particular site and 
install it for best performance. 

You'll be equipped to deal with the 
many individual problems you meet in 
weak signal and fringe areas and other 
difficult sites. You'll know, without vial 
and error and with minimum testing, 
which type of antenna will give best 
reception how to place it to best advan- 
tage. and how to reduce interference, 
overcome ghost reception, boost signal 
strength, etc. 

The authors, both well known writers 
on TV service problems, have made ex- 
tensive tests on antennas. The data they 
give here on antenna characteristics and 
comparative performance is complete 
and ACCURATE. 

Is this book on 
your work shelf? 

Mandl's 

Television 

Servicing 
THE NEW REPRINT of this widely 

used service guide includes new data on 
the cascode tuner, servicing newer types 
of i.f. systems, automatically focused 
tubes. UHF station listing and antenna 
calculations, transistors and other recent 
developments. All faults likely to occur, 
including those hard. to-find troubles, are 
dealt with in the clearest, most practical 
way. A master index enables you to turn 
directly to procedures for locating and 
correcting any particular flaw in sound 
or picture. 

SEE THEM ON APPROVAL 
The MatmiII s Company, 60 fifth Aye., N.Y. 11 

Please send me the book(s) checked 
below. I will either remit the full price 
plus small delivery charge, or return the 
book(s) in 10 days. (Sews: Enclose 
check or money order and we pay de. 
livery charge). 
TV & FM Antenna Mendt's TV Uniting, 
Wile, á5.tá $5.50 

Signed 

Address 
Thleoter Sa enemy within eeetlneetal Melts el V.S.A 
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circuit, the amount of crystal current 
will affect the "Q" and, therefore, 
shape of the r.f. bandpass. Average 
crystal current is on the order of 1 to 
2 ma. so that the valley in any re- 
sponse curve will be less than 2 db. 
Actual wave shapes show a very flat 
and symmetrical bandpass character- 
istic. 

The u.h.f. and v.h.f. oscillators are 
both tuned above the incoming signal 
by 41 mc. or 21 mc., depending upon 
the i.f. For v.h.f. operation, the v.h.f. 
oscillator is adjusted just as in cur- 
rent v.h.f. models, through a hole in 
the front. By passing a long fiber align- 
ment tool through this hole a brass or 
aluminum slug may be turned inside 
the oscillator coil which tunes it to a 
particular channel. The hole for the 
alignment tool goes clear through the 
u.h.f. tuner section only when v.h.f. is 
tuned in. On u.h.f. channels no clear- 
ance is available, and only the u.h.f. 
oscillator itself can be aligned. As 
shown in Fig. 4, the u.h.f. oscillator 
adjustment consists of a screw which 
protrudes through the u.h.f. detent 
plate into the region of the oscillator 
condenser stator plate. 

The i.f. coils mounted on section 
"C" are tuned by powdered iron slugs 

which are accessible from the bottom 
of the tuner. All other adjustments 
are available from the top of the 
tuner and can be made with the tuner 
in the set. The range of the v.h.f. 
fine tuning adjustment is approxi- 
mately 1 mc., while the u.h.f. fine tu- 
ning control shifts the u.h.f. oscillator 
frequency by only 2 to 3 mc. This lat- 
ter shift is relatively small at these 
high frequencies, but if it were any 
greater serious mistuning would be 
possible by the unskilled viewer. As it 
is, it does not permit tuning in the 
wrong channel through the fine tuning, 
if the u.h.f. oscillator screw is adjust- 
ed correctly. 

Undoubtedly many improvements 
will be made on this and successive 
tuner models, and it is foreseeable 
that a single r.f. amplifier, oscillator, 
and mixer will soon be used for all 
82 channels. In such a tuner the dec- 
ade and digit switching system, to- 
gether with the changeover cam 
arrangement, would be of real value. 
Until tubes are available which can 
amplify u.h.f. and v.h.f. equally well, 
the tuner described here will certain- 
ly find wide and successful application 
in many different TV receivers. 

AN IMPROVEMENT FOR OLDER TV SETS 
By CHARLES ERWIN COHN 

ALTHOUGH all present -day TV sets use 
some forms of a.f.c. in their horizontal 

sweep circuits, many older sets did not 
have such circuits, but used triggered 
sweep, which has since been abandoned 
due to its extreme noise susceptibility. 
However, many of these older sets are 
still quite serviceable, and it may be de- 
sirable to improve the horizontal action, 
but a complete conversion to an a.f.c. 
circuit is a major operation and might 
not be worthwhile on an old set. How- 
ever, with the modification to be de- 
scribed here the noise immunity can be 
greatly improved with very little work, if 
the set uses a multivibrator in the hori- 
zontal circuit. 

The nature of the modification can be 
seen from Fig. IA, and consists of plac- 
ing a tuned "ringing" circuit in series 
with the cathode resistor. L, can be a 
commercial ringing coil such as the Mil- 
ler 6210, while C, can be about 3900 
µpfd. 

Adjustment of the circuit is very sim- 
ple and can be done without instruments. 
To do it, first short out the tuned circuit 
and also short the grid of the first triode 
to "B +," cutting out the sync. Then ad- 
just the horizontal hold control until the 
picture is synced in as nearly as possible. 
Then without changing anything else, 
remove the short from the ringing cir- 
cuit. This will make quite a change in 
the image, but you can then adjust the 
slug in the ringing coil until the picture 
is again synced in, leaving the hold con- 
trol at its original setting. Then remove 
the short from the first triode grid and 
the modification is complete. 

The action of this circuit can be seen 
from Fig. 1B. Waveform "A" shows the 
grid -cathode voltage of the first triode 
without the ringing circuit. Here the 
dotted line is the cutoff level below 
which triggering takes place. It can be 
seen that a noise pulse (shown dotted) 
coming in between the sync pulses has 

no trouble in triggering the circuit and 
causing tear -out of a line. However, as 
shown in waveform "B," the ringing 
circuit superimposes a sine wave on the 
sync pulses and thus, as shown, hinders 
the false triggering of the circuit by a 
stray noise pulse. 

This simple modification cannot be 
expected to give the same accurate sync 
as a standard a.f.e. circuit, especially on 
weak signals, but it does give an im- 
provement which makes it well worth- 
while to install. r.. 

Fig. 1. (A) Modification to add a "ringing" 
circuit. (B) Circuit waveforms. See text. 

(A) 

(B) 
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ElE ctronics at the Fair 
(Continued from page 73) 

the Radio- Television Building, the 
outdoor amphitheater, the Mexican 
Village, and the school exhibit, along 
with the various livestock judging 
rings. 

The equipment used in the Radio - 
Televisicn Building auditorium con- 
sists of a high- fidelity installation with 
two com?lete amplifying systems. The 
high -frequency system employs RCA 
re- entrant -type trumpet horns, while 
the low- frequency system uses West- 
ern Electric type 728 -B bass reflex 
speakers with audio power obtained 
from two RCA 30 -watt high -fidelity 
amplifiers. A four -channel Western 
Electric 22E amplifier is used to feed 
these two high- fidelity amplifiers si- 
multaneously. 

Typical outdoor installations 
throughout the rest of the Fair 
grounds include RCA re- entrant -type 
trumpet horns and RCA amplifiers. A 
system located in the stable area noti- 
fies the jockeys and trainers of the 
next race. Since the stable covers 
considerable area, large RCA re- 
entrant trumpet horns are used, along 
with powerful amplifiers. 

Children, who are lost, are placed 
in a sma.1 Austin roadster and driven 
through the grounds while their par- 
ents are being paged through loud- 
speakers mounted on top of the car. 

During the run of the 1952 Fair, 
nightly musical entertainment was 
provided by the well -known pianist, 
"Liberace." These performances were 
held on a large stage erected in front 
of the grandstand and required a 
high -fidelity, theater -type 'installation 
to cover sound reproduction over an 
area 420 feet wide, 65 feet high, and 
120 feet deep. To accomplish this, five 
special Etephens "Tru- Sonic" repro- 
ducing systems were installed. Each 
system consisted of a double folded 
horn 80 inches long, 40 inches high, 
and 30 inches deep and two low - 
frequency driver units. On each side 
of the folded horn was mounted a 
2 by 5 multi- cellular high -frequency 
driver unit. These speaker banks, 
when assembled, weighed approxi- 
mately 4(0 pounds each and presented 
quite a problem to mount 65 feet in 
the air. This was done by block and 
tackle, hoisting the units up to steel 
crossmembers supporting the grand- 
stand roof and then securing them in 
place by chains at the correct eleva- 
tion to distribute sound evenly through- 
out the entire grandstand with no 
dead spots. 

Amazing lifelike reproduction was 
accomplished through the use of the 
Stephens 500 -D direct -drive amplifier, 
which eliminates the output trans- 
former. Power is delivered from the 
cathode of the amplifier output tubes 
through a 600 -cycle crossover net- 
work to specially wound 500 -ohm 
voice coils of the high- and low -fre- 
quency writs. Frequency response of 

September. 1953 

METER AND MULTIMETER BARGAINS 
Th, sr g.nRou. month or udr i , fat.att to the 
highest l.S. atimdnrds for meters mule tu sell at 
double these token. We had Bureau veritas tin - 
ter.mlinnal inspection agency) test and inspect 
them for us at source. They report that the lut- 

e MUCIIBETTER than the MAXIMUM 
per nissihle devint ions shown below. Therefore we 
puer them with an IRON -CLAD. MONEY -BACK: 

GI' %RANTER. Both models come with instruction 
sheet, test leads. and internal dry battery of 
standard American size, shape. and type. Ideal 
for service work. perimenters, students, home 
but (fers and the 

experimenters. 
who would rather leave 

his expensive lab- stnnduird equipment behind 
when he goes on rough field trips. 

(left) 
Pocket Model 
TK -30 Tester 

In genuine Leather 
carrying case. 

On 95 
(Plus 2Se shipping) 

it U:u lS: AC and DC volts 0 -15; 150 75(1. 4', . 

D(' SIA 0-150, 4'1 Ohms 0 -100K. 10'; . In 
rugr:ed black bnkelite case and leather carrying 

,tic 

MODEL 21Z 
TESTER 

$995 
On y 

(Pit, 25c sh.ppïn9) 
- 

RANGES: Al' nad DC volts 0 -5/25 250 son. 1)C 
MA 0-1,10/100,250. Ohms 0 -10K. 100K. Black 
hnk.Bte panel, metal c Manufacturer Anima 
extreme accuracy and o espot checks shag' them 
to he within 1 r ! Here is n meter to be proud oft 

MODEL MO -52 0 -1 DC MILLIAMETER 
(Not shown) 

Stan lard 2' Inh pan`m"nnting meter with hair- 
line teedle ndie, Slat- chocks better than l';ó 

i white face: with black cauhrating 53x95 
g rad uallune every 

Plus 25e 
MA 
hipluingn cl,argei 

12 VOLT RECEIVER DYN S. Deliver 2500 
vdc. 60 ma. ShfpPing wlEEC 

ELLENT USE $7.95 
2746, PLUG. 7 -prong male plug to fit hack of command 

and 'mars. This Is the same plug as used In the 'errs. k. NFW. each 21e: five for. 
u 

$1.00 
Lasa Control Adapter Parts for 2745f or ARC -5 rcvr. 
Ewe, Pot. witch. knobs. etched plate. and lustrar. 
lion fete. Ready to mount 51.29 

MOBILE VHF ANTENNA KIT 
am take. designed for two -way police and taxi 

open thon. Complete with 16" chrome Plated detach. 
able rod. base fitting. 10' coax. dope +Meet. 

EW. Only 98 Le 

(Shipping weight. 2 Ile,, 
PE -101 -C DYNAMOTOR. Brand new. $4'95 (Shipaing weight. 13 Uts.) rDY slJ 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMEN. 5000 ohms Input to TWO 

12Pt l. :160 ohms , r .1.5 ohms. Use as output for 
sA6. 

6VO. etc.. or to match speaker or headset. 
NEW. potted, shielded 790 

ANTENNA MAST SECTIONS. MS.49, SO. S1. 52. 39c New. original packing Each el 

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE GIVEAWAY! 
Sensitive hearing aid capsule waled in neat. COMP 
Rat container with tinned terminals. Crap. rt. 
hip :h- a el output. Ideal for lapels. ties. luck -o 
It do ..i:lly tested and guaranteed. 

ONLY 98c 

SENSITROL RELAY 
WESTON SENSITROt.. coil s nswvity nlyswings 10 micro. 
amps! Built like meter. At lima. needle 
Into permanent magnet which grips it to ct,e con- 
tacts rated I ampere. Perfect) damped: vibration will 
not close contacts. Built -in set relay unlatches 
contacts when 12 to 24 volta A(reir DC ismomentarily 
frroom photocells. thermocouples. 

orl any 
source 

td directly 
i 

le current. No electronic amplifier needed: cEllli 99 
A $00.50 precision device cor only V LL v7N 

SENSITIVE POLARIZED RELAY 
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SP DT. both /sonnets r ,all' open The POLARITY' 

t 
5 M cu hi of an applied 

c 

C. A current determines which 
contact chows. Use u m lcro.n0sRmnine. remote co 
trot. model control. etc. Our free data sheet shows 

other 
Just 

duty relays.. NEW.'eú2htly dirty.. 
sa 

rJ 
iShippin'r weight. 4 Ibs.1 

SUPER SENSITIVE RELAY BK -7 -B 
Single po l' pole. double throw. Coil 4000 ohms. Senai. 
Deity accurately adjustable on calibrated scale. At 5 
on scale sensitivity is ¡Whim, 11 milliwatt. 2 
volts) and efrom 5 to 4(1 i rate the sensitivity de- 

Ther linearly to 1.5 ma 16 milliwntts. 0 volts,. 
000nds of t telemete, in_. voiceoperated e 

Capari U' operated or thermocouple operated circuits' 
sequence irruits. etc. Fully cas 1. 1 t _- x:tdk "s 

t r deep. Weight. n ne. Wit, hinged contact-inspec- 
tion door and screwdrher orloxtable stationary . 
tecta....Brand New. Only 33.95 each. IO for 517.50 

IShipping Weight. each. 1 Ib., 

A SENSITIVE RELAY! 
Closes at sequence. 

to 5 ma.dEStra set of SP/ST contacts 
ohms. moire. 

overall. tmsens f p Only s van x 21/," a lake' oo', a 

frontcI 
and offered a 'stock up" price. Remove) 

from clven equipment. 
ONLY sse each. 3 for 52.15 

PRECISION CALIBRATING CRYSTAL 
200 RC. Same as nsed in late model Collins Aulo- 
tio,e \cop's. In FT -241.A holler I t t pin e owinel. 
Use in Pierce unlunetl oscillator circuits to get check 
Points lose together all the way up the . 
trum. RAND NEW S2.95 

12 CHANNEL T -V TUNER 
complete front end. famous make "Silver Circle." 
Furnished with original fucbay Instructions. less 
tubes. Dozens of u receiver-. converters. etc. The 
T\' bargain of the year for builders. amate r flu- 
dents. These are fern., rep., -ted for minor 95 damage ....... ONLY S1.93 each. 3 for 

(Shipping Weight. each. 3 tbs.) 

49c FOR AC AMPS 
Read AC ent to appliances. receivers. etc.. for 
ihua ek cheek 

rr 
servicing' by tonne ling this 

n 
externally t your At' voltmeter. 0-10 AC 9 p +. Or 
use two for 0.20. Postpaid. with Instructions. 49s 

MINIATURE 6 VOLT WET BATTERIES 
Just arrived! The famous NT -6 2.4 AH 6 Volt battery. 
A standard for model r n rol. Plastic r ase 1 

ss' long. 1- 1:1.16" Lo 2 high. Uses and 
electrolyte.... .ONLY 

S.4 r 
for 313 

O 

(Shipping balo 2 
IIts 

., 

BROADCAST BAND & AERO 
MN -26C Remote Controlled navigational di- 
rection finder and communlca.lons receiver. 
Manual DF In any one of three freq. bands. 
150 to 1500 NC. 24 V. Sell- contained dyna- 
motor supply. Complete Installation, including 
receiver. I boa. loop. azimuth control. 
Left -Right Indicator. plugs, loop transmis- 
sion line. and flex. shafts. 

@Í)95)o BRAND NEW. ORIG. PACK 11D0 J 
(Shipping Wt. 75 lbs. Express Collect.) 

aHI -F1 HEADSET 
Use+ annular gr cred plastic ire cones with r 
coils as n speakers, d padded chamois 
to obtain spacing for correct acoustical load. Co.. 
finest music reproduction. fiat ar beyond t 

hand 
lower limits of auditory perception. l'air in s . 

as measured impedance of 600 ohms at 1000 cries. 
obtained with buill.in high quality transformers. 
Checked out with freshly laundered ear pads...57.55 

~toping weight. 3 115.1 

V VIBRATOR KIT. vibrator plus n c trans- 
former. two ouq.uts. 700 SE-f. 145 

oa syli 

15 V for bias. Can deliver 320 V atn1 
for plates: 

ma. (Shipping wt. 6 lbs., MEW 

EASY MONEY! 
Were st,li buying plus gear. Tell us what 

you've got. its dition. and your price. If 
e like it you'll get our check quick. . 

G. L. ELECTRONICS OS ANGELE 56, CA IF. 

ALL PRICES F. O. B. LOS ANGELES. CALIF. BUYERS ADD SALES TAX 

$2.95 EACH OR2 FOR $5.00 GET INTO 

right Telephone complete will, cord i ELECTRONI CS 
r,ted and Guaranteed condition. For Inter- 

Telephone 

or extension. Complete list 
of' telephone parts. inter- eommunicat' 

sets. s itchhuarils, handsel,. magneto and 
d r t l:d telephone,. \ \tit.. f.. li.f. F.O.B. 

TELEPHONE ENGINEERING CO. 
Dept. C!. SIMPSON, PA. 

SALE OF ELECTRONICS 
NOTICE TO PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS: 

The State of Wisconsin, Department of Public 
Instruction. Division of Surplus Property, will of- 
fer ft r sale. by sealed bid offering, several lists of 
new .electronic properties. 

Bid lists, inspection procedures, and method 
for a ibmit ting bids, 

w 
'ill be provided upon : ppti- 

ratioi. Inquiries and requests for bid lists should 
be addressed to: 
Palmer O. Johnson, Supervisor. Department of PLO, 
lie Instruction. Division of Surplus Property. 147 
North -State Capitol. Madison 2. Wincons,n. 

pol can enter this i .,milled. Intel' -tu, 6. 

Defense expansion, neu ilmeloptm'r.tS demand 
trained specialists. Study all phases radio A 
electronics theory and practice: TV; FM: broad- 
casting: servicing: aviation. marine. pollee radio. 
18-month course. Gradrates in demand by major 
companies. 11.S. or equivalent required. Begin 
Jan.. !tlanh, June. Sept. Campus life. Write ter 
catalog. 
VALPARAISO TECHNICA L INSTITUTE 
Dept. RD Valpa -aiso, Indiana 
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NOW! 

TEST SERVICE 

12v. AUTO RADIOS 

New DC Power Supply 

Model C-12 
0 -16 Volts from 0 -8 

Amperes Contin- 
uous Output. Up 

to 12 Amperes 
Intermittently 

"For Both 12V. and 6V." 
Only 3% Ripple at full load! 

Completely variable output, 
makes it possible to test equipment 
under any voltage input condition. 
Provides filtered adjustable DC volt- 
age for testing and servicing 12 volt 
and 6 volt auto radios from AC lines. 
Operates electronic equipment used 
on trucks, tanks and other mobile 
units: low voltage devices. Utilizes 
Superior Powerstat Voltage Control 
(Model 10) for extremely fine volt- 
age adjustments. 

See Your Nearest Parts Jobber! 
Write for FREE BULLETIN! 

MODEL BJ 

MODEL B 

MODEL N 

MODEL NF 

6 Volts, 1 -12.5 Amps. 5% Ripple 

6 Volts, 1 -20 Amps. 3% Ripple 

0 -26 Volts, 1 -15 Amps. 8% Pipple 

0.28 Volts, 1 -15 Amps. 1% Ripple 

ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES 
4501 -Nc No. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, III. 

CANADA: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 

this amplifier is ±' /a db from 20 to 
70,000 cps with distortion less than 
one -half of one per -cent. This method 
of coupling is so efficient that only 20 
watts is required to drive each one of 
the five banks of four speakers to the 
maximum output. The output of each 
bank of speakers was phased and con- 
nected to a separate amplifier, inputs 
of which were phased and terminated 
together and fed at a zero level by a 
Western Electric 22 -E, four -position 
remote amplifier. 

Microphones used on the stage for 
the pick -up were the Stephens C -1 
condenser and American DR330 "Car - 
dioid." The results obtained were 
most gratifying and tape recordings 
made during the musical extravagan- 
za were equal to those obtained from 
any fine acoustically- treated sound 
stage. An engineer, located between 
the grandstand and the stage, mixed 
the sound for the musical production. 

Open time is allocated by local Los 
Angeles radio stations to broadcast 
various types of radio programs direct 
from the Fair grounds. As these pro- 
grams are planned they are channeled 
into the radio and television program 
office headed by Mr. Lisle Sheldon, 
who checks the available time and as- 
signs it to the proposed program. 
Upon confirmation of the program, an 
announcer is assigned from this same 
office and a broadcast time notifica- 
tion is sent down to the master con- 
trol room to allow the assignment of 
an engineer and equipment to handle 
the pick -up. 

The radio control center is the 
heart of all radio and tape recording 
activities. It is located in front of the 
Radio -Television Building and en- 
closed behind plate -glass windows, 
which allow Fair patrons to witness 
engineering operations. A studio is 
built on each side of the control room 
for the broadcasting of news, inter- 
views, and disc -jockey shows. These 
studios are individually equipped with 
their own remote amplifiers and mi- 
crophones and terminate at the mas- 
ter control patch bay. The master 
control room is equipped with an RCA 
type 76B consolette, two custom -built 
turntables, and four "Concertone" 
tape recorders. Since a great many 
of the programs broadcast are re- 
corded and released by tape, two 
" Concertone" network recorders are 
mounted on each side of the control 
desk for convenient operation by the 
engineer. 

Outlying remote points of origin, 
such as the race track, the main au- 
ditorium, the Agriculture Building, 
Mexican Village, etc., are connected 
to the master control room by tele- 
phone lines and terminated on a patch 
bay. This allows instant, finger -tip 
control for the engineer to select in- 
coming programs to be sent direct by 
special broadcast lines to Los Angeles 
radio stations or channeled through to 
the tape recorders for recording and 
subsequent rebroadcasting. 

With finger -tip control, it is pos- 
sible for the engineer to have five 

AUTUMN 
PRICES SLASHED 

SALE 
PRICES 

only 
30e STS ...S9c 

1L4 ...4sc 
'174 ..1Sc 

Perfect 
7 for $3.00 

No Mixed Ase't 
Any Type $2.23 

$1.00 
1.00 

Switch. 25c 

T.V. TUBES -ROCK BOTTOM 
In lots of 6 each No. 

6006 ..S9e CS ..30c SACS 19í05..39c SAKS .. 69c 6CDS..SI.05 
12/137 ..47c eaa6 ..57c 654 ...ate 

Tube Special-Moran Keys -Electrically 12Á6..29c: for 31.00 12Ke..49e; 
Tube Sale -r2Á7.55.27 -85- 31.56. 

6 of 
Heavy Duty Shielded P.P. Input Trans 
M.O. Silver Contact Trans. Keys 
Bat Handle S.P.S.T. or D.P.S.T. Toggle 
Isolantite Octal Panel Clamp Sockeb 3e ea. 
100 Asserted Resistors 51.95 
1 Mid.. 1.000V Oil Filled Cond. 75e 
2 2g aleydaS[ ilh O. Section. ß in. Pulonq" Shaft 49c 
Westinghouse Rupree Berliner 0.64 Amp. 2P Volta. neR. 511.00 e . Sp.W _5_1.55 

EW 10- PROMO RECORDS-AWL 't 
Jaca -Popular. Rhythm -Blues. Please 

55.75 for 31.79 or 24 for 53.00 or 30 for 12 ta ta 
Sint,e Pole -10 Pos. 2 Gang Switch 29c 
Grind your own Cranial.. Pure Brazilian Quarta. Var-- 

. Is.. and thicknesses. V Ib. Pal 51.00 
4 Tube Drilled Chaste. y^a6K_51ltte. 25e each 
SIn l Corp. Phones -2 M. Obese IS M. Ohms31 

25 
2 

11 

Ft. Exl. Cord and Plut, 40c 
37y'x4- Sabe. Panel Mounting -5 Rea.; 6 Mica Cond.: 

2 Choke Coils 40e 
2l.' M.M. R.I. Choke, Coil 27c .a.; for 51.00_ 

TOBE TUBULAR ELECTROLTTICS 
20.20 MI'U. 150 V...49e 30.30 MED. 150 V...174 40.40 MED. ISO V...19e 

Law -Lowe Short Wave 
Leek Tyr Air Trimmer 

Variables CSaden.er. 
5 PI. 20 Mmfd lye 
7 P1.-25-30 Mmfd í5e 
8 P1.-30-35 1lmfd 205 

14 Pl. 56 Brad 22* 

3 GANG T.R.F. 
VARIABLE CON - 

D E N S Z R S 
.000965 Con. 65e 

D.P.D.T. SLIDE 
SWITCH ....ISO 
OMITIR. .156 

3 for 51.25 
1.000 OHM Will WOUND POTENT 
30 HY- FILTER CHOKE Sill 
PIS80 CRYSTAL ..11 M 51.00 -12.00 Per C 

RCA Sand Switch..- 
3 gang. 3 pow. 3 1.ná.30. 6 gang. pos. 4.6 Dan4.40. 
Trimmer- P60der Án~11 isolantlte- .Ingtw, dual; 

triples -l00 61. 52.25 66 

I ON: Prospectors. Saps Mien 1reasuresl 
Construct 
Ampliller.a Am lifier'yunit only lies, tubes and 

with cables. headphone Ird, and lack. Army 
wiring diagram. Typo AN/PRS -1 51.95 
Phlhv push button Rotary Switch Double Pol,....35e 
S or Sang Push Sutton Switch 49e 
DRILLED CHASSIS FOR 5.6 tubes 5-910.911/2"..95. 
l'IIONE JACKS -OPEN A CLOSED AUTO 18c 
156.1 RATIO VERNIER DIALS-4 in.. Ag In. Hub 35c 
SALE -PHONO RECORD Al.BUSIS -12 ̂  -3 comp. -ESC: 

10.-3 comp-Ile; 4 comp.-20C; 12 comp.-49c 
VULCAN HEAVY DUTY 100 WATT SOLDERING IRON. 

Built for U.S.N. -Brand New- E,luiv. tells PT Th., OUR PRICE $3.25 

MINIMUM ORDER $3.00 -NO C.O.D. 
SHIPMENTS- PLEASE INCLUDE POSTAGE 

NEWARK SURPLUS MATERIALS CO. 
329 Plane Street, Dept. SE, NEWARK 1, N. J. 

HI -GAIN TUNER -BOOSTER 
LESS TUBES WITH DIAL 

COMPLETE 
!J P . WITH TUBES 

Solve poor T.V. reception with a Hi -G..in 
Booster. Banish weak fringe areas, reduce 
snow. This unit cores to you as a highly 
serviceable High -Gain Tuner. Uses We 
Tubes in very efficient Hi -Q Circuit. Has 
8 tuned circuits using pure silver induct- 
ances and individual compensation provid- 
ing high gain on all channels. Built in 5:1 
Vernier Drive. This is a complete departure 
from ordinary tuners. 

All necessary parts and instrucKons are 
included to convert this unit in a few min- 
utes to one of the highest gain boosters on 
the market regardless of price. 

100 ASSORTED RESISTORS 
Carbon insulated. New in 
current RMA Values 5%, 

and 20% in I 1/2t, I and $1 
2 watt 

Shipments sent postpaid when full ppaymont is 
closed with 25% deposit on C.O.D. 

Srats. 
Open account pivilepes to rated firms. 

en 
ace od 

for p bulletin listing many T.V. Com- 
ponents at terrific price reductions. 

FRANK W, 

I- /"/ JJNDJo Jr.f 
11842 WEST JEFFERSON BOULEVARD 

CULVER CITY. CALIFORNIA 
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programs in operation at the same 
time, namely: Studios A and B Lo- 

cated in the control room feeding pro- 
grams to Los Angeles over direct tele- 
phone lines; tape recording the daily 
races originating at the grandstand; 
tape recording a program by tele- 
ohone line from a remote point of 
origin, such as the Agriculture Build- 
ing, for rebroadcasting at a later time; 
or releasing a previously tape- recorded 
program over a direct telephone line 
to Los Angeles. Programs may also 
be channeled direct through the mas- 
ter control patch bay. 

Tape recording plays a major part 
in the broadcasting activities at the 
Los Angeles County Fair as it af- 
fords flexibility in the recording and 
rebroadcasting of various radio pro- 
grams. Field tape recording equipment, 
consisting of "Concertone" portable 
tape recorders, allows programs to be 
made at any location on the Fair 
grounds where broadcast lines are 
not readily available. When neces- ' 

sary, remote broadcasts originating 
from such locations as the Agricul- 
ture Building, Mexican Village, Floral 
Building, Sportsman's Area, and the 
Live Stock Judging Rings may be 
channeled directly through the master 
control room and handled by the en- 
gineer at the point of origin. 

Since the Fair ground covers such 
a large area and activities are geared 
to such a fast pace, it is imperative 
that a rapid method of transportation 
be available at all times to carry an 
engineer and equipment to any part 
of the 400 acres in a matter of min- 
utes. To accomplish this, special -built 
electric "Autoettes" are used. 

Telephone order wires connected to 
the radio control center are located 
throughout the Fair grounds in thir- 
teen locations, which allow immediate 
communication and the assignment of 
an engineer, if necessary, to originate 
a program in the field. 

A completely- equipped control room 
is located on one side of the stage in 
the main auditorium allowing the 
origination of local and ne.work radio 
programs. When programs emanate 
from the auditorium, they are bridge 
fed tktrough the dual, high -fidelity 
public address installation for the 
benefit of tie audience. 

Broadcasting equipment includes a 
Western Electric 22 -E, four -position 
mixer along with various types of mi 
crophones used for different stage 
presentations. 

Through television, Fair activities 
were witnessed by thousands of South- 
ern Califorr ¡ans. 

Thus, electronics plays a very im- 
portant part in the world's largest 
county fair by allowing patrons to 
hear the various Fair activities 
through sound reinforcement and by 
bringing many of its features :nto the 
homes of thousands of people through 
the medium of radio and television. 

EDITOR'S r'OTE: Interested audio 
readers in the area are urged to visit 
the i tstalla`iodl at the forti.coming 
Fair in Pomona. -- 
September. 1953 

SOUND POWERED HEAD 
AND CHEST SET 

Vavy Type -No Batteries Required - 
Ideal for TV Antenna Installations 
and n any other uses. 20 Ft. Cord. 

$5.95 - Tested s1 .7 J EA. 

EE-64 HELD TELEPHONE $1 2.95 
Used - Tested 

TELEPHONE WIRE FOR USE WITH 
EITHER OF ABOVE: 

(:OMBAT TYPE -2 Cond. Twisted. Rubber Covered. 
Medium Weight. W -130 @ .file per Ft. 

I t 

oof. Heavy Duty. W- I10's525 Ft. Roll .$4e 15 o 

('.OPPI R WELD WIRE - Weatherproofed. 2 Cond. 
Solid. 1200 Ft. Roll. }local. Per Ft. @ .ol per Ft. 

COAXIAL CABLES: 

RG-8/U (SPECIAL) 51.5 ohms. Same size as 
RG -8 /U. Prices: I to 100 ft. (o) > 

ter it. --100 to 500 It. (re 71/2 per ft. -500 to 1000 ft 
ce r, ter ft. -1000 ft. Rolls @ Ii' e per ft. 

RG-34/11 71 m' 1451` $15.00 

DYNAMOTORS: 
INPL T: 
V.1)(. 
VrD( 

:1 V.DC. 

OUTPUT: .(Too K No.: PRICE: 
330 V. 135 MA. DM -330 
250 V. 50 MA. DM25 8.91 
500 V. 50 MA. USA 0515 4.91 

F'E -103 DYNAMOTOR 
o or 12 Volt input: output 500 Volts 160 MA. Com- 

plete with battery cables. circuit breakers. and filter 
base. Prices: NEW: -USED: $2 :'.:!1 

OUTPUT CABLE f PE-103-8 ft. CO -501 52.9:, 

PC -101C DYNAMOTOR 
6 OR 12 VOLT (Reprints of original CD con - 
-o rsion articles -Oct. and Dec.. 1952 issues furnished.) 

This is the Dynamotor the Hams have been talking 
.tout! Easi:y adapted to supply 625 V. (a 150 MA. 
.11d 32; V. 125 MA. at 12 Volts -or 300 V. $4.95 m MA. and IGO V. 110 MA. at 6 Volts. NEW 7 

BATTERY SWITCHING UNIT and 
bIETERusod to switch load from one battery to 
al other-or 6 to 12 Volts. Contains 2" Meter 
--3.15 Volt DC Scale for reading battery voltage. 20 
I.tnp DPDT Switch and Indicator. Case size: 4" a 

6's x 2%" NEW: $2.95 

BLOWERS -115 VAC 60 CYCLE 
SINGLE TYPE: (Illustrated at 

left) 100 CFM. 2'á" intake: 2" 
outlet. Complete size: 5" a 6 ". 
Order No. IC939 $8.95 

DUAL TYPE: 100 CFM. 4" in- 
take; 2" Dis. Each Side. Corn- 
pieta Size: 8" x 6 ". Order No. 
1C880 $13.95 

COMPACT TYPE: 108 CFM. Mo- 
tor built inside squirrel cage. 
41/2" Intake: 34&" x 3" Dis. Com 

slete size: 41" W x 8%' H a 8.4" D. Order No. 
C067 $14.50 

FIANGI: TYPE: 140 CFM. 31/2" intake: 21/2" Dis. 
'7omplote size: 71/2' W x 71/2' H a 63/4" D. Order No. 
C807 $13.95 

FLANGE: TWIN: 275 CFM. 4 1/2' intake; 31/2" a 3" Dis. 
' omplte size: 11? ' W a 113e" H x 8.1 /16" D. Or 
líer N' -. 2C069 $i ''5 

COMMAND RECEIVERS 
& TRANSMIT1ERS 

BC454 REC. - 3 to G MC. 
Used_ $14.95 Tested 

BC455 REC. -6 to 9 MC. 
Used- $14.95 Tested 

BC -456 MODULATOR- 
Used: $2.95- $6.95 

BC -457 TRANS. - 4 to 5.3 

MC.- $12.95 Used 
BC-158 TRANS. - 5.3 to 7 

MC.- $12.95 Used 
PLUG -Male. 1 /Rear 15c 

Rec. or Trans 

POGO -STICK 
TRANS.-REC- PORTABLE, READY TO OP- 
ERATE. BC -745 TRANS. -REC.: Crystal Controlled. 
covers Freq. 3 to 6 MC. by use of Plug -in Coil. With 
PE -157 Power Supply. BB -54 2 Volt Battery. Speaker. 
Antenna. hlic.. and Crystal for 5030 KC. Set size: 
5"x5 "x6 ", mounted on Stan 30" Le. Power Supply 
operates from 2 Volt Wet Battery rechargeable from 6 
Volts and houses Speaker. Price: Used - 95 $49. Tested -Complete .7 .7 i7 

T -39 CHEST SET -Has Speaker & Space for $4.95 
Dry Cells 

BC -745 TRANS. & R'C.- CHASSIS ONLY -No Cover. 
Staff or Antenna. but wTubes- 
NEW $14.95 

ANTENNA- Telrscopi'.g. far above set...... ....1) 

RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER 
RECEIVER BC -229 or 429 -TRF Receiver with 3 

Plug -in Coils to corer Freq. Ranee 201 to 398. 2500 
-4700. 4150 -7700 KC. With 6 Tubes: I /37 -1/38- 
3'39. Power Simply quired, 6 or 12 Volt & 25G 

Volts. Size: I6 "a8'a7e ". 
P Schematic included USED: P .7s7 

TRANSMIT rER BC.230-Voice modulated Trans. with 
5 Plug-1n Coils to cover Freq. Range 2500 to 7700 
KC. With 4 Tubes: 2/10y -2/45 & 11F Meter 0.1.5 
Amps. Power Supply required, 6 or 12 Volt & 350 
Volts. Size: 13 "x8 "x71. 

$O Schematic included USED:$$ ..77 rvAG 5 
Special Buy -Both Rec. ,5 Trans.: $15.00 
TRANS. CONTROL BOX BC -232 w Plug cl. f 
REC. CONTROL BOX BC -231 w /Plug $I.So 
PLUG 1 Rec. PL61...7a4.. F /Trans. PL -64 75e 

il 

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT 
MAST BASES- INSULATED: 

MP -132 BASE- Illustrated at left -1" 
heavy coil spring. 2" insulator. Overall 
length: II! ." Weight: 23/4 lbs. 
Price $3 91 

MP -S33 BASE -Insulated type with heavy 
coil spring and 5" dia. insulator. Re- 
quires 2" hole for mounting. Weight: 
9 lbs. .. .5 

MAST SECTIONS FOR ABOVE BASES 
Tubular steel. cooper coated. painted, in 3 
ft. sections. screw -in type. MS -53 can be 

used to make any length with MS52.51.5049 for 
taper. Any section 59e Each 
Larger Diameter Section: MS -54 $1.25 

TRANSFORMERS -I10 V. 60 CYCLE PRIMARIES: 
5 Volt CT- 25A- 10.000 V. Ins. OPEN FRAME -6" a 

5" a 41/2" $7.95 
6.3 V. I Amp 125 24 V. 1 Amp 1.95 
24 V. '/ Atop ... l.su 24 V. 6.5 Amp 5.95 
6 -24-or 30 Volt 8 Amp 5.95 

BC -709 PORTABLE AMPLIFIER -One Tube $4.95 uses 67', V. and 1.5 Volt Batt. -NEW. Y O 

Atldres Dept. RN Minimun. Order S5.00 - Prices F.O.B., Limo. O. 25 °° Deposit or C.O.D. Orders 

1Z IR RADIO SALES 
1.32 ;" T. 

Má 
MAIN 

SPEAKER RECONING 
Complete line Cones, Spiders, Rings 
and Voice Coils. Custom Built Voice 
Coils. Low prices. Write for Parts 
L!nt ard Reconing tnforn:atiot. 

WESTERN ELECTRONICS CO, 
31114 W eat Colfax Denver I. ('019. 

RCA INSTITUTES INC. 
A service of Radio Corporation f America 
350 West 4th St.. Nee. York 14. N. Y. 

OFFERS COURSES IN 
F.LL TECHNICAL PHASES OF 

RADIO, TELEVISION, ELECTRONICS 
Approved for Veterans 

Write Dept. RN-55 for Catalog 

STANDARD BRAND TUBES -Most Types Are 
Jans and FULLY GUARANTEED 

1a30T 
¡CSGT 
1a70T 
1L4 
ILCB 
1 LN4 
ILNS 
IRs 
iss .. 
.T4 . 

2A3 . 

354 . 

3AS 
387 .. 
306 .. 
304 . 

354 
Suo 

.50 r 523 .. .40 6H6 .45 

.80 6A7 .6". 615 . .40 

.45 Gas .50 6J6 .. .75 
.95 8A87 656 .50 
.50 RACY .65 6L6 G, 
.40 6ÁF6 50 GA . .95 
.50 GAGS .60 65LI .60 
.40 GAG? .95 65NIGT .80 
.50 BANS .85 6577 .75 
.50 GALS .45 6V6GT' .45 .5 GATO .42 6W4GT .55 
.65 GRUB .55 6XSGT .45 
.60 RAW' .9 6YGO . .60 
.75 6640 .73 All Loktal 
.40 68066 1.70 Type Tubes 
.40 68X6 .60 at 70 °é off. 
.50 6C4 .50 12AT7 .85 
.50 GC68 .60 12AU7 .60 
.50 6F6 .. .60 22 . . .75 

24A .. .85 

39'44 .50 
43 .45 
46 .85 
SO .1.75 
SOSS .80 
125L707 .55 
Plus several 
thousand oth- 
er types 
Mont Type Tube. Our 
Price 7Or7o 

R List 
W, Ile for other Isles not listed. c e.1ä1 Purpose Trans 
milting torten Crystal Modes. Minimum order 115.110 F 0.a. 

der. " It svitlt order will facilitate dellverY 

ALLIED ELECTRONIC SALES. Dept. G 

74 Cortland St., New York 7, N. Y. 6A.clay 7.5839, 5840 
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CHANGE G OR 12 VOLT D.C. TO 
110 VOLT A.C. GO CYCLE 

Just plug into Cigar Lighter on Dash. 

ravfleciric 
Super 

Model 6.71160 
60 cycle 

60.75 Watts 
$3795 

Size 
4" 5'x6" Operates 

Wire Recorders Dictating Machines 
Amplifiers Turntables 
Soldering Iron Small Electric Drill 

rav-flec1ric 

Master 
Model 6 -51160 

60 cycle 
40 -50 Watts 

$2495 

Size 
4 "xs "x6 Operates 

Curling Irons Small Dictating Machines 
Radios Test Equipment, etc. 
Turntables Portable Phonographs 

ravflectric 
Senior 

Model 6 -1160 
60 cycle 

35 -40 Watts 
$1595 

LIST 

Size 2 1/2"x2 1/2" x41/2" Operates 
Test Equipment Short, Long Wave Radios 
Turntables Portable Phonographs 
Lights Electric Shovers, etc. 

ravfleciric 
Midget 

Model 6 -11160 
60 cycle 

10 -15 Watts 
$11 95 

Size 2 "x2 "x3 1/2' 

Operates Test Equipment, All Electric Shovers 

fu //y Guaranteed 
See Your Jobber or Dealer 

TERADO COMPANY 
MFRS. OF PRECISION EQUIPMENT 

1068 RAYMOND AVE. ST. PAUL 14, MINN. 
In Canada write: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd. 

560 King St. West, Toronto 28, Ont. 
Export Soles Division: Scheel International, Inc., 
4237 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago 18, III., U. S. A. 

Cable Address -Harscheel 
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1 

NEW TV PRODUCTS 

on the Market 
U.H.F. TUNER 

Radio Receptor Co., Inc. of 251 West 
19th St., New York 11, N. Y. has de- 
veloped a new u.h.f. tuner circuit 

which has been tradenamed the 
"Cavi- Tuner ". 

The new circuit has also been in- 
corporated into a second unit which 
serves as a u.h.f. converter. The 
"Cavi- Tuner" is designed as an origi- 
nal equipment component to provide 
both v.h.f. and u.h.f. reception while 
the converter has been designed to be 
used as an accessory for existing v.h.f. 
receivers. 

The "Cavi- Tuner" consists of three 
cavities -two functioning as a band - 
pass preselector while the third con- 
trols the local oscillator frequency. 
The preselector is essentially an over - 
coupled, double -tuned transformer. 
Two antenna inputs are available for 
use with 300 ohm twin -lead or shielded 
75 ohm coax. Mixing takes place in 
a low -noise diode with an i.f. appear- 
ing at v.h.f. Channels 5 -6. A single 
knob functions both as a channel se- 
lector and fine tuning control. 

TRANSMISSION LINE 
Rego Insulated Wire Co., Inc. of 830 

Monroe Street, Hoboken, N. J. has 
introduced a new 300 -ohm transmis- 
sion line with #18 copper or Copper - 
weld. 

Especially designed for u.h.f. and 
v.h.f. applications, this line has pure 
polystyrene spacers 4% inches apart. 
According to the company, the line 
performs well in both local and fringe 
areas and matches the input of 
all sets tested. No transformer is 
required. 

"PACKAGE" TV STATION 
General Electric Company of Syra- 

cuse, New York has announced a low - 
cost "package" television station, de- 
signed to expedite the advent of tele- 
vision in 1100 small cities (under 
50,000) allotted channels by the FCC. 

The new "package" station requires 
only a single technical operator to 
prepare and broadcast film and net- 
work programs. The "package" sta- 

lion will be available for either v.h.f. 
or u.h.f. telecasting and in several 
different power ratings. 

Complete details on this new trans- 
mitter "package" are available from 
the company's broadcast equipment 
division. 

NEW TUBE FOR TV 
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.'s 

Radio Tube Division has released a 
new tetrode beam power amplifier, 
the Type 6BQ6G. 

The new tube has been designed for 
service as a horizontal deflection am- 
plifier in television receiver sweep cir- 
cuits. It is similar to the company's 
Type 6BQ6GT except for increased 
bulb size. 

The new amplifier is contained in a 
ST -12 bulb, thus providing a greater 
safety margin for dissipation. As a 
horizontal deflection amplifier, a d.c. 
plate supply voltage of 600 volts and 
a peak positive plate voltage of 6000 
volts are allowable. 

TV SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Radio City Products Co., Inc., 152 

West 25th St., New York, N. Y. has 
developed a new u.h.f.- v.h.f. signal 
generator which has been designated 
as the company's Model 750. 

Covering all u.h.f. and v.h.f. chan- 
nels for TV and FM, the new unit 
contains test facilities for use as a 
pattern generator, marker generator, 
and signal generator. The instrument 
features an "Inductuner" which in- 
sures accuracy within '_ of 1'4 over 
the entire range of 9 mc. to 900 mc., 
according to the company. 

All v.h.f. frequencies are on funda- 
mentals. Tt.. horizontal -vertical bars 
and crosshatch pattern are individu- 
ally produced on all channels. 

NEW U.H.F. ANTENNAS 
JFD Manujrutuiiug Co., Inc., 6101 

16th Ave., Brooklyn 4, N. Y. is in pro- 
duction on the Model UHF611 "Bow - 
tie- Flector" antenna. Featuring rigid 
wire -frame screen reflectors that min- 
imize vibration, the new unit also 
carries the company's "Bronzidite" 
plating that prevents rust and corro- 
sion of non -aluminum parts. 

LaPointe Electronics Inc. of Rock- 
ville, Conn. has added the "Corner 
Reflector, Model COR -U." to its "Vee- 
D-X" line of u.h.f. antennas. Fiber- 
glas booms provide strength without 
weight and permit the use of small 
diameter solid aluminum rod to pre- 
vent icing. A compact, swing -open 
design requires less than 30 seconds 
for assembly. 

Q -Line Manufacturing Corp., 1362 
61st Street, Brooklyn 19, N. Y. is mar- 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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N.J'.R.T. TUBES 
LOWEST TUBE PRICES 

Dependable V.J.R.T. Tubes for 70% to off list 

TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE TYPI: PRICE 
A7GT 45 6BA6 .41 12ATr .54 

B3GT 47 68A7 .57 12AÚ6 .38 
HSGT 38 6BC5 .42 I2AU7 .41 

L4 44 68E6 .37 I2AVi .57 
L6 41 6BG6G .92 I2AXIGT .46 
LC5 .49 68H6 .44 12AX7 .49 

LN5 .49 68J6 .41 I2BAS .36 
N5GT .44 6BL7GT .60 12BÁ1 .44 
RS .43 68 6GT .57 128E4 .37 
55 .37 6897 .61 128H 7 .61 

T4 .43 6BZ7 .93 125A''GT .42 

U4 .43 6C4 .39 125K1 GT .46 
US .37 6C86 .42 125N'GT .50 
X2 .52 6CD6G 1.09 12SQ 7GT .42 

3A4 .43 6F6G .37 12SR1M ET .47 
39.4 .46 6F6GT .35 19BG5G .96 
305GT .47 6J6 .50 1918 .77 
3S4 .44 6K6GT .35 23.89 ,GT .60 
3V4 .45 6L6G .62 25L6E.T .37 
5U4G .45 6L6GA .62 26W4 ST .45 
5Y3GT .30 654 .37 25Z6E:T .35 
5Y4G .13 6S8GT .51 31.A5 .50 
5Z3 .17 6SA7GT .41 3!. 85 .38 
6A3 .0 6SD7GT .39 31.C5 .37 
6A84 :12 6SK7GT .39 33W4 .35 
6AG5 :II 6SL7GT .46 3EZ5E.T .35 
6AF4 1.116 6SN7GT .50,45 .40 
6.4.15 .118 6597GT .35 43 .53 
6ÁK5 . "3 678 .54 4E .53 
6AL5 . :'6 6U8 .59 5C B5 .37 
6A95 ..,7 6V6GT .37 5CC5 .37 
6Á9.6 .: S 6W4GT .42 5CL6C- 1 .39 
6A16 .:'S 6W6GT .45 7CL7C-T 1.07 
6AU6 . :6 6X4 .35 76 .42 
SAYE .:.5 6X5GT .35 I I7Z3 .35 
6AX4GT .E7 12AT6 .35 807.97 

MANY 7 VOLT TYPES N07 LISTED 

ALL TUBES BOXED AND FULLY EL AR/ 
MINIMUM ORDER 510.04. 

TUBES OFF CAED SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE. 
PRIES SUBJECT TO CHAMOE. 

ORDERS SHIPP ED PREPAID IF CHECK IS INCLOSED. 
250. DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON C.O.D. 511 

NEW JERSEY TELEVISION SUPPLY CO. 
906 Ph st ,tve. Eiaaleth. N. J. 

I'hone Elirab th 3.6166 

MOVING? 
Please allow at least 60 days 

for address change. lolify 
RADIO 11, TELEVISION MEWS 

Circulation Department at 64 

E. Lake St., Chicago 1, III. 

1100 ASSORTIED 
1/2 WATT RESISTORS 

100 Assorted, American made, ins ilated 
resistors, packaged in a beautiful clear 
polyethylene bag. 

All resistors bear our 100ea gu :mat e. 

Price ea. $1 su 

e 7P9 
Capitol Commodities; Co. 

1229 W. Washington Blvd., 
Ch cogo 7, III. --A -" -7193 

NinaBATTERY RECO'DER 
VIAL KIEREC'3RDALL °éicóñóïéiisri éKY 
L mita u tue. permanent. , Indexed r ,rd,nB I 
o sly t per hr. lnetantaneous. permannt playback. 
Pucka , taxa to to 60 rt. Reartda eonlerenrer. lee. 
ares. 2 -wy phone a taux: while 
. Itb R. iling , d7 Recarde In 

sales 
brisfuae Itb 'Addeo co lk' Inrite fee Detailed Literature. 

PRODUCER CO., 
°V Oep't RNS, NEW YORK 

SeDterrber. 1953 

INC. 
N Y 

kcting a pre -assembled, vibration - 
proof u.h.f. corner reflector, the Model 
150. The antenna features a unique 
three U -bolt mounting which elimi- 
nates vibration by anchoring the cen- 
ter ar.d ends of the reflector to the 
mast. The company has literature 
available on this unit for those re- 
questing it. 

Rado Merchandise Sales, Inc., 2016 
B3onx.lale Ave., New York 60, N. Y. 
is currently introducing the "RMS 
Bo- Tenna ", Model BT -10, a flexibly 
co -lstrjcted bow tie and reflector an- 
tenna. The bow tie element and re- 
flector section are standard fitted 
units, each of which is available sepa- 
rately. The reflector is comprised of 
tuned elements to help eliminate 
ghost pickup. 

Television Hardware Mfg. Co., 919 
Taylor Ave., Rockford, Ill. is offering 
a new series of antennas for u.h.f. 
The "Telco" units are available in 
both single- and two -bay styles. 

Telr13x, Inc. of Asbury Park, N. J. 
is now offering a "Duo- Band" array, 
an all- channel antenna which is said 
to provide high gain coverage of 
Channels 2 through 83 with one major 
in -line lobe, constant center imped- 
ance, and high signal -to -noise ratio. 
The Model 420 requires a single trans- 
mission line and needs no lossy filter 
or isolation networks. Stacked arrays, 
Model 440, are also available. 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
International Rectifier Corporation, 

1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo, Cali - 
fol-:Tia has developed a complete line 
of :selenium rectifiers for use in tele- 
vision, radio, TV boosters, and u.h.f. 
converters. 

Units are rated for 130 volts r.m.s. 
maximum input for load currents of 
20, 30, 40, 50, 65, 75, 100. 150, 200, 
250 300, 350, 450, and 1000 ma. 

The rectifier illustrated is the Type 
RS" 5E rated at 130 volts maximum; 
380 volts maximum peak inverse; 75 
ma. maximum output current. A series 
resistor of at least 22 ohms is recom- 
mended as a current limiter when 

NICHOLS 

TV AND R 4DIO 

PROOF 

* High Electrical Conductivity 
* Inconspicuous -Low Reflectivity 

* Pliable - Specially Tempered * Etched finish - clean 

* STD. No. 8 B S S Ga. (.128" dia.) 

RUST 
PROOF 

* Seven - 18 Ga. Stranded Wires * Flexible - Specially Tempered * Nigh Strength Aluminum Alloy 
for all Types of Antennas. * Approx. break strength -500 lbs. 

used with a capacitive filter. Over -all 
dimensions of this unit are 1" wide by 
1t4" high by 3/4" deep and provided 
with a clearance hole for a number 
8 machine screw for mounting. 

Complete information on the full 
line is available from the company. 

CLOSED- CIRCUIT TV 
Radio Corporation of America is 

currently introducing its "Private- 

Order from your 
jobber or write us direct. Addr s Dept. TVN -3 

Packed 2.500 ft continuous coils 
per carton marked every 100 ft. 
with brig t red tape. 

ITEM 
GK. 
NO 

TV 
Grd. Wire 

TV 
Grd. Wire 

90 

TV 
Cable 

so 

ING DATA 

DESCRIPTION 

100 II. coil per bon 
10 boues per ctn. 

2. 50011. 
continuous coils. 

100 ft. coil per bee 
10 boxes per ctn. 

1V 
Cable 

60e 2.500 n. 
continuous coils. 

WIRE & ALUMINUM C 
DAVENPORT. IOWA 

World's Largest Manufacturer of 
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"In music, 

listening quality 

IS 
everything.. 
It is the No. 1 MUST. Without it every- 
thing else becomes meaningless. The 

1 
AUDAX CHROMATIC has that quality 
to a degree not equalled by any other 
pickup" . . . so says riolinisr David Sarser. al 
MUSICIA.v'S amplifier fame (Tosranines NBC 
Symphony). 

Every stylus has a limited life -span, be 
it diamond or sapphire; the diamond 
lasting the longer. Obviously then, re- 
placeability of the stylus -at home - is of 
the greatest importance. ONLY AUDAX 
PROVIDES REPLACEABILITY - AT 
HOME --OF EITHER STYLUS, INDE- 
PENDENTLY OF THE OTHER. 

Now YOU can tell 
WHEN to change 

STYLUS 

A microscope will show a tiny flat on any 
diamond after 40 or so hours of play -yet, 
the jewel is in good playing condition. 
Hence, in diagnosing wear, it is not the flat 
but detection of actual cutting edges that is 
of vital importance. This makes a micro- 
scope-- ($15.00 to over $100.00) -almost 
useless to an untrained observer. He can 
see, but he can't judge. The Audak Com- 
pany has developed the STYLUS -DISK 
which makes home -testing of any jewel 
point very simple. If worn or defective the 
stylus will scrape the delicate surface of 
the STYLUS -DISK. leaving a visible in- 
dication. With proper rare. this new STY- 
LUS -DISK should have a life -span of at 
least 20 styli. Yet it costs only 86.50 list, 
$3.90 net. 

If your favorite store hasn't yet received 
a shipment of STYLUS- DISKS. write to us. 

AUDAK COMPANY 
500 Filib .9l sWit' Neu' York 36 

Fine Audio-Eh t ironic apparatus for over - 'ears 

"The Standard by Which Others Are Judged 
and Valued" 
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Line" camera chain which has been 
designed for schools, hospitals, prisons, 
stores, small factories, and even 
homes. 

Featuring low price, small size, and 
simplified operation, this newest and 
most compact closed- circuit television 
system yet offered by the company 
has been tradenamed "TV- Eye ". 

The unit is designed to utilize any 
standard home -type receiver as a 
monitor and can be tuned to an other- 

wise unused channel without interfer- 
ing with reception on other channels. 
The complete unit, including the cam- 
era and control box, weighs less than 
20 pounds. 

RESISTOR OUTLET 
A new, simplified resistor outlet box 

has been developed by Blonder- Tongue 
Laboratories, 526 -536 North Avenue, 
Westfield, N. J., for providing isolated 
TV outlets in all types of master TV 
systems. 

The new unit, Model ROl, will tap 
off from RG /11U or 59U with only 

db insertion loss. Signal attenua- 
tion of 17 db at the TV outlet termi- 
nal prevents interaction among sets in 
the system. 

The detachable face plate contains 
all cable connections and will fit any 
standard outlet box. Screw terminals 
provide a 75 or 300 ohm outlet to the 
set. Center conductors are attached 
to inner screw terminals and coax 
shields are grounded by the clamp. 

TV FUSE KIT 
Littelfuse, Inc.. 1865 Miner Street, 

Des Plaines, Illinois has brought its 
popular "One Call Kit" up -to -date to 
meet the requirements of television 
service technicians and set manu- 
facturers. 

The revised kit represents the latest 
usages of fuses as indicated by set 
makers and technicians. It is esti- 
mated that service technicians can 
handle 95 per -cent of their fuse re- 
placement requirements from this 
single unit. 

TELEVISION CONDENSERS 
Sangamo Electric Company of Mar- 

ion, Illinois has developed a new 
molded paper tubular condenser es- 
pecially for television applications. 

By using "Humiditite ", a new mold- 
ing compound with unusually high 

moisture resistance characteristics, 
the new molded tubular will meet the 
minimum moisture resistance require- 
ments of MIL -C -91A (proposed), while 
the new impregnant holds the con- 
denser to rated capacity under all 
conditions and provides additional 
strength. 

An engineering data sheet TEL and 
further information on the new "Tele- 
chief" condensers is available from 
the company. 

OPEN LEAD 
Imperial Radar and Wire Corp., New 

York 66, N. Y. has developed an open 
lead with a nominal impedance of 
250 -275 ohms with either 4r/2 or 6 
inch spacing. 

The new transmission line can be 
used with 300 -ohm equipment without 
concern for mismatch. The narrower 
spacing for 250 -275 ohms is said to be 
more desirable at the u.h.f. frequen- 
cies. Its low -loss characteristics, .35 
db dry line loss in 100 feet at 500 
mc., make it adaptable for both u.h.f. 
and v.h.f. installations. 

The product is being handled through 
distributors in 100 and 250 foot spools. 

U.N.F. "AUTOBOOSTER" 
Industrial Television Inc., 359 Lex- 

ington Ave., Clifton, New Jersey is 
marketing a new booster for u.h.f., 
the IT -124A "AutoBooster ". 

Factory pretuned for a single u.h.f. 
channel, the booster is a two -stage 
high -gain, low -noise amplifier which 
utilizes the 6AJ4 grounded -grid triode 
in a unique design. 

Automatic operation is retained by 
the use of a magnetic relay. In mul- 
tiple u.h.f. areas combined operation 
of several of these units may be used 
by means of switching or combining 
networks. 

Y.H.F. TV BOOSTER 
Electro- Voice, Inc. of Buchanan, 

Michigan is in production on an im- 
proved Model 3002 -A, three -tube 
"Tune -O- Matic" all- channel v.h.f. tele- 
vision booster. 

The new multi -power low noise cir- 
cuit has three tubes in broadband 
balanced stages, including a power 
multiplier stage. It provides extra 

gain with minimum internal noise and 
higher signal -to -noise ratio, according 
to the company. The unit can also be 
used at the output of a u.h.f. con- 
verter to increase signal strength of 
the first i.f. 

The 3002 -A is automatically self- 
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tuned to all v.h.f. channels. No sepa- 
rate tuning of the booster is required. 
It turns "on" or "off" with the tele- 
vision receiver switch. Input and 
output is to 300 -ohm twin -lead 

Bulletin 182 covering this unit is 
available from the company on 
req uest. 

TV COUPLER 
The Tube Department of Radio 

Corporation of America, Harrison, N.J. 
has announced the development of 
an inexpensive coupler unit which 
makes possible the quick installation 
of a secondary receiver. 

The TV -set coupler, RCA-240A1, can 
also be used in combinations cf two, 

three, and four units for the opera- 
tion of as many receivers from a 
single antenne.. 

Designed for use with antenna:; hav- 
ing 300 -ohm, ribbon -type transmission 
line, the coupler is a quick -service 
item. It requ: res only a screwdriver 
and a few minutes' time for installa- 
tion and features a self -contained 
woodscrew which facilitates mounting 
on wall or baseboard. 

The company's tube distributors are 
handling this item. 

"FII.TER TESTER" 
Vidaire Electronics Mfg. Co. of Lyn- 

brook, N. Y. has introduced an un- 
usual piece of test gear, the "Fil- 
Test'. 

This new wave trap meter permits 
the techniciar to determine which 
type of filter and /or wave trap to 
install. The unit covers the entire i.f. 
and r.f. range of TV and employs a 
unique switching arrangement. Any 
interfering signal reaching the set 
through either the a.c. supply line or 
the antenna may be located by switch- 
ing in the correct filter number on the 
"Fil- Test ". In ?Etch instance the indi- 
cator- shows which filter or wave trap 
to install. 

"CUSTOM- BUILT" TV 
A new custom -built 630 -type tele- 

vision chassis designed for 27" and 30" 
picture tubes as well as the new 24" 
rectangular tube has been announced 
by Tech- Master Products Co., 443 
Broadway, New York 31, New York. 

Known as the Model 2430 -9, the new 
unit features the latest type high - 
voltage and sweep circuits, 22 kv, 
second anode voltage, polyethylene en- 
closed high -voltage socket, new and 
September, 1953 

SANGAMO'S Atar PREMIUM TUBULAR 

CAPACITOR - designed to give 

better TV performance! 

`` 1/411/E r \ f1 
_ atNO EXTRA WSW 

Sang amo combines an amazing 
new molding compound with a new 
impregnant to bring you a com- 
pletely new paper tubular capacitor 
-- developed by request to meet 
rigid specifications so tough that 
no previously existing paper tubu- 
lar could approach them. 
'Thousands of Telechiefs have been 
tested under actual service con- 
ditions ... have proved their 
ability to outlast and outperform 
all other tubulars. 
The new molding compound, 
Sangamo Humiditite, greatly 

lengthens capacitor life. It has 
been proved, by severe tests, to 
give the best seal against moisture 
of any molding compound in the 
industry. 

The new Sangamo impregnant 
holds rated capacity under all con- 
ditions and makes the Telechief 
really rugged. 

Because we know that service men 
want only the best replacement 
parts -the new Telechief has been 
released to the service trade. 
Get in touch with your Jobber. 

Aae telto4tow... deoaaecSaK9e~ 

SANGAMO ELECTRIC CO. 

E 

SAYE MONEY! SAVE SERVICE CALLS! 

CHECK AI.L TV, RADIO & PICTURE TUBES 
with this VISULITE TV TUBE CHECKER 

143 TErECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 

T 
s,.no a Inetrur t.Ona Fu,nohed 

SAFE -QUICK- FOOLROOF 
J klost Radio) r failures , due tai 

k horned out ubes. .lust plug ills. into ket 
",v ided 

and Neon n 
Indicates ths condition s1t.:a, 
Iv. Operates on !Ito Volt AI' 

t DC. PERFORMS 1001 ELECTRIC. 
AL CHECKS. Cheri.' coitio,Io, 
of resistors. a ppliai ties. motors r ay Electrical device. Sturdily 

built for long life of trudi,- 
shooting. Test Leads Inelldra _Nothing else to buy. 

SOLD ON 10 -DAY MONEY. 
SACK GUARANTEE. Svc at -t your distributor tisi:i. 

s 
If he can't upply. oMer .11. 
Pget from factory. $3.es ostpaid anywhere In the 
Dç' VISULITE CO. 

423 Broome St., N. Y. 13. N. Y. 

Cinly 

5395 j 
S 

Comp <te 

Dent RN -9 

ee I 

110V. AC POWER SUPPLY 

FOR ANY 274 -N RECEIVER 
.I nst plug it into the rear of your 

74 -N RECEIVER ... any model 
t,i,niplete kit and black metal 

with ALL pana and dia - 
grans. Simple und easy to build 

jiffy. Delivers 2.I voila plus R voltage. N'i 
wiring changes to be n aile. Designed especially. 
f the 274 -N receiver. Only 59.95. 
Filament trans. for 274N r Pri. 110V 
rR Cy, AC. Sec. 24V t: .6A. An excellent llent hui 
:It .... . ..... .... .. .$1.95 , 
SPLINED TUNING KNOB 

FOR 274N RECEIVERS 
\n rsrlusive o -R item manu- 
facl und for ua. Fits RC -453, 
RC -4 i4 and other 2745 re- 

This Is u really hard - 
to- obtain item. Only.. 99e el,. 

OFFENBACH -REIMUS 
1564 Market Street, San Franci ,co, Calif. 
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SUPREME MODEL 600 
Illuminated TUBE & SET TESTER 

Tests all latest tunes. , In. multitester 
tests Dr 0 -2.100 V. In 

Seven 
AC 0 -2.500 

V. In 6 ranges. 1)C current '7 : 0.I.01)0 
microantps. 0.1.000 n and 4 .10 amps. Ohm. 

anmeter 5 anges: 11.20'megnbms. meter 
d battery tester which tests radio batteries 

under load. Conies with test leads anti gray 
metal liammerlohl Size: 1 1x1 5x0ay- in. 

Factory guarantee includes 1 year of free tube 
setting a ice. BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL 

BONES. You know this set is designed to net 
for 8117.50. WI. lie they last. our 

569.95 Price-the ell,1 tr, s lowest. unly.. 

2" : 
",S 
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P:,,ts 
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METERS 
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CONDENSER 
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bETER 
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. .............................. 
AUTO SIN MOTORS. 

Antenna Indicators. 
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6 V. reversible 
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. 
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- ................$2.95 
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11)0 W. NonInductive 
ANTENNA. With 

8 -24 VAC 
Per Pair......... 

V. WET CELL 
TIC motor. 31.,212x1 at 

2API ....57.95 
A 

AIRCRAFT. HAMS 8 MARINE MEN! 
,.183 12 V. RECEIVER S. Trtah5M177911, 

marine smirk with "1 kconol m,l' - cable. ,ark and 
1t uni! pli: Individual mount! 

821.' ld at. EXCEL. 
n COMPLETE: ver before sold at $15.95 

sensationally low price i 
ARC -S OR 274 -N TRANSMITTERS 

2.1.1 m Brasa n e $19.95 
3.4 With t 25.00 
4.5.3 m With mies 8.95 
5.3.7 m With tubes 6.95 
7.9.1 With tubes 14.50 

ARC -S OR 274 -N RECEIVERS 
Equipped with tuning knobs 

18 -.55 kc. $19.95 
1.5 -3 mcs. Brand new 
3-0 mcs. Brand new 22.50 

mes. 0 -0 m With tubes 10.95 
6 -9.1 m 

r 
s. With tubes. Used 7.95 

New 22.50 
6.0.1 Used. Less tubes.. 6.50 
BC'45 274 -N Modulator. I.esr .d 

motor. Excel. cond. 3.95 
12 V. C necei r[i!1 Ö- 

TOR. New ......... ..... ... ... 12.95 
Plus All Accessories Needed ter Above. 

O i / Are You shy of read^ cash! Get dough 
NOW by selling yer 

sa 

used r a,o 
gear. Write ver own ticket -but wr te VS! 

Write Today -and ask for FREE CATALOGUES 
All orders F.0.. Los Angeles. 250ó deposit required. 

All items subject to prior sale. 
COLUMBIA ELECTRONIC SALES 

522 South San Pedro St. Los Angeles 13, Calif. 

TRAIN FOR A SUPERVISORY POSITION IN 

ELECTRONICS 
Thorough 2.year course covers electrical circuits 
and machinery, basic electronics and industrial 
electronics. Franklin Technical Institute graduates 
are in demand as junior engineers for research 
and test work, sales engineering, supervisory work 
on production lines and drafting room design 
ok. Other engineering and terS-' ^ol cou"es. 

Coed. Day, evening. 45th year. Write for catalog. 
FRANKLIN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 

46 Berkeley Street Boston 16, Mass. 
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exclusive quick retrace autotrans- 
former, full horizontal and vertical 
sweep even under low- voltage line 
conditions, variable vertical linearity 
and height controls, edge -to -edge fo- 
cus, and the latest 90 degree ferrite 
cosine yoke. 

The chassis comes completely wired. 
aligned, and factory tested with all 
tubes except the picture tube. 

"SOLID'' TV LINE 
All channel reception in both u.h.f. 

and v.h.f. bands, irrespective of wea- 
ther, is being offered by means of a 
new form of low -loss insulation - 
Foamed Polyethylene -by Anaconda 
Wire & Cable Co., Hastings-on-Hud - 
son, New York. 

Known as ATV -270 FOAM, the new 
line is easy to terminate, all that is 
needed is a skilled hand and a pen- 
knife. Developed to solve the problem 
of internal moisture condensation, the 
new product provides one -piece insu- 
lation which virtually eliminates the 
problem and considerably improves 
the line's attenuation characteristics. 

FIELD STRENGTH METER 
Radion Corporation, 1130 W. Wis- 

consin Avenue, Chicago 14, Illinois is 
currently offering a new battery -op- 
erated field strength meter, the Model 
FSM -5000. 

This compact unit features continu- 
ous one -knob tuning for Channels 2 
to 83, direct, accurate reading in 
microvolts of either the video or audio 
portion, and extreme sensitivity rang- 
ing from 5 to 50,000 microvolts on 
v.h.f. and 50 to 100,000 microvolts on 
u.h.f. 

The FSM -5000 is powered by stand- 
ard "A" and "B" dry cell batteries 
and battery condition is shown at all 

........... 

times on the dial. Microvolt readings 
are not affected by line voltage vari- 
ations. 

Full details on this unit are avail- 
able from the company. Address your 
request to Dan O'Connell in care of 
the firm. 

TEST SOCKET ADAPTER 
Pomona Electronics Company, 524 

West Fifth Avenue, Pomona, Califor- 
nia is currently introducing its TVS -1 
duo -decal test socket adapter to the 
trade. 

The new unit is designed to permit 
operating tests, while the set is in 

operation, on all circuits going in- 
to the television tube socket. It is 
inserted between the CR tube base 
and its socket to complete the circuit 

and make all connections readily ac- 
cessible to meter test leads. 

Measurements can be made without 
tracing circuit wiring to test points 
below the chassis, thus saving valu- 
able service time by giving an imme- 
diate answer without removing the 
chassis from its cabinet. 

For further information on the 
TVS -1 and a complete list of products 
made by the company, write to the 
firm direct or consult your local 
distributor. 

TURNER'S U.H.F. CONVERTER 
The Tut net. Company of 909 17th 

Street, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is current- 
ly marketing a new u.h.f. television 
converter especially designed for low 
signal area installations. 

The new unit features a two- section 
preselector with two silver -plated co- 
axial cavity tuners, a double -shielded 
fundamental oscillator, and a broad- 
band amplifier with cascode circuit. 
According to the company, signal 
power loss in the preselector is re- 
duced to 3 db. The noise figure is a 
maximum 171/2 db and a minimum of 
1522 db. 

The converter has an illuminated 
slide -rule dial, continuous single -knob 
tuning from 470 to 890 mc. using 
Channels 5 or 6, and measures 8" x 
6" x 6 ". It may be used with either 
a u.h.f. or combination antenna. It 
is self powered. 

BROADBAND ANTENNAS 
Two new broadband antennas, one 

for v.h.f. and the other for v.h.f.- u.h.f. 
reception, have been introduced by 
Best Electronics Corporation of 2254 
Colby Avenue, Los Angeles 64, Cali- 
fornia. 

According to the company, the new 
antennas have good directivity and a 
gain of up to 15 db over a standard 
reference dipole. A unique feature is 
the elimination of insulators at the 
lead -in terminals in all of the corn - 
pany's "Double- Diamond" models. In 
this way performance of the antennas 
is not affected by heavy rain, ice, fog, 
snow, or dust storms. 

The v.h.f. design, Model 213, covers 
Channels 2 through 13. The second 
unit, for v.h.f.- u.h.f. reception, is avail- 
able in three models. All are similar 
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in shape and performance character- 
istics to -:he v.h.f. design except that 
no crossarms are required. The Model 
1490 covers Channels 14 through 40. 
Model 35'70 provides high -gain recep- 
tion of Channels 35 through 70, and 
Model 6083 covers Channels 60 to 83. 
Each model weighs slightly over one 
pound. 

Details on any or all of these an- 
tennas ate available from the com- 
pany on request. 

PROGRAM TIMER 
International Register Company, 

2620 West Washington Boulevard, 
Chicago 12, Illinois is currently offer- 
ing a new electric timer which will 
follow the desired time schedule day 
after day without resetting. 

Called the "Time -All ", the timer is 
unique in that it does not have to 
be reset after each "on -off" cycle has 
been completed and can be used to 
control home appliances as well as 
radio and television programs. 

TV REMOTE CONTROL 
An inexpensive remote control unit 

for television that operates from a 
single connecting cable and can be in- 
stalled in less than 15 minutes is 
now being offered by Industrial De- 
velopment Engineering Associates 
(I.D.E.A.) of Indianapolis, Indiana. 

The new "Regency" remote control 
performs four major functio:is: it se- 
lects stations, adjusts fine tuning, and 
controls contrast and volume. All of 
these operations are performed with 
the single cable connecting the TV set 
and the control unit. Tests show that 
the control will operate up to 150 
feet from :he set. - 

STAG HAM FEST 
THE Greater Cincinnati Amateur Radio 

Assn. will sponsor its annual Stag 
Ilamfest on Sunday, Septemb4 r 13th at 
Ash Grove .)n Winton Road, Cincinnati. 

As is customary, refreshments, din- 
ner, and supper will be included in the 
share-the-cost plan. The fee will be 
82.110 at th,t gate. 

For additional details write W8IVE 
or W40MW. -30- 

l'11 1/T11 171E1117'\ 
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ERRATUM 
Taal radar unit shown on our July cover 

and described on page 35 was erroneously 
idellt :lied as the product of Electric Service 
Co. of Seattle. The unit was origina.ly made 
by lilytheoa and later modified by Electric 
Servi re Co. to operate on the 3 me. commer- 
cial band. 
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Same 
Day 

Service! 

Another RAD -TEL Extra! 

20 ASSORTED $139 
RESISTORS 

Carbon. Wire Wound, Carbon Film, Standard RMA Color Code or 
Value Printed. Uninsulated Type. ',1 Watt. 1 Watt. 2 Watt and 
Some 10 Watt. Very Few Duplications or Odd Values! 

Type Price Type Price Type Price 
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TERMS: A 25% deposit must accompany all orders -balance 
C.O.D. All shipments F.O.B. Irvington warehouse. Orders 
under $10- 51.110 Handling Charge. Sub.i, et to prior sale. 

Don't Delay ... Order Today! 

All Tubes 
Individually 

Boxed! 
Check this 

list for 
Fully 1 Year 
G teed 

Tubes 
Order Today 

RAD-TEL TUBE 
Is Our Chief Asset" 

Phone: Essex 5 -2947 115 Coif Street 
Dept. RN9 IRVINGION 11, N. J. 

Selected Surplus Components 
For INDUSTRY AMATEUR SERVICEMEN 

Completely Guaranteed 
SIGNAL Corps flame WESTON 301 0.20 M,cro- 
p,p.I. Pey -J54 NEW- amp DC M /od. for Test 
Wised ea. 98c Set. 7562, ((59490. 

ea. 59.95 
CROSS POINT Indica- 
tor ZA - NEW - boxed 

ea. 54.95 
A CD PASS Filler. 60. 
90 or 150 yet. Navy 
Tvpt -Cas, d _ 53069. 70. 

WESTERN Electric 8F 
Fiter -0171735 115v. 
1Oa, 1Se i-3Omc. 

ea. 52.95 

:6401-7/.04 
. 

.001m/d- 75.000vdc 
Aero 375025%. 

549.50 

SPIT Stator Variable Con 
denser, tkw gap. 
25 mmld ea. on.st.25 
SO mmfd ea. section. 1.50 

PANELS oved from 
Computers. 

re 
Loaded with 

valuable parts. etc. 
arge 51.50 ea. 

Small 98c ea. 

SOCKETS 7R for 1625.6 for 51.00 
Octets-Sleet. 16 for 1.00 
Loctals- .ake.16 for 1.00 
Min 758 Mica 16 for 1.00 

SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES 
5E6A 51.45 IC 1.59 
5:2 A 3.95 
31291. 14.95 

2E24 52.50 
2E26 2.75 
8205 9.95 
2C394 19.95 
511305 5.00 

25?o with order. Balance C.O.D. unless well rated. 
F n.. N. T. 

ARGE LISTING -WRITE -INQUIRE 

GREENWICH SALES CO. 
59 Cortlardt St., New York 7, N. Y.. DIRby 9.3813 

THE NEW TV 

DYNATRACER 

$495 
Ppd 

or C.O.D. 
+ Chgs. 

Ideal for trouble -shooting television in the field 
or on the bench. I operating con- 
ditions, will out -perform more Ive testers. 

A MUST FOR EVERY ALERT TV TECHNICIANI 
SPECIFICATIONS: The DYNATRACER' Is a self- 
powered 

thouquality gh Inyt Video, Soulnd,e Sync, AFC 
VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL Sweep Circuit -wall 
Isolate trouble to a stage or component. 
ADDED FEATURE: The DYNATRACER will also 
trace voltages and Instantly locate open, shorted 
or Intermittent tond , resistors, coils, speak 
ers, transformers, etc. 

COM INSTRUCTION BOOK ENCLOSED 
10 -DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

clip ado.. write n and address i n margin. attach 
SS Sill. Check or M.O. and ma,l to 

TRACES TV 
SIGNALS and 

VOLTAGES 

LOCATES 
DEFECTIVE 

COMPONENTS 
INSTANTLY 

REQUIRES NO 
ADDITIONAL 
EQUIPMENT 

Makes Television 
Servicing Easier. 

Faster and 
More Accurate 

-AT LOW COST 

8509 -21st Ave.. Dept. 204, Brooklyn 14. N. Y. 
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STANDARD BRAND 

SPECIALS 
Tube Orders Over SS.00.wlth full 
remlttonce.Prepeld To You la USA. 

Stock up on these excellent 
values in Standard- Brand. 
Dated G.E., Sylvania. RCA. T.S., 
N.U. etc., TV Tubes. Prices are 
below wholesale cost. Quanti- 
ties available from stock. Fully 
guaranteed on a 100 °'o replace- 
ment- money -back guarantee. 
074 .55 6A16 50 678 99 
143 .63 6AU6 49 6U5 .83 
1L4 .40 6Ax4GT....66 6118 .75 
I MSG T.. .60 6$C5 62 6V3 .95 
IRS .50 68E6 50 
IW .... .70 66E5 .69 6W4GT .... .59 
155 .... .60 6SG6G . 1.40 6W6GT ... .62 
114 .... .55 65.16 .50 755 .60 
1N34A .. .69 65K5 .... .70 7147 .70 
1 N48 .... .50 65K7 .... .99 12AT6 ... .63 
1X2 .85 65L7GT .. .89 12AT7 .... .72 
2E24 2.25 65N6 .... .89 12AÚ6 ... 73 
2X2 .... .43 6106 .... .B5 12A1Á .... .57 
304 .80 6507 .... .95 12A V7 .... .75 
303GT .85 6527 .... .99 12Ax7 ... .65 
354 .55 6C4 .47 
3V4 .... .75 6056 .SS 1211E6 50 
5U4G ... .49 6006 -0 . 1.55 12110 98 
5V4G ... .90 6F6M ... .6e 125Y7 .... 1.03 
5W4 .... .88 6846 .... .58 12SA7 .... .69 
5Y3GT .. .45 6.1SGT .. .45 12SG7 .... .75 
6A8GT .. .75 6.16 .59 12517 .... .63 
6AM .... .60 6J7 .... .6B 125N7GT . .66 
6ÁC7 .... .77 6K6GT .58 14F7 .75 
6AG5 ... .65 6K7 .65 195G6G .. 1.30 
6ÁG7 ... 1.10 6L6GA ... .98 3565 .50 

6567 70 5065 .50 
6A15 ... 1.00 6SK7GT ... .60 5005 .50 
OAKS ... .69 6S17GT... .59 304TH 7.75 
6AL5 ... .48 6SN7GT .. .57 
SAOS ... .5e 6S4 .50 5654 1.10 
6Á07 ... .7Q 6507 .... .62 5814 1.75 
Above n o partiel lining of our ledge pock. You moy 
order types. not listed of appro.. the some loving'. j 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 

Buy 

Direct 
From 

M'facturer 

Full -Wave Bridge Types 
Current 
(Con- 

tinuoua) 

1 Amp. 
2 Amp.. 

2 9a Amp.. 
4 Amp.. 
6 Amp.. 

10 Amp.. 
12 Amps. 
20 Amp.. 
24 Amp.. 
30 Amp.. 
36 Amps. 

10/14 
Vohs 

36/26 
Volta 

54/42 130/100 
Volta Veil. 

$1.35 $2.15 53.70 57.50 
2.20 3.10 5.40 10.50 

6.00 13.00 
4.25 7.95 12.95 25.25 
4.75 1.00 13.50 33.00 
6.75 12.75 20.00 40.00 
8.50 16.25 25.50 45.00 

13.25 25.50 39.00 79.50 
16.25 32.50 45.00 90.00 
20.00 3450 
25.06 45.50 

We can Dian liait ore other Seleni um Rectifiers, Seien 
turn Recline Supplies, XFMRS., & Chokes.. 

Selenium Rectifier Transformers PRINew IlS V.. 60 cycles in. 4 Amps $8.7 
SEC: 9. 12. II. 24. and 36 12 Amps 16.7 

1Y 24 Amp. 35.7 
Continuous Retinae SO Amps 59.7 

New Selenium Rectifier Chokes 
4 Amp.. -.07 Hy. -.6 ohm $7.9 

12 Amp.. -.01 Hy. -.1 ohm $14.9 
24 Amp.. -.004 Ny. -.025 ohm $29.9 

EETRARR ELOl1IE5 EORP. 

136F Liberty Street.N.Y. 6. N.Y. REctor 2.2562 

: 23e/ O.Eer. bs4nc, aC.O.O 
All ,nercb.nese eearanreee. 

y.O.. N.Y.C. 
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Rate 50c per word. Minimum 10 words 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
COMPLETE radio, electronics theory á practice: 
television: broadcasting: servicing: aviation, ma- 
rine. police radio. 12 or 18 months. Catalog. Val- 
paraiso Technical Institute. Dept. N, Valparaiso. 
Ind. 

ELECTRONIC engineers with ndninnun of 3 years 
research or developmental work in held of Elec- 
tronic Control Systems needed immediately in p 
permanent capacity by rapidly expanding firm lo- 
rated near Dallas. Texas. Taro Mfg. Co., Box 
638. Garland, Texas. 

ELECTRICAL Engineer, Large gulf coast chem- 
leal company has opening for graduate electrical 
engineer. 25-35 years of age. Communications 
experience desirable. Supervisory position. Sal- 
ary open. Reply Box 536, Radio & Television 
News, 64 E. Lake St., Chicago 1, Ill. 

FOR SALE 
C.E. MODEL 910 Projector. Used three weeks. 
Complete or in parts. Write to, Caya's Radio 
Shop, Main St., Northbridge. Mass. 

TWO National NC -183 Communications Receivers, 
factory wired for diversity operation, $250 each. 
Nagrodsky, R5 Shields Ave., Williston Park. N. Y. 

TAPE Recorders, Tapes, Accessories. Unusual 
Values. Dressner. 624-R East 20th St., N.Y C. 9. 

TURFS and equipment bought, sold, and ex- 
changed. For action and a fair deal. write R. N. 
Gensler, W2LNI, 136 Liberty, New York 6, N. Y. 

NEW RCA 3APIA original cartons. $0.75 each. 
Tubes. surplus -Nought. sold. Free list. Write, 
Mark, Box 14, New York City 72. 

DIAGRAMS -Radio $1.00: record changers, re- 
corders $1.25. Television with service data 2.00. 
Where model unknown, give Hart numbers. Kra - 
mer's Radin Service. Dept. S53, 36 Columbus Ave., 
New York 23, N. Y. 
TV -FM antennas. All types including T7HF. 
Mounts, accessories. Lowest prices. Wholesale 
Supply Co., Dept. H, Lunenburg, Mass. 

300 ohm TELEVISION lead -In, 1.000 feet $11.00; 
RC -29/17 coax 100 feet $4.00; Postpaid to 600 
miles. Van Dick, Little Falls, New Jersey. 

NEW 1953 Heath model V -6 VTVM wired, tested. 
calibrated ; $44.91 complete. Jerry Cohen, 340 
Frost Street. Brooklyn 22, N. Y. 
TELEVISION high pass filter, Guaranteed. only 
$1.00 Postpaid. Box 8, Hillside Manor Branch, 
New Hyde Park, N.Y. 

WANTED 
AN/APR-4, other "APR -," "ARR-." "TS -," 
"TE -," ARC -1, ARC -3, ART -13, everything stir - 
plus; Tubes, Manuals, Laboratory equipment. De- 
scribe, price in first letter. For Sale: Recondi- 
tioned Watthour Meters, four for $10.00. Engi- 
neering Associates, 437 Patterson Rd., Dayton 9, 
Ohio. 
WILL buy all ART- 13'type T -17A $200.00 : ART - 
13 /type T -17, $150.00: BC -348 unmodified $61.00, 
BC -348 modified $50.00: AI'N -9 $2110.00: ARC -3 
complete 5600.00: 1177 Receivers $300.00: ARC -1 

$300.00: BC -312 $60.00; BC -342 $60.00. Ship via 
Express C.O.D.. subject to inspeetinn tu: H. Finne- 
gan. 49 Washington Avenue, Little Ferry, N. J. 

RANTED used coin operated radios, good condi- 
tion. Quote best price. It. Kugler, So Chas. C. 
Giles, Clinton, South Carolina. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 
USED correspondence Courses and Books sold 
and rented. Money hack guarantee. Catalog free. 
(Courses bought.) Lee Mountain, Pisgah. Ala. 
(ISE) correspondence courses and educational 
books bought. Sold. Rented. Catalog free. Educa- 
tional Exchange, Summerville. Ga. 

PATENT ATTORNEYS 
ATTENTION: Inventors of Electronic. Electrical, 
Audio. Automobile Products. Will buy or pay 
royalties on any manufacturable Ideas if inven- 
tions are possible money makers. We manufac- 
ture. Please write Box 535,' Radio & Television 
News, 64 E. Lake St.. Chicago 1, Illinois. Advise 
arrangement for discussion. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
SPEAKERS repaired. wholesale prices, guaranteed 
workmanship. Amprite Speaker Service, 70 Vesey 
St.. New York City 7. 

KITS assembled: units constructed from sche- 
matics. Audio amplifiers our specialty. Neil Lab- 
oratories, IA, 164 Prospect Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

September, 1953 

IT'S READY NOW! 

SEND FOR YOUR GIANT NEW 

Concord Catalog 
FALL 1953 

EDITION 

IT'S GOT 

EVERYTHING! 
Standard Lines 
Special Buys 

and 

Rep MAGNIF CENT 

by Po0u1a BRITISH 
HI -FI 5" PM 

SPEAKERS 
A sensational sari 
i'l's Itanoe. Our 

, 

and Ill" unit II.. 
o - Hens for general law il 

fo rs, radios. Tl' sets and custom 
fion.. 4.11 ohms impedance -- 1.5 oz. 
magnet. Buy Doe - xhile err still hair. 
In hand! 
Stock No. 99.A -85OP. 
Singly 51.69. 
In lots of 4 -Each $1.59 

"All -American 
Tube Kit 

12sA7, 178E7, 12507, 

$525, 
60L6- 

IT'S FREE! 

"Portable" KIT 

196, 1114, 1 U5. 354 

;2.99 $2.95 
MINIMUM ORDER 55.00 

CONCORD` RADIO, t Za ss Vase, st., New yo,s 1, N "e. Send Dient N.w faEf r De. N, Cents. c.,_,-_ 

Phone Dlgby 9 -1132 

Easy, fast 

way to cut 

"Key" and I'D" 

openings 

in chassis 

'. ...with new GREENLEE 

7 Radio Chassis Punches 

No. 734 "Key ' Peneh 

No. 733 "D" Punch 

Now, in 1% minutes or less 
make perfect "Key" or 
"D" holes for sockets 
and other equipment. 
Simply insert GREENLEE 
Punch and turn with an 
ordinary wrench . get 
a "clean" opening in a 

hurry! Write today for 
details on these as well as 

GREENLEE Radio Chassis 
Punches for round and 
square openings. Greenlee 
Tool Co., 188" Columbia 
Ave., Rockford, Illinois 

ORE NLEE 

POLYSTYRENE 

ROD- 12" or 48" lengths. 
Dia. 12" 48" 

1'8" s .03 5 12 

3/16" .06 .24 
1/4" .10 .40 

5/16" .I6 .64 
3/8" .21 .84 

7'16" .30 1.20 
I 2" .40 1.60 
5 8' .57 2.28 

Dia. 12" 48" 

3/4" s .80 8 3.20 
I" 1.55 6.20 

1-1/8" 2.00 8.00 
1.1/4" 2 30 9.20 

1 -3/8" 3.00 12.00 
1.1/2" 3.30 13.20 
1.3!4" 4.50 18.00 

2" 590 23.60 

SHEET - masking paper both sides. 
Thickness Stae Price 

1/16" 2 "a 12" S 2.50 
3/32" 2" s 12" 2.75 

2" a 12" 3.00 
3/16" 2" a l2" 

4.60 
3.75 

I/4" 2" a 12" 
1/16" 2" a 24" 4.90 
3/32" 2" a 24" 5.25 

I /8" 2" a 24" 5.90 
3/16" 2" a 24" 7.25 

I '4" 2" a 24" 8.25 
1/32" a 20" 7.75 

I / I6" 
2240:: 

" a 24" 9.50 
3/32" 24" s 24" 0.25 
I/8" 24" a 24" 1.75 

3/16" 24" a 24" 4.00 
1 '4" 24" s 24" 6.00 

5/16" 20" a 20" 4.50 
3/8" 6.00 20" a 20" 
3! 8" 24" s 24" 23.75 
1/2" 20" a 20" 21.50 
1/2" 24" a 24" 31.88 

5 /8" 20" a 20" 34.50 
3/4" 20" a 20" 41.00 

I" 20" a 20" 55.50 

TUBING - 12" or 48" lengths. 
O.D. I.D. 12" Igth. 48" Igth. 

I 4" I 8" 
5 16" 3 16" 

3 8" I 4" 
3/8" 

5 8" I T 
34" 58" 

I" 7 8" 
I-I 2" 

2" 1.3 4" 

s .07 
.10 
.13 
.18 
.23 
.29 
.38 

1.13 
1.50 

s .28 
.40 
.52 
.72 
.92 

1.16 
1.52 
4.52 
6.00 

All prices F.O.B. our warehouse New York 

LEEDS RADIO CO. 
75 Vesey St. Dept. A Neer York City 7 
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"TA B" 
THAT'S A BUY 

FILTER CHOKES 
Check These Reduced Low Prices 

12Hv /80ma 11'SI11 'tEVins $2.23 
I0Hy /125ma /UTC Csd HS(d LKrina 1.49 

ilv 125ma ('sd IISld 2.89 
20Hy /30Oma or 1511v 400ma'I2Kt'Ins 3.95 
1:1.5 HY 1 Amo.'17KVins Ray'theon 39.99 
12HY 300ma. Ilmsld SKVins... 4.95 
Dual 2HY 300ma. USN ...95e; 2 for 1.49 
WHY 100 MA Freed 1.39 
Oily i7'ßma 250 hm...51.49; 2 for 2.49 
10117 85ma 550 ohm .....93c: 2 for 1.89 

38V 40mä l'TC HI Q "...950: 2 for 1.39 
POWER TRANSFORMERS 

3200V /200MA 512.93; 2 units 
In Series Rated 8400í'('T 

$24.00 
1000VCT 

Ú 
SMA. 705v180 z5 

3A. 6.irr.1n 0.3vct .3A 
cad Heins a be used 25 
rating Hype il 34.95 

930VCT /1OOMA. 5V /SA. 5V/ 
2.5A. 45V/IA. IOV /1.5A. ... .$9.49 

900V 3SMA. 52.5V /2A. tint 1800 - 
t"dbir two 2x2 81. windga bald... 2.25 

840VCT .I1OMA. 3:10ect 2 Ima. 2x5V 
-3A. 8.3v0í IA. 8.3vct'.3A 3.5 

780VCT /2SOMA. 5V /6A. 12.6V /5.5A 7.95 
770VCT /200MA. 5V /6A. 12.8V /5.5A 6.95 
700VCT.12OMA. 2x11.:1\' 3A. 6.3V 

IA 53.95: 2 for 7.25 
700VCT '100MA. 2x0.3V /I.SA. 5V / 

2A. Isolation Wndg 1205IA ..... 3.49 
650VCT 200MA. 5V /3.5A. 11.3V /4A. 

7HV /IA $4.39: 3 for 12.00 
SOOVCT SOMA.OV /3A.87/1.5A.SV /lA $2.49 
SOOVCT SOMA. li.3í"4A Haiti 2.98 
420VCT /90MA. 6.3V /1.9A. with 

INPTS 8. 12. 24. 115VDC & 115 
230VAC Vibrator Trans. 1.49:2/ 2.25 

FILAMENT TRANS. 
8.3V /2A . . , . . 5 1 . 0 8 : 2 for 91.98 
2.5V 211 67 79c: 2 for 51.49: 10 for 6.49 
2.SVCT /10A 5KVINS 3.59 
SVCT /IOA'125V INSIII. G.E. 8.25 
7.5 VCT 12A CSD KE.NYON 15KVINS 10.95 
24V 1.25A CSD (t ..91.98: 2 for 3.49 
2512V 2A or 2 t\ _ \ 0 53.89: 2 for 8.98 

FL-5 FILTER 
Ilnn:;e nr t "ter. Filters 
I(42nettle Audio. Excellent r fl 
for CW work .59c: 2 for $1 

TV & COAX CABLE 
300 OHM Twines. hem, 1i1, 
65 l all copper TV iv:, , 

Per Ft. 2e: 100 Ft. 51.39: 
1001, Ft. Reel .......511.95 
R0359U 73 ohm Tt' coax cable 
mfgrri to rigid UHF specs. 
Per Ft. Sc; 100 Ft. -54.50 Scial 
ROIIU:51007Ft. ....$10.00 

TU BES 

HAM SPECIALS 
Mobile whip antenna P o AN ARQS. 72" 

ant matching base...........52.90 
Sonar SRT -120 multi band XSITR less pwr 

Pply lmn8omtrsPhon&CW(LN) 5179.00 
$RT -120M in motile cabinet ...5198.50 
P5 -500 115VAC PwrS np4 SRT -12u $49.90 

"Super Six" cro rter í.11f $47.50 
Cmmunieatar. 7 watts 144. 

148.3 MC .... e(LN) 5185.00 
JOHNSON VIKING III IB ilt Bit 

.(LN) $29300 
NEW (N) LIKE NEW (LN) USED (U) 

STORAGE BATTERIES 
36 Volt WILLARD MtniBRAND 

S oz. DSGN..950; /53.00 
(4) 36V Batt -acid..... 3.35 
2V /2OAH Battery with 

2 Volt Vibrator..... 2.98 
TV /2OAH se,vin ! acid. 3.99 
SV /SAN Willd NTO BB21411 2.98 
6V /SAN Battery w /acid 3.25 
BV /40AH Battery 6.98 
SV /405H w,acid 9.23 
WE SHIP ACID IN BOTTLES RE %P ONLY 

SPECIALS 
Powerstats 6 Test Equipment 

Tyee 20'0.1N:,í :1 AIM/ I $10.98 
Type 116U o. l: t:,(' 7.5 Anlp I.N 17.9 
Type 1126'0. 1:1.5 V '15 Atop I.N 42.98 
Type 1226 111-270V tl Ann, I.N 42.98 
Summon Shale] 260 VOM I.14 34.98 
Hickok 600A Mutual Tube ('HER LN.142.95 
GE STOA Swoon Generator ,N 300.00 
GE 5TSA Starker Generator (6) 323.00 
G[ ST2A Oscilloscope IN. 273.00 
1411-1 ).rlll,.,ee IN, special 79.93 

IN) New & (LW Like New 

PALMER CLAW 
HAMMERS 
Regular 52.95 Lots of 3 

STANDARD SIZE 
18 OUNCE BRAND NEW 

Stinson Wrench let Quality S "ogee Stillfon Wrench as above 10 ".$1.25 

984 

YOU 
39C THEY PICK 

THEM Lots of 10 LAST 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 

20111F 25VDC 3SOVDC 
2OMF /450VDC 2X20 25V.30MF'450V 
2SMF:300VDC SOME 250V.2OMF /25V 
SOMF 350VDC 3X100MF 35VDC 
SOOMF 2SVDC 30 15 TOME 2SOVDC 

ALL SIZES 6 TYPES 

TAB ROFOR RqM 
WE STOCK LARGE VARIETY OF 

COMPONENTS. TELL US YOUR NEEDS 

SELL US YOUR TUBES & EQUIPMENT 

"TAB" TESTED 
Si GUARANTEED 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WRITE FOR COMPLETE TUBE LISTING 

0A2 $0.95 3C41 ....12.45 8SH7 . .01 117Z713T . 1.49 805 390 
OA3/VR7S. 1.04 3021* ... 8.93 6317 .70 VT127A .. 3.901807 1.65 
052 ..... 1.37 3D32 . ..13.95 B5K70T. .59 CV148 ... .95,505 2.59 

1.09 3D33 . .. 4.90I .89 FO188 .:.48.00,s09 2.43 
OC3/VR103 1.15 3[29 . ..14.93 BSN70T . .70 F6172 ...29.00 810 9.95 
003-VRI5O .90 4C35 ..19.98 6SQ70T . .83 250TH ...18.97 811 2.90 
183 8018 .81 [L50110 .16.98 66R7 . . .83 2501L ...17.73 812 2.70 
1821 .471* 2.85 5C21 /C6J . 9.89 6157 . .75 3047N ... 5.90 513 12.9 
1522 .... 2.20 5C22 .39.89 6577 .98 304TL ... 8.90 814 2.97 
1523 .... 9.90 SC30/C6B. 3.95 6SU70T1/. 2.69 355* . 1.9 S1$ 5.97 
1524 . . 9.45 S021 . ..19.so 6V6 1.39 WL417w .. .95 826 .95 
1528 .... 2.5 5023/ 81/607 . .57 417A/ 829 11.49 
1827 12.75 5X55 ..35.50 6W407 r.. .57 5542...25.s0 8298 12.5 
1532/332A 3.90 5129 ....12.40 128H7GT.. 1.45 0L434A ..12.69 832 9.97 
1838 . . 9.18 . 1.3 12AK5 . 1.98 44S .... 2.59 832* . . 9.65 
1537 . ..16.95 SR4GYW . 1.73 12AKSW . 2.98 450TH ...49.97 833A ..:.39.! 
1833 . ..a6.95 SAOS .79 .75 4sOTL 52.00 
1841 . ..49.95 6*07 . 1.39 .51 +60 XF]tl0 
1842 ....MOO 64H50 ... 1.4912827 . 8 19.95 
1546 .... 1.98 SANS . 1.22 12/1U8 . .72 OL17fA . 2.69 
1553 . :.49.95 SAJ! . 1.40 12AU7 .. .63 CKSOIX . 1.26 
1556 . . 38.50 BAKS .74 12AV8 .. .49 CKSOIAX 2.20 
11158 .:.175.00 SAKS . 1.09 12AV7 . .98 CKSO2AX 1.49 565 3.29 
1860 . ..89.75 BALS .34'I2AW8 .. 1.79 CK303AX 1.9 866A 1.50 
11163 ....50.00 6AL7OT.. 1.29 12AX40T. 1.20 CKSOSAX 1.79 6728 3.29 
1563A ...75.00 SANS .... 2.90 12AX! . .79 CKSOSAX 1.99 CKI005. .85 
1521 ....33.00 6405 . .55 2.79 RHSO) C1(1027 .. 2.98 
122A . 1.29 SAQB 91 1IAZ7 . 1.49 CK309AX . 1.79 565 .... 2.79 
2C35 . ..27.00 SAQ7GT.. 1.29 12585 . .89 CI(S12AX 1.5 5670 r . 5.30 
2C39 ....SUMO GARS . .79 12857 . .79 CK522*X 1.29 CKS872 .. 1.29 
2C39Á ...29.60 GARB . . 2.90 12806 . 1.23 CK525AX 1.29 CKSS78 .. 1.89 
2C40 .... 7.29 SASS . .79 129E6 . .59 CK326*X 1.49 5687 ... 9.49 
2C43 17.75 SASS .... 2.43 120E6 . .8S CN328AX 1.9 CK5702 .. 3.49 
2043 /404A 9.49 SA370 ... 4.55 121187 .. 1.29 CKS29A% 1.79 CK5703 .. 1.29 

2C44 .... 
1.2y0 

SATO .. .63 12877 .. 1.35 01530 . 22.00 Stai Diodes 

]Ófl . .. 1:A9 6AVB 
6AUSGT 

' 1ss9 125A707 .69 
1.25 
.69 531310X 6 99 IN21 ... 2.89 

2[3l .. 1.49 68V56T .. 1.18 125C7 .80CKS320X 1.89 1N21C ...21.5U 
2[43 . . 1.49 BAV6 . .49 125F54T .72 w1.532 3.98 1X22 .... 1.25 
2621 . . 1.48 BAWS . : 1.89 125F70T .49 CKS33AX 1.29'1N23 .... 1.35 
2J31 ..27.00 640 .... 1.23 12507 . .83 C1153445 .99 11423A ... 2.20 
2.131A ...79.93 OSAS . 53 12587 .63CK536AX .99 1N23! ... 2.25 
2133 ..37.00 68A7 .... 1:2] 125170T .S9 CKS37A% 3.04 11125 .... .98 
2J33 " 27045BC5 , .531251t7 .72ICKS35DX .98 11426 .... 8.75 

2213345 
27.00 68C7 : 1.23 125L76T .63C11539D11 2.19 1827 .... 1.55 

..105.00 65D5GT.. 1.65 1256707 .75cN541OX 1.89 1N34 .84 
2J37 12.70 A. .BS 12SQ70T .63 CI1543D% .99 1N34A .90 
2138 . 11.7SOSE6 .59 12SR7 . .63 C85440% .99 11435 . . 1.63 

2139 . 44.00 65F3 . .95 F617. . 3.95 CKS46DX 1.99 1N38 .. 1.3 
2J43 ..1,7.00 66F6 . .55 19TR . 1.09 CK547DX 1.98 1N38A . . 1.29 

BBF7 . : a95 19V8 .:. 1.62 CKS71A%/ 1239 .... 4.15 
3J 9 ::is:iá18a0sG :. 1J9 RK20* Sss ls85 . 29s 1N41 ...98 

88G1 . . l.fe 240 3C24 1.90 CKS73A%/ 11442 . ..18.95 
2J3f ...249.SÓ BH6 . .83 2SBQ60T 1.19 6029 . 3.49 163 .... 1.73 

88J6 . .89 25L9GT . .69 WL673 ..117.00 1244 . . 1.24 

2JS6 ..lÌ9.000 eB57 : a.15 2525 .79 WL678 ...39.95 11443 .... 1.45 
2181 49.95 eBL70T:. 1.49I25ZBOT: .99 WLBRB ...35.00 1246 . .59 

2J52 49.45 6814S 1.69 2807*. 
.. 

. 1.95 709A 2X22 39.43 BBQBOT .. 1.20 F032' 707A - -- --- - 252] . .. 39.43 88Q7 . . 1.8$ 5958 . 13.85 707 
2N23' . 25.49 6C21 ....2s.45I35Z5RT .59 7158 

723AS 24.90 6CS6 99 SOL00T .59 7159 
2N28 .. 29.00 BCD60 1.69 RK01/XF01 3.05 713C 
3533 .:.]SB.00 BD4 . 9J0 SO .89 717A 

NH . .. 389.95 C81 aC]l' . 999 51 1:1 9 719A 
2541 ... 138.00 6JSOT ... 6.05 .17 63Y 1.6 2548 ...120.00 

3823'11(22 4.95 6L6A 2.09 i093 4 ':98 3822 
31124 .... 8.93 6L60 .... 1.35 5560 24.85 
3525 .... .SOi8L80A . . 1.35 F095 19.95 
3526 .... 3.706L6GAY .. 2.29 
3528 .... T.90I65A70T . .83 
3C22 ....89.00 6SC7 .90 
3023 . 9.90 65070T . .80 
3C31 /CIS. 3.45 65E5 . .77 
3C33 ....14.95 8507 .... .72 

36 5.95 

éáó 
29.45 

861 23.95 

..13.50 11452 .... 1.39 
. 6.00111454 . .s5 

..11.90 1N54A ... 1.15 

..24.00 INSSA ... 4.00 
. .90 1M57 . 9 
..29.90 INSSA : 1.15 

721A . 3.49 \N38 .... 1.19 
722A/257. 

33:/ .:3 Ó9 
iii! :... iiá 
725A .... 5.49 

FGlói ..:37.98 72A ....21.97 
F0105 1764 7268 ....45.00 
117L 4170T 1.59 728C ....79.95 
117Z60T. 1:19 503A 

.. 
3.89 

1261 . 2.07 
11184 

,K63. 2.89 

11459 .... .996 

1N70 . 2.98 
1N7011 . 3.50 
3688 . 1.15 
1268 .... 1.15 

RHEOSTATS 

AT BARGAIN PRICES 
0 ohm 2:5W Model LS..51.0; 2/52.49 15 ohm 25W w knob 1.49; 2/ 2.49 

Olt ohm 50W w knob 
J. 

. 2.25: 2/ 3.95 100 ohm nw Model K .. 1.95: 2 / 3.50 I0 ohm 25W Model D .. 1.49; 2/ 2.49 
2..50 ohm 25W 1.19: 3/ 2.98 300 ohm 223W Model P 2.98; 2/ 5.00 :150. 500. 5000 ohm Slotted haft. 

25 watt 79c; 3/ 2.00 
FEDERAL "ITT" SELENIUM 
BATTERY CHARGER RECTIFIER 

10 -0.10V (CT) 100 Amp.. fan cooled. Re- place your 
lenium type. SPECIA 

sulfide 
..511 98 new a 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
I/7 WAVE FOR RADIO 6 TV 

CURRENT LIST TAB" WV 
PRICE PRICE 12 FOR 

1151140 130V 51.50 50.59 58.48 
7511Á da 130v 1.85 .69 7.58 

1005tÁ 69130V 2.05 .79 5.68 
1 511MA ('d 130V 2.25 .99 10.78 
200MA ád 130V 3.15 1.39 14.95 
3OOSIA M 1 í0V 3.30 1.9 15.98 
4m1MA 0 1111V .25 1.89 20.35 
5011MA 0 110V .40 1.96 21.28 

SELENIUM 
We spec Rectifiers 

RECTIFIERS 
sop- plies to your specs. Immediate delivery. 

Current Iß /14 30/28 54/40 130/11)0 
'cont., 

Volts Volts Volts Volts 
1AMP 1.35 2.15 3.70 7.50 2AM 2.20 3.60 5.40 10.50 AM .25 7.93 12.95 25.25 
6AMP 4.75 9.00 13.50 33.00 

IOAMP 6.75 12.75 20.00 40.00 
12AM 8.50 16.25 25.50 45.00 
20AMP 13.25 25.50 39.00 79.50 24AM 16.35 32.50 45.00 90.00 
30ÁM 20.00 38.50 
38AMP 25.00 48.50 
Full -Wve Selen Reel & Trans. in Nit Form. 
All 11SV /80 cY inputs. 
up to 28VDC at 12 amps 531.96 
up to 28VDC at 48 amps 129.00 

RECTIFIER XFMRS 
18- 12.9C7- 0.12 -IBV /4 Amp 5 8.75 
I8- 12.9cn9- 12- 18v/12 Amp 15.75 
IR.12.0-1'T.O.12 -1Rí 24 Amp 35.75 
18 VOIt /2 Amp $1.95:3 for 5.49 

DC POWER SUPPLY } tf 
O to 12 VDC /2 Amp. J 

cased 
DC supply. ey , 

but lltt -not 41 1 

completely 
v 0c. r 

U sable 
LAB supply. RI. ', 

nt D.C. plating. bat- 
tery charging, model railroad. 

center 
es volt 

age or avidea1 
for 

t o 11) ̀sin° mMiet.. TA... SPECIAL ....510.95; 2 for $20.00 
RECTIFIER CHOKES 

4 AMP .07 HY .6 01151 5 7.95 
12 AMP .01 HY .1 011M 14.95 
24 AMP .004 HY .025 OHM 29.95 
100 WATT SEC PHOTOFLASH KIT ms's Includes DX Flash Lamp Rated 

0O SIa It Sec. Flash Lamp 

zn 

11o1.1er & R" Reflector & Cable. 
1'0wer Trawformer A CO Flash M 'al'acitnrs. .5. 200 MId Each 

; W Output of 10() Wyatt 
r zavv\ 

aa 
See. All 

Resistors. Capacitors. Rectifi- 
ers & Sockets 529.6 

\1 
" C[[ Photoflash, 

e & battery 549.05 
ACwPACK for CF.OF." I $10.99 
HOBBY I complete 120 watt sec. 559.95 
WRITE FOR DETAILS & SPECIAL PRICES 

TAB "SUN- FLASH" LAMPS 
"Tab 

Replaces Max. Each 
U5W SPRG /FA1O4 150 $5.99 
No. 1 AMG1.0 5804X 100 10.98 
23ST GE. FT 210 200 9.98 
53GT `E FT 4113 500 13.50 
t'A 1'I.í'.4330 200 9.95 
35:IGTQ FT 503 5000 49.98 

4X4 X400 200 10.98 
DX . PIIGFAIOO 150 9.00 

PHOTOFLASH CONDENSERS 
IOOMF D'SOOWVDC 51.98 
200MFD SOWVDC 2.89 
300MFD 490WVDC .. ... 4.39 
neMFD 600VAC 2800VDC Intermll't. 5.9$ 
27FD 1.2KVDC 2KVDCInt.SSW.5e°. 5.95 

MICA CONDENSERS 

FÁ 
A 
A 
A 
S 
B 

B 
A 
B 
B 
A 

C 
A 
A 

C 

MFD WVDC PRICE 
.033 600 SOC; 5 for $2.50 
.03 80() 89c: 5 for 2.39 
.02 600 690: S Ior 2.29 
.015 2500 1.75: 2 for 3.00 
.01 600 SBc: 3 for 1.20 
01 1000 49c: 3 for 1.29 

.01 1200 69c: 3 for 1.9 
.008 800 39c: 3 for 1.00 
.005 2500 1.19; 3 for 2.95 
.004 600 491:3 for 1.10 
.002 1200 58c; 3 for 1.25 
.002 25110 98c; 3 for 2.29 
.001 1200 SSc: 3 for 1.20 
.00075 5000 2.98:2 for 5.00 
.0007 3000 89°:3 for 2.39 
.0004 2500 39e: 8 for 1.95 
.0001 000 25c: S for 1.00 
.0001 3000 89c: 3 for 2.00 

0001 5000 1.49; for 5.00 
.00001 3u00 391: for 1.00 

METER SPECIALS 
At Newly Reduced Low Prices 

0- 30VDC"AN" 1.49; 2 for 2.49 
0 -60 AOC AN ". Less Shunt 

$2.95: 2 ter 5.00 
0.I5VAC GE 2142 RND 

Ron eye. ..... .., ... 1.29 
0.150VAC WSTGH 21/4 RND 0 eye 3.49 
0- ISOVAC 23 -I25cy /314 "So. /RA35. 5.95 
O -1 MADC WSTGIi 3122+' So. . 5.49 
0.50 M,croamps Weida/1301 35,(í'9q. 13.98 
0 -500 MADC 214." RN!) Triplett 221T .95 
VÚ.20+3 Weston 391 3" Sn 14.9$ 
0 -120 MA RF 31<," RND Weston Soi 12.98 

Money Back G 
(Cost of Mdse. Only) SS 
Min. Order F.O.B. N.Y.C. 
Add Shpg. Charges A 25 °a 
Dep. Tubes Ctd. via R -Exp. 
only. Prices subject to 
Change Without Notice. 

Rector 2 -6245 D 

THAT'S 111 // THAT'S 
A 

U BUY BUY BUY 
_ 

. 9RN 111 LIBER TY STREET NEW YORK 6. N. Y.. U. S. A. 

pes CRYSTAL DIODES 

IN23B SYLVANIA $1.89 
Lots f 10 

Smaller Q aaneitv.: n,H : r * e s6.2e 
it 1N21 sSe: 6 fori .00 

1N21$ 52.59: S for 7.00 
162111 1.55: for 10.00 
1647 1.33; S for 7.00 
1648 69c; S for 3.23 

HIFI AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
Model \1.150111 -FI 10 att, less than 2,o 1 

punse -4- 1 db, 20 to 20000 
CPS. Hum -70 db. Separate bass 8 treble 
controls. 3 poso selector switch. Built -In 
equalized pre -amp for GE. cartridge. Tubes 
'4-de 5'6Vß. 

G573 E 
. .52995 

Model AB' & EC 51201 A. HI-Fl Amp & 
snkr "refi" SPECIAL $47.00 
AUDIO AMPLIFIERS READY TO GO 

Model 3OSM 5 Watt 
Ampi, as Pictured Above 
Features Mike & Phono 

Cntrls. Latest C 
Gain 

Tone Cntrl. Design. 
Complete with Tubes. 'TÁ" SPECIAL $11.88 

el 200M0 Mike OSC. Broadcasts 
Through Your Radio with No Direct Con. 

Mo 
Tipp. W'TUtws ..... $6.98 
del Phono ÖSC.PhonogrrphBroad. toss Through Your Radio. No Direct Hook. 

up. W 'Tune 94.99 
Model 302561 

Your 
Phono Ampl. Ideal for 

Custom 
W /TUbes.Building SPECIAL 

Phonograph. 
$4.98 

AUDIO COMPONENTS 
CE HPX04I Phono Cart..5 4.49 
GE Itl'X1150 Triple Play. 0.95 
Electrovolee Triple Play 2.69 
Pickup Arm &Xtal HI- outpt. 2.39 
PM 12' GE 512OIA HI -FI Speaker 15.59 
PM 8" Blue 8T16 -1 Permilux .... 23.00 
PM 10 "111 -FI Woofer & Separate 

Horn Tweeter. lOwatt 40- 2OKC.. 19.98 
Cmstal Mike & Cacle........ .. . 2.98 
Crystal Mike Cartridge lapel type) 1.98 
Cr..tal Mike Cart. Ceramic Wetnruf 3.95 

OIL CONDENSER 
WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE SALE 

RECTANGULAR CASE 
.^SIFD 1500VDC 95c: 2 for 51.50 
2MFD 1000VDC SSC; for 1.95 

IFO BnOVDC $1.30: 31or 4.00 
IOSIFD 600VDG 1.98; 2 for 3.50 

IMFII 3:10VAC 1000VDC ..3 for 1.20 
2X21.1FD 600VDC 89c: 2 for 1.59 ATHTU SIDE TERMINALS 

16 ED 600VDC 39c: 3 for SI 00 
45íF0 50VDC SOc: S for 2.00 

. IMi tt 20110VDC $1.05; S for .50 
2X .1MFD 401)VDC ..49e; S for 2.00 

Many types In stack. write. 

J'f.Jr CONDENSER SPECIALS 
2 MFD 330 VAC 2C. 1000 VDC 

STD MFGR Lots of 10 
nmller Quantities. 

Each 49e; 3 for $1.29 
INFO 6o0vOC Porcelain Insulators ith 
A I i. .,.1 '.11:: Clamp 3 for $190 
CHROME VANADIUM SPEED DRILLS 
29PC5 CHROME IURI 
Top quality for Machinists 

o 
se all purpo 

use ndard Full Length 1 /10^ to by 84th`. "TAB" SPECIAL 97.69 
12 PCS SET 1 /10^ to 3.49 
60 PCS DRILLS I to 00 with Index 7.98 
13 PCS I Ai, to t/ " w Index 2.89 
SPEED ELECTRIC DRILL 4" tacons 
O'ormgear Chock & 80 PCs Drills & 
Index. TAT" SPECIAL.........$22.00 
SPEED ELECTRIC DRILL ," /Jasons 
Wormgear Chuck & 21) P. Drills & 
Index. TA SPECIAL $39.00 

ESICO SOLDERING IRONS 

FIO_ 
II 

SIZE PRICE 
Watt '14 Tip / Lng /.38 Ibs.. 

Tip/12" 
8.100 Vatt /a/ Tlp I2" ng ibs...2.55 8130 Watt t2. Tip/12" Lng /.75 Ió,..3.17 
Simi 

ESICO I 
American Beau y type. ass own 

COIAO0 80w /í5t Tip /7' Log 320 
C- g38'Am. Bty. 3188 /100W /40 Tip 5.29 
C._18'Am. Bty. 3158 /200W /fist Tip 5.30 0,78 'Am. Sty. 3178 300W.1/2 Tip .15 
D- T08'Am. Sty. 3108,550W/11/A Tip 1008 
Solder 1 lb. Spool 0142 Regular. 

. 

.. .1.29 
With any soldering iron Special 901 

WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICES 

GENUINE SWEDISH 
STEEL SAWS 

FIRST QUALITY 

MUMER SIZE PER IN 
701 -20 -10 20' 
701 -24 -10 24" 
701 -24.8 24" 
701 -28.8 26" 
701 -26.6 
701 -26 -10 
701.28 -5 
701 -28.5 
701.30.6 

26" 
28" 
28" 
30" 

10 PT 
s PT 
8 PT 
6 PT 

10 PT 
8 PT 
6 PT 
6 PT 

REO. 
PRICE 
$9.00 
9.73 
9.75 

10.85 
10.115 
10.85 
10.85 
11.50 
11.00 

PRICE 
$3.95 .15 .15 
4.25 
4.23 .29 .3S .70 
4.50 

THEY 
THEM $1 OO LAST 

LOTS OF 5 

KITS AND COMPONENTS 
oil Condensers .S..I .......5;31.23 
Electrolytic Condensers A -1...5' 1.29 
SPRGE CRP- :IVertlntegratorNetwk 
3 RI:h 6 .I('NUSR 29: 8.$1.00 
Conti is Popular Values ' 9'' 

/ 
1.25 

Resistors, l/.&1W 100/ 1.25 
Vitreous W W Resistors .2 8/ 15 
Sockets. Asstd. 8. 7.5. 4P-12/ 1.25 
Iron Core Slug & Screw... -50/ 1.29 
Knobs, Asstd. w /Insert 10/ 1.29 

INFRARED SNOOPERSCOPE 
TUBE 

Irnage-Conserter 
SEE.IN.DARK 

Tube H Sen itivity aIm- 
puced design 2^ dia. Willemite screen- 
Resolution up to 350 line /in. Complete 
data & tube. $4.90: 2 for $9.49 

SNOOPERSCOPE PWR SUPPLY 
2800VDC s aSocket. 

ul) Trans. orm. Rectti er Reslstors.Capacitors 
and Diagram 58.98 
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BOW TIE - Peak -A -Bow design with 
the only adjustable screen on the 
market ... Available in single and 
stacked models. 

Up! Up! Up! - Up go your 
Sales! Up go your Profits - to 

a new NEW HI - with the com- 
plete WARD line of Television 
Antennas and Accessories that 
outdistances tomorrow - that 
makes today look far behind! 
Creations of the world's finest 
research laboratories ... pro- 
duced by the oldest and great- 
est of TV and Radio Antenna 
manufacturers ... WARD An- 
tennas will keep you far in 

advance of your competition. 
Climb aboard, Partner - and 
zoom to greater profits! 

RHOMBIC - Highest gain of all UHF anten- 
nas ... for fringe and super fringe areas. 

ZIP -HI MAST - Corrosion -proof 16 

gauge permatube . easily assem- 
bled ... in 2, 3, 4, 5 section models. 

HEAVY DUTY BASE - Ruggedly con- 
structed to fit all masts from 11/4" to 
2V" O.D. 

3 X 3 - Original development for 
UHF band composed of 3 stacked 3 

element beams. Full wave spacing be 
tween bays ... clean cut pattern with 
sharp forward lobe and no side lobes 

. cut to frequency ... unsurpassed 
for near fringe and fringe areas. 

DIPLEXER - For separate UHF -VHF 

antennas ... or for set and convert- 
ers with separate UHF -VHF terminals 
.. . Foolproof . . . easily installed. 

CAN -CAN - New losy H design for 
entire UHF band ... uni-directional 
pattern ... sturdy compact unit .. 
field tested and thoroughly proven. 

CORNER REFLECTOR - For semi - 
fringe areas . ruggedly designed 
to eliminate ghosts and vibration. 

10 ELEMENT YAGI - Multi -channel 
series of 10 element UHF Yogis ... 
Excellent for fringe areas . . . very 
directional ... completely pre- assem- 
bled - single and stacked models. 

THE WARD PRODUCTS CORP. 

1148 Euclid Avenue 

DIVISION OF THE GABRIEL COMPANY 

Cleveland 15, Ohio in Canada: Atlas Radio Co., Ltd. 
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Installation is 

FAST and EASY 
...and it eau he done right in your 
customers' homes in a matter of 
minutes. Simply connect the antenna 
leads and power lines from the Con- 
verter to the set. 'That's all there is to it. 
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The 
MALLORY UHF Converter 

can mean 

EXTRA PROfiTS 
when UHF television comes 

to your area 
Where UHF television has already gone on 
the air, the Mallory Converter has proven to 
be one of the fastest moving items in the new 
UHF market. And for good reason too. 

The Mallory Converter will equip any TV 
set to receive all channels -old and new. 

Picture definition is excellent ... tun- 
ing is easy. 

Another outstanding feature of the Mallory 
Converter is that it tunes in a/! channels in any 
area. 'l'he customer who has one has nothing 
more to buy, no adjustments to make ... even 
if he moves to another broadcast area. 

YOUR MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR will be 
glad to show you the Mallory Converter ... 
tell you how successful it has been for dealers 
in other areas. Get complete information today, 
so you can make the most of the new UHF 
market tomorrow. 

ALLOR 
CAPACITORS CDNTROLS VIBRATORS SWITCHES RESISTORS 
RECTIFIERS POWER SUPPLIES FILTERS MERCURY BATTERIES 

ROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS 
P. R. MALLORY i CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 
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